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AT THE 

A N N U A L  G E N E R A L  M E E T I N G ,  MAY 24, 1841, 

T h e  following Report from the Council was read :- 
The Council has great pleasure in being enabled to lay before 

the Society a satisfactory statement of its affairs. 
Since the last anniversary, forty new Members have been 

elected; sixteen vacancies have occurred, of which nine by death, 
and seven by resignation ; seven elected Members, whose names 
had by courtesy been placed upon the list, though they had not paid 
their admission fee, have been struck off, never having paid any- 
t h q .  The Society now consists of 7 14 Members, exclusive of 
sixty-three Foreign Honorary and Corresponding Members. 
One Foreign Corresponding Member has been added to our list 
since the last anniversary, namely, the Viscount de Santarem. 

Finances.-The state of the finances, of which the details are 
annexed, continues satisfactory. The sum of 3501. has been 
sold out of the funds in order to defray the extraordinary ex- 
penses incurred for the necessary preservation and arrangement 
of the Society's valuable maps and charts, leaving the sum of 
41501. as the capital stock invested in the funds. 

A farther sum of 3001. for the Kurdistan expedition has been 
paid out of the annual receipts without encroaching upon the 
Society's capital. 

Arrears.-The arrears due to the Society on the 1st of January 
amounted to 6781.; 1571. have since been recovered; 661. are 

a 2 
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Annual Report of Council. 

cancelled by elimination of the seven members above mentioned, . 
who should not in strictness have been considered members, 
never having, by their presence or payment of admission fee, 
sanctioned their election; and 1762. are considered as irreco- 
verable, being the arrears of thirteen defaulters, whose names, in 
conformity with the regulations, are suspended in the Society's 
rooms : still leaving 9791. in arrears ; but as these are chiefly due  , 

from members abroad, it is hoped that a large part of this i s  
recoverable. 

Her Majesty's Donation.-The plan adopted by the Council 
last year, of converting her Majesty's donation into two gold 
medals of equal value, has been followed this year, and will con- 
tinue to be so in future. The Council has awarded the Founder's 
Medal to Lieutenant Raper, R.N., for his excellent work on 
Practical Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, and for his very 
valuable papers on Longitudes in the Nautical Magazine ;' and 
the Patron's Medal to Lieutenant Wood, I.N., for his journey to 
and re-discovery of the source of the Oxus, and for his valuable 
labours on the Indus. 

Resignation cf Secretary.-The Council, in announcing off- 
cially the resignation of Captain Washington from the office of 
Secretary to the Society, do so with regret, and conceive it ta b e  
their duty thus publicly to record the high sense they entertain 
of the unwearied zeal he has ever displayed, and of tbe valuable 
services rendered by him to the Society. T o  his enlightened and 
unceasing activity must be ascribed in no ordinary degree the 
great advance which the Society has made in securing the confi- 
dence and good opinion of the public, and the increasing interest 
which is now so extensively felt in geographical discoveries and 
investigations. He has lately been appointed to the command of 
one of her Majesty's surveying vessels in the North Sea; and 
while every one will admit that the selection has been most judi- 
cious for the benefit of the service, the Council feel persuaded 
that the Society will join with them in congratulating Captain 
Washington on his appointment, and in anticipating with pleasure 
the success which his talents and idustry cannot fail to secure. 
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Publications.-The Journal of the Society, for 1 840, has, 
like that of the preceding year, been issued in three parts; the 
edition being 1300 copies. 

The Council, ever desirous of diffusing the information con- 
tained in its publications, has included the Royal Academy of 
Science of Stockholm in the list of scientific boclies to which the 
Journal is presented. 

The Journal of the Society has hitherto been edited by the 
Secretary ; but the particular nature of that publication, requiring 
much discrimination and judgment in the selection and arrange- 
ment for publication of the materials sent home by travellers, 
renders the task of editing one of extraordinary labour and time ; 
added to which, the extent which the Society has acquired of late, 
and the consequent increase of official duty, are such, that the 
labours of editing the Journal and transacting the ordinary busi- 
ness of the Society have become too mulGfarious to be efficiently 
performed by one person. Accordingly, on the resignation of the 
Secretaryship by Captain Washington, the Council resolved to 
divide the labour between two individuals. The  Secretaryship 
was offered to Colonel Jackson, who has accepted it, subject to 
the sanction of the Society ; and our learned Foreign Secretary, 
having offered to undertake the labour of editing the Journal 
without salary, but with an allowance of 1001. a-year for such 
assistance of amanuenses, kc., as he might require, the Council 
has gratefully accepted the proposal, subject in like manner tu 
the sanction of the Society. In the mean time, the Council think 
proper to add that the greater portion of the third part of the 
tenth volume has been edited under the new arrangement. 

Expeditions.-The Kurdistin expedition, undertaken under 
the joint auspices of this Society and ef the Society for the Dif- 
fusion of Christian Knowledge, and confided to the charge of 
Mr. Ainsworth and Mr. Rasdm, has closed its labours. A de- 
tailed report of the second Journey across Asia Minor, from 
Constantinople to MosG1, has been printed in the last published 
Part of the Society's Journal. hIr. Ainsworth's last report, con- 
taining his Journey among the Nestorian Christians, has just 
been received, and will appear in a subsequent Number. 
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Libray.-The accessions to the librajr consist of upwards of 
380 volumes and 090 maps and charts. For a large portion of 
the latter the Society is indebted to the liberality of the Board of 
Admiralty. I 

The Council, desirous of rendering the Society the grand 
focus of geographical knowledge, are particularly anxious that 
the library and its collection of maps and charts should be as 
complete as possible ; but to effect this solely from its own funds 
would be to diminish in a great degree its available means of pro- 
moting the other objects for which the Society was instituted; 
whereas the collective exertions of members would effect much 
at a very trifling wst to themselves individually. Very valuable 
geographical works, acwunts of travels and of countries, old atlases 
and maps, highly useful for the purposes of comparative geography, 
are frequently to be procured for very small sums. By purchasing 
and presenting such to the library of the Society it might soon 
be greatly augmented. The object to which on this subject we 
would tend is, that no work relating to geography, no map or 
chart extant, should be wanting to the library of the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society of London; and the Council therefore take 
this opportunity of appealing to the liberality, and, perhaps, they 
may add, to the laudable pride of its members. If each one of 
our 700 members were to present but one volume to the Society 
yearly, we might hope, in a very short time, to possess almost 
everything of value to the science we profess to cultivate. 
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The PRESIDENT'S Address y presenting Medals. ix 

A T  fhe Anniversary Meeting held on the 24th May, 184 1, 
the President presented the Gold Medals, awarded respectively 
to Lieut. H. RAPER,  R.N., and Lieut. J. WOOD, I.N., in the 
following words. 

" Lieut.  RAPER,-^ compliance with an unanimous resolution of 
the Council I beg to place in your hands the highest tribute to merit 
which they have it in their power to bestow. This Work on the ' Prac- 
tice of Navigation, and Nautical Astronomy,' for which the Royal Medal 
has been awarded to you, indicates in the opinion of the Council a mind 
naturally powerful, highly cultivated, whose energy has been directed, 
during many successive years, steadily and without distraction to the 
attainment of a single object. Your ambition has been to perfect the 
art of navigation, to remove whatever it contained of empiricism, to lop 
off its redundancies, to adapt its laws to the dullest comprehensions, 
and to lay down principles worthy to guide the highest intelligence. 

Of those who only follow the Rules, or employ the Tables cohtained 
in this volume, no mental effort is required: such persons may read 
off without hesitation the sign annexed to any correction and com- 
prehend at once what to reserve, what to add, what to subtract; the 
meaning is clear, the precepts are obvious, and cases hitherto considered 
complex and involved they will find brought down to the level of the 
simplest canon. 

But the Methods recommended in this work are not only simplified, 
but often original : as an instance of this it may be sufficient to notice 
the special Transverse table, so contrived that it bears to spherical the 
same relation which the ordinary transverse table bears to plane 
trigonometry. Among the several uses to which the table is  applicable, 
I mav cite as one of the most striking. the readv determination of a shio's 

up 

true kourse upon a great circle, and the g&graphic measuremen;of 
lame tracts of countrv without the cumbrous machinerv of loearithms. 

+he Formule fo; estimating in observations made undver varying 
circumstances the probable limits of error, form another peculiarity 
of your work. I t  is no slight advantage to the mariner or traveller 
that he is enabled to ascertain immediately and correctly the amount 
of credit his observations deserve. 

Another Table requiring special notice is that of Maritime Positions, 
no aervile copy of former tables bearing that name, but an original 
composition derived from a critical investigation of authorities, and 
founded upon principles which you, Sir, had already laid down at an 
earlier period in an admirable aeries of papers in the 'Nautical Maga- 
eine.' In those papers you discussed the amount of dependence to which 
different classes of observations are entitled; you pointed out by what 
goas errors they are not unfrequently polluted; and inculcated the 
necessity of adopting for different parts sf the globe a certain number 
of what may be denominated secondary meridian& From these you 
selected as many as your object required, and earnestly recommended 
dl geographers and all travellers whether by land or sea to refer to 
one or other of the meridians so selected (eighteen in number) the 
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chronometric differences of longitude hitherto referred exclusively to t h e  
prime meridian of Greenwich. 

Such are the leading features of the work before me ; such the merits 
which the Council have felt it imperative upon them to acknowledge and  
reward. Let it  not be said (I am sure it  will not be said in disparage- 
ment of their adjudication) that it ie p r e m a t u r e t h a t  the work, however 
admirable, is incomplete. I t  is perfectly true that the ~econd volume, 
embracing the whole theory of navigation, is still in embryo: but  
I cannot persuade myself that any member of the Society will attach 
more importance than the Council have done to this remark. When i n  
the course which you have already run, it had been satisfactorily shown 
that you had surpassed every other competitor, the Council did not con- 
sider themselves justified in  withholding from you the prize for another 
year in the hope that within that period you would surpass yourself. 
Far from discovering in this anticipation of future excellence an excuse 
for delay, we have on the contrary found in it a reason for despatch : 
it appeared to us that what: justice authorized policy commanded, 
and that we were called upon by the earliest application of all the 
encouragement we could offer to stimulate you to proceed with un- 
faltering energy in the path you have chosen, and which can hardly 
fail to lead to greater results." 

Lieut. Raper ,  in reply, said :- - - 
"Sir,-I receive this medal with great gratification, and am the 

more sensible of the distinction, as it has been bestowed upon an unfi- 
nished work. I trust that I need not occupy the time of the meeting 
with expressions of the pleasure which this occasion affords me; I can 
only assure them that the honour conferred on my work will render 
me doubly vigdant in completing that part of it which is yet in pro- 
gress, in  order that it may be as little undeserving as possible of the 
prominent position which they have assigned to it, and also of the 
encomiums which you have been so good, Sir, as to add to the recom- 
mendation of the Council. I will not trespass upon you any further 
than to observe, that whatever satisfaction an author may derive 
from conceiving that he has directed his efforts to purposes of utility, 
or to the advantage of any section of the community, he can have none 
higher than to find that his labours have obtained the approbation of 
those to whom the world naturally looks as judges on such questions." 

T h e  President then addressed t h e  meeting in the  following 
words, after which, the  medal  was presented to S i r  CHARLES 
MALCOLM, for Lieut. WOOD, I.N. 

"Gentlemen,-It has been alrendy announced to you that one of 
the medals, which, by command of her gracious Majesty, the Council a p  
propriates annually to the furtherance of geographical science and dis- 
covery, has been this year awarded to Lieut. Wood. 

Starting into active life at a period when it  was thought necessary 
to reopen between the eastern and western possessions of Great Britain 
a channel of comm~ulication which barbarism had closed during many 
successive centuries, it was the good fortune of this officer to comma~~d 
the first steam-boat that ever navigated the waters of the I n h s .  
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Being commissioned to examine the periodical rise and fall of the 
Indus at HdderdblM, the duty was performed by Lieut. Wood in a man- 
ner so satisfactory that he had the honour of being appointed soon af- 
terwards to accompany Sir Alexander Burnes on a commercial mission 
to Afghilnistan. While holding that appointment, he undertook a 
survey of the Indus from its mouth (which had been already mapped 
with great accuracy by Lieut. Carless) to A@k, a course of 900 
miles. As he approached Kald-bilgh, where the river escapes through a 
mountain-pass in the salt range, his difficulties increased till they be- 
came what by an ordi~lary mind might have been deemed insurmount- 
able; to his they suggested no other necessity but that of prosecuting 
his object in a different way. Discharging his boat he proceeded by 
forced marches to At*, the assigned terminus of his labours, embarked 
again, and steering cautiously amid falls and rapids, down that part of 
the stream which to ascend was impracticable, by skill, courage, and 
perseverance, accomplished to the fullest extent his arduous inves- 
tigation. At KBbul he began to construct a map of the Afghin pro- 
vince of K6h-DBman; * while so employed he was ordered off to Tur- 
kistan, and having been foiled in attempting to penetrate an unexplored 
mountain-pass, arrived at Kunduz by the ordinary route. The only 
prospect which now opened to him was that of passing the winter months 
in inglorious ease ; but mindful of an observation, made to him on a 
former occasion by Sir Alexander Burnea, that it was practicable to 
combine with the correct discharge of professional duties the advance- 
ment of general knowledge, he spurned a life of inactivity, and un- 
daunted by the extreme rigour of the season, and the inhospitable na- 
ture of the country which it would be necessary for him to traverse, 
gained permission from Murad Beg, the ruler of the country, to explore 
the hidden source of the Oxus : and here again he was successful. In 
such expeditions success is not an unfair criterion of merit, for in trying 
circumstances fortune rarely favours the undeserving. 

Mr. Wood's Survey of the Indus is a masterly work, and will re- 
quire but few additions or corrections. His account of the upper Oxus 
is confessedly very imperfect, but the imperfection arises from circum 
stances unconnected with his character, and beyond his control; the 
achievements of travellers must ever be bounded more or less by their 
opportunities; the first step is rarely the easiest, nor is gratitude less 
due to him who sows the seed than to him who gathers in the harvest. 

The value of the medals given by the Council we are aware de- 
pends in no slight degree on the justice and impartiality with which 
they are awarded, but the choice among different descriptions of merit 
is alwa s embarraseing. In their conscientious endeavour to fulfil the 
intent& of the royal donors, the Council have more than once con- 
sidered themselves not only authorized but called upon to take into ac- 
count circumstances which, if the ' Detur digniori ' were the only rule 
of action, ought to be disregarded. Our duty is not so much to reward 
merit, as through the medium of reward to advance geographical science 
and discovery. The Council, in worthily conferring upon Lieut. Wood 

* Or Ddmarii K6h, i.e. moulitain skirt. 
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this medal, have therefore not deemed it necessary to shut their eyes to the 
important benefits which have been rendered to geography by that branch 
of the Indian service to which he has the honour to belong; still less 
have they concealed from themselves the consideration that he is yet 
happily in the prime of life, when a grateful recognition of his past ser- 
vices may naturally be expected to increase his ardour in geographical 
pursuits, and urge him on to new investigations. 

I regret that Lieut. Wood is not present. He ia moving about, I 
hear, in the north of Scotland, and may perhaps be yet unconscious of the 
honour that awaits him. Under these circumstances Sir Charles Malcolm 
will do me the favour to accept the medal in trust to transfer it by the 
first opportunity to its right owner. I t  will be to an o5cer of the 
Indian navy an additional gratification to receive it from his hands. 

"Scilicet ingeniis aliqua est concordia junctia 
Et eervat studii fcedera quisque sm." 

Sir C H A R L E S  MALCOLM, in reply, said :- 
" Sir,-My young friend, Lieut. Wood, will ever regret that he was 

not present this evening to receive personally from your hands this 
mark of the approbation of the Royal Geographical Society. This 
honourable reward now conferred upon him for the talent, zeal, and 
perseverance which he hes displayed, and which you have been pleased 
to notice in such a just and gratifying manner, will be to him a re- 
compense for all the labour he has undergone in his successful and 
arduous undertaking. I t  will afford me most sincere pleasure to convey 
to him this medal." 
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BKL~IUY.-Essai sur la Statistique Gknbrale de la Belgique. 
Par hf. Vandermaelen. 8vo. Bmxelles. 1841 . - Atlas Pittoresque des Chemins de Per de la Bel- IDEM. 
gique. Pu A. Wauters. Bnuelles, 1840 . ). 

B s r ~ ~ s a  Isr~s.-Guide to the Lakes of Cumberland, B c  By\ 
John Housman. 8vo. Carliile, I808 . . .  

Essay towards a Natural History of Westmore- 
land, Bc. By Thomas Robinson. 8vo. London, 1709 

Mineralogy of Derbyshire. By John Mawe. 
8vo. London, 1802 . . . . . .  

Agriculture of the County of Surrey. By W. 
Shvenaou. 8vo. London, 1809 . .  G. B. Q ~ B E N O U ~ I ~ ,  

--- Agriculture of Middlesex. By John Middle- Esq. 
ton. 8vo. London, 1807 . . . . . .  

Agriculture of Qloucarterahii. By Thorn as 
Rudge. 8vo. London, 1807 . . . . .  -- Agriculture of Norfolk. By Arthur Yoong. 
8vo. London, 1804 . . . . . .  

General View of the Agriculture of Devon. By 
Charles Vaucouver. 8vo. London, 1808 . ./ 

Nautical Observations on the Port aud Vicinity CAPTAIN SY-, 
of Cardif. By Captain W. 8. Smyth. 8vo. CardifT } EN. 

Parliamentary Gazetteer of England and Q. G. C v ~ a r n a ~ n a ,  
Wales. Parts 4 to 7. 8v0. London, 1840 . . Eag. 

A General Account of the Rivm in Great Britain By H. 
i&y 8vo. 21801 . . . . .  

EVROPPI Europa ; uadro fisiopafico faeifmente intern. 
Opera. J. C. chww. Milano, 1839 . . .  

F~nncs.-La France, Description Qbographique, Statistique, 
et Topographiqua Par M. Loriol. Six pazts. 8 r a  
Paris . . . . . . . .  

ORKBCB.-ZU~ Qeschichte der Griesehischen i ~ n d  Indo- 
akythiachen Kanige. Von C Lassen. 8vo. Bonn, 1838) 

IONIAN Islanns-DeUa Historia di Corfu, descritta da An- 
drea Marmora. 4to. Venice, 1672 . . . .  
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RUSSIA.-Annuaire Mapfitique et MQt6orologique de la 

Russie. Annfies 1837, 1838, et 1839. 410. St. . . . . . . .  Petersbnrg - Rnssland und die Twherkeswn. Von K.  F. Neu-) M. CA_ NBurANN. . . . .  mann. 8v0. Stuttgart, 1840 
S w l r z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n . - E r g e b n i s w  der Trigoxmmetrischen Verne: I C_IN ORIBI. 

sungen in  der Schweiz. 4to. Zurich, 1840 . 
SICII.Y.-Annali Civili del Regno delie Due Sicilie. 4t0.} Co1.. V1scowx. . . . . . . .  Napoli,1840 
TURKEY.-Travels in Turkey, Itnly, and Russia, 1803 to 1806.) SIR W. 

By Thomas Macgill. 8vo. London, 1808 . . 
ASIA. 

AFPGANX~TAN.-ROU~~ Notes of the Campaign in Sinde and 
AfTgauistan, in 1838-39. By Mnjor J. Outram. Lon-} MAJOR OUTRAM. . . . . . .  d o n  12mo. 1840 

ASIA.-Erdkunde von Asien. Part  9. Von Carl Ritter. 8vo. 
PROP. C. RITTER. . . . . . . .  Berlin, 1840 1 - Asiatic Society of Bengal, Journal of the, to No. 24 ASIATIC SOCIETY ow 

N.S. 1841 . . . - . . .  BENGAL. 

- Nouveau Journal Asiatique, to August, 1841. Paris Socxirf { nE PARIS. 
ASIA. C R N T R A L . - G ~ ~ ~  Qeografichi e Statistichi su L'Asia C o m r  GRXBURG 

Central& Par J. QrPberg di Hems6. 8vo. Milano, 1810) DI HEMS& 
ASIA MINO%-Remarks on AncientTroy and Modem Troad. 

MUOR E. NAPIBR. . . .  By Major E. Napier. 8vo. Pamphlet 1 -- Description of the Plains of Troy. By M. G. B. C~REBNOUCJH, 
Chevalier. Translated by A. DalzeI. 4to. Bdin., 17911 ESQ. 

A~~sxn.-Eesay towards the History of Arabia, antecedent 
to the Birth of Mahommed. By Major Price. 4to. . . . . . . .  London, 1824 

Cx~n~.-Travels of the Russian Mission through Mon olia B. QREmOUGH, to China, 1820-21. By 0. Timkowski, with h e s }  
by J. Klaproth. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1827 . . ESQ. 

- Notizie varie della China, da Jaeopo Carlieri. 8vo. 
Flonnce,1697 . . . . . . .  

C ~ v c n s s ~ ~ . - A  Residence in Circavria By J. S. Bell. 2 vola. 
8vo. London, 1840 } J. 5. BELL, ESQ. . . . . . .  

Ino~+Hand-book for India and Egypt. 89.0. Lond., 1841 Q. PARBURY, ESQ. - Istoria dell' Indie del Veseovo Chiapa. 4to. Venice, W. C. TREVBI,YAN, 
182fi . . . . . . . .  1 ESQ. - Conquests dell' Indie Oecidentale del Vescovo Chiapa. 
4to. Venice, 1645 } 1n.m . . . . . .  - Navigationi degl' Olandeui e 1 Zelandesi da Gerardo 

. di Vera. 4to. Venice, 1599 . ) IDEq 
H ~ ~ o v s ~ ~ n . - T r a v e l s  in the Flimaldyan Provinces of Hin- t 

& 
dustan and Punjub. By Moorcroft and Trebeck. A S I A ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ "  . . . . .  2 vols. 8vo. London, 1841 

J A P A N . - ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~  au Japon en 1823-30. Par Dr. P. F. 
Sibold, tmduit par A. de Montsy et E. Fraissinet. . . . .  Tome V. 8vo. Paris, 1840 TRAWL 

- Histoire de lYEmpire du Japon. Compode en Allemand 
par E. Kaernpfer, et traduite en B h n ~ a i s  par J. G. 
Scheuchzer. 2 vols. folio. L a  Haye, 1729 . 
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KAIVAH.-Descrizione delle Orde e delle Steppe dei,Kirghizi- 
Kaeaki, opera dittata in Lingua Russa dal A. Lev- 
chine, ora Notomizeata, da J. Q. di Hemso. 8vo. 
Milano, 1840 . . . . . .  

KASCHMIR und das Reich der Siek Von C. F. von Hiigel. 
0 1  I., I and 1 8vo. Stuftgart, 1841 . 1 

LEVANT.-Travels of Mr. Thevenot into the Levant. Folio. G. B. GREEXOUGH, 
London, 1687 . . . . . . .  E ~ Q .  

Oxus.-Personal Narrative of a Journey to the Sources of 
the River Oxus. By Lieut. J. Wood, I.N. 8vo. Lon- 
don, 1841 . . . . . . .  

P H I L L I P P I N E ~ . - H ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ C ~ ~  View of the Phillippine Islands. 
From the Spanish of nI. de Zunigs. By J. Maver. Q' 

GRELNOUaH~ 

2 vols. 8vo. London, 1814 . . . . .  } h 
PA~~STINE.-Voyage tlans la Palestine. Par  M. de la Roque. 

8vo. Amsterdam, 1718 
} IDEM. . . . .  - Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai, and 

Arabia Petrma. By E. Robinson, D.D. 3 vols. 8v0. J. MVHRAY, ESQ. 
London, 1841 . . . . . .  1 

TARTAHY.-T~~ Natural History of East Tartary. By W. 
Ratcliffe. avo. London, 1789 . . .  

AFRICA. 

AFRICA.-T~~ Negroland of the Arabs, examined and ex- 
plained by W. D. Cooley. Bvo. London, 1841 

THE S O C I B ~  YOR - The Friend of Africa. A Periodical ; Nos. 1 to 12. 
8vo. London, 1841 . . . . .  APRICA. 
- Qrammar of the Susoo Language. 8vo. Edinburgh, . . . . . . . .  1802 

Grammar of the Bollum Lan age. By the Rev. G. H.  lander. 8vo. London, 1 g 4  . . .  - A Oagraphical S w e  ofdfnca. By James M'Queen,} JAMES McQu~unJ  
Esq. 8vo. London, 7840 . . . .  Esq. - Outline of a Vocabulary of a few of the Principal 
Languages of Western and Central Africa; for the 
Use of the Niger Expedition. Bvo. London, 1841 APRICA. - Life of Jehudi Ashmun, late Colonial Agent in Li- R. 

QURLEY, beria. By R. R. Glurley. 8vo. New York, 1835. 1 
- Abd-,el-Quader et sa ~ o u v e l l e  Capitale. Par  'A 1 D,AvEzAc. . . . .  8vo. pamphlet. Paris, 1840 
A ~ o ~ ~ ~ s . - T a b l e a u  de la  Situation den Etablissemens Fran- 

p i s  &an@ PAIghrie, 1838-39-40. 3 vols. 4to. Paris 1 QEN"RAL Psm' - ltinhraire dn-Ro aume dYAlger. Par J. M., H. B. 
8- IBndon, 18g0 . . . . .  

CAPE OF GOOD HOPI.-A Sketch and Plan of Cradoek Pam, 
between Qeorge Town and Graham's Town. By Major 
Michell . . . . . . .  - Voyage to the Ca e of Qood Hope, Be., 1772-76. Q. B. QREEN~UGH, 
By A. Spurnun,  1.8. 2 vols. 410. London, 1781 1 RSQ. 

Eowr.-An Appeal to the Antiquaries of Europe on the De- 
struction of the Monuments of Egypt. By Q. R.Qlid- 
don, Esq. 89.0. London, 1841 . . .  
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Eaup~.-On the Cotton of Egypt. By Q. R. Qliddon, Bsq. R. GLInnoN, EsQ. . . . . .  8vo. London, 1841 
GUINEA.-Chronica do Descobrimento e Conquista de Quink, 

escrita por Mandado de Elrei D. Affonso V. pel0 chro- 
nista G. E. de Arurara, precedida de una introduqHo VISDOUNT l)E 

e illustrada corn Alaumas Notas uelo Viseonde de I TAWY. 

. . . .  Santarem. 8vo. P&, 1841 - Memoria sobre a prioridade dos Descobrimentus 
l'ortuguesas na Costa d' Africa occidental. pel0 Vis- 
conda Santarem. 8vo. Paris, 1841 . . 

M ~ ~ ~ o ~ s c n a . - N u t i c e s  statistiaues sur les Colonies Fran-l 
~a ises ;  Madagascar et lesllea St. Pierre et Yiquelon. DIF~T DII LA MARINE. 
8vo. Paris, 1840 . . . . .  

N~~n~.-Picturesc~ue Views on the River Niger. 
mander Km. Allen, R.N. 410. London, 1% 'Om-) CApT' R.N' I 

S~N~onwsla.-Reise nach Senegambia in 1838. "1 DR. BRIJNNER. Brunner, M.D. avo. Berlin. 1840 . . 
T~~po~.r.-History and Present Condition of Tripoli. B Ro 

beti Greenhow, ESP. 8v0. Richmond, U. S,  1l35 -1'' G"EaNaOw, Ese' 
1 

AMERICA. 

AMERICA.-Essai Politique sur le Royaume de la Nouvelle 
Espagne. Par A. von Hnmboldt. 2 vols. 4to. Paris, 
1811 . . . . . . . .  

-- Topographical Description of America. By 3. H. 
Hinton. 2 vols. 4to. London . . . .  

Historia dell' India America, detta altramente COUNT QHR~ERQ 
Francia Antarctica. Di A. Teret. 8ro. Venegia. 1561) or Hxu.96. 

-- An 1nquiry.into the Origin and Antiquities of , 
America. By John Delafield. 4to. New Yo& 18.391 

-------Voyage dans lYInt6rieur de 1'AmC.rique du Nonl. 
Par  lt? Prince M. de Weid Neuweid. Vol. 11. . . . . . . .  Paris, 1841 

--On the Frozen Soil of America. By l o h n j  
R I a ~ A R D s O N .  Richardson, M.D. 8v0. Ellinburgh, 1841 . . 

-- Journal of a Residence on the Comt oflabrador. G. B. G ~ s s ~ o u o a ,  
By G. Cartwright. 3 vols. 4to. Newark, 1798 } ESQ. 

-- Correspondence relating to the Boundary. Polio. MR FSATHERSTONE- 
London, I840 . . . . . . .  } HA,,. -- Adventures onthe Columbia River. By Ross Cox. 
2 vols. 8vo. London, 1831 . . . . .  

-- Memoir on the N.W. Coast nf, with a Map. 
Robt. Greenhow, Bsg. 8vo. Washington, 1840 By 1 DupoNcEAu' 

- 
a Duplicate Copy . . .  R. GREIWHOW, Esg. 

-- Letters from America. By Adam ~ o d ~ s o n .  
vols. 8vo. London, 1824 

AMERXCA, C ~ R A L . - V o y a g e  Historique de l 'hhr ique  M4- B. GmsNouaH, ridionale. Par Don G. Juan et Don A. de Ulloa. 2, Esp. vols. 410. Paris, 1752 . . . . . .  --- View and Analysis of Information extant 
on the Probability of Joining the Atlantic and Pacific 
b a Ship Canal across the Isthmus of America By 2 Pitman. 8vo. London, 1825 . . . .  
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B u n ~ o s  AYRES.-Noticias de las Pmvincias Unidas del Riu 
de la Platn. 8vo. London, 1825 . . . .  

BRAZI~,-Analyse du Journnl de la Navigation de la Flotte 
qcJ' est allCe ir la Terre dn Brazil en 1530-32, sous P. 
Lopez de Souza, par M. le Viscomte Sautarem. 8vo. . . . . . . .  Paris, 1840. - Reise in Brasilien iu 1817-20. Von Dr. von Spk 
und Dr. von Martius. 3 vols. 4to., and A t h  of Plates . . . . .  in folio. blunich, 1828 

G U A Y A N A . - ~ ~ ~ W S  in the Interior of British Guganaoia;; H. seHoxruwK, R, a. Schomburgk, Esq. Folio, tinted. 
1840 . . . . . . . .  } ESQ. 

.. . 
PA+AGON~~.-Narrative of a Voyage to ~ a t a ~ o u i a  and Terra 

del Fuego. By J. Macdounll, R.N. 8vo. London, 
1833 . . . . . . . .  

TEXAS.-Rise, Pro ress, and Prospects of the Republic of 
Texas. By fV. Kennedy, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 
1841 . . . . . . . .  

UNITED STATES.-Archaeologia Americana-Transaclions of 
the American Antiquarian Society. Vols. I. and 11. 
Worcester, Massachusetts, 1830 . . , . 

Catalogue of Books in the Library of the 
Antiquarian Society of America. 8vo. Worcester, IDRY. 
1837 . . . . . . . .  - Description of the Geology of the State of 
New Jersey. By H. D. Rogers. 8vo. Philadrlyhin, 

• 1840 . . . . . . . . .  
-- Report on the Geological Survey of the 

State of New Jersey. avo. Philndelphia, 1836 . --- Geological and Mineralo ical Reports of 
New York for 1831-8-9-40. 8vo. 4 &arts . . 

. Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Report of the 
Geologist of Maryland. 8vo. 1837-8-9 . . ] IDEM. 

- ---- Geological Reports on the States of Massa- . . .  chusett~ and New York. 3 pamphlets in avo. IDEM' 

Pennsylvania, Fourth Annual Report of the 
Geological Survey of the State of. By H. D. Rogern. . . . . .  Iosur. 
8vo. Harrisburgh,1840 

General Outline of the United States. 8vo.) 
ARrsu. . . . . . .  Philadelphia, 1824 

------- History of Printing in America. By Isaiah TIIE ANTIQUARIAN 
Thomas. 2 vols. 810. Worcester, 1810 . .)SOCIRTX or  AMMICA. 

--- Right ofthe United Stntes to the North-East- MR. ern boundary claimed by them. Revised by A. Gallat in) - The Worcester Magazine and Historicd ANTIQUARIAN 

1826 
\ Journal, Vols. I. and 11. 8vo. Worcester, Mass., orAMnnIca. . . . . . . . . .  . I  . . 

---- Report on the Commerce and Navigation 
of the Uuited States. 8vo. Philudelphio . . 

VOL. XI. b 
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UNITED STATES.-F~~S~, Second, Third,! and Fourth Report 
on the New Map of Maryland. 8vo. Philadelphia, 
1834-5-6 . . . . . . .  

History of Worcester, Massachusetts. By THE ANTIQUAR~AN . .  W. Lincoln. Bvo. Worcelter, 1837 . ] ~ o c r ~ ~ x o ~ ~ x u ~ c ~ .  

POLYNESIA. 

A u s ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ . - D e b a t e  in the Legislative Council of New South 
Wales, and other Documents on the Subject of Immi- 
gration to the Colony. 8vo. Sydney, 1840 . . 

Report from Sir George Gip s ou the Progress of 
Discover and Occupation of the801011y of New South 
Wales. $olio. London, 1841 . . . .  

Tegg's New South Wales Almanac, 1840'] CAFTAN OLD~XY.  
12mo. Sydney, 1840 . . . . . .  

Vocabula of the Dialects of South-Westem CAPTAIN G. OHBY, 
-4ustralia. ~ ~ % ~ t a i n  G. Grey. London, 1840 . 83rd Regt. 

ANTAR~TIC Ocm~.-bp6dition au Pole Antarctique, DEPBTDELA MARINE. 
Vaisseaux lyAstrolabe et la Z&. 8vo. Paris, 18:;) 

Mo~uccrs.-Narrative of the Shipwreck, &c., of Horace 
Holden, Rc., on Lord North's Island, in 1832. 12mo. 
Bostou, 1839 . . . . . . .  
8vo. ' London, 1820 . . . . . .  1 E ~ Q .  

NEW ZEALAND.-New Zealand Grammar and Vocabulary. W. C. TREVBLYAN, 

New Zealand and the New Zealanders. By E.) MR. J, Dieffenback, M.D. 800, London, I841 . . 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

ACADEMIE des Sciences $Paris, Comptes Rendus des SBances THE ACADEMY oa 
de 1', to September, 1841. 4to. Paris . . i SCIENCES, PARIS. 

TIIE ACADEMY OY -- ImpBriale des Sciences ii St. Petersbourg, MB- 
moires de, 1839, et Bulletin Scientifique . .  S,.pE,ERs,uR,. 

AVRICAN Repository and Colonial Journal, Nos. 7,10, and 11. . . . . .  8v0. Washington, 1840 
A X ~ E ~ ~ I B  der Wissenschaften zu Berlin ; Sbhandlungen der 

Kaniglichen ; den 3ten uud 4tm theil des Yahrgangs, 
1832; des Yahrgangs, 1838-39. 4to. Berlin . 

----- der Wissenschafien zu Berlin ; Monats-bericht 
Akademie, Juli, 1839, Juni, 1840, Nebnt 
1836, 1839, und 1840 . . . . . .  - Bayerische der Wissenschaften ; Abhandlungen ROYAL BAVARIAN 
der Mathematisch-Physikalischen Classe. Vol. III., ACADEMY OP 

Part 1. 1837-40. Jto. Munich, 1840 . . .  1 SCIENCRS. 
AMERICAN Philosophical Society, Trannactions of the, Vol. Tne PRILOS. SOC. OP 

VII, Part 1. 4to. Philndelphia, 1840 . ., . ) PYILIDEI.FHIA. 
Proceedings of the, for 1840. 8vo. . . .  IDBY. - Journal of Science and Art, for 1840. By Dr. 
Silliman. 8v0. . . . . . . .  
- Almanac, for 1841 . . . . .  

Cambridge, Mass. 
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ANNALXS des Voyages to August, 1841. 800. Paris . . M. BERTRAND. 
ATIIEN~ULI. Journal to September 1841. 4to. London . Txs  EDITOR. 
ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S Annual Report for Massachusetts, J. E. WORCBSTBR, 

1840. 8vo.pamphlet. . . . . .  ESQ. 
BRITISH Association for the Advancement of Science. THE BRITISH . . .  Dt. and X. 8vo. London, 1840 vO':) A~IIOCIATION. 
BUST of Mr. John Davidson, the African Traveller, in Planter GEoRaE Do,,s E ~ ~ .  

of Paris . . . . . . . .  1 
BOHN'S (James) General Catalogue of Books. London, 1840 Mr. J. BOHN. 
BIBI.IOTH~QW Universelle de GenGve, to July, 1841. 8vo'} I. nE LA ~ m .  

GBnBve,1841 . . . . . m a  

B1~13's-sya View of Port Nicholson, New Zealand . . D. RAMBAY, ESQ. 
Idem . . . . . . . .  MR. MOORE. 

CO~XOGRAPHI~  Introductio, 1529; Borrhai in Cosmographim 
Elementa Commentatio, 1555 ; Mercatoriu Breves in 
Sphieram Meditatiunculm, 1562 ; Novm Quentionen 
de S hsra, hoe emt, de Circulis Celeetibus, 1567. In . . . . . . .  1vof  8vo. 

DE I'Introduction dea Proc6dBs Relatifs B la Fabrication 
dev Etoffes de Soie dand la PBniosule Hiq~anique, 
nous la Domination des Arabee. Par le Viswmte San- 
tarem. 8v0. Paris, 1838 . . . . .  
Chistoforo Negri. 8vo. Milano, 1841 

DEL Vario Qrado d' Importanza degli Odierni Opere, da} 
NEGm 

r ,  . . .  
DE Rebus Oceanicis, de Babylonica Legatione, et item de 

Rebus Zthiopicis. Opus Petri Martyris ab Angleria. 
8vo. Colonias, 1574 . . . . . .  

DICTIONARY, English and Dutch. By W. Sewel. 4to.) W, PAusH. 
Amsterdam. 1727 . . . . . .  

DISPATCHE~ of Field-Marshal the Duke of Wellington. By 
Lieut.-Col. Onmood. 13 vols. 8vo. Loudon, 1837 

EAST Indian Journal of Literature, Science, and the Fine 
Arts. Conducted by Dr. Woods, No. 1. Madras, 1840) DL W O O ~ '  

E ~ c l ~ ~ ~ n s , P r o c e e d i n ~ s  of the Institute of Civil; for the Ses- 
sion of 1839 . .  

ES~AI Bur la Th6orie des Torrans et des Hivi2res. Par Fabre. . . . . . .  4to. Paris, 1797 
EXPOSITION of the Causes and Consequences of the Boundary 

Differences between Great Britain and the United 
States subsequent1 to their adjustment by Arbitration. 
4to. hveruool, lJ39 . . . . . .  

FRAN=LIN 1nstituL of Philadelphia, Jonrnml of the, V;JI: 
XXV. and XXVI. And Third Series, Vol. I. 
Philadelphia, 1840 . . . . . .  STITUTP 

Q e o a ~ ~ ~ l m . -  Anonymi Ravennatis Geographia. W. C. TRRVELYA~, 
Parisiis, 1688 . . . . . . .  } Eap. 

Atlas of Conetructive Geography, Nos. I. and W, HuoHxs, EsQ. 11. By W. Hughes. 4to. London, 1841 . . -- I 
Die Ersten Elemente der Erdbeuhreih~ng.} Dll. voGEI.. Von Dr. H. Berghaus. 8vo. Berlin, 1830 . , - 

QEO~RAPHICAI., Statistical, and Historical Dictionary. By 
J. R. M~Culloch, Esq. Parts VI. to IX. 89.0. 1840 
and1841:. . . . . . .  
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Tillcs of Books. Donors. 
G a o a n ~ ~ n ~ ~ u ~ . - N o t i c e  sur la Terminologie G6ographique, 

principalement les Homonymes et les Synonymes. 
Par M. Coulier. 8vo. Paris, 1810. Brochure . 

GEOGRAPHICAL ~ocie'ty of Frankbrt-Jahresbericht des GEO- GEOGRAPBICAT. So- 
gnphiichen Yereins zu Frankfurt, 1839-40 . .}cmm o r  FxtANsronr 

~EO~RAPHY.-SB#~O di ffeografia Pura ;  da A. Ranuzzi. 
8vo. Bologna, 1840 . . . . . .  

Magazin fur die Neue Histoire nnd Geographic ff ,  B. GREENOU~H,  
Von D. A. T. Btisching. 17 vols. 4to. Hamburg, 1769.) ESQ. . -- Recreations m Physical Geography. By R.) 
Zodin. 8vo. London, 1841 . . . . .  

ff EOGIUPHICAL Society.-Bulletinde la SociEtB do GBographie 
de Paris, 1840-41 . . . . .  

--- Rapport sur le Progris de la . . . . . . .  pendant 1840 
- of London, Journal of the, Vol. X, 

Part 3 ; and XI. Part 1. . . . . .  
Reeueii de Voyages e t  de MBmoiren 

GEoaRdPIIICA,, SO- publib par la SocibtB do Obographie de Paris. Val.} CIETY or pAltIs. . . . . . . .  VI. 4to. 1840 
GEOLO~ICAL Society-Their Proceedings to No. 76. TEE GEOLOGICAL . . . . . . .  "o*} s o c m r .  London,l841 
H I S T O ~ Y  of Mountains, Geographical and Mineralogical. 

James Wilson. 3 vols. 4to. London, 1807 . . 
HISTORICAL Society of Pennsylvania, Memoirs of the, Vol. 

DUPONCBAU. . . .  IV. Part 1. 4to. Philadelphia, 1840 
ITINERARY of the Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela. Translated 

and Edited by A. Asher. 2 vols. 8vo. Berlin, 1840-41. A. ABIIER, ESQ. . . . . . . .  (10 copies) 

8vo. Boston, 1833. Pamphlet 

i 
L r c s u n ~  on Telegraphic Language. By John Pickering. J. PICKEnINa, ESQ. . . . .  I 
L n s o ~ s  EIBmentaires de Cosmogmphie, de G60graphi;~;: 

de Statistique. Pnr J. Gr&b*erg di H e m d .  . . . . . . .  Oirnea, 1813 - HEXSO. 

LETTER on the Survey of the Coast of the Uuited States. J. E. WOIICESTER, . . .  From the Secretnry of the Treasury } ESQ. 
MEMORIAL du Ddp6t de la  Guerre, Vol. VI1. 4to. parisy} GENERAL PELET. 

1841 . . . . . . . .  
J. E. WORCESTER, 

reipertiig the Smithsonian Bequest . .{ E ~ ~ .  

M ~ a r o r ~ q  sur l ' ~ ~ ~ ~ l o i e  des Chronomktres 2 la Mer, &c. Par 
M. Givry. 89.0. Paris, 1840. Pamphlet . . - sur les Connaissances Scientifiques de Juan 
Castro. Par M. Le Viscomte Santarem. Extrait - Bulletin de la Soc. Qkogr., Paris . . . .  
Senillosa. 4to. Buenos Aires 

MEM~RIA sobre 10s Pesos y Medidas. Escrita por D. F.ICoL. ARENALm. . . . .  
MEXOIRE sur la  NQcessit6 en Toucane d'un Institut d'Agri- 

culture et d9Economie Burale. R o m  the italinn.)CoO"~ H ~ n s b .  GR'BERo 
By G. di Hems6 . . . . . .  

CAPT. WASHINGTON, 
MEMOIRES snr les Seiches du Lac de GbnSve. 4to. Paris . { R.N. 
Msmor~s  of Lieutenant Henry Timbrrlake. 8vo. London, W. C. TREVEI.YAN, 

1765 . . . . . . .  , I ,  ESQ. 
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Titles of Boak~. Dorrwr. . .  M r s s ~ o ~ ~ n m  Register to September, 1841. 8v0. 
MITHRIDATES oder Allgemeine Sprachenkunde. Von J. C. W. C. TREV~~LYAN, 

Adelung. 3 vols. 8vo. Berlin, 1806 . . .  E ~ Q .  
MONATSBERICHTE der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, TEE GEO~RMIIICAL 

Mai, 1840-41. 8vo. Berlin, 1841 . .} SOCIETX OF B ~ Y U N .  

NAUTICAL Almanack for 1840-41-42-43 H Y ~ R O ~ R A P H I O  . . *{  O ~ r i c e .  

N A ~ I ~ A T I O N  and Nautical Astronomy, tho Practice of. 
H.  Raper, Lt., R.N. 8vo. London, 1840 . LT.R*nR~ BN' 

NOTATION HypsomBtrique, ou Nouvelle Mnniere de noter les 
Altitudes. Par  M. Jomard. 8vo. Paris, 1840 . ) JOmARD' 

NOTES on the Law of Storms, as applying to the Tempests 
in the Indian and China Sea. By H. Piddington. . . . . . .  8v0. Calcutta, 1839 

NOWELI.E Mbthode pour calculer la  Marche des Chrone) M. DAussy. metres. Par M. Daussy. 810. Pnris, 1840 . , 
Nuxrsxa+xc Society, Proceedings of the, 1838-39 . . 
N u o v ~  -4nnali delle Srienze Naturali, Anno 1840. 8v0. Bo- 

log, ,840 . . . . . .  A' 
ON the Expansion of Arches. By George Rennie, Eeq., G. REINIP., EsQ., 

P.R.S. 4to. pamphlet. 1840 . . . .  } F.R.S. 
OUTLINE of the Elements of the Qalla Language. CXURCH MI~SION- 

Krapf. London, 1840 . . .  Br L;] A_ S o c ~ x n  
PEILO~OPHICAI. Transactions of the Royal Society from 1665 SIR WOODBINE 

to 1800. 18 vole. 4to.- . . . . .  } PARISH. 
PORTEAIT of R. H. Schomburgk, Rsq. Tinted in coloura. . MR. ~ A U C X I .  

PLANCI Ariminensis de Conchis, minus Notis. 4to. Rome, W. C. T R E V E L Y ~ ,  
1 7 6 0 .  . . . .  . . .  1 E w .  

Q U A E T S ~  Review to Sept  1841 (in continuati~n). 8vo.) J. Mu_y, 
London . . . . . . .  

Rxcuerr. de Voyages et de Mbmoires. Vol. VI. (Gdogrnphie GEO~RAPHICAL 
IEdrini, par M. Jaubert. Vol. 11.) *to. Paris. 18401 S o c x m ,  P~uxs .  

REC~ERCEES LIU; I'Histoire e t  mrigine den Foulah. ou Pel-) 
D.ElrHTHAr,. lans. Par G. d9Eichthal. 8vo. Paris, 1840 . 

REXARIC~ on the Indian Langna s of North America. By] J. PlcaE-G, EaQ. 
John Pickeriup. 8vo. ga ton ,  1836 . . 

RB~EIRCHES on the Gale and Hurricane in the Bay of Ben- 
gal in June, 1839. By Hen* Piddington. 8vo. 
Calcutta, 1839 . . . .  

REVIEW of Works on the South Sea Islands. 8vo. J ,  PICILBRING, ESQ. 
delphia, 1836. Pamphlet . . . .  

ROYAT. Agricultural Society of England, Journal of the, Vols. 
I. nnd II., Parts I. and 11. 8vo. Lontlon, 1841 
- Astronomical Society, Memolrs of the, Vol. 11.' 4to. Tag ROYAI. ASTRO- 

Loudon,l84O . . . . . .  NOYICAL S O C I E ~ .  
S A ~ I O  di una nuova Spiegazione del Flusso e Reflusno dt.1 W. C. TUEVELYAN, 

Mare. 4to. Pesaro, 1764 . . . .  ) ESQ. 
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Titles of Boohr. Donorr. 

STA~~s~los.-&undrils zu Vorlesungen iiber Ltlnder und 
Volkerkuude, und allgemeine Statistik. Von C. F. 
Neumann. 8vo. Munich, 1840 . . .  

Revis?io do ~ecenscamento da PopulacUo de'por-- 
tugal em 1838. Por C. A, da Cwta. 8vo. Lisbon,} COMMAND'u 

1840 Macaw. . . . . . . . .  
Informazione Statistiche raccolte dalla Regia 

commlsslone nuperlore r Gli Stati de S. M. in Terra 
firma. Censimento d e g  eapopukzione. 4to. Torino, 
1 8 3 9 .  . . . . . . .  

Notions Elkmentaires de Statistique, Par J' J') M. D ~ ~ ~ A L L O Y .  
D. dYHalloy. 8vo. Paris, 1840 . . .  

STATIBTX~C~E Uebemicht der Main ~chiffahrt und der 
Flosserei 1840. Von H. Meidinger. 8vo. Frank- 
fort,1841 . . . . . . .  

STATISTICAL Society of London, Journal of the, 1840-41. THE STATXITICAL 
8vo. London . . . . . . .  } S O C ~ T Y .  

SURVEYOR, Engineer, and Architect, by 8. M~udie, to Atrgust) Mu,,IE, &q. . . . . .  1841. 4to. London 
TABLB des Positions Gbographiques. Par M. Daussy. 

Paris 8ro.) M. Dausru. . . . . . . . .  
TABLES of the Revenue, Population, and Commerce. 

VIII. Folio. 1838 Q. R. POUTER, Em. . . . . .  
TAVOLE di riduzione dei Pesi e delle Misure delle due Sicilie, 

daL Commendatore Cvlo  A. da Rivera. 8ro. Na-} Cob. VIBCONTI. 
poli, 1841 . . . . . . .  

THE Sanative Influence of Climate. By Sir James Clark,] 
J, CLmX, B ~ ~ .  Bart. 8vo. London, 1841 . . . .  

T ~ s s r s  on the Nature and History of the Plague as observed 
in the North-West Provinces of India. By F. Forbes, 
bq. Svo. Edinburgh, 1840 . - . 
Bouguer. 2 vols. 8vo. Leghorn, 1795 . . T ~ m a r n  di Navigcuione del Dr. V. Rrunacci e dell Sig. W. C. Tasvn~um,  1 ESQ. 

TRAN~LATION of the GOS el of St. John into the Galla Lan- Cnuwcli lldrsslolrll~v 
guage. By Rev. 9. L. Krapf. London, 1840 . ) Socurr.  

TKEATXSE on the true Nethod of Discovering the System of Huoli E. STUICX- 
Zoology and Botany. By H. E. Shickland. 8vo. 1840) LAND, &. 

delphia, 1840 . . . . . .  
Ukert. 870. Weimar, 1813 . . . .  
Isenbere. 8vo. London 

VO~ABULARY of the Dnnkali Language. By Rev. C. W. Cnumn MI~~IONARY . . . .  1 SOCIETY. ., 
VWABULAXRE Orientale; Frnngais, Italien, Arabe, Turc, et &LONEL JAc=aoN 

Grec. PU L. V. Letellier. Paris, 1838 . . } 
VOYAGB ronnd the World from 1806 to 1812. B Archibald 

Campbell, edited by James Smith, Esq. gvo. Edin- 
burgh, 1816 . . . . . .  

Vor ra~s ,  Hiatoire Qhdn le  des. Par W. D. Cooley, trduite M. ~'Avazac, 
do 1'Angl.i. par A. Joanne. 3 ro18.8~0. Paris, 1840) PARIS. - fameux du Sieuu Vincent Le Blmc. 410. Paris,) G. B. QEyQ.~ouon, 
1 6 4 8 .  . . . . . . .  
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Vovnox8, autonr du Monde, Quinze Ans de. Par le Capt. G. CAm. LAPOND 
Lafond (De Lurcy). Vols. I. and 11. 8vo. Paris, (Dg LURCY). . . . . . . . .  1840 1 

WXAT to Observe, or theTraveUe~~s Remembrancer. By ~ ~ 1 . 1  
J. R. Jackson. avo. London, 1841 . . 

MAPS, CHARTS, Stc. 

EUROPE. 

EUBOPB.--Carte de 1'Eumpe Centrale, compreriant la trace 
gBnErale des Chemins de Fer. Par M. Vandermaelen. . . .  I n  2 nheets. Scale d = 3. 1840 

B~~arux.-Plan du Chemin de Fer de Cologne $ la Fron- 
tiBre Belge. Par M. Vandermaelen. 1840 . . i - Carte Topographique den Environs de Bruxelles. M. VANDE~~AELEN.  
Par M. Vandermaelen. Bnueller, 1840 . - Carte du Royanme den Pays-Bas. Par M. Van- 
dermaelen. Scale m = 0.2. Bruxellw, 1840 . : I Nouvelle Carte Topographique de la Belgique. 
Par 116. Vandermclelen. Sheets 12-16-17. Scale m=0.5. 

BrnTl s~  1~~x8.-Chart of Ilfracomb Hubour. By Lieut. 
Denham . .  H Y D R O G R ~ ~ I C  OW- 

Tide Tables for the English and Irish Channels. 8vo. PICE. 
1841 . . . . . . . .  

-- .Plan of the proposed mode of laying out the 
ground near the Bute Ship-Dock for various Wharfs. CAPT' W' H' SPxT1r' 
1840 . . . . . . . .  } R.N. 

-- Ordnance Map of England. Sheets 75-82. . . . . . . .  -- New Index Geological Map of British Isles.} J. YYLI B~~ By J. Phillips, Esq. . . . . . .  
F I ~ A N c B . - C ~ ~ ~  de France. Feuillee 20-29-31-47-5 1-61-80- 

85-100-113-139. Scale m = 0.5. Paris . . 1 - DQpartement du Pas de Calais. 6 feuilles. Scale 
m = 0.5. Paria . . . . . . .  . . . . .  -- Environs deParis - Environs de Versailles . . . . . J 

West Coast, Bayonne. Scalem = 2.8. Hyd. Off. - Coamt from Palamos to Ventimiglia. Scale m= 0.1. OYYICB. 
Hyd.OfE . . . . . . . .  - Carte Particuliere den G t e s  de France, Em-) D X P ~  DE LA 
bouchure de l a  Seine. Paris . . . .  MARINE. 

Typographical Repreuentation of the En~irons of 
Paris . . .  

G~~x~ny.-Fiirstenstein mit seiilen n8chsten Umgebungen MAJOR C~AUTERS. 
GREECE.-Topograghisch, Historiseher Atlas von tiellas, 

von H. Kiepert. 1st part in 8 sheets. Berlin, 1841 ) K1xpur' 

I~~LANn.-1ndex to the Townland Survey of the Coonty 
Galway, Queen's County> and King'e County. 
Dublin, 1841 . . . . . . .  
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BLACH SEA.-Periplus Ponti Euxipi Octuplus ad Fidem 
tabularum MSS. Bibliothecss Ctcsarrss Vindobonensis. 
1 sheet . . . . . . . .  

Mopn, Charts, 4c .  Donors. 

ITALY.-Carte de l'Eutrhe de llAdriatique. Scale m = 0.1 DBPGT UB I.A 
Paris . . .  MAEINE. 

MED~TBRRANEAN.-C~~~S de Sicile) de la Rbgence de Tunis, 
comprenant la partie Sud de la Sardaigne et Malte. 
Scale m = 0.1. Paris . . . . .  - 
1840 - 

G. M. PEI.ET. 

SAXONY.--Atlas des Konigreichs Sachen, Erste Lieferung . COI.. O D E I ~ ~ E I T .  
SPAIN.-EUS~ Coast ; Cadaques, Selva and Palamos ports. 

Scale n1=3.9. Hyd. Off. . . . . .  
- East Coast, Afatar6 Road, Lloret Bay, &c. 

m = 3 9 .  Hyd.Off. . . . . .  
A ~ A ~ l ~ . - c a r t e  des CStes d'Arabie et de Perse, et de L'Ile DEPST DE LA 

Socotra i Bombay. Scale 1 - 12. Paris . .] . MABINE. -- Carte du D6troit de Babel-Mandeb ; Plan de Aden. . . . . . . .  Scale d = 1.2 . . . .  -- Carte de la  Mer Rouge. Paris D ~ d r  DE u MAKINE. 

C n ~ ~ ~ . - S o u t h  Coast of China, Canton River, Cum-Sing- } H Y ~ ~ ~ H X C  . . . .  Mun Harbour. Scale m =O.l - Chart of the Chusan Archipelago. By James Wyld. . . . . . . .  London, 1840 

ASIATIC Ancn~pswoo.-Singapore Harbour and Roads.\ 
Hyd. O R  . . . . . . . .  

Straits of Singapore, Durian, and Rhio. Scale m = 0.3. 
Hyd. 05. . . . . . . .  

Ooloogan Bay in Palawan, Malacca Straits, Penang, or 
Prince of Wales Island. Scale m = 1.0. Hyd. 
O f f . .  . . - 

Malacca Straits, -4rroa Inlands, with the North Sands. 
Scalem = 0.4. Hyd.05. . . . . .  

Malacca Straits, Eastern Part. Scale m = 0.1. Hyd. 
Off. . . . . . . . .  

Malacca Strait, Western Part. Scalem = 0.1 Hyd.Off. 
Otaheite, Papiete, kc., Harbours. Scale na = 3.0. Hyd. 

05% . . . . . . . .  

- South Coast-Canton River, Cum-Sing-Mun Harbour. 
By J. Rees and T. Jauncey. Scalem= 0.1. Hyd. Off. - The Peninsula of Korea. Scale . Hpd. Off. 

-East Coast-Entrance of the River Min. By Thomas 
Kees. Scale m = 0.1. Hyd. Off. . Hvnnoon.&~nrc 

- East Coast-from H J t a n  Island to Kevesau Islands. . . . . .  OPPICE. 
Scale m = 0.1. Hyd. Off. - South Coast Entrance to Chou-K'iang or Canton River 
from the Outcr Islands to Lintin. Scale m - 0.1. 
Hyd. Off. . . . . . . .  

, 
H Y ~ R O O R A I ~ H ~ C  

Orurce. 
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KIIIVA.-M~~I of the Country round the Caspian 8nd ~ r a l j  
YoNTElrs Seas. By Col. Monteith. Scale d=2. Bombay 

OTTOMAX E a r ~ ~ ~ ~ . - C a r t e  de l?Ernpire Ottoman en Europe, 
Asie, et Afrique. Par Noel et Vivian; corrig6e par 
Chas. Piequet. 1839. 12 sheets . . .  

S ~ ~ ~ a . - C h a r t  and Sailing Directions for the Coast of Syria. ] C A F T ~ E ~ ~ I I T H ,  . . . .  By Capt. E. Smith, R.N. - Plan of the Acre Town and Bay. London, 1840 . MR. JAMES WYLD. 

Map, Chartu, B;c. Donora. 

- Acre. Scale m -- 3.0. Hyd. Off. . . .  H Y ~ R W R A P H I ~  
OPPICE. 

- New Map of Syria. By James Wyld. Scale m = 
London,184U . . . . . .  MR. JAMES W Y ~ D .  

CUINA.-Canton River from Lintin to the Secodd Bar. Scale) 
m-0.1. Hyd.OK . . . . . .  

-Canton River from Second Bar to Canton. Scale 
m = O.!. Hyd. Off. . . . . . .  

- East Coast-Port Ta-Outze and the Mouth of the River . . .  Te-Lea. Scale m=O.l. Hyd. Off. 
7 . . .  Chusan Harbour, Korea. Hyd. OF. 
- Mi-a-Tan Straits and Chew-Ton Harbour, Qulf of Pe- . . .  chili. Scale m = 0- l. Hyd. 05. 
- Loo-Choo Islands. By Captain Hall. Scale m = 0.1. 

Hyd. off. . . , . . . . .  
-- Port Melville, IBO-Choo. Hyd. Off. . , . . 
-- China, sheets 1,2, 3,4, 5, 7. Hyd. Off. . . .  
- Namoa to Amoy. Hyd. OK . . . . .  
-- Macao. Hyd. Off. . . . . . .  
- . .  Baihu and Ballingtnng Islands. Hyd. 05. - Anamba Islands. Hyd. Off. . . . . .  
- Cochm China-Towson's Bay, sheets 1, 2, 3. Scale 

m =  0.1. Hyd.OK . . . . . .  
--River Dong-Na'i . .  . I  

- Plan of theTown and Harbour of Beyxiit. Lond., 1840. -IDEM. 

11, llRonllArllIc 

) Orulca. 

--Plan of the Town and Fortress of St. Jean d'Acre. .By 
J. C. Brettell, F.R.S.L. . . . .  ]MR. J. ALU~OWSUITH. 

I~uln.-Map of the Countries to the North-West Frontier of 
India. By John Walker. London, 1841 

- Chart of the Approaches to the River Hoogly. ' E. i} HO:,"?,"f$DIA 

Company, 1841 . . . . . .  
-- Chart of Kooria Mooria Bay. E. I. Company, 1841 
- Carte de Golfe du Beugale. Paris . . .  D N P ~ T  UE LAM ABINE. 

-- Carte des C6tes de I'Hindostan, depuis Bombay jus- 
qu'8 Godavery ; et des Iles Maldives et Chagos. Scale t IDSM. . . . . . .  d = l m 2 .  Paris 

AFRICA. 

AYI~ICA.-West Coast of Africa, from the Isles de Los to . .  Sherboro Island. Scale d = 9.0. Hyd. 05. 
-, WEST COAST.-Map of Africa, from Loando, in the 

S., to Tripoli, in the N. By James Marqueell. Scale '"" MAcuuEEN~ 
d = 0.6. Londor), 1840 . . . . .  I Esp. 

-- NORTH.-MS. Plan of Ceeta. By Mnjor 15. Napier. MAJOR E. NAPIEI~. 
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Map,  aharta, &c. Donora. 

EUYPF.-ALEXANDRIA.-P~~~ of the City, :Harbours, and 
Environs. By Captain W, H. Smyth, R.N. Scale HYDR~~RIPHIG 
m =  2.8. Hyd. Off. . . . . . .  1 ovr1ou. 

A ~ ~ x n ~ ~ n ~ ~ . - H a r b o u r .  Scale m = 2.8. Hyd. OiF. 
&D SEA.-Sailing Directions for the Red Sea. HON. EAST INDIA 

don, 1841 . 

AFRICA, NORTH-Carte d' Alexandrie et de res Environr. DppBT uE u ~ A R I a E .  
Park . . . . . . . .  

A~o1~aa.-Routi2re du Temtoire d7Alger .\ 
1 

AMERICA. 

. . .  
Environs de Mostaganem . . . .  . . . . .  Environs de Koleah . . . .  Province de Constantine . . . .  Environs de Constantine . . . . .  Environa de la Calle 
Environs de Bone . . . . . .  . . . . .  Environs de Blidah . . . . .  Environs de Bougie 
Environsd'Oran. . . . . .  
Environs de Storia et Philippeville . . .  
Province d'Oran . . . . . .  
Provinced'Alger. . . . .  .,, 

j 
OSNERAL PELBT. 
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ADDRESS 
TO THE 

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
OF L O N D O N ;  

Delivered at  the Anniversary Meeting on the 24th May, 1841, 

BY 

GEORGE BELLAS GREENOUGH, F.R.S., &c. 

PRESIDENT. a 

GENTLEMEN, 
THE number, extent, and variety of the subjects upon which I 

have to address you, obliges me to be concise : without further preface, 
therefore, I propose to point out to you in the first place the slioot 
which geography has made during the past year, and the extent of 
those connected ramifications nrhich may be denominated geographical 
literature ; and afterwards to submit to you son~e  consideratione which 
I regard as important in  relation to a few departments at  least of geo- 
graphical science. 

I n  the Atheneum journal will be found a faithful, if not accredited, 
report of the papers read at  the meetings of our Society, together with 
a n  abridgment or review of the most interesting works on geography 
immediately after their appearance. 

Of theNouvelles Annales des Voyages the third series has been brought 
to  a close, and the fourth, being under nearly the same management, 
promises to be equally valuable. I n  this new series are enumerated 
the principal discoveries announced during the last twenty years. 

The magazine, entitled ' Hertha,' which ceased nominally after the 
death of Hoffmann, is carried on by his colleague, Berghaus, under a 
new title, Annalen der Erd, Viilker und Staaten-kuude. 

I n  wnnexion witb the ' Annales des Voyages,' we have in the 
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' Archives den Voyages' a collection of geographical letters, memoirs, 
itineraries, &c., of early times, many of them original or very scarce. 

M. Navarrete at Madrid recorded the several diecoverim of Spanish 
navigators in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. I n  a series of Russian 
travels edited by M. Vlastov, at St. Petenburg, we find an account of a 
journey in the Holy Land as early as  the twelfth century. 

Of the travels of Ibn Bhtbtah, Professor Lee translated the abridg- 
ment for the Oriental Translation Society. The Royal Academy of 
Lisbon is now printing the entire work. Viscount Santarem is about 
to edit the Portuguese chronicle of Gomez Eanez de Azurara, with an 
introduction and many curious notes. 

M. Ticozzi has comprised in sixteen volumes a geographical and 
political sketch of all countries. 

Topographical dictionaries have multiplied beyond expectation i n  
Italy, Germany, France, Switzerlund, and elsewhere. The Dictionary of 
France by M. Girault, which gives the names of all the communes and 
more than 30,000 hamlets, is in two quarto volumes, with 180 engravings. 

The discovery of a north-west passage, which has flattered and disap- 
pointed the hopes of so many generations, still remains incomplete. 
The  sad fate of the intrepid and indefatigable Simpson, to whom one of 
the royal medals was awarded last year, and who seemed of all men 
living the most likely to solve the problem, is generally known, and 
the subject is much too painful to be unnecessnrily dwelt upon. The 
report of M. Koschevarov, a Creole officer, who was sent out by the 
Russo-American Company upon a kindred enterprise, but arrived too 
late to deprive Messrs. Dease and Simpson of the glory of their dis- 
covery, is on the eve of publication, if not published. 

The January Number of the Nouvelles Annales contains the par- 
ticulars of an expedition appointed by the same oompany to examine a 
tract of country situated on the north-western coast of North America. 
M. Glazunov, the leader of the expedition, started in 1833; and in the 
space of 104 days went over 2080 verste (1387 English miles) of 
ground. A map of this hitherto unknown district is appended to the 
description. 

M .  Povkovski the astronomer, and M. Bner the naturalist, find- 
ing it impracticable to explore Novaia Zemlia, according to the in- 
structions of the Petersburg Academy, confined their investigations 
to Finmark and the three divisions of Lapland. Professor Zetterstedt 
has described the natural history of Lapland generally, and Mr. Biith- 
wink its geological structure. 

M. Berthelot has laid before the Geographical Society of France an 
ample account of the royages of discovery undeMken in the Bombay, 
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the Vdnus, the Dunkerquoise whaler, and the Recherche. The ex- 
peditions of Dumont dYUrville and Wilks having the same object, 
and crowned nearly at the same time with equal success, are so 
familiar to the public that I need here only allude to them. From the 
vast tracts of ice in the antarctic regions, Buache predicted that there 
must be in that part of the world high mountain-ranges and large 
rivers, with an inland sea wherein those masses were generated as in 
the Arctic. 

The Commission of Northern Discovery, at the head of which is 
M. Gaimard, have published a History of Iceland and r description of 
its physical structure illustrated by numerous views for the most part 
basaltic, taken along its rugged and precipitous coast. 

The description of M. Vaillant's voyages in the Bonite will occupy 
fourteen octavo volumes, of which two have appeared. I t  will be em- 
bellished by numerous engravings, and three atlmes. 

The appointment of M. de la Roche to accompany the Erigone in 
her voyage to the Pacific Ocean is considered by his countrymen a 
pledge that in this expedition the interests of science will not be disre- 
garded. 

Messrs. Swenstrap and Schytte have been despatched by the Danish 
government to investigate the natural and artificial productions of 
Iceland, and the Bellona frigate, which has sailed for Cape Horn, 
has on board in M. Krayer a well-known naturalist and geographer. 

A new expedition will probably be fitted out by the Academy of 
St. Petersburg to further scientific researches in Siberia. 

The governor of the Hudson's Bay Company (Sir George Simpson) 
has started for the Rocky  mountain^. After visiting the several settle- 
ments north on the Columbia, he proposes to cross the sea of Okhotsk, 
and proceed by land to Kyakhta and St. Petersburg. 

In  two volumes, recently published, Capt. Lafond de Lurcy has pre- 
sented to us the first-fruits of his fifteen years' observations in all 
parts of the globe. I shall have occasion to refer to this work again 
in the course of my address. 

At the Royd Library at Paris great exertions are making to obtain 
a collection of maps worthy of that noble establishment, and I am happy 
to observe indications of a similar spirit in the British Museum. 

The ~ m ~ e r d r  of Russia has given orders that the most interesting 
reports received by the Mining department, which was re-organised in 
1835, shall be published in French. The annual reports for 1836,1837, 
and 1838, which came out at once, contain a detailed account of the 
institution, its regulations, the sites of the mini~ig districts, and the or- 
ganisation of their establishments : henceforth thc reports will be published 
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annually, one year intervening between the appearance of the original and 
the translation. 

A synopsis of the several towns in Russia, showing their comparative 
importance and statistical features, has issued from the cabinet of the 
Home Office at St. Petersburg. 

Professor Possart, of Stuttgard, has brought out an interesting treatise 
on Scandinavia and Sclavonia. 

M. Bout! has written a valuable work on Turkey. He describes that 
country ae composed of seven or eight systems of mountains, which run 
in different and even opposite directions, but never constitute what can 
properly be called a central chain. At the meeting of these systems are 
often vast hollows, sometimen occupied by lakes, a characteristic feature 
of western Turkey and continental Greece. The highest summits are in 
the neighbourhood of the lowest depressions. The abundance of flat- 
bottomed cavities on lofty eminences give the country a singular appear- 
ance. In the centre of Turkey may he observed, at the southern base 
of the crags which traverse it from west to east, a chain of theae hollows 
which may once have been uninter~upted. The basins of Uskbp, Gus- 
tendil, Thrace, and others running on to Adrianople, are links of this 
chain. The form of the country renders it easy to make communica- 
tions from N. to S. or from N.W. to S.E. in the western or central dis- 
tricts; while in the eastern it would be difficult to carry any from W. 
to E. or from N. to S. In  the plain of Mcesia several natural roads are 
passable in a carriage. In some provinces, particularly Herzegovina, 
the lakes find subterranean outlets, and owing to the accidental ob- 
struction of streams, and the shif~ing of their channels, lakes and tor- 
rents laid down upon a map sometimes disappear only a few years after 
its completion. 

Similar to the structure of Turkey, as described by M. Bout!, is that 
which Colonel Marmora assigns to Sardinia. Immense marshes, some 
of which have artificial communications with the sea, form one of the 
distinguishing features of this island ; the plains are of great extent, and 
several of them extremely fertile. Mountains are numerous, but there 
is no mountain-chain in Sardinia. 

By his recent monograph and the beautiful platea which accompany 
it, Professor Agassiz has familiarised to us the glaciers of Switze~land 
with all their attendant phenomena; and by recognizing over extensive 
areas in distant places and at high elevations the same phenomena, 
easily explicable by the agency of glaciers, but inexplicable by any other 
cause hitherto assigned to them, he has thrown a new and unexpected 
light on the past history of the earth and greatly extended the range of 
physical inquiry. 
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Mr. Murray's hand-books continue to be conducted with spirit. 
That which relates to Greece, Turkey, and Asia Minor will be necessary 
to the outfit of oriental travellers. 

A volume of much more extensive utility has this day been laid upon 
your table by your Secretary (Colonel Jackson), entitled 'What to Ob- 
serve.' 

Russia.-M. Moravyev, known for his travels in Egypt and Syria, 
I 

has lately described those spota in Russia whose reputed sanctity ren- 
ders them the resort of pilgrims and devotees. The journal entitled the 
' Siberian Mercury' is discontinued : two volumes drawn up by the 
Royal Academy of St. Petenburg evince the undiminished desire of that 
learned body to extend our knowledge in respect to Russian geography. 

Two works have been written on the Kossaks of the Volg,  one by 

I M. Nessedyev, the other by M. Popov, profkssor at Kazan. The scenery 
of that river has been described by M. Chernetsov. The fair of Novo- 
gorod has found an historian in M. Subov, and the province has been 

I investigated by M. Helmemen, to whom we are further indebted for an 
account of the geological relations of Russia in general. M. Berg- 
strassen has given a report on the province of Olonetz, and Mr. Demilov 
has availed himself of the French press to make known his observations 
principally in the Crimea. 

Prof. F. Parrot (son of the academician) lately died in his fiftieth year 
1 at Dorpat, in Iivonia. He was distinguished as the author of Travels 

to the North Cape, the Pyrenees, the chain of Caucasus, and the Crimea. 
I am happy to add that very few geographers or travellers of celebrity 
have died during the past year. 

Denmmk-Sweden.-Captain Baggersen has written on Danish geo- 
graphy and statistics, and Colonel Forsell on Swedish. 

Pmssia-Poland.-The boundary of these countries wns determined 
by treaty in 1815, but the industry of Professor Berghaus hae now for 
the first time made it generally known. 

Greece.-An elaborate account of Greece has been published by 
M. Fiedler, who, by desire of his government, passed three years in the 
several provinces in searching out the necessary data. 

Turkish Asia.-Of the numerous worka which have issued of late from 
the p m s  at Paris, relating to the Levant, few only are geographical. 
Among these may be mentioned the tour of M. Baptietin Poujoulat through 
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Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, Palmyra, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt ; two  
volumes only are yet published. 

M. Prat, formerly of the French navy, and who afterwards held a 
commission in the army of Mohammed 'All, is drawing up an account of 
his observations ; and we may expect from M. de Vergnea a description 
and map' of I j i j h .  

To the French translation of Mr. Bell's ' Circaseia,' M. Vivienne 
has added an introductory memoir, with numerous notea. 

The plain of Troy is a subject upon which so much has been 
written, and written in vain, that it would be a waste of time 
to attempt its further elucidation. I n  the paper which Dr. Forch- 
hammer has presented to us the facta I believe may be depended 
upon ; but I cannot subscribe to the justness of his conclusions. If 
the plain of Troy be now what it was in the days of Homer, the poet's 
description was not only incorrect, but prophetic ; for in a district where 
mountain-torrents alone are producing continual changes of level, in- 
dependently of those brought about by other causes, it  is inconceivable 
that the aggregate amount of these changes, after the lapse of more 
than two thousand years, can be faithfully represented by 0. The 
deposit of alluvi~l matter by the side of the river took place, in the opi- 
nion of the author, long before Mount Ida rose from the sea. This 
is another gratuitous hypothesis, which, if it  were capable of being 
substantiated, would only lead to new difficulties, for the cause must 
precede the effect. To identify the existing rivers of the T r o d  with 
the Homeric seems to me hopeless, but within the last year the attempt 
has been renewed, not only by Dr. Forchhammer, but also by M. 
Mauduit. 

Of the journey of Messrs. Ainsworth and Rassdm, conducted at the 
joint expense of the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, and 
the Royal Geographical Society, a full account has been given in the 
Journal up to their arrival at Mdsul on the 31st of Janu~ry ,  1840. 

In the beginning of June last, the travellers left M6?ul, and having 
crossed the mountains of Kardistin, and visited 'Amzidiyah and Julri- 

- merik, ascended to the head waters of the greater Zirb. From Urumiyah 
and Ushnei' they re-entered the mountains, ascended the Peak of 
Rowindiz 10,568 feet above the level of the sea, and went back to 
M6sul. Their account of this journey will appear in our Journal with 
a map and several geological sections. 

Now that the expedition has closed its labours, I shall briefly state 
the result. Proceeding from SkGtari the party has traversed Asia Minor 
in a south-easterly direction to the Persian frontier, a range of more 
than 16 degrees of longitude, and 5 degrees of latitude. Within theae 
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1 general limits their route was most circuitous, winding along the 
courses of rivers, turning lakes, crossing valleys, and threading the 
defiles and passes of mountains; travelling in this way some thousands 
of miles, in many parta over a country hitherto but imperfectly known, 
and consequently incorrectly laid down on our maps. They have de- 
termined the latitude of 64 places, and the longitude of about a dozen. 
Nearly 150 heights have been ascertained, and the approximate popu- 
lation of about 90 towns or villages. Numerous positions have been 
determined by compass bearings; the hydrography of the country 
has been materially corrected, particularly in Paphlagonia, and near 
Kaisdriyah ; the errors respecting the eastern tributaries of the greater 
ZBb have also been rectified. The obscure districts of Berni and 
Adeyaman have been explored, and the important Pass of Erkeneh : 

1 many facts have been pointed out interesting to the geologist, such as 
the modification of the limestone by contact with igneous rocks, and the 
difference between the d imentary  beds in Bithynia and Paphlagonia, 

8 the former appearing to have been deposited in a deep Rea, and the latter 
to have had a littoral origin. Continuous oyster-beds have been ob- 
served at an elevation of 3000 feet above the level of the sea in the 
neighbourhood of Za'fadn-li, where the rocks abound in fossils, some 
beds being wholly composed of nummulites. The copper mines of B h i r  
KGreh-el, esteemed so valuable in the time of Mohammed II., the salt 
mines between Bays and Kankari and those at Th Kdl on the 
Kizil Irmik, the copper mines of U'rah Ttlgh, the galena mines of 
Denek Ma'den, producing weekly 35,000 lbs. of lead and 10 lbs. of 
lilver, and the rneerachaum pits of Servi Iji!ir have h e n  severally ex- 
amined. The form and dimensions of the great salt lake of T6z' Chdli, 
2500 feet above the sea, have been ascertained. The hills round Angora 
have been carefully examined, and the rocky and cavernous region of 
Gereaurites, inhabited by troglodytes. The extraordinary fact has been 
noticed that the plain of Kar4 Hisir, though elevated 3420 feet above 

* 

the sea, does not send out a single stream. The iron mines, lead 
mines, and sulphur pita of the Hakkhrl have been examined. Some 
light has been thrown upon the ancient geography of -Asia Minor. 
andmuch information gleaned respecting the productions of the country, 
and the mannere and state of its present inhabitants. Thus, though 
the objecta of the expedition have not been camed out to the extent 
anticipated, a great deal has been effected along the line of route. 

Mr. Southgate, a missionary, has visited the Lake of VBn and the 
city of Bitlis. He describes Bitlls as situated at the junction of three 

-- . 

* TGr, in the Turkish language, means d t .  
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deep mountain valleys, and extending wme way up into each of them. 
Three little streams water these valleys, and uniting flow into the Tigria 
On leaving Bitlis Mr. Southgate proceeded for an hour and a half along 
the road to MGsh; two hours more brought him to the Lake of V h ,  
bounded on the right by high rocks, and on the left by a gentle slope 
broken into hills, and extending to the snowy peak of SeiMn. On his 
return he visited Baghdiid. 

In  M. Norov's recent Travels through the Holy Land, the Slavonian 
manuscripts which he there collected are incorporated. 

Mr. Fellows in his second journey proceeded from Smyrna muth- 
wards to the vale of the Caystrus ; leaving Mount Tmolus on the East, 
he crowed the range of Messogis, and passed up the vale of the Meander 
to the foot of Mount Cadmus; the assigned latitude of Aphrodisins he 
ascertained to be correct, not so the longitude. Returning to the Mean- 
der, he crossed its tributaries, the Harpasus and Mareyas, following 
the latter almost to its source in the ridge, which, as laid down by 
Colonel Leake, stretches in a N.E. directid from Moghlah to Mount 
Cadmu~. From Mylasa he journeyed southwards along the P e r m  
or coast of Caria, which is eminently picturesque, till he reached 
Lycia, the main object of his journey. Mount Massicytus is the moat 
remarkable feature in Lycia; it separates the hills and dales from 
the high table-land formerly occupied by the people of Milyas and 
Cibyratis. Covered with perpetual snow, its summit, tre eatimated by 
Mr. Fellows, is not less than 10,000 feet above the level of the sea. 
Numerous springs burst gut along its aides and fall abruptly into the 
Xanthus, the course of which attains the length of 200 miles. A 
second line of springe occurs in that part'of the range in which the 
principal town is Kqabah, and form a river which, making ite way by 
a gorge of 25 miles through a range of mountains 4000 feet in height, 
reaches the Mediterranean at Myra. A third river, rising near the - ancient city of Arycanda, assumes its name. Other deep and never- 
failing streams near Limyra in the plains of Phineka derive their 
supply from a considerable river which precipitates itself into a cavern, 
some 30 m&s to the north, in the high county of Milyas close to 
Aimah-lh, a modern town containing 25,000 inhabitants mostly Ame- 
nian, which, if visited, has never been deecribed by any European. 
Plains of corn-land well cultivated extend for 25 miles from the town 
in one direction, and there is a lake above 10 miles in lcngth. Another 
plain almost equally extensive stretches to the south-east : these plains 
or table-lands attain the height of at least 4000 feet above the level of 
the sea. 

The northern frontier of Lycia is a prolongation of Taurus. Mr. 
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Fellows crossed this chain to that part of Phrygia which lies 5. and 
S.E. of Mount Cadmus, where he fouud an extensive lake, which 
having skirted for nearly 20 miles, he discovered beyond it, on the north, 
a plain extending 100 miles to the base of Mount Cadmus. From 
bearings, Mr. Fellows places this mountain 50 miles eastward of the 
spot usually assigned to it;  a position not at variance with observations 
made previously at its base: the district he passed through is well 
cultivated and bordered by villages. 

The ancient Calhis, a considerable river, which, after a course of 
200 miles, reaches the sea at KdTjiz nearly opposite to Rhodes, rises 
i n  Taurus, N.W. of Apiliyeh, and it flowa on the north of that ridge. 
I n  many maps, even the best, it is made to rise on the N.E. near Mount 
Cadmus; but there are few streams in that district, owing to the porous 
nature of the soil. The rivers whose sources are on the N. of Monnt 
Cadmus find their wqy to the Lycus and Meander. 

Mr. Fellows found the chart of Capt. Beaufort most valuable, 
and RB the mountainous character of the country enabled him to com- 
mand at one view the western, southern. and eastern coasts, a careful 
notice of the bearing provided him with the meana of constructing 
a tolerably correct map. In  this manner he determined the sites of 
several cities, and by examination of the coins and inscriptions dis- 
covered, some of them bilingual, ascertained the accuracy of the names 
awarded to those cities; names which not only tallied with the descrip- 
tion of them as given by classical historians, but which received further 
confirmation from the list of frontier towns given by Strabo, Ptolem?, 
and other ancient geographers. The map thus constructed differs ma- 
terially from those which have been formed by scholars solely upon 
classical authorities, more especially in the spaces occupied by different 
nations, which, naturally enough, have been imagined greater than they 
are in reality. 

The forthcoming volume of Mr. Fellows's work is to contain a small 
general map showing his entire route, and a larger one of Lycia only. 
I n  the earlier part of his j o w e y  he went over nearly the same ground 
as Chandler and Hamilton ; but ef the interior of Lycia we knew ah- 
solutely nothing : he has therefore contributed in no slight degree 
to the advancement of geography ancient and modern. He has faced 
the dangers and diminished the apprehensions which have hitherto 
opposed the exploration of this highly interesting country; he has 
opened the way to future researches into its botanical and geological 
characters: his collection of coins may probably throw light upon im 
ancient history, and tlie bilingual inscriptions upon rocks which he 
has discovered (the work of the ancient inhabitants) will it  is hoped 
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l e d  to the recovery of a language supposed to have heen for ever 
lost. 

Mr. Fellows considers M. Texier's map of Lycia to be in its best 
parts only a compilation, and with regard to the physical features of the 
country strikingly incorrect. 

In a learned pamphlet, published at Berlin, M. Franz has described 
five towns and deciphered five inscriptions in Asia Minor; it is accom- 
panied by an elaborate map of Phrygia, and a sketch of that country after 
Ptolemy by H. Kiepert. 

M. Davidov, who has been travelling in Greece and Asia Minor 
with a train of artists, has recently brought out at St. Petersburg an 
octavo volume with beautiful plates illustrative of those regions. I 

An official report on the Caucasian provinces made in 1837 has been 
largely corrected by M. Chopin. 

M. Letellier, formerly vice-consul at Tiflls, to whom we are obliged I 
for a polyglot vocabulary of Caucasian languages, has lately published 
a Seven Years' Tour in Georgia, Persia, and Russia. 

Mr. Cruttenden, who travelled from Mokhi to San'4 in search of in- 
scriptions, observes that the river Zebld, marked upon his small map, 
ceases to flow during the dry season: at Beit-el-Fakih he experienced 
a more intense degee of heat than in any other part of Tehimah: 
the wind which passes across a sandy plain separating Beit-el-Fakih I 

from Hodeidah, he says, is actually suffocating. He describes the Valley 
of Sennif, seen after a six days' journey across deserts, as strikingly I 

beautifid, luxuriant in vegetation, well timbered, and watered; its 
shape is that of a horse-shoe. Beyond Sennif the country becomes 
bold and magnificent, and the difficulty of tbreading the mountain 
defiles is too great to admit of travelling by night : after leading their 
horses up a very steep ravine the travellers entered a vast plain by the 
valley of WBdi SeThin, and beheld to the north the mountains of Jebel 
HarrLz, to the south those of Jebel Burra' : the former inhabited by the 
Kh6rah tribe who lie in wait for travellers and, unlike most of the 

i 
Arab banditti, murder their captives. The mountains rise 1500 feet 
above the plain : a light loam, conveyed from the mountains by rains 
and torrents, is peculiarly favourable to the growth of coffee, which is 

~ 
much cultivated : after passing the village of Sei'hin, situated in an ex- 
tensive plain, that of Mofhak on a nearly inaccessible ravine, and that of 
Motteneh at the extremity of a long rocky plateau, the travellers 
arrived at the Valley of San'ti., which is finely wooded, but extremely 
hot : the town is considerable. Shortly after leaving this place Mr. I 
Hulton, the companion of Mr. Cruttenden, died of fatigue. 

Persia.-Captain Blosse Lynch, whose Survey of the Tigris between 
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Ctesiphon and Mdeul is published in our 'Journal,' has made known a 
new line of communication with India stretching from SdmsGn through 
the valleys of Taurus, along the ancient road from Pontus into Meso- 
potamia. He passed the northern springs of the Tigris, close beneath 
the 'Akir Bahd mountains, and at Diyir-Bekr embarked on a raft 
of inflated skins, :nd floated with the stream, which is navigable in no 
other manner, for more than a hundred mila. A sudden change takes 
place in the character of the country, from the point where the B a t m h  
Sb joins the Tigris. The river deepens, and the open undulating un- 
wooded banlre are succeeded by steep cliffs, or rich sloping plains. 
Captain Lynch considers the junction of the KhdbGr with the Tigris 
to be the place where the Greeks effected a passage over the Carduchian 
mountains, but sought in vain for the ford above M d v l  where Alex- 

I 
ander croeaed before the battle of Arbil. Arbil stands in a plain 
broken by ravines or watercourses, the banks of which muat have been 

I levelled to admit the passage of the chariots of Darius. 
Mesopotamia.-Captain Lynch and the officers with him have ex- 

, amined with attention the river district between Baghddd and the Khdbbr, 
which joins the Tigris a little below the " overhanging cliffi" of Zeno- 

1 phon ; they have accurately determined the line of the principal Canals 
I of Babylonia, by which the Tigris communicated with the Euphrates, 

and laid down trigonometrically, as far as more pressing dutia would 
allow, the intermediate country. Their survey will give a chain of well- 
fixed pointe for more extended operations into the mountain tract on the 
east of the Tigris, and will be of great use in drawing up future 

I itineraries. 

Kaahmir.-Few spots, perhaps, in the gor eous East have stronger hold B 
on our imagination than Keahmlr. Among recent visitors of this cele- 
brated valley Baron Carl von Hiigel stands conspicuous : his merits as 
a systematic and scientific traveller are of the highest order. Of his 
splendid work an abstract appears in the last number of our Journal, 
and we hope ere long to find in our library not merely the original, 
but an English translation of it. I t  affords me much pleasure to hem 
that the noble author bae received from his sovereign, the king of Wiir- 
temburg, a diplomatic appointment in this country. 

Mr. Vigne, who claims, I believe justly, the merit of being the first 
European traveller who penetrated to IskBrdd, resided longer than 
Baron von Hiigel in Kashmir, and traversed it at three different 
periods and in various directions. His observations will soon be com- 
municated to the public. His map of Keahmir and the passes 
from thence to Thibet and the Alpine Pinjib, laid down on a scale of 
two miles to the inch, principally from a base of three miles, measured 
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along a plain in the centre of the valley, by Lieutenant 'Mackison 
and Dr. Falconer, has been prewnted to the Honourable East India 
Company, and will appear under their auspices. 

India.-The account of Kunlwar, which Captain Alexander Gerrard 
considered his best work, is now publishing under the superintendence 
of Mr. Lloyd. I t  contains an able exposition of Captain Gerrard'a re- 
searches in the Himblaya together with those of his brothers. 

Klbul, Ghaanein, the Bdlln Pass, and other ylacea more especially 
interesting at this period, have been illustrated by Sir Keith Jackson : 
and Lieutenant Irwin has thrown new light on the climate, soil, and 
productions of Afghdnisdn. 

Among the numerous papers printed by order of the House of Com- 
mons a Memoir on AfgMnisdn and Persia is to us especially in- 
teresting : the introduction enumerates and demcribes the various terri- 
tories confirmed or ceded to the Mahtirsijti of Uhdr  by Shdh Shujd'u-1 
Mulk : we find also a detailed account of the principal routes through 
these countries, with notices descriptive of the most remarkable towns 
and passes : among these are Ghaznein, Hertit, Kellt, and Kaudahlr. 
The B618n Pass is minutely described, though no description, it is said, 
can convey to the reader an adequate idea of its impregnable strength : 
the Appendix contains notes on the passages of the Indus, and on the 
trade, produce, and climate of K4bul. These documents have been com- 
piled partly from published accounts ancient and modem, partly from 
private papers in the archives of the India House. These archives have 
been of considerable service also to Mr. Montgomery Martin in com- 
piling his ' Buchanan Papers,' illustrating the history, antiquities, to- 
pography, and statistics of eastern Asia: they occupy three octavo 
volumes, and comprise offic:al Bnrveys of B a r ,  S h l h W ,  Bh4galphr 
or Gdrak'h-ph, Dlndj-pb, Pduaniya, Rang-$r, and Asslrn. Major 
Jervis, I am happy to find, has undertaken to compose a popular and 
philosophical digest of the geography and atatistics of A~ia, and more 
especially of our Indian pommaions. 
Hydrography of Asia-Mr. Wise, late chief officer of the Hon. 

Company's ship Edinburgh, has anelysed a hupdred voyages to and 
from India, China, &c. 

Mr. Windsor Earl has translated from the Dutch au account 
by Lieutenant Kolf of voyages performed in 1825 and 1826 by a 
brig-of-war, the Dowga, through the southern parts of the archipelagn 
of Molucca (imperfectly known), and along the southern coaet of New 
Guinea, till then unexplored. 
Siberia.-M. Federov, after expending six years on astronomical 

and geological investigations in the south-west of Siberia, baa returned 



to St. Peteraburg. . M. Karelin at the expenre of the Natural History 
Society of Moscow has been travelling in the south of Siberia; and 
Mr. Schrenk ir gone to botani~~e along the frontier of Rursia and China. 

China.-It is natural to expect that our closer intercourse with China 
will enable us to obtain a clearer insight into the geography of that mys- 
terious county : one important piece of information has been already 
acquired : I refer to the great Yang-tse river (Kyang), which, rising 
in the mountains of Thibet eouth of Lake Khokho Noiir, and gathering 
volume from numerous tributaries, traverses the richest provinces of the 
celestial empire : its banks are adorned by numerous wealthy cities, more 
especially Nan-king, the ancient metropolis of China. 

The English squadron, on its late visit to the gulf of Pe-che-li, had 
occmbn to notice how anxiously this quarter wan watched by the govern- 
ment and how large a force wae concentrated at the junotion of the 
Yang-tse Kyang and the Grand Canal (the great alimentary canal a~ Mr. 
Davis very properly deeignatee it) by which the produce of the muthem 
and midland provinces m transported to Pe-kiq, and the 'comparatively 
barren regions of the north. Thie circumstance it is which rendera Chu- 
san an important station, being the spot from which foreign merchandise' 
may be most easily imported or a hostile force most effectively discharged 
into the bowele of the empire. I t  ir mid that the Tartar rulers, in their 
desire to guard against such consequences, have from their firat accesdon 
adopted the most effectual method of keeping thie channel of com- 
munication secret, that of keeping it nwleas : they have denied in- 
gress and egrese to their own coasting vesaels which would naturally 
have gone up this river, and obliged those natives who trade with foreign 
countries to land their c a r p  at Shang ha& in the Wb-sung river, the 
mouth of which is oppodte Tsung-ming, and re-embark them on the 
Grand Canal ; BO that they can reach the Yang-tse only by a circuitom 
m t e  and at a considerable distance h m  the coast. 

Thanks to the exertions of Captain Bethone, the mybtery in which 
the navigation of this important river hae hitherto been involved, is 
now removed. In the centre of the 6th the idand d Tsung-ming 
divides the strcsm into two branches: the northern branch is im- 
practicable, but the Canway and Algerine &rg d e r  the orders of 
Captain Bethune, found even upon the bar near the mtraace of the Wh- 
sung river twenty-one feet of water, and having pawed this obstacle o 
chrnnel varying fiom three to far, fir% and mx fatbomr m depth, 
a d  from one to three miles in width, so that a line of bottle ship 
may eady effect an entrance. Captain Bethune carried his survey 
8i.V d e  to the west of the mouth of the Wirwng fiver, and at his 
taming point left it seven miles wide : .Bore this ib mndings are 
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unknown; but the river at its junction with the Grand Canal is described 
as three miles wide, and large junks are known to ply at Nan-king. 

The Canton Repository, a monthly periodical, abounds in information 
upon all matters coiinected with China. 

I hear that the Japanese, whose antipathy to European connection 
is still stronger than that which is felt in the celestial empire, are pub- 
lishing a Japanc~Chinese dictionary on the same plan as Morison's. 
Such a work will be useful, especially- as the Japaneee is an alphabetical 
language. 

Mr. Wiltshire has verbally communicated to us the remarks he made 
on a recent journey through Morocco : to Terramona, described by Davi- 
son as a Gibraltar in miniature, he assigns an elevation of 3500 feet. 
A salt lake in the province of Yammah yields, he says, a rental of 4000 
ducats per annum. The relations of Morocco to France form the subject 
of an interesting article in the ' Nouvelles Annales des Voyages.' 

In  the same periodical is given a tabular view of the French p a  
sessions in Algeria; and we are indebted to M. Van der Maelen for a new 
physical and political map of that country. 

Baron Baude, counsellor of state, has published two volumes on 
Algeria, illustrated by plates. The sketch of the. history, geography, 
and natural productions of Algiers, by Dr. M. Wagner, who accompanied 
the French expeditiou against Belidall, and availed himself of the treaty 
of Tafnah to visit the greater part of 'kbd-el-@dirss country, is said to 
be the most comprehensive work on the subject since the time of Shaw. 

M. Ternaux Compans is bringing out translations of several very 
rare tracts on Algiers, Oran, kc., by Spanish and Portuguese tra- 
vellers. 

The description of Guinea by Andrt! Alvarez d'blmada, written in 
1594, but of which an extract only has hitherto been published, is now 
printing entire at Oporto. 

M. Gustave d'Eichtha1, in a paper presented to the Geographical 
Society of Paris, has investigated the origin of the FGlahs or FeIlAMs, 
a swarthy race, inhabiting Nigritia. He considers it certain that they 
are not aborigines, but colonists ; their,language, he maintains, belongs 
to the Malay family, and is closely allied to the Javanese. 

M. Jomard has drawn up an account of the Gallas of LimmG, and 
has constructed r map of the-route from Limmd to the confluence of the 
Blue and White Nile. He describes the physical features; traces the 
principal routes; examines the construction of the language, of whichhe 
ives a vocabulary ; and concludes his paper by remarks on the climate 
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and  natural productions of the country, and the character of its in- 
habitants. 

The account of Africa recently published by Mr. MgQueen is a work 
of great industry and research. He says that his map wan constructed 
by arranging, on a large scale, the various places, bearings, distances, 
and journeys of African geographers and travellers, both ancient and 
modern ; then combining them and correcting them by each other, or 

few established poaitiens, and afterwards reducing the whole. He 
dit rs from Captain Allen in his account of the supposed course of 
the river Ye6, and agrees in this respect with Lander, Clapperton, and 
Denham. He also disputes Lander's statement that the Adoo flows 
into the Niger. 

Mr: W. Desborough Cooley, in his well-timed ' Essay on the Negro- 
land of the Arabs,' endeavours to found the early history and geography of 
Central Africa on a solid basis-the evidence of those Arabian travellers 
and writers, as Ibn B4tGtah and Ibn Khaldh,  who, under the stimulus 
of commercial profit or religious proselytism, made their k a y  during the 
middle agea through the northern deserts to Negroland. Impressed with 
a strong conviction that systematic geography, when not founded upon 
science, tends to erroneous conclusions, he patiently deduces his in- 
ferences from internal evidence, according to the strict rules of logic. 

Ibn Sa'id, who wrote in the thirteenth century, has enumerated, he 
says, thirteen nations of blacks, who extended across Africa, from'Gh4nah 
on the W. to the Bojd on the shores of the Red Sea; yet it is not till 
we arrive at the tenth of these, or Kdnem, that we are able to identify 
satisfactorily the nomenclature of Ibn Sa'id with that of the moderne. 
The first nine nations towards the W. remain undetermined. 

Mr. Cooley proves that the site of Ahkdr, the ancient capital 
of Ghdnah, must have been very near the present site of Tombuktli, 
if, indeed, they were not identical. Having established this, he 
proceeds with a train of very ingenious arguments, by which the ap- 
proximate sites of many others of the principal towns and routee of 
ancient Ghdnah are clearly indicated. Great probability is given to 
his theory by the exact coincidence of the poaition of the desert in his 
conjectured route to TombuktG with thex-ecorded position af  the desert 
in the ancient route to Ahkdr. He compares the writings of El Bekd 
with those of FJ Idrisi, and gives a decided preference to the 
former. H e  describes the journey of Ibn Bdtbtah, and from this record 
proves the position of the capital, and many of the towns of Mdll, 
and establisher its northern and eastern boundaries. H e  disposes very 
summarily of the hypothesis which identified KBnd with Gbdnah, by 
pointing out that the former contains not a single stream considerable 
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enough to retain its watera during the hot season, and therefore not one 
with which it ia possible to identify the great navigable river mentioned 
in all the accounts of Ghrlnah. He statea that the appellation Tekrhr, 
though widely and vaguely extended in the courae of time, was ori- 
ginally restricted to a spot between Sills and Sanghanah, the territorial 
name of which he conjectures to have been Zbghah. This account ie 
somewhat different from that of Mr. McQueen, who pronounces that the 
name Tekrtr, the proper spelling of which he statea to be Takrour, in- 
cluded the central portion of Slidin, from Db&r to the mouth of the 
Gambia Mr. Cooley then proceeds to point out the distinctions between 
KClghah, KBghd, Kaukau, and Karkar, the two 6rat of which he believes 
to be different designations for the same place, while the others, M, often 
improperly applied, refer to eeparate territories. Hin last argument., 
exclusive of the division of Negroland into nations, are directed to prove 
the identity of the ancient race of the Demdem with the modern Yem- 
yem, or N'yem-nyem. The position of the former among the hillr of 
Kabi nearly coincides with that of the latter in the mouutainoue country 
S. of Kand : both are wild, savage, and reputed cannibals; and, &ally, 
if they are not identical, the race of the Demdem must be totally extinct, 
as no other traces of them are discoverable. By proving that the course 
of the Great River, as given by El Bekri, ia correct, and that of El 
Idrisi erroneous, our author convicta the latter of a mistake, when, speak- 
ing of Lemlem and Demdem, he representn aa tmo distinct countria 
what are in fact variations of the same name. The postscript is devoted 
to e~tablishing the route from the capital of Ashanti, through Gonjah, to 
the KowM; and many difficulties in the works of native writera are 
accounted for by their habitual substitution of d for T in the names of 
places. 

The ' Ethiope,' a Liverpool atearner, after attempting in vain to go 
up the Benin and Wan branches of the Kwara, eventually made ite 
way to Uyaba (Lever of Lander), situate on its westem bank 50 miles 
above Rabbah : beyond thia the navigation is obstructed by rocks. The 
disposition both of the king of Rabbph and the people ia mid to have 
been friendly. 

I congratulate you on the countenance and support which the Niir 
expedition has received from the first authorities of the realm: three 
steamers, admirably equipped, have been furniehed by the Lords of the 
Admiralty, and 60,0001. appropriated by Parliament, in furtherance of 
that expedition. That the benevolent, patriotic, scientific objects con- 
templated by its promoters may be realised to the fullest extent, must 
be the wish of all who hear me ; at all eventa, we have the satitifaction 
of feeling that the investigations which have taken place into the cauaea 
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1 of the unhealthiness of an African climate, and the remedies which have 
1 been suggented and are now under trial, will, in all probability, not only 

diminish the hardships and perils of the brave men who are engaged 
on this ringle.enterprise, but will tend to secure the health and to pro- 
long the lives of the inhabitants of either hemisphere, and of generations 
yet unborn. 

Abyssinia.-Of Abyseinia we seem in a fair way of soon collecting 
considerable information; English and French travellers are now ex- 
ploring i t  in various directions. 

M. Lefevre, M. Petit, and M. Dillon have given routes of their tra- 
vels in Tegri in the year 1839, accompanied by a native itinerary 
from Derita to Naxda. M. Lefevre, who was subsequently employed 
by the Egyptian government in searching for metallic lodea in Senntlr, 

1 died there at the commencement of last year. 

~ According to the 6.B~~lletin,' M. Dufey is the Brat European who 
has visited the country of Showd, which he did in 1837, 8, and 9. 
He wea a&ompanied in 1831 by M. L. Aubert. They arrived on the 
9th of June at Maeawwah ; and, a few days after, parsing the Taranta, 
they entered Abyssinia. M. Dufey travelled mlbsequently from Gondar 
to Ankdbar, and from Ankdbar to Zeila', traversing thus a great part of 
Abyssinia. On the 19th of November he arrived at Tajbrah; and, 
sailing from the little port of Reitah, he arrived at Mokhi on the 8th of 
October, 1838. Froth Ankdbar to Zeila', M. Dufey was 43 days. He  
died at Yembo'. The result of this commercial journey, which ended 
ao fatally for M. Dufey, is six voluminous memoirs, or series of notes, 
on Abyssinia and Showd, the country of the 'Adele, the Red Sea, and 
Arabia ; and a route map : geography, ethnography, commerce, me- 
dicine-nothing seems to have been neglected: and if commercial rela- 
tions, equally advantageous to all parties, are the best means of advanc- 
ing the civilisation of Africa, the way seems to have been prepared 
by M. Dufey and M. Aubert, as far aa Abyssinia is concerned.--(See 
' Bulletin,' Mai, 1840.) 

M. Rochet d'Hericourt i said to have penetrrted 540 miles into the in- 
teriorof Abyssinia ; he landed on the south coast, and made his way through 

. the kingdom of Adel, subject to Showd, where he was received with the 
utmcret kindneas and hospitality ; his excursions were made in the pre- 
sence of royalty, and under an eecort of from 1500 to 2000 cavaliers. 
M. Rochet's f awr i t e  pursuits are chemistry and geology, but he does 
not neglect the interests of commerce. 

In  a letter from M. d'Abbadie, published in the Atheneum, that 
gentleman states that his brother h d  viaited the sources of the Abhdf, 
or Bruce'r Nile, crossed the river in several places, made frequent 
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excursions into the Ghlllil county, and proceeded to within 3 days' 
journey of Enarea, which, according to the information which he re- 
ceived, was situated in a comparatively low country. M. Amauld 
d'Abbadie had obtained a letter in two languages, one. of which, the 
Ilmorma, has an alphabet wholly unknown : he also discovered a MS. 
in two volumes quarto, on rellum, in Amharic, composed by the favourite 
companion of Mohammed Graii, the Tamerlane of Abyssinia, whose 
exploita are only known by extractn from Ludolf and Bruce. Thin MS. 
abounds in descriptions and namea of placea from Harar ae'i to Senndr, 
and would be a most valuable mine for a Rennell or a Ritter. M. 
d'Abbadie himaelf was to go to Show& and his brother waq to vidt 
the western frontier of Dejezmach Gosho, and to join him at Ankdbar. 
whence they intended to make bold excursions due north and south, and 
to examine on the one hand the country of Doba and Agoko, and on the 
other the a 1 1  kinkdoms which qread along the table-lands of Central 
Africa. M. dYAbbadie states that the road to Abyssinia crosses the 
KWa, or low flat country, in a direct line as far as Katra, then winds as 
it ascends through the long and narrow valley of Hadas, which ends at 
the Taranta rivulet. Deksa, three days from the sea-coast, is, like all 
other border villages, a spot chosen for defence rather than convenience. 

M. dYAbbadie, while proceeding from 'Adwd to Gdndar, was stopped 
by the chief U'bi, and compelled to return towards the coast. At 
Dug= he parted with his brother, and pmceedd to the convent of 
Beezdn to connect its isolated mount with Ma?awway on the coast, hut an 
accident having deprived him of one of his eya,  he returned to 'Aden. 
He asserts that Dr. Riippll is correct in makiig the water of 'AdwP 
flow wuth into the Takazzei, instead of north (as asserted by former 
travellers) into the Mareb. The fact is not yet clearly established. 

M. dYAbbadie visited the road passing through Kdyakdr (September, 
1&10), and connecting by a gentle descent the table-land of Tegrei with 
the Kdlla near Mapwwa'. This is the road followed by Christopher de 
Gama, and recently but imperfectly described by Von Katt. I t  was 
during this expedition that the low of an eye stopped him in the mea- 
surements he was making by carrying triangles from Mount Iswahet 
in Samdn to Mount Ieerk4 Kb near Deksa. 

I n  the ' Annales des voyages ' and the ' Atheneum ' copious abstracts 
' 

are given of the travels in Abyssinia of Dr. Riippell, whose name is so 
familiar to you, and to whom you M) justly awarded a medal. I would 
earnestly recommend the members of this Society to study Dr. Riiypell's 
work in the original. 

Dr. Riippell deseribea the- province of Sam& in Abyssinia, which 
measures about 50 milea from north to south, and about 40 from east to 
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I west, as an irregular mass of volcanic rocks, the highest crags of which 
i nearly reach the line of perpetual congelation, The waters of this 

i region are almost all collected in the river Bellegas, first discovered by 
him. I t  forms a boundary to Samdn on the west and south, and descends 1 ina the TakizzeT. Enchetcab, the principal village of Samdn, stands at 
an elevation of 10,000 feet above the sea, on an undulating plain de- ~ void of trees, which however grow luxuriantly in the valley of the 
Bellegas, 4000 feet lower down. From Samdn our author proceeded 
through the Mohammedan village of Dobark to Odndar, the capital of 
Abyssinia. He next resolved to visit the Kdlla, a low, sultry, pestilential 
repm covered with dense forests, at the northern base of the Samdn 
range. A few hills, rising above the level of the noxious vapours which 
render the rest of the K611a so deadly to man, are enlivened with villages, ~ but every other part is uninhabited. Wild animals abound, and the soil 
is most prolific. After a residence of some weeks in the Kdlla, Dr. 
Riippell made an excureion southwards to the catamct of the Nile after 
it issues fiom the lake. He proceeded along the eastern coast of the 
lake, and passed through a handsome town named Kiratza, which has 
not been mktioned by any previous writer. His description of the 
cataracts of the Abay exactly coincides with that given by the Jesuit 
Godinho, but differs in some particulars from those of Bruce and 
Jerome Lobo. After his retum to G6ndar he took a road leading by 
the formidable pass of Sankaber on the northern side of Samdn. 
Passing along a level, 'scarcely 40 feet in width, with a precipice 
nearly 3000 feet deep to the north, and a tributary of the Bellegaa 
to the south, he came to a rude kind of entrenchment to which properly 
belonga the name of the Sankaber, beneath which the river Serima 
bursts forth and rushes down the abyss in a succession of cascades. 
Another day's journey brought him to a precipice 4000 feet deep, and 

~ eommanding a view of the mountainous region of T-. Hence he 
proceeded southwards along a bare and desolate valley which conducted 
him to the camp of U'bl, the ruler of Samdn. He went, in company 
with this chief, to Sowana, a place on the northern slope of Bwahat, and, 
having received from him a safe-conduct, hastened to visit the capital of 
the ancient Greek kingdom of Akshm. Dr. Rappel1 differs from all 
preceding authorities in hie account of the rivers of Akshm and 'Adwd, 
which he describes as flowing southwards into the Takazzei, instead of 
northwards into the Mareb. 

Dr. Riippell pronounces that there is now every facility afforded to 
the traveller for entering and rcsiding in Abyssinia, the fanatical hatred 
which the natives formerly nourished towards the Europeans being am-. 
pletely extinct. While at  Mqawwa', he made an excursion to the ruins 
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of ancient Adulis, still called Addi by the natives, and-never before 
visited by an European. 'He eacertained itm latitude to be 15' 15' 44" 
N., and its distance from AM only a quarter of a league. 

In a letter from Dr. Beke, dated Nov. %d, 1840, we an told that 
the political agent at 'Aden, to whom we are already indebted for his 
admirable survey of the coast of Arabia published in our 'Traneactions,' 
has entered into alliance with the Somill and Dankali tribem, and pur- 
chased two imlands at the entrance of Tajhrah Bay, as a h  a small one 
at the upper end immediately at the entrance to the inner bay. He haa 
also C i t e d  a survey of the coast of Abyesinia from BLb-el-mandeb to 
Berberah, and the East India Company's brig Euphrates ie at present 
employed thereon, having completed as far southward ae Zefla'. 

The French have purchamed settlement8 withiu the Red Sea at Eid 
and Anflah, at about 150 and 200 miles' distance respectively from the 
entrance of the strait of Bdb-el-mandeb on the Abyssinian shore. 

This information is interesting, as these acquisitionr, it may fairly be 
hoped, will greatly facilitate geographical research in these parts. 

Another letter, from Dr. Beke to Sir T. D. Acland, dated,Tajhrah, 
Dec. 14th, 1840, and haviug for its object the emtabliihment of the 
routes from Tajhrah to Ausd, thence to the Wollu GdllL, and from 
Zeila' to Berberah and Harar, has been read to this Society. 

These routes confirm the opinion of Dr. Beke, as expremsed when in 
England, with the exception of the c m  of the river Hawtish, the 
termination of which holds a position endrely different from that 
which was before assigned to it. They were derived from the informa- 
tion of natives of Tajiuah, from which place D;. Beke intended to start 
for Ankdbar. The journey from Tajbah to A u d  occupies 15 daya, that 
from Zefla' to Harar may be completed in 12 by travelling day and 
night. 

A messenger on foot can perform three caravan stagem in one day ; 
the stations which mark the dose of the caravan stages are distant about 
a day's journey from one another. 

AMERICA. 

Neu@undland.--Mr. Jukes has made a physical and geological exa- 
mination of a large portion of the coast by desire of the local government. 
Newfoundland has never been correctly triangulated, and much of the 
interior has never yet perhaps been trod by human foot ; it is traversed 
by a range of primitive mountains, which take the same direction as the 
Alleghanniea, and consist principally of granite and mica slate. In- 
considerable beds of coal are incumbent upon these, but their relation 
t&he English is unknown, inaemuch as they are not capped by any 
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secondary rock nor accompanied by any foesil remains, at least suffi- 
ciently marked to be determined and c M  : a third part of the island 
is said to be under water; the U e s  are numerous, and many of them 
extensive ; the roads are few in number and very limited in length, M, 

that internal communications are extremely Wcult. The old qettlem 
are mostly from Devon and Domet; of the more recent a large propor- 
tion are Irish. Our best m a p  ill repreaent the physical featurn. The 
generalaspect of the island ie barren and rugged; the surface consisting 
of a series of hille and valleys, varying in steepnew, the one never rising 
into mountains, the other rarely expanding into plains. Massea of loose 
rock us scattered all over the county. There are a number of inmn- 
eiderable brooks, but no navigable river. The hille and valleys on 
frequently clothed with wood, among which may be found at intervals 
open tracta covered with soft and spongy mom, and cded  marshes, the 
slow drainage of which supplies the lakes during the dry eeamn. 

Mr. Bramston haa laid before us a series of experiments and obrerva- 
tions on the frozen coil at Martin's Falls in Albany River, about 300 feet 

I above the sea level. I t  seems that a portion of the soil is at a slight 
I 

! depth permanently frozen, but in sunny situations the thaw in summer 
is complete. The line of perpetual frost commences on the coast be- 
tween Equan River and Cape Henrietta, and takes r north-westerly 
course to the Rocky Mountains. 
N. W. Coast.-An hiirico-political memoir on the north-went c w t  

of North America, drawn up by Mr. Greenhow, and published by the 
government of the United States, contains an interesting account of the 
several tribes and nations by whom the dirpated tract of country has 
been inhabited or visited from the time of itr discovery. The author 
describee the western coast as bounded by a continuous chain of moun- 
tains, and the interior of the continent to a great distance as traversed 
by lofty ridgea with small intervening valleys or plains. The Rocky 
Mountains, the chief of there chains, divide the territories drained by 
the Atlantic from thoae whose waters flow into the Pacific, and lie 
throughout their come, which is from N.N.W. to S.S.E., nearer the 
western than the emtern coast : the Chippewyan mountains are part of 
the 8ame chain. Three ridges, one of which h known by the name of 
the Snowy Mountains, join the principal chain near the 420 of latitude, 
and near their junction is a very remarkable depreesion called the 
Southern Paw. Mr. Greenhow msignu to Oregon, complehending the 
territory drained by the Columbia River, a similar character, and 
divides it into three regions separated by three mountain ridges : tbe 
Blue Mountains which constitute the central chain are cmmcd by botb 
branchen of the Columbia ; they are chiefly volcanic : the third region 
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or high county of Oregon, westward of the Blue Moantams, is drp and 
sterile : the southern part, a desert of steep rocky hills and narrow sandy 
valleya, contains many lakes, principally saline ; and gives rhe to: all 
the great branch- of the Columbia. The author, after tracing the course 
of that river, states that froin each of the two pointa between which 
it fluws into the Pacific, a sand-bar runs out, over which the meeting of 
the waves with the river torrenta producee a terrific line of breakers. 

The attempt of Capt. Mudge and Mr. Featherstonhaugh to define by 
surveys and operationa the uncertain territorial limita of Great Britain 
and the United S t a h  of America, bas thrown new light on the phy- 
sical geography of the tract in question : Mr. Oellatin hm written a 
memoir upon the same subject accompanied by eight maps. 

Gaited S&.-The Consul-General of Sweden, M. Arfredeon, hae 
written Travels in the United States. An account of the expedition of 
Domenique de Gtourgues to Florida is about to be published in the col- 
lection of early Voyages of M. Ternaux Cornpans. Dr. Morton's Crania 
Americana is a welcome offering to the lovem of comparative physiology. 

Mesico.-M. de Kazawinski is gone back to Mexico, commissioned 
by the Russian government to collect objects of natural hietoy. Messrs. 
Linda and Fuuck are prosecuting zoological and botanical investiga- 
tions in the same country on behalf of the Belgian government. M. 
Galeotti, attached to the house of Van der Maelen, and Member of the 
National Institute of Geography in Mexico, set out in 1835 to explore 
that country, and returned to Brussels laat year with an immense store 
of information on physical geography and topography, statistics, the rsces, 
manners, and languages of the Indians, the nature and amount of popn- 
lation, and the distribution of the inhabitants according to climatic zones, 
which, in Mexico and intertropical America, may be thus classed-1st. 
torrid, where the mean temperature rangea from 20 to 25 cent. 2nd. tem- 
perate, ranging fmm 16 to 20 cent., comprising the tract of the Cor- 
dilleras, elevated between 3500 and 7000 French feet, and the plateaux 
from 5000 to 7500 French feet. 3rd. frigid, which admita of two 
divisions, moderately cold and extremely cold-the former from 7000 to 
8580 feet above the ma-level, and the latter from 10,000 to 11,000, 
the highest land inhabited. Theee observations are accompanied by 
researches into the geographical distribution of plants and animale, in 
relation to mean temperature. M. Galeotti has correc)ed many of the 
poaitions in Humboldt's Atlas, especially near the Pic of Tancitaro, 
where villages and hamlets placed on the east of the volcano of Jorullo 
lie really to the west of it, as for instance the great village of Uruapan. 
M. Galeotti intends to publish detached papers on these subjecta and a 
geological map. 
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M. Ghiesbrecht will be despatched immediately to Mexico, if he ie 
not already on his way, to complete M. Galeotti's investigatiom:having 
already made a zoological excursion in that country. 

From Colonel Lloyd we have an account of an Indian race inhabiting 
Panamd, and from Dr. Scouler a paper on various other tribes of 
the north coast of America, with Vocabularies of sixteen languages far 
more extensive than any reviously published. 

I t  is reported that a ?F rench company has been organised for the 
purpose of cutting a canal across the Isthmus of Panam&. 

Of the papers received from the Hydrographical Office at the Ad- 
miralty, one of the most intereating from the number and precision of 
its details recounts an expedition by Mr. Lawrence up the river and 
lake of San Juan de Nicaragua. The travellers, after carefully observing 
the rate of the current, cmsed from the lake to the Pacific. Proceeding 
from Nicaragua, through a thick wood, and then over an extensive 
savannah, they came to a range of mountains, from one of which, 800 
feet high, they had a beautiful view of the Pacific, about 3 miles off; and 
-soon after found themselves unexpectedly at a little cove called El 
Cacola. To the south of this spot, at the distance of a league, they 
arrived at last at the place they sought, the port of San Juan. The 

I tide rises here about 12 feet. According to Mr. Baily's levels, from 
I Puerto de San Juan to Rio de Lacas, near Granada, the level of the lake ~ ie 128 feet 3 inches above the Pacific. 

British Guiana, comprising the basins of Berbice, Demerara, and 
I 

Eseequibo rivers, is separated from Dutch Guiana or Surinam, on the 
auth-enst, by the river Corentyn. On the north-west, a line of de- 
marcation not yet perfectly agreed upon divides it from the Colum- 
bian territories, while the extensive bolindary lines which separate 

I British Guiana on the south-west and south from the Portuguese are., it 
appears, equally liable to dispute; the reputed boundary not coinciding 
with those natural land-marke, to which, in the abaence of special agree- 
ment, reference must always be made in the adjustment of tenitorid 
divisions. 

Mr. Schomburgk, having completed the publication of his Historical, 
Geographical, and Statistical Description of British Guiana, hse returned 
to that country on a special mission, having for i h  object the adjustment 
of these questions; and her Majesty's government, kindly acceding 
to the request of the Council, has allowed him to investigate also the 
sources of the river Orinoco. He arrived at Demerara on the 24th of 
January. 

Brazib. - Dr. Lund has been travelling for some years in the 
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Brazila at the expense of the Royal Society of Copenhagen, with a 
view tamnatural history, and has transmitted home m e v d  communica- 
tions, which will be found in the Transactionr of that body : among 
them ir a treatise on the d i m e r i a  of the early inhabitants of the 
uorthern part of South Ameria, and several papen, on geology. Of the 
foseil animals, whose b have been diecovered in car-, one which 
is new to us as a fossil corresponds with a recent type found exclusivel J 

in that country. From this and limihr phenomena observed by Sir 
W d i n e  Parish me might almolt be tempted to infer that while, 
since the period of diluvial action, the northern latitudes have been 
subject to extraordinary vicissitudes of climate, no corresponding change 
has taken place in the mthern. 

The e a r l i i  account of the river La Plate, drawn up by Sebaatian 
Cabot, ia one of the many rarities about to be laid before the public by 
M. Ternaux Cornpanti. 

Mr. Eyre, who I& Adelaide on the 18th of June, in the hope of 
being able to plant the British standard on the Tropic of Capricorn, in 
long. 135O or 136: has met with an unexpected obstacle to his progress 
in a creacent-shaped lake supposed to be Lake Torreas. The length 
of this piece of water exceeds 400 miles : its breadth is inconsiderable, I 

but the shores, compoeed of aoft mud and sand, cannot be approached. 
I 

Our enterprising traveller directed his steps therefore to Streaky Bay, 
in the hope of finding on the west the means of resuming his original I 

direction. 
The House of Commons has printed a &patch from Sir George 

Gippa, governor of South Australia, with an appendix, containing, 
first, a report by the deputy surveyor-general on the Clarence river; 
eecondly, a report of the state of the survey at Moreton Bay; thirdly, 
a report on the dividing range of New South Wales and the r e  
cently-discovered region denominated Gippsy Land, by Count Strelecki ; 
and, finally, a report of Mr. Tyers's survey undertaken with a view 
to establish the mnewhat uncertain poeition of the 141st median 
degree of E longitude being the prescribed boundary between New 
South Wales and South Australia. The result confirmed the a p  
count of Sir Thomas Mitchell; but Mr. John Arrowsmith br% appealed 
against the accuracy of Mr. Tyera's decision, EIO that the question 
cannot yet be mid tobe set at re&. By this despatch it appears that the 
counties into which the colony has been divided pursuant to the general 
instruction% Bent out under the sign-manual, Berve no other purpoee than 
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that of marking the boundaries of location, i. e, the limits beyond which 
land cannot be sold. There is also a map showing what government 
aurveys have been carried on in the neighbourhood of Port Philip. 
M a p  illustrative of the several reports are appended, and the table 
of a trigonometrkal survey between the river Glenelg and Batman's 
Hill, Melbourne. 

Of Gipp' Land, its discoverer Count Strelecki given a very 
animated dewription. I t  hm an extent of 5600 square miles and 
upwards of 250 miles of sea-coast, end eight r i m ;  a navigable 
lake and lagoons bisecting 100 miles of its length : to form communica- 
tions over the whole dintrict requires only the construction of bridges, 
and the occ~sional clearing of bog and brush. The richness of the mil 
and pasturage can scarcely be surpassed ; and the ranges of hill are easy 
of ascent. According to Count Strelecki's description this region pre- 
senta a most inviting prospect to settlers, more especially cattle-bret$cre, 
the nativee being indeneive and gentle. 

Several isolated hills, which rise fram a barren plain of coneiderable 
extent, separating Port Philip from Mount Shadwell, are qpoeed  
by Mr. Tyers to be volcanic. We believe that theme are the first tracea 
of volcanoes which have been found in South Australia. 

Much of the remaining matter contained in thin document is original 
and interesting ; but I shall not proceed any further in my notice of 
it, rince, having been published, it is acceerible to all who may wish to 
consult it. 

The Sydney Herald announces the discovery of a very h e  river 
issuing from a point between C l a m  River and Moreton Bn?. I t  1s 
anid to have SO feet of water on the bar; and Mr. Scott, who ex- 
plored it upwards of 30 miles, describes the banb os extremely 
beautiful and abounding in cedar-treee. 
New Zedand-Capt. Cecille, a French officer, a l d y  mentioned, 

who was employed in the Authern hemisphere upon objects connected 
with commerce, hae constrncted a very accurate plan of the Chatham 
islands and the principal bays in New Zealmd. He also reconnoitred the 
islands of Prince Edward, Cmzet, St. Paul, and Bere. 
The neat of government for New Zealand is to be the toan of Amck- 

land, situate in the estuary of the Thamea. Mr. Sigor is Surveyor-Genml, 
having Capt. Symonds under hir orden. 

The New Zealand Company ban added to its pouwaiens the owner- 
ship of Chatham Islands, a group lying in latitude 44' Y, and about 
300 miles E. of Port Nichohn. The extent of this acquisition 
ercced. 700,000 square a m .  I t  consists of three iulsnda, via., 
Chatham Island, Pitt's Island, and an islet of smaller dimensions to 
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the S. E. There is a safe harbour and a sufficiency of water ; the 
climate in good, and the soil fertile. 

Van Diemen's Land.-It is much to be regretted that government 
has not recognised Tmania ,  aa the name of that ieland impro- 
perly denominated Van Diemen'e Land. The occuqence of a second 
Van Diemen's Land on the northern coast of Australia occasions con- 
fusion; and sin% Taaman, not Van Diemen, was the first discoverer 
of the ialand, it would be but juat that whatever honour the name con- 
fers should be given to the former navigator. 

On the Asiatic Archipelago a great deal of interesting, and, I believe, 
original information is to be found in the work of M. Lafond de Lurcy 
before mentioned, more especially on Sumbdwah, Lombok, Flores, and 
the Philippine Ielands. 

He deecribes aa inhabiting Borneo, Nikobar, Timor, &c., a race of 
black pigrniee, whose height seldom exceeds 41 feet. They are men- 
tioned by Legentil, in his Voyage Round the World, in 1'767; 
Walkenaer notices them, but not ae Lilliputians ; and they would seem 
to have escaped the eearching scrutiny of Prichard. 

An outline of the proceedings of Mr. Brooke up to the 9th of June, 
1841, hae already been laid before the Society. In the early part of 
this year Mr. Treacher, who accompanied the expedition to Celebes, 
returned to England, with a small but valuable packet containing eighty 
platea of birds and twenty views in that island, executed by a Danish 
artist, who accompanied the Royalist, a chart of the bay of Boni, from 
surveys, the field-books verifying the chart, tidal and thermometric 
registers, and two Singapore newspapers, containing a brief account of 
Mr. Brooke'e two cruises, drawn up by himself. Mr. Treacher was 
unfortunately shipwrecked, and lost the large and valuable collection of 
akins of birds and quadrupeds amassed in Celebes. The latest account 
of Mr. Brooke is dated Singapore, Feb. 20, '1841 : he had just finished 
a six months' cruise on the W. coast of Borneo in the vicinity of Sard- 
&ah, and meant to return to that country immediately, having eata- 
blished a 6rm and friendly connexion with the inhabitants. 

Mr. Brooke has communicated to the Society his remarks on Celebes, 
in which are detailed some of its physical features. The accounts given 
of the dangers of the channel between this and North Island are, he 
aays, unfounded, the pamage being deep and clear, and constantly used 
by the natives in preference to Salayer Strait. M. Lafond de Lurcy 
hae thrown out a suspicion that the rocks laid down in the charts of the 
Bay of Boni are fictions introduced by the Dutch for the purpose of 
keeping the trade to themselves; Mr. .Brooke etates that the centre 
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of the bay is choked by coral reefs, which leave a passage, seldom ex- 
ceeding a Gile in breadth, along the shore; but that the northern par- 
tion of the bay, though affording no anchorage, is easily navigable. 

Tenass+m, ~ & m ,  Barma.-Dr. Richardson quitted Maulmayn on 
the 18th of December, and proceeded by Nyaung-benseit, Kyaik-mare, 
and the teak-forests of Attran and Kyaing to Nat-Kyaung, where he 
dieembarked and continued his progreas by land. He describes the 
Attran and the Zimmi M very uninteresting; the course of the latter 
river is extremely tortuous, flowing through an alluvial country, with 
high woody banks. 

On the 18th he arrived at the Minnamoi, which flows into the Dayaik 
and risea in the hills E. of Ye. From Karnburi, where the Sisawot 
joins the MinnamoT, he crossed the river to Tatakau village, recrossed 
.it at the Siamese village New Mongstein, the old being in ruins, and 
proceeded to Nakut-chatti, where, on the 5th of February, he em- 
barked for Bankdk. The shorea are low : the river divides at the little 
village of Mongstein into two branches, one of which flows westward to 
the sea; on the other, which flows to the N.E., are some Chinese sugar- 
works. Following this branch Dr. Richardson reached the town and 
fort of Bankdk, where there is an English factory. 

Having thus rapidly sketched the latest geographical labours as re- 
gards books and travels, I shall now briefly enumerate some of the more 
important maps and surveys which have been executed or are now in 

P'0P;re''". 
EUROPE. ' 

Count Sehweinitz has lately determined a very considerable number 
of heights in Bavaria : an account of these will be found in Berghaus' 
Annals, No. 181. ,The cadastral map of Bavaria is probably the most 
perfect ever attempted; of its colossal size some idea may be formed 
when I state that there are eight circles in that kingdom, and that the 
delineation of one of theae will require, as we are informed by Dr: 
Martius, 12,000 sheets : to every sheet is annexed a pamphlet contain- 
ing an index of places, a practice which ought to be universal. 

In the duchy of Baden three base lines have been measured at 
different times; one from Schwetzingen, another near Salem on the 
lake of Constance, and the third from Ettenheim, but none of these 
were deemed sufficiently exact for the survey now going on. The new 
baser of triangulation begun in 1819 were completed in 182'1. The scale 
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in as &- to reality. The altitudes have been detennhe8,by meuur- 
ing the vertical angle with an &inch repeating cimk : l e  levelm, awer- 
tained with great precision, are matsurd from tht floor of Stmbnrg 
d e d r a l ,  485.84 Baden feet above the level of the Medikmtnean-a 
ureful hint to geographeh : 3t ir much to be dts* tbat the height of 
the floor of kll the cathedrab of Europe above ehe rea-lesael were laid 
donm with equal kxactnesr 

The higonometrical survq af tht kingdom of Ihnover by Capt. 
Papin occupier say-five she&: the scale is 3 incha to the geo- 
graphical mile. 

A very excellat map of the Electorate of Hese hue been usemted 
by Reusse, in twelve elreeta; but it is enIy a road map, sad does not 
represent the configmation of the surface : its 3de =,& to d k y .  

A new gdvernment survey af the Dachy of Nllsra~l hab b~ proposed, 
and the nace%bary fmds vbted for i b  execution. A lsirnilaa a m e y  of 
the Duchy of Saxe Cob% &tha is aecomplieed. 

Colonel Oberreit has prenented to the Society two copies of him 
splendid map of Saxony. 

The determination of the relative levels between Berlin and the 
German Sea, upon which Major 'Baeyer and Mr. Betrlaod have been 
employed during several yearn, is completed, the difference in their re- 
mltE not exceeding & of a French foot. 

A new m y  haa been made of the north ooaet of Pruseir, with 
specid attention to %he lighthoases. 
Herr ~on*Oebsfeld, at Berlin, baa aembliebed, under the title of Der 

Karten-Freund (the Map-Fancier), a review of all new map .  
Switxer1md.-The geography of this country haa received great and 

important additions. A geometrical description of it has been pub- 
lished ; that :is, the r e e h  of the trigonmetrid m m - b ,  which 
have been executed with such care, that the length of a ride common to 
one of the Swiss triangles and to one of the Frendb a d r r ~ d s  in the 
two surveys to within one-twentieth prlrt of a metre in 8 length of 85,997 
metres, while on the Italian frontier the common sides of the Swim and 
Auetrian triangulatiotls corteepond deo within a small fraction. 
Colonel Echmann's accottnt contains an expition of theopsrations, t h  
catalogue of the triangles, and their measures, the heights d twenty of 
the principal lakes of Switzdand, &c. 

The most important part of the labour of a grand trigolvemetrical map 
of Switzerland is tkerefore happily accompliled. 

Nee$chatel.-Every admirer of mapa is acquainted with the beauti- 
ful map published some time slnce 'by Oeter~ald: the value of this 
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production is greatly enlianced by its conversion to geological purpms 
by M. A. de Montmollin ; the map so appropriated will be found in the 
2nd vdume of the Society .of Natural Sciences of Neufchatel. - 

Captain de Michaelis, a distinguiphed member of the Geographical 
Society of Frankfort, has engaged to m e y  the Canton of Arau. 

A small but very useful map of the Canton of Thurgau has been 
brought out by Captain Sntzberge-ha scale is as Tm!mV to reality. 

Canton of Geneva.-The wale of the recent survey of this canton is 
~ ~ , b ~  ; the engineers employed were Messrs. d'osterwald, Wolfsberger, 
and Bdtaut, under the direction of the Quartermaster-Geueral, Col. 
Dufour. The position of ninety-five points has been determined by a 
great number of triangles, and their perfect agreement with the French 
triangulatiou leaves no doubt as to their accuracy. The r o d  and 
watercourses have been separately levelled. The details have been exe- 
cuted by the levelling compass, and the slopes are expressed by hori- 
zontal curves of equal altitude, being 4 metres above one another; this 
gives a most accurate knowledge of the undulations of the ground, and 
rendere the map particularly useful for all great projects requiring levels. 
The engraved map indicates the heights above the sea of seven hundred 
different points, and also the several soundings of the lake of Geneva. 

By means of the curves mentioned, the following results are obtained. 
If the lake, the mean height of which is 375 metres above the sea, were 
to rise 20 metres, it would overflow 8200 pous, or nearly a tenth part 
of the whole canton. Charny, the only village lower than the lake, 
Carouge, Versoix, and the city of Geneva, except in its most upland 
parts, would be under water. A further r k  of 20 metres would but 
cover 6300 p u s  more : hence it appeare that the most rapid slopes are 
thoee between 395 and 415 metres above the sea. Lastly, a rise of 435 
metres would overfIow 25,000 pous, with the most considerable villages. 
One-half, however, of the canton is situated above 60 metres higher than 
the syrface of the lake : these lands farm plateaux. 

The engraving, on half the scale of the drawing, has been executed 
by Bressanini, an able artist, employed formerly in the Military, Gew 
graphical, and Statistical Depbt of Milan. 

It w p  ment&ed on a former occasion that Colonel de la Marmora 
had presented to the Society an enlarged and corrected edition of his 
beautifulmap of Sardinia. An analysis of that work is given in the 
' Nonvelles Annalea,' and the Geodesic operations are described in 
Berghaus' journal . 

A survey of Portugal is in progress : several positions have been astro- 
nomically and trigonometrically determined. 

A cadastral atlas has been composed from the local maps nf the re- 
e 2 
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spective commanes in Belgium, upon the scale of ,', ; tbe director 
of the cadaatre has constructed a topographical map of East Flanders, 
in twenty-five sheets, and M. Dmterbeeq a map of the Netherlands, on 
the same basis. 

The Corps dee Ponts et Chausstes have been engaged for revera1 
months in laying down a series of levels though the Belgic territory. 

Of the maps which hive issued from the splendid establishment of 
M. Van der Maelen the fullowing are among the most recent. 

1. A single sheet map, showing the boundaria of Belgium, au d e  
termined by the twenty-four articles. 

2. A statistical map of the same country, by X. Heuseling. 
3. An eccleaiaetical map, by P. T. Gennant, in six sheets, beautifully 

eoloured. 
4. A general map of Belgium and HoIland. 
5. The environs of Brussels, in nine sheets : scale Tirb. 
6. Map of the 8luiees around Bruswls. 
7. Ditto, showing the routes of the coal barges. 
8. Picturesque atlae of railways, by Alphonao Wauters, containing 

16 maps and 400 views. 
9. New atlas of the kingdom of the Netherlands. 
10. Kingdom of the Netherlands. 
11. Map of Central Europe, showing the railways compktcd w 

proposed. 
12. A series of maps for the use of infant-schools. 
The Royal Society of Copenhagen is preparing a map of Denmark ; 

and Professor Schumacher, of the Duchy of Holstein ; a special map of 
Pyen Island (Fiorica) has heen constructed by Captain Mausa. 

The government survey of Western Russia by General Schubert, in 
sixty sheets, on the scale of -l,B.aT, extends westward an far as 
Kazan ; and several reports have iwued from the same office, detailing 
the progress of military topography. 

In  1830 an annual grant of 10,000 rubles was made to Measra. 
Struve, Maupertuis, and Schwenenherg, engaged to measure a degree 
of the meridian in Finland : the graut to be continued for ten years. 

On the 30th November, 1833, the old divisions of Spain weTe super- 
seded ; and in the following year a treatise was published by Don J o d  
Mariano Balleio, explanatory of the principles on which the n& divisions 
were established. The Spanish main now comprises forty-seven pro- 
vinces, and the Balearic and Canary Islands two more : but it would 
be in vain to seek for these in the most accredited of our English maps. 

The kingdom of Greece has experienced equal neglect: by a decree, 
dated April 15, 1833, that kingdom was divided into eight nomarche, 
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or nomi, extended afterwards to ten. These nomi were subdivided into 
54 eparchs, and 468 communes. By a later decree (dated 1836) the 
country is now partitioned into thirty governments, the names and 
boundaries of which, I am sorry to observe, have not yet found a place. on 
any map with which I am acquainted. 
Turkey ilr Enrope.-A fine map, beautifully executed, of European 

and the contiguous part of Asiatic Turkey, in twenty-one sheets, by 
Lieutenant von Weise., was published in 1820; but, as far as I recollect, 
has not been yet introduced to your notice. Scale about 9 English miles 
to the inch. 

An able map of the Troad, executed by Lieutenant Brock, and several 
masterly sketches by Lieutenant Greaves and the officers under his com-' 
mand iu the Grecian Archipelago, which have been kindly exhibited at 
one of our general meetings, are, I am satisfied, still fresh in your 
recollection. 

Hindostan.--Since our last Anniversary, sheek 62, 94, and 108 of 
the Indian Atlas have been published ; and the surveys sent home will 
complete 75 and 87, and very nearly sheets 56, 74, and 107. 

Colonel Everest is engaged in remeasuring part of the earlier sections 
of the meridional arc, his instruments being much superior to those ueed 
by Colonel Lambton. 

The triangulation of Northern India is proceeding steadily; two of 
the meridional series are already completed. 

Numerous surveyed routes through the countries recently traversed 
by the British armies, on the borders of India, Persia, and the Oxus, 
have been compiled into a general map of the N. W. frontier of India, 
published by order of the Court of Directors. 

The nautical directions for the Red Sea have also been published, 
together with a chart of Kooria Mooria Bay. 

Plans of all the principal harbours and anchorages in the Red Sea 
and the harbour of Mergui 'are preparing for publication. 

The survey of the sea-face of the Sunderbans by Captain Lloyd has 
been completed. 

A vessel has been appointed to survey the coast of Orissa from Point 
Palmeirae to the Hhgli, and another for ascertaining the dangers off the 
islands of Cheduba. 

In  the 'Nouvelles Annales des Voyagea ' we find a journal of the 
embassy to BGtLn in 1837-8, edited by Mr. Griffith, who accompanied 
it in the character of an attach&, and the Chevalier Olloba dYOchoa has 
increased the interest of this paper by his notes and by a mar, of 236t6nn, 
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showing the route of Captain S. Turner in 1783, and of Captain Pem- 
berton in 183'1-8. On his return to Calcutta Captain Pemberton con- 
structed a map of the eastern frontier of the British dominions in India, 
which hag been lithographed by order of the government. This map, 
though coarsely executed, appem to be formed of therery beat materids 
that could be collected, and is a valuable contribution to geography. 
Among ita peculiar features may be mentioned an annular lake, called 
Lake Yorbrogh Yumtso,. supplied internally by three brooks, two of 
which run to the S. and one to the N., and externally by two ether 
brooks running from W. to E.; its only issue being the Wanjang, 
which runs to the S. 

AFRICA. 
The map of Mr. MLQueen has been already noticed. 

AMERICA. 
United States.-By the Report of the Secretary of War to the 

American Congress, .towards the close of last year, we learn that the 
survey spoken of in an earlier report is completed, and that a map 
has been constructed which embraces that portion of temtory which lies 
between the Mississippi and Missouri rivers from their confluence to 
the (assumed) northern boundary of the States, and limited by the 
parallels of lat. 39' and 49' N., and the meridians 90" and 100' W. 
of Greenwich. The map is baaed upon 245 astronomical observations, 
on actual eurveys, and on the best information which the exploring party 
could procure of such small portions of the Indian territory as they were 
prevented from examining by the iuevitable dangers attending the at- 
tempt, from want of means and time. 

A very extensive series of barometn'cal observations had been made, 
and the zealous co-operation of men of science occupying stations in the 
United States had enabled Mr. Nicoles to compare his own results with 
those of others in different quarters of the Union, and thus accurately to 
determine the relative level of the whole region represented by the map, 
as well as ita elevation above the ocean, thereby indicating the climate 
and face of the country. 

The map will be accompanied by a report calculated to give an accu- 
rate idea of that distant country. 

This'announcement is the more gratifying as it appears probable that 
measures will be taken to extend the survey by degrees to the sources 
of the Miasouri and across the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific; and it ie 
understood that in future all surveye will be accompanied by astro- 
nomical and barometrical observations. 

* Or Palt6. 
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The admirable map which Colonel Codruzy haa constructed of Vene- 
zuela is in the hande of Parisian engravexe. 

At the instance of Mr. Elhuri, Uraguay minister at P@ria, a litho- 
. graphic map af the state of Uraguay, copetructed by M. A. Roget, who 

ie conrul there, will speedily be published at the expeqse of the French 
government. 

AUSTRALIA.-The trigonometrical survey at Moreton Bay, under 
Mr. Robert Dixon, proceeds with all possible celerity. A network of 
triangles h a  been already carried over a surface of 1200 quare miles. 
A very coneiderable portioli of the country betweeq that rettlement and 
Richmond river consists of extensive plqins; and Mr. Normanby, the 
surveyor, under harming difficulties, haa measured upon ane of these a 
bare-line of three miles aa a foundation for the priscipal part of hie 
trigonometrical operations. His assistant, Mr. Stapleton, while writing 
in front of his tent, was surprised by the natives, plundered, and mur- 
dered. I have already noticed other surveys that are going on in the 
rame part of the world. 

The method of showing hills and valley6 in relief by rtamped paper, 
first employed by M. Ravenstein and M. Bauerkeller at Paris, has 
been greatly improved by M. Kremmer, of Berlin. This artist has 
'completed, or nearly completed, two works well deserving your atten- 
tion; the one a terrestrial globe 4 feet in diameter, the other a repre- 
mtation in relief of the valley of the Rhine between Frankfort and 
Bonn, together with the county adjacent, so that it comprehends the 
entire duchy of Naesau ; it is 12 feet in length by 10+ feet in breadth, 
and the scale tT.bT of reality. 

M. d'dvezac has published a reply to Mr. Holmesyq objection noticed 
in my address last year in regard to the Cartes Catalanes: that they 
existed in the library of Charles V. of France every one admits; but the 
question is what became of them afterwards? " They have been 
'' traced," sayr M. d'Avezac, "through the libraries of Bloir and Fon- 
a tainebleauto that of Paria ; .and this continuous chain ofevidence clearly 

proves that the date of 1375 is the genuine date of this document." 

Having now completed the historical portion of my address, I wish, 
after the example of last year, to submit to you a few observations of a 
more philosophical cast. Allow me then to remind you that in Geo- 
graphy, as in euwy 0tbe.r pursuit, the only sure way to attain our object 
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is to conceive distinctly, in the first instance, what that object ir. Ex- 
ertion insures only fatigue; to insure success exertion must be well 
directed : science can be cultivated to profit only when cultivated apon 
principle : without an enunciation there is no problem; without a defi- 
nition no steady meaning ; without a solid b& no firm snperatructure. 

The only sound basis for geography in general is physical geography. 
Civil, political, and all other kinds of geography are merely grafts upon 
this original stock. Our first aim should be to conrtmct, I will not my 
a perfect map of the surface of the earth, but rather a perfect model; I 
know that this cannot be constructed at once, nor perhaps in the mrae 
of centuries; but we should always look to it as the goal of our labours, 
moving, however slowly, in the right direction. 

The Ordnance Map of England being found insuKcient for the 
present and ever-growing wants of the county, a proposition has been 
brought forward to increase its scale from 1 to 6 inches to the mile, the 
ecale adopted in that of Ireland. Rejoicing as I do in this event, I 
canuot forbear saying that, before any find decitiion is come to, Gv~rn- 
ment should consider well whether a 6-inch scale will be adequate to 
all the objects for which such a map is required or likely to be required, 
remembering always that by reducing a large map pou may diminish ita 
imperfections till they become perfectly insignificant, while by enlarging 
a small one you may magnify them tin they become monstrous; this, 
however, is a queetion of economy rather than of science. 

That the proposed Map should clearly represent the surface-form of 
the country, follows necessariIy from wbat has been mid ; but it should 
comprise more : it should be constructed not for one purpose only, but for 
all imaginable pnrpoaes ; the names and signs and boundaries inserted 
in it cannot be too numerous, supposing of course that the pwitions of 
these are correct; the only mischief to be apprehended is lest they 
should be too few : the desideratum being not selection, but accumala- 
tion. The value of a colossal map of this miscellaneous character, too 
bulky to be often consulted, too costly to be purchased by many, would 
consist mainly in the facility which it would afford to artists to extract 
from the immense quantity of matter contained in it, such information 
only as belonged to any one head of inquiry, and transfer that informa- 
tion to maps of a convenient size, so aa to illustrate every subject at Irst, 
but one only at a time. From this, which I call, for the sake of hyevity, 
a Parent Map, might be raised a large prdgeny applicable to the demands 
of all public boards and private individuals : financial map, municipal 
maps, military maps, orographic, hydrographic, geological, metallurgic, 
zoological, botauical, agricuItura1 maps, county maps, pariah maps, rogd 
maps, historical maps might all be composed with great facility at very 
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little comparative cost, and far more excellent than any which at preaent 
exist, from this one great. national map of reference, which need not, 
perhapa, be engraved for publication. 

A Map of the -re here suggested should, in respect to accuracy 
and completeness, possess in a great degree the characteristic merits of a 
photogenic drawing, in which there is no dimrimination, no error, no 
omkiun : it should be,-in the first instance, as far as possible an accu- 
rate portrait.of the praent; which, by lapse of time, must won become 
the past: the Original would then resolve itself into an historical docu- 
ment; but a copy prdduced by the electrotype, allowing the omiwion 
of all that had p a d  away, and the insertion of all that had sprung up 
in the interval, might now become, what its predecessor had been, the 
mirror, as it were, of all existing objects. 

Having incidentally mentioned the art of photogenic drawing, I cannot 
omit to notice one obvious advantage which belong to it, an advantage 
which, in deference to short-sighted considerations, has, till lately, been 
h i t  too often disregarded in the conduct of national surveya. The deli- 
neation of a photogenic drawing is immediate ; that of a mmy slowly 
progressive. I could name a m e y  which hm already outlived i b  
jubilee-if that circumstance did not entitle it to plenary indulgence. 
The face of a country undergoes strange alteratiom within a period of m y  

Y-. 
I return to the subject of mapping generally ; of that beautiful con- 

trivance which I know not whether to class with the fine arta or with 
the exact sciences, m intimately is it connected with both. 

Mapping among its other merits may be designated the perfection 
of short-hand : many folio volumes of letterpress would not contain all 
the precise and. variour intelligence, the mutual relations and ailinities, 
the contraeta and approximations, which are nimultaneously brought into 
view in a dnglqheet map of any kingdom. 

Mapping considered in the light of short-hand has another advantage : 
ordinary rtenography is for the most part a secret art, with difficulty 
legible men to him who employs it: geographical stenography is not 
only intelligible, but immediately understood by entire Chrintendom. 

We have in this species of composition, as in music, algebra, che- 
miatry, the elements at leest of what with some little laxity of expression 
may be called an universal language. May not this language be further 
improved ? 

How much confusion would be avoided were the standard of hori- 
zontrl dimension an universal standard ! and, amongst geographers at 
least, there leems no good reaaon wby it should not be mch. Who has 
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not been embarrssaed by the laborious, if not fruitlese, attempt to com- 
pare maps of different countries, or of the mne country, conatructed by 
persons of different nations? how ohen have we not h e n  foiled in our 
attempts to reconcile the English league to the Spanish, the Spanish to 
the French, the French to the German, the German to the Italian! 
how indifferent is tbe comparison, even when aesisted by tablea of 
numbers expressing the relation of their re4ective lengths ! 

The geographic or nautical mile aud its subdivisions, when not weti 
exclusively, ought to be an invariable accompaniment of local scales, or 
of the numbers which indicate the proportion between the dimensions 
of any given map and those of reality: it wall constantly employed by 
the early geographers; and those who feel no great respect for antiquity 
may yet perhaps allow that the circumstance of ita dirnensiona being uni- 
versally known demands the continuance of its use. On this ground, its 
universal intelligibility, M. Jomard propoaea a new application of the 
geographical mile, expressing by it and its subdivisions the amount of 
heights when accompanied by a poaitive sign, and of depths when occom- 
panied by a negative. 

Longitude.-Variety of the starting point for loqibde ie mother 
source of confusion to the scientific geographer aa well as the practical 
navigator : Nature has pointed out a common " start" for the divisions 
of latitude, but not of longitude : frequently we find the meridians traced 
on a map, and not a single note to nay to what point on the earth they 
refer : how fruitful a source is this of inconvenience to the landsman, 
and absolute danger to the mariner ! Some common "departure," from 
which to reckon longitude, ought to be forthwith established; and if the 
national pride and vanity of men so far prevail re to prevent geographers 
from abandoning the old system, founded upon p t r i o t i ~  mnsiderationq 
let them at least, for the ~ k e  of general intelligibility and common. 
interest, give two columns of longitude, one referring ,to the universal, 
the other to their national zero. I t  matters little where this univmal 
zero is fixed, whetl~er upon the ocean or dry land : the one Lhing needful 
is this :--that some one accessible point on shore should be choaen, if 
not h zero, at least aa being at aome definite distance from zero : from 
this p i n t  ail the now existing zeros of longitude would be at computable 
distrmaes, canable of being referred to the universe1 zero, in relation to 
which longitude might in future be everywhere determined. 

There is yet another discrepancy in respect to the measurement of 
longitude, which I could wish to avoid. Why ahodd the earth be con- 
sidered in some of our reckonings a sphere, in others two bemispheres ? 
Why in a measurement of t h i  kind ebould we have two deprturee, an 
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eastern and a western? Why should not tertestrial longifude, like 
celestial, be mensured all round the globe ? Is  it not more simple and 
natnral to say 185O longitude than 115' West longitude? 

We choose the observatory of Greenwich aa the first meridian, the 
French that of Paris-Paris being 2" 20' 24" E. of Greenwich. The 
great meridian, by the host ancient Grkek geographers, passed through 
the Fortunate Islands, now the Canaries-thence it war! translated by 
the Arabiann to the nttermost part of the western shore. The best of 
them brought it back v a i n  to the Canaries, and placed it on the Pmk 
of Teneriffe, the supposed Junonia of Ptolemy. 

Ptolemy, as Marinus the Syrian cited by him, and the ancients before 
them, fixed the great meridian in Hera, or Junonia (Canaries). Of these 
islands six only were known to Ptolexny and Pliny, the seventh not 
being then diskovered. Our own countrymen removed it from the 
Canaries to the Azores, under the idea of this being the magnetic meri- 
dian, which it is not; and if it were, the reason would be bad and the 
alteration objectionable. 

Stevinus, a Dutch geographer, brought it back to the Canaries, ob- 
serving that one of these islands should be fixed upon-a change which 
he terme exiguus quidem sed notabilis et perpetuus. 

Johtlson, in his lesser globe of 1602, makes the great meridian paas 
thhugh Cervo and Flores-but in that of 1616 through the Peak of 
Teneriffe. 

The difference of longitude from the Pico to /the Arabic meridian is 
lo0 more E. according to Abulfeda-from Pico to the Island of St. 
Michael's So--from Pico to Cervo 15', and both so much moR W. 

Temperature.-Records of temperature, if not from observation with 
the centigrade, ought always to be reduced to that s d e ;  that the 
distance between almost the only natural constants of temperature should 
be divided decimally seems so natural that it is wonderful how any other 
aystems should have been ever proposed, and certainly not desirable that 
any other should be supported. 

Afmosphere.--Should the plan of M. Jomard, for recording heighta 
and depths, be adopted, barometere might be so divided that, after the 
usual corrections, the quotient would remain in tehns of the geograflic 
mile ; as i t  is, m+e ake dtiven to the use of a bbrometet, divided to the 
inch of the country in which it was made, and have no otber resource 
than to reduce the result into OUT own standard of length, and as many 
more standards as we have patience and industry to work out. 

Symbols.-Various as possible form (and therefore infinite in variety), 
symbols, whether used individually or collectively, maybe applied to de- 
~lote any conceivable quality or quantity of matter. Why then not have 
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a more perfect system of symbolical notation in geography? Why 
should chemistry, botany, music, heraldry, possess exclusively the advan- 
tage of a system which can be made to'express with equal facility pro- 
perties or quantities, variable or invariable, simple or mixed, in every 
other science? 

Nomenclature. Orthography.-Much might be mid (and were I to 
follow the natural course of my subject much should be said) on the 
eubject of nomenclature, slightly touched upon in my address last year ; 
but time flies, and your patience must ere now be on the wane; we will 
therefore pass it over : the no less important suqect of the orthography 
and pronunciation of Oriental, Occidental, Australian, and Polynesian 
names, must be pasted over for the same reason. 

I never look at a map of location. I never read the description of a 
settlement, without feeling regret that rectangular parallelogramatic 
boundaries to farms, dishicts, and counties, should have been preferred 
to the comparatively permanent divisions and suhdivisiona traced by the 
hand of nature : they impress me rather with an idea of mutilation than 
of anatomy. 

Having now enumerated the principal subjects upon which I am 
anxious that geographers should come to an immediate and final under- 
standing, I proceed to notice the a r b  directly relating to our science, too 
many of which, I regret to say, are still held in geographical abeyance. 

Engraving on Metad.-Engraving on metal, the possibility of har- 
dening it, and the power, by means of the electrotype, of multiplying 
plates in a11 stages of their progress, of every degree of refinement and 
in every metal which is soluble, bid fair to render to geography, as well 
as to many other sciences, the most important service. 

Lifhogmphy, Zincography, Stenciling.-Lithography, its sister-art 
Zincography, and the several subordinate arts of tracing and transfer, 
retransfer, and transposition by transfer (already powerful aids to the 
engineer, the architect, and the surveyor), are of great importance as 
regards the construction of maps, particularly when despatch is of cone- 
quence, and not perfect'accuracy. Stenciling also may be, occcleionally, 
udful, especially for the introduction of additional matter. 

CoZour.-However great is the importance of colour in the produc- 
tion of "usefid effect," its power has been yet but imperfectly appre- 
ciated or developed in connexion with map engraving: the system of 
register printing affords ample scope for its more general application. 

Engraving on Wood. rendered more effective by the use of moveable 
blocks, ought to be more frequently employed. 

Gypsography, too, promises to become a useful auxiliary. 
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Mouldjng w Modelling, Embossing by expreotion or tranrformation, 
Casting in the metals, in plaster, or in pulp, with many other opera- 
tions of the same character, ought to be made more subservient to the 
purpoaen of geographical science. 

Tranaparen&s.-The effectn of transmitted and reflected light, sym- 
pathetic and contrasted coloun, sheets to remove and replace, printing 
in gum, colouring by powders, and a variety of other expedients (long 
since a 7 to the purposes of art generally), will, I trust, be no 
longer neg ected by geographers. 

Photog~aphy.-I mention last, because I trust it is the least perfect, 
the art of photography. If one art more than another conveys to the 
mind a perception of the ideal, of the rh rcihov, surely it is photo- 
graphy. Derived from a process of reflection, it given permanence 
to images in either an increased or diminished ratio; distance, fore- 
shortening, and perspective are to it as easy as the plainest operation of 
the draughtsman'n pen; it acts, as it were, on the impulse of the mo- 
ment, and with unerring certainty; rivalling, or rather excelling electro- 
graphy itself in minuteness and exactitude. I t  is worthy of observation 
that these beautiful discoverien, so nearly contemporaneous, so similar, 
if not in their operation, at leaet in their effects, result from kindred 
causes : the agent in one case being a metallic solution, in the other an 
affection of the reflective properties of the surface of a metallic solution. 

Gentlemen, I will detain you no longer. I thank you for the patience 
with which you have heard an addrees tedious necessarily, Bom the 
multiplicity of its details, and I am afraid unnecessarily also, from my 
want of skill in their adjustment. I am still more thankful to you for 
the confidence which placed me in this chair, and for the support and 
assistance which have been unsparingly afforded to me during its occu- 
pation. I rejoice in the prospect now opened to you of greater efficiency 
in the person of my successor ; and shall carry with me into retirement 
the desire which I have ever entertained, to advance, as well as to wit- 
nese, your well-earned prosperity. 
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I.-Notes of an Ezcursion to KuCah SherJEcit, the U'r of the 
Persians, and to the Ruins of A1 e d h r ,  the Hutra o f  the 
Chaldees, and EIatra of the Romans. By WILLIAM AINS- 
WORTH, E s ~ .  

THE Royal Geographical Society has already published in its 
Journal an excellent account of the ruined cities which form the 
subject of the present memoir. But so many are the questions of 
site, structure, and historical revolution connected with those 
ruins, that descriptions given of them by a traveller beset with 
such difficulties as Mr. Ross (the author of the account alluded 
to) had to encounter from the 'hostility or mistrust of the Arabs, 
cannot be expected to satisfy curiosity, however fitted they may 
be to awaken it in the first instance. 

The accidental arrival of two English travellers, Messrs. 
Mitford and Layard, at M6sul, enabled us to make up a strong 
party to visit the sites in question ; and the results thus obtained 
by a more prolonged and careful examination, added to certain 
inquiries into the comparative geography of these sites, will, it is 
hoped, prove interesting to the Society. 

The party consisted of the above-mentioned gentlemen, Mr. 
Rasdm and myself; and we were accompanied by an Arab of 
Tunis, of whose courage we had had proof in crossing Northern 
Mesopotamia, when he was in the service of Mohammed 'Ali; 
but being worsted in an engagement between the Shammir 
Arabs (the men " withoub bondage") and the 'Ana'idi, or irre- 
gular troops of Ibdhim Pishl,  which had recently taken place 
near RaLs a1 'A'in, he had abandoned his horse to save his life, 
and sought refuge at Mb~ul. We had also with us a khavhs from 
Mohammed P i sh i  of Mdsul. 

We started on Saturday, April 18th, travelling at Gist across the 
cultiva+d alluvial plain S. of Mdsul, named the Kariik6jah. At this 
season of the year barley was in ear, and beans in flower; fig, 
almond, and mulberry trees were in full bloom, but the pis- 
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tachio as yet only budding. On the sandy deposits of the river 
the water-melon had put forth its cotyledons. Doves and quails 
had returned a few days before from their migrations. As the 
river was high we were obliged to turn up the rocky uplands W. 
of the ruinous building designated as El K e r  in Lieutenant 
Lynch's map, but better known at M b ~ u l  as El SeramGm, an 
old country residence of its Pishis. The cliffs which advance 
at this point over the Tigris, form the south-eastern termination 
of a low range of hills which stretch to the N.W., and are 
known as the Juba'ilah, or lC hilly range." They are composed of 
gypsum and lacustrine and marine limestones, and are from 6 to 
9 miles in width. On the banks of the Tigris there is a deposit 
of sulphur in the gypsum of this range. 

The rocky acclivities and stony valleys of the Jubailah were 
now clad with a beautiful vegetation. Grass was abundant, and 
the green sward was chequered with red ranunculuses and com- 
posite plants of a golden-yellow hue, which enliven at this season 
of the year by their contrast the banks of the Tigris and the 
Euphrates, wherever they are stony. Crossing the Jubailah, and 
leavine the village of AbG Jawiri. "the father of female slaves" a 

(the fi Bujiyari of Lynch's maP),>to our left, we descended upon 
another alluvial   la in. such as, on the Timis and Eu~hrates. 
whether cultivateh or Lovered k t h  jungle, equally de&nated 
Hiwi. The  present one was cultivated, and contained the villages 
of ' O r 4  (diminutive of A'raj, lame) and Kabru-1 'Abid, '<the 
slave's tomb." They are both inhabited by Arabs, now pastur- 
 in^ their flocks on the Juba'ilah hills. 

0 

At the end of this plain the ground rises, and at this point are 
the baths and village of Hammim 'Ali; the latter inhabited by a 
few Chaldees, settled here by the Phhd of Mdsul to cultivate the 
land. The thermal spring is covered by a building, only com- 
modious for a half savage people, yet the place is much fre- 
quented by persons of the better classes, both from Baghdid and 
Md~ul.  The spring appears to have changed its place of exit, 
as a ruinous building, beneath which once issued the spring, 
is now 150 yards distant from it. The waters are abundant, 
evolving hydro-sulphurous acid, and giving off much bitumen. 
Their taste was vapid. The thermometer indicated a temperature 
of 84.6 Fahr. The spring issues from a coarse granular gypsum. 

Near H a m m h  'Ali is a mound about 60 feet high, called 
Tellu-1 Sibik, or fl the mound of the victor," from a tradition of 
an engagement having taken place in this neighbourhood. From 
this Tell a range of low mounds extends about 300 yards to the 
S.W., where it joins another line, consisting of two rows of low 
mounds with an intervening fosse, and which extends in a N.W. 
direction as far as to the Hiwi. I t  would appear that these lines of 



circumvallation encompassed a village or site of more importance 
than the present assemblage of poor huts.* From Tellu-1 S4bik 
the high meniirah of M6sul (A1 Tewilah) bore N. 23 W.; Se- 
ramhm, N. 31 w.; monastery of Deir Sheikh Mattt!, on the Jebel 
MaklGb, N. 32 E.; Pyramid of Nimrfid, S. 34 E.; KeshBf, 
beyond the Great Zab, S. 17 E. 

Sunday, April 19th.-Leaving Hammiim 'Ali, we crossed an 
extensive Hdwi, near the centre of which is the village of Safatus, 
inhabited by the Arab tribe of Juhaish, or <'of the ass's colt," 
whence its name, Jeyush in Lynch's map. We then turned off 
to the right to the ruined village of Jeheinah or Jehennem, 6c Hell 
or the Lower Regions," which name excited our expectations, 
but we only found some old houses of a better class situate upon 
the side of the hills which flank the Htiwi to the W. Tellu-1 
S b i k  bore N. 10 E. 2 miles. Our road continued for 3 hours 
over verdant prairies, on an upland of gypsum, with some tracts 
of sandstone, when we arrived at Wddi-1 K-b, or Reed- 
Valley, the banks of a sluggish stream being covered with that 
plant. We roused an old sow from this cover, and captured a 
young pig whch it was obliged to leave behind. As the animal 
went grunting down the valley it stirred up several others with 
thelr young ones, which we hunted down, catching two more, one 
of which we liberated, as two were quite enough for our wants. 

Leaving WBdi-1 K-b, we approached the Tigris, a few miles 
below the tomb of SultAn 'Abdullah, which was the extreme 
point reached by the Euphrates steamer in 1839, and passing an 
abundant rivulet of waters which filled the air with the odour of 
hydro-sulphurous acid, we came to a level, naked spot, inclosed by 
rocks of gypsum, on the floor of which were imlumerable springs 
of asphalt or bitumen oozing out of the soil in little circular 
fountains, from 6 to 9 inches in diameter, but often buried beneath 
or surrounded by a deep crust of indurated bitumen. These 
fountains cover a space of land nearly 100 yards in width, and 
500 long. T o  the W. are some low hills, named A1 Kayyhh,  
or the Pltch-place (whence bitumen is derived), the Tel  Ghaj-ara 
of Lynch's map. These heights are continued inland in a north- 
westerly direction, separating W4di-1 K a p b  from the plains to 
the S., and rising to a height of about 500 or 600 feet, to form a 
cliff bounded by two cones, and called Tell a1 Nujm, or Star- 
Mound. A little beyond these pits we found other springs, 
giving off an equal quantity of bitumen. These are the only cases 
I know of springs of pure asphalt in Western Asia. The  cele- 
brated springs at Hit, and those of Dalaki in Persia, give off 

* This place may possibly coincide with the Tiealphata of Ammianug which name 
may be some corruption for a place of asphalt, just as Hit hasbeen called Is, Inzanopolis 
and Riopolis. 
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bitumen as a swimming product as at Hammlm 'Ali. The 
fountains of asphalt on the Tigris are situate near the southern 
extreme of the gypsum formation, where it is succeeded by red 
sandstones; and their geological relations, notwithstanding the 
upraising of the Hamrin upon a similar axis to the S., are the 
same as those of the fountains on the Euphrates and in Persia, or 
nearly at the limits of a series of rock-formations, which become 
more and more modern from the Taurus to the alluvial plains, 
which latter extend farther to the N.. un the vallev of the 

1 

Tigris, than up that of the Euphrates; whence th; diagonal 
position of the Median wall which bounds the two formations. 

Evening was coming on apace. Herds of wild boars were 
feeding on the Hlwi, and an occasional wolf stole along the hill- 
side, as we approached a thick jungle with the view to encamp 
there ; but we found the banks of the river too high to water the 
horses. After travelling 4 or 5 miles in search of a good station, 
we were obliged by darkness to bring up at the foot of a tell 
(or mound) on the right bank of the Tigris, and below the tomb 
of Hajji 'Ali, from which it bore S. 30 W. 

Monday, A p i l  20th.-Starting over a low range of hills of 
red sandstone we entered upon an extensive HAwi, over which we 
travelled 2 hours to a red cliff, bearing S. 35 W. The banks of 
the Tigris were well wooded and picturesque ; extensive tracts of 
meadow-lqnd were bounded by green hills, and terminated in 
islands of several miles in length, covered with trees and brush- 
wood, amid which winded the rapid Tigris, in a broad and noble 
expanse, visible as fqr as the eye could reach. The quantity of 
large wood near it is greater than on the Euphrates, and the re- - - 
sources for steam navigation are very great. 

Passing the cliffs of red sandstone, from which point to the 
Hamrin the Tigris follows a more easterly course, we came to a 
valley with a brackish rivulet, coming from the WAdi-1 Atlmer. 
Steep cliffs advanced beyond this to the banks of the river, and 
obliged us to turn inwards upon the uplands, from which we first 
gained a view of Kal'ah Sherkit, situate in the midst of a most 
beautiful meadow, well wooded, watered by a small tributary to 
the Tipris, washed by the noble river itself, and backed by the 
rocky range of the Jebel KhlnGkah, now covered with broad 
and deep shadows. In 3 hours' time we arrived at the foot of 
this extensive and lofty mound, where we took up our station on 
the northern side, immediately below the central ruin, and on the 
banks of a ditch formed by the recoil of the Tigris. 

Although familiar with the great Babylonian and Chaldean 
mounds of Birs NimrGd, Mujallibah and Orchoe, the appear- 
ance of the mass of construction now before us filled me with 
wonder. On the plain of Babylonia to build a hill has a mean- 
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ing ; but there was a strange adherence to an antique custom, in 
thus piling brick upon brick, without regard to the cost and value 
of labour, where hills innumerable and equally good and elevated 
sites were easily to be found. Although in places reposing upon 
solid rock (red and brown sandstones), still almost the entire 
depth of the mound, which was in parts upwards of 60 feet high, 
and at this side 909 yards in extent, was built up of sun-burnt 
bricks, like the 'Aker K6f and the Mujallibah, only without in- 
tervening layers of reeds. On the side of these lofty artificial 
cliffs numerous hawks and crows nestled in security, while at their 
base was a deep sloping declivity of crumbled materials. On this 
northern face, which is the most perfect as well as the highest, 
-there occurs at one point the remains of a a l l  built with large 
square-cut stones, levelled and fitted to one another with the 
utmost nicety, and bevelled upon the faces, as in many Saracenic 
structures ; the top stones w&e also cut away as in steps. Mr. 
Ross deemed this to be part of the still re~fiaining perfect front, 
which was also the opinion of some of the travellers now present; 
but so great is the difference between the style of an Assyrian 
mound of burnt bricks and this partial facing of hewn stone that it 
is diflicult to conceive that it belonged to the same period, and if 
carried along the whole front of the mound, some remains of it 
would be found in the detritus at the base of. the cliff, which was 
not the case. At the same time its position gave to it more the 
appearance of a facing, whether contemporary with the mound or 
subsequent to it I shall not attempt to decide, than of a castle, 
if any castle or other ediiice was ever erected here by the Moham- 
medans, whose style it so greatly resembles. On the same side 
we visited the subterranean passage noticed by Mr. Ross; and 
Mr. Mitford found there the head of a small urn. 

Our researches were first directed towards the mound itself. 
We found its form to be that of an irregular triangle, measuring 
from the S. to the N. E. point, along the side which is washed 
by the river, 1727 yards; along the N. side, extending from 
N. 72 E. to S. 72 W., 909 yards. The mound then strikes off 
in a nearly straight line 400 yards to the S. 38 W. ; afterwards 
curving round to the S. point, a distance of 1750 yards, making 
a total circumference of 4685 yards ; whereas the Mujallibah, 
the supposed tower of Babel, is only 737 yards in circumference ; 
the great mound of Borsippa, known as the Birs Nimrud, 
762 yards; the Kqr ,  or terraced palace of Nebuchadnezzar, 
2100 yards; and the mound called Kc5yunjuk, at Nineveh, 
2563 yards. But it is to be remarked of this Assyrian ruin on 
the Tigris, that it is not entirely a raised mound of sun-burnt 
bricks; on the contrary, several sections of its central portions 
displayed the ordinary pebbly deposit of the river, a common 
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alluvium ; and where swept by the Tigris, the mound appeared 
to be chiefly a mass of rubble and ruins, in which bricks, pottery 
and fragments of sepulchral urns lay embedded in humus, or 
alternated with blocks of gypsum ; finally, at the southern ex- 
tremity, the mound sinks down nearly to the level of the plain. 
The  side facing the river displayed to us wme curious structures, 
which, not being noticed by Mr. Ross, have been probably laid 
bare by floods subsequent to his visit. They consisted of four 
round towers, built of burnt bricks, which were 9 inches deep, 
and 13 inches in width outwards, but only 10 inches inwards, so 
as to adapt them for being built in a circle. These towers were 
4 feet 10 inches in diameter, well built, and as fresh looking as 
if of yesterday. Their use is altogether a matter of conjecture : 
they were not strong enough to have formed bnttresses against 
the river; nor were they connected by a wall. The general 
opinion appeared to be in favour of hydraulic purposes, either 
as wells or pumps, communicating with the Tigris. 

The south-western rampart displays occasionally the remains 
of a wall constructed of hewn blocks of gypsum, and it is every 
where bounded by a ditch which, like the rampart, encircles the 
whole ruins, so that we did not feel justified in separating, as 
Mr. Ross has done, the southern portion of the town from the 
more elevated e art. 

All over thrs great surface we found traces of foundations of 
stone edifices, with abundance of bricks and pottery, as observed 
before us, and to which we may add, bricks vitrified with bitu- 
men, as are found at Rahabah, Babylon, and other ruins of the 
same epoch; bricks with impressions of straws, &c., sun-dried, 
burnt, and vitrified; and painted pottery with colours still very 
perfect; but after 9 hours' unsuccessfu1 search by Messrs. Mit- 
ford, Layard and myself, Mr. Rassim was the first to pick up 
a brick close to our station, on which were well-defined and in- 
dubitable arrow-headed characters. 

The little mound which crowns the greater one is crumbling 
to pieces. We found it to be 218 yards round the base, 314 
yards round the wall of gypsum, which in part incloses it, and 
about 40 feet in height This mound is situate near the centre " 
of the northern side, and  is separated by a water-worn ravine 
from another pile of ruins upon which are some Arab graves. 
Further than these few facts, neither our researches nor those of 
Mr. Ross furnish anything remarkable. 

By the character of its remains as well as by position, the ruin 
of Kal'ah SherkAt is associated with the Assyrian cities of Nine- 
veh, and of NimrGd or Resen, the Larissa of Xenophon, at the 
junction of the Tigris and the Great Zab. Ammianus Marcel- 
linus is the only authority who notices in the same neighbourbood 
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Utr, a site, as its name would indicate, of great antiquity, and 
which has by Rennell and others been identified with A1 Hadhr; 
but Ammianus, who calls it a castle of the Persians, describes it 
as at some distance from that place. Cellarius (Notitia Orbis 
Antiqui, tom. ii., p. 737), speaking of Ammianus, says : 6c  Addit 
superiori Mesopotarniae castellum Ur, inter Tigrim et Nisibin 
psi tum quod nonnulli Ur Chaldaeorum credunt esse." After- 
wards the same author continues: " Deinde Hatram, vetus 
oppidum, in media psitum solitudine, itidem inter superiorem 
Tigrim et Nisibin." Hatra is here brought in after Ur  by a 
severe critic, and it is placed between Nisibin and the Upper 
Tigris, while no such distinction is established for Utr. There is 
also another passage in Cellarius (p. 729), where, quoting Am- 
mianus, he says : 6cQunm centesimo circiter lapide a Corduenh 
provincia et Armeniae finibus Tigrim trajecissit et sex diebus per 
solitudinem in a u l  Hatra sita erat. itm fecisset. ad Ur nomine 
Persicum castellum venisse." This rather implies a journey of 
6 days from the time the army passed the Tigris, travelling along 
the banks of the river, which they must have adhered to for water, 
and through the deserts in which Hatra was situated, than 
through Hatra itself. -Ammianus himself says : cr Properantes 
itineribus magius prope Hatram venimus." Near Hatra, and 
not at it-a view of the subject which is supported by his going 
from U'r to Tisalphata, and thence to N-ibin, if Tisalphata was 
on the Tigris, as there appears every reason to believe. 

The  position of the U'r of the Persians considered as the same 
as the U'r of the Chaldeans, with regard to Harrin, answers as 
well to the descriptions of the journeyings of Abraham given by 
the inspired writers and profane historians as the modern fUrfah, 
if not indeed better. Ir And they went forth from Ur of the 
Chaldees to go into Haran and dwelt there," would scarcely have 
been said if Abraham and his family had only removed a few 
hours from 'Urfah to Harrin. The  learned Spanheim, in his His- 
tory of Job, describes Harrin as upon the road from U'r of the 
Chaldeans into Palestine, going from E. to W. ; and yet identifies 
the U'r of the Chaldeans in the time of Abraham with the U'r of 
the Chaldeans of the Chaldaeo-Babylonian dynasty, the Urchoe 
or Orchoe of Ptolemy and Pliny. Bochart and others, according 
to Cellarius, have sought to identify the country of Abraham 
with the Ur of the Persians, but they have supposed it to be be- 
yond Hatra, which is decidedly not the deduction to be made 
from the words of Ammianus.' In any attempt to identify the 
Utr of the Persians, now called Kal'ah Sherkkt, with the Urr of 
the Chaldeans, there is only, till farther evidence can be ob- 
tained, the character of the remains, and the narrative of the his- 
torian of Jovian's retreat, to be placed in opposition to the 
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testimony of certain Oriental historians (see my l r  Researches in 

I 

Assyria," &c., p. 153) in favour of the identity of U'r of the 
Chaldeans with 'Urfah, and the existing traditions which have 
consecrated that citv as the birth-dace of the father of Isaac. I 

J 

The sentiment by which animals that are very low in the scale 
of organization are attracted by light and heat is a simple phy- 
siological phenomenon, their nervous system, as in the medusa, 
being influenced directly by external agents; but it is more 
curious in creatures in which there exists a ganglionic cerebral I 

system. This evening a young snake found his way into the fire, , 

although we were sitting round it;  and at A1 Hadhr the same I 

thing occurred with regard to a scorpion, while hundreds of I 

coleopterous insects kept wandering round the verge of the ashes. 
After dark the frogs of the hdwi mingled their c r o a k  with the 
whoop of night birds and the howl of jackals, while thirsty mus- 
quitoes hummed in our ears ; but putting out the fire in order to 
distinguish the horses better during the night, we disregarded the 
melody around and about us, and slept in security in our cloaks 

~ 
till the earliest dawn. I 

Tuesday, April 2lst.-Our khavie this morning, seeing that we I 
were about to penetrate the wilderness without a guide, took the 
pretence of his horse having lost a shoe to withdraw himself from 
the party, and to return by the river banks to Mdsul. On leav- 
ing Kal'ah SherkBt we kept a little to the S. of W6di el Mehe'ih, 
in which there was now no running water, in order to avoid re- 
tracing our s t e p  to the S., as Mr. Ross had done. We travelled 
at a quick pace over a continuous prairie of grasses and flowering 
plants, and crossing the 'A'in el Tha'leb, having still a little stag- 
nant water, we arrived at a ridge of rocks which rose above the 
surrounding country, and were constituted of coarse marine lime- 
stones. From a mound, upon which were a few graves, we ob- 
tained a comprehensive view of that part of Mesopotamia which 
extended to the W., but without being able to distinguish the 
valley of the Tharthar or the ruins of A1 Hadhr. The country 
near us undulated much. and to the S.W. the Hamrin hills termi- 
nated in a long but not very elevated range, upon which was a cone 
called E l  Katr, which forms the westerly termination of the 
Hamrin ; and as we afterwards found, advanced over the valley 
of the Tharthar. Mr. Ross has noticed this fact also; and it is of 
importance, as Mr. J. Arrowsmith and other geographers have 
traced across Mesopotamia a continuation of the Hamrin hills as 
far as this 'Abd a1 'Aziz. The Hamrin are formed of tertiary 
red sandstones, gypsum, and conglomerates; and the 'Abd a1 'Aziz, 
as far as I am yet acquainted with them, of chalk and superin- 
cumbent limestones. 

Opinions as to the probable position of A1 H a r  were in 
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favour of some mounds which were visible in the extreme dis- 
tance to the S. 95O W., and having great faith in the eyes of our 
Bedwin. who also took this view of the subiect, we started in that 

.I - - ~ --~. 

direction, although the compass indicated a more northerly course. 
After 26 hours' quick travelling, still over prairies and undulating 
country, we came to the supposed ruins, which turned out to be 
bare hills of sandstone, the soathern termination of - a  low ridge. 
Although pestered by sand-flies, we stopped a few moments and 
breakfasted on bread and wild leeks (Allium roseum), which are 
abundant every where, and frequently enamel with their roseate 
and clustered umbels the lichen-clad space that intervened be- 
tween the dark-green bushes of wormwood. From this point 
the tell with graves bore N. 75' E., and E l  Katr S. 50' W. 

Changing our route, we started to the N. 25O W., in which ' 

direction we arrived. after 14 hour's ride, at a vallev bounded in 
places -by roc& terraces of Gpsum, which indicatei a widi and a 
winter torrent, or actual water. T o  our joy we found the Tharthar 
flowing along the bottom of this vale, but only from 15 to 20 feet 
in width instead of the 50 we had been led to expect; and to 
our great comfort the waters were very potable. The stream 
though narrow was deep,%enerally from 5 to 7 feet, and hence 
with difficulty fordable; on its banks were a few reeds and 
scattered bushes of tamarisc. We proceeded up the stream in a 
direction N. lo0 W. in search of a for& which we found after 
1 hour's slow and irregular journey, and we lost 4 an hour re- 
freshing ourselves with a bath. We afterwards followed the 
right bank of the stream, being unwilling, as evening was coming 
on, to separate ourselves, unless we actually saw A1 Hacjhr, from 
the water so necessary for ourselves and horses. The river soon 
came from a more westerly direction, flowing through a valley 
every where clad with a luxuriant vegetation of grasses, sometimes 
nearly 4 a mile in width, at others only 300 or 400 yards, and 
again still more narrowed occasionally by terraces of gypsum. 
This rock was very cavernous, and furnished from its recesses 
many subterranean springs. At one place we obsemed a part of 
the waters of the Tharthar absorbed by a fissure in the rock. 
The gypsum is also observed at some points to rest upon red 
sandstones, which here present chloritous beds. We stopped 
1 hour before sunset in order to have time to collect wood before 
dark, and dined upon rock partridges (perdix petrosa) killed at 
Kal'ah Sherkit. 

Wednesday, April 22n.d.-Rain overtook us in our sleep, 
which was otherwise unbroken even by dreams of Arabs, still 
less by their presence ; indeed we had been hitherto as quiet as 
if travelling on the downs of Sussex. After holding a short con- 
sultation over Mr. Ross's memoir, we deemed it best to keep on 
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up the river, but to travel a little inwards on the heights. This 
plan was attended with perfect success ; and we had ridden only 
14 hour, when we perceived through the misty rain mounds 
still to the N.W., which we felt convinced were the sought-for 
ruins. Mr. Rasshm and myself hurried on, but soon afterwards, 
perceiving a flock of sheep in the distance, we became aware of 
the presence of Arabs, who could be no other than the Shammhr, 
so we waited for our friends and rode all together into the kind of 
hollow in which A1 Hadhr is situated. Here we perceived the 
tents of the Bedwins extending far and wide within the ruins 
and without the walls to the S.W. The  ruins themselves Dre- 

1 

sented a magnificent appearance, and the distance at which the 
tall bastions appeared to rise, as if by enchantment, out of the 
wilderness, excited our surprise. Comparing the feelings ex- 
pressed by Mr. Ross, on first seeing these ruins, with the draw- 
ings engraved by the Society, we had before smiled .involuntarily, 
but we now entered fully into that gentleman's sentiments and 
were filled with a similar sense of wonder and admiration; ho 
doubt in great part due not only to the splendour of the ruins, 
but also to the strange place where the traveller meets with them 
-Ac in medil solitudine," as Ammian*so briefly but so correctly 
expresses it. 

Inquiring of a shepherd for the tent of the sheikh, which we 
soon afterwards distinguished by its two spears, we rode directly 
up to it, and in a few minutes found ourselves seated by a spare 
camel-dung-fire, and surrounded by members of the LamAd 
branch of the Shamm6r Arabs. Happily for us here  was at 
this moment in the encam~ment an Arab of M6sul who recoe- 
nised Mr. Rassim, and h e  reception given to us was at on:e 
hospitable and tolerably frank. The  finding Arabs here is indeed 
what may generally be relied upon by any traveller in search of 
these ruins. The number of halting-places which present what 
is actually necessary for the Arab, water and grass, are not so 
numerous in the plains of Mesopotamia and Arabia as are 
generally imagined. Hence the reason of their changing lo- 
calities ; and hence the traveller may almost be as sure of meeting 

, Arabs at Palmyra as at A1 Hadhr. For the same reason that 
cities were built on these oases in the wilderness, the wandering 
Arab now resorts to situations where there are waters, and with 
them ~ a s t u r a ~ e .  To  M. de Lamartine's work on the East. there u 

is appended a very valuable memoir, purporting to be an account 
of the residence of Fat-h-allah Seghir amongst the wandering 
Arabs of the great desert. There are a number of facts which 
convince me of the authenticity of this document, but I' shall con- 
tent myself with noticing what refers to A1 Hadhr. Leaving 
Nain el Raz, evidently meant for RQs a1 'kin, the party which 
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the narrator accompanied pitched their tents on the banks of the 
KhibGr, from whence they proceeded to the mountains of San- 
giar (Sinjir) : they then drew towards what tbe writer designates 
a river, or rather arm of the Euphrates, which joins the Ti-gris. 
This is evidently an error founded upon the mysterious origin of 
the Tharthar. H e  then describes the enormous trays used by 
the Bedwins of Mesopotamia, and of which a specimen was 
measured by Mr. Ross. The Arabs proceeded from, the Thar- 
thar to the territory of Atterik, near the ruins of the castle of Attera 
(Hadhr), where they encamped for eight days, the pasturage being 
very abundant. The course here followed by the Arabs is in 

'every respect the same as that .pursued every year by the Sham- 
mLr, in their migrations to and from their winter quarters on the 
plains of Seleucia to their summer quarters on the KhLbhr and 
in the Sinjir. 

A t  the present moment, Sufiik, the chief of all the Shammbr, 
was, with a large body of horsemen, at RBs a1 'Ain, from which 
he had driven the 'Antiidl of Ibrihim PAshi, while the main body 
of the tribes remained part on the Khbblir and part near the Sinjlr, 
where they were also at enmity with the Yezidis. Having break- 
fasted uoon newlv made b r e d  and fresh butter. the latter a luxurv 
not to i e  obtaiied at hI6~u1, we made our first visit to the ruin; 
during which some of the Arabs gave us much annoyance by their 
rudely anxious and almost imperious inquiries as to the exact spot 
where the money was, which, as in our predecessor's case, they 
felt quite certain we had wme to seek for. At  length, having 
returned to the tent, Mr. Rassim addressed them upon the folly 
of the ideas which they entertained regarding finding treasures, 
and endeavoured to explain the real object of our researches, in 
which he was backed by the sheikh and the merchant, and we 
were left the remainder of the day among the ruins pretty well 
to ourselves-a circumstance which, however, was also in great 
psrt owing to a rumour which got abroad that an army mas fol- 
lowing in our steps, and in consequence of which the tribe judged 
it convenient to take their immediate departure without sound of 
drum or trumpet; and, three hours after our arrival, there were 
only the tent of the sheikh and a small one near it remaining of 
the whole encam~ment. 

The  ruins of A? Hadhr present the remains of a principal build- 
ing which apparently was at once a palace and a temple, and which 
surpasses in extent and in the perfection of its style the ruin known 
as the Tdki Kesra, or Arch of Chosroes at Ctesiphon, and which 
was the residence of the kings of Persia of the Arsacidan dynasty. 
It  consisted of a series of vaulted chambers or halls, of different 
sizes, all opening to the east, oi  towards the rising sun and pla- 
nets, and regularly succeeding one another from north to south, 
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and was divided into two parts by a wall; while in front was 
another row of edifices, guard-houses, &c., at the southern end 
of which was a meat hall. with ornamented vault and tall co- 
lumns, similar g what issobserved in the chief edifice. The  
whole of these buildings were enclosed within a wall about 1360 
yards square, which left a considerable space open in front, hnd 
this open square was in the exact centre of t he  town, which, as 
figured in Mr. Ross's map, is nearly a perfect circle, surrounded 
by a rampart, about 3 miles 180 yards in circumference. Por- 
tions of the curtain. which was 10 feet 3 inches in width. still re- 
main on this rampart ; and there are also the ruins of 32 bastions,. 
placed at unequal intervals, and not, as Mr. Ross supposed, every 
60 paces. The space occupied by the town still contains the 
ruins of tombs and other edifices, and is everywhere covered by 
mounds of ruined buildings. There is also a spring, and a chan- 
nel for water, not straight but tortuous, which crosses the town : 
and there were apparently four gates, having straight and paved 
roads leading from them to the central edifice. 

The whole of the buildings are constructed of a coarse granular 
limestone, abounding with marine shells, more especially ovtracites 
and anomie, apparently, for. the most part, recent species. There 
is a tradition  reserved at M6sul. that the stones for the construc- 
tion of A1 ~dhr were brouillt from SinjLr, where I hope on a 
future occasion to seek for this formation. The stones have been 
hewn with skill, and are well adjusted. 

Every stone, not only in the chief building but in the malls and 
bastions, and other public monuments, when not defaced by time, 
is marked with a character, which is, for the most part, either a 
Chaldaic letter or numeral. But some of them could not be deci- 
phered either by Mr. R a s s h  or by a Jewish Rabbi of Jerusa- 

' lem, whom we consulted at M6:ul; for it is necessary to remark 
that the Chaldeans, or Chaldees, since their conversion to Chris- 
tianity, have uniformly adopted the Syriac letters which were used 
by the apostles and fathers of the church, regarding the pagan 
writing (or Tergfim, as they call it) as an abomination. The 
Jews, however, who learnt it in their captivity, have retained, ex- 
cept in their Talmud, and some other works written in the He- 
brew character, the use of Chaldean letters. Some of the letters 
at A1 H d h r  resembled the Roman A, and others were appa- 
rently astronomical signs, among which were very common the 
ancient mirror and handle 9 ,  emblematic of Venus, the Mylitta 
of the Assyrians, and Alitta of the Arabians, according to He- 
rodot~s;  and the NBni (Hyde, p. 9g), or Nannaia (Rawlinson, 
Journal of R. G. S., ix. p. 43), of the Syrians. Mr. Ross makes a 
mistake, which it is important to correct, when he says that these 
letters are only seen in the midst of broken walls where they 



could  not have been exposed when the structure was perfect. It  
is quite evident, from the prominent situation which they occupy 
in the interior of the great halls and sanctuaries, that their object 
was much more important than a mere arrangement of the stones. 
T h e  characters alone indicate their antiquity; and, as to their use, 
thgy appear to have a distant relation to practices carried to a 
further extent by the Assyrians and Babylonians, and by the 
Egyptians. In whatever obscurity the meaning of these signs or 
letters may be now involved, they still possess great interest to 
the archmlogist, as proving the Chaldean origin of the buildings 
in question. * 

y:op.+.ks lh. h.rn.v. Y1 .P .Y .  
~ . L L I . L . N . ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . ; ~ ; . L L , .  
w . W . - . A . A . +  . 9 . ~ . ~ ~ . 9 , 3 .  
> . € . 4 . - F . ~ . Q . T J . * . & . . * .  
In the details of the various architectwe presenti& itself to 

the inquirer at A1 Hadhr there is much which claims a brief 
notice. Mr. Ross has described the compartments of the chief 
building, numbering them from S. to N., and we will follow the 
same plan in the few remarks there remain to be made in addi- 
tion to what that gentleman has observed. 

The most southerly hall is No. 1, which is a small hall, 9 yards 
deep by 6 in width : it has externally every stone in the arch 
sculptured, in high relief, with a human bust, some of which, as 
Mr. Ross remarks, have very singular curling bag-wigs, or, more 
probably, a peculiar mode of dressing hair, which we know to be 
common in Persian sculptures, but those, I believe, only of a 
modern date, or more particularly of the time of the Sasanian 
dynasty. Mr. Layard, however, stated that he had seen head- 
dresses of a similar character at Ba'lbek, and which were Roman. 
They were probably connected with a form of worship introduced 
from Persia into Emesa and Heliopolis, and from thence carried, 
by the pretended son of Caracalla (Heliogabalus), to Rome. 

The second hall is of greater dimensions, being 31 yards long 
by 14 wide, and 20 yards high. The figures on the arch were 
those of angels, or females apparently in the air, with feet crossed 
and robes flying loose; while in the interior, on both sides of the 
hall, were three square pilasters, surmounted by full round faces, . 
2 feet 2 inches high, by I foot 8 or 10 inches broad, in high re- 
lief, and executed with considerable fidelity and spirit. Mr. 
-. 

* The lettan were generally about one or two inch&-in ~lize, and carefully sculp- 
tured, one in the centre of the face of each stone. 
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Layard has enabled me to forward to the Society, drawings of the 
most remarkable faces remaining in this and the other halls. 

While the style of these sculptures appears to be pretty nearly 
uniform, it is impossible not to recognise costumes differing much 
from one another. Indeed, it requires but little imagination to 
figure to oneself in these sculptures the representations of the 
successive Dowers who ruled the Citv of the Desert. The simnle 
turban-liki headdress represents <he Chaldean; the bearied 
physiognomy and scattered hair, the Persian satrap ; the laurel- 
leaved band, supporting eagle's wings, the Roman; while the 
bindinp: round the head, like a double fold of rope, as it is also 
described by Mr. Ross, appears the original of the present Arab 
head-dress. I t  m3y be advanced against this view of the subject, 
that if the build in^ is all of one stvle. this stvle must also be car- 

G d - 
ried through all its details, and that we cannot expect that any of 
the decorations can he illustrative of different periods ; but there 
is no reason why, if the Parthians or Persians borrowed their style 
from the Romans, they still might not have introduced their own 
sculpture, as at Persepolis : or, if the Romans built the great 
monumenpof A1 H+hr, they might equally have been influenced 
by a conquered people to introduce, as well as letters, forms 
sacred to their religion, or gratifying to their pride and to. their 
national reminiscences. 

On the face of the wall of this great compartment, besides the 
signs before mentioned, are two inscriptions, one in Chaldaic, the 
other in Arabic. both cut in the stones. but which rim a l o n ~  from , - " 
one to another, and are evidently more modern than the building. 
The first, translated by a Jewish Rabbi, appears to be the lament 
of some Jews of the captivity; for ancient Chaldeans would 
scarcely use the language of David : '< In justice to thee who art 
our salvation, I hope from thee, 0 God, for help against mine 
enemies." The general opinion among the Jews is in favour of 
this inscription having been written during the captivity. The  
Rabbis cannot decipher the signs of older date; some are Chal- 
dean numerals, others they consider to be astronomical signs, not 
a few appear to be Parthian or Armenian. The  Arabic in- 
scription was copied and translated by  Mr. Rassim; its purport 
is as follows :--'I Mes'fid Ibn Ma6d6d Ibn Tamankf, the just 
king, protector of religion, and defender of the faith, in humble 
service, and seeking mercy from his Lord, caused this to be re- 
paired in the year of the Hijrah 586 " (A.D. 1 190). It  is remark- 
able that the name inscribed here* is the same as that we met with 
at Sulpin Khin, in K6j-hisbr, and is that of a king whom I have 
described in a former memoir as having established a great road 

* 'Azzu-d-din, Me$Gd ibn MaGdGd, Affibek of Irbk, who reigned at M 6 p l  from 
A.H. 576 to 589 (A.D. 1180-1193).-ED. 
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from BaghdAd through Asia Minor. I t  here apparently fol- 
lowed the same line as that used by the Greeks and Romans- 
Seleucia, Sitace, Ur, Hatra, Tisalphata, Nisibis ; in the time of 
the Khalifs, BaghdAd, Sheri'a: el Beidha (Sitace), Akbari on the 
Babilin (OpiP), Samarrah, Tekrit, Kal'ah Sherkit, A1 H g h r .  
It  is remarkable that Ptolemy, in enumerating the sites upon the 
Tigris, after noticing Derbeta (Diyk-bekr), Saphe (Hisn Keifi), 
and Deba (Bedbdeh Jezireh), starts off by Siqjir to Batnse 
(Batuna) and Birtha (Bir), which has misled even Cellarius. 

With the assistance of lights we examined the subterranean 
rooms connected with the first great hall, but did not find any- 
thing of interest. 

In the rear of the same great hall is another compartment, sur- 
rounded by a lofty vaulted passage, 96 yards round. From its 
beautifullv ornamented doorwav. and com~lete seclusion from the 

.I - 
other par& of the edifice, it may be wniectured to have been a 
religious sanctuary. Over the doorway is the most beautifully 
sculptured relief in the whole building ; it represents griffons sup- 
porting heads, human and others, and in the centre is the head 
of Apollo, or Mithra, supported by eagles with scrolls in their 
mouths; beneath is some beautifully sculptured foliage. Mr. 
Lavard has furnished a drawing of a wrtion of this frieze. I t  is a 

evihently of Roman execution. M. ?'exier, who passed through 
Mo?ul shortly after our return, gave his opinion also to that effect. 
I t  would appear as if the Romans had contributed to adorn a 
temple consecrated to the worship of a deity in whom they recog- 
nised their own Apollo, adding the &man eagles to the insignia 
of Mithra, who was the same as the Be1 of the Chaldeans. 

At the first small hall of the northern division (No. 4). the , - 
sculptures over the arch of the entrance are among the most per- 
fect of the out-of-door sculptures. They appear to be alterna- 
tions of male and female heads, the first having the peculiar head- 
dress noticed in No. 1, while the latter present a remarkable 
similaritv to the  resent stvle of dress in Western Eurow. Some 
of the h i e s  h&e dressei like corsets, terminating i; a point. 
The bust is neatly and only partially displayed. Most of them 
wear tiaras of jewels, some have necklaces. The  hair falls on the 
shoulders of some in a profusion of ringlets, in others is trimmed 
up in large curls, and again in some puffed out behind, as was 
once the case at the French wurt. On the wall between Nos. 4 
and 5 is the sculpture of a monstrous animal, of which I send a 
copy by Mr. Layard. 

* If A k h 6  was, in the time of the malifs, as we know from the Oriental geogra- 
phers, upon the present Old Tigriq how much more likely is it that Opis, which was 
anterior to AkbarC, was there also, than at the present junction of the Physcua aod 
Tigris, where Leut. Lynch has placed it in his map! 
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The walls were measured in all their details of bastions, &c., 
and were found to be 5460 yards round, which, as the space was 
paced and not measured off, can only be an approximation ; but 
which wmes remarkably near to the amount in yards of '  the 
Persian farsakh, the Jewish parsah, and the Greek parasang, if (as 
Major J e m s  has done after Jomard and others) we assume that to 
be an integral portion of the earth's meridional circumference, 
or the eight-thousandth part, which computed to the ellipticity 
&, will be equal to 5468.668 yards English. The exactness of 
the forms observed in the construction of A1 Hadhr-a square 
within a circle and in its exact centre-certainly point out that a 
system was observed in its construction ; and it is a striking cor- 
roboration of the facts observed of the circumference, that the 
sides of the inner square are 340 or 341 yards in length, or the 
&th of the circumference of which the whole square is at or near 
4th. Had all the admeasurements been taken with care, pro- 
bably a similar system would have been found to pervade the ' 

whole of the details.* 
Within the circuit of the walls were manv ruins of doubtful 

4 

character. I t  could only be the result of a verb hasty exami- 
nation which would confine the dwelling-houses merely to the 
western part of the city, and assign to the eastern a continuous 
necropolis. Some of these buildings are square, and they are of 
different sizes. I transmit a sketch of one ornamented with ~illars.  

1 

which had two interior vaulted chambers with an outer vaulted 
hall, and a stair leading to the top as if to sleep upon it, as is the 
custom at M6~u l  and BaghdBd. The openings to let in light are 
more like loopholes than windows, but this may have been for 
coolness and from want of glass, as is observed in the cottages of 
the peasants in the East. A large square building, with one 
vaulted chamber, which appears to have been a small temple or 
mausoleum, occurs on the northern side. It  is built upon a hand- 
some basement, with a projecting but simple cornice. I ought 
not to omit to mention that the pear-shaped cavities common in 
Syria are also met with amid the ruins. here. 

I t  onlv remains for me to make one or two observations uwn  
the histhy of this remarkable city. 

A 

I t  is evident from the character of the letters or s i p s  inscribed 
on the hewn stones, that whatever style was adopted as a pattern 
or for imitation, or whoever were the architects eniployed in the 
construction, that the chief persons in the city were Chaldeans or 
Chaldees. 

* In laying down the plan I 6nd I have also two admeasurernentn taken, one from 
the S.W. comer of the inner wall to the outer wall, and the other from the N.W. comer 
to the outer wall; these give, one 625, the other 620 yarde, an excess over the probably 
real distance of 615, which might result from the inequalities of the soil. I have 
consequently adopted the theoretic distance in the plan as most correct. 



Modern historians (Heeren, Manual, &c., vol. i. p. 38) admit 
the existence of the Chaldeans as a northern nation anterior to the 

I 

1 foundation of the Chaldaeo-Babylonian dynasty. No monuments 
of this very ancient people have as yet, however, been discovered, 
which can be ascertained to belong to a period anterior to the 
Babylonian conquest; and it appears from the few cities sup- 
posed to have belonged to them, and of which remains are extant, 
as Orchoe and Borsippa, that they constructed huge mounds or 
lofty temples to their deity Bel, in the same manner as  the Baby- 
lonians. But some latitude must be allowed to this statement in 
the north; for although there is every reason to believe. that 
U'rfah was one of the U'rs of the Chaldees, yet no remnants of 
this kind are there met with, and were it not that we find that cus- 
tom preserved where there are rocks and stones for building, as at 
Kal'ah SherkAt, one would have felt inclined to confine it to the 
country for which it was best suited, and where it sprang partly 
from necessity: From what is known of the ancient style of the 

i Chaldeans, as well as from the peculiarities observed in the con- 
struction of the monuments now to be seen at A1 H d h r ,  there is 
every reason for believing  at city to be of a comparatively recent 
date. 

I The first period when A1 I;Tdhr comes under the notice of 
1 history is at the time of the conquest of Trajan, who first reduced 

I Mesopotamia into a Roman province. The  fragments of Dion 
Cassius, preserved by Xiphilinus, notice the people of A1 H d h r  
as 'Arorpvol, which, as Valesius pointed out, should be 'Arpnvo;. 
For Dion, relating the .rampaign of Severus, writes rArA'rprx, and 

I Herodianus 1!1. cap. ix.) ai 'A'rear. Ammianus writes it Hatra, 
as does also &. ellarius. The  Peutingerian tables, almost always 

I in error, call it Hatris. Zonaras (p. 216) names it a d . ~ r v  Apbfllov, 
an Arabian city. Stephanus merely says that it is situated between 
the Euphrates and the Tigris. 

Hadrian, it is well known, relinquished the conquests in Meso- 
potamia shortly after the death of Trajan ; but even if Trajan did 
not embellish the city of Hatra, the connexion established between 
that place and Nisibis, where there also exist beautiful friezes 
somewhat similar to those at A1 Hadhr, must have had consider- 
able influence upon the taste of the Atrenians. 

From the time of the cession of the Mesopotamian provinces, 
about A.D. 118, tothe conquests of Septimius Severus (200), there 
reigned Chosroes, Arsaces X X V I .  (Vologeses 11.) and Arsaces . 
X X V I I .  (Vologeses III.), who no doubt held A1 Hadhr in 
subjection. I t  was in the time of Arsaces X X V I I I .  (Ardawin) 
that Sevarus made his first and unsuccessful attempt to reduce 
Hatra ; but the second attempt was attended with success in the 
time of Arsaces X X I X .  (Pacorus). The  resistance made by 

VOL. XI. C 
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Hatra against the Roman arms is among the most remarkable 
features in its known history, and affords evidence of the high de- 
gree of military skill and great internal resources which were 

ossessed by the Atrenians, as well as of advantages of position. 
$he conquest of Severus does not appear to have been preserved 
by the Romans, and although some of the monuments seem to 
have belon~ed to the time of the Sassanide or Sasanian dvnastv ". J ,  

of Persian kmgs, still it would appear that, from causes now in- 
volved in obscurity, the City of the Wilderness was abandoned in * 
the early period of that dynasty, for we find that on the retreat 
of Julian's army under Jovian, they passed by Ur, leaving Hatra 
to the left as before described, noticing the city as having been 
deserted before that time, 6golimque desertum." 

This aeriod of the historv of Hatra is succeeded bv another 
1 .I 

interval of impenetrable obscurity. No sculpture nor monuments , 

of any kind indicate the existence of a Christian community 
within its walIs, which is the more remarkable, as Nisibin became 
the seat of a patriarch, and A1 H d h r  was in the centre of a 
newly-converted and eminently Christian people; but a single 
inscription comes to inform us that in She year 1190 (586 of the 
Hijrah), one of the Khalifs of Baghdid, undeterretf by the colossal 
images, which infringe the laws of Mohammed, attempted to 
restore the fallen grandeur of this ancient city. Nor was that 
inscription merely the expression of capricious vanity ; it was an 
index to a great road, as previously noticed, restored from ancient 
times. There are, however, no Saracenic monuments at A1 
Hadhr, and the Khalifs appear to have held that place by a brief 
and unstable tenure. 

I t  only remains to be remarked respecting the name of A1 
Haclhr, which appears at first to be a corruption of Hatra or 
Hatre, that it has a very distinct Arabic meaning-the word 
being particularly used to designate the dwellers in towns or 
cities, in opposition to the Bedwins, or roving tribes. This woultl 
agree with Zonaras's view of the subject. But it has also a more 
antique Chaldean meaning, Hutra or Hatra signifying in that 
language a sceptre, and figuratively the seat of government. A1 
Hadhr and Hatra or Atra may have been equally derived from 
this source, which some may perhaps consider the more likely, 
as the city appears to have had a Chaldee origin. 

The  river Tharthar. which .!rives life and verdure to the a 

prairies of eastern Mesopotamia, has its origin from sources in 
the hills of Siniir. Its waters are brackish, but not unnleasant ..-- ., 
at some seasons of the year, and it is known to lose itself in the 
salt lake called A1 Milh. The  red sandstones of Mesopotamia, 
W. of A1 H g h r ,  also furnish rock salt. According to some of 
the Oriental geographers, there was formerly an artificial com- 
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munication existing between the KhLbGr and the Tigris, owhis 
river and the Tigris; but I regret only being able to call attention 
to the fact, not having the authorities at hand. 

Thursday;,April23rd.-We left A1 Hadhr (6h. 451x1. A.M.) in a 
drizzling rain, which continued more or less all day. The  Sheikh 
guided us to a ford of the Tharthar, a little above the ruins of an 
ancient bridge; from whence continuing our route in a direction 
from N. 30 to 40 E., we struck right across the grassy plains 
towards M6 1. The sharp eye of the Arab distinguished 
Bedwins on t !k extreme verge of the horizon, when almost undis- 
cernible by an unpractised observer. 14 hour's journey brought 
US to Wddi-1 Ahmar or HamrL, the Red Valley, where the red 
sandstones beneath the gypsum are denuded, but we found there 
stagnant pools of bitter water. At  mid-day we stopped to give 
the horses a f e d .  At 2h. 30x11. we passed by a low range of 
limestone hills, forming the extreme westerly prolongation of the 
Tel  Nujm. 2 hours from this, always travelling at a rate of 

1 about 5 miles an hour, we came to the W5di-1 Kasab, the plain 
arountf which was covered far and near with the tents of agricul- 
tural Arabs, who as a reward for their industry, in a country 
where the administration is so powerless, have to pay tribute at 1 once to the Sul(gn and to the Shammf Arabs. These tribes 

i were the KhAyaliyin, " the deceivers ;" the Jubur, "the restorers;" 
and Hadidiyin, c c  (the men) of iron." Passing this plain we 
entered upon the Jubailah hills, in a valley of which, called A1 
'Adhbah, or the crfresh waters," we found encamped the Juhjish, 
previously noticed, the Duleim, and the Na'B'im, " the benevolent," 

i --agr.icultura1 tribes. Night overtook us soon after entering upon 
the hills ; being clouded, we could neither see the compass nor 
the stars, and swn lost our way, wandering about up rocks and 

! down into valleys till we heard the barking of dogs. While 
following the direction of these sounds, we stumbled upon a path- 
way, and keeping to it wit11 a careful tenacity, we reached the 
brook and ruins of Khidhr IlyQs, from whence the road to M6aul 
was familiar to me. We arrived at the gates of the town, after a 
journey of about 60 English miles, a little before midnight, but 
could not prevail upon the Kapcji* to open them, so we were 
obliged to loiter in our wet clothes under a deserted vault till the 
break of day. Since our return to M6?ul several of the Shammir 
Arabs have repaid our visit, upon which occasion we presented 
them with pieces of calico for shirts and kerchiefs of British 
manufacture, and have established friendly relations with them, 
which will much facilitate our further journeyings in Mesopotamia. 

T h e  geographical botany of the great tracts which we travelled 

* Kapbji or Kapiji, i.c. dwr-keeper in Turkish.-ED. - a 
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overgn this excursion can be described in a few words, and may 
therefore find a nlace in the Dresent renort. There are scarcelv 

1 1 .I 

any spots that are actually debrived of all vegetation. The most 
naked have a few Lichens, among which are prominent a grey 
Lecidea with black raised apothecia or fructification ; next to this 
in frequency is a pink-coloured Cetraria; on the extreme verge of 
these grow a few pseudo-lichens, more particularly Verrucaria 
maura and V. epigea. Oat grass is by far the most abundant of 
the gramineous plants. This single species covers whole uplands 
of miles in extent, to the exclusion of everythin@except a few 
flowering plants, which at this season of the year were the Ranun- 
culus Asiaticus, and certain species of Hieracium and Crepis. . 
The  beautiful Chrysanthema and Gnaphalia, belonging to the 
same family, which also, with a few Centaureae, adorn the wilder- 
nesses in summer, had not yet come into bloom. Other gasses 
were also met with. amone which Hordeum nratense and a deli- " - 
cately-panicled p o i  advanced upon the most ;andy spots. 

In the drier parts of the plains, grasses became morc rare and 
lichens more common, but these tracts were clothed with a more 
prominent vegetation of under-shrubs of wormwood ; among which 
the most common species were Artemisia fragrans and A. absin- 
thium. In these unfavoured spots there were few flowering 
plants, and they were mostly gathered round the vast ants' nests, 
or had sprung up where cattle had been pasturing, or the Bedwins 
had bivouacked. Among the social plants certain vagabond 
species were met with here and there, especially where there was a 
pathway. Such were the gay Aster pulchellus, Alliuln roseum 
(everywhere), Papaver dubium, Campanula glomerata, and Gen- 
tiana campestris, common everywhere. Rorneria hybrida, Ma- 
thiola varia, Matriaria charnomilla, and Anthemis nobilis, and 
two species of Erodium, on the more fertile spots. The family 
of the Leguminosae w'a also represented by the genera Cptisus 
anti Vicia, and that of Caryophylleae by a few species of Saponaria 
and Silene. 

On passing the Wtidi-1 K q a b  and coming into the country of 
cultivating tribes, new species, unknown in the wilderness, imme- 
diately make their appearance, even on plains in other respects of 
similar characters ; among these especially Trollius Asiaticus and 
a yellow variety of Ranunculus Asiaticus, but rare, Adonis flava, . I 
Ornithogalum umbellatum, Gladiolus segetum, and G. Byzan- 
tinus, Iberis saxatilis, Calendula officinalis, Malva rotundifolia, 
Convolvulus, Althseoides, k c .  It  is curious to observe how many 
of the Phanerogamous plants which grow in these countries are 
British species : of about 40 which I have collected this spring 
near M6sul upwards of 30 are familiar meadow or wayside plants. 
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11.-An Account of a Visit to the Chaldeans, inhabiting Central 
Kurdistn'n ; and cf an Ascent .of the Peak of Rowdndiz (Thr 
Sheikhiton') in the Summer of 1840. By WILLIAM A ~ N s -  
WORTH, ESq. 

THE most characteristic feature of the great mountain-barrier 
which separates Western from Central Asia is the remarkable 
parallelism of its ranges, the general direction of which is nearly 
N.N.W. and S.S.E. This chain, which is prolonged to the 
S. by only a few comparatively low ranges, constituting what I 
have elsewhere named the Persian Apennines, assumes the height 
and character of true Alps or principal mountain messes in 
the districts of LuristStn and Kirminshbh; but there, as to the 
S. of Kurdistin Proper, in the districts of Suleiminiyeh and 
Ardelin, and to the N. in the districts of Betlis, Se'rt, and Zikhd, 
the parallel ranges are not so numerous nor extensive as to pre- 
vent the tribes of mountaineers from being tributary on the one 

I side to Turkey, and on the other to Persia, or to Turkey solely. 
It  is, however, between the parallels of 3 6 O  and 38" N. lat., or 

in Kerminj or Kurdisthn Proper,* that the same chain appears 
to attain its greatest extent and elevation; the number of ranges 
succeeding one another is there great, and it is only within them 

t 
that two tnbes of mountaineers-the Tiyiri and Jellb-belonging 
to an ancient Christian community, have preserved their inde- 
pendence intact for ages. I t  is true that certain Kurd tribes or 
chieftains have frequently thrown off the yoke of the 'Osminli on 
the one side, and of the Persians on the other, and that their wild 
and lawless habits are strongly opposed to a regular government; 
but within these few years much has been done towards ame- 
liorating their condition, and towards establishing among them 

I the authority of the SultQn and of a daily improving legislation. 
i Thus, of the four districts of Kurdistan Proper, Bukhtln is 

under the government of Zikh6 and Jezireh ibn 'Ombr, the latter 

I of which was only subdued in 1834-35 by Reshid Pishi.  The  
tribes of northern Kurdistin were reduced to obedience by Hifig 
Pishd in 1837-38. The  Bey of Hakkdri is really under the 
sway of the 't'8shi of Vbn, the fertile shores of which lake bring 

Major Rawlinean designates Ardelin as Kurdisth, or the cou~ltry of the Kurds 
Proper. This may be true in one sense, as the designation is unknown among the 

I natives, who call themselves Kerminj. But the modem application of the name 
Ktd is t in  is justified by long ueage : that name is given to the aame country in the 
present day by the Persians, Turks, Armenians, Chaldeans, and Arabs of the neighbour- 
hood, and is generally recognised in Western Europe, though with too great a latitude. 
I n  the resent day, Kerk6k and Arbn are considered as towns attached to the Pbhi l ik  
of BagEdid, and the ancient Adiabene foms part of the Pbhil ik of M6~ul. It is not 
customary, although quite arbitrary, to consider the country of' the plains W. of the 
outlying ranges of hills in either of these PbhfJiks as forming part of K u r M n .  
Jezireh Z a h 6  and K61 Sanjilc, like 'Amidiyah and SulelmMyeh, are in the hills. 

I 
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industry, civilization, and government into the heart of Northern 
and Central Kurdistin. The Beg of Rowindiz revolted a few 
years back, and was enticed away from the mountains, his brother 
having been appointed in hi place; for the steep rocks which 
form the natural barrigr of the Rowdndiz country were never 
climbed by the 'Osminli troops. The Beg of 'Amidiyah, who 
governs BahdinBn, the fourth and last &strict, has been a recent 
cause of trouble, and in the spring of 1839 'Ali P6shP of 
Baghdhd came to M6sul in order to reduce that disobedient chief, 
but no active measures were then taken.* 

Mr. Rassdm and myself were waiting anxiously at M6sul in 
the spring of 1840 for two desiderata for penetrating into Central 
Kurdistin : first, the melting of the snows, which only proceeds 
so far as to render the great chains passable in the month of 
June; and, secondly, the arrival of the instruments which we 
had received notice were on their way from the Royal Geogra- 
phical Society. Muhammed P i s h i  of Mdsul, who, by the 
cession of Mirdin to the government of DiyBr-bekr, had raised 
his force, in regular and irregular troops, to about 2000 men, 
was waiting also for the same favourable season to put into execu- 
tion the campaign projected the preceding year. 

The Pish i  started on the 28th of May, and soon afterwards 

I regret that in this section, the only one published in " Researches, &c.," in which 
the altitudm are not founded upon barometrical obsewations, that I waa not aware of 
Mr. Frazer's observations upon the same chain with the boiling-point thermometer. 
This bas been designated a ~ d e  and inaccurate method ; but with the improved inatru- 
ments now made for the purpose, I am inclined to look upon it as much more service- 
able than the barometrical one. The instrument appears almost incapable of getting 
out of order, and is much less easily broken ; while I have never yet seen a barometer 
carried over a chain of mountains, or through a long journey, without losing some of 
ttie quicksilver through the pores of the wood. This has happened to me with baro- 
meters of various constructions by Newman, Troughton, kc.  The late French expedition 
of MM. Texier, De la Bourdonnaye, &c. in Asia Minor broke alx barometers. Good 
tables of corrections for observations made with the boiling-point thermometer are still 
wanted; hut the instrument itself is, if properly constructed, susceptible of the greatest 
delicacy. The number of obeervations made with it upon the present journey amount 
to fifty-@Ten, of which six only were liable to doubt; whereas in the barometric 
obeematiom made across Taurus there are several, as at Mirdin, 3175 feet by barometer, 
which I have since found to require correction. 

I t  might be added, as one of the great characteristics of the mountaina of Kurdistfm 
and of the Persian A nnines, that they do not constitute, as is usually the case, chains 
which rise towards tffk centre and fall towards the sides, but a country of mcfnntains 
gradually rising towards an upland beyond. But this is also the case with Taurus, 
where the waters spring from the northern declivities, as at the GGlek M g h L  and 
the pass of Pelverreh; and great rivers, as the SeihGn, JeihGn, Euphrates, and Tigris, find 
their way through the chain. I n  the Knrdistin mountnins we find the Great and bess 
Zab presenting similar phenomena, and the same is the case with regard to the Diyilah 
in Kirminshih and the Kerkhab and Dizful in Luristin. The elevation of the great 
Persian upland E. of these mountains is, according to Frazer, a t  ZergGn 4500, at 
Isfahhn 4000 (Hamadin is evidently higher); at Tabriz, according to Brown, 4500; 
and from several obscrvationa by mymlf the lnke of Urumiyah 4300 feet. The sourcea 
of the Zab, according to Colonel Monteith, are at an elevation of 7500 feet, which will 
be found to agree with the thermometric level. 
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intelligence came of the Persians having occupied Suleiminiyeh. 
Under these circumstances we resolved to start without further 
delay, and, avoiding the Turks if possible, by taking a cross road, 
to reach 'AmBdiyah before them, and before the country should 
be thrown into a disorder which might render it inaccessible for 
the whole season. 

The  first object which we proposed to ourselves was to visit 
She'ikh 'Adi, so celebrated as the chief seat of I'zedi or Yezidi - 
worship, and whither no European had yet bent his steps. 
Having ridden a little way out of town on the evening of June 
7th) we were enabled next morning (Monday, .June 8th) to cross 
the N. shoulder of Jebel Maklfib, the Mons Nicator of the his- 
torians of Alexander, and from the contorted limestone of which 
issue some abundant springs of fine water. On the south-western 
face of the same mountain are also the ruins of a Christian mo- 
nastery, called Deir Sheikh Matt.&, the monastery of Sheikh or 
Father (Paint) Matthew. 

~ e ~ o n d  th& a country of low hills of tertiary sandstones led us 
to the plain of Nav-khr, or the place of mud (not Nakhr), watered 
in its centre by the Khazir, or Bumdus, and bounded to the N. 
by the limestone range of Rabbin Hormuz, at the foot of which 
is the large Yezidi village of Bigh-Idri; to the N. E. by the 

! sandstone hills of 'Kin Siffin ; and to the E. by the limestone 
rocks of Akra', through which the river forces its way from the 
N., apart from the hydrographical basin of Akra', which will be  
afterwards described. 

We reached 'Ain Siffin after a journey across the plain of 
4 hours, and entered at this place upon the mountainous country. 
The plain of Nav-kur, except when cultivated, is almost entirely 

I overgrown with species of glycyrrhiza and artemisia, and certain 
social umbelliferous plants. Already at 'Ain Siffin a slight change 
in vegetation is perceptible. T h e  common thorn makes its 

i appearance ; and the rivulets are adorned with the bright pink 
blossoms of oleander, and afford water-cresses, a luxury abundant 
throughout Kurdistin, though unknown in Mesopotamia. On en- 
tering the hills the remarkable increase of animal and insect life 
also attracts attention : large snakes of an ash-grey colour are very 
common, and we sometimes observed them engaged in captivating 
the beautiful lizards of the country : coleopterous insects, of 
brilliant colours, basked on the flowering plants ; and there oc- 
curred, on a species of euphorbia, a yellow caterpillar with bright 
scarlet spots, and which attained from 3 to 4 inches in length, 
with a proportionate bulk of body. 

Two hours' journey over the outlying hills brought us to a 
more lofty range of limestones and sandstones, which we crossed 
by a narrow glen, watered by a tributary to the Khazir, and 
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abounding in a varied vegetation, more especially of shrubs. 
About 23 miles up this ravine the valley widens, and gives off 
two other lateral and parallel valleys ; that to the S. contains the 
village of Magheirah : in the central valley is that of Kathandiyah, 
while to the right is the northern vale, more narrow and deeply 
clad with wood; and out of a dense and beautiful grove at the 
h e d  of this rise the conical spires of the temple or tomb of Sheikh 
'Adi, at once a secluded and beautiful site. Sending the mules 
to a spring near Kathandiyah (temp. 5g0 Fahr., air 89.6), Mr. 
Rassim and myself turned up the valley of She'ikh 'Adi, which 
istommanded by a conical summit of the same name. We scarcely 
expected to overcome so far the religious scruples of so severe and 
so mysterious a sect as the Yezidis, as to be allowed to penetrate 
into the sanctuary ; but after taking a rapid sketch of the builcl- 
ing, which stands at the base of a perpendicular cliff, and has two 
conical spires, one larger than the other, pointed, and supporting 
copper balls and crescents, we continued our way, and were 
met by the guardian of the place, who, with some slight expres- 
sions of distrust, ushered us to a gateway, which led into avaulted 
stone passage, through the centre of which ran a stream of cool 
water. This passage was about 40 paces long, and led into an 
outer court, overshadowed by large mulberry trees, well paved 
with flags, and having large cisterns of clear water, besides 
separate bathing-rooms, for the ablutions previous to prayer. 
Tempted by the refreshing appearance of the water, as well as 
from policy, without speaking a syllable foreign to the ears of 
those present, we washed ourselves, and taking off our shoes, were 
admitted into a second and larger court-yard, with arched recesses 
along the sides. and the temnle at the bottom. This snot was as u 

clear, cool, and inviting as tke first yard ; and we could not help . 
thinking what'a delightful summer residence Sheikh 'Adi would 
make. Descending a flight of steps, we now entered into the 
building itself. I t  was n great vaulted apartment, like an ordi- 
nary mesjid : on an elevated terrace within it, and screened by 
green curtains, was the coffin said to contain the remains ;f 
Sheikh 'Adi. Round this were s p t s  where fires of bitumen and 
naphtha are burnt at the time of the annual festival. Beyond this 
hall is an inner one, to which access was refused us. I, however, 
opened the door, and saw an apartment lower than the chief one, 
and containing only a few planks and other lumber,-a place 
most decidedly neither of sanctity nor of mystery. 

We now asked the Yezidis present concerning the peacock, of 
which they at once declared their ignorance. The question w& put 
to them publicly and so abruptly that no opportunity was given 
to prepare an evasive answer. I carefully watched the expression 
of their countenances, and saw nothing that indicated deceit ; on 
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tmont rary ,  the expression was that of surprise at the inquiry ; 
and I am strongly inclined to think that the history of the Melik 
This, or king peacock, as related by Father Maurizio Garzoni, 
M. Rousseau, Buckingham, and more modern travellers, as Mr. 
Forbes, is a calumny invented by the Christians of those countries. 
I venture this assertion, however, with reserve ; for it is curious 
that a Christian residing at Kathandiyah, in the neighbourhood 
of the place, still persisted in the truth of this tradition. The  
Mohammedan Kurds (not Yezidis), who served as muleteers, re- 
marked to me, that I had myself fouzd it to be a falsehood. The  
images of David and Solomon have no more existence than 
the peacock ; and I need not add that the account of their assem- 
bling on the eve of the festival held on the tenth day of the moon, 
in the month of August, of the lights being extinguished, and of 
their holding promiscuous intercourse till morning, has every ap- 
pearance of being a base calumny, assailing human nature in 
general, while aimed against the poor Yezidis in particular. I 
have seldom seen a more respectable, benign, good-looking 
Mull& than the one who superintends the church of Sheikh 'Adi. 
I inquired when the great bitumen-fires, of which I saw the traces, 
were lirhted. cc On the night of the festival." was the answer. 

0 D 

The broad blaze of numerous fires of mineral pitch light up a 
scene which the imagination of the ignorant and wilful Easterns 
has filled with horrors. My informant, however, whatever might 
be his doctrines, had the look of one habituated to a peaceful, 
meditative, apd pious life, and most certainly not of the leader of . . . -. . 
vicious and licentious orgies. 

The  onlv aeculiaritv that I observed at Sheikh 'Adi to dis- 
tinguish it ;rim any ot6er mesjid were, besides the bitumen fires, 
some sculptures at the door, representing a large snake, painted 
black, and probably emblematic of Satan, the evil spirit, whom 
they rather propitiate than worship. There was also an ill-formed 
quadruped-it is impossible to say whether a dog, a horse, or a 
lion-and a hatchet.* 

* The proof of direct worship of the Spirit of Evil has been mainly founded upon 
the fact, that no traces have been perceived of the worship of Yezdin, or Ormuzd, or 
the good principle, in opposition to Ahrimbn, or the evil principle. This is at the k t  
but a negative argument. Whatever has been propagated among these people of the 
ancient doctrine of the Parsb must be now corrupted by gross superstitions ; arid we 
may, perhaps, recognise in the sculptured idol accompanying the serpent, thdemblem 
of Ifzed Ferfer, or other of&e Parsi attendants upon the evil 8pirit. (Tennemann's His- 
tory of Philosophy. Bmsels, ed. fol., vol. i. p. 72.) The name Itzed suggests a coin- 
cidence as curlous as that remarked upon by Major Rawlinson from Theophanes, and 
a letter of Heraclius to the aenate, noticing a position in Adiabene, called Iesdem, and 
which he considers as a settlement of Itzedis, or, aa they were afterwards named by the 
Mohammedans, Yezidis. (Jour. of Roy. Geo. Soc., vol. x., p. 92.) Major Raw- 
linson does not make any further remarks upon this sect ; hut it would appear from 
this passage that he regards them as Ifzedis, or followers of Itzed, as suggested above, 
rather than of Yez;d, the second of the Ommiade Khalifs. They have, however, many 
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The  village of Sheikh 'Adi stands on the top of an a c t j e t  
cliff, above the prettily-situated temple. We partook of mul- 
berries from the hands of those kind villagers, who, had all the 
accusations laid against them been true, would have acted very 
differently towards strangers visiting their most sacred place.* 

The two largest villages of the YezMis in this country are 
Bah 'A'shikah, at the western foot of Jebel MaklGb, surrounded 
by olive groves with stone-built houses, and pleasing situation ; the 
next is B i h  idri, at the foot of Rabbin Hormuz, the seat of 
Sheilh An, their patriarch. Besides this they are widely distri- 
buted through BahdinAn, and, as is well known, constitute the 
chief population of the SinjBr. Their villages are easily known 
by the clean whitewashed tombs with conical tops which generally 
crown some small eminence in their neighbourhood. On a first 
journey in BahdinAn I had been taught to look upon these as 
temples to the evil spirit ; but a now extended opportunity of in- 
quiry has satisfied me that they are exattly the same as the 
Ziyirets, or holy men's tombs, in the villages and ~nezirs of all 
western Asia. 

Tuesday, June 9th.-A gentle ascent led us to the crest of the 
Sheikh 'Adi range, wherein a well-chosen and picturesque 
situation, as usual, was a burial ground of the Kurds. The 
sanctity of these inclosures, mostly situate on lofty and command- 
ing positions, preserves the trees which are planted, or that spring 
up naturally, from destruction, and they thus afford the best 
specimens of the capabilities of the soil and climate'for forest 
growth. Numerous vineyards occupied the hill-sides, and by 
these we descended into the small vale of Berbet, out of which our- 
selves and the rivulets found their way by a narrow and preci- 
pitous ravine in limestone, about 3 a mile in length, with a bad 
road, and which leads to the expanded and fertile valley of the 
Ghomir Sh, the head waters of the Khazir, or Bumadus. This 
valley is rich in vegetation and cultivation, and contains many 
villages. We crossed it in a diagonal direction, and in about 
1& hour reached a village at the foot of the range of hills which 
mperstitious traditions concerning this khalif. Be this an it may, the Itzed, Kamben, 
Sheikh Ma'zen, or exalted doctor (as the evil spirit is variously called) of the I'zedig 
is a corrupted doctrine, converted by the ignorance of the people alone into whatever 
exists of direct worship, by the same procena that in the Roman Catholic Church the 
doctrind of the intercession of saints becomes in the hands of the uneducated, a real 
saint and even picture-worship. . 

* Kinneir speaks of the Itzedis as tolerant in points of religion, free from narrow 
prejudice% and possessed of noble and generous principles. The I'zedis of Bahdinbn 
must apparently he distinguished from the Bame tribe in Sinjkr. The great villages of 
the I'zedis of Bahdinbn, more especially Bah 'Alshikhah and Bah Idri, are the best 
built, most flourishing and cleanest spots in Adiabene, 'and the inhabitants are kind and 
hospitable to Franks, but they detest Turks, who never fail to heap upon them all kinds 
of absurd reproaches. There is no doubt that the Itzedin are quite open to a better edu- 
catioq and even to a more huma&religion 
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bounds the valley to the N. Here we first observed the horns of 
the chamois of Kurdistin; about 24 feet in length, of a dark 
black colour, and curved inwards, with knots on the convex part. 

The  ascent of the hills, composed entirely of supra-cretaceous 
limestones, brought us into the region of the valonia oak, where 
the trees, however. were of snare erowth. The ascent occu~ied 

1 0  1 

I* hour, when we were agreeably surprised to find the range 
breaking suddenly off in a steep precipice, beneath which, at a 
depth of 800 feet, was a narrow vale, with many villages and 
gardens, and over which rose a huge mass of alternating lime- 
stones and sandstones, to the height of about 2000 feet, called the 
C h i  ZirwAr. We were obliged by this character of the country 
to alter our course, and keep up the side of the precipice, till, 
passing over some broken hills clad with forests of oak, we found 
ourselves in the valley of Chelbki, bounded to the N. and S. by 
narrow ranges of limestones, with a quiiquiiversal dip, rising so 
steeply and terminating in so sharp an edge as to look almost like 
walls of art, an appearance common to the outer ranges of lime- 
stone hills. Immediately N .  of these double ranges is the lofty 
and A l ~ i n e  chain of Gharah or Ghararah. semrated in a direct 

' 1  

line byAa valley scarcely 1 mile in width from the Jebel Hair or 
Chel6ki ranges, and bounded to the N. by the gre? valley of 
'Amidiyah. This chain, composed of various limestones and sand- 
stones, separates the tributaries of the Great Zab and the Khtibur 
or Zikh6 river from the tributaries of the Khazir. or Burnadus. 
and those of the Khosar, the river of Nineveh. It  is prolonged 
to the N.W. by the C h i  Spi, or Jebel A b y d h  (white moun- 
tain)-Researches, p. 265-which, reaching the Tigris, is pro- 
longedinto northern Mesopotamia by the low sandstone hills which 
bear the old name of Jebel Gharah. T o  the S.E. the same chain 
is prolonged to'the ravine of the Great Zab, and beyond that by the 
mountains designated as the Sar Hasan Beg, which will be after- 
wards described. The central chain of Gharah presents at times 
a common single crest, the lime rocks having a qulquiiversal dip ; 
but at times the union between the opposite beds is not perfect, 
and a craggy valley, of from 3 a mile to 1 mile wide, is left be- 
tween walls of rock, dipping to the E. and W. 

At  the easterly foot of the Tfiri, or Jebel Gharah, and near the 
village of Zinddr, are some copious springs, furnishing a tribu- 
tary to the Khazir; and near this we obtained a few organic 
remains, illustrative of the age of the sedimentary rocks of the 
T6r4 Gharah. Our road was carried over this chain in a tortuous 
manner, chiefly through wooded and picturesque glens. The 
height of the summit level above the sea was, by boiling-point 
thermometer, 2187 feet : the culminating points may be judged to 
rise to 4800 feet. There was still a good deal of snow on the 
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eastern slope, and patches on the western. We halted for the 
night in a vale at an elevation of 3620 feet, without habitations, 
but having a fine spring of water. Temp. 52.7 Fahr. ; air, 78.7. 

Wednesdn , June 10th.-We had nothing but a gently undu- 
lating and we I 1 - w d e d  country from our station of last night to 
the valley of 'Amkdiyah, the bottom of which is occupied by a 
deposit of supra-cretaceous sandstone and sandstone conglomerate, 
of little adhesion, and deeply intersected by water-courses. From 
the undisturbed horizontality of the beds I was inclined at first to 
look upon this sandstone as a local deposit, filling up this great 
valley, but a prolonged investigation disclosed that this formation 
has been tilted up by the TGri Gharah, but not by the TGrl 
Matineh of the Chaldeans, or the Ch6 Matineh of the Kurds- 
the range of mountains which bound the vale of 'Amidiyah to 

, the E. or N.E. 
The he,d waters of the Gharah river, a tributary to the Great 

Zab, spring from a slight swelling in the soil of the valley, about 
12 miles W. of 'Amidiyah; while from the opposite side of the 
same eminence the waters flow to the Khib6r. A river which 
at the place of our descent was a mere brook became, before 
reaching 'Amidiyah, 15 yards in width, being supplied by moun- 
tain torrents, which issue from every gap and from every snow 
patch in tbe TGri Gharah and the Thi Matineh. T4e  detail of 
some of these will be given in the map. 

The valley of 'Amidiyah, although containing many villages, 
belonging partly to Kurds of the Bahdinin tribe and partly to 
Chaldeans, is but sparingly cultivated, being mostly occupied by 
forests of valonia oak, which more especially stretch along the 
eastern foot of the TGri Gharah from hence to Rowindiz, a dis- 
tance of 3 days' journey, and this is the great district for gather- 
ing galls and valonia; for in our travels furthet eastward we 
scarcely met with any more groves, still less with forests of oak. 

We had been accompanied from M+ul by a Roman Catholic 
Chaldean, cd the name of Divud, a respectable gall-merchant of 
'Amanliyah, who, being well acquainted both with the Kurdish 
and Chaldean dialects of the mountains, wfs engaged to act as 
interpreter. From this man, and from other inquiries instituted 
at 'Amidiyah and at Rowindiz, it appears that the perianth of 
the Quercus valonia is alone gathered for the market, but that 
galls are obtained both from the Q. valonia and from other oaks. 
I did not find them in the act of gathering, but the trees pointed 
out as furnishing galls were Q. cerris, pedunculata, and infeetoria. 
The  gall-apple, which is known to be the product of a species of 
Cynips, is only gathered from the stalks or stems; that on the 
leaves is pulverulent and useless. The  zone of oak in these 
mountains extends from an elevation of 1500 feet to 2500 feet 



above the level of the sea; above and below this the trees become 
mere shrubs. 

The  valley of 'Amidiyah, excepting the slight elevation inter- 
vening between the watershed of the Khibhr and the Gharah 
rivers, extends from the Tigris to the vale of Rowindiz, being, 
however, curved about 12 miles to the E. of 'Amidiyah, in the 
district of Zibeiri, and is about 5 or 6 miles in width. The  
town of 'AmLdiyah is built upon a rock-terrace of limestone; the 
onlv one which overlies the sandstone throu~hout the vallev. This a 

rock lies on the eastein side of the valley, and is an offkt from 
the Matineh range. The  extent of the terrace, which is in shape 
somewha? oval, is Q of a mile in length, and 3 a mile in width. 
I t  is everywhere surrounded by cliffs, varying from 40 to 80 feet 
in altitude ; consisting of compact limestone reposing upon sand- 
stone. It  took us 45 minutes to ascend from the base to the gate, 
the road being tortuous. There are two gates to the town, one to 
the N.W., the other to the E. The  town stands on the eastern 
portion of the terrace, the remainder being occupied by graves 
and a square open castle, with circular towers at the angles, built 
by the late Beg of Rowindiz, when he sacked this place. The  
rock terrace is also defended at various points by guard-houses, 
towers, and irregularly-constructed bastions, with occasional cur- 
tains, which are not however carried round the rock. The  town 
is all in ruins: of the houses formerly existing, only about one- 
third are now in repair or inhabited; and of the bbzir about one- 
fourth is made use of, the remainder being in a state of decay. 
Above these perishing materials there rises a seri'i, the residence 
of the phhL, the lower part built of stone, the upper of mud; 
and near it is a beautiful model of a pillar, a detached minket, 
the only one in the place, and also near the only existing mesjid. 
At present the chief population of 'Amidiyah are Jews, who have 
70 houses here and 3 synagogues. These poor people have 
among themselves a tradition that their ancestors have dwelt b e  
from a period shortly subsequent to the captivity. The  Moham- 
medans have 60 houses, and the Chaldeans have 20 houses, of 
which 5 are Roman Catholic. There are also 5 houses of Arme- 
nians, who pursue their usual avocations as jewellers, armourers, 
&c. There was a garrison of nearly 200 irregulars, chiefly 
A m a h  and Greeks of Rumelia. 

The  Chaldean community of 'AmLdiyah, which remains sted- 
fast to the ancient faith, has only one priest, a most simple kind- 
hearted man, called KashiyA (priest) Mand6. Besides 'Ami- 
diyah, the duties of his post extend over the villages of Bibibi, 
Hamziyah, Belagh&ni, Arrishk. Haradin, Meristek, Komini, 
Deri, Derzin, Erdil, and Beg K6ti ; a district of upwards of 40 
square miles, which can be well supposed to derive little aclvan- 
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tage from a single spiritual instructor. Hence the progress oE 
the Roman Catholic faith among the Chaldeans of Bahdinin, 
which has already gained over the villages around Zikhci, long 
since left without any teachers of the faith of their forefathers. 

By the recent changes in church government effected in M k u l  
in June, 1840, by the envoy of the Pope, M. de Villarclille, bishop 
of Lebanon, MAr Zahar, bishop of Mcieul, was made patriarch, 
with the title of ML Nicolaus ; and to him were given Baghdid, 
Mdsul, and A1 KSsh. M i r  Y6suf assumed the episcopal supre- 
macy over the town and district of 'Amidiyah; MBr Petrcis that 
of Jezireh and ZBkh6 ; M i r  Michael, of Se'rt ; Mir  Bisileis, of 
Diyir-bekr ; Mir  Agathos, of Mirdin ; and. MBr Laurentius, 
of KerkGk. 

A Chaldean bishop was appointed, about seven years ago, to 
'Amaiyah, by the patriarch MBr Shim'cin; his name is M i r  
Elias: but, after living at 'Amidiyah only one year, he seceded 
from the Chaldean, and became a convert to the Roman Catholic 
church. His character has, hawever, become suspected among 
the Roman Catholics, who have reduced him to the lower rank 
of priesthood; and he is strictly watched at Mcisul, as fears are 
entertained of his desire to return to the Chaldean church. H e  
would not, however, be received in the mountains, where he is 
equally despised for his tergiversation by. the laity and the clergy, 
the latter of whom are the more particularly indignant from the 
great responsibility of the charge entrusted to him. 

Although the priest of 'AmLdiyah, Kashiyi Mandb, received 
holy orders from Ish'iyah, Chaldean bishop of Berriwi, residing 
at Dki, he and his flock pay their tithes and contributions to 
M i r  Ytisuf, Roman Catholic bishop'of 'Amidi~ah, now residing 
at A1 Kcish. This is in virtue of an arrangement made by the 
Roman Catholic church with the 'Osminli government, who 
would be less secure of their part of the revenue if it were paid 
to ,the bishop of Berriwi, while dhe Roman Catholics would 
naturally get nothing from a church from which they have se- 
ceded. Two other districts, that of Dirjrkan and that of Nhrwk,  
containing many villages of Chaldeans, are similarly circum- 
stanced : each of the above-mentioned districts has three priests. 

The  only antiquities which we found at 'Amgdiyah were the 
foundations of a temple hewn out of the solid rock on the surface 
of the terrace. I t  is 20 yards wide and 30 long, and about 
8 to 10 feet deep. At  the E. end is a cut in the rock for an 
altar, and to the S. a sepulchral cave, divided into three com- 
partments. In the interior there are three rows of pillars, shaped 

C like obelisks, only truncated at the summits : this has all the ap- 
pearance of being an ancient Persian fire-temple, and as such 
was known to the inhabitants. There is also a bas-relief of a 



human figure, rather larger than the natural size, cut in the fare 
of the rock below the N. W. gate. The figure is much mutilated, 
but what remains of it resembles in its details the statue in the 

I 
cave of ShApGr, which is generally supposed to represent the 
conqueror of Valerian* 

Not far from 'Amidiyah is o small Chaldean monastery, un- 
tenanted and without doors. The town itself does not appear to 
have been a place much frequented by pious Mohammedans, as 
there are only two ziyirets in the mezhr or burial-ground. 
'Amidiyah stands in N. lat. 36' 47' 29'1, as derived from an ob- 
servation of the moon's meridian height, and at an elevation by 
boiling-point thermometer of 4.265 feet. 

* These vestiges of a Persian temple situate in one of the most prominent positions 
on the rock-terrace, and belonging, a would appear from the character of the statue 
acul lured at the portal of the city, to the early monarchs of the Sasanian dynasty, 
w& indicate that one of the sacred fires or pyrea of the Magians existed at this place; 
and this, combined with the strong position of the fort, favours the suppoaition of its 
being the Assyrian Echatana of Ammianus (lib. xxiii. c. 6). Whatever may have 
been the original meaning of Akbetana, or Ecbatana, which, according to Major Raw- 
l i m n  (Journ. of b y .  Geo. Soc., vol. x. p. 135), signifies a treaarra-city, it  is certain 
that that name waa very generally applied: hence the great number of the Echatanas of 
antiquity. The city of this name, n o t i d  by Plutarch in hi Life of Alexander, was in 
Babylonia, and not in Assyria, and may he easily recognised, as the Macedoniau hero 
went there next after the battle of Arbela. He was there particularly struck with a 
gulf of fire, which streamed forth continually as from an inexhaustible source. He 
also admired a Bood of naphtha not far from the gulf. (Langhome'a Plutarch, p. 480.) 
Thin description applies ~olely to the AbG Jeghb, near Kerkhk, at which latter place 
is a castle-bearing mound of great antiquity, resembling that of Arhela, a city of the 
same date. I t  is not surprising that the Maginns should have made these natural foun- 
tains of 6re the object of a peculiar worship. Major Rawlinson (opus c i t p  137) quota 
the Asiat. Res. (vol. iii. p. 10) to show that so great was the veneration in which these 
fountains were held, that they were visited by devoteea from India But save the fues 
there are no remains of antiquity at the place nearer than KerkGk, for I have carefnlly 
examined the site circuastances connected with these natural firen. (Researches, 
BE., p. 242 et aeq.)%e "te of the great Median Echatana hu heen aati~factorily de- 
termined by MajorRawlimon. But Stephanus Byzantirlus says: "Est etiam oppidum 
Byriae Ecbatana;" and we have the authority of Pliny and Hesychiun that this was situate 
upon Mount Cannel. There was also a Persian Echatana : Pliny says, "Magi obtinent 
Paesagarcla castellum, in quo Cyri se ulcrum est : et horum Echatana oppidum." The 
Arsacian Ecbatana which ap am to gave been identical with the Ragau of the book of 
Tobit and the R h a p  of the Ktorians of Alexander, is represented accodmg to Major 
Rawlimn by the ruins of Kal'eh Erig, near Verirnin. If  it cau he shown, then, that there 
were two MedianEchatanas, one Persian, one Syrian, one Babylonian, and one Arsacian, 
I can scarcely see the grounds for scepticism as to the existence of an Assyrian Ecbatana. 
Mr. Rich found that 'AmPdiyah was still known to some by the name of Ekbadan ; 
and although my inquiries on this subject have not yet been attended with succeas, 
Mr. Rich was far too careful a registrar of facts to have been easily misled, and too well 
acquainted with-the Asiatie character to have founded his statement upon a leading 
question, such as (' Do you call this place Ekbkdan ? " which, if the &rmative is sup- 
posed to be sought for, will always he given. 

Our questions led to the following resulta : first, that the Kermanji, or Kurds, know 
the town universally by the name of 'Ambdi, or "the town of the Medes;" and that 
'AmPdiyah is a corruptioii of this Iume by the Arabs and Turks, not known in the 
mouutains: they iu the same way c h a r ~ ~ e  the name of the Berriwi into Berriwi~ah ; 
that of Tbbi into Tobiyah; arid so on with many other Kurdish and C h a l d a l  tribes. 
Secondly, t h ~ t  they have a tradition that the town, notwithstanding its Mediau coe- 
querors aald Nagiau wornhip, wan founded by the Apocryphal prophet Tobias. 
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The same night that we arrived at 'Amidijah, the Chaldean 
mountaineers made a descent upon a Mohammedan village, 
peopled by the descendants of an Amir Sayyid, or chief de- 
scended from the Prophet, only a mile from the town ; and from 
all the information I could collect, although most anxious to 
disbelieve it, only two persons out of forty escaped the gene- 
ral slaughter. I never could learn esactly who were the authors 
of this atrocious and indefensible crime, for in the interior I 
did not find the men even in arms, although threatened with 
war on every side. I t  is difficult, however, at a distance to 
form an idea of the hostility existing between the Chaldeans 
and Mohammedans. The  Mohammedans themselves did not 
refrain from constantly expressing, even before us, their jealousy 
and abhorrence of the followers of a devised and detested 
religion, retaining its independence in the heart of Islamism. 
W h n  a Tiyiri man comes to 'AmAdiyah he is subjected to 
every kind of indignity and insult, spurned, kicked, and spit 
at. His Redeemer is cursed and vilified to his face; often 
they are seized and m d e  to work, and many have been put to 
death. Thus persecuted, it is not surprising that in time of war 
they retaliate upon their oppressors in a sad sanguinary spirit; 
their passions are too fearfully roused, and the hatred too deep 
and long endured, to subside in mercy and forgiveness ; and ages 
of tyranny and intolerance have driven from their bosoms all feel- 
ings of pity iowards their haughty and implacable Mohammedan 
enemies. 

At  this time Mohammed PishA. of M6s'ul. was. with his de- 
tachment, encamped at a short distance Lo& ' ~ r n i d i ~ a h ,  the 
Kerminj chieftain of which had taken refuge in Kumri Kal'ah 
in the Berriwi country. This day he came up and pitched his 
tents within a mile of the town; and greatly did the officers 
rejoice as they spoke of what they deemed certain-the imme- 
diate subjection of the Chaldean mountaineers. In the evening 
the rocks were lined with soldiers firing salutes. which were " 
answered by the guns from the camp ; but we went'into the heart 
of the country, and returned from thence, while the 'Osminli 
P L h i  was engaged in making overtures to the chiefs, without the 
least chance of success; and when we returned to Mdsul, he had 
retired without being ahle to effect anything beyond-the pacifica- 
tion of a part of his own province, by the occupation of Akra' and 
the expulsion of the old governor of 'Amidiyah. 

Aware that the roads were now occupied by armed moun- 
taineers, who perhaps might not put much faith at such a moment 
in the avowed purpose of our visit, we immediately on our arrival 
sought out and found with difficulty a ma.n whose poverty and 
rags might serve to protect him, while he ventured to the 13ishop 
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of B e ~ i w i  to announce our coming, and request a free passage. 
We spent two days, tormented by sand-flies, .waiting for this 
messenger, who at length arrived the morning of the 13th, when, 
issuing by the eastern gate, to avoid observation, we got into the 
gardens and vale N. of 'Amddiyah, accompanied by our mes- 
senger and the priest Mandu, who had volunteered to go with us 
to the 

The  pass of the Matineh mountain is exceedingly beautiful. 
Near its foot a mountain-torrent (Sulif chgi) comes tumbling 
over the rocks, amid precipitous cliffs variegated by a rich 
vegetation and long pending stalactites or a rough covering 
of travertino deposited by the waters; climbing arid creeping 
plants swing in flowery festoons down the water's edge, petri- 
fied in their course, and their verdant foliage is rivalled 
in various tracery by the stalagmitic deposits. The torrent 
forms three successive falls of from 18 to 20 feet in height, 
alternately losing itself in caves of green foliage or re-appear- 
inc as a sheet of white foam. After about half a mile of oDen 
"$ley the second part of the pass is attained. It is 'a Aar- 
row gorge in limestone rock-the first of the redoubted pyle 
of the HakkGi country. The  mountain of Beshish is to the E., that 
of Sheikhten to the W. The  pass itself is called Geli Muzfikah. 
An ash-coloured snake, having bright yellow bands, waved itself 
occasionally up the smooth and perpendicular face of the rock ; 
but its progress under such circumstances was very slow, and it 
might have been easily killed. The Asiatics generally appear 
to entertain a great prejudice against snakes, which they always 
destroy when possible, although the poor creatures are never the 
first aggressors, and so much to be admired for their great beauty 
of form and colour, and the elegance of their movements. The  
houses in M6sul abound with them, but, as is always the case 
with Nature's productions, they fulfil a beneficial purpose. Ants 
swarm in these mud-hovels. and these are checked in their in- 
crease by the flat-toed lizard, which itself would become nume- 
rous as a plague if it were not for the snakes, which also moderate 
the productive powers of the bat-tribe. 

A little beyond the Geli Muziikah is an isolated rock called 
Peri BUgdh-si, or the Honey-place of the\Fairies, apparently 
inhabitants of Kurdistin. When we got to the crest of the chain 
we found ourselves amid patches of snow, at an elevation of 5840 
feet ; and below us the summer-quarters of the people of 'Amb- 
diyah, which they had not occupied this year on account of thk 
war. I t  was a delightfully cool pasture, and possessed one mud- 
building, the palace of the Pishi .  These spots, named YGlb 
by the Turks, are called by the Chaldeans Z6m4, and by the 
Kurds, or in KermBnji, Zozan-the present one Zozan Nav-dashti. 
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From this p i n t  the extensive district of Berriwi extended 
before us; in our neighbourhood was a long valley dotted with 
villages of industrious Christians, while at its head was a peculiar 
rounded mountain, rising almve the village of Dtiri, the seat of 
the bishop of Berdwi. Beyond were two distinct lofty and 
snow-clad chains of mountains-the one, TGr Devehli, extending 
from N. 5 E. to N. 25 W.,-the other, T6r i  Shini, the extent 
of which was not well defined. T o  the W. the valley opened 
amidst mingled forests, rock and arable land, above which roae 
a group of rude peaks, one of which bore Kumri Kal'ah, the 
present asylum of the Kurdish chief of Bahdinin ; beyond which 
appeared a snow-clad group of mountains, the name of which I 
could not learn. They were the mountains at the head of the 
Buhtan country. 1 

The chain of Matineh which we were now crossing, is, it may 
be observed, the continuation south-eastward of the Jebel JJdi, 
on which local tradition places the Ark, and which divides to the 
N. the country of BuhtAn from that of Bahdinin, and in the 
centre that of Hakkiri from the same country, for thq tribe of 
Berriwi belongs to the HakMri country. The four great tribes 
in northern Kurdiitan are Bahdiniin, B*tiin, Hakkiri, and 
Rowindiz. The  Bahdimin comprehends the sub-tribes of-1. 
Sindi or Sindiyah (which latter syllable is generally added to all 
the tribes when spoken of by the Arabs) ; 2. Sleivini ; 3. Goli ; 
4. Goyi ; 5. Artushi ; 6. D e r r h  ; 7. Kaidi ; 8. Sheikh A n  
(Yezidis) ; 9. Navk6r ; 10. Bowit ; 11. Nhjukh ; 12. Kal'ati; 
13. Kal'ah Deir ; 14. Ser6ji ; 15. Shirwin ; 16. Baradbs ; 17. 
Gerdi; 18. Misiiri; 19. Berriwi; 20. D6ski; 21. Kerki ; 
22. Rekbni ; 23. Nerwi ; 24. Berriwi J6 r ;  25. G6vi ; 26. Teli; 
27. Zitk ; 28. Sherm ; 29. Zobar. The last is the largest sub-tribe. 

The Hakkiri, u p n  whose country we are now entering, com- 
prehend-1. The TiyPri ; 2. The T6bi ; 3. Jelliwi ; 4. 
Piniyaniski ; 5. A1 T6shl; 6. Artdshi B b h i  ; 7. BBzi ; 8. 
Sit i ;  9. OramPri ; 10. J61imergi ; 11. Jell6 ; 12. Dez; 
13. Siliyihi; 14. Berriwi. 

The  Christian villages belonging to these tribes, as far as we 
were able to ascertain, were as follows :- 

1. Tiydri.-1. Ashitah; 2. Zswithih; 3. Miniyhi;  4. 
Mirgi ; 5. Kurkih ; 6. Lizin ; 7. Jemithi  ; 8. Zermi; 9. Sh6t ; 
10. &iw&lh ; 11. Tel Bekin; 12. Beileithi ; 13. OriBtM ; 14. 
Rowirri; 15. Lagipi; 16. Mathi K6sr; 17. BezizG; 18. 
R6mthb; 19. Sidder ; 20. Serspittin ; 21. Betkhi; 23. Nehr 
Kal'ahsi ; 23. Chamid ; 24. Kal'ah thini. 

2. Jell&-1. Als6n; 2. Jell6 ; 3. Zirinil ; 4. Marziyi; 5. 
ThilhA; 6. UmmGt; 7. Zir ; 8. Sirpil; 9. BoMwi; 10. Bi- 
bokr8 ; l l .  Shemsiki; 12. Murt-or$. 



3. Js'rlctme7gi.-1. J h l h e r i k ;  2. Kdch Harmes; 3. Burju- 
llah; 4. Espin ; 5. Gavanis; 6. Kotranh ; 7. Eurenis; 8. 
Syrins; 9. Bekajik; 10. Dai~i; 11. Shom4&4'; 12. Murdi- 
dishi; 13. Madis; 14. Merztn; 15. Zerwi; 16. Deriki; 17. 
Kerm' ; 28. Gem4 ; 19. Kddnls ; 20. Kbaeikiyin ; 21. Kewuli ; 
22. Meilawi; 23. Pisi ;  24. Aldnzd. 

4. Berrdmi.-1. BebB1; 2. Ankri; 3. Malaktah; 4. Bis- 
miy6h ; 5. DJri ;  6. Iyit ; 7. 'Ainah nJni ; 8. A k u s h ~  ; 9. Mi- 
&ah; 10. Robarah; l l .  Dergiili; 12. Tashish; 13. BBsh; 
14. Hayfs; 15. Derishki; 16. Mi$. 

5. Tdbi.-1. Gundakdd ; 2. MuzrB ; 3. Tomag6 ; 4. Berijgi ; 
5. Jissah. 

6. BBz or B&i.-1. 'Orwdntiz; 2. ShoPvih; 3. ArgJb; 4. 
Koj ijah. 

7. Dez.-1. Rabbhn D6dishuh; 2. Maddis ; 3. Chiri ; 4. 
Suwri ; 5. Golosel; 6. M i r  WriyBktSs ; 7. Akdshi ; 8. Chalchsn ; 
9. Gorsi; 10. Savams; 11. Chemmhhh. 

Besides theee there are several districts containing villages 
comparatively insignificant, of which neither the number nor 
locality waa noted :- 

1. Welti ; 2. Neivdi ; 3. Gteenik ; 4. Daprashin ; 5. BJrun ; 
6. Biijini; 7. GarwBr ; 8. Albak (between JJlimerik and the 

.Lake of Vln) ; 9. Shemso-d-din ; 10. Shap&t ; 11. Bratsinnai ; 
12. Dirakh, and 13. Nurwiir in 'AmAdiyah or Bzhdinh. 

I subjoin the following at the best estimate that I can form of 
the population of Hakkiri, founded upon personal observation 
of the various sizes of the villagets a d  of the reports as to their 
number. I t  diffen very much indeed from others previously 
published ; but these have been founded chiefly upon Oriental 
exaggerations. The fallacy af Dr. Waleh's estimate of 500,000 
Christians, for example, must be manifest to all who will consider 
the small extent 04 m u t r y  occupied by these Christians and its 
limited productive capabilities :- 

1. TiyM . M dl. at 24l houses each 488 h o w  at 8 pemm per h o w  3840 
8. Jellfi . 19 ,, 3, 240 n n j  . 1920 
8. J61Cmergi 24 ,, 480 19 98 3840 
4. BerrLwi 17 ,, ,, 340 99 9 )  2720 
5. T6bi . 5 ,, 3, 100 93 $9 800 
6 .BLr .  . 4 ,, ,, 29 1 )  640 
7.DBz. . 1 1  ,, ,, 5320 31 12 1760 - 

15,5W 
To which are to be added out of HakkLrl- 

In Bahdhb 11 villageA, 220 h, .Ild population . . 1760 
Town of 'ArnLdi~ah 20 houees , . . . . , 160 - 1,820 
And 13 district8 not well known, which may be estinroted at 108 heucer 

each, or 1300 BOUW and a population of . . . . 10,400 - 
27,840 
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The Chaldeans in Persia, the RomanbCatholic Chaldeans in 
the same country, and the Roman-Catholic Chaldeans in Meso- 
potamia and Adiabene, taken together, are, on account of the 
greater resources of these countries, probably more than double 
the population of Chaldean mountaineers, or Chaldeans of Hak- 
kfiri and Bahdindn. 

About an hour's descent brought us to the village of Hayis' 
(Chaldeans), where we found the bishop of Berriiwi waiting for 
us. This first specimen of a chief dignitary of the Chaldean 
church was highly favourable. 1 had expected a bishop with a 
dagger and sword-perhaps, as it was time of war, with a coat-of- 
mail ; but instead of that, we saw an aged man, of spare habit, 
with much repose and dignity in his manners, and a very bene- 
volent and intelligent aspect; his hair and beard nearly silver- 
white, his forehead ample and unclouded, and his countenance, 
from never eating meat~uncommonly clear and fair. On meeting 
us, he held out his hand to be kissed, and we were then intimate 
friends. The happy moral influence of Christianity could not 
be more plainly manifested than in the change of manners imme- 
diately observable in the country we had now entered into, and 
which presented itself with the more force from its contrast with 
the sullen ferocitv of the Mohammedans. The kind. cordial 
manners of the people, and the great respect paid to their clergy,. 
were among the first fruits of that influence which showed them- - 
selves. As we proceeded on our journey the peasantry came 
from villages even half a mile from the road, to kiss the Bishop's 
hand; and Kashiyd Mandu also came in for a share of the 
reverences. Little children who could not reach the hand of the 
Bishop were held up by their parents, and every where the same 
$easing testimonies of grateful affection were exhibited. 

An hour's journey brought us to a perpendicular precipice of 
tabular slaty limestone, about 250 feet deep, and at the bottom 
of which rolled the Robar Elmei; a torrent 12 p r d s  wide by 
1 in depth, which flows to the Zab. On the opposite side of the 
river was a conical hill, bearing a ruined castle, formerly very ex- 
tensive : I could learn nothing concerning its history. It is called 
Kal'ah Beitannliri, and is curiously connected with a tribe of 
Jews who reside at the foot of the hill in the village of Beitannuri 
( H m e  of Sire), where they have a synagogue, and who lay 
claim to this place from remote antiquity. 

Our road lay down the Robar Elmei, which'we crossed on a 
wooden bridge, passing several Chaldean villages, and then up a 
tributary stream to the large village of Dhri, where the people 
were waiting for evening prayer; but the Bishop finding it late 
after performing his ablutions, renounced his intentions, and we 
walked from Duri about half a mile to a picturesque and wooded 



glen, wherein were a few hamlets, one of which was the Bishop's 
residence, while up above, and surrounded by trees, appeared at 
the foot of a cliff a little whitewashed church, partly hewn olit 
of the rock. This is MAr Kiyomah, where the Bishop generally 
officiates. 

Having taken up our quarters on the roof of a house, plea- 
santly overshadowed by a huge mulberry-tree, evening prayers 
were said ; when I first found out that a person whose clothes were 
all tattered and torn, whose aspect bespoke the greatest poverty, 
and who on the journey had always marched before the Bishop, 
carrying a stick kith a certain degree of pomp, was no other than 
the Bishop's chaplain. After prayers came meals; the Bishop 
and ourselves eating first, then the ragged but worthy chaplain, 
the priest MandG, DBvud and other chiefs of the group; and 
lastly, the servants went to work with a general scramble. A t  
night the roof of the house presented a happy scene of patriarchal 
simnlicitv-two aeasants and their wives. two cradles and their 
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noisy tenants, t d  priests with daggers instheir girdles, the chap- 
lain, ourselves, muleteers, servants, &c., were all picturesquely 
distributed over a space of about 12 yards by 6. 

Sunday, June 14th.-At divine service this morning before 
dav-break. the sacrament was administered to all nresent. bovs 

I ' J -  

included : raisin-water supplied the place of wine. The cross on 
the door of the church, the cross on the altar, the Holy Scrip- 
tures. and the .Bisho~'s hand. were alone kissed. The cross used - ~~~- 

by the Chaldeans is ;ather an emblem than a representation of 
the instrument of our redemption : its form is this @. Such 
crosses are made in brass, or cut in stone on the churches, as door- 
ways, and often on a large stone at the entrance of a Christian 
village, and it is kissed by the devout on going out or coming in : 
the Chaldeans generally make the sign of the cross, but MQr 
Shim'dn, when prayers were said at Ju lher ik ,  observed no such 
form. 4 

After breakfast we went to the church at DGri : like the rest, 
it presented to our examination only a rudely constructed and 
vaulted building of stone, into which but little light was admit- 
ted by apertures more like loop-holes than windows, perforated 
in the upper part of the rear gable-end. The  altar was at the 
east end, and beyond it was a recess for the communion-table, 
approached by a low door: the whole apparatus of the church 
service consists in a copy of the Liturgy and of the New Testa- 
ment, a brass cross, a bell to ring, an incense vase or chafing- 
dish, and a cup for the administration of the sacrament. 
Generally the interior of the churches are lined with printed 
calicoes or other ornamental cloths, often very ragged, but as it 
was time of war these were taken down lest they might attract 
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partiesin search of plunder. There are no seats in the churches, 
and the men and women stand toaether : the latter never cover 
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their faces, nor are they in any way debarred from free commu- 
nication with strangers or friends. The people were free yet 
respectful in their manners : their curiosity was very great, and 
became sometimes rather tlyiog on the d Of arms ~pecia l ly  
they are very fond, and muld never let ours alone, although pea- 
cussion guns awl pistols are clanprous things to play with : th& 
was also no keeping their hands out of aur travelling-bags. The  
men wear their hair plaited in a single tress, which falls from 
the back of the head: this is surmounted by a conioal cap of 
white felt, which makw them look uncommonly like the pictures 
given of the Chineae. Their best travelling-shoes are made af 
chamois-skin, with a strong netting of string, but thosefor ordinary 
wear are made of felt and require mending every journey ; for 
which purpose each man carriee a large needle in his breast. 

We spent the evening with the Bishop. W e  were in s grove 
of luxuriant growth and variegated foliage; golden orioles sang 
from the shades, and pigeons cooed from the rocks above ; the men 
sat round and patted us on the back with the familiarity of old 
acquaintance, and the woman crowded to enter intu the pawing 
conversation. 

The  villages of Chaldeew in Berbwi having priests, are: 
1. Bebal ; 2. Ankari ; 3. Malaktah ; 4. Halwi ; 5. Bismiyah ; 
6. D h i ;  7. ly4t ; 8. 'Ain6 Nuni ; 9. Derishki ; 10. Mayah; 
11. Akusht4 ; 12. Misekeh; 13. R o k a h  ; 14. Dergehli ; 25. 
Taskish ; 16. Besh ; 17. Hark  : of tbese Derishki and Mayah 
alone have no ch~lrcbea The  Bishop oE Berrswi is the only 
church dignitary in the mountains beaides the patriarch MBr 
Shim'dn. 

Monday, J w  15th.-We at& mrly in the morning to visit 
the iron-mines of BerrBwi, in the mmtaia  of Dhi. We found 
these mines to be worked on the surface in beds of 'bgide of iron, 
disposed parallel to the strata of a fipoile yellow limeatow dipping 
W. at an angle of 26". Tbeae yellow limestones belag to the 
upper chalk fwmation, and the feroxkb (fer limaneux of Beudant) 
occur in them in,beds instead of nodules, as is corninonly the 
case in this formation : these deposits have never been extensively 
wrought, though sufficiently for the. wants of the people. The  
reason that the Kurdish and Chaldean mountaineers value their 
mines so much 4 are so jealous of them, is that what little 
produce they derive from them they co~vert to their own use ; 
which is not the case in Turkey in Asia, where the mines are 
either disregarded ar else wrought by government, often in the vain 
hope of getting gold or silver from tbem. Hence these moun- 
taineers think that if sn intdJigeat natioln had pamssion of their 



mines, incalculable riches might be derived from them, which is 
quite a mistake : they themselves are only acquainted with five 
mines in all Hakkhi. I have examined three out of the five, and 
strongly suspect that none possess such advantages as would make 
it profitable to transport their ores over the mountain roads. I only 
wish I could have convinced the mountaineers of this, even half 
so finnly as I war convin5ed myself; how much suspicion and ill- 
feeling regarding my mineralogical researches I should in that 
case have escaped ! 

We had a steep descent from the TrirA Driri, and reached a 
valley nearly filled ilp with snow, upon which lay a whole grove 
of trees that had been carried down by a land-slip. The Bishop's 
residence at. Duri was at an altitude of 4917 feet; the crest of 
Dliri 579'2 feet ; the vale with snow 5133 feet; from hence we 
ascended again over rocks of blue limestone to the crest of the 
Deralini hills (alt. 5811 feet), from whence we had a prolonged 
descent of 14 hour, at a quick pace, to the village of Gun-duk, 
inhabited by tributary Kurds. This deep valley reaches down 
to the banks of the Zab ; it is bounded to the N. by the great 
range called Kar4si Tiyixi, which forms the western boundary of 
the Tiyhi  district, although the outlying village of Gun-duk is 
tributary thereto. On the S. side of the Zab and opposite to this 
valley is a well-watered verdant vale, inhabited by the C M  
Kurds, who hold out against the Tiylri. 

During the descent of the Deralini, Ddvud fell from his mule 
and hurt himself, so that we were obliged to stop a short time at 
Gun-duk. We bad scarcely left this village, and were travelling 
along the sides of the KarAsi Tiyiri, when a man came running 
in great haste out of the w d s  to inquire where we were going, 
and who we were ; our guides having satisfkl him upon these 
points, we were allowed to proceed. The path or mule-way, for 
it was never anything more, took us round the southern slope of 
the Karisi TiyAri, where its huge shoulder presses down upon 
the valley of the Zab. This rapid river rolled along amid im- 
practicable precipices, nearly 1000 feet below us. Its course 
could be traced for wme distance, but, except two narrow and 
alpine vales, watered by mountain torrents, and inhabited by the 
Ch61 Kurds, there was nothing but bold masses of rock rising 
above one another, and increasing in height eastwards to the 
mountain of Tsar id  abd the Tlirti Shin&. The  Karlsi Tivhri 
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is composed of micaceous sandstones, becoming very schistose, 
and passing into rude mica-schists and clay-schists, with quartz 
rock in beds and. dykes. These rocks were sometimes of a red 
colour, mmetimes black from the presence of carbon. 

As we opened upon the valley of Lizin, or of the Miyih I z h i  
(river of Izini), a scene presented itself more interesting than 
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anything we had yet met with in the mountains. Before 11s was 
an alpine range of limestone rock* stretching E.N.E. and W.S.W., 
with lofty precipices fronting the W., and in their unsevered recti- 
linear prolongation appearing to form a barrier against all further 
progress. There was, however, one gap in this formidable ram- 
part, through which the Zab found its way, to obtain, as it were, a 
little comoarative reoose at Lilan. where its bed is wide and less 

1 I 

rocky. I t  is crossed by a bridge of ropes, which at a distance 
look like a single coil, and on the left bank is the Kurdish village 
of Jenin, while on the right is the great Chaldean village of 
Lizin, governed by an old gentleman who styles himself melik 
or king, but who is under a superior melik of Tiyiri, now in the 
mountains. The  cottages of Lizan were not all grouped together, 
but were scattered among groves and gardens, and being built in 
a Swiss style, had a most pleasing appearance. A practice also 
obtained here, which we afterwards found to be general among 
these people, of sleeping in summer not upon the roofs of the 
houses, but upon a frail scaffolding of four poles supporting a 
floor, sometimes small, sometimes large enough to contain a whole 
family. These bedsteads are from 10 to 20 feet in height, some- 
times in the fields, even amid rice-grounds, but oftener upon the 
crest of little hifls, or in places exposed to the wind; by this means 
they avoid to a certain extent the musquitoes, which abound 
almost eenerallv throuehout Kurdistin. 

D D 

On approac6ing Lizln, a person having apparently some au- 
thority came out with others to meet us. H e  received us at first 
with some distrust, but our country and pursuits being explained, 
we were welcomed and taken to the roof of a house overshadowed 
bv a hune walnut tree. But we had esoied, about half a mile 

1 - 
f;om thg village, and pleasantly situated upon the banks of the 
Zab, a neat whitewashed church, embosomed in a grove of mul- 
berry and pomegranate trees. T o  this, accordingly, we repaired, 
and took up our quarters in the burial-ground, refreshed by breezes 
from the Zab, which rolled by us at a rate of 64 miles an hour. 

We had not been long seated before the melik made his ap- 
pearance, an old man with nothing peculiar about him; and 
shortly afterwards the priest of Lizin, one of the most engaging 
and best informed men we met with among the Chaldeans. The  
polished manners, the learning, and the kindly feeling of this 
man must have been all acquired in the mountains, for he had 
never been out of them, and if he had he would not have found 
at Mdsul on one side, or at Urumiyah on the other, any examples 
to profit by, his manners being superior to anything I have observed 
among the natives at either of those places. Quiet, unassuming, 
yet intent in his arguments, there was nothing but his dress to 
distinguish him from an English country clergyman. 



They treated us as usual most hospitably, but without meat, 
which was all the better for us at this season of the year. Here, 
however. we pot some fish. which is abundant in the Izini. into 
which &er itkcends during the time of floods, and is afterwards 
caught by a dam put across the stream, with openings into little 
cells having a flooring of basket-work to let the water through. 
There is always a bad man in every large company, and one dis- 
satisfied fellow this evening got up the old tale of mines and 
foreign conquests, but we put him down very quickly, and sent 
him away to enjoy the society of his own sullen self and mind of 
evil forebodings. 

Lb in  church was found, by an observation of Jupiter on the 
meridian, to be in N. lat. 36" 53' 50". There are several roads 
from thence to the Hakkki  country, but all of them have to 
compass the ascent of the great limestone range immediately E. 
of the valley. One of them is carried over the side of the Tsariy6 
Mount, E. of the Zab, but is not accessible by mules. All the 
rest present great difficulties. Anxious to see as much of the 
Tiy4ri country as possible, we proceeded (Tuesday, June 16) up 
the vallev of the Izh i .  with the view of visiting Ashitah. the " 
largest 02 the Tiylri villages, and said to contain four churches. 
We were accompanied by three a r m 4  Chaldeans, sent with us 
by the melik of Lizln, who disappointed us in our objects without 
making us aware of the fact, till too late to be remedied. 

A t  a short distance bevond Liziin we ~as sed  the villape Mini- - 
yini, divided into two upper and lo'wer, about a quarter of 
a mile from one another; and 3 miles from the same place the 
village of Umrah, beyond which, 1 mile, was Zawithah. The 
whole valley presented beauties equalling anything in the Alpine 
district. of Eu ro~e .  Bevond Lizin the vallev bepins to rise. the 

d o  

river flowing through a ;avine below ; but above this, and at the 
foot of the stupendous cliffs which guard t k  valley, is a shelving 
portion of declivity, which is everywhere cultivated, overgrown 
with trees, or studded with the pretty cottages of the mountaineers. 
Every available plot of ground is cultivated in terraces, rising one 
above the other, and the rocky interval that separates them is 
covered with fruit-trees or tall poplars for building. The system 
of irrigation practised on these terraces is very perfect ; I counted 
twenty-five terraces sown with rice, the most common crop, all 
under water at the same time. In  the middle of the vallev the 
cultivation and cottages are mostly on the S. side, and above the 
level of the river (Tdni), but higher up they occupy both sides 
equally, and extend to the banks of the stream. Cultivation 
attains its greatest altitude at Za ithah. The village churches- 1 edifices of simple structure, wit out tower or steeple, but neatly 
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whitewashed-are generally built on aome eminence or sIight 
elevation of ground. Umrah has two of these, both occupying 
picturesque situations. The  little wooden platforms for night- 
rest are sometimes disposed, eight or ten in number, round an 
enclosed but uncovered space, where in summer-time the family 
or families meet together at sunset, and converse previous to 
retiring. 

At  Umrah we commenced the ascent of the mountain. T h e  
heat of the sun rendered the toil most severe. In  one hour's 
time we reached the foot of the cliffs, the mules working up behind; 
we then turned along the face of the precipice near its foot. The  
road was so b d ,  that we had twice to load and unload the mules ; 
at length we reached a gap in the rocks which led us to a vast 
powth of fennel, which announced pmimity to the enow line. 
A number of peasants were occupied in cutting this useful plant, 
which constitutes the winter stock of cattle provender. When 
green it is chopped and put into sour milk, to which it gives a 
pleasant aromatic flavour. Two species of fennel almund hem, 
and it is remarkable that they respectively favour opposite sides 
of the mountains. With them grow Alchemilla alpina, Trifolinm 
alpestre, Stachys alpina, and a Lobelia We had not yet, how- 
ever, attained the beautiful Alnine vegetation which we were 

I m 

afterwards presented with. These heights were now arrayed in 
their most attractive green, and the relief to the eye was very 

' great. The crest of the Kuriki, the mountain we were now 
crossing over, leaving Ashitah to the left or W., was 7652 feet in 
elevation ; the culminating point of Kuriki, clad with snow, must 
exceed 8000 feet in height. The descent was still steeper than 
the ascent, and rendered difficult by the nature of the rdck, a 
slaty argillaceous limestone, which dipped parallel with the slope 
of the mountain, leaving smooth surfaces to slide over, and it was 
impossible to say somqtimes how far these slides might be carried. 
On the side of the hill, not far from its base, is a rude rodr 
called Taraspino, into which a gallery is pierced for working an 
apparently promising vein of galena, but it is only wrought when 
there is a demand for bullets. The veinstone was barytes, and I 
got some pretty crystalline calcareous spar ; the forms, however, 
were not uncommon. Madreporites abounded in this limestone. 

I arrived at Taraspino, a large village at the foot of the 
mountain, with a Greek servant, who is a good pedestrian, about 
an hour before any of the remainder of the party. Having saluted 
the peasants, and partaken of some sour milk brought by the 
women, I went, before a crowd could collect, to the forge, which 
consisted of a small single furpace without chimney, but with 
bellows of adequate size. The  crucible would not hold abore 
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20 lbs. avoirdupois of metal; and it is evident that it is only 
smelted for bullets or some other such purpose. The  lead is not ' 
oxidated for silver, as there was no furnace for the purpose. 

Soon after the arrival of the party the whole village, men, 
women and children, crowded round us. They willingly gave us 
specimens of ore, yet to my surprise the guides declared this a 
bad village, and that we must go on ; I believe it was owing to 
our Mohammedan muleteers who bad been threatened. 

We accordingly started for another range, formed of quartz 
rock and schist, and gained the crest after little more than an 
hour's foot work. We then continued along the side of the hill, 
over neveral snow patches, and above the valley of the Zab. Mr. 
Rasldm and Divud began to give me uneasiness, as tbey were 
far in the rear and had several tumbles ; Mr. R a d m  was com- 
plaining of his chest, from which he afterwards suffered much, 
and it was growing dark. At length, just after sunset, we came to 
a summer pasture around a great patch of snow, called Z6m6 
Suwarri. There were a few peasants here, and we drew up and 
waited for stragglers, spending a night of a most agreeable and 
invigorating temperature at an altitude of 7169 feet by boiling- 
point thermometer. The  shepherds bad with them some speci- 
mens of the fine mastiff of Kurdistin, which in outward appear- 
ance very much resembles the St. Bernard's breed, but ie more 
s h a ~ w .  

%&re is a POBd carried across the mountain at a lower level 
than the one we were at present following, and which is only 
available during a short season of the year. Upon that road a 
monastery was built some years back for the entertainment of 
travellers, and a certain sum of mosey was given Ly the Chddean 
church towards its erection. But a melik, by name Melik 
Khiyo, in whose district was this charitable institution, was found 
guilty of perverting the fundo placed at his disposal to his own 
advantage, and came under the displeasure of M l r  Shim'6n, 
apparently far other evil doings, so far as to be excommunicated 
from the church. H e  ia now in consequence at enmity with M i r  
Sbim'dn: and hearing that some Franks were upon the road to 
visit the patriarch, he concluded, as is customary in this country, 
that we were bearers of presents, which he resolved to appropriate 
to himself. The plan he adopted was to send two armed men, 
who met us on the road next day, and with many polite words 
expressed their astonishment at our having come SO difficult a 
road, regretted our fatigue, requested that our guides should be 
sent back, as they would now see ua safe to a place of refresh- 
ment, and thence across the mountains. These kind proposals 
not being accepted the argument was changed, and the conversa- 
tion was more particularly directed towards the guides, who were 
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told it was better for them to return, as the melik was deter- 
mined to fight us, and they might come off badly. They, how- 
ever, remained firm to their post, and we heard no more of the 
matter. 

The prospect from the Z6mi Suwarri was very grand, the rock 
scenery being hold and various. To  the N., range after range 
of rugged mountains succeeded one another like giant walls so 
rapidly as to make it inconceivable how such a country can be 
penetrated. Five different ranges presented themselves between 
us apd the snow-clad uplands of JGldmergi and the head-waters 
of the Zab. T o  the S. were all the long crests of rock we had 
toiled over, the summits of TbrL Shinlr and Kuriki rising over all ; 
and after all our labour the gap by which the Zab found its way 
into happy Lizin appeared quite close to us, but at a depth Chat 
diminished the trees and buildings into points pricked on the 
rock's surface. 

Wednesday, June 17th.-Our road still lay along the side of 
the mountain, the snow was more abundant, and the slope often 
very steep. Those who got over first stopped to laugh at those 
who came behind, for the falls were even more ridiculous than 
dangerous. In one place the mules had to pass under a waterfall 
at the head of a glacier, when their burthens were well wetted- 
on two occasions they had to be unloaded. I t  was on the side of 
this mountain that we found waiting for us the persons before al- 
luded to. A little below was a Z6mL, sprinkled with the large 
bright blossoms of the crocus alpina and azalea procumbens, be- 
sides several species of squill and the clustered umbel of a spiked 
ornithogalum and common blue hyacinth. , 

We observed on the sides of this mountain a considerable 
change in the vegetation, indeed we found almost every range 
more or less characterised by the preponderance of certain forms 
over others, and the vast numerical increase of a few social 
snecies. Here three snecies of ~ l a n t s  excluded almost all others : 
1 

they were the Astragalus tragacantha (great goat's thorn), Trago- 
pogon orientalis (goat's beard), and Rhamnus saxatilis, the berries 
of which are used by the Easterns to dye leather yellow. I t  
must not, however, be confounded with the yellow berry of com- 
merce. which is the ~roduce  of R. catharticus. Goats and sheen 
feed upon all these ilants, as did also our mules ; and flocks we& 
numerous on these well-clad hills. It  is remarkable of the Tra- 
gopogon orientalis that its geographical. distribution is very various, 
and that though abounding on the plain of Adiabene, it yet does 
not cross the Tigris. Its white stem when first pushing out in 
spring is abundant ig the market of M6gu1, where it is brought 
from the plains E. of the Tigris; and, although wild, it is incom- 
parably the best vegetable which this country affords. The sten1 
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makes a pleasant salad, and in the mountains is peeled and eaten 
raw. 

On our descent dwarf-almond and Azalea procumbens became 
abundant. We pot down to the vallev of Ith4 bv means of a - 
glacier or snow-patch, about a mile in length by 300 yards in 
width. I t  sloped more gently than some preceding ones; and 
although perforated by a mountain-torrent it bore mules and men 
in safety, and with our shoes off we could run or slide down, 
which was a great relief after the continued stepping from rock 
to rock. The valley of IthL is beautifully situate, being encirclkd 
on the N. by lofty snow-clad mountains, the Tusini Thri,  the 
rocks of which dip N., while they present bold precipices towards 
the valley. There are here three villages-lthi, Pir Beka, and 
Galith4. After stopping a short time at Pir Beka, where we got 
our favourite dish of boiled wheat in sour milk, we proceeded 
down the valley of the river of I th i  to the bridge which is oppo- 
site to Galithi. The torrent (for it was nothing else at this 
season of melting snows) was there 25 yards wide by 5 to 6 feet 
in depth. The bridge was ingeniously made of wicker-work. 

From GalithB we commenced another ascent almost as fatiguing 
r as that of the Kuriki. Half wav UD this ascent I had the curiositv 

J 1 ~ - -  ~ J 

to pass with the water-course through the heart of a glacier for 
about 600 yards, when I reached the other side; the effects of 
light and shade within this icy tunnel were beautiful, and the fine 
expanse of marbled arch was pleasing to the eye, but it was like 
walking in a drizzlinn rain. In winter-time the inhabitants here 

D D 

descend the mountains on sledges of very simple construction : a 
single piece of wood slightly concavo-convex, or boat-shaped, 
has a deep notch in front, to which a cord is attached, and the 
navigator pulls hard in the direction opposite to that in which 
he is going; still he must exceed our railways in speed when 
launched upon an even declivity of snow with a slope of from 
15O to 20'. 

Having gained the crest, we had nothing to do but to descend 
another glacier, and it was the work of a few minutes to lose the 
elevation which it had taken us upwards of an hour to ascend to. 
We then found ourselves in an alpine valley, overgrown with 
fennel and a rank. marshv ve~etation. at the lower Dart of which 
was the village of ~aldtah,Owhere w e  passed t h i  night, much 
against the will of our guides, as the inhabitants were Kurds. 
These people were in extreme poverty, living almost entirely upon 
wild plants. We could only get from them the stem of the 
fennel, gathered just as it issues from the ground near the snow- 
line, and stalks of rhubarb, the acidity of which, however, was 
very pleasant and refreshing. They had lately killed a bear at 
this village ; the skin measured 6 feet 4 inches from the snout to 
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the stump of the tail, and the fur was of a dun-grey-colour, whitish ' 

beneath. We also saw here horns of the wild goat. 
This valley, at an elevation of 6200 feet, was partly cultivated, 

partly covered with snow, and the remainder overgrown with a 
rank vegetation, more especially of umbelliferous plants ; Bmong 
which, however, were a few beautiful flowering plants, as crown 
imperial (Fritillaria imperialis), pmny, and asphodel. The 
waters of this little alpine valley found their way out by a narrow 
and deep glen in limestone, and then tumbled along to the valley 
of the Zab. 

Thursday, June 18th.-The ascent to-day was not so steep, 
and in some parts we could mount our mules. The hills were 
also now wooded with fine oak; and gaining the next crest 
(WarandGn), we found ourselt es immediately above a summer 
pasture with a large patch of snow, whereon was now encamped 
Ismael, chief melik of TiyArS. The  descent was steeper than 
the ascent, and extended about 800 feet. The only tent in the 
Z6mi of WarandGn was that of the melik; a11 the rest were huts 
made of branches, and there was an aspect of poverty in all things, 
and nothing plentiful except milk. A few cross-sticks were quickly 
set up and a carpet spread over them for our accommodation. I t  * 
was some time before his Majesty the King of Tiyiri made his 
appearance. H e  at length was seen slipping out of his tent, and 
encompassing our carpeted mansion. H e  came as if from an 
opposite direction, entering with an air half of pleasure, half of 
surprise. He had evidently been dressing, and was clad in a new 
cloak of scarlet cloth and wine-coloured inexpressibles. As many 
as the little tent would hold crowded in, and our position became 
extremely irksome. King, travellers, soldiers, peasants, muleteers, 
were all crowded or rather jammed together. It was with difficulty 
that space was made for a repast of rice and sour milk that had 
been hospitably prepared for us. The conversation turned chiefly 
upon mountain-politics, as the Melik's mind was evidently quite 
absorbed by the appearance of the Turkish troops at 'Am6dfyah. 
H e  said he was also threatened on the side of Vin. But we 
afterwards found that he had exaggerated this. He appeared to 
be well affected towards IbrLhim PAshd, from whom an emissary 
had lately visited these mountains. H e  also spoke favourably 
of the condition of the Christians under the Russian rule. H e  
was not a man whose countenance expressed much firmness or 
vigour of character. Tall and of spare habit, he appeared to have 
given himself a good deal up to domestic comforts, and to have 
foregone the elasticity and energetic movements of the moun- 
taineers, and in point of judgment and intelligence he was far 
inferior to the patriarch of the Chaldeans. 

Similar customs existing among people geographically remote 



from one another, independent of their importance in tracing the 
early distribution of nations, always excite interest, especially if 
c o n n e d  with certain physical circumstances. A pleasing remi- 
niscence of other alpine countries was afforded to us here by the 
general custom of wearing an eaglet's feather in the mp, the son 
of the Melik Being alone distinguished by a dark green cock's 
feather, such as is worn in Tyrol.* 

Leaving the Melik, who expressed himself disappointed by our 
present, although we thought we had been uncommonly generous, 
we descended another thousand feet through a'thick forest to the 
valley of Kiyah, where we pastured the horses while I examined a 
neighbouring lead-mine.. There was, however, only a shaft of a 
few feet in depth, and that not Being at present worked, I could 
not ascertain the thickness of the vein. I t  occurs in a slaty 
yellow limestone belonging to the upper chalk formation. Moat 
of the lead here is gathered from the water-courses in small 
pebbles, as the tin is in some of the mines of Cornwall, only the 
fragments are less round. 

There are two villages at KiyaG, th; upper one Mohammedan 
and of tributary Kurds, the lower one Chaldean and with a 
church. 

In ther allel of Kiyaii, or rather a little below it, and at the 
foot of arandhn, the Zab is divided into two branches of very 
nearly equal size ; the southerly branch comes from the country 
beyond Jiilimerik, the northerly from Leihiin and that quarter. 
This latter is called Berdiziwi or Little Zab. A huge mountain- 
mass called Meskannah extends between the two rivers.' 

After a short ascent over yellow'and fissile limestones, we 
travelled along the banks of the Berdidwi, sometimes over cliffs 
of conglomerate which overhang tLe river, and down which one 
of the mules had a fall, but was luckily held up by the trees and 
recovered without any hurt. I n  little more than an hour we came 
to a torrent which descended from a lofty and snow-clad chain 
to the west called Miiran.4n.t It  was 13 yards wide by 2 in 
depth, and crossed by a bridge of interwoven branches as usual. 
Near the same point was also a bridge over the Berdizawi, and a 
little cultivation, but no village. 

* The Melik, observing that I had been collecting plants, lent a man who brought 
me a gorgeone specimen of a scarlet cypripedium, which pew in shady places near the 
--line. My only botanical work (Ioudon's Encplopmdia) does not mention a 
scarlet species of this interwting genm. . 

t Thu name in a p n t l y  the same u that of the Metropolitan, called by Major 
Rawlinson (Journalof Royal Geographical Society, vol. x. p. 103) Maranan, evidently 
meant for Mfir Haonan, the Metropolitan of Adiabene, who, at the beginning of the 
ninth century, withclrew a large part of Kurrlisth from the eccleaiaetical jurisdiction 
of Aterbijkn, and annexed it to the biehopric of Salak, which, accordirlg to Major 
Rawlinson, waa the name applied formerly by the syrib to the Kurdish mountains 
between Media aud Aasyria. 
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Beyond MBranhn river to the N. are two rocky ranges of lime- ' 

stone, which, with the characteristic peculiarity of that rock, tower 
up in lofty precipices, in this case fronting the W., while the strata 
dip E. The  most easterly and most lofty of these ranges is called 
Siniber, and beyond it is the upland of Lei'hGn. We crossed the 
first and lower range, when a curious arrangement of rock pre- 
sented itself. The lofty precipices of limestone to the N .  and S. 
fall awav to the same ~ o i n t  in the E. start in^ towards it from n 

nearly eiual distances, 'the cliffs begin to lower and to recede at 
the same time, till they meet in'a point over which the Berdiztiwi 
throws itself with a roaring noise and a cloud of foam and spray. 
I regret that our road did not conduct me near enough to examine 
in detail or take measurements of this great waterfall. Turning 
to the N., the path led along the foot of the cliffs and then up 
rocks like steps, so that on approaching the crest of the Sindber, 
I found myself separated from the river by several tiers of rock- 
terraces, presenting so many inaccessible cliffs. 

On the upland of LeihGn we found the BerdiAwi divided into 
three branches, all which unite shortly before the gap in the rocks. 
The most .westerly is the smallest, being only a few yards in 
width; the second comes from the N.W., and was 20 yards wide, 
and very deep, but its channel much filled with boulders; the 
third came from the N.  30 E., and was 22 yards wide, and 
from 4 to 6 feet deep. We crossed all these streams on bridges 
of twigs: they rolled beneath with the noise and rapidity of 
mountain-torrents. 

This upland is inhabited by the Kurdish tribe of Leihiin, under 
the beg of JGlBmerik. Many villages, with much cultivation, are 
scattered around. We crossed the river, and turned rather to the 
S.W.. to the village of the beg. A short time after our arrival. n 0 

this worthy governor, a fine but ferocious-looking old man, came 
to us on the roof of his house, and, without allowing any inter- 
ruptions, addressed us in pretty nearly the following amiable 
strain, omitting the sallm :--<I What do you do here ; are you not 
aware that Franks are not allowed in this countrv? No dissimu- 

~ - 
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lation ! I must know who you are, and what is your business. 
Who brought these people here ?" turning round in a haughty, 
peremptory manner. '< I," said one of the Chaldehs, laying his 
hand upon his breast in an undaunted manner. H e  turned round 
again, and said, more deliberately and quietly, rcYou are the fore- 
runners of those who come to take this country ; therefore it is 
best that we should take first what you have, as you will after- 
wards take our property;" and he turned to his followers for 
approbation, which was grinned forth fiercely. Taking advantage 
of the hiatus, Mr. R a s h  endeavoured to put in some peaceable 
sentences, and ultimately got the old man into a better humour. 



After a time he got up to go away; then turning towards me, who 
had been all the time sitting under a tree, where I had gone to 
take a few notes-an employment I was soon obliged to give up- 
he said to Mr. R a s s h ,  rcYou are social; but who is that 
proud brute in the corner ?" I laughed at him, and he walked 
pompously away. At night the mules were huddled together, 
and each in his own way prepared against an attempt at robbery, 
not so much from the old chieftain's braggadocio as from the 
whisperings and signs we observed going on among his followen; . 
but nothing came of all this noise. The Chaldeans said that if 
he had robbed us, the Tiyiri, as we were under their protection, 
would have punished them for it ; but I think they did not like 
the risk that would have attended upon the attempt; for there 
were five well-armed men in our party, besides five slightly 
armed. 

Friday, June 19th.-From LeihGn the direction of our travels 
was altered : the same previously-described remarkable peculiarity 
in the configuration of the country which had so much influence 
upon its hydrography affected also the lines of communication, 
and instead of travelling nearly constantly N., we now turned to 
the eastward, over the upland of Leihlin, and low ranges of hills. 
The temperature was so low as to feel actually cold ; and as we 
went eastward the river of LeihGn was seen flowing through 
pastures, as a quiet stream, and no longer a roaring torrent. -Far 
away to the N. was a Christian church, called Mi r  Ghiy6rghiy6 
Karkil, much reverenced by the Chaldeans, as the tomb of a 
holy person who made many converts ; and at the head waters of 
the river was the snow-clad chain of Pirh 'Ashin, which stretches in 
front and beneath the loftier Erdish Tigh. Passing over a range 
of Hlls, rising no great height above the upland, we descended to 
a cultivated vale, with houses and gardens. This place is called 
Eslayh. The  inhabitants are Kurds, but very poor : they said 
they had not tasted bread for forty days. We certainly could get 
nothing from them, so we made a breakfast upon a salad of young 
vine shoots. 

Near Eslayi (6258 feet in elevation) we entered upon the first 
granitic district we had met with in the mountains. These rocks 
presented the usual large and small-grained varieties of grey and 
pink colours. They show themselves first on the upland, at an ele- 
vation of 6000 feet, but soon rise up 1000 feet above that, in 
bare, rude masses ; and their prolongation apparently forms the 
TGr& JellG of the Chaldeans, and Jlwur TQh of the Persians, 
the loftiest chain of Kurdistin. In the marshy spots, such as 
are frequent in granitic countries, there was a brilliant vegetation, 
more especially of primula auricula, of which the peasants made 
bouquets to present us with. Caltha palustris, Pinguicula alpina, 
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Veronica aphylla, Epilobium alpinum, and many saxifrages; 
euphorbiae, carices and grasses also abounded. 

Another ascent with a snow patch brought us in view of 
Jblimerik,bearing N. 80 E. The first appearance prepossesses the 
traveller much in favour of a town so beautifully situate. The 
castellated part consists of a massive building, the residence of 
the beg, to the E. ; a central square court, with round towers at 
the angles, and a few strap houses irregularly detached, occupies 
to the W. the crest of a low cliff, which rises with precipitous 
sides from out of the collection of mud hovels, about 200 in 
number, that nearly encircle the castle hill, and constitute the 
town of JGlimerik. In other respects it is situate in a deep 
hollow, on the Kurdisan upland, being at an elevation of about 
5400 feet, and in a ravine, by which the rivulets of the d i s t r i c ~  , 

of which there are many-find their way into the Zab, flowing 
immediately below. T o  the E. is a bold rocky mountain, called 
Shembat, which is at least 3000 feet above Jhlimerik ; and be- 
yond rise the still loftier summits of Jellh or Jdwur TBgh; the 
highest mountains of this part of Kurdistin, and probably only 
equalled by the MBranin mountains : the nearest of its summits 
to Jbldmerik is called Galili. T o  the S.W. rises a rock of lime- 
stone, about 600 feet high, bearing a ruined castle, designated 
Kal'ah Bawi. Around, and especially to the N. and N.W.,, is 
seen cultivation, with a few villages : we descended to one of 
these, called Menin, and thence sent off a guide to announce our 
arrival to Mk ShimY6n, and await his disposal of our persons. 
The patriarch was at that time acting-governor at Julimerik, or 
Jemir, as it is called by the Chaldeans, the Kurd beg having 
gone to Bash Kala'h to meet an envoy from Hifiz Pishi.  Had 
he been at K6ch Hannes we would have waited upon him at once ; 
but we were too well aware of the jealous disposition of the Kurds 
at J i d h e r i k  to create impediments in our own way, by doing 
anything that might cause either a feigned or real distrust on the 
part of the patriarch. M i r  Shim'6n sent back for answer, as might 
have been foreseen, that we had better not come into Jhlhmerik, 
where all our motions would be watched, and no private conver- 
sation could be indulged in ; but his brother would receive us at  
Pagi, an Armenian village, close to the town, and where he would 
visit us next morning. We were accordingly soon installed in 
the yard of the Armenian church, from whence, as it came on to 
rain, we retired to the vestibule, where the people for two days 
had the extreme satisfaction of worrying us till we had nearly 
lost all patience. We were never for one moment, night or day, 
without a number of men around us, whose only amusement was 
to examine all our things, to pass jests, and fling epithets of scorn 
upon theit visiters. I was not allowed to take any notes, being 



c a r e f u l l y  watched night and day. We did everything in our power 
to conciliate these rude people, by rendering them various services, 
but to no purpose; nevertheless I obtained a few astronomical 
observations at night, effecting my purpose under pretences which 
insured me a few minutes' privacy. By two meridian passages 
of Jupiter and one of the moon, Pag? church is in N. latitude 
37O 8' 53" : its elevation is 4880 feet. 

Satwduy, June 206h.-MBr Shim'6n came to us at five in the 
morning, and conversation lasted till 13 P.M., fasting, I suppose, to 
preserve clearness of understanding. The patriarch, however, told 
us, by way of apology, that his brother, who had been with us on 
the previous evening, was not at his own home, but a guest.* Mbr 
Shim'6n is in every respect a fine man, in the middle of life, tall, 

vent countenance. strong, with a capacious forehead and intelli, 
He was, however, evidently timid in regard to the Kurds. Our 
presents, consisting of modest luxuries, scarce in the mountains- 
such as calico, boots, olives, pipe-tops, frankincense, soap, snuff, 
&.-were, to my amusement, displayed in public by DBvud, 
everybody offering an opinion upon the value of each item. The 
patriarch's good manners did not prevent his letting us know that 
a watch would be acce~table. 

I 

But, with these trifling exceptions, our conversation was of the 
most interesting kind, and the patriarch felt and expressed the 
greatest anxiety to enter into friendly communication with Eng- 
land, and to avail himself of the kind interest felt in the education 
and moral and religious improvement of his people by many of 
the inhabitants of Great Britain. At one time he retired to hold 
a consultation with his brother, but it was of short duration, and 
probably related to the feelings with which the Kurds might view 
such an alliance, but a moment's consideration sufficed to con- 
vince them that it was not of a nature to interfere with local 
political arrangements ; and that, at all events, they were always 
in a condition to assert their own free will, and to maintain their 
religious and national rights. These subjects having been all 
discussed at length, M4r Shim'6n took his departure for the castle 
of Jemir, his brother remaining to keep us company. 

Sunday, June 2lst.-It may be said that the~consideration of 
the moral and religious condition of the Chaldearis only remotely 
affects the interests of geography : but as the Society has expressed 
itself in the Instructions as by no means insensible to the im- 
portance of this object of our research, I shall here introduce, as 

* It is worthy of being recorded aa an act of kindness, amid so much rudeness, that 
next day (Sunday) an early but sim le repast was brought us; and all we could 
learn was that it came from a widow wgo had lately lost her husband. After o q  first 
interview, however, with the patriarch, plenty of provieions were regularly sent us from 
the castle of JGlimerik. 

E 2 
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briefly as possible, a few remarks upon these people, in the hope 
of drawing attention to what I consider as the leading consideration 
in all attempt. that may be made to ameliorate their condition. 
Writing to the Royal Geographical' Society, I may be allowed to 
notice a speculation respecting the influence of physical circum- 
stances on man. I t  has been advanced by the most eminent 
traveller of the present age, that certain climates, more espe- 
cially alpine districts, where but a brief interval of sunshine 
alternates with storms, and where the rucnedness of nature 

uu 

begets sternness and moroseness in mankind, are most favour- 
able to the propagation of a religion of asceticism and monastic 
seclusion. But here, in the heart of Kurdisth, where snow- 
clad rocks perpetually frown down upon secluded vales-where 
giant precipices seem almost to defy mankind to venture upon in- 
tercommunication-where waters, instead of meandering through 
flowery meads, pour in resistless torrents over their stony beds- 
where clouds, unknown at certain seasons in the plains, almost 
perpetually obscure the fair face of the heavens or dwell upon 
the mountain tons-and where the universal asnect of nature is 

I 
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sterile, forbidding, and austere-the benign influence of a kindly 
religion, and the simple forms of a primitive church, have pre- 
served a people from self-sacrifices, unavailing to God and inju- 
rious to society. The Chaldean church neither inculcates seclu- 
sion nor celibacy among its clergy ; its only purification is fasting, 
so strongly enjoined all Christians; q d ,  in order that in this 
point their bishops-whose dignity is hereditary-may be without 
stain, they are not allowed to partake of flesh-meat either before 
or after their ordination. 

But if the influences of climate and soil, combined with the 
peculiarities of position with regard to neighbowing races of men, 
on the moral and intellectual development of the Chaldeans, are 
modified in one direction by religion, it is much to be regretted 
that in another they have exercised full sway, allowing the pas- 
sions too frequently to obtain the ascendant over morality and 
religion. The hardy mountaineer knows but a single step from 
the toil of travel, the hunt. of the chamois, or a combat with a 
bear, to an expedition for plunder, or to civil war'and extermi- 
nation. 

Thus the charact'er of the Chaldean, besides perhaps retaining 
the impression of early persecutions, has undoubtedly been affected 
by position, by the influences of nature, and by the vicinity of 
warlike and predatory tribes, maintaining hostile creeds, but it is 
still more influenced by a very simple and easily remediable de- 
fect, namely, that with the forms and practice of worship they are 
not taught to understand the gospel. 

In a country where none can read but the priests, it is most 
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essential that attention should be given to the instruction of the 
people in the humanizing precepts so characteristic of, and so 
peculiar to Christianity. I t  is not the fault of the laity, for they 
are regular attendants at church, but of the priests solely, who 
partly chaunt and partly mumble through a liturgy of great 
beauty and excellence, and through the ennobling lessons of the 
New Testament, in so unintelligible a manner, that no practical 
advantages can be derived from them. And it is ,to be re- 
marked here that the old Chaldean in which the liturgies and 
Testament are written differs also much from the Chaldean 
dialect at present used by the mountaineers. Certain prayers are 
familiar to all, but they have little moral effect. Many persons 
piously disposed retire to a corner of the church to pray in privacy, 
and I have often observed that such persons adhere also to the 
old Oriental practice of frequent prostrations, a form not ob- 
served by the clergy : but there is no plain distinct enunciation of 
the precepts and practice of our Saviour or of his Apostles. 
There is no sermon or lecture to expound difficulties of doctrine, 
to awaken reflection, or to sustain faith by convincing the in- 
tellect: thus the main body of Chaldeans are only nominal 
Christians, and must remain so till assistance be sent to them 
from more favoured nations. Left to themselves and without 
education the people have deteriorated, and with the carelessness 
and ignorance of the laity have come laxity and superficiality 
among the clergy, an attachment to forms with a disregard to - - 
substance. 

I t  would be a great injustice, however, to these mountaineers 
were I not to acknowledge that they are superior in intelligence 
and in moral worth to the inhabitants (Christian and Moham- 
medan) of the same classes in Anatolia, in Syria, and Mesopo- 
tamia. There are some forms of society and many decencies of 
life belonging to improved civilisation that are omitted by the 
mountaineers ; but, leaving out exceptions, there is no doubt that 
they are, as a race, more quick and impressible, more open, 
candid. sincere and courteous than the inhabitants of the be- 
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fore-mentioned countries. Their bearing is erect, but without 
the swagger of the Turk; their eye firm, but without ferocity; 
their forehead ample and high, unclouded by suspicion and evil 
feelings. 

But this slight superiority over neighbouring nations gives them 
no claim to be looked upon as a people enjoying all the real 
benefits of the church to which they belong ; their general de- 
meanour and tone, their implacability towards their enemies, and 
many points in the daily conduct of life, are not only not conso- 
nant with, but are severely reprobated by, the religion which they 
profess to follow. The origin of the demoralization and of the 
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religious and intellectual prostration of this remarkable people 
was beyond the control of man, and was primarily connected wit11 
those many revolutions with which it has pleased the Almighty 
to visit eastern nations ; but the present existence and continuance 
of this state of things is evidently to be attributed to the want of 
communication with other nations, and to the neglect of educa- 
tion among the clergy as well as the people; and it is sincerely 
to be hoped that the same day that these facts shall be clearly 
felt and fully appreciated, will see commence the future regenera- 
tion and humanization of one of the most interesting and most 
remarkable, yet little known people, that are to be met with on 
the earth's surface. 

I t  is an agreeable reflection that the power to rectify their 
error, if any such exist, lies with themselves, and that they are 
therefore open to the best and surest means of doing good- 
friendly and brotherly advice, offered by one who never (as an 
esteemed authority writes) considers those corruptions as heresies 
which do not actuallv tend to destrov the Christian faith. T h e  
exercise of such lib&ality is truly kbouring not to increase the 
power of any particular sect, but to unite the Church throughout 
the world in brotherly love and sound doctrine. 

The Patriarch of the East, who in the time of Assemani had 
twenty-five metropolitans and upwards of 200 bishops, has now 
only one metropolitan, Andisho Andishiyah, or Ishiyah, metro- 
politan of Berriwi, and four bishops, viz., Mbr Yumna, bishop 
of Gawilen, MBr Y6sef. bishop of Dahara, Mi r  Iliyis, bishop of 
Glij Teppa, Mi r  Gabriel, bishop of Ardishar,-all in Persia. 
The dignitaries-of the Roman Catholic Chalclean church have 
been alredy enumerated ; it is remarkable that Assemani states 
that the Patriarch is elected by a council of metropolitans and 
bishops convened by the sees according to their priority, while 
Mr. Rass6m assures me that the office is hereditary, and so far as 
succession in one family is concerned, this is also affirmed by 
Dr. Walsh. It  appears that the nephew generally succeeds the 
uncle. 

Y d 2  , June 22nd.-This morning we left Pagi, on our road 
to Bdsh ala'h, or the "castle at the head " waters of the Zab. 
We had a gentle ascent up the shoulder of T l r  Buju-llah, which 
lasted nearly 2 hours, and then descended to the valley, or rather 
upland, of K6ch Hannes, a small village upon a level upland 
vale, advancing over the valley of the Zab, the residence of MBr 
Shim'&. A servant came out from the village and brought us 
presents of flowers and a repast. Some of the Kurds of Jlil i-  
merik were in their tents at their summer quarters in this valley, 
which is watered by a great number of torrents, supplied by the 
snows of Burju-llah. 



We rode some distance along the sides of K6ch Hannes hill, 
having a higher range, that of 'Areb TBgh, before us. We then 
descended by a long and steep, though otherwise good, pathway, 
to a valley in which were many villages and delightful groves, 
with a varied and abundant vegetation. We then ascended again 
to a cultivated upland at the foot of 'Areb Tigh, where were the 
Chaldean villages of Espin and Gharids, both having towers of 
defence against the predatory expeditions of the Kurds ; and 
the latter was a rood snecimen of the woorer class of Chaldean n 

villages-small, but with a bold look; poor, but religious : the 
inhabitants of five houses had two churches and one fort. . 

The prospect from GharAnis, where we spent the night at an 
altitude of 7009 feet, in a temperature of 40.4, or only 8O.4 
above freezing point, was very beautiful. The quantity of water 
poured down by the mountains around is very great : in travelling, 
scarcely has the din of one torrent begun to diminish when an- 
other breaks, upon the ear. Cataracts in rivers or rivulets gene- 
rally display some geological phenomena, such as differences in 
the structure of the strata, the'. crossing of a dyke of igneous 
rock, &c. Here they exhibit the effects of contrasted configura- 
tion. Three different torrents wured in loftv falls over the side 
of K6ch Hannes Mountain, to u h e  in one striam before reaching 
the valley of the river of Espin. The outline and forms of the 
mountains which constituted the loftv chain of T h r i  Jellli. or . --, - 

Jiwur Thgh, were never so distinctly &en : I could take bearings 
to all the chief points, which, if not the highest, are by far the 
most steep and rugged of the Hakkhi  Alps. There are four or 
five abrupt, truncat'ed, culminating points, between which are 
i-idges of sharp pinnacles, rising like sky-towers, and overlooking 
deep and precipitous ravines filled with their vast deposit of per- 
petual snow, the grave of waters gone to rest. The silver crest of 
the lofty but less serrated peaks of Miranin also extended to the 
N.W., the sun's setting beams lighting up their long continuous 
summits like a great icy coronal set upon the sea of silent hills, 
which filled up the remainder of this beauteous landscape, and 
which we now felt loath to leave, still more so from the ~rosnect  

I 1 - -  
of a burning plain before us; but we remembered that we had 
still to cross the same chain-still perchance to breathe freely 
on the summit of the peak of Itowindiz. 

Tuesday, June 23rd.-There are two roads from Gharinis, one 
over the mountains. the other bv the vallev of the Zab. We took 

J 
- -- 

the latter, although the longer, in order to visit some sulphur- 
mines said to exist there, and to avoid the Art6shi or Ardiishi 
Kurds, who were not well spoken of. 

We made two slight ascents and descents before we came to 
the sulphur deposit. This we first met with at the bottom of the 
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valley ; it consisted of sulphur mixed with blue lime shales, some- 
times granular, but mostly pulverulent. The second deposit was, 
half a mile beyond, in breccia of blue limestone, between the frag- 
ments of which was a small quantity nf crystalline sulphur. Neither 
of these deposits were of much importance, from their extent, but 
geologically they resembled much what is observed in the plains 
of Mesopotamia. A warm spring, emitting hydrosulphurous acid, 
also occurred in the vicinity. We passed the Chaldean village of 
Kerml, and then turned off from the valley of the Zab, which was 
here both rocky and beautifully wooded, to the N.E., passing a 
valley with two more Chaldean villages. 

The  outline of the mountains had now become less rugged, the 
uplands were more lofty, and the chains more continuous. We 
met in our road with a well-armed caravan of mules going to 
JGlherik.  By the road-side grew large golden poppies; and, 
where marshy, Britomus urnbellatus. In the evening we fol- 
lowed for some time the valley of the Zab, where it winded 
through a marshy upland vale ; at the end of this it received a 
large tributary, which we crossed by a bridge : it flowed from 
N. 80' W. Ascending an upland a little above the Zab we 
reached the Chaldean village of Me'ilawa. These Chaldeans 
are subject to Bish Kala'h, and no longer claim the distinction of 
belonging to a tribe. 

The country towards the head waters of the Zab beyond this quite 
changed its characters. There were still a few mountain points, 
as Arghi TAgh,* to the S.E., with a bold outlying rock, called the 
6c Rock of Fire." To the N., between Bish Kala'h and Lake VBn, 
was the Erdish Tigh;  but the outline of the chains is now-tame 

* This is the MGz TLgh of Colonel Monteith's map; and it appears barely to rise 
from 1500 to 2000 feet above the valley of the Zab, where the latter ia about 6400 
feet above the level of the sea; so that the mountain attains an elevation of 8400 
feet. Monteith marks 9000 feet; pfobahly from actual observation of a crest E. of 
that which was visible to me, and whch constitutes the summit level between the head 
waters of the Zab and the upland of Urumiyab. Compared with the observed eleva- 
tion of She'ikhiwk I should think Colonel Monteith's observation ratha in excesa, and 
it ippeared to me that none of the snowy mountains of the districts of Behdbsht, Bur- 
dash,  and Kaniresh, which bound the upland of U ~ m i y a h  to the W., attain an eleva- 
tion exceeding WOO feet; the mean height of the crest being R400 feet, or 4000 feet 
above the lain of Urumiyah. The TiirL Jell& or JBwur Tigh, towers over the range 
considerabfv, and advances beyond it to the W. But it would he requisite to extend 
our researches further S., along the Kandilh mountains and Sardbsht country, in 
order to determine the loftiest summit between the MGz TLgh and the Zagros. I think, 
however, that there can he no doubt that the peak of ' ~ o w h d i ~  has no rival in the 
easterly chains of KurdistAn, and it is in these that it  is situated. Notwithstanding the 
evidence of Monteith's map, it a p r  quite certain, from the size of the rivers flowing 
from thin easterly chain to the e of Ununiyah, more especially the Nk-16, the 
Suhbr, and the Burr&nduz, that they originate in the ThB Jellii, and flow through thii 
chain; indeed, the transverse valleys of the two last-named rivers are quite evident 
from the lain, while Bome large tributaries probably flow from the western side of the 
Jellii to $e Zab, in the interval between the country of the Tobi Chald- and the 
Zibari Kurds. 
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and rounded, the ranges being neither serrated nor boldly defined, 
and rising so little above the level of the upland as to have the 
appearance rather of hills than mountains. But the generally 
Alpine character of the whole country was rendered sensible by a 
varietv of ~rominent features-the bleak and bare asnect of the 
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soil-the little cultivation, and that so tardy-the reluctant vegeta- 
tion of coarse grasses and sedges-the hardy and ligneous cha- 
racter of the perennial species of plants-and the waters flowing 
towards the lofty chains to the west-spoke of their altitude in 
language as strong as the diminished pressure of the atmosphere, 
whether indicated by the length of a column of mercury or by the 
low temperature of the boiling point of water. Meilawa, by the 
latter indications, rns  at an elevation of 6418 feet. 

Wednesday, June 24th.-Our road still continued up the open 
valley of the Zab: 2& hours brought us to where two streams 
meet; the one from the mountains beyond B b h  Kala'h, the other 
from Kandli Kilissa. We soon came in view of B L h  Kala'h, 
about 2 miles to our left. I t  is a large village, distributed round 
the base of a more conical hill than that of Jbllimerik, and, like 
it, supporting a castle. I t  is said to contain 200 houses, inhabited 
by Kurds, Jews, and Armenians. I t  is governed by an officer of 
the Beg of Jbllbmerik, and is tributary to the Pish i  of VBn. 

At one part of the valley of the Zab some rocky ridges of yellow 
limestone come down close to the river's edge, which they shut up 
in a narrow den. There are no less than three different castles. " 
square courts with towers at the angles, commanding this pass. 
Two are in ruins, but one,.Kala'h Karini, is still in good repair. 
Our guides this morning had been a good deal disturbed by the 
appearance of six armed Kurds, who followed us for three or four 
hours, always keeping, however,' out of shot. This was an 
advantageous place for an attack on our small party, for our three 
Chaldeans had left us at Jblhmerik, and been replaced by a peace- 
ful, talkative priest, but nothing was attempted. Keeping still 
up the valley of the Zab we came to an ancient Armenian mo-o, 
nastery, well built, with sloping roof, and bell-towers, containing 
two hells, regularly rung at service. I t  is curious that the 
Armenians, who are dependent, should have preserved this custom, 
while the Chaldeans, who are indepencfent, have no bells in their - 
churches. 

At this point the Zab is divided into two streams, one of which 
comes from the southern declivities of the Erdish Tligh, in the 
district of Albak; the other from Kdniyeh, Karkiin, and Kashen, 
where three different springs are marked in Colonel Monteith's 
map, evidently from actual recognisance ; and the elevation given 
is 7500 feet-I do not know how determined, but coinciding with 
what might be expected from the observed elevation of the Zab 
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in the present upland valley, so near its sources, and where it is 
n mere brook, 6300 feet at Meilawa, 6800 feet at Kandi Kilissa. 
The sources given them by Colonel Monteith are correct, what 
ever mav be the h e  with the course nnd tributaries of the river. 
as delinGated in the same map. They rise between the territo6 
of Salamast and KofGr, in the Sar a1 Btigh, from the sides of 
which the waters flow in three opposite directions to the lake of 
Urumiyah to the Caspian and to the Persian Gulf. 

KandB. Kilissa is, as before said, a very old Armenian mo- 
nastery. I t  is inhabited by a bishop and priest; the former of 
whom, an intelligent man, assigned to it an age of 1600 years. 
The door-way was a handsome specimen of Saracenic architecture, 
though defaced by a colossal bas-relief of the Almighty, a mon- 
strous production, resembling a great idol. Around the arch were 
also other figures, with large heads of hair. On the bodies of 
these were some antique carvings, among which were some letters 
resembling those which had been identified as Armenian at A1 
Hndhr. I may mention here, that, with the exception of the 
Armenian characters, the sculptured signs on the stones of A1 
Hatjhr are correctly rectilinear, and not variously contorted as in 
the specimens printed by the Society. The church of Kandli is 
defended by a rampart and bastions, and has two outer courts 
with defences. On a height above is a modern castle, with a 
guard of about forty Kurds from Bdsh Kala'h: for this is the 
Frontier of the country. 

Tuesday, June 25th.-This morning we left the valley of the 
last tributaries to the Zab, and entered upon a hilly country, with 
occasional ravines in limestone. I t  was so cold before sunrise 
that we were glad to walk to keep ourselves warm. In one of 
these ravines was a block of. limestone with a semi-cylindrical 
hollow, to which is attached a tradition that a prince of Salamast* 
was formerly converted to Christianity, and was in consequence 
pursued to the mountains; that he attempted to secrete himself 
in this hollow, but was slain there by his enemies. This locality 
of an antique martyrdom was treated with great respect by the 
Chaldeans in our company, who kissed it and then rubbed them- 
selves in the hollow. The stone is well polished by these absurd 
observances. 

Trachytic rocks and basalts break forth amid these limestone 
rocks, and constitute a group of hills,-Turi Khini Sar, or 
Akronal, which rise above a fine pasturing valley, with a lake in 
one part of it, and which was now occupied by an encampment of 
Persian Kurds. I t  takes its name from a ruined karavanserii in 

* This is the orthography insisted upon by Mr. R a s h .  It is generally written 
Selman, or Salrnas. Major Rawlinson's map, 1 find, markn it correctly as a district, 
and uot a town, as in all other map. 



the valley. A Kurd joined us from this encampment with his 
horse and gun, and behaved so outrageously to us, that had he 
continued till out of sight of his friends, we should certainly have 
given him a good beating ; but he was too wise to expose himself. 

We crossed over a ridge of trachytes and descended by Khbni 
Berin, re-ascending amid hills of conglomerate and igneous rocks, 
from whence we obtained our first view of the fertile plain of 
Salamast bearing due magnetic E., with the lake of Urumiyah 
beyond. There are moments which never slip from a traveller's 
memory, when, after a long journey on a heated or monotonous 
plain, a range of mountains with their anticipations of cool waters 
and refreshing breezes come into sight, or when, fatigued with 
mountain-toil and travel, a plain, smiling with gardens and 
villages, and full of promises of delicious repose, presents itself to 
his delighted vision. 

Our descent to the plain from hence occupied us, however, 
3 long hours, when we reached some basaltic cliffs, which led 
directlv to the cultivated  lai in. On one of them were the foun- 
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dations of a castle constructed of stones of large dimensions : to 
the S. was a1so.a bold rock of limestone, which protruded out of 
the plain, bearing the ruins of Karnawi or Marandos castle ; and 
before us rose a small hill, the last of the basaltic knolls, with a 
small Christian church. Pits were dug in the bed of a river close 
to us to obtain gravel, which is sifted, and then sprinliled over the 
land, to adapt it for growing water-melons. Two more hours amid 
villages and gardens brought us to the Chaldean village of Khos- 
row& the place of Khosroes * (the Khusrue of Monteith's map), 
where we had an introduction to a relative of MQr Shim'6n. and , - -- 

were well received and hospitably entertained. 
The district of Salamast is covered with villages, as may be 

seen by a glance at Colonel Monteith's map, which appears, in 
what regards this district and that of Urumiyah, to be founded 
upon actual survey. These numerous villages have, as inmany 
parts of the E., a common market, where is also the residence of 
the governor, and the whole is inclosed like a fort. This place is 
designated sometimes Salamast, sometimes Dilmin, but is gene- 
rally known in ordinary parlance as Shahr, < <  the town," simply. 
I t  is the same with the district of Urumiyah. h a l l  this part of 
Pers* a bad Turkish is the language generally spoken : the better 
classes alone are acquainted with Persian. The  Christians all 
look to the Russians as their protectors; but the Persians have 
imbibed a notion that Mohammed 'Ali, or rather Ibriihim P&h& 
is destined to be the great bulwark of Islamism, and the con- 
queror of the Christian foe ; and Major Rawlinson also remarks 
the same thing of Soldbz. 

- 
* The Khmoes, or Chosroes, of historians, is Khoarah with the Peniar~s. 
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Friday, June 26th.-We rode by U'la, where the American 
missionaries have a school, and T~irmel, to the hills which ad- 
vance in bold rocks, bearing two castles over the lake of Uru- 
mlyah, and which are designated KarA Bkh ,  or Black Head. 
But they have a culminating point westward, which had still a 
few patches of snow on its hoary head, and which, rising about a 
thousand feet above the level of the lake, is called Zendasht TAgh, 
or TGr Zendasht by the Chaldeans. These hills gave me much 
hard work, for their structure was very varied ; the results, how- 
ever, may be given in a few words: the fundamental rock was 
large-grained granular hornblende and feldspar, and the same 
mineral small grained passing into basalt. This rock became 
large-grained lamellar as in gneiss, or small-grained schistose as 
in certain chlorite schists. Superimposed were a breccia of lime- 
stone with fragments of hornblende rocks and limestone rocks 
often saccharoidal. A second series of rocks  resented feldsnar 
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and black mica, large grained and lamellar, passing into black 
mica schists, and common mica schists much waved and contorted, 
and these into clay schists of various colours, red, green, and gray. 
Associated with these was a third series, consisting of quartz rocks, 
generally with a waxy lustre, and passing into jade. We crossed 
this range of hills and stopped in the gardens of the Chaldean 
village of GawalLn, to the N. of which is a larger Christian vil- 
lage called Jemalawah by the Chaldean residents, but Jelzilibid 
by the Persians. 

Saturdau. June 27th.-Our road lav a l o n ~  the banks of the 
.I - 0 

lake, but at some distance from the water, and over a dry, gravelly, 
or sandy plain, covered with a species of ononis and mesembryan- 
themum, amid which, when the soil was slightly saline, predomi- 
nated a species of salsola-when very saline, a salicornia-when 
scarcely at all salt, Nigella damascena, Capparis spinosa and C. 
ovata. Thus, at an elevation of 4300 feet, we had at once the 
vegetation of Mesopotamia and of Babylonia, the nigella espe- 
cially reminding one of Mdsul, the mesembryanthema of Hillah, 
but vegetation was more dense; and the perpetual artemisim of 
the lower plains were a good deal replaced by Astragalus verus 
and A. tragacanthoides. Amid these were numerous vagabond 
flowering plants, which did not, however, atFect the main features 
of the vegetation. Springs of water were frequent at the fqot of 
the hills, the waters being generally brackish. They must be- 
come so in passing through the lacustrine alluvium ; for the form- 
ations, at least on the W. side of the lake, are not such as contain 
saliferous deposits.' I have not seen enough yet of the lake of 
Urumiyah to give an opinion upon the origin of its saltness, but 
it is evident that it has diminished in size and left behind a con- 
siderable lacustrine deposit characterised by its saline plants. 



Maior Rawlinson is inclined to take an onnosite view of the sub- 
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ject, and to consider the lake as encroaching upon the land. This 
may very well be occasionally the case, as in different seasons of 
the year when the supplies from the rivers are greater or less, and 
again at certain times when whole rivers are absorbed in irrigation 
or are allowed free course to the lake, as is related by Major 
Rawlinson of the Jaghatii and the Tit56 : but these are accidental 
phenomena, while the great extent of lacustrine alluvium, which 
has evidently been deposited by the waters of the lake, leaves no 
doubt of the general change produced in a great period of time, 
notwithstanding the irregular temporary variation in the level of 
the waters. 

The  district of Urumiyah presents an extraordinary scene to a 
person accustomed to the treeless monotony of tse plains of Meso- 
potamia ; a more fertile district can scarcely be imagined. One 
vast extent of groves, orchards, vineyards, gardens, rice-grounds, 
and villages, sometimes with a village common. I t  much resem- 
'bled the best Dart of Lombardv. between Milan and the Lwo 
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Maggiore. Five American missionaries, with their wives and 
families, are now stationed in the town of Urumiyah, where they 
pursue their benevolent work of educating the young Chaldeans, 
in a delightful climate abounding in all the luxuries of life. May 
they long enjoy them and continue their truly useful and valuable 
labours ! 

Sunday, June 28th.-Leaving Urumiyah we crossed the river 
of Suhiir by a bridge of five arches, and crossing a low range of 
hills entered upon a very fertile low rice country, which extended 
nearly to the banks of the lake. and to the S. tzraduallv became a 
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marsh, which must be unpassable at certain seasons of the year. 
We had some difficulty in fording the BurrandGz, also a goodly 
stream, beyond which we stopped for the night on the marsh near 
the fortified farm of Ullidi. This plain was everywhere covered 
with lstrge herds of horses and cattle, and flocks of sheep and 
goats. There were also many villages, and every appearance of 
the same prosperity and fertility met with all along the E. side of 
the same mountains, which on the western side are, generally - 
speaking, so sterile and unproductive. 
Monday, June 29th.-Passing the villages of Thomator 

(christian) and that of Chir, each with its mud fort, we en- 
tered upon the hills which now separated us from the plain of 
Ushnei, or Shino as it is generally called. We entered by a 
ravine, about 14 mile up which we found the village of Kasinli, 
the hills around rising barely 800 feet above the valley. At 
mid-day, having travelled 6 hours, we came to an upland of 
sienitic rocks, having traversed which we descended upon the 
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plain of Ushnei, and passing the Christian village of ChAm, we 
rode through Ushne'i without stopping, and bivouacked in a field 
beyond the town. The plai'n of Ushnei is traversed in its centre 
by the river Gider, and lnHy be estimated at 8 to 9 miles in 
length by 2 to 3 in width. I t  contains eight villages besides the 
residence of the governor and market-place (Ushnei), and two 
forts, both near the river. This differs much from the account 
given by Major Rawlinson, but I think the variance is owing to 
his having included in his estimate part of the lower valley of the 
GMer, which from the direction by which he approached Ushnei 
may have more the appearance of constituting part of the upper 
plain. This plain is at an elevation, by boiling-point therrno- 
meter, of 4619 feet, which appears from t h e  short course hf the 
Gdder to be corrett. Salamast plain, nearly on the same level as 
the lake, has an elevation of 437!) feet, GawalAn 4353 feet (pro- 
bably 150 feet too much), Urumiyah 4518 feet, a good approxi- 
mation, leaving to the lake an approximate elevation of 4300 feet. 
The  mountains of Keli-Shin rise from 1000 to 1500 feet above 
the plain, or about 6000 feet above the level of the sea ; and they 
presented a nearly continuous extent of snow, descending 500 
feet down their eastern declivities to the zone of fennel. The  
plain itself appears to have been once a lake, which was gra- 
dually filled up by deposits of gravel brought down by the Gdder, 
and which at the upper end of the plain attain a depth of up- 
wards'of 100 feet. A mud fort of no great antiquity, 2 miles S. 
34 W. of Ushnei. has been raised from its ~revious insinnificance - 
by the learning and research of Major Rawlinson, and proved to  
be the village of Saragana, where the army of Narses effected its 
junction with the Armenian contingent. I t  derives, however, still 
more importance from its corroborating the ancient existence 
of a . great - thoroughfare across the mountains by Herir, Rowsindiz 
and Sidek. 

We suffered some inconvenience from the picturesque red- 
turbaned Kurds of Ushnei, who held various debates concerning 
the appropriation of our goods ; also from the fears of the more 
tranquil black-capped gentlemen, who urged us in the strongest 
manner possible not to venture into the mountains, nor even to 
sleep outside of the town. Their strong representations, backed 
by the many private conversations of portions of the crowd, so in- 
fluenced some of our party that only four remained to breathe 
fresh air in the fields, the remainder betaking themselves to the 
town, although we had frequently had throughout our journey 
(and even the night before) the very same representations made 
to us, without any other result than leaving me and my servant to 
sleep alone in the mountains. Finding this want of confidence, 



application for a guard was made next day to the governor of 
Ushnei, which led to much disappointment. Ushnei is, by meri- 
dian altitude of Saturn, in N. lat. 360 55' 29". 

Wednesday, July 1st.-Waiting for the guard, we did not get 
off till afternoon, when, fording the Giider, we passed by Sinkbr, 
and then, instead of proceeding direct to the pass of Keli-Shin, we 
turned to the W., to the summer quarters of the Serhji Kurds, 
where our Zerza guards had to transfer us into the hands of the 
Kurd Beg. By this movement I was deprived of the pleasure of 
examining an inscription I was most anxious to see, and which I 
had first heard of from the Roman Catholic Chaldean b i sho~  of 
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M6su1, who is a native of Salamast. My regret has however 
been lessened by reading Major Rawlinson's account of the same 
stone and writing, which, if engraved on the compact blue slate 
or schist of the neighbouring mountains, as appears from that 
gentleman's description to be the case, must be irrecoverably 
illegible. I t  is satisfactorily determined, however, to be a cunei- 
form inscription. I never heard anything of a second inscription, 
as mentioned by Major Rawlinson. The  second range, which 
overlooks Sidek, is the peak of Itowhdiz ; and it may have been 
lost by leaving the great road to ascend that mountain. 

Thursday, July 2nd.-We started at an early hour for the 
ascent of the Keli-Shin, which was performed on foot; but we 
were delayed by the non-arrival of the Kurds who were to act as 
guards, and without w b m  the muleteers would not proceed; 
when they came up, only two were armed, and these began, in 
the most haughty and insolent manner, to ask for pipes, which ' . 

nobodv seemed inclined to eive them. We then ~roceeded on " 
our journey, and crossing the first range, gained a country with 
less snow and more wood, and with many flocks of sheep and 
goats feeding on the mountain sides. We soon, however, came to 
another range, with glaciers, the slope of which created some 
anxiety. We passed three of these, however, in safety; it was 
more fearful to look at another passing over them than to venture 
oneself; a single slip would infallibly have hurried a person to a 
vast depth? When we gained the next crest, the peak of RowHn- 
diz was only distant from us two more summits and crests, and 
was easilv attainable. I had gone behind a rock to take a few 
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bearings Jwithout attiacting attention, when I heard a quarrel, 
and upon my return found Rassdm and Dbvud agitated with alarm. 
The  Kurds had insisted on being paid according to their un- 
limited demands, and upon the mountain where we were. I was 
glad of this, as there was now an opportunity of repaying them 
for their previous insolence, which had indeed been intolerable 
all the way. They were now alone on the mountain, and the 
Greek and myself were infinitely better armed than they, and 
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our arms in better condition, so we told them to go about their 
business, they should not have a farthing. Mr. Rassim, how- 
ever, who was for pacific m d r e s ,  promised one of the guides to 
pay him at Rowindiz. Finding that they could get nothing from 
us here the two ruffians went off, which was an agreeable rid- 
dance. 

We now continued our ascent of the mountain. Vast niles of 
snow, accumulated by the drift winds to a depth of many Gndred 
feet, were only broken through by bold and sharp rocky pinna- 
cles of grey and green quartz, or broke off abruptly over dark 
precipices of brown and blue schists, shivering away in silvery 
leaflets, and shaking in the breeze more like fragments of the ice- 
heap than of the mountain. T h e  Aretia alpina, and here and 
there a saxifrage, were the only remaining specimens of vegeta- 
tion ; on some sheltered moist spots grew, in one mass, Polytri- 
chum septentrionale. Proceeding over the first mountain, we 
had a descent to make through a ravine filled with snow, then 
another ascent steep and rocky, and another glacier, till hope de- 
ferred made the heart sick. At length we came to a precipice 
formed by a vast dyke of sienites, which crossed the whole crest, 
and constituted the summit of the peak of Rowindiz, or Sheikh- 
iwi, as it is called by the Kurds. We were now obliged to climb, 
but perseverance s&n brought us to the top, from whence we 
enjoyed a view of almost all Northern KurdistAn, favoured as we 
were by an uncommonly clear and fine day; nothing but the 
haze produced by the intense heat of the plain prevented our see- 
ing M+ul. Indeed it was well that before my departure I had 
taken several bearings from M6sul to this mountain, for since the 
great heats have come on it has been no longer visible. It  bears 
from M6sul N. 81°.5 E. ; mag. var. 8' W. Its elevation, by 
boiling-point ther., 10,568 feet. But, although remarkable by 
its position, there is no doubt that some of the summits of the 
Jell& mountains, which are peaks rising on a sea of peaks, or 
mountains superposed on a group of mountains, exceed it in ele- 
vation ; as also do probably, though to a small extent, the Mi-  
randn mountains ; indeed, all the loftiest Alps occur towards the 
heads of the tributaries of the Great Zab, adhering to the narrow 
line of the granitic axis; and lower towards the head waters of 
the Little Zab. At the same time I doubt if there are any moun- 
tains in Kurdisan which attain an elevation of 15,000 feet, as 
marked on Colonel Monteith's map ; the highest summits of 
the Jell& or Jiwur Tigh, viewed in comparison with Sheikhiwh, 
not appearing to attain a greater elevation than 12,000 or 13,000 
feet. 

On looking around I was particularly delighted by the number 
of old friends which I could distinguish ; first, and most promi- 
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nent, were the Jell6 mountains, from which I was separated by 
what might tn$y be called a tremedous country of awful chasms 
and steep precipices; although, when one comes to face these 
difficulties, such a pigmy is man compared with surrounding na- 
ture, that they are merely steep slopes which he may tread, just 
as an ant finds a firm hold upon what to us appears the smooth 
surface of a stone. The southerly peak of Jellli evidently sur- 
passed the peak of Rowindiz in height. Advancing from the 
Jell6 upon the valley of the Zab, which here and there displayed 
itself, glittering out from the wooded vale below like a minute 
silver thread, was the bold but less lofty mountain of Linitka : 
beyond was the chain of Matineh; and nearer, that of Ghara 
T6bi and Rash Ka'im, which terminated with their rugged sum- 
k t s  the prospect to the N.W. I t  is the abrupt termination of 
these chains, and the opening that extends between them and the 
Zobir country and mountains, which allows of the Gheikhiwb be- 
ing seen from M6sul: T o  the W. was first the bold and wooded 
mountain of Sar-i-Bud, with the beauteous vale of Sidaka, or 
Sidek, at its base ; and beyond this the giant precipices of lime- 
stone which guard Rowbndiz, and which open their rocky breast 
to allow the waters of four rivers to mingle together. T o  the 
S.W. the country was lower, yet I recognised some well-kn~wn 
points near Kd'i SanjBk ; while the lofty summits of the Kandilin 
mountains limited the rospect to the S. T o  the E. was the 
noble expanse of Lake fJrumiyah, and the comparatively low 
country of Lahijan and Soldk, backed by the hills of Sard6sht 
and Mikri, and extending in the E. till lost in the haze of a mid- 
day sun. I omitted to mention, although I had previously no- 
ticed it from the Keli-Shin, that the river Gader forms three 
small lakes before losing itself in the lake of Urumiyah. But, as 
these lakes were not noticed by Major Rawlinson, it may be in- 
ferred that they are only temporary. 

I t  was with regret that we tore ourselves from this magnificent 
prospect; added to which, the mountain itself had a charm which 
was deeply felt by all. It perhaps more particularly originated 
in the deep silence which reigned upon this lofty summit, and 
which an~earect as if for ever unbroken on the suot which thus 
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. rose up to the region of the clouds so perfectly dine, so pure in 
its canopy of white, and with an atmosphere so substantially dee 
and blue that it seemed a cloud of itself; and the spectator s h u 8  
dered to think hipnself upon its bosom ! 

I t  has been truly remarked that 
" Not vainly did the early Persian make 

Hie altar the high places and the peak . 
Of earth-o'ergazing mountains." 

Coleridge, if I may be allowed one more quotation from a 
VOL. XI .  F 
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remembrance of home, beautifully exprerses the sentiment awak- 
ened by such situations :- 

" 0 dread and silent mount ! I gazed upon thee, 
Till thou, still present to the bodily sense, 
Didst vanish from my thought; entranced in prayer 
I worshipped the Invisible alone."* 

After half-running, half-sliding, we found ourselves in an hour 
comfortably seated just below the inferior limits of snow, where a 
fire had been kindled, and breakfast was prepared to reward us 
for our toil. There were also a host of Kurdish shepherds who 
had gathered round to wonder who were the madmen-for they 
were polite enough to deem us such-who had come to run, as if 
in derision, over their snow-clad mountains. 

A large caravan passed along the road in the course of the 
morning, and indeed, .notwithstanding the bad habits of the 
Kurds, this is in summer-time one of the most frequented passes 
in this part of the country, the same merchants having recourse in 
severer seasons to the road by Rowandiz to S6-iij BolAk ; but in 
winter all roads are equally impassable. The elevation of our 
halting-place was 8568 feet. 

On leaving this, we kept rounding the declivities of the moun- 
tah, which presented diallage rocks, talc schists, red and brown 
schists, and conglomerates. The first rivulet we met with came 
from a small lake at the south-west side of the mountain, which 
has apparently, but a few years ago, broken its boundaries, and 
scattered aver the valley a vast accumulation of rocks, boulders, 
and pebbles. We next passed a torrent 12 feet by 2 in depth, a 
little further one of 11 feet by 13, and then mother 14 feet by I f .  
All these large streams flow from only one side of the mountain, 
and unite in a wooded vale below, where is the village of Berk- 
d m & .  We continued to descend rapidly till we reached the 

* If Major Rawlimn he correct in supposing that the mountain of h v e n d ,  which 
bon one of the three original sacred fires-.that of Aeer-Geshesp-was at or near the 
famous Keli-Shh, this high and remarkable mountain wan the most likely to be choeen 
as the site of the temple ; but it may be objected both to theSheikhfw& and to theKeli- 
Shfn, that they are rendered almost inaccessible by snow and glaciers, and I am much 
more inclined to seek for the site of Asnavend at the of Ataah T k b ,  or lire-rock, 
before noticed, and which is a commanding yet accessi g"k le eminence, &d bettcr adapted 
to the description given in the Zend-Avesta (tom. iii. pp. 2-38), whae Mount 
h v e n d  is mentioned as between Var KhosraC, or lake of Vin, and Var Tekhesht, or 
lake of Ummfyah : the Atash Tkh,  near Arghi, or Aja, which wan also by name 
and by tradition the aeat of a fin-temple, and answers beat to the geographical poeition 
given in Anquetil de Perron's, Zend-Avesta, being 18 hours Prom either lake. Major 
Rawlion's argument is mainly founded upon the poasihle derivation of the word 
Asnavend from UshneP-the O'shnoh or Asbnokh of the Syrians. The position of the 
mountain of Amavend does not affect the diecnuaion of the same hveller regarding the 
original aeat of worship at Shfz-the Atro nian Ecbatana-for it war after the defeat 
of Azdewjar Antyagea) by Kei ICbosra6 rJrms) that the lire was taken to the mount. 
The peak of I endasht, or lake U ~ m i y a h ,  may also he noticed as a mountain remark- 
able in poeition, and to which a t i o n  hae attached a &temple. 
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region of oak, jasmine, small honeysuckle (Lonicera alpigena), 
acacia. and Cercis siliauastrum. Our descent. however. continued 
5 hours from the halting-place, at a fair pace. When we gained 
the valley of Sidaki or Sidek, we rested at the village of JefFhli, 
at an altitude of only 3742 feet, so that, without crossing any inter- 
vening ranges, we had descended directly from the peak of 
Rowindiz to a considerably lower level than the plains of Azer- 
bij4n and the lake of Urumiyah. The change in the tempera- 
ture and vegetation was, as may be imagined, very great. We 
were in the midst of rice and mdon cultivation, and surrounded 
by groves of mulberry. Several little villages were scattered along 
the side of the river of Sidak4, or upon the declivities of the hills. 
The valley is, strictly speaking, a ravine at the baee of the Sheikh- 
tawi; it and the surrounding country still remain under the 
government of the Beg of Rowhndiz. The tribe dwelling in this 
vale called themselves Pir 'Astini. 

Thursduy, July 2nd.-We continued our road dong the d e y  
of Sidak'a, as it is called by the Kurds, and by the Persians Sidek. 
We passed a river from the S.E., 10 yards wide by 1 in depth, 
and crossed it by a bridge ; immediately beyond which was a 
brook and ravine, and this latter isolates a bold projection of rock, 
which is washed on the opposite side by the river of SidlJrdi and 
the last-mentioned river united. On this projection is the fort of 
SidakA, a square court with four round*wers at the angles ; but 
having also in front another curtain and gateway defended by two 
more towers. Before the castle is the village, which contains 
about 100 houses. Although the present castle is a comparatively 
modern building, the rock on which it stands appears to have 
been chiselled on its face at a verv r e m e  date. for the waters , -. 

have since that period wrought changes which are easily distin- 
guishable from what was done in ancient times to render the rock 
more di£Ecult of approach. There is every reason to believe, 
from the peculiarities of its position as well as from its antique 
anmarance. that it was a station or fort at the time when this was 

great r;ad from Nineveh to Ecbatana. A wooded openvalley 
unites with the Sidek vale from the S.E.. and the united waters flow 
into the comparatively open country between Sar Linitka and Sari- 
Burd. I had but a short time allowed me for the examination of 
this curious place, and search for inscriptions, which, as I chiefly 
sought them on the face of the rock, I map probably have over- 
looked, if they be upon B pillar, as mentioned by Major Raw- 
linson's informant. The soldiers came out of the castle, insisting 
upon an examination of our papem and baggage, as 'this was the 
Rowindiz custom-house. At last I waa obliged to yield to the - 
general desire to hasten on. - 

Immediately beyond Sidaka we cornmeaced the ascent of the 
F 2 
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Sari-Bud, a mountain of brown, blue, and green schists, and 
covered with oaks, including a large proportion of valonia. This 
country, as far as to the mountains W. of Rowbndiz and to the 
Zobbr due W., is but a continuation of the 'Amddiyah district, 
and, like it, is the true district of valonia and gall-nuts. We 
were 5 hours accomplishing nearly the semicircuit of Sari-Burd, 
which we had to do to gain the valley of Rowbndiz, where it is 
washed by the river of Sidakd, which falls into the river of 
Rowindiz (Rhbbri Row'andiz) a little below the town, and on'the 
E. side of the limestone ranee. incorrectlv called bv Dr. Ross - ,  

Beni Hindevin. In these mountains the& are peo6le of four 
nations and four languages, viz., Kurds, Chaldeans, Turks, and 
Persians. Major Rawlinson, being conversant with the Persian 
language and travelling only in Persian KurdistBn, has uniformly 
adopted Persian names, as Sidek for SidakL, Ushnei: for Shino, 
&c. A mountain, in Kurdish Chd, in Turkish Tbgh, in Chal- 
dean T4r, in Persian Sar, varies in its other nnmes also, accord- 
ing to the language of those whom you address. I invariably 
adhered to the names used by the Kurd shepherds when I could 
obtain them; but Dr. Ross, though an observing traveller and a 
good Orientalist, has been evidently imposed upon by his Arab 
companion Sayyed Hindi, who has furnished him with Arabic 
names, as Beni Hindevin, Beni Karak, Beni Havirah, &c., the 
sons of Hindevin, &c.,-which have no existence in these moun- 
tains. Indeed I have found from long experience, that the best 
F d e s  and attendants, when fatigued by travel, will sometimes 
corn a name merely to save the trouble of inquiry. 

The  latter part of the descent of the Sari-Bnrd for 2b miles 
is carried along a shelving declivity of schists, and cannot be 
ridden over on mules. I need not add that it is auite im~racti- 
cable for artillery, and constitutes the second of t h l  difficuities of 
this road, which are three in number, viz., the snows of the pass 
of Keli-Shin, the descent on slates at the foot of the Sari-Burd, 
and the vast limestone precipices W. of Rowindiz. I here became 
acquainted with a fact of the utmost interest to me, although my 
space will not allow me to enter into the details of the inquiry. 
All along the valley of Rowcndiz and at the western foot of the 
Sari-Burd, tertiary brown sandstone, with ostracites and sandstone 
conglomerates of the same period and unaltered, underlie the 
schists of Sari-Burd, which exactly resemble in mineralogical 
characters those of the peak of RowAndii and of the Kdrasi Tiydri. 
I had lom susoected. from a varietv of circumstances. that these " I 

schists were merely altered tertiary rocks, but I was not prepared 
to affirm so bold a conclusion, till the evidence thus presented 
left no doubt in my mind, and I have brought away with me 
specimens illustrative of the changes by which a common coarse 
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brown sandstone becomes a beautiful schistose rock. We halted 
a short time at the Christian village of Dyana, and then rode along 
the plain to Rowindiz. 
, I was prepared to meet with much to interest me in the position 
of this town ; but the reality exceeded my expectations. We were 
almost at its portals before it became visible; but it was easy to 
see, from the distribution of the numerous ravines, with their per- 
pendicular walls of limestone rock, whereabouts the town would 
be. At length, coming over a gentle hill, we saw a mount with 
one of the usual square castles with round towers upon its summit ; 
but this was not vet Rowindiz. We travelled on, andtower after 
tower displayed itself in succession, till, upon a naked plain of 
limestone, higher up, a few gardens made their appearance, and 
at length the town itself burst upon our view : the houses, built in 
rows, one above the other, and descending in successive tiers, 
along a tongue of limestone, which has a deep ravine to the E., 
and another to the N., the latter containing the river of RowCn- 
diz. We descended into the ravine, and found a bridge thrown 
across the precipice where the river is only 10 yards wide and 
about 1 yard deep, and rolling about 20 feet below us. 

The town of Rowindiz has been estimated at 2000 houses, 
but I could not count more than 1000. As I may, however, 
have left some out, let it be allowed altogether 1300; but most 
of them contain from two to three families, none so few as one, 
and many more. Indeed I never saw such a crowded population, 
nor so strange a scene : the roofs of the houses have no walls as' 

D 

in other eastern towns, and the moment the sun sets the dinner is 
taken, and the bed made upon the roof; for the pent-up valleys 
of Rowindiz and 'Amidiyah are more oppressive even than the 
plains of Mesopotamia. There were more than 500 persons to 
see us eat; and so great was the population that at night I ob- 
served there was not room enough on the roofs, and that hundreds 
of people, men, women, and children, lay in the streets. Many 
had entwined a few branches round their couches; some had 
erected little scaffoldings of wood and branches, on which slept 
the family, dogs, and fowls. The  only symptom of modesty ex- 
hibited was a great outcry amongst the fair sex that Mr. Rassim 
wore spectacles to gratify an improper curiosity, and he was 
obliged to take them off. Altogether there was less refinement 
here than I have yet witnessed in the East. The town is defended 
on the land side by a wall with round towers; and the Beg has 
several guns. There were also several round towers outside the 
town : on the opposite side of the E. ravine there are two ; be- 
tween the castle, to the N., and the ravine of the river, there are 
two more, and two in advance of the walls on the land side. 
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There is also a larger tower in the town on the higher part of the 
rock. The Beg has as usual the best house, and a very pleasent 
summer-house, covered with branches of trees, where he spent 
the day while we were there. The present Beg is brother to the 
late chieftain, celebrated for his extreme ambition, and whose 
fate is somewhat involved in oriental mystery. I t  is well known 
that he was allured and not beaten from his fastnees; for 'Ali 
P h h i  only brought his guns to the hills of Herir, which, as far 
as regards the dii3culties of the country, was no nearer than 
B hdM. The Beg went to Constantinople to plead his cause, 
an 7 certain of the foreign embassies interested themselves in his 
fate, although he appears to have been a sad lawless mountain- 
bandit. However he was re-appointed, with the title of Mo- 
hammed PbhL, after swearing allegiance to the Porte, and was 
shipped off to Samsh, but disappeared at Amasiyeh, owing' to 
illness, it was studiously reported ; but from inquiries we made 
at Amasiyeh itself, a few years back, we learned that he was there 
overtaken by a messenger from Constantinople with the bow- 
string. The people still asked us about their old chief, whom they 
looked upon as a sort of Tamerlane. 

Dr. Ross, and, on his authority, Major Rawlinson, have written 
of the river of Rowbdiz as if it were identical with the Great 
Zab, which is not the case, as the river of hwiindiz comes from 
the W. slope of the KandilAn mountains ; and up its fine and open 
valley is the road to S64j  Bollk : near Rowindiz it enters into a 
ravine of limestone, and receives at the town a stream from the 
S. The beds of limestone dip at an angle of 100 to the E., or 
towards the waters; and thus the ravine keeps increa~ing in 
height to the W. Not far below the Rowhdiz is a gap in 
these cliffs to the S., through which flow the winter-torrent* from 
a high mountain, towering over these ravines, and called Sar 
H-n Beg. Further on, and about 1 mile below Rowindiz, 
the river of that town is joined by a much larger stream, formed 
by the union of the three great streams described above, with 
many minor ones, which flow from the Sheikhimi and the river of 
Sidakl. The united streams then flow onwards, till about 15 mile 
further they receive another river from the S.W.--a river which 
presents the very great peculiarity of having its origin outside of or 
to the W. of the limestone chain of Sar Hasan Beg, which it 
enters from the W., passing through deep ravines and secluded 
dells till it falls into the river of Rowindiz, to flow out of the 
same mountains back again to the W. ; and very little beyond 
this junction, the united streams of Sidak$ hwlndiz, and the 
last-mentioned stream, flow into the Great Zab. The union 
occurs amid stupendous precipices of limestone, which rise per- 



pendicularly upwards of 1000 feet above the pigmy torrents, 
though there must have been the main instruments of this singu- 
lar cor&guration and distribution of rock and water. 

Friday, July 3rd.-We did not leave RowiDdiz till mid-day. 
There was much commercial activity in the khin. They were 
loading two caravans at the moment with madder-root, tobacco, 
and buffalo-skins. The merchants of Mdaul bring there English 
and French goods to exchange for galls. I saw the skins of two 
Kurd foxes, evidently a peculiar species (canis alopex ?), very 
small, with no brush to the tail; the f q ~  fine and short, of an ash- 
grey colour, except the mesial line of the back, which was brown ; 
the ears were short. Passing the gardens of the town, we made 
a descent into a deep valley with a gap through the lime-ridge 
into the bed of the Rowindiz River ; we then ascended 14 hour 
to the crest of the shoulder of Sar H e i n  Beg, from whence the 
Great Zab bore N. 48 W., and Sheikhiwh N. 78 E. The rocks 
of the Great Zab had become nearly horizontal, but soon after- 
wards were waved and contorted. I t  took us exactly 13 hour to 
descend the preci ice which now separated us from the river. 
The road winds J' own the perpendicular face of the rock so 
gradually that it may be ridden on most of its length. We went 
fast, for we were thirsty, and the windings must have been 6 or 
7 miles in length. 

Having gained the bottom, the road does not follow the valley 
or ravine of the Zab, but of the river of Pir H-n, which flows 
into it. The elevation of the cliff measured trigonometrically was 
1100 feet, or 1125 feet to a jutting crag. I had been informed 
by Dr. Ross of a castle in this pass, called R6m Kal'ah, but I 
saw nothing but curiously-shaped rocks, which might easily obtain 
that name ; there were also many spacious caves in these cliffi. 
The rivers abounded in fish; and our road up the glen of the 
Pir H-n river had many charms. In the first place the steep 
precipices shaded us from the hot beams of the sun ; there was 
plenty of water, and the wooded cliffs presented great variety of 
scene : in some parts vast slips had taken place, and huge masses 
of rock for a time hid the river from sight ; then we came upon a 
little open space with a base of sand or gravel, while at other times 
the road was carried with difficulty under overhanging cliffs. A t  
length we came to the open plain, where the limestone rocks at 
the outskirts of the range were nearly vertical, while within they 
became almost immediately horizontal, an arrangement not so 
readily accounted for by the hypothesis of upheaving forces, as by 
that of subsidence. We bivouacked on the banks of the river, 
and near the village of Pir Hqan,  

Saturday, July 4th.-We had now entered upon an uninterest- 
ing country-the sun-burnt plains and undulating district which 
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extends between the outlvine low rames of hills of the K u r d i s h  
mountains. First on our'roid were g e  hills of Koniatman, clad 
with oaks, among which appeared a modern square caatle called 
Kala'h Kin by my informants, and Kala'h Jllllbmerik by the mule- 
teers, who were from Rowfmdiz. These hills led us to the plain 
of Herir. bevond which is the rockv ranee of limestone called 

J 0 ' 

Gharah s u r d .  Passing by Anomd, a large village, we came to 
the banks of the Zab, where is a ferry and two villages, the one 
on the left bank being called Kasroki, that on the right Kendil. 
The ferry, however, had been removed lower down, and when we 
reached it, as there was only a very small raft supported by 
eight skins, it took us three journeys of 1 hour each to carry over 
everything : there was no tree nigh to shelter us from the sun. 

Much allusion has been made to the comparative size of the 
Great Zab and of the Tigris at M6su1,-and this is not sur- 
prising, since they are so nearly equal in magnitude that some- 

' times the one has the superiority, sometimes the other. I have 
collected a variety of data upon the subject, and the result is that 
at NimrGd, at the ferry to Arbil, and at Herir, the Zab varies 
from 150 to 200 yards in width, while the Tigris, seldom less 
than 200 yards, expands occasionally to 300 and even 400 yards, 
as at Yaramjah. In fact the Tigris varies very much, so that at 
the time of flood it presents the appearance given to it in Col. 
Monteith's map, which represents it as formed at M6gul of many 
branches. At these seasons it attains in some places a width of 
from 800 to 1000 yards, and is a truly splendid sheet of water. 
But the Zab is always much deeper; and it is probably on this 
account that it is so celebrated for the quantity and size of its fish. 
I t  contained when we saw it a larger body of water than the 
Tigris, whose tributaries are not supplied by so many snow- 
mountains as those of the Zab. Indeed the main brapch, or that 
of Arghana M'aden, comes from mountains (Azarah) where there 
is no snow at this season of the vear. The tem~erature of the 
waters of the Zab is also severd degrees lower than that of the - 
waters of the Tigris throughopt,summer, and they are consequently 
delicious to drink.* 

A little beyond the ferry we entered upon a country of sands 
and sandstone, with the usual rivulets clad with gaudy oleanders. 
There are many villages on the banks of the Zab, which is driven 
by the Gharah Surgh further N. than is marked on the maps. We 
stopped at one of these villages, called Isi, by the side of a clear 

* I have since learned that the Great Zab is considered as uncommonly high this 
season, and has thus interfered with the camvans of camela, which can generally ford 
it by the end of July. Still as the w o m  of the Boorls of the Tigrin are in April apd 
May, and those of the Zab in June and early in July, the superiority passes in suc- 
ceslion.fromthe oneorreto the other. When at their lowest, probably, the lFgu h a  a slight 
v m m e n c e .  
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spring, having a temperature of 69' Fahr. ; the air being 110° 
Fahr. after sunset. We suffered much this night from hot 
blasts, wGch came from the plains of Mesopotamia, and kept the 
thermometer at 110° during the night. I t  was impossible to 
sleep under such circumstances; but the result was beneficial, 
and next -. day the atmosphere was generally cooled and more 
agreeable. 

Sunday, July 5th.-The main part of the morning's journey 
was directed up the valley of the Akra' River, which is a tributary 
to the Zab, and not to the Khazir, as marked in Dr. Ross's map. 
About 8 miles from the Zab there are two streams ; one from N. 
Ed) W., finds its way by a ravine through the limestone range 
that flanks the low country, and is here called Sir-i-Sadah; the 
other from Akra'. This valley and the plain of Nav-Khr (the 
Plain of Mud) produce the greater part of the rice consumed at 
Mdsul, as well as many common and water melons.* We left 
the valley by a hill called Sar Deriyeh, of no great height, but 
commanding a most extensive prospect, and from whence I got 
bearings of all the various outlets of waters from the mountains, 
with also the inlet of Pir H e n ,  the only case of the kind that I 
know in the KurdistAn hills. 

Below this hill we entered upon the extensive pIain of Nav- 
KGr, studded with villages, but only very partially cultivated ; yet 
more so than in its northern portion, where we had crossed it on ' 
our departure. The river Khazir flows through its centre, but 
afterwards approaches closely to the foot of Jebel Maklhb, which 
it washes at its south-eastern base. We travelled on till dark, 
and then took up our quarters in the village of Chorek. 

Mollday, July 6th.-The Jebel Makltib is prolonged to the 
S.E. by low hills of sandstone, on the side of which is the large 
village of Zenganah. The Khazir forces its way through these 
hills at the foot of Maklhb, but is again turned off by the hill in- 
differently named 'Kin a1 Safri, the yellow spring, or 'Ain a1 
BeidhB, the white spring-from two springs on it so called which 
irrigate the lands of the village of Bertulli and others. The 'Kin 
a1 Safri and Mablhb appear from M6sul as two distinct hills, 
but they are united by a low range of sandstone and limestone, 
amid which is the village and khan of Duberdah. We took 
breakfast at this place, and trotted from thence to M6y.d in four 
hours, the distance being about 18 British miles. 

I t  now only remains for me to conclude with those remarks 
which, as results of observations made throughout the journey and 
not of any single observation, could not well find a place in the 
narrative. 

-- 

* The lmt and 1-t water-melons are produced by the Kho~rr. 
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1st. I have omitted the detail of the geological structnre of 
the mountains, as occupying too much space, but I have endea- 
voured to express in a brief manner all the leading facts of that. 
structure in the sections which I have drawn up for the Society, 
and which will be also an answer to the instructions regarding the 
search for coal, which search proved in every respect unsatisfac- 
tory; while my journey to Ur (Kal'ah Sherkit) will inform the 
Society of the extensive forests occurring on the banks of the 
Tigria N. of that remarkable site. 

2ndly. I t  b well known that the determination of the line of 
perpetual congelation is attended with many difficulties. This 
limit is much affected by the continuity of mountain-chains, and 
thus we have reason~to expect that it will be lower in Kurdisten 
even in more southerly paiallels than in Mount Ararat, a compa- 
ratively isolated mountain, and where it is placed by Parrot at 
u~wards of 13.000 feet. This is confirmed bv the observation 
o; Shkikhiwa, the summit of which is covered Cy a dome of more 
or less perpetual snow at little more than 10,000 feet. The 
M i r d n  hills present also at a similar height domes of perpetual 
snow, of which parts always remain, while the craggy summits of 
the Jell6 mountains, which rise above the same line, are so steep 
as to present only bare and naked rocks. 

The aspect of the mountain does not affect in Kurdistiin the 
distribution of snow so much as local configuration, and h e m  it 
is of the highest importance to distinguish snow-drifts on hill 
sides, and accumulations in ravines and sheltered glens, from the 
other indications ; on a general observation, the snow lasts longer 
and descends lower on the eastern side of Kurdist3m than on the 
W. This is more particularly seen on the Burdasdr mountsins 
W. of Urumiyah, and in the Keli-Shin W. of Ushnei. There 
can be no doubt of this fact, which is perhaps to be attributed to 
the higher temperature of the winds blowing from the valley of 
the Tigris and the plains of Mesopotamia than that of the wind 
from the uplands of Persia. All patches of snow not continuous 
are formed by drifts, which last a long time, in consequence of 
the quantity of snow accumulated in them. These snow-patches 
extended in July,as low as 6000 feet; but when protected by 
ravines, and in continuous mountain districts, to 5500 or even 
5000 feet. When these snow-patches occur in Alpine ravines at 
great heights, and remain there all the year round, they still do 
not indicate the line of perpetual snow; such are met with in 
Kurdistan at an elevation of 9000 feet. As a general result it 
may be said that there is no chain of mountains in the Hakkki  
country which can be said to attain the line of perpetual conge- 
lation, although the summits of TGrb Jellii, of SheikhiwA, and of 
M i r d n ,  approach very closely to it. 
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3rdly. During the present journey great care was taken to 
ebtain the temperature of springs at different elevations, and 
more particularly of those which might be supposed to come as 
nearly as possible from the line of constant temperature or iso- 
thermal line, which KupGr (Poggendorf s Annalen, 1829) has 
placed in those parallels at a depth of 25 metres, and which in 
the cellars of the observatory at Paris, are known to be at a 
depth of from 60 to 70 or 80 feet. The  complete discussion of 
the observations collected on the present occasion would carry 
me far bevond the limits su5table to a memoir. Suffice it to sav , 
that the diminution of temperature observed at various elevations 
did not exceed lo  of the centigrade thermometer (which I always 
used) for 600 feet (lo Fahr. for 333 feet), whereas De Saussure 
gives for the Alps in summer lo for 528 feet ; Rarnond, for the 
Pyrenees, lo for 538 feet; Humboldt, for the Andes, in equin. 
zone, lo for 187 metres (which is what Gay Lussac obtained in 
his aeronautical journey) ; and in temp. zone, lo  for 174 metres. 
Kupffer, on A1 Blirhz (Caucasus) found a diminution of lo of 
Reaumur for every 740 feet, which comes nearest to what is expe- 
rienced in Kurdistin. At an elevation exceeding 5000 feet the 
diminution of constant temperature, as indicated by springs, grew 
more rapid, amounting to 10 for every 550 feet. The  thermo- 
meter in the atmosphere gave nearly a similar result, but with 
currents of air from glaciers this could not be depended upon. 

4thly and lastly. With respect to zones of vegetation, too in- 
teresting a subject to be neglected in twice crossing so remarkable 
a range of mountains, we observed one great peculiarity, which is 
the absence of the conifem-indeed I did not meet with a single 
fir, pine, or laurel in the whole range of our travels: myrtle is 
also wanting. T h e  zones of vegetation were as follows :- 

1. From the plains of Mesopotamia to the height of 1000 feet 
is the zone of Glycyrrhiza, Robinia, Nigella damascena, wild vine, 
pistachio, oIeander, roses, plane tree, Syringa argentea. Country 
of rice, grapes, melons, maize, &c. 

2. From 1000 to 4000 feet-zone of oaks, Quercus valonia, 
Q. infectoria, &c. This is the country of pears, apples, plums, 
&c. 

3. From 4000 to 5000 feet-zone of Lonicera rrlpigena, jas- 
mine, Amygdalus nana, Astragalus verus. 

4. From 5000 to 7000 fee-one of Astragalus tragacanthus, 
Rhamnus saxatilis, pseony, fennel, Primula auricula, Helleborue 
hyemalis, Crocus alpestris. 

5. From 7000 to 9000 feet--zone of saxifrages, Alchemilla . 
alpina, Gentiana asclepiades, Veronica aphylla, and saxatilis, 
Polytrichum septentrionale. 

In  conclusion I may observe, that however gratifying it may be 
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to my feelings as well as to those of my fellow-traveller Mr. 
Rassim, to have assisted in restoring a Christian nation to the 
notice of the civilised world, I am yet fully aware. of the imper- 
fection of our labours. Much remains to be done before the 
curiosity at present awakened respecting the geography, natural 
history, and antiquities of Kurdistdn oan be thoroughly satisfied. 
Some time must elapse and many efforts must be made before all 
the recesses of those wild mountains can be fully explored : but 
that they are accessible to an inquirer using proper caution has 
been proved by this journey, which it is hoped may thereby give 
a fresh impulse to discovery. 

111.-Sketch of the Eastern Coast of Central America, cmnpkled 
f r m  Notes of Captain RICHARD OWEN and the Oficers of 
Her Majesty's Ship Th.under, and Schooner Lark. By 
Captain BIRD ALLEN, R.N. 

THE best existing charts of the coasts of Honduras and Yucadn 
being extremely defective and quite inadequate to the growing 
commercial intercourse between England and the independent 
States of Central America, the British Government directed a 
minute examination to be made of the whole of this eastern aoast 
and the adjacent islands and banks, a brief account of which is 
contained in the following pages. 

From Cape Catoche, the north-eastern point of Yucatb, the 
survey was prosecuted in a southerly direction for 370 miles 
along the eastern shore of this peninsula, including the shores 
of Spanish Yucatin and the British settlement of Honduras; 
then in an easterly direction 350 miles to Cape Gracias B 
Dios, comprising part of the coasts of Guatemala and Mosquitia; 
and lastly, again to the S. for 250 miles to the river Colorade, in 
lat. 10' 47' N., long. 83' 35' W., being the remainder of the 
coast of Mosquitia, and 45 miles of the coast of Central America. 

The  latitudes and longitudes were, when practicable, observed 
on shore, the former generally by meridian altitudes of stars N. 
and S. of the zenith, and the latter by chronometric observations. 
The chain of wnnexion between the West Indies and England 
is subjoined from Captain Owen's nautical memoir descriptive of 
the survey. 

K c w e  were furnished with eight excellent chronometers, the 
Standard (No. 114, by Dent) being the watch that gained the 
first prize in 1829 at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and was 
the best watch that at that time had been placed there for trial. 
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" After rating the chronometers at Portsmouth, we made the 
best of our way to Madeira, and after an interval of 14 days 
again rated at Funchal. This meridian distance, agreeing cx- 
actlv with that derived bv Dr. Tiarks from a mean of 15 chro- 
nometers, may be considered accurately determined. 

"Upon leaving Madeira we proceeded direct to Nassau, in 
New Providence, Bahamas, where we again rated ; but as them 
was an intend of 40 days, the result can only be taken as an 
approximation to be corrected on our return to England. 
" The next plnce visited was Port h y a l ,  Jamaica, the interval 

only 8 days, when the results were most satisfactory, and were 
subsequently verified ; all the other positions were measured from 
one of these two places. 

K c  When we were returning to England in the Blo~som in 1832, 
we sailed from Nassau direct to New York, where we remained 
to rate the chronometers, the interval from Nassau being 11 days ; 
we then proceeded to Halifax, and after an interval of 7 days 
again rated. 

" From Halifax we came direct to Portsmouth; the interval 
between the observations was only 19 days, and the mean result 
gave an error minus in the longitude of Portsmouth of 12.6 seconds 
of time, or 3 miles 9 seconds of longitude, which was added to 
all the West India longitudes under the supposition that this 

' error had obtained in the run between Madeira and Nassau. 
as from our subsequent observations we have reason to believe 
was the case. 

66 The Thunder was commissioned in 1833 to continue the 
survey commenced in the Blossom. T o  avoid the hurricane 
season we went from Madeira to Demerara, in 32 days; the 
results were most satisfactory ; neither the temperatur& during 
the voyage nor rates obtained at each place altering much. 

Kc From Demerara we measured to Port dYEspagne, Trinidad, 
having a short run of 5 days ; and after remaining there to rate, 
we proceedecl,direct to Port Royal, Jamaica; here, after again 
rating, we found the longitude thus brought on from Madeira, 
vid Demerara and Trinidad, to differ only 1.2 second of time, 
or less than + of a mile of longitude, from that dedrced from our 
run by New York and Halifax to Portsmouth. 

c r  Havanna was measured both from Nassau and Jamaica 
more than once, and the result does not differ more than + of a 
mile from that assigned to it by the Spanish astronomer Baud, 
being the mean of various astronomical observations." 

The longitude of the Spanish main was connected both with 
Jamaica and Havanna twice or thrice, and with different parts of 
the line, as Cape Catoche, Belize, Nicaragua, and Old Providence. 

Being only a nautical survey, the geographical information 
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obtained will necesssrily be very superficial, little mare than the 
general appearance of the shores and places visited. 

The survey commenced at the N.E. part of Y u d n ,  near 
Cape Catoche, toChich point different authorities mign positiom 
varying 8 miles from each other ; as a succession of n m w  i ~ k t s  
bounds the neighbouring shore, shielding the main from view, 
the navigator is likely to give the name to what appears to him the 
most prominent point, while the geographer would hardly consider 
as his cape anything not connected with t m a j m a .  

Captain Richard Owen, following the older authorities, as 
Don Thomas Lopez and Don Juan de la Cmz, in their chart 
published at Madrid in 1755, has assigned the name to the N.E. 
point of the main land,* which is sufficiently conspicuous; the 
tops of the trees ivith which the surface is covered being about 
150 feet above the level of the sea. Near the shore there is a 
turreted stone building; whether built for defence or religious 
mmoses we could not ascertain. 
a Captain Barnett on the other hand has given the name to the 
most northern point of the islet that bounds the coast. 

From this p i n t  the main land, which presents a low and level 
appearance, thickly wooded, the trees rising to a height of about 
100 feet. trends to the S.E.. and. being. bounded bv a succession - 
of narrow woody islets, cannbt besapproached in a ;hip : the most 
distant of these islets is Contoy, lying 16 miles from the mam, form- 
ing the turning-point for vessels bound from the Bay of Honduras 
into the Gulf of Mexico. 

Four miles S. W. from the S. part of Contoy is seen the northern 
point of a narrow neck of land, composed of white sand-hills, 
clothed here and there with low stunted bushes, rising to an ele- 
vation of 20 feet, which extends in a southerly direction about 
6 miles, where it becomes connected with the main by a low 
sand-ridge. This in some authorities is improperly 1 d  down as the 
island Blanquilla. 

South of this are the small islands Mugeres and Cancun : the 
former, 4+ miles long and 4 a mile broad, is 4 miles from the 
main, and rising into a small hill 80 feet high, covered with trees, 
has a fertile appearance : at its S. end, which terminates in a bold 
white cliff of rock, stands the ruin of a tower, about 12 feet high, 
of excellent masonry, resembling a martello tower ; and a short 
distance to the N.W. on the shore is the remains of a small stone 
building, which from its turreted appearance may have been a 
chapel : there are three similar ones on the E. side of Coznmel : 

* That the N.E. point of the peninsula in somewhere thereabout is clear enough, but 
there is nothing conspicuous whatever ; in fact, we learned, from the fishermen, that the 
interior is swampy and cut np with lagoons to some dietance ; and it would therefore 
be difacult to say where terrajlrma commences. 



there are also two other smaller dilaDidated masses of similar 
masonry, one on the N. point of ~ & u n ,  and the other on the 
sand-hills W. of the S. end of the island, and which probably 
gave protection to the anchorage. I think that a clear passsge 
will be found to pass out to the northward. 

On the western or inshore side of Mugeres there is a confined 
but snug anchorage, excellent during northers, with 2 fathoms 
close to the rocks, which can be entered round the S. end, where 
an English ship of war is said to have careened in 1801 : there 
are here some small wells, which are used by fishermen; and 
good woodiw. a CI 

Cancun is a narrow strip of land, composed of sand-hills, f of a 
mile wide, and about 8 miles in its entire length, stretching out as 
two sides of a triangle, enclosing a lagoon between itself and the 
main land ; from which it is not distinguishable, being only sepa- 
rated by a boat-channel at each end. There are small wells in 
the sand, which supply fishermen with fresh water, at the S. and 
N .E. ~0ints .  

~oiurnel Idand, the north-eastern and most prominent !point 
of which is in lat. 20° 35-' N., and long. 86' 41' W., and 39 
miles south from the centre of Mugeres, is the most considerable 
island on this part of the coast, being 24 miles long, in a N.E. 
direction, and 7 miles wide. I t  is very lev& and covered with 
small trees, whose tops are aboua 70 feet above the sea. In the 
few places we penetrated beyond the shore we found swamps and 
ponds ; a small one at the N.W. point was of fresh water. We 
saw m trace of inhabitants ; but there were three towers on the 
eastern side. similar to the one on Mweres. A clear bank of 
regular souhdmgs stretches 7 miles N P ~ ~  the island, shoaling 
gradually to the land. The channel between Cozumel and the 
main is 9 miles wide; in which bottom was not reached with 
200 fathoms of line. 

85 miles to the southward of Cozumel. and 18 from the 
main, lies the north end of an isolated coral bank, rising perpen- 
dicularly out of the ocean. It  is called by the English the North 
Triangle Reef, and by the Spaniards, with their usual aptitude, 
EL ChinJLomo-the fishing-net : it is of an oval shape, 23 miles 
N. and S., and 9 miles wide ; composed of white sand; with 
nearly an equal depth of water all over it. There is an islet, 
2 miles wide. near the centre : two smaller ones at the N. Dart. 

A ,  

each covered with mangrove-bushes; and a small sand-bore, only 
a few feet above the sea, at the S. extreme. 

The edge is formed by a'coral reef even witb the water, but so 
precipitous on the outer side that no ground could be found, with 
95  fathoms of line, 300 yards from the reef, except at two small 
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places at the N. and S. extremes, where the bank goes off gra- 
duallv to 5 and 12 fathoms a mile from the reef. 

1n'the main land there is but little feature or variety of appear- 
ance, being generally a sandy beach, with level ground thickly 
covered with trees, whose tops do not attain a greater height above 
the sea than from 50 to 100 feet; without any signs of cultivation 
or habitations. 

From Cape Catoche to the British settlement of Honduras 
there is only one elevated ridge discernible from the sea, and this 
lines the shore, in lat. 20' 11' N., for a distance of nearly 3 miles, 
with r white perpendicular cliff about 80 feet high. 

Jn lat. 19" 42' apd 19" 20' N. there are two openings, about 
8 miles wide, with barrier reefs across the greater part of their 
entrances.* The land is low and thickly wooded ; but not see- 
ing any connexion across the bights from the ship's mast-head, an 
elevation of 90 feet above the sea, they must reach inland at least 
12 miles. 

After leaving these bays the coast is unbroken till we reach, in 
lat. 1 8 O  10' N., the boat-channel that divides Ambergris Cay 
from the mainland of Spanish Yucatan. 

Ambergris Cay, so named from the produce of its shores, is a 
narrow islet, 20 miles long and about 3 wide, extending S.S.W. 
in a line with the main land, of which it appears to be a conti- 
nuation. The western shore is swampy, and cut up by lagoons ; 
but the eastern one is more figp, and there the trees attain a 
greater height. 

Within Ambergris Cay there is a shallow estuary, extending 
60 miles from the south point of the Cay into-Yucatan, with an 
average width of 10 miles, and not more than from 5 to 12 feet 
water over a soft muddy bottom; and communicating southerly 
with a sheltered navigation within the reefs that bound the whole 
coast of British Yucatan. 

The shore of this extensive estuary is low, thickly wooded with 
mangrove and other trees, and cut up by lakes, streamlets, and 
rivers ; the principal of which are the San Josef, Rio Hondo, and 
New River ; the first belongs to Spanish Yucatin, and upon it, at 
a distance of 10 miles from its mouth, stands Bacalar, the most 
considerable town of the province, to which it gives a name. The 
inhabitants carry on a small trade with the town of Belize (the 
seat of government of the British settlement), by market-boats, 
bringing down fowls, &c., and taking back manufactured goods, 
which they smuggle into their own country, avoiding the high 

* Ascension Bay; a good reef harbour, with 8 feet into the bay. Further south is 
Shamrock Bay, w ~ t h  a well-sheltered reef barbour, and 7 feet into the bay : called by 
the Spiarde  ' Espiritu Santo.' 
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duty demanded by the Mexican government from the lawful 
trader. 

Rio Hondo, in lat. 18' 30' N., is the northern boundary of the 
British wood-cutting. settlement of Honduras. which occunies a 

'2 1 

coast-line of nearly 200 miles, reaching as far south as the river 
Sarstiin, in lat. 15O 53) N., with an average breadth of 70 miles; 
but the land-boundary is ill defined, there being little other rule 
than that of occupation, the tenure by which more than half the 
tract now in possession is held. 

The last treaty with Spain, in 1786, ceded us territory only as 
far as the river Sibun, in lat. 17O 25) N., or 6 miles south of the 
Belize river and town ; while the British settlers are cutting wood 
on almost every stream down to the Sarstiin, holding it by right of 
mnquest, having been in uninterrupted possession since the set- 
tlers, assisted by a small naval force under Captain Moss, in the 
Merlin, gallantly repelled an attack made against them, in 1798, 
by a large Spanish force from Yucatin. 

The whole settlement is conveniently intersected by 15 rivers 
and streams, which, after passing through the country, empty 
themselves on the coast, and afford the readiest means of trans- 
porting wood from the forests to the sea. The rivers and streams, 
being anly navigable for boats, were not examined beyond their 
mouths, except the Belize and Sibun, and they only for a few 
miles; but cqmmon report, which probably errs by an over- 
estimate, ascribes to the Rio Hondo, by the river's course, a dis- 
tance of 50 miles in a N.W. direction; to the New River, 70 
miles in the same direction; to the Belize river, 170 miles 
N. W. by W. ; and to the Sibun, 100 miles N.W. by N. These 
are the largest rivers; and, being placed here in their geogra- 
phical position, commencing at the northern boundary, it will be 
seen that they run almost ~aral lel  through the upper half of the 
settlement. 

The land in the vicinity of these rivers is low, and cut up by 
small lakes, notbing being visible from the coast above the level 
of the trees that line the shore ; it is occasionally under water, if 
the annual rains. which commence in the interior of the countw 

J 

in the month of June, prove more than usually heavy, as in the 
years 1804 and 1832, when the river rose 20 or 30 feet, and in- . 
undated an extensive district. A gentleman, coming down the 
river at the last period, was carried many miles across the 
country among trees and houses, all appearance of the course of the 
stream being lost* I t  must be observed that the rains in the in- 
terior, by which the rivers are swollen, seldom reach this part of 
the coast, except in occasional squalls during the night. 

Some knowledge of the course of the Belize river may be ob- 
tained from the following eztract from the correspondence of 

VOL. XI.  0 
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Mr. Bourn, a Baptist missionary, who visited part of the settlers 
located on its banks for the purpose of instruction in 1833 :- 

cr In the month of April I left Belize on horseback to prosecute 
my intended journey, and visit some of the mahogany-works and 
other settlements on the banks of the Belize river. Never having 
undertaken such a journey before, and as comparatively few do, 
excepting those 'whose business is to look after cattle with no 
regular roads, I was induced to seek a guide. The only. one I 
could procure without an unjustifiable expense was from those 
going in that direction after cattle. 

cr After crossing the river and proceeding alone the greater 
part of the way through an open pine-forest, I arrived at the dis- 
tance of what is reckoned 20 miles from Belize, according to the 
course of the river. I ought to state that, running in a line from 
E. to W. between the different rivers on this coast. are beautiful 
and extensive pine-forests, not dissimilar in appearance, only des- 
titute of human culture, from gentlemen's narks. intersected with " A ,  

nds of fresh water, and everywhere immense numbers of cattle 
ceding. The banks of the rivers, which are generally of a rich 
alluvial soil. are covered with a thick im~ervious forest. excent 
where it has been cut away and burnt for hlantations. ~ h r o u i h  
this, after my ride in the pine-forest, I had to make my way to the 
river-side, which I found less difficulty in doing than I had ex- 
pected. The name of the place is Free Town. 

Earlv next mornim I left, and after 2 hours' ride reached 
the first &ahogany-wor& to breakfast. 

cc The leading person belonging to the works kindly offered to 
ride with me till I had passed two creeks which flow into the 
main river. The  first of these we found no difficulty in fording; 
but the other the horse had to swim across. Bevond this is a 
considerable settlement, frequently visited by numbera who 
attend to cattle. Here is the commencement of a rich and beau- 
tiful savanna, running in a line for miles through the country, 
without a tree, except on its borders covered with a rich luxuriant 
g r w  from 2 to 3 feet in height. 

I left the next morning and stopped at a place on the banks 
of the river called Lime-walk, where are between forty and fifty 

. ersons. I took my departure from hence, and after a 4 hours' 
$de I came to very high land consisting of a pine-forest, to the 
eye of boundless extent. Here I met with a friendly reception 
from a person I knew, who, with several others, have comfortable 
establishments. Next morning, the Sabbathr after breakfast I 
preached to the people. Soon after service my friend rode off 
with me across the pine-forest to a mahogany-work on the opposite 
hank of the river. In the afternoon and evening I preached to 
the people ; left early next morning, and after a considerable ride 
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reached between ,lo and 12 A.M. another mahogany-work, where 
I breakfasted, and my horse swam across the river, and after a 
long ride reached Rock Dondon, &tween 4 and 5 P.M.. another 
magogany-work, taking its name from a large rock stan& nearly 
in the centre of the river ; here my horse had to cross the river 
again. I reached Belize on the Saturday afternoon, after preach- 
ing in ten different places." 

A hurricane in 1787 caused the sea ta rise at the entrance of 
the Belize river 7 or 8 feet, so as to overflow and destroy nearly 
the whole town. Great numbers of people were drowned- 
seventy out of one gang of negroes: those saved were, with 
few exceptions, rescued by canoes. 

In the southern part of the settlement, commencing from 
10  miles S. of the Belize river, the hills rise nearer the sea; in 
some places ridges well clothed with wood come close to the 
shore. The principal mountains are the Dolphin Head Oat. 
17O 12' N., long. 8 8 O  '13' W.), 5 miles inland, and the Cock's-comb 
range, so called from its outline (lat. 16'48' N., long. 88' 30'W.), 
15 miles from the sea, extending 10 miles in an E. and W. di- 
rection, having an elevation of 4000 feet above the sea. 

Through this district the streams Manati, Mullin's River, Stand 
Creek, Sittee, Monkey River, Deep River, Golden Stream, Rio 
Grande, Moho River, Ternash, and Sarst6n flow ; the last divides 
this settlement from the state of Honduras ; these (although much 
inferior in size to the rivers before mentioned) have a considerable 
flow of pure and wholesome water, which being confined between 
narrow banks is made available for the conveyance of mahogany. 

North Stand Creek, 30 miles S. of the anchorage off Belize, is 
the best watering-place for men-of-war and vessels n e e h g  a 
large supply. 

The Manati and Indian Creek, which last runs into the Sibun. 
are said to pass through hills h 0  feet high, by underground 
channels, & of a mile long. 

If one may judge of the capabilities of the soil bordering on 
the river from the luxuriance of the corn fields and gardens, there 
seems no reason against the cultivation of sugar, cotton, rice, 
cacao, &c. (which last grows spontaneously), were not their export- 
ation prohibited. 

A more liberal system is however now in operation, and the 
cultivation of cotton has commenced. 

G 

The  sea-face of the whole settlement is bounded by a chain of 
coral reefs and small islets, at an average distance of 15 miles 
from the main, with a clear navigating passage within them 
from 4 to 8 miles wide. 

In this barrier, extending 130 miles, there are only two chan- 
nels through which vessels of 13 feet draft can conveniently 

61 2 
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enter ; not that the reef is literally unbroken, although the outer 
edge is so to a considerable. extent, but the rocky spots being 
scattered over a surface in some places 12 miles wide, it is much 
too intricate for navigation. 

Abreast of the southern   art of the settlement the reef be- - - 

comes broken, and finally &sappears at a distance of 12 miles 
from the coast of Guatemala, leaving an open navigation to the 
Gulf of Dulce,* and the southern British rivers, which are daily 
becoming of greater importance as the wood on ,the northern ones 
becomes more scarce. 

Whether we consider this reef as a breakwater along the whole 
extent of the settlement. or as a shield in troublous times to vre- 
vent a sudden descent, we cannot help being struck with its 
utility ; within it, both ships and boats navigate in all weathers by 
night and day, the former finding secure shelter at any moment 
wherever they choose to drop anchor, and the latter conveying the 
inhabitants to and from Belize for their necessary supplies. 

I t  is also a remarkable geographical feature, 2000 square miles 
of bank, the sea-boundary of which is a perpendicular coral wall, 
there being no ground found with 95 fathoms of line at 700 yards 
from the dry reef, except at the opening S. of the reefs, where 
the increase of depth, although rapid, is not so instantaneous ; for 
after passing the 30-fathom boundary, which is in a line with the 
reef, there is still, for a width of a mile, 100, 150, and 200 
fathom soft muddy bottom, similar to what is found through the 
channel at from 20 to 30 fathom soundings. 

In this basin there is a greater inequality of ground than in any 
other part of the West Indies; coral spots not more than 100 yards 
across, with only 3 or 4 fathoms water over them, and suddenly 
30 fathoms all round ; again, 35 fathoms only 200 yards from reefs 
even with the water. 

T o  the northward, where the rivers are larger and the outlet 
not so easy, the depth is from 4 to 30 feet. Off the river Belize 
lies an enormous bank of soft mud, through which there is a ser- 
pentine channel called 6c Grennells," 12 miles long, and only + a mile broad, 15 to 30 fathoms deep, the sides of which are 
almost perpendicular. 

In the same latitude as the northern part of the settlement 
- there are. three banks of an oblong shape, 20 miles long by 

6 wide, separated from each other and the main by channels, 
from 5 to 15 miles wide, of unfathomable ocean. Two of these, 
Glover's Reef and Lighthouse Reef, are banks of white sand with 
from 1 to 3 fathoms water over them, encircled by a coral reef 
even with the water, on which in each case there are three or four 

* 6'Golfo Dulce" might, perhap, he better rendered " Fdwate r  Gulf.''-ED. 
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small islets with cocoa-nut and other trees ; on one of these stands 
the lighthouse, marking the approach to Belize and the residence 
of the pilots. 

The third, called Turneffe, is similar to these in shape and in 
being surrounded by a coral reef, almost perpendicular on the 
outer side, but internally it is filled with mangrove islets rising 
out of the water and having narrow channels between them, but 
so clustered together as to appear like one bushy island. 

The whole extent of the main reef is also studded with nume- 
rous islets of every variety of size and solidity : first the spot of 
sand, iust raised above the water : then the more extended beach. 

..# 
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which nurtures into trees the cocoa-nut cast upon its shores; next 
those places composed of sand and mud, where the mangrove 
springs out of the water, and which are in this neighbourhood 
called by the appropriate name of " drowned cays ;" and lastly, the 
island, a mile or moSe across, whose soil produces the grapewood- 
tree, buttonwood-tree (very hard, and valuable for cogs of wheels), 
and other species of trees, with a girth of more than 8 feet. 

The rise and fall of the sea is very trifling, seldom exceeding a 
foot, and, being irregular, is probably more the result of wind 
than the tidal wave. 

The only town in the settlement is Belize, the seat of govern- 
ment, situate on both sides of the river, which is crossed by a 
wooden bridge. The storehouses and residences of the principal 
merchants (mainly composed of wood) form a good street. On the 
S. shore, fronting the anchorage at the extremity of the town, 
stand the church and superintendent's residence, substantial-look- 
ing brick buildings. 

The chief part of the population clusters around the mouth of 
the river, where are also the court-house, gaol, and shambles. 

The barracks, which are occupied by the left wing of the Qnd 
West India regiment, are north of the town, 13 mile from the 
church, which short course is the only road in the settlement on 
which horses can be used, all distant communication being carried 
on in boats. 

The anchorage off the town is safe and convenient for vessels 
not drawing more than 15 feet water ; and this being the only port 
of entrv. hither all vessels resort. whether their obiect is to obtain 

.I' .# 

mahogany or to bring British manufactures, to be hence re-shipped 
in boats or small vessels into Spanish Yucatin, or the Guatema- 
lian territory. 

A late custom-house regulation has just altered this, and obvi- 
ated the necessity for vessels touching here, a change which may 
injure this town and settlement, but will much increase the gene- 
ral trade, opening the whole coast of central America to English 
enterprise. Whether that part subject to the King of Mosquitia 
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will be benefited or otherwise, time will show. Experience haa 
unhappily proved that the uncontrolled intercourse of civilised 
adventurers is more mischievous than useful to a population but 
little removed from barbarism. 

The t d e  of this settlement at present amounts to more than 
one hundred vessels, and 20,000 tons ; the imports being the 
necessaries of life, as salt meat, flour, vegetables, and all sorts of 
British manufactured goods, both for immediate use and for ex- 
portation to the surrounding country. 

The exports are mahogany, dye-woods, tortoiseshell, indigo, 
and cochineal, the two last being received in exchange for British 
manufactures. 

The population of the settlement, by returns in the Colonial- 
office, amounted in 1837 to 3320. If we add to this 1000 Caribs, 
250 troops, and 500 discharged pensioners from our black West 
India regiments, we shall have a total of 5070 : 2300 of these 
mav be resident in the town of Belize. whose natives, for its size. 
prLsent as mixed an assemblage as, perhaps, can anywhere be 
seen,-British, Natives of Spanish Yucatin, Negroes, Caribs, and 
Mosquito men : 2000 are woodcutters, Africans,-except about 
300 of the Carib tribe, more athletic men than are seen in any 
other part of the West Indies. Their fine appearance is doubt 
less to be attributed to the moral discipline under which they 
lived, even in the bygone days of slavery. 

In the mahogany-works no whip was uaed as a stimulant to 
labour; task-work was the general system; and the enslaved 
Negro and free Carib worked side by side, without any other dis- 
tinction than what ability or industry gave. This extended to the 
higher grad- of society; this settlement being the only one in 
the West Indies, in which distinction of colour was not known. 
Here, for years, the descendant of the negro has sat on the magis- 
terial bench, and enjoyed equal privileges with his white brother: 
1000 are Caribs, including the 300 already mentioned as wood- 
cutters, who have long been accustomed to hire themselves in the - 
mahogany-works. 

They reside at a flourishing village on the banks of North 
Stand Creek, which now probably contains one half of the entire 
tribe, whose fathers were banished in 1795 from the island of St. 
Vincent to the island of Ruatan, on this coast, whence they were 
soon invited %y the Spaniards to locate themselves on the main, 
near Truxillo, and subsequently spread along the whole coast, 
from Cape Camaron, in lat. 16' N., long. 85O W., to this place. 
This village is now their largest settlement, and is rapidly in- 
creasing, both from natural causes and immigration-these poor 
areatures at length, finding a more safe retreat under the British 
flag (from which the policy and justice of their expulsion was at 
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least doubtful) than under the less-settled government of central 
America : 70 are fishermen scattered along the -st and on the 
outlying islets, whose chief occupation is catching the hawksbill 
turtle. 

~ h 6  men employed as cutters of mahogany are located on the dif- 
ferent rivers, in gangs of from 20 to 50 each, for nine months of the 
year; each gang having built for themselves a temporary village on 
the river's bank, nearest to the district fixed upon to work, ac- 
cording to the abundance of the mahogany. The autumnal 
months are occupied in making a road, by fellmg trees, &c., to 
the centre of the selected plot. In December the gangs on the 
Belize and neighbouring rivers return to the town for the Christ- 
mas holidays, a season given up to the training of the militia and 
social festivity. 

In January they return to the woods for the long dry season, 
which commences in February; they are occupied in cutting till 
April and May, during which months they are employed in the 
laborious work of drawing out the wood to the river on trucks, 
with twelve or fou r tm oxen each. 

This must be accomplished by the 1st of June, when the rains 
commence, which cause the river to swell, and can all the logs 
that have been tumbled into it down the stream. 5- he a w s  of 
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workmen follow after in canoes, to extricate such logs aa have 
become entangled by the way, till all reach the sea, where they 
are stopped by a boom, sorted out according to the owners' marks, 
and hauled out of the water into their respective yards, to be 
squared and prepared for shipping. 

By the 1st of August all must be on board the vessels, to 
enable them to sail on that day, so as to avoid the hurricanes, 
which, although they have not visited this coast since 1787, we 
prevalent in the Gulf of Florida, through which the ships have 
to Dass on their wav to Eurone. 

1 J 1 

For such a large and widely-scattered population, mostly of our 
own countrymen, and speaking our own language, the means of 
instruction of one church and one chaplain, liberally assisted as it 
is by missionaries from the Wesleyans and Baptists, are lamentably 
deficient : the people resident in the distant parts of the settle- 
ment live the greater part of their lives, without any opportunity 
of enjoying the outward ordinances of religion. In one case, a 
fisherman applied to Captain Owen to baptize his child, it being 
next to impossible for him to take his family near 100 miles to the 
church. The missionaries preach at out-stations periodically- 
at Stand Creek for the Caribs, and at Mullin's River and the 
Boom (a village 30 miles up the Belize River) to the settlers : 
the residents at each station having built places of worship. An- 
other clergyman of the English church is much wanted, whose 
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duty it should be to itinerate and visit every part of the settle- 
ment, which would enable all to enjoy occasionally the rites of 
our church. 

The situation of this colony, viewed in reference to the great 
subject of civilisation, appears especially to demand attention. 
I t  is surrounded by a large Spanish population, who, although 
intelligent, are, as far as concerns the majority, only nominally 
Christianized, according to the form of the Romish faith. 

I t  is intimately connected with the natives of Mosquitia, who, 
notwithstanding their subjection to the British crown for the 
last century and a half, are living in the depths of barbarism, 
without clothes and without letters ; in fact, in a more degraded 
state than any other tribe on the east coast of either of the 

v A mericas. 
May not the British possessions here be made a central point, 

whence Christianity, civilisation, and commerce may be diffused 
over the whole of Central America? 

The State of Honduras, one of the five districts composing the 
republic of Central America, joins British Yucat&n. The coast 
which we have now to describe runs E., or nearly at a right angle 
with that of the English settlement, extending a distance of 200 
miles to the small river Lamas, which separates this state from 
the kingdom of Mosquitia. The extensive angular bay upon which 
it is situated, contained between Cape Catoche and Cape Gracias 
ii Dios, is called the Bay of Honduras : the frequent repetition of 
which name is calculated to cause conft~sion. Besides the bay 
and State, there are-3rd, the Gulf of Honduras, the S. W. corner 
of the bay; 4th, the British settlement of Honduras, also known 
as British Yucath ; and, 5th, Cape Honduras, lat. 16' 1' N., long. 
85' 5Y W., forming Truxillo Bay, also called Point Castillo. 

The coast of the State of Honduras is very different in cha- 
racter from the low shores of Yucatdn; pointed mountains rise 
one above another till they attain an elevation of 7000 and 8000 
feet above the sea. The immediate shore is agreeably diversified 
with hill and dale, trees and dark-green verdure close to the sea : 
while the mountain-tops, being fre,quently capped with clouds, 
give the whole a bold and heavy appearance. 

A bank of soundings, of irregular breadth, is found along the 
whole extent of coast at the western part from Omoa to Point Sal. 
I t  is not more than 2 or 3 miles wide ; but from hence, while the 
coast bends inwards to the southward, the soundings sweep round 
the island of Utilla, a distance of 2 1 miles from the land. 

The bank S. of Utilla and the Hog Islands, for a width of 25 
miles, is studded with shoals, which should prevent vessels from 
passing inside of these islands without due care-a course seldom 
requisite, as there are no harbours in this portion of the coast : 
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on the other hand, the bank off the towns of Truxillo and Omoa 
is clear, with regular depths. 

The W. extremity of this shore forms, with British Yucathn, 
the Gulf of Honduras, 8 miles wide by 16 long, with a depth of 
water and bottom calculated to make it an eligible roadstead for 
vessels communicating with the Gulf of Dulce. In the S.E. 
corner there is a snug harbour, called St. Thomas's Bight, a basin 
more than a square mile in extent, of from 3 to 5 fathoms' depth. 
The  shores, which rise abruptly from the water, are thickly clothed 
with indigenous forest; no appearance of cultivation being any- 
where seen : nor have its waters been much disturbed since the 
coyntry has beenunder its present governors. Whiie it was a colony 
of Spain, ships from the mother-country used to aw&t here the 
arrival of their cargoes from the rivers which empty themselves 
into the Gulf of Dulce. 

1V.-Account of the Province o Vera Paz, in Guatemala, and 
o the Indian Settletnents or ueblos established therein. By 4 # 

adre FR. ALONSO DE ESCOBAR. Communicated by DON 
CARLOS MEANY. 

THE ~rovince of Vera Paz may be divided into the high country 
(Alta), the low (Baxa), and the very low (Muy Baxa). This 
division onens to view the natural advantwes of an intertrouical " 1 - - -  

territory, comprising a variety of climates, and thereby capahle of 
rearing and maturing the vegetable products of many lands, both 
of the East and West Indies. In the southern part of the pro- 
vince, and towards the capital of Guatemala, are the settlements 
of Ch61, Rabinal, Cubulco, and Salamg. These, having a climate 
ordinarily hot and dry,, must be assigned to the low division of 
the province. 

Of the principal rivers towards the S., the first is the RioGrande, 
the sources of which are on a mountain in the settlement of San 
T o m s  Chichicastenango, in the jurisdiction (Alcaldia Mayor) 
of SololL : passing through this district, it divides it from that of 
Zacatepeques, and afterwards entering the district of Chiquimula, 
it takes the name of Motagua, and flows into the Atlantic Ocean. 
The  river Salami rises in a mountain opposite to the San Gero- 
nimo estate (hacienda). in a tract called bv the Indians Chirre- , I '  

mundo, and flows by the settlement of Salami, from which it 
takes its name. Joining in Panzuh with the river Cachil, which 
comes from the mountain of Matanzas (slaughter), it flows on till, 
at  the Sta. Anna estate, it unites wjth the river Chixoy, called also 
Sacapulas, and the sources of which lie in some mountains within 
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the jurisdiction of Totonicapam. A little further on it r e c e i v ~  
the river Cachecla, descending from the mountain of Pambach, 
which lies on one side of the settlement of Tactic.* The  furthest 
information which I possess respecting this river (the SalamL) is, 
that when it flows by the mountain of ChammL, it is already of 
great magnitude. 

In this (the southern) quarter are found many sulphureous and 
chalybeate springs. Proceeding from Guatemala, after passing 
the Rio Grande, we meet the Rio de la Agua Caliente, so 
named from the hot water flow in^ into it from numerous b o h  
springs. In the settlement of galamd, near the banks of t h i  
river, are several hot water springs, popularly called the Li&s 
(Chupaderos), because they are sought by the cattle on account 
of their saltness. Sheep drinking those waters soon grow fat, and 
their flesh acquires a delicious flavour. A great mistake pre- 
vails among the people in Guatemala, who ascribe to those sul- 
~hureous waters a remedial virtue in the endemic disease of 
1 

goitre (giiegiiecho) ; and those who suffer from it consequently 
come and reside for a time in the settlement of Amatitan. But 
the experience of the country proves the contrary fact, since those 
dwelling near the banks of the Rio de la Agua Caliente, and 
the people of Salam5, who drink its waters, are commonly af- 
fected with gottre. A similar observation has been made by 
Alcedo, respecting the river Guali, in the kingdom of Grenada, 
where the yiiegiiecho of our people is called eoto. 

Twelve leagues from Salami, on the summit of the mountain, 
after the forests of Patal, on the royal road, stands the settlement 
of Tactic; and 4 leagues further on is the settlement of Santa 
Cruz : that of San Cristobal l v i n ~  on the left of the road: 

.I 0 

4 leagues more reach the imperial city of Cobin, wherein resides 
the alcalde mayor of the province. One of the seven divisions 
of CoMn, S. Juan AlcalL, was originally peopled with the 
Indians of Chisec, or the tract of country north of the city. A 
league from S. Juan AlcalB is the settlement of S. Pedro Carchi, 
S. of which, little more than a league, lies that of S. Juan Chn- 
melco. The  climate of these settlements is cold, and excesrively 
humid, on account of the heavy rains that fall all the year round ; 
although there is n transient summer in March and April, when 
the sun warms the earth a little, to prepare it for the speedy 
recommencement of winter. But this applies only to the settle- 
ments on the summit of the mountains. and not to those below. 
which have six months of summer, and six of winter, as is gene- 
rally the case in America. An unclouded sky is a rare spectacle 
in those regions; but when bright weather is coming, the river 

The Taltic of other authorities.-ED. 
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Chixoy announces it at San Pedro, and the river Chico, in 
Cobin, by a fitful murmuring in the stillness of the night. How- 
ever, in compensation for bad autumnal and summer seasons, 
these mountains never suffer from drought, but the trees and 
herbage continue fresh and green the whole year round. The 
coldness and wet are most sensibly felt in November, December, 
and January. During the rest of the year the air is mild and 
agreeable. The stormy winds serve to cool the low country 
towards the S. The day on which the north wind begins to blow 
in the mountains receives from the Indians a particular name 
(Boc), because with it begins the return of the water-fowl. 

The mountains are so many and so close together that there is 
hardly half a league of level land to be met with in all this high 
country. Whichever way the eyes be turned they are sure to 
meet with mountains, most of them of great elevation. Hende 
it is that the roads here are extremely rugged and precipitous, in- 
somuch so that it is only on the royal road, and' in tolerably dry 
weather (which comes but seldom), that it is possible to travel: 
After rain has fallen, as the roads are all up and down, and of 
slippery clay, it must be a very good and practised beast that does 
not fall at every step. Everywhere, indeed, there is danger of 
falling ; even in the passages and court-yards of the bouses, 

' , which become so slippery when wet, that treading them is like 
walking upon soap. 

For the Indians, however, there is no road too bad ; and where 
no beast can keep its feet, they go and carry loads with little 
difficulty. Herein is seen the power of habit, since these people 
beginning at six years old to carry b~irdens become such active 
carriers as to be able to make journeys of 200 leagues, or more, 
without suffering, when the best mule, if unshod, becomes so lame 
as to be unable to move a step. I have often seen them, after 
having hurt themselves by stumbling, hold a burning skewer near 
to the wound or bruise. to ~revent  inflammation. and start fresh - I 

on their journey the day after this painful treatment. 
When on a journey they carefully avoid drinking cold water, 

and quench their thirst with water as warm as can be taken. 
Their ordinary food is a little roasted maize paste, called toto- 
poxte, which they crumble into boiling water, and so eat it ;  or 
else they warm it entire with chile* and salt ; and this is their 
whole nourishment. Wherever they stop they stretch themselves 
at full length, although it be on the stones, extending to the 
utmost their legs and arms, and by this means they soon resume 
their vigour. There are reckoned to be 1000 Indians in Coban 
alone; above 300 in S. Pedro CarchA; and 200 in S. Juan 

* Capsicum. 
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Chamelco, not including those who wander over the whole king- 
dom buying and selling. They usually take to Guatemala for 
sale a great quantity of rice, and thread of all sizes. T o  Chi- 
quimula, Zacapa, and San Salvador, they take blankets, knife- 
blades, Indian mantles, pimento grown in the country, hammocks, 
lasos, and a few other articles ; and in return they bring back 
money and cattle, which they go for to Esquipulas, Cucuyagua, 
and Gracias, drawing also from Sonsonate and the Salinas the 
salt which constitiites one of the principal articles of their trade. 

But to return to the Cordillera of towering mountains which 
traverse the high country to an immense distance. Those moun- 
tain-tracts still remain quite unknown even to the Indians them- 
selves, who never penetrate into them except by the road to 
PetBn. South of Cobin and of S. Pedro Carchi extend the 
mountains of Patal, which separate the low settlements of Salami, 
Rabinal, Cubulco, and Ch61, from those of the highlands ; and 
further on, in the same direction, are the lofty summits of Chi- 
chen, Chitzujay, Zaamico, Zacampat, Quixmez, Iloman, Chix- 
oth, Guayona, Chidla, and Zacriyl, the peak of which is laid bare 
by the fire and smoke that have at times issued from it. Besides 
these is seen Xucamel, the highest of all these mountains, rising 
between Chichen and Chitzujay, with its summit towards the 
south-east, its branches extending to the lake of Bodegas. 

East of San Pedro are the mountains of Chintyl and ChacaltB; 
after which follow those of Chicac and Tamajul ; beyond which 
the Indians penetrate no farther in that direction. The limit of 
their excursions is, they say, three days from the settlement; be- 
yond it the country is reported to be uninhabited, and to be filled 
with rugged mountains, which, according to their accounts, I 
should suppose to run towards the port occupied by the English 
in Belize. . 

T o  the north-east are situate San Augustin Lanquin and Santa 
Maria Cahbbn. The first of these settlements is 20 leagues, 
the second '28 leagues, from San Pedro, by roads of the worst 
description, over mountains named Ziguanja, Chirreguim, Talal, 
and Chimelo.' At the chief stations on those roads, are lodges 
(ranchos) for the travellers to and from these settlements, or to 
the castle of Pethn. 

San Pedro confines towards the N. on the widely-spread moun- 
tains of Toccali, Zucha, and Chiacam; and in the same direc- 
tion occur the plains of Ivovili, and of Babbl, with the mountains 
of Zaclech; the last being accessible only to the Indians, who 
advance a 3 days' journey into this impracticable region for 
the sake of collecting some fruits and other productions, but 
have no further knowledge of that country, which they describe a s  
uninhabited. 
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On the north-west are the mountains of Chisec, anciently in- 
habited by the Indians now established in the Alcali division of 
Cobin. In the same mountains the Indians of Cobin still mow 

0 - 
their cotton and keep their plantations of achiote* and cacao ; not 
that they plant or do much more than take advantage of the earth's 
spontaneous production. Two days from the mountains of 
Chisec begins the central ridge of the high land, on which are 
plains of boundless extent, with one of the largest rivers of the 
kingdom w i n d i i  through them. 

The  Rio de la Pasion rises among the mountains of Chammd, 
in the lake of Lacanddn. I t  flows at first from W. to E.; and 
when it passes by the mountains of Chisec, north of Cobin, it is 
already 50 yards wide, and 20 feet deep. In winter its width 
increases to half a league, or considerably more, according to the 
violence of the rains, and its depth, of course, is at the same time 
augmented. On reaching the mountains of PetBn, it is joined by 
the rivers Santa Isabel and Mataquece, with many other streams, 
till at last it unites with the rivers of Utzumacinta, and finally 
discharges itself northwards into the sea, west of Campechy and 
the Laguna de Terminos, forming the great delta called the 
Barra de San Pedro y San Pablo. The kingdom of Guatemala 
can never be said to have attained prosperity so long as the banks 
of this great river remain uninhabited and uncultivated. 

On the banks of the river de la Pasion dwell many uncon- 
verted Indians, as at PetBn and towards the mountains of Zaclech, 

.* whither the people of Cobin are fearful of going, lest they should 
fall in with the LacandGnes. This river is the Nile of Guatemala, 
fertilizing with its waters the country through which it flows. I t  
abounds in fish : the land near it is well suited for the cultivation 
of coffee ; and its cacao is equal, if not superior, to that of Soco- 
nusco, and in great abundance, though unaided by cultivation. 
The sugtir-cane is said to attain there in its wild state a degree of 
perfection unknown elsewhere ; nor does it require irrigation, so 
rich and humid is the soil. The best dye-woods, as well as caoba,t 
cedar, and other timber for shipbuildingJ may be had in any quan- 
tities on the banks of that river. These fertile lands are far more 
valuable than mines of the precious metals. But to return to 
the description of the country round San Pedro. 

Between the W. and the N.E. lie the mountains of Chammi, 
inhabited by the wild Indians of Lacanddn, who gave so much 
trouble from the first conquest of these countries till the end of 

* The achiote (m called from the native Mexiean name achiotlj is the shrub yield- 
ing the red pulp from which is prepared the dye or d n ~ g  called in commerce annotto. 
It% the Bixa orellana of Linnaeus. The names bixa and roucou, which latter is 
used by the French, were both learned from the natives of Brazil.-ED. 

t Bastard mahogany.-ED. 
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the seventeenth century, when the greater part of them were 
reduced to subjecti~n. Our historians assign to those Indians a 
great extent of territory, which in fact they still possess ; and it 
appears to me that, for the sske of avoiding confusion, a distinc- 
tion ought to be drawn between the Western and Eastern La- 
cand6nes. All the country lying on the w., between the bisho?ric 

q of Ciudad Real and the province of Vera Paz, was once occupied 
by the Western Lacanddnes. Some of them may still remain 
there in the recesses of the mountains, the extent and intricacy of 
which makes it difficult to explore them perfectly. 

The  countrv of the Eastern Lacanddnes mav be considered as 
extending frok the mountains of ChammQ, a Ay and a half from 
Cobin, along the borders of the river de la Pasion to P&n, 
or even further, as this nation, by means of the numerous canoes 
with which it trades on the river, asserts the occupancy of a terri- 
tory 100 leagues in length, without having therein any fixed abode ; 
for if they be discovered in one place, they immediately take to 
their canoes with their wives and children. and m, off to some 

0 

other; and hence many unconverted Indians still remain in PetCn. 
With the subdued Lacanddnes, who were taken at the end of 

the last century from the mountains of Chammi, the Dominicans 
founded San Marco de CoMn; and some of their descendants 
there still speak among themselves the Echolchi language, which 
is that of the Lacanddnes. The division of San Tomas Apdstol 
is as ancient as the conquest, and was peopled with Laamd6n 
Indians dwelling to the N. of Cobin. In like manner San 
Domingo de CoMn was established with Indians taken from the 
mountains of Chichen and Xucamel. The four divisions of San 
Pedro CarcM were peopled with the Indians of the immediate 
neighbowhood. In general the Indian communities of San 
Pedro and C o b  still gather the produce of those tracts of 
country which anciently belonged to their respective ancestors. 

In the lowest part of the province, N. of San Pedro, lie the 
settlements of San Agustin Lanquin and Santa Maria Cahbdn, 
in a remarkably hot and humid climate. 23 leagues from 
Cahbdn, in the midst of inaccessible mountains and morasses, 
dwell the CMls and ManchBs, the subjugation and conversion 
of which Indian nations began in 1675. On that occasion were 
founded the settlements of San Lucas Zaclech, Nuestra Seiiora 
del Rosario, and Santiago. Further on, near the river Yaxji, 
was established the settlement of San Jacinto Matzin, and 4 
leagues higher up San Pedro and San Pablo Yxil: at another 
station, 4 leagues on, was fixed the settlement San J o d  May, 
and subsequently those of Asuncion, San Miguel Manchk, San 
Francisco Socomo, and San Fernando Axoy, making altogether 
elevep wt t le~ents  in the province of Chdl and Manchtj. 



The Lacanddn, Chdl, and Manchk Indians. 

But this unlucky province did not last long, and with it 
vanished the hopes of enlightening and converting a numerous 
aboriginal population. The Indians, taxed excessively on one 
hand, and on the other terrified with threats of force, of which 
they had had some experience, suddenly took to flight, with- 
drawing to the most remote and trackless mountain region, and 
have never been seen from that time to the present. Only a 
small remnant of them was at that time brought together and 
placed in the settlement of Santa Cruz del Chdl, between the 
Rio Grande and Rabinal; so few indeed remained that perhaps 
there is now in that place hardly one Indian descended from the 
original Chdl and ManchQ settlers. 

I t  is doubtful where these two Indian nations, viz., the Chdls 
and the ManchBs, eventually fixed themselves ; but it is likely 
that some of them retired, beyond the mountains of Chammi, to 
the river Zaclech, in order to unite with the Lacanddnes, who, as 
i t  was afterwards known, had numerous canoes, with which they 
carried on traffic on that river, both those originally established 
there and the new comers. The greater number of the emigrants, 
however, probably went eastwards, to the neighbourhood of the 
sea. 

From Cahbdn the road for Peten leads, in 10 days, over unin- 
habited mountains to the settlement of San Luis, which is the 
first in the jurisdiction of that government (Presidio). The  
opening of this road gave rise to much altercation between the 
Alcalde Mayor Pacheco, and the engineer Don Juan Antonio 
Carvajal ; the former opposing in every way the decisions of the 
latter, who had been appointed for the special purpose of con- 
structing this road, but who never completed the work, because, 
after surveying an immense extent of mountainous country, he 
found i t  impossible to make the road where the Alcalde Mayor 
proposed. His instructions were to open a line of road, avoiding 
aa much as possible the main chain of mountains. But this was 
never done; for in going to Peten at the present day we have all 
the mountains to cross with great toil and difficulty. Had it been 
then known that the Indians descend the Rio de la Pasion in 
canoes, from the place where it passes the mountains of Chammsi, 
a day and a halfs journey from Cobin to PetQn, we might pro- 
bably have now had a shorter as well as more convenient mode 
of communicating with the latter place. But by land it is not 
likely that the road will ever be much abridged, or otherwise 
materially improved ; for if the line of level country be sought 
out, it d l  be found to be intersected by numerous rivers not 
fordable in,the wet season, and the crossing of which at any time 

I would be a work of hazard and delay. 
Before we leave the country of CahMn there are two thingo 
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to be mentioned : the first is that the cotton of those mountains 
is the best produced in the whole kingdom, being at once fine, 
white, and extremely soft : it is spun in large quantities by the 
Indian women. Next, it is to be remarked, that in this settle- 
ment there are few persons without goitre ; and that the waters 
in the highlands, so far from engendering this disease, even 
cure it ; while in the valleys below, on the other hand, they pro- 
duce it. 

Halfway down the mountain of Xucamel, S.E. of San Pedro, 
facing the S., stands San Pablo Tamajum, a settlement pertaining 
to the curacy of Tactic, from which place it is 4 leagues distant 
bv a miserable road. The elevated situation makes the settle- , 
ment melancholy ; but, in respect to climate, it is advantageously 
 laced between the extremes of temoerature. The  river Polochic 
passes through it, descending from Xucamel, where that river 
has one of its two sources : so near its origin it is no great stream. 
4 leagues from Tamajum, going along the river, stands San 
Miguel Tucurh, likewise depending an Tactic. Its climate is 
extremely hot and moist, as is the case with all the country lower 
down to the lake of Bodegas and the Gulf; and is consequently 
well adapted to 'the cultivation of cacao, cotton, coffee, achiote, 
indigo, and sugar. 

About 8 leagues or little more below TucurG, and near the 
river Polochic. is the site wherein formerlv stood the settlement 
of Santa ~ataliLa, which, according to the accounts of old Indians, 
was destroyed by the English. At  present there is at that place 
an estate whereon cacao and indigo are cultivated, and where the 
increase of the cattle speaks well for the soil and climate. , 3 
leagues lower down is the wharf or landing-place (embarcadero) 
called Ave Maria, where the canoes and boats with goods from 
Honduras used to unload, before the navigation of the river was 
closed up. By this channel came the images, bells, and orna- 
ments sent from Spain for the churches in the settlements. 2 or 
3 leagues further down the river stood the settlement of San 
Andres Apdstol, which was also destroyed at the same time by 
the Endish. ---  

D 

I t  is impossible to ascertain exactly where the settlement of 
Xocolo stood near the lake of Bodegas. Nueva Sevilla is said to 
have been built in 1544 in the plain of Munguijb, 3 leagues from 
the port of Honduras, on the bank of the river of Bodegas, by 
some S~aniards from YucatAn and Cotzuniel, who wished to take .. . --- 

1 

possession of the country ; but their oppression of the Indians was 
carried to such an extent that three years later the royal authority 
was ohliged to interpose and to break up their colonies, which 
were soon evacuated. The  evil, however, was not so easily re- 
moved. The  discovery of the port and of the means of communi- 
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cation with the interior by the river entailed lasting vexations on 
the Indians inhabiting its banks, who were compelled to serve as 
boatmen and carriers, subject to all kinds of contumely and unfair 
dealing. The consequence was that they also deserted the 
country. Formerly, while the settlements flourished and the 
Indians were numerous on the banks of the Polochic and the 
shores of the Gulf-when desolation did not as yet reign para- 
mount as it does at  resent-it was customarv for the Prior of 
Cobin to send to the ioast to greet the missionaries arriving from 
Spain, and to take charge of them in their journey up the country. 
But at the present day no one would think of sending a messen- 
ger from ' C o b h  to the sea-shore ; nor would any missionary 
venture to traverse the unhealthv desert intervenin~. since those r,, 

who enter it rarely survive to tell their safety. Yet we are in- 
formed that companies of Dominicans have at various times as- 
cended to Cobin by the river Polochic, and certainly that route 
wants only practicability to be preferable to any other. 

From the preceding description it will have been seen that the 
settlements in the elevated country, cold and very humid, are six 

8 in nnmber, viz. :-Santa hiaria Asuncion, of Tactic ; Santa Cruz, 
de Santa Elena; San Cristobal Caccoh; the imperial city of 
Cobtin; San Pedro Carchk; and San Juan Chamelco. The  

I settlements in the warm and dry climate are four, viz. :-Son 
Pablo Ravinbl ; Santiago Cubulco ; Santa Cruz del Ch61, and 
San Mateo Salamd ; those in the region of great heat and humidity 
are San Augustin Lanquin, Santa Maria Cahbdn, San Miguel 
Tucur6, and San Pablo Tamajum ; making altogether fourteen 

4 settlements, now comprised in the province of Vera Paz. Two 
settlements which were established among the Polochic Indians, 
viz., Santa Catalina and Snn Andres, have disappeared ; and two 
others, viz., Xocolo and San Pablo de Amatique, with New 
Seville, in the country of the Poconchics, have experienced a 
like fate. 

V.-Notes on the Lake of Nicu~agua and the Province of 
Chontales, in Guatemala. By Chevalier EM ANUE L FRIED- 
RICHSTHAL. 

[THE disturbed state of Mexico having prevented M. Fried- 
richsthal from executing his original intention of travelling into 
California, he turned his steps to Guatemala, a country no less 
interesting than the preceding, and nearly 3s much distracted 
with intestine wars. H e  found the civilisation of Central Ame- 
rica to be in a very low state of developement. Indolence is there 
the vice of all classes ; and though public spirit is not absolutely 

VOL. XI.  H 
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wanting, yet those who are animated by it have neither the union 
nor the energy requisite to enable them to cope with the am- 
bitious disturbers of the public peace. A territory of 28,000 
square leagues is there possessed by only two millions of souls ; 
and this scanty number has diminished rather than increased 
during the discord and confusion of the last sixteen years.] 

Under such circumstances, observes M. Friedrichsthal, the im- 
portant question of a union of the two oceans (viz., the Atlantic and 
Pacific) has been entirely forgotten ; and I believe that I do not 
err in asserting that Europe pays far more attention to this grand 
project than the inhabitants of Central America, wholly unac- 
quainted as they are with the advantages of an extensive com- 
merce and with the means of promoting it. I t  is also not to be 
expected that this state, with its limited resources, should ever be 
able to accomplish such a work; and it was therefore proposed, 
before the last war, to engage some mercantile houses of Paris 
in the execution of this project, the recompense consisting of tolls 
a d  50 square leagues of land. 

'Some preliminary labours, executed in the first instance by 
order of the King of Holland, and afterwards by the Central 
Government, have not only proved the possibility of making the 
river St. Juan navigable, but have also been instrumental in disco- 
vering two points where the height of the Cordilleras is so inconsi- 
derable as to allow a passage to be cut through them. At  one of 
these points the immediate connexion of the Lake of Nicaragua 
with the Pacific might be effected by a channel of 54 leagues 
long, S. of the town of Nicaragua. The  intervening neck of 
land has only an elevation of 487 English feet above the level of 
the lake, which again, according to the official report of Bailey's 
measurement, is 128' higher than the Pacific. 

The second route would lead from the above Lake, ascending 
the river Tipitapa,* through the Lake Managua, towards the 
town of Leon, where mountains of a still less elevation than the 
above are to be cut, when a channel of 13 leagues long would 
lead into the Bay of Cochagua. But the realisation of the second 
plan would be much more expensive, as the Lake of Managha, 
which is 28' higher than that of Nicaragua, forms, at the place 
where it narrows itself into the river Tipitapa, a cataract, having a 
fall of 14 feet, which could only be surmounted by expensive locks. 
Nevertheless, the scheme of uniting the two oceans presents no 
difficulties which may not be readily overcome by the resources 
" The river joining the two lakes is named Panaloya by Mr. Lawrance, mate of 

H.M.S. Thunder, who in 1840 ascended the river St. Juan in a boat, made a brief 
survey of the Lake of Nicaragua, and crossed from Grenada to the shores of the Pacific, 
22 miles distant. The results of his observatio~ls er~rich the map accompanying this 
part of the Journal, the hydrographic details of which also exhibit much improvement. 
-ED. 
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of the age, or which are not light in comparison with the benefits 
likely to redound from its execution. 

The province of C hontales, on the N.E. of Lake Nicaragua, 
presents in general a soil of alluvium, being an undulating 
country, without any very determinate character, furrowed by 
gullies and narrow runs of water, and dipping generally towards 
S.W. Porphyry appears but rarely at the surface. 

The  river which, according to some maps, is placed in the N .  of 
the  province, under the name of River of New Segovia, is called 
in the country Lama; and at the spot where the maps name it 
R io  Escondido, the Caribs call it Siquia. The  length of its 
course may perhaps be 55 leagues. The depth of the river 
Tipitapa is from 9 to 21 English feet; its breadth, at an average, 
100 yards. The city of New Guatemala, placed in some maps on 
the shores of the Pacific, lies 36 leagues N.E. from that point, in 
the interior of the country. Old Guatemala is 1'2 leagues from 
New Guatemala, towards the S.W. The extent of the adjacent 
Balsarn-coast comprehends only the tract between Sonsonate and 
St. Vincent. The  elevation of Old Guatemala may be about 
5000 feet ; its mean annual temperature is 68" Fahr. The  Vol- 
canoes de Agua y de Fuego (of water and fire), near that city, 
are 15,000 feet in height. The  first, 3 league W., the second 1 
league N.N.W. from the town. The  latter rises a little higher 
than the former. The  place called Mixco stands 3 leagues W. 
from New Guatemala, and about 500 feet higher. The  Volcano 
Guanacaure has an elevation of about 3000 feet; Atillan, 25 
leagues N.W. from Old Guatemala, 12,000 to 13,000 feet ; Cose- 
quinan, on the uttermost point of the isthmus, which surrounds 
the Bay of Conchagua to the S., 1000 feet ; Nisalco, 2 leagues 
N.E. of Sonsonate, the most active of all, 1500 feet. Its explo- 
sions are not connected with a continued roaring, but with violent 
detonations, which may be heard from 20 to 50 times in twenty- 
four hours. 

The island of Ometepe, in the Lake of Nicaragua, is formed of 
two cones of porous grarbte, which are connected by an isthmus 2 
leagues long and 8 broad. 'Its entire length is 9 leagues; its 
breadth (measured across the eastern mountain, Las Maderas) 
3 leagues; across the western mountain, de la Consuncion, 23. 
The former shows at long intervals an inward volcanic activity, - 
manifesting itself by heaving and by a low grumbling; it is 
thickly wooded, much lower than the following, and is said to 
have on its summit a small fresh-water lake. The  Cerro de la 
Consuncion has, according to my barometrical measurement, 
5252 English feet elevation above the Atlantic ; * it is likewise 

* The measurements of Mr. Lawrance gave to the Peak of Madera 4190 feet, and to 
that of Ometepe 5050 feet above the lake j and as this is 128 feet above the Pacific, the 
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wooded, and on its western slope a savanna, f of a league broad, 
extends up two-thirds of its height : it is steep and has a beauti- 
fully conical form. The  atmospheric precipitation on its summit 
is so great that we were wading deep in mud, and the trees 
teeming with wet. Its summit, divided into two low hills, em- 
braces a lake 132 paces in circumference. This lake is girt 
at its N.W. side by a rocky wall 4 feet high, but in the rainy 
season it flows over to the W., and forms several falls, being s u p  
plied by its own springs. 

The  island contains two villages, named Ometepe and Muya- 
galpa. The  first lies on the N.E. base of the Cerro de la 
Consuncion, and has 1000 inhabitants ; the latter W.N.W. from 
the mountain, 33 leagues from Ometepe, and has 350 souls. 
The  whole population of the isle, including the dispersed 
haziendas. is 1700 souls. 

I have found in the province of Chontales remains of ancient 
towns and tem~les.  the idols of which are at several  laces half 
buried in the siil.  he western shores of Lake ~idaragua, as 
well as the foot of Mount Bombacio, exhibit many traces of stone 
images, architectural ornaments, and vases. The islands of the 
Lake, especially Ometepe, seem to have served as sepulchres to 
surrounding populous towns, inasmuch as extensive Necropolises, 
or Cities of the Dead, are to be met with on them, corresponding 
in character with those of the ancient Mexicans. 

V1.-Journey from the City of Mexico to Mazatlun, with 
a Description of some Remarkable Ruins. By M. J. 
L" OWENSTERN. 

LEAVING the city of Mexico on the 24th of July, 1838, I pro- 
ceeded the first day 7 leagues N. to the town of Guautitlan, 
formerly a Repartimiento (royal donation of land and Indians) 
belonging to the family of Alonzo de A1vila, one of the Conquista- 
dores. From Guautitlan I arrived next day at Huehuetoca, an 
inconsiderable place, but interesting from its being near the 
Desague, or outlet of the waters from the valley of Mexico, which, 
though from its magnitude one of the most extraordinary works 
of art, is more like the bed of a torrent formed by nature than s 
channel cut by the hands of men. Thence to the rancho (small 
farm-house) of Bata, 4 leagues, and 4 more to Tula: anciently the 
capital of the Toltecs or Tultecs, the most ancient inhabitants of 
Mexico known to history. 
mean height of which exceeds that of the Atlantic by 3-52 feet (Lloyd in Phil. T-;:, 
pt. i . ,  1830), it follows that the two measurements of Ometepe direr only by 704 
feet.-En 
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Leaving Tula, which combines the most splendid mountain 
scenery with great fertility, I reached, after a journey of 3 leagues, 
the Hacienda de San Antonio, and 3 leagues further, that of 
La Goleta. These haciendas (large farm-houses) generally con- 
sist of some stone buildings, with a chapel, surrounded by a stone 
balustrade, and with a few miserable huts. Passing some houses 9 . 
called San Miguelito, I arrived at Arroyo Zarco, distant 64 or 
7 leagues from La Goleta, and about 124 or 13 leagues from 
Tula. 

The hacienda of Arroyo Zarco consists of a few houses situate! 
among hills, and formerly was appropriated to the Jesuit mis- 
sions engaged in the endeavour to civilise the two Californias. 
I n  its neighbourhood is Aculco, where, in the late revolution, 
Hidalgo was defeated by Calleja. 

After Arroyo Zarco are the Cerro and Llanura del Cazadero. 
About the middle of the sixteenth century the Llanura was the 
scene of a great chace, which the viceroy, Don Antonio de Men- 
doza, gave shortly after the conquest, in the style of the old 
Mexican Emperors, with no less than 15,000 Indians assembled 
for driving the game together. 

This plain, about 6 leagues in circumference, often exhibits 
the phenomenon of the mirage. The country is every where well 
watered, and bevond the Cazadero  resents a continual inter- 
change of plains and mountains, forming most splendid scenery, 
and constantly increasing in elevation. La gran Peiia de Vernal, 
a mountain on the right hand to the E., presents one of the lxlost 
striking objects. 

I here met with a small fruit called carambola. like maDes. 
0 1  * 

which I had never before seen nor tasted. The red tuna, the 
fruit of the nopal (prickly pear), is in great abundance, but 
without the grana (cochineal insect) on its leaves. The maguey 
(aloe) is very common, but here little cultivated for pulque, the 
use of which liauor ceases entirelv in the western Darts of Mexico. 

From ~ r r o i o  Zarco to San j u a n  del Rio Hre 12 leagues. 
This town is very neat and clean. Its inhabitants are, next to 
those of Queretaro, the greatest robbers in the republic, and are 
organised in regular bands. 

On leaving San Juan del Rio, I crossed a splendid bridge of 
five arches, built of hewn stone, over a considerable river, whence 
the town receives its distinctive appellation <' del Rio." 

I was surprised at the state of cultivation in which I found this 
beautiful country : fields without intermission covered with maize, 
or cebada (barley) ; yet the ploughs are here of a very primitive 
construction, drawn b oxen, which are urged on by their drivers 
with long pointed stic g s like lances, quite in the Patriarchal style. 
The  attention is here equally engaged by the beauty of the sur- 
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rounding mountain scenery, and by the fertility of the plain. 
The soil, black and rich, is intersected by numerous canals, which 
during the rainy season, in the months of July or August, irrigate 
all the fields. 

34 leagues from San Juan is the Hacienda de Sauz ; 7 leagues 
farther on is a small place, called El Colorado, in bad repute for 
the many robberies committed in its hilly and intricate neigh- 
bourhod ; and after 4 leagues more (forming together 1% from 
San Juan) is Queretaro; the houses of which, surrounded by 
gardens, encloszd with gigantic organ-cactus, and large beautiful 
cyprels-trees, and its majestic stone aqueduct on lofty arches, 
present a most lively and charming picture. 

Queretaro is the principal town of the Departimiento, with 
about 20,000 inhabitants, possessing fine churches and a great 
number of D~blic fountains. erected in the reign of Ferdinand VI. 

0 

Many articles are here manufactured from the fibres of the 
maguey, or aloe, as thread, ropes, and saddle-cloths. 

I t  is particularly to be remarked that beyond or westward of 
Queretaro all the rivers take their course towards the Pacific 
Ocean, this town being situate on the high ridge of the Cordillera, 
which passes Mexico from S.E. to N.W. 

Leaving Queretaro on the 28th of July, and passing through a 
level and scrubby country with lime-quarries and lime-kilns, I 
reached at 3 leagues from it a considerable village, called El 
Opasio. About 1 league before reaching Celaya, which is 
9 leagues distant from El Opasio, the country becomes very 
swampy; but this tract is traversed by a splendid embankment 
leading to a magnificent stone bridge, the most elegant I have 
met with in Mexico, ornamented with columns and pyramids 
bearing the names of the founders. 

The town of Celaya, with a population of 10,000 or 11,000, 
has a fine square, two rich convents, and two cotton manufactures 
recently established by Don Lucas Alamin, and it was formerly 
celebrated for its ~atronare of the fine arts. the convents still 
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exhibiting the evidence of it by their fine paintings. 
Among the curiosities of this place is its money, the lower 

denomination of currency being pieces of soap, bearing on one 
side the name of the maker, and on the reverse its value , 

(2 clacos. or una uuartillal* 
\ 

Leaving this interesting town the 31st of July, I rode the same 
day 26 leagues to Guanaxuato, passing after 10 leagues Salamanca, 
a melancholy town, and 4 leagues further the Hacienda de Ta- 
mascatio ; then advancing 5 leagues to the Hacienda de Burras, 

* The clam (in commerce called ochava) is the eighth part of a real, which, of 
Mexican silver, is the eighth part of a dollar. The map currency described above is 
worth therefore nearly twopence of our money.-ED. 



I found a large and beautiful, though still unfinished, high road, 
to Marfil, a place about a league distant from Guanaxuato, and 
6 leagues from Burras. Here begins the hollow pass, in which 
Guanaxuato stands, and wherein winds the river, which must be 
forded several times by a traveller approaching the town. 

A visit to the celebrated mines of Guanaxuato afforded me an 
opportunity of comparing the difference of the systems followed 
here and in the mines of Real del Monte. 

I left Guanaxuato on the 3rd of August, at 4 A.M., and reached 
the  town of Lagos, 26 leagues distant, in 21 hours, riding the 
whole time on the same horse-no bad proof of the excellence of 
the Mexican breed. I had to proceed 3 leagues through the 
above-mentioned hollow. and 2 leaeves further on ~as sed  through 

c7 - 
Silao, a small but lively town. From hence 9 leagues to Leon, 
one of the richest and most industrious towns of Mexico. A 
great number of Chile plantations occurred on this road. From 
Leon to Lagos are 12 tiresome leagues, through stony mountains, 
barren plains, and narrow defiles, peopled with Cojotes f Jackals). 
Near Lagos the swamps or lakes (lagos), which give the name to 
this small town, and a very large and swollen river, were to be 
forded. On leaving this town next day a mountain of very singular 
form, called Mesa Redonda, presented itself to the left. Passing 
aeain over barren ulains and throunh hollows I saw immense - - 
ant-hills, defacing t6e ground over a circumference of 3 or 4 yards, 
and reached after 7 leagues some huts, called E l  Obispo, and 13 
league further a large, well-cultivated plain, strewed with volcanic 
stones of coarse porous texture and grey colour, but yellow where 
extwsed to the air. The whole ground looked volcanic. Five 
l e h e s  from E l  Obispo, and 12 lgaagues from Lagos, is San Juan 
de 10s Lagos, situate in a narrow defile between sterile mountains. 
This isolated town presents a striking proof of the former wealth 
of this country. I t  pssesses a magnificent church, ornamented 
with columns, and beanng the well-merited inscription BAS I LIC A 

LATERANENSIB.  The houses are all painted or decorated with 
carvings. This place is celebrated for its feria (fair) in December, 
which lasts eight days, during which many thousands of men, 
with carriages and beasts of burthen, throng the town, or encamp 
on the surrounding heights. 

Leaving San Juan, I passed a small but good stone bridge 
over the inconsiderable river which winds through the valley of 
San Juan, and after 5 leagues reached, in another valley, a 
wretched looking place, called Calos, quite in ruins, yet having 
an old church with dome and steeples. After 2 to 3 leagues 
more, still through barren mountains and passes, came another 
small place, La Laca, consisting of some huts; then 4 leagues 
more, and 12 or 13 leagues from San Juan, the Hacienda de San 
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Antonio, also called Venta de Pexeros, consisting of a farm and a 
bad mezon or inn. Obliged to pass a very small, but now swollen, 
river near San Antonio in a canoe, I travelled over a mountainous 
tract, a very Paradise for sportsmen, as would appear from the 
multitude of hares we started. o. sight I never witnessed before. - D 

After some leagues I again found cultivation and a few huts, 
formed only of large stones heaped together without any cement, 
nor even with moss to fill the fissures, and covered with straw. 

Six or 7 leagues from San Antonio, and within 1 league of 
Tepatitlan, I was agreeably surprised by discovering on a moun- 
tain on the right an ancient pyramid, which, while it agyees with 
those at Cholula, San Juan de Teotihuacan, but particularly in 
its form and construction with that of Xochicalco, all which have 
been described by Baron Humboldt, and the one I had already 
found near Remedios (of which a description is subjoined), ,has 
the interesting peculiarity of being situate in a part of the country 
wherein monuments of this kind have not been hitherto known to 
exist, and in a tract over which the Azteks may be presumed to 
have passed in their migration from the Californias to Mexico. 

This pyramid, though inferior in dimensions to those of the 
Sun and Moon near San Juan de Teotihuacan, yet surpasses 
them in beauty of form. It  has three stories, with a circular 
mound like a dome on the top, which I had not observed on any 
other of these monuments. T h e  Indians being questioned re- 
specting it, called it Cerrito de Muctesuma, Montezuma's name 
being attached by them to any ancient monument of this kind. 
This pyramid was encased at the bottom with large stones, and 
there is no doubt that the whole superstructure was once similarly 
encased, like those at Xochicalco and near Remedios, its interior 
being formed, as in these two pyramids, and those of San Juan 
de Teotihuacan, of earth and sand, and not of unburnt bricks, 
like those of Cholula. When viewed from the top, its form appears 
octangular, in consequence of dilapidation, but its foundation 
shows that like the otbers it was originally quadrangular. The 
entire upper surface of the pyramid was planted with maize ; I dis- 
covered another small tumulus not far distant. 

Te~atitlan stands on a hill. surrounded bv beautiful mountains. 
A - J 

The soil, of a peculiar red colour, is extremely fertile. The  
houses are all scattered over the hill, and, though built only of 
clay, form with the church an animated picture by their red 
colour, and their roofs with gable ends, formed of straw or red 
bricks, varying in this particular from the flat roofs of the eastern 
part of Mexico. The vegetation also here assumes a more Euro- 
pean appearance, and cactus become less and less frequent. 

Eight to nine leagues from Tepatitlan, I crossed, by the Puente 
de Calderon, over a violent torrent, in a wild romantic valley, 
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celebrated in the history of the Mexican insurrection for the 
defeat of Hidalgo and his army of 15,000 to 18,000 Indians. 
T h e  burning of the slain lasted afortnight. From Puente de 
Calderon to Sebatlanejo are 2 or 3 leagues. I found near this 
town, and 2 leagues further on, good bridges built of stone. 
Another large, splendid stone bridge, E l  Puente de Guadalaxara, 
over the Rio Grande, or l'ololotlan, where the rebel General 
Mexia. with 6000 men. was defeated and taken bv Cortazar. who 
had oily 2000, brought me soon after to ~uadalaiara,  next to the 
capital, the largest and most interesting town of Mexico, with 
from 60,000 to 80,000 inhabitants, magnificent churches, large 
palaces, splendid equipages, delicious walks, and, to crown this 
unexpected splendour, an Italian opera. 

From Guadalaxara to Tepic, and still more from this town 
along the shores of the Pacific, the character of the scene changes, 
and nature appears more magnificent, but less softened by human 
interference. From Guadalaxara, through the Pass of La Rata- 
nera, to the Venta del Artillero are 5 leagues, crossing five or six 
times a small river. T o  the town of Amatitan (400 families) are 
7 leagues. T o  the town of Tequila (302 families), surrounded by 
plantations of a l 6 ,  with small leaves, for the making of the vino 
de Tequila, a colourless spirit like whiskey, 3 leagues. The  
trees here are pine, juniper, and evergreen oak. Then passing a 
high mountain and defiles, and over ground covered for many 
miles with large blocks of obsidian, to La Madelena, 5 leagues; 
where the Indians are mixed with Negroes. Passing the Venta de 
Mochitilte, 8 leagues, a single wretched house, and leaving to the left 
the Hacienda de Mochitilte, we came to Plan de Barmncas. some < - 
huts in a cavity on a horrid road, among precipices, but romantic, 
4 leagues. From the Plan de Barrancas, 4 leagues further, the 
road ascends about 13 league, in the wildest and most sublime 
scenery, to the highest point of the Cordillera; whence the de- 
scent to the Sierras Calientes begins. T o  tbe town of Istbn 
(977 inhabitants), in a country still mountainous, but fertile, with 
many sugar-plantations, 6 leagues. T o  the town of Ahuacatlan 
(918 inhabitants), 33 leagues. Here were immense trees, from 14 

16 yards in circumference, composed of several stems grown 
together. The road passes over a large extinct volcano (33 leagues) 
to some few miserable Indian huts (mestizos), called Seboruco, 
or Ma1 Pays, 3 a league. T o  the Hacienda de Tetitlan (sugar- 
plantation), 13 league ; the Hacienda de Sta. Isabella .lt league. 
Passing through the Quartos (prairies between mountains) to the 
small town of San Lionel, 8 to 9 leagues: to Tepic, the prin- 
cipal town on the coast, with 10,000 inhabitants, 7 leagues. 
This place is the residence, during the rainy season, of all con- 
nected with the unhealthy port of San Blas. I left Tepic the 
26th of September, 1838. The  road separates, after 5 leagues, 
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for San Blas to the left (W.), and to Mazatlan to the right (N.). 
T o  El  Ingenio, 2 or 3 leagues; the country assuming a wild 
aspect, which it bears now generally, notwithstanding the luxuriant 
vegetation. T o  some wretched open Indian huts, at a place called 
El Abrebadero, 4 to 6 leagues : the country swampy, natives in- 
dolent, swinging the whole day in their hammocks ; they go nearly 
naked, the women only covered with an apron. Beautiful birds, 
parrots of the largest size, with most brilliant colours. Crossed 
the swollen Rio de Agua Caliente in canoes, 4 leagues. A tree 
on the road measured nearly 28 yards in circumference near the 
root. After 2 leagues more, crossed again in canoes (horses and 
mules swimming) the Rio Grande, or Tololotlan, which is here 
very wide, but not deep ; and, though but 10 leagues from the 
sea, only navigable for large canoes. Its banks are generally 
flat ; but the town of San Jago, on the right bank, stands on a 
little eminence. With the surrounding dwellings it reckons 
5000 inhabitants : planting cotton and maize. Between the Rio 
de San Piedro, 83 or 9 leagues beyond San Jago, and those of 
Acaponeta and Escuinapa, a communication exists through the 
lagoons on the coast, but only for canoes, all these rivers being 
shallow. T o  the town of Rosa Morada (4000 inhabitants) 7 
leagues. Coffee, citrons, and indigo here grow wild. The  ani- 
mals are small lions and tigers,* in the mountains ; wolves, bears, 
wild boars, and a number of badgers and armadillos. Over the 
swollen river. near Rosa Morada. to some huts, called Buena 
Vista, 43 or 5 leagues. The swamps compellei us to make a 
circuit of 4 leagues E., by the Rancho del Cojote to Acaponeta, 
through a wilderness, fording from 20 to 30 small rivers: this 
increased the distance to 15 leagues ; which, by the direct road 
over San Francisco, is only 11 or 12. Passing, in canoes, the 
large Rio de Acaponeta, to its right bank, we arrived at the 
town of Acaponeta : thence, having forded the large Rio de la 
Bajona, or de las Caiias, which forms the limits between Ta- 
lisco and Sinaloa, me came to extensive swamps, which we were 
obliged to traverse circuitously. Rancho de Piedra Gorda is a 
place shunned on account of its mosquitos. Thence continual 
swamps extend for 4 leagues. In the town of Escuinapa the 
houses stand separate, and without order. The Rio de Escui- 
napa is 4 leagues further. The country now grows more open and 
stony; and exhibits a scarcity of water, which, on this whole 
coast, has a bitter taste like that of Pillna, but without its 
virtues. T o  the very shallow, but mile-wide, Rio del Rosario, 
7 leagues. On its right bank stands the town del Rosario, be- 
tween mountains : the gold and silver mines, formerly consi- 
derable, are no longer worked. El Rosario appears to be the 

* By lions we muat here understand the puma or couguar; the American tiger ie 
the jaguar, better known as the great panther.-ED. 
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centre of the trade between the port of Mazatlan and the interior. 
Its population exceeds 5000. To the Rancho of Potrerillo 4 
leagues; to Casa de Teja 4 to 6 leagues; to El  Rincon 2 leagues ; 
to La Canita 3 a league; to the Presidio de Mazatlan, with 
broad streets and large buildings, and more than 1500 inhabit- 
ants, 4 leagues. The  wide and rapid Rio de Mazatlan is forded 
3 a league further on : then the road continues, 5 leagues, through 
a mountainous and sterile country, without water : then over 
downs, and by lagoons fordable at high water, after 5 leagues 
more, bring the traveller to the Puerto de Mazatlan, now the most 
frequented port on this coast, but dangerous in the rainy season 
and two months after it, from June to December. I witnessed 
the cordonazo (hurricane) of the 1st of November, 1838, when 
all the ships in the port, 9 in number, and many lives, were lost. 

'On the occasion of visiting the celebrated church of Los Re- 
medios. near Mexico. I was informed bv the sacristan. of whom 
I inquired for Indian antiquities, that a mountain in the neigh- 
bourhood of Remedios bears the name of Cerro de Muctesuma, 
and that the ruins of this emperor's palace are still visible on it. 

Though much inclined to doubt this assertion, from having 
never before heard nor read of so interesting a monument in the 
immediate vicinity of the capital, I still lost no time in visiting 
the place indicated, accompanied by two Indians. 

Having reached, after 3 an hour's walk, the foot of the moun- 
tain, the outline of which already confirmed the statement, and 
crossed a rivulet, I found mvself on a snot which. from the number 
of dispersed stones, fragments of broken earthen vessels, and obsi- 
dian, might, in reference to Mexican history, be truly called clas- 
sic ground. The  whole mound, or rather pyramid, of about the 
same size as that of Xochicalco, was divided entirely into steps 
or stories, each 3 or 4 feet high, and which had formerly been all 
faced with stones. 

Having ascended about two-thirds of the pyramid with some 
difficulty, the prickly nopal impeding the passage, I discovered 
the considerable remains of a castle, built of stone, and in one 
part of it a large flat stone, about 6 feet in height, ornamented 
with a carving of about 3 feet in diameter. 

The view from the top of the pyramid, which terminates in a 
square platform, is, without exception, the most beautiful and 
extensive near the capital ; and the circumstance of its being so 
near the latter place might lead to the question whether the 
Azteks, who built Mexico, have not had a share in the erection 
of these monuments which are generally ascribed to the Toltecs. 



VI1.-An Account o f  a Visit to Kisser, one of the Seraratti 
Group in the Indian Archipelagb. Extracted from a Letter 
written by G. W. EARL, Esq. 

OUR passage through Torres Strait by the inner route was most 
interesting, for we ran close along shore from Break-sea Spitto 
Cape York, and thus had an opportunity of seeing more splendid 
scenery than I had ever expected to behold in Australia. The  
land between the Northumberland Islands and Cape Tribulation 
bears a meat resemblance to the countrv about Rio. in South - 
America : the summits of the mountains are rugged, and of sin- 
gular appearance; while in the lower parts and the valleys the 
luxuriance of the vegetation gives incontrovertible evidence of a fer- 
tile soil. This part of Australia is certainly superior to any that 
I have yet visited, yet it will probably be the last colonized ; for 
the prevalence of the south-east trade-winds throughout the year 
will render the navigation difficult until steam is more generally 
adopted in these regions than at present. Ry the bye, there are in- 
dividuals here who are anxious to set on foot a steam communica- 
tion with Hindostan. They propose that the southern route, 
round Cape Lieuwen, be adopted; but there can be no doubt 
that this will speedily be altered for the smooth-water passage 
through Torres Strait, particularly if Port Essington fulfils our ex- 
pectations. T o  the northward of Cape Tribulation the coast sud- 
denly alters its character to one of great sterility ; but, perhaps, the 
beauty of that which we have been looking on for several days 
previously, leads us to form a worse opinion of it than it deserves. 
We remained at Cape York two days, and took possession. We 
did not penetrate inland, for the thickness of the underwood pre- 
vented us. Our short stay sufficed, however, to convince us 
that, should a settlement be contemplated on that coast, there 
would be no difficulty in finding eligible situations; The natives 
were seen, but we had no communication with them; they did 
not annear to differ from those to the southward. When nassi~w 
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the N. side of Hammond's Island we saw an encampment of na- 
tives in a small bay, from which two canoes put off under sail, the 
people in them holding up pieces of tortoise-shell and pearl-shell, 
but we did not heave-to for them. These canoes, which were 
large and well managed, perfect1 answered Flinders's descrip- 
tion of those of the islanders o ? Torres Strait. This renders 
it probable that the people we met with here were natives of 
some of those islands, or perhaps even of the S. coast of New 
Guinea, who had come here to trade with ships passing. The  
trade in tortoise-shell with the islands in Torres Strait is now con- 
siderable : the < Essington ' schooner, which passed through a 
short time before us, obtained between 3 and 4 cwt. during a stay 
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of a few days among the different groups. When Cape York is 
taken possession of, these islanders will be found useful; as they 
are bold navigators, and have a great taste for commerce; they 
now carry on an intercourse with the S. coast of New Guinea : 
and, if this unknown part yield as valuable products as the S.W. 
coast, we may derive considerable advantages from the promotion 
of such intercourse. This, however, is a point of minor import- 
ance, when the superior value of the trade with the Arafura* 
Islands is considered. When Port Essington shall have been well 
established, the occupation of this part will probably soon follow. 

We arrived at Port Essington on the 27th of October, and 
found the < Essington ' schooner, from Sydney, at anchor off Point 
Record. You will have heard of our first ~roceedines there from u -- 

Sir Gordon Bremer's letters; I will therefore at once proceed to 
,speak of the Serawatti Islands, which 1 had soon an opportunity 
of visiting. As the Britomarte ' had not yet arrived, an engage- 
ment was entered into with the master of the < Essington ' for sup- 
plying the settlement with stock; and Sir Gordon dispatched 
me in her to open a communication with the people of the Sera- 
watti Islands, from whom it was intended to procure a supply. 

We sailed on the 1st of Novbtnber, before the site of the new 
settlement had been decided upon ; and, owing to the lightness of 
the easterly monsoon, did not reach Kisser until the 7th, on the 
evening of which day we were close under the S. side of the 
island. I t  certainly presented a most picturesque appearance : 
the summit of every hill was crowned with a village of neat 
thatched houses, shaded by large trees ; each village being sur- 
rounded by a wall formed of stones piled on one another to the 

'height of about 8 feet. The steep sides of the hills exhibited 
numerous herds of buffaloes, goats, and sheep ; while between the 
hills we occasionally had a glimpse of the interior, which appeared 
to be in a high state of cultivation. I t  was dark before we reached 
the anchoring ground, laid down by Kolg off the S.W. extremity 
of the island ; but, after several attempts, and causing great alarm 
to the crew of a prahu from Banda that was anchored there, we 
succeeded in finding the spot, and brought up on a patch of rocks, 
in 10 fathoms, three-quarters of a cable's length from the shore, 
to which we made fast a warp. During this (the S.E.) monsoon 
the anchorage here is safe, but it must not be attempted from the 
middle of November to April.' A gun we had previously fired 
brought off the schoolmaster and some other natives of the island, 
from whom I received the agreeable intelligence that a Swiss 
missionary, in the service of the Dutch Missionary Society, had 
resided here for several years. No vessel had visited the island 
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for three years previous to our arrival. A Dutch brig-of-war was 
the last which had called there. At  daylight, Mr. B'ier, the 
missionary, came on board, and I accepted his invitation to break- 
fast on shore. On landing we found the raja and a number of 
people collected on the beach, with hogs, sheep, fowls, poultry, 
fruits, and vegetables of all descriptions. They were even more 
anxious to dispose of the goods than we to purchase, so that the 
business was soon settled: and, after half an hour's conversation 
with the raja, I accompanied Mr. B'ier to his house, 'leaving the 
master of the schooner to carry on the bartering. 

I have been rather minute in this account of my first interview 
with these interesting people, but I think I may safely continue 
without tiring you. One of them, named Shadrach Philippus, is 
now at my elbow writing to the Raja of Kisser an account of the 
wonders he has seen here at Port Essington, a ship being about, 
to sail for the islands. H e  was one of many young men who 
offered their services to me on my expressing a wish to take one 
with me, and I have never had cause to regret bringing him away, 
for during my entire residence among the islands in the Indian 
Archipelago, I have never met with a native who showed more 
docility and intelligence. H e  h& already acquired considerable 
proficiency in our language, in which he was much assisted by 
being a general favourite both with officers and men. One of 
my chief objects in bringing him to Sydney has been, that on his 
return to the islands his account mav tend to counteract some of 

J 

the scandalous reports concerning us which have been spread by 
the Dutch, and which very nearly caused the loss of all our lives 
at one of the less civilized islands. The Kisser people have al- 
ready seen through the artifice, and now look up to us as they 
formerly did to the Dutch; indeed from us they have received 
nothing but benefits, while from other quarters they have only 
met with extortion. 

Kisser, or, as it is sometimes called by the inhabitants, Makisser, 
is about 18 miles in circumference : it is composed of a number 
of bills varying in elevation from 300 to 800 feet, many of which 
have a rugged and irregular appearance, while the numerous 
chasms which traverse the island render it evident that it has 
been subjected to some violent convulsions of nature: indeed 
manv of the inhabitants remember an earthauake which shook 
do- their stone walls and did niuch other dimage. As nearly 
as I could judge, this must have occurred about the same time 
with the violent eruption of the T imhro  Mountain in SumbBwa. 
The valleys possess a fertile soil, and these, with the sides of many 
of the hills, produce rice, sugar-cane, yams, sweet potatoes, to- 
bacco, cotton, and many culinary vegetables, scarcely an available 
spot being left uncultivated. The chief fruits are mangoes, 
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bread-fruit, melons, oranges, lemons, plantains, &c., together with 
many that I have not met with before. 

Kisser contains between 7000 and 8000 inhabitants, more than 
1700 of whom are Christians of the Dutch Protestant creed; 
about 500 of the latter are descended from the Dutch who 
formerly resided on the island : these last reside in villages of their 
own, and rarely intermarry with the other inhabitants, although 
on the most friendly terms with them : this may arise from the 
circumstance that the natives of the island of unmixed race. are . 
divided into castes, the chief of which is the Marna, from which 
alone their chiefs are elected. This caste is more numerous on 
Kisser than on any of the islands to the eastward, in which the 
same division of castes exists ; that is to say as far as Bdb& beyond 
which I had not opportunities of extending my observations, but I 
have reason to believe that the same systep extends throughout 
the Arafura Islands. The Buah, or second class, composes the 
bulk of the population. Individuals of this class sometimes in- 
termarry with the Marna, hut unions of this description are not 
looked on with a favourable eye. The  third and last class con- 
sists of the Budah or slaves, together with the offspring of those 
who have been slaves. I may mention here that a slave-trade 
is carried on among the islands, the source whence the slaves are 
derived being chiefly Timdr Besar, or Great Tim6r. I believe 
that their condition is improved by being removed to these islands, 
but still the system deserves censure. 

Two dialects are spoken on the island, which differ so much 
that individuals are often met with in the island who cannot 
understand one another's language. 1 send you a short voca- 
bulary of that spoken by the bulk of the inhabitants, which I have 
taken from a more extensive one, which I trust soon to forward to 
you ; it differs greatly from the Malay, and is spoken with a 
guttural pronunciation. The other dialect is used only at 
Wairatu and a few subordinate villages, situate on the S.E. 
extremity of Kisser. This, I find, bears n close, indeed almost 
a perfect, resemblance to the dialect of the natives of the N.E. 
end of Great Tim&, so that the people of Wairatu probably 
emigrated from that island, although the event having occurred 
long ago is not remembered. The  people of Wairatu are subject 
to the same raja as the others, but the difference of language 
prevents an absolute cordiality between them : in fact they differ 
in many particulars. 

The  form of government in this island is rather singular. There 
are two rajas, brothers, the elder of whom undertakes the super- . 

intendence of the descendants of the Dutch, while the other 
rules the natives. Each village is under the immediate rule of 
an orang kaya, or an orang tua, who is always of the Marna caste, 
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and a Christian. T o  these are intrusted the adiustment of minor 
J 

differences. The  chief punishment for criminals is putting their 
feet in stocks, and exposing them to the gaze of their fellow- 
townsmen. Capital punishment is unknown; but should a 
murder occur (which has not been the case for many years), I 
have reason to believe that the friends of the deceased would be 
considered as justified in taking the life of the murderer. From 
what I saw of the administration of justice, it appeared to me to 
resemble the control exercised by a father over his family. Kisser 
is the only island of this group in which there is a raja, or head 
chief. In all the others each villa-ae is indenendent. and conse- 

.2 

quently jealousies and quarrels arise, often ending in wars, which, 
however, are rarely attended with much bloodshed. Muskets are 
used in warfare throughout the group; but the people are so 
unskilful in the use of them, and the ammunition they use is so 
bad. that a battle freauentlv ends without loss of life. or at most , ~ I 

with the death of only one or two. These quarrels, however, have 
the effect of rendering the inhabitants of the islands in which they 
take place turbulent and disagreeable. At  Letti, in particular, 
we found this to be the case. Had the chiefs of the different 
villages any supreme authority to which to appeal for a decision 
of their disputes, I am convinced that the case would be materially 
altered. 

At the close of the year, when the land, which has been har- 
dened by several months of drought, becomes moistened by the 
rain, the inhabitants commence turning up the ground, which 
they do by means of wooden spades; for although they have 
abundance of buffaloes. which. as we have nroved at Port Essim- 

1 D 

ton, may easily be broken in for harness, the people of the islands 
never use them for draught. During the whole of the rainy 
season, and the first part of the S.E. or dry monsoon, the inha- 
bitants are employed in agricultural labours; but towards the 
close of the monsoon, when their crops are all in, they get ready 
their prahus, which have been hauled up during the remainder 
of the year, and make trading voyages to the neighbouring islands ; 
every man is therefore both an agriculturist and a seaman. This 
period is looked forward to as one of pleasure, and those even 
who have little business to transact make vovwes to visit their 

4 a 

friends in the neighbouring islands. 
Kisser, owing to the superior stability of the government, is the 

resort of the traders from Macassar, Amboyna and Banda. I t  
is therefore the emporium for foreign goods, to obtain which it 
is visited by the natives of the islands to the eastward, while the 
people of Kisser themselves resort to Wetter and Great Tim&, 
where the inhabitants are little acquainted with navigation. 
During our stay among the islands, which happened to be in 
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the voyage season, we saw at least 200 prahus passing from 
island to island. Some of these were of 40 or 50 tons burthen. 
T h e  goods imported at Kisser are chiefly cottons, iron, earthen- 
ware, muskets, gunpowder, spirits, brass.-wire, hardware, beads, 
&c. ; the exports being tortoise-shell, bees1-wax (the greater por- 
tion of which is obtained from Wetter), rice, cotton, native cloths, 
tobacco, sandal-wood, Indian corn, and live-stock of all descrip- 
tions. Spanish dollars and Dutch gold ducats are taken by the 
natives in exchange for their goods ; but money is rarely used in 
commerce among themselves. 

T h e  women manufacture considerable quantities of cloth from 
the cotton produced on the island, the greater portion of which is 
disposed of to the people of the neighbouring islands. The  
yarn is dyed before the cloth is manufactured. The red is pro- 
duced from the Morinda cit+foliu ; the blue from a small plant, 
which is common also at Sydney, and called '<native indigo ;" 
the yellow dye is obtained from a wood of that colour; the 
first and last, with, perhaps, the indigo also, being indigenous at 
Port Essington. The inen of Kisser show considerable skill in 
working gold and silver ornaments, and in turning ivory, a con- 
siderable number of elephants' teeth being imported. I guessed 
that Kolff was mistaken in supposing that the natives only sought 
them to keep as curiosities, I have seen siri-boxes and other 
trifles made with such neatness as led me to doubt whether they 
could have been executed with the simple lathe possessed by the 
islanders. This art has not, I think, been introduced by foreign- 
ers, for the pagan natives alone practise it. 

I must now say a word about the people themselves. They 
are of the middle size, and generally very well made; colour, 
dark brown; hair, generally straight, but often slightly curled; 
features by no means so broad as those of the Malays, indeed 
many might pass for Europeans, were it not for the darkness of 
their complexions. I am now speaking of the aborigines. Those 
descended from the Dutch are often as fair as Europeans, and 
might readily be mistaken for them, particularly as they adopt 
the European costume on festive occasions. Shadrach, who is 
one of the aborigines, is now sitting for his portrait. As far as 
person is concerned, however, he is not a favourable specimen of 
the natives. We left Kisser, after a stay of two days, with a very 
favourable opinion of this interesting people, and I never had the 
slightest occasion to alter it during the two visits I subsequently 
made to the island. Any English ships that touch there will cer- 
tainly meet with every attention. Indeed, now that the island is 
known, I doubt not that it will often be resorted to by our 
whalers. One touched there and obtained abundance of refresh- 
ments about two months after my first visit, and probably this 
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little island, which was formerly unvisited by a ship for periods of 
three years' duration, may now see one every week. There is 
little fear of the islanders being short of supplies, as their superior 
wealth enables them to command the produce of the neighbouring 
islands. During our first short visit, a portion of the goods 
received from us were on their way to Timdr and Wetter before 
we left the island. 

The Christians of Kisser are all of the Calvinist persuasion, 
there. not being a single Roman Catholic in the island, al- 
though there are many at the Portuguese town of Dilli on the 
adjacent island of Tim6r. Neither are there any Mohammedans, 
those who do not profess Christianity being pagans. In  the 
Christian churches the service is performed in the Malay lan- 
guage, the Scriptures having been translated at Amhoyna many 
years ago. Sniall fines are imposed by the elders on those who 
fail to attend at church during several consecutive Sundays. I 
never saw a more attentive conmemtion than that assembled in e o 

one of the churches on Letti; the presence of an European 
stranger, where one is so rarely seen, scarcely diverting their 
attention for a moment. The entire ~onulation of Kisser might 

1 1 - 
be converted with facility, did not the missionaries object to bap- 
tising any adults but those who have undergone a long probation, 
and have acquired a competent knowledge of the Scriptures. 
Many pagans who have not resolution to surmount these diffi- 
culties themselves, send their children to school, that they, at 
least, may be Christians. Thus there are many families in which 
the parents are still unconverted, while their sons and daughters, 
residing under the same roof, are members of the Christian 
church. 

The Dutch introduced Christianity into these islands about 
two centuries ago, when they had small military posts on many of 
them to enforce the. monopoly of the spice trade. These were 
withdrawn towards the close of the last century, and the natives, 
left to themselves, had .but little communication with Europeans, 
until our attempts to colonise Melville Island and Raffles Bay, 
directing the attention of the Dutch to this part of the Archipe- 
lago, missionaries were sent to the three principal islands of the 
Berawatti group. The  Tenimber and Arrh Islands are without 
missionaries. Many of the natives of the latter group still profess 
Christianity, but no traces of it are now to be found in the Te- 
nimher Islands ; indeed, I fear the Mohammedans from Ceram 
have made some converts there. Wadia. the northernmost of the 
Arrh group, is almost entirely peopled by Mohammedans, and 
there are many on the Kai Islands, which are also frequently visited 
by the Ceramese. 

From Kisser we proceeded to Letti, Moa, and Lakor, among 
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which islands we remained a fortnight. Were I'now to give you 
a particular account of these islands, it would swell this letter to 
too large a size. The people differ little in their customs or ap- 
pearance from the natives of Kisser, but they are far inferior to 
the latter on all points connected with civilisation. I called 
meetings of the chiefs on all these islands. The people become 
more barbarous as you proceed eastward. At U o r ,  the limit of 
our voyage in this direction, the schooner was very nearly cut off 
by some people of BBbi, who happened to be there, many of 
whom had taken an active part in cutting off the Lady Ndlson." 
The  missionary of Moa and myself (who had been staying a few 
days on Moa) opportunely arrived on board from an adjacent 
island just in time to prevent it. The crew, a set of men from 
Sydney, had been made intoxicated by drugged liquor, and had 
we not come on board from Moa, where we had intended to stay 
the night, every soul would have.been murdered before morning. 

These islands abound in stock. but as some delav would have 
J 

been necessary to obtain from them all we wanted, it was deemed 
advisable to return to Kisser. So rapidly was this business trans- 
acted at the latter island, that 48 hours after our arrival there we 
were under weigh for Port Essington, with 20 bullocks, 120 sheep, 
60 pigs, a number of fowls, 3 tons of yams, with fruit, cocoa-nuts, 
plants, &c., all of which had been purchased by goods which 
cost at Sydney less than 501. sterling. 

With respect to Port Essington, my expectations, sanguine as 
they were, have been more than fulfilled. The climate is supe- 
rior to any tropical climate I have yet had experience of; indeed 
it only differs from that of the more southern parts of Australia 
in being warmer. The  soil is good, water abundant, and the 
harbour, as may be learned from Mr. Tyers's excellent chart, is 
one of the best in the world. 

The fleet from Macassar arrived on our coast in December, but 
not knowing that we were at Port Essingun, the Malays passed on 
for the Gulf of Carpentaria. On their return six prahus carrying 
nearly 200 men came into the harbour; and, finding it in our 
occupation, they erected their curing-houses close to us, delighted 
at the security our presence afforded them, as they were now enabled 
to send all hands to fish, whereas formerly they were obliged to 
leave many to protect their establishments on shore. They re-. 
mained here a month, during which period they behaved remark- 
ably well, not giving us the least trouble. I obtained consider- 
able information from the chiefs (one of whom in particular was a 
very intelligent man) concerning the coast to the eastward; but 
nothing that would be interesting in a geographical point of view, 
as the prahus go direct from one station to another (there being 
generally islands near the coast), without attempting to penetrate 

- n 
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into the interior through the numerous openings that occur. T h e  
Bughis speak very highly of the natives of some parts of the  
Gulf of Carpentaria, with whom they drive a brisk trade. They 
describe these people as being far more civilised than any other 
on the coast. 

Nearly every prahu on leaving the amst takes two or  three 
natives to Macassar, and bring- them back next season. T h e  
consequence is that many of the natives all along the coast speak 
the Macassar dialect of the Malayan language. A few have been 
conve&d to Mohammedanism ; one of these, Caraday, a chief of 
one of Goulburn's Islands, visited us soon after our arrival at 
Port Essington. H e  had been circumcised, and refused to eat 
pork. 

The  natives of the N. coast differ little from those of the 
southern parts of Australia, except in being superior in personal 
appearance. Their intercourse with the Bughis has given them 
some idea of commerce, and the former obtain large quantities 
of tortoise-shell from them in exchange for iron, rice, and old 
clothes. We have been on excellent terms with them throughout 
our stav at Port Essin~tun. 

I seid you a short 'Vocabulary of the language spoken by the 
bulk of the inhabitants of Kisser :- 

Ashes 
Anger 

Bay 
Body 
Beard 
Back 
Breast 
Belly 
Bone 
Blood 
Blind 
Bald 
Brother 
Board or plak 
Box or chest 
Baaket 

C d d  
Cloud 
Charcoal 
C m n t  
Cahn 
cape 
Cheek 
C h i  
Cough 
Clay 
Child 

Kisser. - 
;'L 

Rin 
K6kam 
Aren 
Hari 
Namilina 
Loron 
Muman 
W6Ki 
Hor 
Enimo-memen (red earth) 
Ristalahan 

Darkneas 
Dew 
Dust 
Dwarf 
Dumb 
Deaf 
Daughter 
Door 

Eiuth (the) 
Earthquake 
East 
Eye 
Eyebrow 
Eyelid 
Ear 
Elbow 
Entrails 

Fire 
Name 
Fuel 
Forehead 
Face 
Finger 
Foot 
Neah 
Fever 
Father 

Kisser. - 
NanmBtik 
W h n w w l i  
Moijl 
Ria-tethiil 
Akukur 
Rohor 
Upian-manek 
Nika 

Enimo, Noha 
Iluru-ai 
Kimur 
Alakan 
Makan-wulu 
Makan-ihom 
Kiling 
Liman-ihu 
Koneine-nuama 

Ai 
Rob-Lear 
Au-ai 
Leren 
Oin-makan 
Liman-rahan 
Ebin  
Maheine 
Nakanhir 
Bape 
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Kiarar. - 
Father (8tep) Bapa-turan 

Garden Apake 
Grandfather Opai 

Heat Mana 
Hillock Wohor-ab 
Hair Muruko 
Head Ulu-wabku 
Hand Liman - right) Liman-awahan - bft) Liman-iyak-iynk 
Heart Akin 
Humpback Kohoro 
Hushand Mohoni 
House Romk 

Ieland Nohan 

Joy Raram-nodi 

Knee Ehin-k&rn 

Light Rob 
Lightning Litar, litar maki 
Lip Nihikan 
Leg Ehin-laluan 
Lame Tehku 

Moon Wali 
Mountain Wohor 
Mankind Ria 
Man (a) Ria-mohoni 
Mouth Nuran 
Milk Huhu 
Mad Seri-seri 
Mother Ina 
Step-Mother Ina-huan 
Mat Pikir 
Musket llik 

North Rahk 
Nose Iruni 
Neck Kelan 
Nails (finger) Liman-makan 
Nephew Molwali-anan 
Niece Yaonaro-anan 
Nmb (iron) Rohk 

Plantation Lpak6 
Pillow L u n ~  
Plate Pian 

On a comparison of this with Mr. 

Kisser. - 
River Oira-lapi 
Rain Ohkon 
Rib Rusan 

2 Aam 
Kshei 

Sun Lear 
Stsr Kaleor 
Sunrise Lear-inha 
Sunset Lear-inhklim 
Smoke Ai-mahow 
Sparks Ai-lea 
Storm Ank-lap 
South Karan 
Swamp Tax1 
Stone Wahku 
Shoulder Kawahal 
Skin Hhlikin 
Sorrow Nihalkher 
Stammer (to) Ahak 
Silly Kanar-woroin 
Sister Yaonaro 
Son Upian-mohoni 
Sand Tot16 
Stool or bench Awahan 
Sword Rahai 
Spoon Hiiriia 

Thunder Nohan, nubur 
Tongue Namar~ 
Teeth Nihan 
Thumb Liman-lapan 
Thigh Ehin-lapan 
Thatch Kawar 

Village Lehkk 
Valley Kan 

World Noha 
Water Oira 
- (fresh) Wowahan 
- (sea) Oira Kahei 
Well (a) Oira-makan 
Wind An6 
Whirlwiud Turuhe 
West Warak 
Woman Ria-mavek 
Waist (the) Heran 
Wound (a) Noer 
Wife Hohon 
Window 0 woli 

Crawford'e Vocabularies (Indian Archipelago, 
vol.ii. p. 120), it appears that the language of K i i r  ia a remote dialect of the Malayan 
language. -ED. 



VII1.-Tlre Himynritic Alphabet discooered, and portions of 
Himyaritic Inscr@tions deciphered : in a Letter from Professor 
GESENIUS to the Secretary of the Koyal Geographical So- 
ciety. 

RESPECTED SIR,-I take the liberty of sending to you and to 
your honourable Society the alphabet of the Himyaritic writing in 
the inscriptions discovered by Messrs. Cruttenden, Wellsted, &c., 
and communicated to me through the kindness of the Society- 
such as it results from my investigations-together with the ex- 
planation of a number of words and some passages of the inscrip- 
tions. As I am about to publish an account of my process of 
deciphering in a short "Memoir," I should be very happy to 
learn if, since the publication of those inscriptione in vol. viii. 
of the Geographical Journal and in Wellsted's Travels, any 
other ancient monuments of the same kind have been discovered ; 
and, if such be the case, to obtain a copy of them, in order that 
I may establish and complete my system as much as possible. 

I am, &c. 

Preliminary Remarks on the Himyaritic Writing. I 
Notwithstanding that the alphabet published by Roediger, I 

from an Arabic MS., is incorrect, yet many letters of the in- I 

scriptions agree with it even in meaning; others %gee with the 
old Ethiopic writing of the inscriptions published by Salt and 
Rappell. The  writing runs from right to left ; the words, and 
even the l i t e ~ ~  smiles, are separated by a vertical stroke I , or 
-1, or -1, ; the periods by .. I . The vowels are not marked. 

Alphabet. 

Words and passages in the inscriptions at San'4. 

No. 1, line I, j+~q+,m Line 8, XY9A17q 
n 5 ~  n2 n ; n h  7 1  
House of God. To the goddew. 
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Line 4, XXXZ IAIlY 
DnNn wnn 

Five hundred. 

No.2,line6, DYfln7h Line7, l a + #  
anaa5s  D n 3 Y 
Their hearts. The images. 

No.4,line1, 2 l Y 5 l l ~ l l 7 f f i 9 ~ . * ~ r f  Line2, I3ltlIlHH-hhl 
~ n n  1 1 3 5 ' 1  2~  D Y ' I D Y ~  VNT  

Ahulkarb has built them. The heads of the associates. 

In  the inscriptions in WQdi GhorQb and Nakab el Hajar. 

( ~ e b u i l t )  dnjnfilso.rsy. I X O Y A I A ~  I ~ ~ n r ~ z  
~ D T ~ V  TY 5s n y + n  ~ 3 5  n l r l nn  

(Erexit)-Fregit eas hostium ira nobis arces. 

T W ~ X O ~ : W ~ Y O  - -  9 x 0  
5 9 5 3 ~ * 1  T 5 n v  
Noctu domum occupavit Athil. 

The longer inscription in Wellsted's Travels, vol. ii. p. 424. 

~ i n e g ,  .II+?IILf-'IH~XH  bid. Il!PAY'Ih9Il 
~ ~ ' n n  y l ~ t  m + n n  35n 
Himyaritarum term (gen.) Himyaritarum Rex. 

Line 3 and el sewhere frequently, 9 2 ? (3n+), Yemen. 

Abulkarb, spoken of in the inscription at San'A, was the thirty- 
second king of Ijimyar (vide Pococke, Spec. Hist. Arabum, 
pa-55-60). The dialect of these inscriptions inclines much to 
Ethiopical forms, using, for instance, H as the sign of the geni- 

. tive. In some forms it agrees with the Hebrew, as in making the 
plural in im instead of in, Ethiop. 6.n. My little <'Memoir," 
when ready, shall be immediately sent to the Society. 

Halle, 14th June, 1841. 





1X.-A Journey from Baghddd to the Ruins of OpG, 
and the Median Wall, in 1834. By JOHN Ross, M.D., 
attached to the Residency at Baghdbd. (See the Map of the 
Route to A1 Hdhr . )  

June 15th, 1834.-At 4 h. 45 m. A.M. we left the city of Bagh- 
did by the Mu'ahdhem (lofty) or northern gate, and kept a course 
from N. to K. 4 E. over a perfectly level desert. In an hour 
we saw the tomb of Mohammed Sakrbn, bearing N. by E. 4 E. ; 
at 6 h. 5 m. passed the small mounds of Taurij on our left; at 
6 h. 17 m. passed a small mound ; and at 6 h. 30 m. two other 
larger ones, ' Akar-kcf bearing W.S. W., Sakrin N.N.E. There 
were numerous little mounds on the plain to our right, and a set 
of large ones at a distance called Buubi Sh4m.* At 7h. crossed 
an ancient bed of a canal, and in a few minutes another, both 
running nearly E. and W. ; at 7 h. 30 m. another ; at 7 h. 50 m. 
a few mounds to our left ; at 8 h. 10 m. a large clump of mounds 
called B&Bn, covered with broken bricks and pottery, seemingly 
the bifurcation of a canal, one range running B.W. 4 S., the 
other W. + S. ; from the highest one, 'Akar-ktif bore S.W. + W., 
Sakrbn N.E. 3 N. The tomb of Lokm4n E.N.E., Jedidah 
N. by E. At 8 h. 45 m. we had some mounds about + of a mile 
on the left, also called Bedran. At 9 h. we came upon the khaurt 
or marsh of Rashidiyah, ocrlsioned by the Tigris's overflowing 
its left bank ; we kept along it for 20 m., till, on getting to an 
ancient canal called RBhiyah, we found the marsh stretching E. 
inland, and were obliged to march along it in that direction, 
keeping the extensive ruins of Sakrin and Lokmbn on our 
right. I visited these on a former occasion, and may here mention 
that they are of very great extent, evidently the site of a con- 
siderable city : the country for many miles around, is covered with 
broken bricks, pottery and fragments of all sorts ; sepulchral urns 
are seen scattered about in all directions as well as earthen sarco- 
phagi, shaped exactly like European coffins at the present day. 
I myself picked up an earthen figure of a sheep, and a silver 
Sasanian coin, both of which are in Col. Taylor's possession. 

A t  11 h. 45 m. we got round the marsh, and continued in a north- 
erly direction through grass nearly a yard high; then N.N.W. 
At  2 P.M. got to the Khilisf at Dokhblah, and finding the canal 
dry and the village deserted, we turned our faces southwards along 
the bank of the Tigris, and in less than half an hour reached Hu- 
we'ish, where we halted. This was, a.few years ago, one of the most 
-- - - - - - - 

* Gates of Syria-ED. t Vulgarly pronounced Kh61.-ED. 
1 Khilia, which the author seems to consider as the name of a canal, ia a district 

between BaghW and the River of Nahrawh, which contained thirty villages.-Jehbn- 
a m ,  p. 462.-ED. 
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flourishing villages in the Khil-, but is now, from plague, and 
oppression of the government, reduced to a few miserable huts. 

June 16th.-We passed a miserable night, owing to mosquitoes; 
and at 3h. 50m. A.M. mounted and retraced our steps to Dokhaah, 
then kent N. over a countrv which must latelv have been very 

1 J 

populous, as the marks of cultivation and cands for irrigation are 
very numerous. The villages of the Khilis are stretching away 
on our right, but my people tell me that they are all, like Huweish, 
nearly deserted. At 4 h. 30 m. kept edging to the right, and soon 
afterwards N. by E.  over fine soil, but the canals were all dry 
and neglected. A t  5 h. 55 m. we passed the large village Je in i ,  
which has a caravanserai outside of it. W. of it, at no great dio- 
tance, an old mound is seen, called Till Ahema (1). We now 
kept N. t E. over the same kind of country, and at 6 h. 25 m. had 
atomb in a clump of date-palms close on our left. At  7 h. 15 m. 
we passed Yangijeh,* the first TitLr-station from Baghddd. 
We then altered our course to N.E., and at 8 h. 20 m. halted at 
Kh4n Nahrawhn, built between two cuts from the Khili?, running 
nearly N.W. and S.E. From the top of the Khin the village of 
.DBl@wQt bore S. by E. E.; Hebhet, S. W.; Yangijeh, 
S.W. 1 S. ; Sa'diynh, S.W. 3 W. ; Sindiyah,. & . by N.; a ruin 
called Nei, N. by W. f W. ; the tomb of Seyyid Turkin, E. 3 N. 
Close under the Khin, on its northern side, there is a very broad and 
deep ancient anal,  which having left the Tigrir above Sindiyah; 
runs from N.W. 4 W. to S.E. E., is now dry and called Nahra.- 
win, in common with the great a n a l  a little way N. of it, or rat.her 
they are called Nahrawin 'A'in, and I am told run parallel (at a 
very trifling distance) to the JliyLlah, below BakGbi. All the 
old beds crossed yesterday are derived from this southern one, a 
are also several others between Bephdtid and the IIivBlah. 

I never saw the effect of irrigatpon better mark& than in this 
day's march : as far ae the branches of the K h i l i  are carried on 
both sides of the parent trunk, all is green, and the mil remarkably 
rich, while beyond it, on either side, there is nothing but arid 
desert, entirely destitute of any vegetable production. 

At 4 h. 15 m. P.M. we again mounted, and passing onwards &bout 
N. by E., over a country cut intn deep ravines by rain, came, in half 
an hour, to the real NahrawAn, which runs here from N.W. 3 N. 
tcl S.E. 4 S., and is 108 of my long paces in breadth. I crossed 
and recrossed it, and in many places, in the ruts on both sides of 
it, saw pottery and bricks. At  a short distance ahead, it ie seen 
entirely cut away by one of the deep embayments or hbwis$ (a 

* Yehicheh (little New-Town), according to the Constantinople pronunciation. It is 
a Turkish name.-ED. 
t Properly Dil-wbin (Bare-foot), a Turkish word, the nick-name of the Grand 

V e h  of Mugtsffi 11.-ED. 



the Arabs call them) forming the valley of the Tigris, which river 
is now very considerably below the level of the surrounding county. 
We then kept more westerly, and at 5 h. 20 m. touched the elbow 
of the embayment, which is covered with tamarisks, while on the 
high land not a vestige of vegetation is to be seen. The NahrawBn 
is again seen just opposite to where it was cut away-thus : 

The bed of the river is at present much deeper than the bed of 
the canal ever could have been. 

From the elbow. we kmt N.W.. and at 5 h. 40 m. came to the 
Nahrawh again, which kieps exactly the same course. Thinking 
it looked broader here, I got off and paced it again, when I made 
it 130 paces. As it was now getting late in the day, we struck 
off W. 5 S. for a camp of Araba which we saw, and we reached it 
at 6 h. 10m. : they were of the tribe B e d  Temim, and gave us 
welcome and a dinner. 

The Arabs got into a hot dispute about the Nahrawh, some 
swearing it goes straight to Hawizah and the Cha'b* [Ka'b 
country, others that it crosses the Tigris near Kht-el-'Umairih, t 
and then runs across the Jerjeri opposite to S6k el Shufikh. 
They then, as usual, began to abuse the Turkish government, swear- 
ing and wishing God would send the English, or that any other 
nation would come and deliver them from their tyrants the Turks. 
One old fellow called HAji Diilid said he had been to Bqrah, 
and must be allowed to have some knowledge of the English ; and 
he accordingly related many wonderful stories in their praise, and 
talked of their ships with 200 guns and 2000 men besides horses, 
and God only knows what else, always appeahng to me for the 
truth of what he said 

The encampment was on a point of high land just over the 
river, Sindiyah bearing S.S.W., and Nei N. 4 E. ; the latter is 
a square ruin of the Sasanian age. 

June 17th.-At 4h. A.M. we started, going N. for a few 
minutes, then having descended into a h4d, passed on through 

* See "Niebuhr'a D k p t i o n  of Arabia," p. 319. "Trsveb," vol. ii. pp. 181, 
227.-ED. 

t Perhaps Kht-el-Had: 'Urnairah, which is given on Mr. R w h n ' ~  &ti$, 
reems doubtful+-ED. 
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tamarisk thickets between N .  W. and N.N. W. In many parts of 
this tract the Arabs have patches of cultivation ; the Nahrawin is 
cut away by this Mwi also. At 5 h. A.M. we again ascended the 
high bank, and found the Nahrawin about # of a mile to our 
right : however it was only a narrow tongue of land, and in a few 
minutes we went down into another Mwi exactly similar to the 
last, and kept N.W., the canal having been carried away as 
before. A t  6 h. we again ascended ; the high land is very much 
cut up by ruts. Nei  now bore E. N. ; and some mounds were 
seen a good way N. of it. The valley of the Tigris is here, I 
should think, 4 or 5 miles in breadth. At 7 h. we again de- 
scended, and, crossed a httwi for 20 m., then ascended, and went 
on in the bed of the NahrawLn for 15m., when we came upon 
the valley of the River "Adhem : * its valley, like that of the Tigris, 
which it here enters, is very broad, and covered with stunted 
tamarisks. The river itself winds through the middle, is about 

1 
15 yards broad and 20 inches deep, and at present runs over a 
most tenacious sort of mud, which takes the horses up to the 
girth; its course appears to be from N. by E. In the valley on 
the right bank of the stream, stands a curious square mass of the 
original soil, looking like a mud tower. We crossed the valley, 
and at 8 h. 7 m. ascended, and again entered the Nahrawin; the 
.bed of the latter is as high above that of the "Adhem as it is above 
that of the Tigris ; and it is quite evident that when water flowed 
in the Nahrawttn, none could have existed in the "Adhem; in 
fact, when the band (barrier) at the exit of this river from the 
Hamrin range was in existence, no water could possibly have got 
into its bed, all must have gone into the Bat$ and Rathan; and 
-what remained, after the irrigation of the countries intersected by 
these two canals, was by them thrown into the Nahrawin itself. 

From the ''Adhem the canal runs N.W. ; I kept on its bank 
next the Tigris; in about half an hour, sprinklings of bricks and 
.pottery began to appear. At  8 h. 55 m., in the bed of the canal, 
we came upon five platforms of large kiln-burnt brick-work, level 
with the surface : the Arabs call them kubertt (or tombs), but they 
.are evidently foundations for the arches of a bridge ; and on the 
western bank of the canal, immediately opposite to them, there is 
a hlgh knoll, called Tappah M & ~ i l ; t  and close under it, a 
branch seems to have left the trunk. At 9 h. 5 m. we came to 
the spot at which the two grand arms of the Nahrawin unite ; 
and each seems as large as their united beds : the eastern is 
evidently the principal one, as it keeps its own straight course 
N.W. + W., while the other enters at an acute angle, coming 

* i. e. The Largeat River: ''Adhem, or " A p ,  ia an epithet, not properly a name. 
-ED. 
t ' Collector's Hill;' a modem name, an the Turkiah word Tappah or Tqeh &owe.-ED. 
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from W.N.W. The whole country round, is strewed with ruins. 
W e  kept in the eastern arm, and in 15 m. came to a solid 
mass of brick in its bed, 31 paces long and 7 broad, rising in a 
slope from S. to N. ; the bricks are kiln-burnt, 2 spans square 
and 4 inches thick, cemented with lime. The top of all is 
covered with a thick layer of small stones imbedded in cement, 
with bricks, in many places, set on their edges : some parts of this 
building are still 4 feet above ground; others are not more than 1. 
The  eastern bank of the canal is much broken, and here the Nahr 
Batt enters it. 1 now left this arm and crossed to the other, 
over mounds and hillocks covered with broken pottery, glass and 
very large bricks; one larger mass near the platform is insulated 
by a cut from one arm to the other, forming a Delta. The 
principal ruins are between the two arms and between them and 
the river, and this I have no doubt was the very centre of the 
ancient Opis. The Arabs appear to have no particular name for 
the ruins, the place being called by them Kanitir (bridges). 
A modern caravanserai near the river, is called Khin Tholeia.;* 
I galloped to it, and found it deserted : from its roof the Malwiyah 
at Simarrah t bore N.W. W. ; Khan Mizrirkchi, W. N. W. SW. ; 4 Minaret at Harbah, W.S. . 5 S. ; Beled, W.S.W. 8 S. ; the tomb 
of Seyyid Mohammed, across the river, S.S.W. ; a Khin near it, 
S. by W. : close under the two latter places, is the ferry by which 
pilgrims, kc .  coming from the Kizimein $ to Simarrah cross the 
Tigris. 

We now proceeded in the bed of the western arm of the canal of 
Nahrawin from the point at which a bridge had been dug up in 
order to furnish materials for building the caravanserai; the 
banks of the canal appear in many places to have been built 
upon, as, like the mounds, they are covered with broken bricks, 
pottery and pieces of glass. In the course of half an hour, I 
observed a branch slanting off from the eastern bank, and here 
the larger mounds ceased, and in 1 h. and 5m. more, canal and 
all had been swept away by a hiwi. We then descended and 
crossed the hiwi, keeping nearly W. through a low tamarisk 
thicket, which it took us exactly 1 h. and BOm. to cross. On 
getting out of it, we found a camp of the 'Azzi Arahs, and as the 
day was growing very hot, we halted at the tent of Khalaf-el- 
Ghazabd. This fine old man was once Sheikh of the Tribe, but 
Dihd Pish i  suspecting him to be in league with SufCk, the 
She'ikh of the Shammdr Tribe, deposed him in favour of his uncle ; 
a great many families, however, still attach themselves to him. 

At 4 h. 10 m. P.M. we again started, keeping for a short dis- 

* Qu. Dhali'nh, "strong-ribbed."-ED. 
t Or, 6rr-men-A, often 8 It Shmarrh.-ED. 
1 "The two Repremen of e i r w r W  i.r EJuaei~ and 'Ali, .how 8h&a (Mesh-hed) 

at KerbelC and Khfah are so devoutly visited by Persian Pilgrim-ED. 
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tance N.N.W., then W.N.W., with the canal close to us. -4t 
4 h. 50 m. a large branch passed off to our right. At 5 h. 25 m. 
we reached Khan Miariikchi, close to which the canal has 
been carried away by the river : this khan is also deserted ; from 
it, I found Malwiyah to be N.W. N. ; Harbah, S.S.E. ) S. 
I now gave up the idea of going to %merrah this evening, and 
went on in the bed of the caual for 10 m., then halted in an Arab 
encampment close to its junction with another branch of the 
Nahrawhn ; the former leaves the Tigris only a few miles from 
hence, a little below KBdidyah. 

June 18th.-At4 h. 5 m. r.v.we mounted and went N.N.W.over 
pebbly ground. In 10 m. we turned N.W. 4 W. direct for SBmar- 
rah, passing several branches of the Nahrawh. At 5 h. 17 m. 
passed a well on the road side. 'At 7 h. 23 m. reached Siimarrah, 
and halted at the house of the Governor, Seyyid 'Ali, an old fried. 

In the evening, when all the old men met to drink their coffee, 
settle disputes, &c. &c., I stated my wish to go on to A1 Hdhr ,  
but one and all declared the thing to be absolutely imposeible 
without men from Sufhk: he with his Tribe was now in the 
neighbourhood of it and Sinjir, and no one would venture to 
attempt going near him. 

The accounts I heard before, and now heard, of those ruins, 
were wonderful; complete buildings, statues, busts, &c. kc., 
were said to cover the country, which is under the dominion of 
devils and spirits, and inaccessible to all pave the wild Bedwins. 

The modern SBmarrah consists of about 150 houses, built in 
the midst of the ruins of the ancient town, round the tombs of 
two of the I m h s ;  and the hole in the ground where the twelfth 
and last disappeared ; these are held very sacred by all Moham- 
medans, but especially by the Shi'ah Sect, and the principal revenue 
of the place is derived from Persian pilgrims resorting to these 
shrines. The natives, however, are all Sunnis, and remarkable 
for civility and freedom from bigotry. The soil is a cement of peb- 
bles in a bed of lime (in many places all lime), as hard a s  a solid 
rock, affording but little vegetation, and the climate is celebrated 
for its salubrity. 

Of the ancient ruins, it is difficult to form any correct opinion 
from their appearance, as to whether they ever formed one town 
or several ; they consist of an almost continuous belt about a mile 
in breadth, extending along the high bank of the valley of the 
Tigris from the second arm of the Nahrawiin at KB'im in the 
S., to its grand arm in the N., a journey of about 7 hours, or 
close upon 30 miles. The ruins, however, have lfferent names 
at different places, as Siimmah, Cheniib,* Eski Baghdad (Old 

-- 

* '~%nap', according to Mr. Ross; but the Arabs have neither p nor ch. This is a 
Persian word; the final b is pronounced by the Twks aa p, and the d changed by the 
Arabe into &.-ED. 



BaghdAd), Abii Dilif, &c. Many brick walls of what were evi- 
dently public buildings are still standing ; the rest of the ruins 
show only confused heaps of rubbish, where in a few places there 
can still be traced squares, long walls, cross streets, kc.  &c., and 
all seem to consist almost entirely of lime. Several tunnels for 
watering the town are even now perfect, though dry: the main 
trunk comes from the Hamrin mountains. 

K t m *  is 18 hour S. by E. 4 E. of SQmarrah, and stands on the 
southern bank of the Nahrawin, about 200 yards from the river. 
I t  is a solid square, built of pebbles laid in lime, and consists of 
twenty-four horizontal layers, each 2 spans and a quarter high, 
fronting N.N.W., S.S.E., E. N. E., and W.S. W., and measuring 5 
DaCeS and a half in diameter at the bottom. I t  is evidentlv a work 
of remote antiquity ; the natives sny it was the directing-mark for 
boats entering this branch of the canal from the- river, long before 
the Mohammedan era. The difficulty is to imagine how the water 
itself ever entered the canal, its ancient bed being seen in section, 
about 15 feet above the surface of the Tinis.  which. now nearlv u ' 

nt i u  highest level, sweeps along the high perpendicular bank. 
45 m. S.E. of RB'im stands the anclent Sasanian fort of 

K6disiyQh (erroneously supposed by many to be the place of that 
name where the grearibattle was fought between the Arabs and 
Persians in the first years of Islim), an octagonal building of 
sun-dried bricks, each 4 inches thick and upwards of 1 foot in 
diameter. A large bastion stands at each angle, and seventeen 
smaller ones, 10 or 12 paces apart, are seen in each face, where 
there is also a cut, probably for the gates. There are scarcely 
sufficient marks within it, to show that buildings ever existed 
there. The Arabs say it was the fort of Dakndhs (Oecianus, 
who is here what Nimrod is with the people about Babylon, 
'A kar-%6f, &c.), and was the work of a very great Ustid, or master- 
workman of tllose days : it is a b u t  300 yards from the river, and 
is surrounded by hillocks of ruins covered with bricks, and show- 
ing in many places foundations of walls ; the ground is covered 
with every kind and colour of glass, from the coarsest refuse of the 
furnace to the finest cr stals. Close to the Tigris, there is a 
mound and part of a wall called Termat and MakQn el Sanam ; 
from whence some years ago the lower part of an immense statue 
of black stone, now at BaghdLd, in the possession of Col. 
Taylor, was carried away, and I have no doubt that the other part 
of it is still buried hereabouts. A short way to the S. there are 
two other large mounds, one called Kenisah, or the Church, the 
other Hamim, or the Bath ; not far beyond which, the shortest 

+ GMim by error in the 
f T i 4  6'Edted," 
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branch of the NahrawAn leaves the river. This town, when 
flourishing, must have been of vast strength, being built round the 
fort on a triangle, formed by two branches of the NahrawLn, 
connected by the Tigris thus : 

Of the Mohammedan ruins, the most curious stand near the 
modern Sgmarrah, and are called Malwiyah and Jbmi' (cathe- 
dral), exactly 15 minutes' walk N.E. 3 N., and Kqr-el-Khalifah, 
or the khalifs palace, about 30 minutes N. of the I m M s  tombs. 
The Malwiyah is a round solid cone, on a low square base ; the 
whole appearing to be upwards of 120 feet high, built of fine 
kiln-burnt bricks, ascended from without by a winding path (not 
steps) of five turns, keeping the left ha113 to the wall. On the 
top there is a small turret, having a few steps of a staircase 
inside of it. This is said to have been the place from the top of 
which the faithful were, in the days of the Khalifs, called to 
prayers on Friday, in the $mi' or mosque close to it-a magnifi- 
cent brick building in the form of an oblong square-264 by 159 
long paces, with a bastion at each corner, between which there 
are, on the longer sides, eleven turrets, and on the shorter eight. 
The inner cloisters and an outside range of buildings have been 
entirely destroyed, and the bricks carried away. The remaining 
building, with the exception of the arches over the doorways, 
which have fallen in, is in a wonderful state of preservation. 

The Ker-el-Khalifah, or Khalif's palace, is a long 'r-shaped 
mass of ruins on the edge of a high bank, divided by three cross 
walls : its extreme length landwards is about 900 paces, the breadth 
of face towards the river 130 paces, and of the landward face 580 ; 
and it consists of ranges of gateways, arched rooms, vaults under 
ground, &c., with empty areas divided by cross walls. One vault 
excavated to a great depth, called Jibb,* is pointed out as the 
prison: its entrance is by a narrow shaft, and people must have 
been lowered into it and hauled up by means of a rope. Another 
deep square hollow close to it is called Birkek-el-SebA', or the 
Lions'-den.t A narrow subterranean passage is cut from the 

* The well.-ED. f Rather the Lion'rp1.-ED. 



Jibb to the Birket, from the door of which, criminals are said to 
have been thrown to the wild beasts. From the face towards the 
river, an inclined platform, resting on arches, leads down to the 
h&wi ; and outside of the palace, at its N.W. corner, stand fine 
ruins of a turreted building called Hamim, or the bath. 

A ride of 1 hour and a half from the palace northwards brought 
us to one large and two smaller lime-built enclosures called 
Chenib, the intervening space being covered with ruins. Going 
over the same kind of ground for about 3 hours, we came to the 
mosaue and minaret of Ab6 nilif-el-Barmaki. a malwivah and 

I J 

jimi' in miniature. From thence, 4 an hour to Kantarat-el-ras&l, 
or the leaden bridge, over the larger branch of the NahrawAn. Its 
foundations formed of large artificial stones joined together by 
iron clamps and melted lead, are still visible; from the Kanprah 
(bridge) a road of lime and pebbles, about 80 yards in breadth, 
having a parapet on either side, leads in a straight line to Chenib : 
this work appears to be anterior to the Mohammedan era. 

The  only other ruins worth noticing on the left bank of the 
' 

river, are Jauriyah,t or Infidels' Place, and Till Walijah. The  
former, which is in the Hiwi, and partly in the river, W. by .N. 
from the river-face of the palace, is an irregular, square mclosure ; 
the part next the river being a very strong buttress of brick and 
lime, and in some places of pebbles and lime : it appears to be of 
greater antiquity than the Mohammedan era. 

Till Walijah is avery singular piece of antiquity, situated N.N.E. 
of the Malwiyah, and E.N.E. 4 N. of the palace outside the 
ruins. I t  is a solid truncated cone of earth about 100 feet high; 
the plane at the top is 30 paces in diameter ; and the bottom, I 
should say, about five times that size. Its base is in a hollow, 
which extends for forty paces beyond it, and seems to have been 
intended for a ditch, as, on its N .  N .E. side, a causeway or bridge 
crosses it. 110 paces from the ditch, there is a circular rampart. 
The  ascent from the bridge, as indeed from all places, is so steep 
that a horse can barely be led up : it has been watered by a cut 
from the tunnel before mentioned. I cannot make out what it 
could have been intended for : the tradition of the natives is, that 
when the khalif fixed upon this site for building SAmarrah, he 
ordered every horseman in his army to fill the nose-bag of his 
horse with earth and bring it to this spot, that he might have a 
high place on which he could pitch his tent, in order to view the 
progress of the building of the city ; and that a single trip by each 
man produced the Till Walijah,f or mound of the nose-bag. 

* A barbarow word, formed from the Persian Gabr, or Gaur, changed into Jaur by 
the Arabe.-ED. 

t Valichah (nose-bag) is a Persian word, vulgarly pronounced A1ij.-ED. 
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El-Marlra.sah * i s  an excavated hollow, lined with brick build- 
ing, with numerous niches in the wall ; it is said to have been a 
college and library. 

June %&.-Finding it impossible to approach Al-HGhr in 
this direction, I gave up the attempt for the present, and resolved 
to visit an extraordiiy band, or dyke, said to be built across the 
fissure in the Hamrin hills, through which the "Adhem river 

asses; and each stone of which, the Arabs say, wuld not be 
Efted by a hundred men. I accordingly determined to avail my- 
self of my late acquaintance with Khalaf, and at 4 h. 30 m. A.M. 

started for his encampment by the former route. At 6 h. 30 m. 
I passed the well-at 8 h. 15m. the khh-and at 9 h. 10 m. 
reached the camp, and halted. 

I received the most marked attention from Khalaf, who at once 
entered into my plans, and agreed to furnish guides. During 
the usual evening's palaver, I inquired whether they had ever 
heard of the Median Wall, or of anything like it-when, to my 
astonishment, they answered that every Bedwin child knew it-- 
that it leaves the Dijlah between I$abilit and Harbah, runs in a 
straight well-defined single embankment, with round projections 
from it, across Jezirah to Felhjah on the Euphrates, a d  is 

- 

called W I i  or Sedd Nimrhd ;t and that it is still so high that 
two horsemen, one on each side, cannot see each other." 4 

June 23rd.-Before daylight Khalaf brought four spearmen 
well mounted, and told them they must go wherever I went, and 
be absent as long as I chose to keep them. Upon my saying the 
country was all quiet, and guards unnecessary, one guide being 
quite enough,-he told me that, in this instance, I must be guided 

* The College.-ED. t Nimrod's Barrier.-ED. 



by him, as no one could say how long the country was to remain 
secure, or whether it were so even now. 

At 4 h. 35 m. A.M. we started N .E. by E. over the Nahrawin ; 
soon afterwards passed a small stream from the hills, which is said 
to be full of water in winter. At 5 h. 25 m. kept E. by N., and at 
5 h. 40 m. crossed the other branch of the Nahrawin. Its banks 
are here very much worn away, but still bricks and broken pottery 
are seen: this country is flooded in winter. At  6 h. halted for 
ten minutes, to give the horsee barley from a field in the dry bed 
of a winter-lake, cultivated in summer by the Arabs; we then 
went on E. by N. At 7h. we found the ground covered with 
bricks and pttery. I took one of the Arabs, and rode off to the 
left to a set of mounds called Jiff Ja'fer, covered with very large 
bricks and fragments, as is the whole surface of the desert for 20 
minutes round them. A small branch from the BaF-canal runs 
through them ; Malwiyah bore W.N.W. 4 N. ; a large mound 
called AbG Khalid, N.E.; two domes of the tomb of Imim 
Sheikh Mohammed N. by W. Not far distant from those domes 
there is said to be a large salt-lake, from which the whole country 
is supplied with salt. At 7 h. 45 m. we came to a very extensive 
cluster of mounds called 'AdhGbah,* covered with large bricks 
and the other usual remains, situated on the Nahr (River) Bat!, 
which comes from N.E. 4 N. A t  this point a branch is drawn 
off to Jiff Ja'fer, which bears W., Abli Khalid bearing N.N.W., 
beyond which a great number of sandhills, called El-'Kith? and 
Wilhya$ Beni Isriii1,f are seen. The  Arabs told me that these 
change their position with every shift of wind; and that by 
digging only for a few inches in depth, fresh water is found. We 
now went nearly E., and at 8 h. 25m. came to a hiwi of the 
"Adhem, went down into it, and kept N.E. for about 20 minutes, 
then went up, crossed a narrow neck of land, and descended 
again into another hiwi, and halted at 9 h. in an encampment of 
the 'Azzi tribe. The "Adhem winds very much in its broad valley, 
but its general course is from N.N E. The hiwis are full of 
encampments of the 'Azzi, and in many places well cultivated. 

A t  4 h. 35 m. P.M. we again mounted, and went up the high bank 
to look at a mound on its edge, called Ghacjherifah,$ like all others, 
covered with bricks and pottery, but said to be very much infested 
with devils, who play many wonderful tricks on such benighted 
travellers as chance to come near it. We then kept a course from 
N. by E. to N .N.E. ; and at 5 h. 30 m. reached a small mound 
called Till Khirr-el-Hinph.11 The ''Adhem was now wnsider- 

*Fresh water.-ED. t Wisehief.-ED. f Country of the children of Israel.-ED. 
i-f, in Plur., GhoghLif, " cartilages."-ED. 

" Wheat-hole Mount," i.8. the hole through which wheat is thrown into the 
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ably to our right, and appeared to take a sweep eastwards. At 
6 h. 10m. we came upon two large and several small mounds, 
called Shudhdif,* on the Nahr Baa, Ghatjherifah bearing S.W. 
by S., Till Khirr-el-Hinph S. W. 3 W., El-'kith W. Our course 
was winding between N. and N.N.E. At 6 h. 35m. had a low 
hill called Till Nahriyaht a quarter of a mile on the left. At 
7 h. 5 m. passed a large mound called Istahiwi, having a branch 
from the Batt passing into it. At 9 h. 30 m. we came upon the 
bank of the "Adhem, and kept along it till 10 h. 15 m., and then 
went clown into the Mwi, and halted close to the stream, at a 
place called Kullah Samh.S 

June 24th.-At 1 h. A.M. we mounted, and kept along the high 
bank to avoid the hiiwis. At 2 h. 20 m. we got among some 
hillocks on the Batt, where, by the little light we had, bricks 
could be distinguished. At 3 h. 30 m. we passed a high conical 
mound on the "Aahem, called Till Band,§ and at 4 h. got to the 
Band itself, just after daybreak. 

I t  is a most gigantic work, but now broken in the centre. The 
following is a plan of it :- 

The Band, which is built of enormously large blocks of hewn 
sandstone cemented with lime, is in the form of two sides of a 
square, one crossing the stream just where it leaves the Hamrin 
hills, and the other running along the right bank. Though of 
vast strength and thickness, it has not been sufficient to resist the 
force of the water, and has given way in the centre right down to its 
foundations, having been swept off through the whole breadth of 
the stream. In modern times Sule'imin PBshi attempted to re- 
store- it, but failed ; nothing of his work remaining, except three 

* Dry, hard bees.-ED. 
3 SarnGrb tower.-ED. 
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brick buttresses against the old work on the eastern side. The 
hills are low and rugged, formed of a brown sandstone. The 
stream at the Band runs S.S.E., but soon afterwards turns S.S.W. 
It  is not above 30 feet broad here, and at present only from 1.2 to 20 
inches deep ; but in winter the Arabs tell me the rush of water is 
terrific, tearing away all before it. ' The "Adhem carries into the 
Tigris the united streams of the Kissah $6, Th6k S6, and T6z 

, Khurmi-li S6,* which unite beyond the hills, and are increased 
during their passage through them by many small hill-brooks. 
The bad of the ''Adhem being much lower than the surrounding 
desert, the Band was erected to throw the water for irrigation into 
the Nahr Batt on the right bank, and into the Nahr Rathin on 
the left, the firmer going towards Karfah, the latter to Nahrawhn. 
I was told there was a scale in unknown letters cut on the rock to 
mark the rise of the water, but I could not discover it. The 
Arabs say this dyke was constructed by the 'Amilikah,t immense 
giants, soon after the Flcmd ; and they show several large cairns of 
stones, said to mark the graves of some of them who died during 
the time it was building : they also told me that in the hills, at an 
hour's distance W., there are many serdiibs or caverns in the rock, 
containing the hewn stones and burnt lime which remained after 
the completion of the Band. But as our horses had been 12 
hours without food, and had 12 more to get back, I did not go to 
see them ; but at 5 h. 50 m. A.M. m e  set off on our return. 

- At 6 h. 10 m. we reached Till Band, which I ascended. O n  
its summit there is a platform of the same kind of stones as form 
the Band. Our course was now generally S. by W. ; sometimes on 
the bank of the river, at others in the Baa, which has here two 
beds running close together. At 7 h. the Bat, is carried away by 
a hbwi. At 8 h. 30 m. we arrived at the place where we slept 
the night before, and halted till 9 h. 40 m. ; and just as we were 
preparing to start, my horse, another belonging to an Arab, and a 
mare, got loose, and galloped away over the desert as hard as 
they could. Another Arab mounted, and the owners of the horse 
and mare on foot, went after them, leaving us to follow under the 
guidance of the fourth Arab, an old man. Our misfortunes were 
not yet at an end ; for one of the mules then ran off with his load, 
but kept in the bed of the river, and consequently in the right 
direction, and in a few minutes more'four horsemen appeared on 
the opposite high bank : our gallant old Arab instantly knew 
them to be plunderers; and calling out that he must go and 

* TGz Khurmkti in Dr. Row's MS. : 80 Niebuhr Reise, vol. ii. p. 336) haa D b  
chunhatu; but the Jeh6n-numi @. 466) haa Tdr- i hurmi, a Turk~sh name, the ad- 
jective of which, Th-khurmk-lI, has been changed into Th-khfirmati by ignorant Arabs, 
who mppcaed the name to end in ah, instead of &-ED. 

t Amalekiten. 
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bring back our people, galloped off as hard .as his horse could 
carry him, 

At I lh. 15m. we seuured the mule, the thieves still dogging 
us, but, owing to the ste banks, they could not get at us : there 
were now six of them. "R. e soon overtook one of our footmen. 
and had then five men, one gun, two pistols, a spear and a sward 
so we bid the thieves defiance. At 1Jh. 30m. P.M. we saw the 
pillar near the Khin at Bast, for the direction of travellers to the 
caravanserai, which lies in a hollow on the left bank of the river : 
we made for it, and at Ih. 15m. arrived o ~ m s i t e  to the khin. 

1. 

The thieves, now nine in number, showed themselves, and entered 
the khin ; hut, seeing us go on, came out again and crossed the 
stream; determined to attack us. We took up a position among 
a few bushes-old Seyyid Hindi fingered his lock, the Arab 
shook his snear. the sword was unsheathed. nieces of bricks were 

i I I 

hastily collected, and all made ready for a terrible encounter. 
My pistols were with my horse ; and I therefore most sincerely 
advise all travellere to carry their pistols in their belts. The enemy 
made a charge to within five hundred yards of us, when they 
pulled up, and I could see they had only spears. Our man with 
the pistol let fly; and we stood looking at each other for five mi- 
nutes, when we saw the thieves turn and fairly run away; at the 
same instant we perceived our own men with the horses looming 
in the mirage, and coming at full gallop from the west. A t  
lh.  55m. they joined us, having secured the horses after a long 
chase; mine without one of my pistoh, and theirs with the loss 
of a saddle and bridle. This husiness lost us upwards of half an a 
hour: the old gentleman became very bold, requesting us just to 
wait for another half-hour, till he and his party could overtake 
the robbers and bring back their heads : having, however, tasted 
nothing but water since yesterday at noon, we all came to the 
conclusion that our time would be better spent in prosecuting our 
journey, which we accordingly did. 

At 2h. 25m. A. M. we travelled S.W. by W., and passed a 
mound called Till Auj i  ; itself and the desert about it were co- 
vered with bricks. At  2h. 45m. we went down into the bed of 
the river, which takes a t u n  from hence eastwards. At 3h. we 
halted for ten minutes, and then went on. A t  3h. 40m. we 
mounted the high banks, and at 4h. 33m. passed Till Khirr-el- 
&lintah; and having, at 6h., descended into the hAwi, halted in 
a few minutes at a large camp;of the 'AzA, a short way S. of that 
in which we had halted the day before. My Arab swent to dif- 
ferent tents, while I went to the largest I could see, and was re- 
ceived very gruffly. I, however, dismounted and sat down, though 
'I saw there was something. m o m .  In a few minutes the owner 
came up and took me mGt cor&%ly by the hand, saying he was 



mistaken-that he had taken me for a Turk; but now, knowing 
who I was, the case was widely different. The Sheikh was away, 
so I gave the PishCs letter to this man, who looked at it and 
tossed it back to me, saying, IrYou are welcome to our amp, and 
all  in it is yours as long as you choose to stay, for a day, a week, 
o r  a year ; put 'Ali Plshl's letter into your pocket, and eat your 
dinner ; we do not much value Fermins here." They gave me a 
capital dinner, and we sat late. They are very much afraid of 
SufGk, who is now near Mbsul. 

June 25th.-After a refreshing sleep, we mounted at 4h. 20m. 
A.M., going first W., to get round a part of the adjoining land 
enclosed in the hLwi like an island, and in half an how turned 
S.S.W., in the bed of the river. At 5h. 50m. we went up and 
dong the high bank, passing a mound called Till Nisr.* We 
were obliged to go round the broken ground at 6h. 25m., and 
keeping S. S.W., passed, at 7h., a cluster of mounds, called 
Kubebit-el-Khayit;? the Nahr Bat! being visible on our right. 
We now kept S., over a country covered with bricks, but much cut 
up by rain. At  7h. 45m. we got to the Nahrawln, just where it 
is desltroyed partly by the ''Adhem and partly by the Tigris; and 
having halted for twenty minutes, at 8h. 5m. went on in the bed 
of the canal by our former route. A t  8h. 52m. we passed Till 
Mdps$l; at 10h. entered the hLwi, and in it, at I lh.  25m., 
came upon the 'Azd pitching their tents among the tamarisk- 
bushes. Not being able to see Khalaf's tent, I went to a good- 
sized one and halted there ; I had scarcely set down when Khalaf 
was seen coming to us and calling us to the tent where he then was, 
while his own was getting ready. I got up, but the owner of the 
tent took hold of my cloak and pulled me down, saying, cc No, 
no ; you are my guest, and shall go to no other man's tent, not 
even to the Sheikh's." The Sheikh was then brought in, and we 
all sat down. We were informed that the Arabs who followed 
and assailed us on the preceding day were a gang of the i l l  Bfi 
AyybahJ most notorious rascals. Before we saw them, they had 
attacked a caravan at Till Willi, but were beaten off; they had 
been on the Karfah road for some weeks, but are afraid of the 
Azd.  

At 3h. 50m. P.M. we again mounted, and started for SAmarrah, 
which we reached at 9h. 20m. 

I now resolved to go to Baghdad by water, sending the horses 
over land, and accordingly had forty sheep-skins blown up, tied 
together, and covered with brushwood, on which four of us got 
at sunrise, June 28th, and reached Baghd6d about noon, 
June 30th. 

* Eng1e-hili.--E~. f Spectre-cupolas.-ED. : Father Ayybah's Family.-ED. 
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I kept notes of the bearings and distances all the way down; 
but as the river has since been trigonometrically surveyed by the 
officers of the '' Euphrates " steamer, I do not think it necessary 
to add them here. 

The following bearings were.omitted above :- 
From Till Walichah. From G ~ u I .  

Malwtyah . S.S.W., Southerly . . S.E. E. 
Greater Tomb S.S.W. 3 W. . . ' S.E. 4 S. 
J@im Southerly. 
Gate of ~ i a l l i a h . ~ . ~ . ~ . )  S. . . E. by S., Southerly 
"Ashik . . W. 3 N. . N.N.W.3 N. 
Chindb . . N.W.PN. ~ i i l  Wallchah E. jf N. 
Abb Dilif N.N.W. 3 W. Selebiyah . W. 3 S. 
$intarall ~ e & i  N. N.w., ~ o r t h e r l ~  Bal'G-el-Kelb S. S. W. 4 W. 

Haw@ildt . N.N.W. 4W. 
, . . , 

Baghddd, Dec. 15, 1839.' 'JOHN ROSS. 

X.-Routes in Kirma'n, Jebbl, and Kho~cisdn, in the Year8 
1831 and 1832. By RICHARD GIBBONS, a Sergeant of the 
British Detachment serving in Persia. 

IN the beginning of the autumn of 1830, while the province of 
Atzerbai'j;in was still suffering, in common with a great part of 
Persia, from that most dreadful scourge, the plague-by which 
many villages, and even some of the larger towns and cities, had 
been nearly depopulated, the king's eldest son, 'Abbls Mird, 
received orders from his father, Fat-h 'Ali Sbdh, to assemble his 
army without delay, and march towards Yezd and KirmLn, in 
order, if possible, to restore order and security to those devoted 
provinces, which were then suffering under the accumulated 
horrors of civil war, pestilence and famine ; and to reduce the 
prince, Hasan 'Ali MirzL, governor of a r m i n ,  who was in a 
state of open rebellion, to obedience. 

I shall not stop to give an account of the many difficulties 
which were encountered and overcome, ere the troops could be 
assembled at such a disastrous period-suffice it to say, that the 
non-commissioned officers of the British Detachment marched 
down, with the different corps to which they were attached, to ; 

Khemseh, where the force was concentrated and placed under the - 
temporary command of Mohammed Mirzb. Here our command- 
ant joined us, and we left the camp and proceeded to TeherBn, to 
await the orders of the.British Ambassador as t6 whether we were 
to accompany the army to KBshLn or not. We advanced by the 
usual route, viz., the high road to Isfahiin; but as that route is 
well known, and in order to avoid a detail of occurrences on the 









march, a mere statement of the route, general direction, towns, 
villages, watering-places, &c. &c., will, for the most part, be 
given, and I shall begin the present extract from my journal 
with our departure from the thriving city of Kishin, celebrated 
throughout Persia for the industry of its inhabitants. 

From Kishhn to Ab6 Sayyad-5bid,* 24 miles E.S.E. 
At  daylight, on the morning of the 16th of March, 1831, we 

quitted K6sh6n ; at 12 miles, passed a reservoir of water ; at 
16 miles, a village on the right, about a mile from the road ; 
and at 20 miles, another on the left. Abli Sayyad-;bid is a large 
village. The road lies over a sandy plain ; the view to the left 
being bounded by hills, and to the right by the If;or6d range of 
mountains at a distance. 

17th March-To Mokhar, 40 miles S.E. by E. 
A t  2 miles, a ruined mosque, or Imim-zddah f and cultivated 

ground, on the left ; 2 miles further, a small village on the right. 
At 16 miles, we passed through a fine village called Kelt-Hbhd, 
surrounded by gardens and corn-fields. There is another village 
2 miles further on, and, in the course of another mile, a third. 
The  road still lay along the plain. The  village of Mokhar was, 
at this time, nearly untenanted; its inhabitants having repaired to 
the mountains. It is large, and surrounded by a lofty wall : nost 
of the houses are two stories high : there are many gardens and 
a great extent of cultivated land adjoining it. A small stream 
winds by its walls. , 

18th.-To Ajistin, 20 miles S.S.E. 
Continued over the plain, passing, at 2 miles, a village on the 

right; and at 12 two others, about two miles distant from each 
other and from the road. Ajistin is a large straggling town, 
surrounded by gardens, and celebrated for its pomegranates. 
The Shdh has a palace here, but it is in a dilapidated state. 

19th.-To Safergin, 18 miles E.S.E. 
After crossing a gravelly slope for about 4 miles, we entered a 

narrow gorge in the hills, through which a rivulet winds. Safergin 
is a large village surrounded by high hills: it is not walled. 
The population is considerable ; and it has a thriving appearance. 

20th.-To Neyisdnah, 26 miles S.E.. 
For 12. miles we continued to wind through the gorge in the 

mountains ; after which the road opens upon a vast plain, dreary 
and barren. The miserable village of Neyisinah was totally 

Perhaps Abu Su'Gd-ZbM. The names in the original are not spelt on any uniform 
principle, and oRen solely from the ear: where the equivalent here given is doubtf4 
the original sfling has been added below.-ED. 

t Literally " ImLm-born :" it is the title of the descendants of the Twelve I m h ,  
and is applied in Persian to their tombs, which are places of pilgrimage.-ED. 
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deserted by its inhabitants, who had fled at the approach of the 
troops, and had not yet returned. There is a caravaneerai near it. 

2 1 st.-To Niyan, 20 miles S.E. 
We continued along a desolate plain destitute of water to 

Niiyan, which is a considerable town. There are many ruins in 
its environs, and the water is brackish. 

22nd.-To Atn Dkh. 40 miles S.S.E. n 

We again entered the desert; a small village, with a spring of 
fresh water; at 12 miles. At 20, we passed a fine caravanserai 
and a salt stream, but no fresh water, nor did we meet with any 
till within a couple of miles of A'g DBh, which is a town of some 
size, surrounded by a high wall in good repair. The country 
around is well cultivated, but the soil is in many places strongly 
impregnated with salt. There are many date-trees in the neigh- 
bourhood of this place, and a stream of salt water. 

23rd.-To Ardekin, 28 miles S.E. 
Still a l o n ~  the desert. At 4 miles. we ~assed a wretched vil- 

0 

lage nearly smothsred in loose sand ; at 12 miles a second, in 
a similar condition; and at 16 miles, a stream of fresh water. 
At  20 miles, we crossed a low and narrow range of hills, and 
entered a part of the plain which bore a more cheerful aspect, 
being interspersed with villages and cultivated ground. Ardekdn 
may be termed a city ; it is protected by a strong wall, and 
successfully resisted the efforts of Hasan 'Ali Mi rd  to take it. 
I t  contains - a  good &Br. Hinniil is much cultivated in the 
neighbourhood: 

This place is situated near the borders of the Great Desert, 
which our r o d  had skirted for some days. The  country for the 
most part is covered with loose sand, into which cattle sink knee- 
deep at every step, and as it is driven about by the wind in vast 
clouds, it renders travelling exceedingly disagreeable ; and banks 
of it are thus formed against the walls of all the gardens and 
villages. If it were not for the constant use of manure the whole 
plain would quickly become a barren waste. That the desert is 
slowly but constantly encroaching, is evident from the distant view 
we had of many half-smothered and long-deserted villages now 
far within its precincts, though they must at one time have been 
surrounded by arable land. . 

24th.-To the caravanserai of Askanadi, 26 miles S.E. 
We still skirted the desert, through deep sand. At 6 miles, 

a large village ; at 12 miles, a second ; at 16 miles, a third ; and 
at 21 miles, a fourth, that of Yezd-ibiid, which is within a p i l e  
of the caravanserai. The cultivated parts of this country are 

* IPmnia inermis of botanisb, the leaves of which are wed in the Fsst for dyeing 
the hand8 and hair red.--ED. 



irrigated by means of subterranean canals, by which the water 
is conveyed from the mountains ; but, from the looseness of the 
soil, they require continual labour to keep them in repair. 

25th.-To Yezd, 20 miles S.E. 
At  6 miles the road runs through the fine village of Eskazad, 

embosomed in gardens. Half a mile further on, we had a view 
of another village, called Gach : mapy ruins were scattered around. 

The  city of Yeed is situated near the foot of the range of 
mountains which bound the plain to the westward, and it is about 
5 miles in circumference. The  town, though walled, was easily 
taken by Hasan 'Ali M i d  ; but he was unable to gain possession 
of the ark (citadel), in which 'Abdu-1 Rizb Khin held out till 
he was relieved 'by 'Abbh Min4. The  latter is surrounded by 
a strong wall and deep trench, and contains a palace built by Mo- 
hammed Wali Mirzb, together with several other public buildings, 
and the residences of a number of the chief men of the district. 

The b&Ars in the outer town are spacious, but were at this 
time almost entirely abandoned, having been plundered by Hasan 
'Ali Minb's troops. Gebrs, whe here, as well ars in Bombay, 
cling tenaciously to their ancient faith and worship, or rather 
venerate fire as the emblem of the Deity, are very numerous ; 
there are also a good many Jews. Its manufactures, consisting 
of a variety of silks, velvets, cottons, namads (coarse woollens); 
loaf-sugar, &c. &c., are sufficiently known. 

The  country having been for some time the scene of civil war, 
famine, as a natural consequence, had ensued ; and provisions of 
all kinds were so exceedingly dear that the poorer classes were 
unable to purchase them, and numbers died of absolute star- 
vation. 

'Abbh Mini ,  having removed the governor, 'Ahdu-1 Rizd 
Khfin, had left the city in charge of Suleimin Khbn, the com- 
mander of the Shegagi* regiment. The whole of the villages 
during the last three days' journey had been plundered ; and the 
inhabitants, although their crops promised well, were then in a 
most wretched condition. However. the corn of this district is 
at no time sufficient for the consumption of its inhabitants, sup- 
plies being brought from other parts in exchange for fruits 
and manufactured goods. 

28th.-Merhis, 28 miles E.S.E. 
W e  departed from Yezd this morning, and skirted a range of 

hills; passing during the first 8 miles two streams of water, 
and at 10 miles a village. Merhis is a fine village, situated at 
the foot of the mountains, and surrounded by gardens. 

29th.-To the caravanserai of Zeni-ten, 26 miles S.E. 
A t  6 miles we crossed a low range of hills, and at 12 miles 

She$f+$f ?-ED. 
L 2 
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had a distant view of three villages, adjacent to each other, on the 
left. The raravanserai of Zeni-ten is ruinous, and stands alone 
in the desert: the only water to be had is from a small spring, 
dark-coloured, brackish, and bitter, with a strong bituminous 
smell, and a most disagreeable taste. 

30th.-To the'caravanserai of Shams, 38 miles S.E. 
Our route still lay along tJ)e desert. 'At 12 miles we had a 

view of a village, apparently deserted and in ruins : at 20 miles we 
reached a caravanserai, where there was a stream of indifferent 
water, issuing out of a low hill, only in sufficient quantity to 
keep a small pond full : 4 miles further on, the road turns to the 
right, over a range of low hills, which here intersect the plain. 
The caravanserai of Shams is situated similarly to that of Zeni- 
ten, and supplied with water from a spring of precisely the same 
description, brackish and ill flavoured. 

This place is notorious for robberies and murders ; and we found 
half buried the bodies of four men who had evidently been very 
recently slaughtered. Their wounds had been inflicted either by 
the broad double-edged khhnah (dagger), or by the sword. 

3lst.-To Annor, 24 miles S.E. 
The road was along the desert, without any water, till we 

came within a couple of miles of Annor, which is a fine village, 
surrounded by many corn-fields, and some gardens, and watered 
by a small stream. There is an Imim-zidah adjacent, in the 
midst of a grove of very ancient fir-trees. 

April 1st.-To Sherif-iibBd, 32 miles S.E. 
For 20 miles along the desert, we then ~assed  through the 

village of Bayos, surrounded by gardens and corn-fields ; beyond 
which we again gained the barren plain, and continued along it 
to the small village of Sherif-iibid. 

2nd.-To Khallah AghA, 30 miles E.S.E. 
Our course again lay along the dreary and barren plain for 24 

' miles, when we fell in with two small villages. Khallah AghA 
is a populous little town, and has a good caravanserai. 

3rd.-To Kabud-harkhLn, 30 miles S.E. 
Along the plain, at 8 miles, a large village lay about 2 miles 

off the road. Water is found at 24 miles ; and there is a caravan- 
serai at the small village of Kabud-harkhhn. 

4th.-To Bikin, 30 miles S.E. 
The road is similar to that of yesterday. At 20 miles we 

passed the large village of R o b e  ;* and at 24 miles, another 
small village. The last 4 miles of this day's journey were through 
corn-fields. BBkin is a large village; and if we may judge from 
the great extent of ruins which surround it, the place must have 
been once far more considerable. 

* Robad.-Serg. GIBBONS. 



5th.-To KirmBn, 20 miles E. 
A good cqavanserai and streamlet at 12 miles. At 16 miles, 

we passed a small village with a few gardens and an Imim-zbdah. 
Approaching KirmGn, the plain gradually narrows to a valley. 
The  city, which is about 3 miles and a half in circuit, is walled. 
I t  is situated at the foot of a high range of mountains, whose 
summits were now covered with snow. 

Hasan 'Ali M i r d  had been taken without a struggle, and was 
then a captive in the camp. H e  was a few days afterwards sent 
a prisoner to Teherin. The inhabitants, knowing the city to be 
incapable of defence, had forced him to surrender to A b b b  
Mirzi. 

The b td r s  were, at this time at least, but poorly stocked, 
though extensive ; and there were many ruinous buildings to be 
seen within the town. 

The principal manufactures of this place are shawls and na- 
mads;* the former of various descriptions and patterns, made 
from the hair of a goat, considerably smaller than the common 
sort, and covered with a thick coat of long white hair, fre- 
quently sweeping the ground; the latter the best made in 
Persia. Lead is brought from the mountains towards BelG- 
chistbn. 

About 1 mile to the S. are the ruins of a former town, girding 
a hill, which is crested by the remains of a fortress, once appa- 
rently of considerable strength, and completely commanding the 
present city. 

The Prince 'Abbis MirzA's camp, which we here joined, was 
pitched about 3 a mile from the town. The force here under his 
immediate command consisted of about 5000 cavalry, twenty-four 
guns, and the K h i ~ e h ,  2nd Tabriz, MarQhah, Karb-tbgh, 
Khb'i, Afshdr, Hamadin and Khemseh regiments, averaging 
800 men each corps. Rations were at this time distributed pretty 
regularly; but the soldiers were already beginning to murmur 
about their arrears of pay. 

A son of Hasan 'Ali MirzA having shut himself up in the for- 
tress of Shehri-BBbek, it was judged expedient to send a division 
in that direction, as well to reduce him, as to quell any insurrec- 
tionary movements in that quarter. A force, composed of three 
regiments, five guns, a howitzer and a thousand horse, under the 
command of Mohammed Mirzb, and accompanied by the British 
detachment, was accordugly despatched for this purpose. 

We marched on the 10th of April to Bbkin, 20 miles W., 
.which I have already described. 

1 1th.-Twenty-eight miles N.N.W. to Mashis. . 
For 12 miles across the plain; we then entered a narrow 

* Coam woollenn; blanketa.-ED. 
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valley, and continuing up it for 2 miles, arrived at some ruins, 
md a small spring of brackish water, where the troops were 
halted for breakfast, which was in most cases a crust of bread and 
a draught of water. After this we ascended hills for about 4 
miles, when we began to descend abruptly into an extensive 
plain, dotted with numerous villages, of which Mashis is the 
most considerable. A great part of this plain is cultivated. 
Here we halted two days. 

14th.-To Mshsnak, 16 miles W. 
The road lay over hills, through a wild country, abounding 

with deer, wild boars, hares, kc. : encamped on the banks of 
a stream, in a valley called Mah4nak. 

15th.-To S b - k h h ,  20 miles W. 
Continued over a country similar to that crossed yesterday, 

overgrown with underwood in many places: encamped near a 
stream, adjacent to the ruined caravanserai of Shr-khin. 

16th.-Twenty miles W., over hills : encamped in a narrow 
valley, through which a rivulet wound. 

17th.-To Sa'ad-&bfid,* 20 miles W. 
Hills for 16 miles, when the road entered an extensive plain, 

running N.W. and 6.E. Sa'ad-Bbbd is a large village : there 
are several others not far distant. 

18th.-To Sayyad-iibAd,t district of Shirjdn, 24 miles W. 
Route across the plain. Sayyad-iibQd is situated at the foot of 

a range of mountains; a number of other villages skirt the hills 
on this side, each being surrounded by gardens and corn- 
fields, &c. 

Having this day received intelligence that the young prince 
had left Shehri-BQbek, and taken refuge with his uncle at Shirb, 
the army was halted here for some time, and the men were 
drilled daily, though nearly in a state of mutiny, from not receiv- 
ing their pay, nor even their rations, regularly. The KarA-+igh 
regiment at length broke out into open mutiny, and it was with 
difficulty they were quieted with the payment of a t6mbnf to each 
man. Let us but return to our homes," said these poor fellows, 
#' you may then keep our pay, and we shall march ten fersekhs 8 
a-day till we rejoin our families." 
May 24th.-To Esyediibbd,ll 20 miles E.S.E. 
Taking leave of Shirjin this morning, we continued along 

the plain, about which were scattered many villages, each sur- 
rounded by a belt of gardens and large tracts of cultivated land. 
But the promiiig prospect of an abundant harvest, with which 
the peasantry hoped in some measure to reimburse themselves, 
after having. been first plundered by Hasan 'Ali Mirzi's army, 
and having the little provisions that remained wrung from them 



by our own, was blighted at once. The  air was literally dark- 
ened by clouds of locusts, and myriads were busily employed in 
devastating every corn-field that we passed. So amazingly nu- 
merous were these insects, that in the course of a couple of 
hours, at the furthest, from their alighting in a field, nothing but 
leafless stalks remained to reward the labour of the husbandman. 

25th.-To Tuzerg, 24 miles E.S.E. 
At  10 miles we saw a village, and at 20 miles left the plain, 

and went up some low hills, among which is situated the village of 
Tuzerg. 

26th.-To HGshin, 20 miles E. by S. 
We marched over ranges of hills. gradually increasing in 

height, to the small village of HGshin, having passed a stream 
about half way. 

27th.-To BLft,* 18 miles E.S.E. 
Road like that of yesterday. At  8 miles we passed a stream, 

and at 11 miles a village. An elevated range of mountains 
appears to the eastward, some of their summits being still capped 
with snow. Bdft is an inconsiderable village ; but some pro- 
visions having been collected, the troops halted here for a day. 

29th.-To Sereb-khin, 30 miles E. by S. 
In  hour we crossed a stream, and 2 -miles further on, passed 

a ruined village ; and at 8 miles beyond it, a second ; after which 
the road lay for about a mile on the banks of a river. The  
country was hilly, with much underwood, and several stunted 
trees interspersed, among which I observed the ash, white-thorn, 
wild almond, &c. We encamped on the banks of a river, in 
the gloomy and secluded valley of Sereb-khin.t The  troops 
were so exhausted with this march, mostly over hills and moun- 
tains, that it was found necessary to halt here for a day. 
Murmurs again arose among the troops, who, after their long 
march, could not procure a morsel to eat, there being neither 
village, caravanserai nor I'liyAt tent to be seen ; nor did we pass 
a single inhabited spot this day. As for the I'liyits, from their 
superior knowledge of the country, they easily kept out of our 
way, striking their tents, and driving off their flocks and herds 
to the deepest recesses of the mountains, many days before we 
reached their, usual haunts. 

3lst.-Ten miles W. by N., and afterwards E.S.E. 
I presume the further road in the direction we were proceeding 

was found to be impracticable for guns; for to-day we turned 
back for 10 miles, then proceeded up a valley to the right, and 
ascending some steep hills, marched along a table-land upon their 
summits, till within mile of the place of encampment, when we 
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descended into a deep glen, in which the tents were pitched, on 
the banks of a river. There were some ruins on a neighbouring 
'eminence. The artillery, being unable to follow the route of the 
Sarbb, pursued the course of the river. 
June 1st.-To AlL-rhd,' 16 miles S.E. 
The  road passed over steep and rugged hills for a couple of 

miles, when it traversed a table-land for 6 miles more. At this 
point there was another ascent, where we were obliged to dis- 
mount the guns, and have them dragged up by the soldiers, for 
4 miles over another table-land, when we descended by a deep 
pass, down which it was necessary to lower the guns with ropes 
into a narrow valley, in which the camp, was pitched on the 
banks of a stream. There was no village to be seen ; but there 
were many corn-fields cultivated in this sequestered spot by the 
ItliyLts, who had fled on 0111- approach. Here the troops re- 
mained two days, feeding their cattle with the produce of the 
surrounding corn-fields, now nearly ripe. 

4th.-To DBs,t 30 miles E. 
Over a mountainous country, almost impassable for the guns. 

The  sides of the hills were dotted here and there with stunted 
trees. amonp which was the fir. We nassed UD several romantic - 1 

valleys, till we arrived at the foot of a stupendous rang&, of which 
the summits were covered with snow, where the prince's tent was 
to be seen, none of the others having arrived. Many of the men 
did not come in till late at night; and all were in a state of 
open mutiny, from starvation and fatigue. 

5th.-To Sardoh, 12 miles E. 
Mostly a descent through a defile, along the course of a stream. 

Passed an Imbm-ddah and grove, close to the camp, which was 
pitched in a small plain surrounded by high mountains. There 
were the ruins of a fort upon an eminence not far from the 
camp, some I'liyAt tents in the vicinity, and a mill embosomed 
in a grove of most venerable trees, but no village. Here we 
made some stay, in the utmost want of provisions, feeding the 
cattle on the surrounding pastures and the produce of the corn- 
fields, which were cut down without mercy for that purpose. 
The  troops again mutinied, and the Khisgeh regiment had even 
begun to march towards Kirmh, but were with great diffi- 
culty persuaded to return. This place is within 5 days' journey 
of Bander 'Abbks ;I and as far as I could learn, the road to that 
place, though very difficult in some parts, is not totally imprac- 
ticable for guns. 

14th.-To Rogin, 40 miles E.N.E. 

* Al1arood.-Grs. Muddy stream.-E~. t Dawn.-GIB. 
f Or Gamrhn, oppite  to Hormuz.-ED. 
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The detachment being ordered back to Kirmin, and having 
no foot soldiers with us, it was determined to make as long 
marches as possible. Having crossed the plain, our road' lay 
among high mountains for about 20 miles, passing, at half way, 
the tents of KBsim Khin, the serhang or colonel of the Kh+ehs, 
who had been ordered to Kirmin, to answer for the mutiny of 
his regiment, but had made 2 days' journey to this place, pro- 

a ceeding as slowly as possible, in order to give his friends time 
to intercede for him with the mince. The road then enters an 
extensive plain, in which is sitiated the village of Rogin, together 
with many others, all of which were suffering from the ravages 
of the locusts. The Hamadin regiment was encamped here, 
and was loud in its complaints relative to pay and rations. 

15th.-To M6han. 42 miles N. 
After 6 miles over the plain, the road again leads into the 

mountahs for about 30 miles, after which it opens on another 
large plain interspersed with villages, among which is that of 
M6han. The locusts were here also busily employed in destroy- 
ing the crops. There is a fine Imim-ddah close to the village. 

16th.-To Kirmin, 24 miles N. 
After quitting the gardens and extensive cultivated tracts of 

Mbhan, we bent our course over a desolate plain, which con- 
tinued till within a couple of miles of K i h ,  where we arrived 
about mid-day. 

KGim K h h  arrived a few days afterwards, and had some 
difficulty in escaping the vengeance of the prince; but he, at 
length, managed to get off by paying a heavy fine, and another was 
also levied on his brother, the major of the regiment. *' 

We remained in this city till the 24th of July, when we again a 

set out for Bdkin, before described, in the train of Prince 'AbbL 
Mirzi, who was escorted only by a body of cavalry, and some 
artillery, the infantry having been all sent forward. 

25th.-To Mashis, 28 miles N.N. W. 
This march I have also previously described. Here we re- 

mained till the 4th of August, when we marched to Mahdnak, 
also formerly noticed, as well as S6r-khan, at which place we 
encamped on the 5th. 

August 6th.-To Zkim, 24 miles N.W. 
Route over high barren hills. Water at 4, 8, and 12 mile;. 

At  the second distance mentioned, we passed a small village, and 
encamped in a valley called Zeim. 

7th.-To Parhz, 16 miles N. 
Road over rugged mountains. Pareiz is a considerable village, 

romantically situated in a deep glen, the remainder of which is 
completely filled up with gardens, a rapid little stream forcing its 
way through the midst of it. Here we halted a day. 
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9th.-To Kodn, 16 miles W.N.W. 
Among mountains for the first 3 hours; then an extensive 
ain ; passed a village at half a mile, and a second at a mile from 

gare'iz. Encamped near the village of I$orAn. We remained 
here some days. 

16th.-To Shutur DBh, or DBh Shutur4nJ* 52 miles N.W. 
Road along a plain, barren, dreary and desolate. Brackish 

water at 22 miles, and a small stream at 26. Encamped be- 
tween two small villages about 1 mile distant from each other, 
the nearest being called Shutur DBh. 

17th.-To Shehri-Bdbek.t 
Continued along the plain ; water at 1 and 3 houn. The town 

of Shehri-Bdbek, near which we encamped, is surrounded by a 
high wall and trench, about 13 mile in circuit, but does not 
appear capable of defence, being commanded by two small hills, 
one to the N., the other to the S. of the fort. There & many 
gardens and extensive tracts of cultivated ground around this 
place. We here found the Khkeh,  Marfighah, Kari-tigh and 
Khemseh regiments. 

19th.-To Robit, 20 miles N.W. 
We marched from Shehri-BBbek this morning, together with 

the four regiments of infantry, still along the plain. Water at 
4 and 8 miles. Robdt f is a small village, with very brackish water. 

20th.-To He&, $ 24 miles W.N.W. 
Road similar to that of yesterday. After marching 8 miles we 

crossed a ver salt stream, which here separates the provinces of 
Kirmh and $ irs. Herdt is a fine village, and the country for 
some distance is covered with gardens and corn-fields, and well 

8 supplied with good water. 
22nd.-To Bad-bfiybn, or Shin'n BiyBn, 24 miles N. 
Crossed the plain ; after which we entered, at 8 miles, some low 

hills, which continued for the same distance. No water during 
the march. Bdb-bbydn is aituated near the borders of a salt 
desert, which we had skirted for the last 8 miles. 

23rd.-Sirydn, 23 miles, N.W. 
For 16 miles a plain ; afterwards hills. No water till we ar- 

rived at the camp, near the village of Siryh, which ~b pic- 
turesquely situated in a mountain-gorge, and the adjacent country 
well cultivated. 

24th.-To Boniyit, 16 miles N.W. 
The road lay up a narrow valley, through gardens and corn- 

fields. We passed three small villages, and encamped on the 
banks of a stream near a fourth, called Boniydt, where the valley 

* Camel-vil1e.-En. t BBbek'a Town.-ED. f Hall or Caravanserai.-Ea 
The ICh6i regiment here joined us. The remainder of the army wlu distributed 

i n $ d  and Pinu&. Thin place is ulkt W t i  Kamh.-G~r 



widens considerably. There is an ImBm-ddah situated about 
half way up an adjacent mountain, enclosing a rock, out of a cleft 
in which gushes a little rill of very cool and clear water. The 
Musselmiin legend is, that 'Ali once passing this way and feeling 
thirsty, smote the rock, from which the water burst forth, and 
has continued to flow ever since. This Im4m-zkdah M sur- 
rounded by a grove of large and apparently very aged trees, 
planted, probably, when the building, which is itself ancient and 
ruinous, was erected. The trees are chinh (plane), ash, elm, 
and walnut trees. We halted here a day, and 'Abbtis MirA gave 
the troops permission to plunder a very fine and well-stocked 
garden belonging to the Vazir of the Prince, Governor of Shidz. 

26th.-To Girdiib, or DBh Bid,* 30 miles, N.N.W. 
At 6 miles a small half-ruined village, and at 12 miles a 

second. The country is hilly and uncultivated, though not badly 
supplied with water. We encamped on the side of a mountain, 
round whose base a stream winds near the small village of Girdtib. 

27th.-To Piri-Ch6bsin,t a small village, 24 miles N.N.W. 
The country the same as yesterday, but better supplied with 

water. We passed two villa,-, one at 4 and another at 8 miles. 
Camp near a river. 

28th.-To Kilid f and Surmah, two adjoining -villages, 23 
miles N.N.W. 

Road mountainous. We passed several valleys covered with 
pasturage, in each of which were many small springs. At 
21 miles we entered a plain, in which is situated the small village 
of Kilid, surrounded by gardens, corn-fields, &c. Here we halted 
for a day. 

30th.-To Abi-~kh,§ 20 miles, N.W. 
Road hilly for 6 miles, when it enters a plain: 2 miles furthe 

we paseed a village called Chidr. There are many other villages 
in the neighbourhood of Abi-Ddh, each encircled by it# own 
gardens and cultivated ground. Here we also halted for a day. 

S ternbe7 1st.-To Shbli-Zen 16 miles N.N. W. 
A& a dreary plain, destitute of water. There is a good 

caravanserai adjoining the small village of Sh6li-Zen. 
2nd.-To Yezdikhwist,[( 16 miles N.W. 
We continued along the plain, and encamped in the deep 

ravine, upon the edge of which the village is built. This place 
is on the high road between Shirh and Isfahiin; as were also 
the two last menzilsfl on the winter road between those cities. 
The inhabitants having fled, the Prince permitted the Sarbiz,** 

Watergi~t, or Willow-viue.-ED. f saint shepherd.-%. f Key.-%. 
4 village-water.-ED. 

11 Pronounced Yezdekhht; the w in not heard.-ED. Halting-places.-ED. 
** Soldiers. -ED. 
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kc. to plunder whatever remained in their houses, and to cut ' down any crops that had not been reaped as forage. 

3rd.-To Maksiid Luh,* 10 miles N. 
Over a plain; at 7 miles passed a good caravanserai and 

ruined village. Encamped on the plain. 
4th.-To Komishah, 20 miles N.N.W. 
Road similar to that of yesterday. Encamped within 2 miles 

of the half-ruined city of Komishah ; h e l d  a day. 
6th.-To Shih Sayyad Allah Akbar, 8 miles N. 
We again left the high road to Isfahiin, and marched up a 

d l e y  for 8 miles, where we encamped near an Imdm-z&dah. 
7th.-To PBkdn, 24 miles E.N.E. 
Over a plain, passing a village at 16 miles, called Nker-'aha, 

and a second, 2 miles W., named Mohammed-iibid, both sur- I 

rounded by gardens and cultivated ground. PBUn is a large 
village, but its water is rather brackish. Here we remained for 
ten days, to prepare the men for parding before Fat-h 'Ali 
Shdh, who was at Isfahdn. 

16th.-To wm-Ebbrid, 24 miles W.N.W. 
Road across the plain ; a village at 4 miles, and at 10 miles 

we entered a gorge of the mountains. At 20 miles we descended , 
into an extensive plain studded with numerous villages ; of which 
Rigm-:bid is one of the most considerable, but the water is 
brackish. 

17th.-To Z6n,t  16 miles, along the plain. 
At 10 miles we passed the large village of Khoraskhdn, and 

encamped near the village of Z6n, 4 miles E.S.E. of Isfahdn, 
on the banks of the river Zend-rlid. The troops were halted 
here three days, and received a few kun'w pay each man. The 
monarch did not pay us a visit, however; but 'AbbLs Mirzd 
rejoined us, having left the camp at Pekdn to wait upon the king. 

2lst.-To Gaz, 14 miles W.N.W. 
Passed the city of Isfahbn ; the road lay aver a plain, afford- 

ing a prospect of many villages. Gaz is a large village, with a 
fine caravanserai adjacent. 

22nd.-To MiirchAkhcir, 23 miles N.W. 
Still along the plain; halted near the large village of M h -  

chikhdr. A good caravanserai adjoining. 
23rd.-To Zoh, 20 miles N.W. 
Over the plain for about 15 miles, when we passed a village, 

and entered a narrow valley in which Zoh, near which the camp 
was pitched, is situated. Here is also a caravanserai. 

24th.-To Kor6d,f 20 miles N.W. 
Road up a valley ; numerous springs during the march. Kor~d,  

near which we encamped, is a large village built on the side of a 
* The Goal (an Arabic pbw).-ED. f Spelt Z6n (?)-ED. $ Apes (Ar.)--En 
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mountain, and the valley for several miles from this is a wntinu- 
ation of gardens. 

25th.-To Kishin, 26 miles N.N.W. 
For the first 3 miles the road passes* between gardens, and 

then continues through the valley, passlng a large dam at 14 
miles, built completely across the defile to reserve the water of 
the stream for irrigation. The  path, for the most part, does not 
lead along the bed of the valley, but on the side of the mountains. 
We passed a caravanserai half way, and arrived at and encamped 
outside the walls of Kishin in the evening. The troops re- 
mained here some days, and six months' pay was issued. Here, 
also, it was intimated to them that they were to proceed to Khor- 
isin, and many desertions took place in consequence. The 
Khemseh regiment was ordered home, and the Kh+ah,  Ma- 
righah, Kari-t6gh and Khdi regiments, together with six guns 
(six-pounders), and a b u t  1000 horse, formed the army with 
which we were to penetrate into that province then in open 
rebellion. 

Octobw 2nd.-To ibi-~hir in,* 24 miles N.N.W. 
Over a sandy plain ; a village at 6 miles, a second at 12 miles, 

and a third at 16 miles. Many others in view. Camp near a 
small village called Abi-Shirin, where, however, all the water 
was extremely brackish. 
- 3~d.-To Sir Aj& 24 miles N. 

Marched along a barren plain ; a small village at 6 miles, after 
which no water. Camp near a petty village. Water brackish. 
Halted for a day. 

5th.-To Salim-Zbid, 25 miles N.N.E. 
Still over a ain, intersected occasionally by ranges of low 

hills, with a l1 stant view of Elburz and Mount Demivand 
towering far above the rest. At 16 miles we crossed a salt 
river, and encamped near the petty village of Salbm-'ib4d ; none 
but very brackish water to be had. 

6th.-To 'Ali-'ibanl, in VarPmin, 48 miles N.N.E. 
The march was begun an hour before midnight, and we entered 

a desert, covered in many places with salt, which we continued to 
traverse for 45 miles without a drop of fresh water, till, at that 
distance, we reached a stream on the borders of the district of 
Varimin, into which the men, parched, weary and exhausted 
with fatigue, eagerly threw themselves to assuage their raging 
thirst. After having halted till they had drunk as much as they 
wished, we continued on for 3 miles further to the village of 
'Ali-Ibid, where we arrived at sunset, having been about nineteen 
hours on the march. As near 400 of the men had not come in at 
night-fall, and all were extremely fatigued, we halted here the 

Shkb's Water, or Sweet Water.-ED. 
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next day. During the night, the stragglers arrived, with the ex- 
ception of about fifty, who never joined us, and had probably, on 
arriving at Vanimin, discouraged with such a m e r e  march, de- 
serted and' taken the road towards &erba'ijin. 

8th.-To Khoweir, 16 miles E.N.E. 
Marched through a fertile and well-cultivated plain, covered 

with villages and gardens. Encamped near the village of 
Khowe'ir. Halted again two days. 

11th.-To Ei'wbni-KW 20 miles N.E. by E. 
After 2 miles, the road passes among very low ranges of sand.- 

hills for 8 miles more, when it crosses the extremity of the salt . The village of E'iwhni-Ke'if is situated at the foot of 
ount Elbun, and is celebrated for its figs and other fruits. P 

We met with fresh water at 2 and at 16 miles. 
12th.-To Kishlik,t 22 miles E. 
Crossed the plain for 5 miles, when the road entered the 

pass of Sar-darah,f through which we marched into the plain of 
Khbr, and encamped near the village of Kishlbk : here we re- 
mained for nine days. 

22nd.-To DQh Namak! 16 miles E.N.E. 
Over a vast plain, studded with villages for the first 8 miles; 

at 10 miles, crossed a salt stream, running from N. to S. ; and 
2 miles further, a second; the road skirting Mount Elburz. We 
encamped near the caravanserai and wretched village of Namak ; 
water brackish. 

23rd.-To Lasgird, 26 miles E.N.E. 
Our road lay along the plain for 10 miles, when we crossed a 

deep ravine, and ascended some low hills; a view to the S. of 
the Salt desert, stretching out to a boundless extent. At 16 
miles we crossed a bridge over a deep chasm or ravine, which is 
here considered as separating 'Irhk from KhorMn. In the 
course of the next mile and a half we crossed two similar 
ravines. The village of Lasgird is situated in a valley; it is built 
upon the top of a high artificial mound, and well calculated to 
repel any attack from the Turkomins, who have been frequently 
known to extend their marauding expeditions as far as this. 

24th.-Simnin, 20 miles E.N.E. 
The  valley gradually, in the course of 2 or 3 miles, widens 

into a plain ; water at 6 miles ; and at 8 miles we passed the large 
I@ 

village of Surkyek Dkh, with many gardens and corn-fields ad- 
jacent. Simnin is a city about 24 miles in circuit, but half in 
ruins; it is surrounded by a wall broken down in many places. 
The neighbourhood is well cultivated, and yields an abundant 

* Or KW, Pleanure Hall.-ED. f Winter quarters.-ED. 
f Valley-head.-ED. 4 8dtviile.-s~. 



supply of corn, fruits, &c. The  b h i r s  are narrow and poorly 
stocked. We halted there for two days. 

27th.-To the caravanserais of Akhiydn, 24  miles E. 
For seven miles our course lay m o s s  a gravelly slope ; after 

which we began to ascend the mountains, through which we 
marched till we arrived & the caravanserais in a gloomy unin- 
habited valley, surrounded on every side by high and barren 
mountains. The  supply of water is from two small springs. 
T h i s  place has often been the scene of Turkomin depredations, 
and is much dreaded by the pilgrims travelling to and from Mesh- 
he&* After leaving the cultivated lands of Simndn there was no 
fresh water to be met with till we reached the camp. 

28th.-To the caravanserai of K6shlar,t 16 miles E.N.E. 
Road mountainous for the first 10 miles, when it enters 

t he  great plain of Ddmaghin. There are many villages scattered 
over the plain; and, after the first 8 miles, there is water in 
abundqnce. We encamped near the caravanserai. 

29th.-To Daulet'ibld, 8 miles N.E. 
Along the plain. Daulet-'ibld is one of the best built little 

forts that I have seen in Persia: its chief had held out success- 
fully against both Isma'il Mirzl, governor of Bos$m, and Bahman 
M i r i ,  of SimnAn; and he now offered 'Abbls M i d  30,000 
tdmins if he would ensure him in the government of his own 
district, of which he was hereditary chief: the Prince promised 
to do so ; but afterwards insisted upon his accompanying him to 
KhorMn with a body of his men; he could not refuse; and 
we had not been long in Khor4sin before we heard that the 
Prince's governors of Bo$Am and S imdn  had again attacked the 
place; and the chief himself and his best men being with 
'AbbL Mirzi, it was soon reduced. 

30th.-To DimagMn, 12 miles N. E. 
Still along the plain, having a prospect of many villages. The  

city of Dlmaghin, near the walls of which we encamped, is about 
the same size as Simdn, put in even a still more ruinous con- 
dition ; not a quarter of the space within the walls being occupied 
by habitable buildings. We halted here for two days. 
Nm. 2nd.-To Dkh Mu116,24 miles E.N.E. 
Route over the plain ; many villages in sight during the march. 

The  large village called DBh Mulll, and a good caravanserai, 
were near the camp. 

3rd.-To ShAh-dd,f 12 miles N.E. 
The plain gradually becomes narrow as it approaches the town 

of Shlh-rhd, which is about 2 miles in circuit, is populous, has a 

* "The lace of martyrdom" of the Imhn Biz& properly~~~u.-&. 
t f3irdm.Ea 1 King's Rivet.-E~. 
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middling bhdr, and is walled ; the surrounding country to a con- 
siderable extent being either laid out in gardens or under tillage. 
We halted here two days. 

6th.-To Farrukh-iibdd, 8 miles N.E. 
This place is situated upon the borders of the desert ; here is 

a ruinous village, a good caravanserai, and abundance of water; 
and it is usual for caravans leaving Shih-rGd, to make this a day's 
journey, both to collect stragglers and shorten the road to Mei- 
omid. We followed their example. 

7th.-To Mei-omid, 32 miles E.N.E. 
The desert is level for 12 miles, after which there are low 

undulating hills for a similar distance, when the road again 
runs over a flat barren plain. No water was to be found till we 
arrived near Mei-omid. which is a considerable villwe. walled u * 

round, with a good caravanserai, and a number of gardens near 
it. It  is situated near the foot of a range of mountains. 

8th.-To Dhkirt, or Ddsgird, 32 miles E. 
The usual route from Mei-omid is direct to 'Abbbs-Zbid, but 

as this would oblke us to make another march of 48 miles 
0 

without water, except the small supply we had now daily carried 
with us on camels, it was thought best to proceed to-day to Dis- 
kirt, which lies considerably to the right of the direct line. For 
4 miles we marched across the plain, and then entered among 
hills for 16 miles ; after which we again opened upon a plain, 
occasionally intersected by very low ranges of hills and extremely 
deep ravines. After the first 4 miles, we met with no water. 
We halted here a day : this is a fine village. 

10th.-To ' AbbQs-'abdd, 24 miles N.E. 
Through a dreary wilderness, whose flatness was occasionally 

diversified by low sand-hills. The village and caravanserai of 
'Abbis-Zbdd were erected by Shdh 'Abbis the Great, for the 
benefit of caravans crossing the desert ; he carried off twelve 
Georgian families, and settled them here, under the severest 
penalties if they attempted to desert the place ; and their de- 
scendants continue to inhabit the village to this day, and have 
still a marked Georgian cast of countenance. The  whole of this 
desert, from Shih-rGd to MQzindn, is continually infested by 
Turkomdns ; and, as but little ground can be cultivated from a 
small rill which flows from the only spring situated within the 
walls of the village, the inhabitants are often forced to traverse 
the desert in order to purchase provisions for their own con- 
sumption and for sale to the caravans, and thus fall a prey to 
these kidnappers, so that there is scarce a peasant in the village 
who has not got a sad story to tell of some one of his family 
who hasabeen carried off into hopeless captivity. Nevertheless 



these people appear far more clean and comfortable, both in 
their houses and dress, than the gknerality of the Persian ray& ;* 
this may be accounted for by their paying no taxes, and by the 
profit they make by selling provisions to travellers, which, indeed, 
i t  is only fair that they should gain, when they have to make such 
long and dangerous journeys to obtain them. The Turkomins, 
however, have never yet succeeded in capturing the little fort. 

1 1th.-To Mazinhn. 24 miles E.N.E. , -  

Still over the desert; some brackish springs at 4 miles, after 
which no water till we arrived at the camp near Muinin. This 
desert abounds in deer and wild asses ; and for the last three or 
four stages, several had been hunted down or shot daily, which 
was no difficult matter where there were such a number of hprse- 
men to intercept them in every direction, who also could take 
aim and fire their guns at full gallop ; but for a fair chase, the 
wild ass is a most difficult animal to run down ; indeed it is said 
that no horse can overtake him. The Persians eat the flesh of 
this animal, esteeming it equal to venison, which it resembles in 
flavour. Here we halted a day. 

I3fh.-To Surkhin. 12 miles E.N.E. 
We marched along the plain, found water at 6 miles, and 

encamped near the small village of SurkhAn. I t  may be ob- 
served, that every village in Khorisin is walled; as otherwise 
they would never be able to resist the attacks of the Turkomins. 

14th.-To Rivit.-t 14 miles E. .. , 
The road over the plain; passed the village and caravanserai of 

Mayah at 4 miles ; many others were in sight during the march. 
Rivtit is an indifferent village. 

15th.-To Sabzawiir, 20 miles E. by N. 
Road similar to that passed yesterday, with a village at 10 

miles. The city of Sabzawir iis about '24 miles in circumterence, 
contains an ark (ciladel), and is surrounded by a single high wall 
and trench. There is a good b k i r ,  and the town appears to be 
populous. The  surrounding country presents the appearance of 9 
bleak, open, uneven down; there being, except in the very few 
adjacent gardens, scarcely a tree to be seen: the prospect was 
particularly cheerless when viewed from a tent at this season of 
the year. But these downs, though not favourable to fruit-trees, 
are said to fiord an abundant harvest of grain. We remained 
here eight days. 

24th.-To Ahmed- bid, 14 miles N.N.E. 
At  4 miles Re passed the large village of Bedan, found water 

at 8 miles, and at 10 miles, entered the hills ; passed another vil- 
lage at 12 miles; that of Ahmed-:bid is situated in a small 
valley. 

* Ri'By6, a'. e. subjects, commonly thus abridged.-ED. t Rivad.--QB. 
VOL. XI. M 
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25th.-To Mishkan, 18 miles N. by E. 
Over hills for 2 hours, when the road passes the small village 

of Kish, and again crosses a plain. Mishkan is a considerable 
village. 

26th.-To Y6n,* 10 miles N. 
Over hills for 6 miles, then wound through a valley in which 

is situated the village of Ytin. The troops halted here three days. 
30th.-To Hij i  ib id ,  12 miles N.E. by E. 
Over hills for 2 hours, after which we entered a narrow valley, 

near the further extremity of which is the village of H&ji-&hiid. 
Fine pasturage throughout the march, and water in abundance. 

Dec. 1st.-To Sultdn Maidin,+ 4 miles N.E. by N. 
Marched over a hilly country 4 miles, when the troops en- 

camped within 2 miles of the fort of Sult4n Maidin, separated 
from it by a low range of hills. On the night of the 2nd 300 
men from each corps, and our little train of artillery, were 
marched down, and entrenched before Sultin Ma'idin.f I t  L 
unnecessary, and would be tedious, to enter into a detailed ac- 
count of the siege ; 1 shall, therefore, merely mention that, on the 
4th, an attempt to storm the place was made,$ in which the troops 
were repulsed, with a loss of about sixty men killed or wounded; 
and that, on the loth, the fort was surrendered. 

1 1 th.-To Burj, S miles E.S.E. 
Marched over a rugged and uneven plain, covered with pas- 

turage and interspersed with villages; encamped near that of 
Burj. 

12th.-To Girdbilb, 20 miles E.S.E. 
Eight miles along a plain, affording abundance of pasturage, 

and well watered, with a prospect of several villages ; through a 
narrow valley for 4 miles more, and then over hills for nearly 
the same distance; when the road opens upon the extensive 
plain of Nishipur, with many villages scattered over its surface. 
We encamped on the horders of the plain, between two villages, 
called Girdbilk and Robit. 

13th.-To Nishiptir, 8 miles E. 
W e  marched across the plain to the city of Nishipur, near 

which we encamped. This town is about 2 miles in circuit; but 
its walls enclose many ruins and vacant pieces of ground upon 
which buildings once stood : its bizirs are but indifferent. On 
the following day the troops were quartered in the town, and 
on the 18th 'Abbds bIlrzl, with the artillery and KhA5eh 
regiment, proceeded towards Mesh-hed. We remained till the 

Youne.-GIB. f " Sultan's Plain :" Me'idb or Ma:dbn.-ED. 
1 Sul!in MaiclCr~ at this time was ill the possession of Rigb Fuli  Khin, of Khc& 

the most powerful of the rebel chiefs in Khoriah. 
$ One of the British sergeante waa killed. 



10th of January, and then followed the Prince, lea&% the rest of 
the army at N i sh ip~r .  Our first day's journey was to Khidam 
KM, 16 miles E.N.E., along the fertile and populow plain of 
Nishiphr. KhPdarn KM is built u p n  the top of a steep hill, 
a t  the base of which there is a fine Imim-ddah, and a great ex- 
tent of gardens and cultivated ground ; the village, besides be+ 
strongly situated, is surrounded by a high wall ; and though the 
city of NishApiu: itself has often been taken by the insurgent 
chiefs, this place has never yet fallen into their hands, though 
defended only by the villagers. There is alao at the foot of the - .-- 
hill, a good caravanserai. 
Jan. I 1 th, 183'2.-To Sherif-ZbBd, 28 miles E. 
For 10 miles along the plain; after which the road runs b& 

tween and over hills, each s'uccessive range overtopping the last. 
At  16 miles there is a good caravanserai. There was no want of 
water during the march. Sherif-SbAd is a small village, situated 
in a ~loomv little vallev. which has often been the scene of 

0 .I' 

Turkomin iepredations : there is a caravanserai adjacent. 
12th.-To Mesh-hed, 20 miles N. 
Mountain towering above mountain for the first 10 miles, when 

we commenced a gradual descent, and reached the plain at the 
end of 6 more. The city of Mesh-hed has a striking appearance 
from a distance ; the walls embracing a circuit of near 7 miles- 
the gilded dome and beautiful minarets of the mosque, which 
encloses the mausoleum of Imim Rizb, together with some other 
sacred edifices erected in different parts of the town-have a 
picturesque effect ; but, on passing through the gates, the traveller 
is much disappointed-at least one half of what was once the city 
being either encumbered with ruins, or laid out in gardens a d  
wrn1fields. 

I t  would be uninteresting to enter into a circumstantial and 
prolix history of the various events which took place during the 
ensuing spring and summer ; I shall therefore merely observex 
that 'AbbBs M i r h  reinforced by another division of his army 
under his son, Karamin Mirzi, was, partly by force and partly 
by intrigue, completely successful in reducing to obedience the 
rebellious chiefs; taking the strongholds of Amir-Sbid, Tur- 
shiz, Klichin, Serakhs, and Turbat Ha'ideri,* and gaining p- 
session of the persons of the most turbulent chiefs. 

In Deceqber, 1832, the British detachment left Khoristin 
with four regiments, and began its march to Tahriz, wkicb 
it reached in March, 1833. But, as my intention is merely to 
give a short itinerary of our route as far as Mmh-]led, 1 shall 
pass over this journey in silence. 

. . -  . - 
* The ~pulchral chapel of Paider.-ED. 
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The length of many of the marches may seem almost incre- 
dible in such a warm climate as that of Persia is for the greater 
part of the year, especially as they were all made by day; but 
it will be found that there was often no resource but to push on 
to the regular halting-place, or to encamp halfway in some place 
destitute of water; and the Inen tliemselves would always have 
preferred the former alternative to sufferiilg from thirst, for the 
peasantry of Persia are inured from infancy to long journeys on 
foot, either from residing in villages often styding alone, and 
generally at a considerable distance from each other, or, if the 
soldiers belong to the Itliyit tribes, from constantly wandering 
about with their flocks and herds. Travellers who have viewed, 
from an elevated point, any of the gea t  plains of this country, 
cannot but have observed that the villages look llke so many 
small dark spots scattered, few and far between, over the brown 
surface of the vast and dreary wilderness : so tliat the necessity of 
conveying the produce of their lands (which is usually carried 
upon asses) for sale or barter to distant villages, or to towns still 
more remote, renders the ray5s as hardy and persevering a race 
of pedestrians as is; perhaps anywhere to be met with. 

XI.-An Accoi~nt of the Curia Muria Isles, near the Soufh- 
Eastern Coast of Arabia. By the late Dr. HULTON, of the 
Indian Navy. 

DURING our survey of the south-eastern coast of Arabia, in the 
months of February and March, 1836, we continued amidst the 
group which has for the last three centuries been called cc the 
Curia Muria* Islands." They lie off Sherbadhbt, and appear 
to be a continuation of the chain of primitive mountains which 
passes through Morbit, and Hisik. They are five in number, 
and are named Helliniyah, Karz6wet, Jebeliyah, Soda, and 
Hisiki. 

Helliniyah,t which is situated in 1 7 O  33' N., 56" 6' E., is the 
enly one of the group at present inhabited. Its general appear- 
ance is that of perfect sterility. With the exception of a few 
salt-water shrubs which usually fringe the small sandy bays, not 

* Probably KhuriyLn Muriyin : as should be read indead of Khakiin and Martliq 
i% the MSS. and Ed. of Idrisi. Though transcribers might essily putt for y, the proper 

ronunciation of the names was, no doubt, preserved by the natives, from wliom the 
$ orti~guese navigators got the Curia Muria of our m a p  The omission of the 6nal n k 
commou in Asiatic dialects : these names may therefore be safely written and pronounced 
1, , ' Iihuriyb, Muriyhn. , 

L;l!Pu - !  + Small goat-isle.-ED. , 
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Hetla'niyah-Geology: 

a tree is to be seen above the coarse gravel which forms the flat 
land extending from the sea to the base of the hills. The decli- 
vities of the mountains are, if possible, more naked. Even in the. 
most favourable situations there is barely herbage enough for the 
support of a few wild goats. 

About the centre of the island. the hiHs rise into a cluster of 
peaks, the highest of which was c!omputed, by trigonometricaf 
measurement, to be 151 0 feet above the level of the sea. From 
them, smaller hills run down in all directions, preserving, in most 
cases, the form of interrupted ridges. At the eastern end, the 
land assumes a different shane. A nernendicular headland. 1645 

1 1  

feet in height, boldly proje& into the ocean ; and for some d i g  
tance westwards, presenbs a continued mass of table-land, acci- 
dentally heaved up, as it were, at the end of the island. With 
the exception of this high land, the rest of the island is chiefly 
composed of granite varying somewhat in its structure and in the 
proportion of its essential ingredients, which also occasions a 
variety in its colours. The most interesting feature, geologically. 
speaking, in this stratum of granite is the manner in which most 
of its ridges arc surmounted by a dark-coloured stone, allied in 
character to trap rocks, and particularly to greenstone. This 
passes through the body of the hills in the form of dykes. The  
same rock is found abundantly in the shape of seams running 
in all directions through the granite, as if: injected, when in a fluid 
state, into its fissures. 

At  a distance these dvkes and seams look like a dark shadow 
J 

along the summits of the hills. Their direction seems to have 
been occasioned entirely by the disposition of the granite ranges 
themselves. They vary from a fine vein of a few inches to a 
stratum of 18 or 20 feet in breadth. In  their constituent parts 
they differ no less materially. Most of them have the simple 
structure of greenstone, and hornblende appears to predominate ; 
but by an intermixture of feldspar and quartz, in greater or less 
quantity, rocks of a very different character result. In some 
instances the feldspar is disseminated in the form of crystals, 
communicating a porphyritic structure; in others, quartz is abun- 
dantly intermingled, giving the stone more the appearance of 
granite. In this latter case, there is a tendency in the rock to 
diffuse itself more extensively through the granite bed, and lose 
its peculiar character. In  fact, it appears by the accession of 
feldspar and quartz to pass gradually into granite itself, and 
merely differs, so far as the eye can judge, in its colour, which 
from the presence of hornblende, becomes darkly speckled. Roth 

.in this and the granite found here, mica, if not altogether wanting, 
is very rare. The  eastern end of the island is composed of a 
secondary limestone pretty regularly stratified tqwards the sea. 



I t  contains a few fossil shells, but is principally remarkable for 
ib proximity to the granite and its greater elevation above the 
sea. Its wbstance ir nowhere intersected by veins of either 
granite or greenstone. 

There is abundance of water, but all of it is more or less 
brackish r the best is found at the eastern end of the island, in 
r well dug, as the natives informed us, many years ago by the 
a-ew of a European ship. We frequently found small pools of 
salt water among the hills, 400 or 500 feet above the level of the 
sea. 
Wood is very scarce in every part of the island, and there is 

barely enough to supply the wants of the inhabitants and the 
crews of a few boats that now and then touch there. There are a 
few tamarisks, but they are never used for fuel, as the smallet 
branches, when cut into slips, answer pretty well for making fish- 
ing baskets. For this purpose, however, the twigs of the 
sammah-tree, which grows in Morbit and on the opposite coast, 
are preferred. 

Karzaut, Akarizauk* or, as it is usually called by Europeans, 
cc Redondo," t is a small rocky island, formed of a greater and 
maller cone--the greater being about 210 feet in height. I t  
consists exclusively of granite, of a reddish colour aml a fine 
crystallized structure. 

Soda,f which ranks next to Helldniyah in size and elevation, is 
situated about 6 miles to the westward. I t  was inhabited by a 
few families at no very distant period, as is proved by the remains 
of habitations, and a well, still in a fair state of preservation, but 
its water is brackish. They a pear to have had a few goats and K fowls. We were told that t e island bad suffered from the 
Jawtisimi pirates, who carried off more than half of its inha- 
bitants. The  remainder, being too weak to defend themsel$,es, 
took refuge in Heiliniyah, where one of them, then old and 
infirm, was still rul?riving. 

This island is a huge shapeless mass of bare rock, rising 
from the sea. It  consists of granite, similar to that of 

Fellan yah, though not quite so distinctly marked. At its eastern abNTtl[ 
end, and in the central part, it is dark grey, traversed by consi- 
derable reins of a light colot~r in various directions. At its western 
ride, there is a mixture of red and grey granite in various propor- 
tions, the former generally preponderating. 

There are a few bushes of tamarisk growing near the ruined 
Tillage; but, with the exception of one or two small species of 

* Gunowt or Agaruzoat.-HULT. This is probably a compound-ED. 
t " Round," Portuguese.-ED. 

$ B I ~ &  (Suwhdiyeh) of the Portuguese.--En. 



zygophyllani, which spreads itself over any sandy spot, and the 
artik-shrub.* all is bare stone and ~mvel .  c 

Jebeliyah,? the easternmost island of the group, appears at a 
distance to be a small collection of roundish white and pointed 
hills, the highest of which has an elevation of about 560 feet, 
and is nearly in the centre of the island. On a nearer approach, 
two or three detached islands of bare rock, and many small 
patches, scarcely emerging from the sea, present themselves. 
The  whole island is nerfectlv barren. and not a dron of fresh 

I "' 

water is to be found in any part of it. Being thus unfit for the 
habitation of man, it is a favourite resort of sea-birds ; particu- 
larly the gannet.$ which when we first landed seemed inclined to 
dispute the ground with us. 1t.lays one or two eggs, of a light- 
bluish tint, upon the bare ground, merely clearing away the 
larger stones and collecting together a quantity of small gavel. 
The obstinacy with which these birds defended their nests made 
them an easy prey ; and some of the crew said they were an ex- 
cellent dish. We found their eggs palatable, though the albu- 
men has not the consistency of that of the domestic fowl.$ When 
suddenly surprised, it was not uncommon for these birds to dis- 
gorge a half-digested fish from six to eight inches in length: 
their usual prey is the poor little persecuted flying-fish. 

We found a few snakes, but not of a venomous kind : but 
we were sadly disturbed at night by hordes of rats. These do not 
differ from the common rat, and in all probability found their way 
Lither from the wreck of some bwali. The  natives of Hel lh i -  

0 

yah told us that, many years ago, two bagalL were cast' on the 
island, the crews of which all perished. In  confirmation of this 
we discovered four or five graves close to each other, and the 
skeletons of two persons who appeared never to have been buried. 
One of them we found in a small sheltered cave completely ex- 
posed to view-a scene which strongly suggested the melancholy 
reflection how fearfully painful must have been his latter mo- 
ments, after having outlived and performed the last duty of inter- 
ment to his wretched companions in misfortune ! 

I n  Jebeliyah and the detached rocks near it; which are of a dark- 
wloured granite, hornblende enters in considerable proportions. 
The  island itself seems to be composed of porphyry and a species 
of porphyritic sienite, the colours of some specimens being rich 
and diversified. On its S.W. extremity the sienite is traversed 
in two places by a nearly vertical stratum of a red rock, which has 

* Salvudora Peraica : the Rack of Bruce (Travels, vol. vii. p. 137), but not figured 
iu his plate, which gives the Avicennia tomeutm.-ED. 

t Mountainous: pouounced Jib1iyah.-ED. 
Sula alba, or Pelicanno baassnus; Soland goose.-ED. 
The writer had probably never seen plovers' eggs.-ED. 
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much the appearance of feldspar and quartz in an intimate state 
of combination. 

HBsiki,* the most western island, is about 13 miles from 
Soda, and 20 miles from the Ambhn coast. It  cntlsists of two 
peaked hills, about 400 feet high, from which a succession of low 
hills run off tuwards the N., presenting at a distance the appear- . 
ance of one low helt of land, In almost every respect it strongly 
resembles Jebeliyoh, being thickly covered with w n e t s  and 
divers. No fresh water, and scarcely a stick, o m  be found in any 
part of it. In its geological character it is nearly similar to 
Soda, though the reddish granite, which is common there, is 
here found to predominate almost universally; the rest being a 
compound of variegated granite. and porphyry. This appears to 
undergo decomposition much more rapidly than the former ; and 
weathering down into small aqular  fragments, it furnishes the 
gannets with materials for the construction of their nests. This, 
and their undisturbed possession of the land, may be the reason 
why here and at Jebeliyah only the gannets assemble in such 
countless numbers. 

Helliniyah, as before stated, is the only inhabited island in the 
group ; and its present population consists of only twenty-three 
individuals, who differ in nothing from the Arabs of the neigh- 
bouring coast. Their extreme poverty and scanty d i d  on fish 
may easily account for some want of bodily strength ; but, though 
so few in number, and living almost as one family, they carefully 
avoid intermarriages between near relations, and thw preserve 
themselves from the mischievous effects, both to body and mind, 
which invariably result from such intermarriages. I purposely 
obtained the names of all  the natives. with those of thew oarents 
to the third generation, and in not one single instame could I 
discover a matrimonial alliance within the limits we ourselves are 
elljoined to avoid. Tkeir diet and manner of living are sufficient 
to account for their want of physical strength; to the sea alone 
can they look for subsistence, find they may truly be styled icthyo- 
phagi. 

As they have neither boats nor catamarans, they can only 
catch fish by the hook and the basket. When angling they 
stand on a ledge of rock projecting into the sea. The  choice of 
these stations is regulated by the wind, as fishing is only prac- 
ticable on the lee side of the island. When they use the basket 
they sink it in the water about a fathom deep, and as a bait, tie 
a small quantity of fine sea-weed at its mouth. I have seen some 
of their baskets drawn ashore with from twenty b thirty fish of 

* Or Hbikiyeh, i .e .  the island belonging to HLik. HazquiB, according to tbe 
Portuguese missionaries, who vieited it and SuwSdiyeh in 1588. They were then in- 
habited by a few wretched fish-eaters, who dried their fwd in the sun for want of wood 
to make a fire. (Audrada, b. v. c. 2, p. 179.)-ED. 
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different kinds in them. The  prevailing kind was the piid-fish, 
the beauty and variety of the tint of which, when first taken out 
of the water, surpasses the changing colours of the dying dolpbin. 
This fish the natives invariably reject, as their exclusively fish- 
diet obliges them to be most particular in their choice ; and even 
those of the most approved sort-as, for insta.nce, the rock-cod- 
when lean and out of condition, shire the same fate. T o  ascertain 
their fitness, the stomach is torn onen. and bv an insnection of . . 
the mesentery the natives are enabled to pronounce upon the 
condition of the fish. Certainly all are not equally fit for food. 
While we were ,surveying Helldniyah the crew experienced some 
sickness, which the natives immediately pronounced to be caused 

. by indulgence in eating a large species of mullet, which they 
called bi'b'. They told. me that the crew of a boat, from Sfir,* 
which touched there lately, had eaten a quantity of this fish, and 
had suffered in a similar manner, though more severely than we 
did. The  symptoms are similar to those which characterize a 
febrile atbck..without its excitement. 

The habitations of the ~atives are perfectly wretched : a few 
loose stones heaped up in the fprm of a semicircular wall, with 
half a dozen dry sticks or fish-bones stretched across, over which 
.a little sea-wed is loosely spread, form the greater part of their 
dwellings. In some instances a loose wall is thrown up oppogite 
to a natural excavation in the rock ; thus econgmizing labour and 
ensuring a better protection against the weather. In front of these 
miserable abodes there is generally a shed, formed by stretching 
a mat on four sticks : here the family keep their fishing-tackle, 
and spend their time during the heat of the day, if not actually 
employed either in fishing or procuring water and fuel. 

The na? 
ascribe the present low state of the .population to 

the cruelty o . the Wnhhibis, who, before they received a death- 
blow from the British force at Rbs-el-Khai'mahi (an event of 
which the natives of this island are well aware). invaded their 

I - 
country. Their houses were destroyed, their scanty clothing 
torn from their backs, their goats killed, and some of their chil- 
dren forcibly carried away and condemned to perpetual slavery. 
I t  was in vain that the strongest representations were made by 
Mohammed ben 'Akil to the Imim of Maskat : their children 
never were restored. This calamity befell them about seventeen 
years ago,: and they now point to a young man whose birth is 
made the epoch of that sad event. 

By this invasion the population may ha7-e been greatly dimi- 
nished, but its present reduced state appears to have been brought 
about by other causes also. At  the eastern extremity of the 
island we found a vast number of remains, which seem to indi  

* In 'Om6n.-ED. t On the N.E. coaat of Arabia.-ED. 
A~D. 1819. 
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a t e  that the inhabitants mast have been much more numerous, 
many years ago, than they could have been prior to the visit of 
the Wahhibis. There was one circumstance particularly which 
arrested our attention. and which had not been observed in 
other places-I mecur their excessive carelessness as to the dis- 
posal of their d e d .  Skeletons were constan tlv fuunrl deposited 
in caves, with no other wvering to screen them from view, than a 
slight wall of loose stones; and even this was ofien wanting. 
I n  one instance a hand was observed uncovererl by the loose sand, 
and on gently pulling it upwards, the entire skeleton of a young 
woman was disclosed to view. The present inhabi nts do not 
betray this shocking neglect, neither doe3 it appear tha 5 in former 
times it was the case, for burial-grounds, disposed in an orderly 
manner, and with every appearance: of antiquity, are by no means 
uncommon. That, at some pe r id  or other, a particular cause 
existed. which obliged them to deviate from their usual custom. 

n 

eeems at once obvious, and only one adequate auee  can be 
assigned for their want of those feelings which are common to 
mankind in general. The dread of infection might render them 
timid, and produce an unwillingness to touch the dead, and many 
mould be left to decay in the plice where they had sought a refuge 
in their last moments. It may therefore be reasonably wnjec- 
tured that, at some former period, a contagious disease visiterl the 
island, and swept pway many of its inhabitants.* 
, Of the change of seasons here I of course cannot speak with 
-any degree of confidence ; unprotectd, as these islands are, by 
any neighbonring land to the windward, it may be presumed that 
the S.W. monsoon acts here precisely as it does to the sc~lthward, 
and brings up  the tremendous swell of the Indian Ocean. The 
natives confirmed this supposition, and added tha heavy showers 
accompany its approach. In the N. E. mon k n a different 
phenomenon occurs : here the vicinity of the Arabian peninsula 
appears in mme measure to mnteract  its general course, and 
though a tendency to blow from the N. E. prevails, still the 
.winds m y  to every other point of the compass. From the 
m t h  of December to the middle of March we experienced a 

retty regular succerasion of northerly and southerly winds ; the 
Lmer  inclinin~ to tbe W.. the latter to the E. T h v  continue " .I 

to blow with extreme violence for two or three days, and then, 
their strength appearing to be exhausted, they yield quietly to 
the tendency of the N.E. monsoon, only however to go through 
A similar course in a few days afterwards, and thus perform a 
mmnlete circuit of the comDass. 
- ~ h e s e  changes are deciiedly influenced by the state of the 
moon. and the barometer foretells by its fall the approach of a 

* It is odd that the writer did not notice the corroboration of his canjecturcs dorded 
by the traditional tale given further MI.--& 



routherly, and by its rise that of a northerly wind, with an nn-. 
erring accuracy. The thermometer is affected nearly in an equal 
degree. When the wind is fmm the S., the air, being repleta 
with moisture, becomes milder, and ranges from 65' to 70' in the 
morning, and from 75" to 80' at noon. A copioua deposit of dew 
takes place at night. When the north wind Bets in, there is an 
immediate reduction of temperature, sometimes upwards of 15' 
or 20°; the thermometer sinking to 50' at sunrise. The  atmo-. 
sphere becomes dry am1 parching. Among the nativee this wind 
is known as the b e l a  ;" * and, to a certain extent, is dreaded for 
its insalubrity. It  is the sudtlen change, more than any intrinsic 
bad quality, that has gained for it this evil repute ; and tbe dis- 
ease which it is said to occasion resembles pretty closely the 
well-known effects of the land-winds in India. At the com- 
mencement of both the northerly ard the southerly winds, the 
atmosphere grows thick and hazy; but, on their subsidence, it 
again becomes beautifully transparent, showing the most remote 
objects with a distinctness and brilliancy seldom witnessed. 

I t  is highly probable that these are some of tbe isles of Zeno- 
bius mentioned by Arrian (Periplus Maris Erythmi, p. 160) ; 
the more so as the tribe which now inhabita the whole coast of 
Arabia, lying between Rbs-el-hadd to the N.E. and Cape Hbik 
to the W., is the Beit-Jenobi,t which, though far from large, is 
scattered over a vast tract of country. 

By the Arabs on the south coast of Arabia these n l d s  are 
usually called the JezGr Ben Khalfin,f so'termed in honour of 
an enterprising family belonging to the great Mahri tribe. The  
bead of this family, Sa'id ben 'Omar, ben Haat (?) ben Khalfin, 
possessed a small estnte in the neighbourhoud of Morbit called 
Howiyah, and by carrying on an active commerce, not only amassed 
considerable wealth, but extended his influence beyond the limited 
sphere of his own possessions. Having drawn together a nume- 
rous party of dependents, he made a vigorous attempt to possess 
himself of the government of Morbit. In  this he failed; and 
was obliged to take refuge in Hellhiyeh. When his affiirs had 
assumul a more settled aspect he returned to Howiph, reserving 
to himself and his heirs the right of possession of these irlandg 
His  two sons and nephews, regarding these islanders as their 
hereditary dependents, conjointly claim the privileges of m e ;  
reignty over them, and occasionally repair thither for the purpse  
of collecting any money the inhabitants may have obtained for 

* h d - w i n d  ?-ED. + Beit Jenobl, or H o w  of Jewb, is probably the nsme of tbia tribe in the idiom of 
theae Arab, who would be called Bed Ze'inob by othen. The Greek Zewbius 
(%V~&%;) has a atill closer resemblance to the common Arab riame Zeineb.-ED. 

f Gbalftu~ in the original : but there can be little doubt that the famil of Kbalfh. 
former!, very powerfu~ in lomb Y hem meant. BC D. ~ a c y - 8  Ehreatomathie 
Ambe, iii. 357.-E~. 
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supplying foreign vessels with water. These visits are always 
hailed with pleasure by their subjects, as they seldom fail to 
supply them with dates and other necessaries. 

The  following traditional tale, which is a favourite story among 
the Arabs, may throw some light on the early history of these 
islanders. 1 tell it as I heard it from an Arab :- 
" Prior to the AIohammed,m era these islands were peopled by 

the descendants of the rebellious tribe of 'A'd; and even after 
the greatest part of Arabia had embraced the doctrines of Mo- 
hammed, these islanders still remained obstinate in their ancient 
faith, and were religiously avoided hy all true believers. In this 
state of things, they were visited, by a mortal pestilence which 
destroyed every soul in the islands except one young woman. 
She remained alone, after all her-friends had been snatched away, 
until an Arab boat, drifting by accident past the island, was seen 
and hailed by the miserable survivor.. Her feeble motions were 
observed: but the nikhodi* had been warned a~ainst  the con- - 
tamination of infidelity, and steeling his heart against the access 
of more generous feelings, put to sea without affording the 
young woman any succour. One of the sailors, howe.er, with 1 
'more humanity and tenderness, letting his turban fall into the sea, 
made it an excuse for leaving the vessel. and swam on shore. H e  i 

0 

lay cold and insensible at the feet of the maiden, but her assiduous I 

attentions soon revived him. The sequel was but natural; he 
became the founder of the present race of islanders." t 

The islanders themselves say that their ancestors' came from 
the neighbouring ports of HBsik and Morblt, being driven fram 
their country by intestine feuds; and they are ersuaded that 
their emigration took place some centuries ago. % heir language 
is certainly almost identical with the Shehri, which is spoken by 
the tribes around MorbBt ; and this again differs, as I understand, 1 
only in a very trifling degree from the Mahri dialect. I was 
forcibly struck with the resemblance it bore to the Sokotri lan- 
guage, especially in the pronunciation of one or two words which 
it is fruitless for a stranger to try to imitate.1 Our pilot, who 
belonged to their neighbours, the Jenobis, attempted in vain to 
do so; and only excited the merriment of the bystanders by the I 
contortions of his features. 

* ' 6  Shi ymaster : " a Persian word.-ED. + That these unproductive rocks received their inhabitants from the adjoining coast 
is obvious ; and had the writer been acquainted with the worka of the Arabian geo- 
graphers and histwianq he would have known that the people of Hadhramaut, Shehr, 
and Mahrah are derived by them from the infidel and rebellious tribe of 'Afd.-ED. 

1 Their language is the unutterable Ehkili, respecting eome sounds of which M. 
Fresnel says (NOUV. Joum. Asiat., vi. 539), " Elle a des articulations.. .d'oJ rt~ulte  
une grimace.. .fort ridicu1a"-ED. 



Xf1.-Remarks on the Physical Geography of North America. 
By C. S. RAFINESQUE. Philadelphia, April, 1840. 

1. THE physical features of the earth are the most permanent, 
while its political and ethnographical features are often very 
fluctuating, particularly in countries recently settled. Yet the 
physical geography of all regions has hitherto been much neg- 
lected, particularly that of North America. 

2. Formerly, hardly any notice was taken of the mountains, 
table-lands and valleys of this continent. None but the largest lakes 
were rod~hlv noticed in mans, and the streams were laid down at 

0 d 1 - 
random in straight lines, as we may perceive hy referring to maps 
even as modern as those pblished only forty years ago. 

3. The  public surveys even of a later date do not correct the 
whole of these errors : the course of some streams has indeed been 
rectified, and many smaller lakes have been laid down ; but the 
mountains and hills, table-lands and plains, valleys and slopes, 
are hardly distinguished. The public surveyors are not required 
to do so, but merely to run lines and lay out square sections of 
land, which it is usual to represent as level or flat, although they 
mav be full of ineaualities. 
4. It is only lately that levelling surveys heye been required 

to trace the tracks of roads, canals, railways, &c. ; and these, 
although greatly multiplied, do not extend to every part of the 
~ u e t r j - .  I t  was as late as 18 18 that I mapped the whole course 
of the river Ohio, with all its hills, slopes, cliffs, bottoms, islands, 
k c .  ; before which the old map of Evans was the only guide; 
and evep the valley of the Ohio, as bounded by hills on each 
side, and thus traced, has not yet been marked in all maps. I t  
was only in 1836 that 1 drew for Tanner the hilly boundaries of 
the limestone plains of Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana, never be- 
fore noticed. 

5. The same results and want of information as to all the - .  . - - - - . - -. 
features of physical geography exist throughout America ; and 
although large State-maps of nearly all the States have been 
published, they are all full of errors and omissions of this kind. 
Although great pains are taken to insert new counties and town- 

possible, the old hills, slopes and valleys, t$?t 
hare stood s e the flood, are often neglected. It  often hap- ships = soo* 
Dens that. where a laree   lain is delineated. it is a broken table- 
1 I 

---  

land, 1000 feet' or more above the sea ; where a single ridge is 
given, it may be broken into many with valleys and gaps. 
, ' 6. I have now before me three large and recent maps, in four 
sheets, of Pennsylvania, North Carolina and Kentucky, show- 
ing a goodly array of mountains, ridges, valleys, &c., but omitting 
as many more that I know to exist, besides numberless hills, de- 
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pressions, small lakes and streams, hc .  ; and the same is the 
case in all our maps, with hardly any exception, even in the large 
county maps of New York, where the northern slopes of the 
Alleghanies are scarcely noticed. 

7. In  consequence of this neglect we do not yet know the 
mountainous features of North America, nor the configuration of 
the land: men the State survejs now in procese for geology do 
not attend to mapping the hills and valleys ; and it is quite recently 
that the Saranac Mountains west of Lake Champlain have been 
found to qua1  the Wapani, or White Mountains, to the east of 
it. The Unaka, or Iron Mountains, of North Caroli'na, like- 
wise, have been found to be full of peaks exceeding those of the 
Wapani both in number and height, thus forming the two great 
ends and nucleus of the Alleghany chain to the N.E. and S. W. 

8. It  is owing to such neglect that a difficulty and collision 
bas arisen on the borders of Maine and New Brunswick with 
respect to the settlement of the real boundaries between those 
States and Canada ; and that many sources of future difficulties 
are in reserve elsewhere, between States, territories and adjacent 
possessions. 

9. These facts, as well as the desire of improving geogra hy 
by ascertaining the real features of the earth, ought to stimu f ate 
both Great Britain and the United States to study, delineate 
and lay down all the natural features of land and water in the 
Canadas and the United States, as well as in Boreal America 
8nd Orimn. - ~ - - - ~  - - - "  - 

10. Meantime, although the general outlines of this continent 
are well known. its natural regions are far from be in^ traced with - 0 

accuracy, either physically or geologically : but to fix the physical 
limits of different regions is properly an important branch of geo- 

- ~ 

PP~Y. 
11. T o  detect, expose and correct all the mistakes of om 

maps and books of "geoFrraplly would he a waste of time, and 
might fill a volume. I must confine myself to the assertion of 
the fact that gross errors exist in all of them, and endeavour to 
trace the natural outlines of this continent more correctly. 

12. The great regions of North America beyond Mexico are 
eight, although each may be subdivided into smal ctions : the 
former are- 

1. The  Boreal, or region of the lakes. 
yr 

2. The Atlantic, or region of the littoral plains. 
3. The Apelachian, or region of the Alleghanies. 
4. The central region, or basins of the Mississippi, Missouri, 

Ohio, &c., and all their afflaents. 
5. The Oxark and Taos Mountains. 
6. The  Floridan and Gulf region of plains. 
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7. The Origon Mountains and region. 
8. The New Albion region, fnrm Californiato the Columbia 

river, &c. 
13. All these regions have peculiar physical features, extent, 

climate, soil, productions, &c., and deserve to be studied sepa- 
rately, to have their limits well traced, their altitudes measured, 
and their peculiarities described ; while at presemt our know- 
ledge of them is extremely imperfecq even in the well-settled - - 
garb. 

14. The  Boreal region includes all the most northern parts aa 
6 r  as Canada and New England. I t  is eminently a region of 
lakes and their basins, with few mountains except the northern 
spurs of the Alleghanies and Origon. It includes myriads of 
lakes, large and small, and, being so vast, might easily be divided 
into the subordinate regions of New England and Nova Scotia, 
Canada, Labrador, Hudson's Bay, Mackenzie's River, Alaska, &c. 

15. The Atlantic region extends along the Atlantic Ocean, 
from Long Island to Florida, narrow at first, but widening to the 
aouth, and blending with the 6th region. I t  has neither lakes 
nor watery shores ; but, instead of them, swamps and undy plains 
and shores. Mountains are wanting, and there are only a few 
mall  hills scattered widely apart. I have given a complete view 
of this region in my Atlantic Journal for 1833, and traced cme 
of its great features, the littoral islands, by which it is lined, ex- 
cent in a few breaches of estuaries. 

1 

16. The mountainous region called Apalachian S. of the 
Potowmak. and Alleahanv N. of it. is of vast extent. far ex- 
ceeding ths Alps and3ar&~thian maintains of ~ u r o ~ e . ~  I t  runs 
from N.E. to S.W., in numerous chains and ridges, with valleys, 
basins, gaps and even peaks innumerable. I t  was once a re- 
gion of lakes, which have burst their barriers and left many large 
basins. It  is hiahest towards the S.E.. where it is called the - 
Unaka (meaning the '< first ground"), and now also the Iron 
Mountains, and sends lower spurs to the S.W., with a due western 
direction. The  western range were the Wasioto mountains, now 
Cumberland, intruding into the western plains, as several billy 
ridges do on the eastern side, and to the N.E. blending with moun- 
tains of New England and Canada by the Mattawan and Taco- 
nik ranges, also the Saranac to the N.E., that are an appendage 
of the Kiskanom, or Catskill mountains, merely separated from 
them by the Mohawk valley. I t  is in this region that discoveries 
in oreology, geology, and even geography, are yearly made, though 
not always recorded. 

17. The large central region, miscalled the valley of the Mis- 
sissippi (for it is not a valley), is rather a vast basin, open and 
drained to the S., consisting of hills, slopes, a d  plains. - The 



slopes of the Alleghanies and Ozark mountains form a great part 
of it, E. and W., being broken table-lands. The great pecu- 
liarities of this region are the huge streams, sunken into narrow 
valleys bordered by cliffs and bluffs, alternating with beds of - - 
former lakes. 

18. The Ozark region, blending with the Taos mountains, E. 
of New Mexico, is as extensive as the Alleghanies, broken into 
hills, valleys and lofty plains. I t  is distinguished by knolls or 
conical hills scattered throughout, as well as arid plains, bare of 
wood, like the steppes of Siberia. These ranges are of course 
still less known than the Apalachian ridges. 

19. T h e  level region of Florida, Alabama, Louisiana and 
Texas, bordering on the Gulf of Mexico, might be deemed a pro- 
longation of the Atlantic plains, if it were not for some pcul i -  
arities of its own ; it has more hills, less swamps, except near the 
delta of the Mississippi; vast savanas, instead of pine-woods, some 
rocky islands, &c. The peninsula of Florida stretches far south, 
and partakes of the geological character of the Bahamas, baving 
also been once a cluster of islands; and in Texas, where it blends 
with Mexico, the soil is drier and less sandy. 

20. The  region of Origon, the loftiest in North America, is 
deemed a continuation of the Mexican mountains, but not so 
volcanic nor dry. I t  includes many ranges running from S. to N., 
besides lateral chains; its northern termination is as yet hardly 
known, but gradually blends with the lake-region, being full of 

- lakes and peaks, glaciers and basins. 
21. The last region, or most westerly, is that extending from 

the N.W. archipelago to the end of California, thus including 
New Albion and Origon or Columbia, &c. I t  is a very peculiar 
region, bordered by a maritime chain of mountains and hills, with 
wide basins and deserts E. of it, to the foot of the Origon moun- 
tains. I t  is distinguished by aridity a d  a volcanic but often 

- fruitful soil, with a milder climate than that of the Atlantic 
shores, Src. 

,22. Such are the main natural regions of this Continent, teem- 
ing with peculiar animal and vegetable productions ; the woody 
tracts of the east gradually changing into mere groves west and 
north, and finally disappearing, as even California has but few 
trees. Glades, prairies or savanas, with the arid cactoides, gradu- 
ally appear to the W., palms to the S., and naked rocks to the N., 
as I have described them in my Botanical Geography of North 
America, given in my new Flora thereof. 

23. In Europe great attention has been paid lately to the 
study of mountains or oreology and oreogaphy ; the systems or 
groups of mountains have been well ascertained and described. 
Even wmething has been done towards it for South America and 
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Asia by Von Humboldt and others ; but in North America oreo- 
gtaphy is as yet a blwk, or the materials scattered through the 
works of fifty travellers are not yet embodied into one proper 
account. 

24. I have collected these fragments and tried to render them 
available; but knowing the defects in the localities that I have 
visited from Canada to Virgihia and Tennessee, I am fully aware 
that we only possess the outlines of other parts, and must wait for 
better geographers to enlighten us on the remote ranges of our 
*ntains. I can safely assert that with respect to mountains 
all our maps at present are defective in the highest degree. 

25. However, we may assume in a general point of view, and 
to help aa in further inquiries, thdt there are five great eystems, 
groups or ranges of monntains in N n ~ h  Amerioa :- 

1. The Canadian and Labradbr ranges. 
2. The Alleghany and Apelachian, including New England. 
3. The  Ozark and Taos ranges. 
4. The  Origon ranges. 
5. The  Californian ranges. 

26. Yet all these might be traced as winding, connected ranges, 
scarcely separated by rivers, or lakes, or table-lands. Thus the 
Canadian monntains, although cut through by the St. Lawrence, 
blend with the Saranak mountains S. of it. These link with the 
Kiskanom mountains at the f d s  of the Mohawk river. The 
Hudson river barely separates these Kiskanom mountains and 
the Shawangunk S. of them from the Mattawan mountains E. of 
these, from the Taconik mountains, their northern elongation, and 
from those uniting with the Wapani or White mountains at the 
source of the Connecticut river, which become the Green moun- 
tains of Vermont, W. of Lake Champlain, and send hilly spurs 
throughout New England to Gasperia and Nova Scotia. 

27. On the other side, all the Apalachian ridges and slopes 
are connected at their origin. The hilly region of Ohio extends 
to Illinois, and links with the Ozark ranges S. of St. Louis, while 
it becomes a lofty table-land at the sources of the Mississippi. 
This wide table-land, broken into many basins, expands to the 
N.W. and unites with the Origon chain, which is quite linked 
with the Taos chain at the sources of the Missouri, Colorado, and 
Origon rivers. Even the Californian range links with them by 
many transversal hilis and slopes. 

28. Thus all the clusters and chains of mountains in North 
America might be deemed a single system, and being also 
united on the S. with the Mexican mountains and table-land, the 
whole is connected as far as Lake Nicaragua, where the first great 
transversal depression of land occurs in this continent. The 
second is at the valley of Choco, S. of Darien, and beyond it are 

VOL. XI. N 
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the real Andes, stretching from Cumana to Chili : while the moun- 
tains of Guyana, Brazil and South Patagonia, as well as Tierra 
del Fuego, appear to form as many separate clusters. Guyana is 
certainly insulated by the plains of the Orinoco and Maraiion, 
but the Brazilian mountains may link with the Andes by the 
table-land of Parexis. 1 

99. Such is a rapid oketch of American oreography, the details 
whereof might fill many volumes, and require 100 maps. I t  is a 
labour reserved for future more enlightened or enterprising gene- 
rations, and we can only accumulate and compare materiala- 
they are obtained. I have many to offer on the mountains of the 
United States at least, an(l maps made by myself. 1 

30. I have always endeavoured to restore the old and good 
aboriginal names of our mountains, and I hope that this example i 
will be scrupulously followed by future oreographers. 

Tmie Names of some Mountains in North Ammica. 
True Names. Vulgar Names. 

Origon mountains , . . , Rocky, Stony, Chepewyan, Hol- 
I 

low Mountains. I 
Taos and Ozark . . . . . (Adopted). I 

Wasioto . . . . . , . Cumberland mountaina, Chesnut 
to the N. 

Siotohills . . , , , HillsandknollsofOhio,Indiana, 
&o., called Silver hills westward. 

Wasioto hills . , . . . . Hills and knolls of Kentucky. 
Unaka mountaine , . , . Iron mountains of Carolina, the 

main Apalachians. 
Tuskorora mountains . , . Tuscorora and Cove mountains. 

I 

i Blue-ridge in Virginia. 
Kitaniny in Pennsylvania . Schooley in New Jersey. 1 
Mattawan in New York . . South mountains in Pennsylvania. 

Highlands in New York. 
Konestoga hills . . . . . Conestoga and-Welsh mountains. 
Sliawangunk mountains . . . (Adopted). 
Kiskanom mountains . . . Catskill mountains. 
Okuago mountaine . . . . Their N.W. end at the 8ouroe of 

Delaware river. 
Saranak mountains . . . . Peru and Macomb mountains at 

I 
the source of the Hudson river. 

Takonik mountains . . . . Adopted to the S., become the 
Green mountains to the N. 

Wapani mountains . . . . White mountains of New Hamp- 
shire 2' N.E., or most northern 
nucleus of the Alleghanied. 

Yeoua, hills . . . . . . Hope hills of Georgia, S. end of 
the Apalachians. 
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True Names. Vulgar Names. 
Kowita mountains . . . . The Western Unaka range. 
Konewango mountains . . . Chatauque Mountains, the N.W. 

corner of the Alleghanies. 
Manatango mountains . . . Broad mountains of Pennsylvania. 
Juniata mountains . . . . . Backbone mountains of Pennsylv. 

N.B. These mountains and many others are described in my Atlantic 
Journal, their elevations given, &c. ; but the Unaka and Saranak 
have lately been found to be much higher, as here surmised. 

[In some IC Remarke on New Colonies," communicated to the 
Royal Geographical Society by the same author, but not pub- 
lished,-as the paper contains little that is new or that belongs 
properly to the Society's leading ob'ect., the extension of geo- ! graphical and ethnographical know edge,-he observes, after 
pointing out the various parts of the Old World which present an 
opening for British colonisation, that in America, G c  New Albion, 
discovered by Drake, now called New or North California, to 
which the British nation has a distant claim, and which, as well 
as the peninsula of California, is useless to Mexico, may easily be 
purchased. If it is not, i t  will within twenty or fifty years be 
certainly invaded and coloniced by the Texans, to fill it perhaps 
with slavee and make it a cotton country, for which its soil and 
climate are well suited." H e  also adds in a note, that some 
Americans are already contemplating the invasion and oonquest 
of this Tract."-ED.] 

XII1.-Ethnographical Remarks on the OricJinal Langua es of 
the Inhabitants of the Canary Isles. By Don J .  J. D A  8 OSTA 

DE MACEDO, Perpetual Secretary to the Royal Academy of 
Sciences at Lisbon. 

[Don J. de Macedo having observed that Dr. Pritchard, in his able 
" Researches into the Physical History of Mankind," (Book iii. oh. 2. 
ii. p. 32,) calls the ancient inhabitants of the Canary Isles, Guancbes, 
a ~ d  considers them as belonging to the same race as the Berberm on the 
African continent, thought it might be useful to show that those posi- 
tions are controvertible, and that it may be proved from original autho- 
rities that neither of them call be maintained. In the original Essay, 
after introducing the subject by referring to a correspondence reapect- 
ing it with Captain Washington, to whom this pa er was addressed, he B arranges his observations under the following hea 8.-ED.] 

THE object of my remarks will be, '1st-to prove that the name 
of Guanches ap lies only to the inhabitants of Tenerife, and not 
to the natives o ! the other Canary Isles; and, 2ndly-that those 

N 2 
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islands were inhabited by very different nations, who spoke lan- 
guages differing extremely from each other. 

1. The Guanches were the inhabitants of Tenerife. 
Nicols* says that the people of Tenerife were called Uuanche. 

Espinosa,t who wrote only 95 years after the conquest of Tene- 
rife, and had himself found in that island some remains of the 
original nation, calls the inhabitants of that isle-Guanches. 
Abreu Galindo, who resided in these isles in 1591, and wrote the 
history of them, printed in 1632, and translated by Glas,f calls 
the inhabitants of Tenerife-Guanches ; as does likewise Glas 
himself, who has not confounded them with the inhabitants of the 
other Canary Isles. Nuiiez de la Peiia,$ a native of Tenerife, 
also calls them Guanches. Clavijoi( gives them the same 
name. 

Glas, in speaking of Tenerife, says (p. 146), "the natives 
called it Chineche, and themselves Vincheni : how the Spaniards 
came to Pive them the name of Guanches is not known." But  it n 

may be thus explained :-the inhabitants of Tenerife called them- 
selves Guun-chinet,T which is a compound word, guan signifying 
in their language cr  one person; " and chinet, or chinerf, 
<' Tenerife "-so that Guanchinet meant a man of Tenerife," 
and was corrupted by the Spaniards into Guanche.** 

The Guanches having, by their obstinate resistance to the 
Spaniards, to whose yoke, of all these islanders, they were the 
last to submit, and by their mummies, &c. obtained greater cele- 
brity than any of the natives of the neighbouring isles, were, con- 
sequently, those who were most frequently mentioned; so that 
their name has been improperly applied to all the original inha- 
bitants of the Canaries: but those of the other islands had also 
their own proper names, as those of Fuerte Ventura, for example, 
who were called Mahoreros,tt because their island, in the lan- 
guage of the country, was named Maxordta [Makhorita]. 

Bergeron, Trait6 den Navigatione. Paris, 1629, pp. 220, 230 (from Haklnyt, .. -. 
11. a). 

f Historia de la Apariciou y Milagros de la Imagen de Nuestra Sefiora ds Cande- 
lana, quoted by Clavijo in his Noticias de la Historia General de las Ialas de Canaria. 
Madrid, 1172. i. Pr61. and pp. 435, 437, 284, ii. p. 271. 

1 History of the Discovery and Conquest of tbe Canary Islands. London, 1764. 
4to. p. viii. 

Q Conquisla y Antiguedades de la6 Islas de la Gran Canaria, &c. Madrid, 1676. 
p. 34, st jauim. 

I Vol. i. pp. 69, 126, 130, kc. kc. h Identical with the Berber wdn. The Spaniard3 usually substituted gu for the 
Arab w, so Guad-el-Kebir for W4d el-Kebir.-ED. 
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2. The  languages of the seven Canary Isles differed entirely 
from each other. 

Dr. Pritchard says (ii. 35), there seems to be sufficient 
evidence, in what remains of the language of the Guanches, to 
prove their descent from the Berbers of Atlantica : " but he does 
not deny that cc  it is difficult to imagine how such a people as the 
Berbers, or Shuluh,* who are not known to have practised navi- 
gation, could find their way from Africa to the Canaries. But 
many seas have been traversed by rude and even by savage 
people under circumstances apparently still more unfavourable ; 
and the first population of many countries, notwithstanding all 
that has been said to the contrary by some late writers, has cer- 
tainly been spread along the sea-coasts and across seas, for tm- 
versing which the races of men thus dispersed appear to have 
been in general but ill provided." 

In  order to show the analogy which existed between the lan- 
guage of the Guanches (the inhabitants of the' Canaries) and that 
of the Berbers, Dr. Pritchard j- transcribes from M. Ritter's 
" Geography of Africa" a list of 281 wards belonging to the 
languages of the Canaries, compared with those of the Berber or 
ShulGh languages. 

Glas thought that the inhabitants of the Canaries came from 
Southern Barbary, which could easily be proved, according to him 
by the similarity of their manners, and particularly by the resem 
blance between their languages (except that of Tenerife) and the 
Lybian tongue. H e  adds that, though in the list of words used in 
the Canary Isles (Tenerife excepted) which he gives, and which 
amounts to more than 80, there are not more than 20 which 
can be positively derived from the Shilhah, which is the language 
spoken in the mountains of the empire of Morocco, SGs and other 
parts of South Barbary, whence objections to his hypothesis may 
arise : yet it should be observed that some dialects of the Lybian 
tongue differ from each other more than the Canarian does from 
the Shilhah : and that he would show in his descri~tion of Africa. 
that thai the Shilhah and Canary languages were Lranchesof one 
mother-tongue. H e  admits, therefore, that different languages 
are spoken in the Canaries ; but he supposes them to be, as well 
as the Shilhah, dialects of the Lybian tongue, the Canarians and 
the Lybians being the same people. But as Glas does not 
explain what he means by the Lybian tongue, his opinion 
amounts to this :-that a the language in Tenerife at the time of 

* The plural of Shilhah, the name of a Berber tribe i~habiting some part of 
Morocco.-ED. 

t Vol. ii. p. 36. 
$ M. Macedo hos giver1 below only 21.-ED. 
Q Glae, p. 172. 
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the conquest, had no affinity to those used in the rest of the 
islands." By the annexed specimen (which he gives) it seems 
to have some resemblance to the Peruvian or some other of the 
American tongues.* 

Clavijo,? on the contrary, maintains that the inhabitants of the 
Canaries muld not have been derived from the Moors of Bar- 
bary ; and that they spoke the same tongue, or, at least, dialects 
of one mother tongue, which by the corruptions and changes 
occurring in the course of ages, among people who had no com- 
munication or commerce with each other, had been transformed 
into different dialects. But from the reason allegd by Clavijo 
for the corruption of the language of the Canary Islandere, a con- 
sequence ought to be deduced, the very reverse of that which he 
draws from it. Languages do not change their physiognomy, 
are not corrupted, except by contact with other languages, and 
by an augmentation of the wants and commerce of the people 
who use them, by which they are compelled to create new terms 
in order to express new objects, &c. Now the Canary Islande 
had no communication with each other : their inhabitants had no 
kind of vessels to navigate their seas, as may be easily proved by 
the evidence of all their historians; and the Gunnches did not 
even know how to swim : $ how then could .a people so entirely 
cut off from all others, and in the lowest degree of civilization, 
corrupt its original language so as to form dialects of it, which 
would be unintelli~ible from island to island? That is absurd. 

But instead of &oubling ourselves with the opinionn of writers 
who lived in ages long posterior to the extinction of the primitive 
race, let us consult ocular witnesses of the times when that race 
was still extant, and had not been entirely subdued by its in- 
veterate enemies. 

The earliest writers on the Canaries (after the Portuguese 
navigators mentioned in my Additamentos '$) are Pierre Boutier 
and Jean le Verrier, who accompanied Jean de Bethencourt to 
the Conquest of the Canaries, in 1402, and remained there for 
some years. 

They say : rc  Encor l'an 1402, il fut prins, selon ce yue l'on 
dit, quatre cens personnes ; mais ceux qui y sont h present (in 
the Isle of Ferro) feussent Venus s'il y eust eu quelque truche- .... 
ment."l/ 

rr Si a depuis trouvd manihre d'avoir un truchement qui sqache 

* Glas, p. 172. t Clavijo, vol. i. pp. 118, 129, 138. f Ihid. p. 138. 
4 Additamentos B 1' p r t e  da Memoria sobre as verdadeim Cpocas que rincipiar'ao 

as nosaas NavegasSes e Descobrimentoa no OcEano Atlhtico, printed in d e  Mem. da 
Academia Real das Sciencias de Lisboa, vol. xi. part 2, p. 177. 

11 Histoire de la premite Dascouverte et Conqueste den Canaries. Paris, 1630. 
p. 77. 
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le pays, et pr ler  le langaige pour entrer en icelle isle (Palma) et 
6s autres."* 

r r  Et est le yais (Gomera) habit6 de grand peuple qui parle le 
plus estrange langaige de tous les aultree pais de par de Fa; et 
parlent des banlevres aind que si feussent sans lanpe,"? 

I' Le langaige de ce pays (Spain) approche fort de celui du pai8 
de Caaarie."$ That is, I suppose, that the pronundation of the 
different languages of the Canaries was rather guttural; because 
that is the only point in whioh they could bear any reeemblance 
to the Spanish. 

In  the spring of 1445, Ca da Mosto tj visited a part of there 
Isle$i.* H e  says : The inhabitants of theae four islands (Lnn- 
zarote, Fuerte Ventura, Gomera and Ferro) subject to Christians, 
are Canarians (Canarii), and differ in language, underatanding 
each other but little."(( What Ce da Mosto here sags can only 
apply to the inhabitants of Lanzarote and Fuerte Ventura, the 
only ones (as we shall see hereafter) of which the inhabitants 
could understand each other a little. He  merely passed by these 
isles, visiting only Gomera, Ferro and Palma, and was on shore 
only on the two first, consequently he could not give any very 
exact or detailed account of them. 

Nicbla, who remained 7 years in the Canary Isles, wrote a 
description of them in 1526. He was factor to some English 
merchants, and landed there in 1519, '23 years after the Conquest 
of Tenerife by the Spaniards in 1496. He says : '' This people 
(of Tenerife) was called Guanches, whose tongue was totally 
different from that of the Canarians ; es likewise each of the isles 
there had its own tongue."T 

Bordono,** who published his ' Isolario ' in 1528, says that the 
lenguaj~es of the Cilnery Isles were different from each other. 

:*Histoire de i a  premiere Descouverte et Conqueste des Canaries. Paris, 1630, - p 11. 

Ibid. p. 124. t, Ibid. p. 196. 
Ramusio (tome i.) says, by mistake, that Ca da Mwto left Venice in 1454 : the 

figures have probably been misplaced. See Colleco de Noticias para a Historia e 
Qeographia dan Nagojs Ultramarinas, &c. tome ii. Pref. 

11 Rsmesio (Ed. 1588, vol. i. p 98) mys, "Sono Canarii, e sono differenti di lin- 
guaggio, e poco s'intende 1-un con l'altro." I think the words " sono Canarii * are an 
interpolation in the text of Ramusio. The isle called Canaria had not then been con- 
quered; and the inhabitants of the four isles possessed by the Spaniards made incursions 
into it for the purpose of enslaving its inhabitants, as Ca da Mosto himuelf informs us. 
I t  was therefore impossible that the inhabitants of the four isles could be Canarians; 
the more BO an the ialen had no communication with each other before the Europeans 
arrived there. Though dl the ed i t im of Ramusio have " Canarii," I am convinced it 
should be 6' Crintiani." . - - - . - - - . . . 

7 Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. ii, part 2, p. 980. 
** Isolnrio nel quale si ragioue di tutte le Isole del Mnndo con li loro nomi antichi 

e modemi, LC. Vinezia, 1528. H a p ,  Bibliotaoa Italians, Milano, 1803, vol. iv. 
p. 103 ; and Vinegia, 1534, folio 1% verso. 



Gomara,* a writer of the first half of the sixteenth century, says 
that each of the isles had its particular language ; and that for 
that reason they could not understand each other. . 

Abreu Galindo, quoted by Glas,+ says that all the languages 
of the Canaries (that of Tenerife excepted), though very different, 
had some affinity with each other. 

Nufiez de la Peiia 1 says the inhabitants of each of the isles 
had a different language ; and that God was called by a different 
name in each island, according to the language of each. The 
languages of Lanzarote and Fuerte Ventma,$ he remarks, were 
different, though they resembled each other very much, particu- 
larly in their pronunciation ; and that the languages of Ch i r i a ,  
Gomera and Ferro differed from each other. I/ 

Let us now consider some historic facts which corroborate all 
that the earlier writers have said on this subject. Besides what 
has been said above respecting Lanzarote and Fuerte Ventura, 
which proves that they could not understand the people of Ferro, 
Palma and the other isles, without an interpreter, the following 
facts may also be mentioned :- 

Diego de Herrera in 1461, setting out from Lanzarote to con- 
quer Canaria, took with him some persons who understood and 
spoke the language of that island.7 When he went to Tenerife to 
take possession of it in 1464, he took with him two interpreters 
of the Guanche language. Canaria was the isle from whence he 
set out, and he was accompanied by several Canarians ; but if the 
Guanche language ** had been the same as that'of Canaria, he 
would not have wanted interpreters.++ 

In  1493, when Don Alonzo Fernandez de Lugo went from 
Canaria to conquer the Isle of Palma, he sent to the king of that 
isle an ambassador who understood its 1anguage.f:: The lan- 
guage of Palma therefore differed from that of Canaria, or Don 
Alonzo would not have wanted an interpreter. In the same year 
he made an incursion in Tenerife: and thoueh he had several " 
Canarians with him, he sent some persons $9 who understood 
the language of the country, to inquire what were the intentions 
of a body of Guanches who appeared in face of the Spanish army. 

I seem, therefore, to have demonstrated that the inhabitants 
of each of the Canary Isles spoke a different language, which could 
hardly fail to be the case, as all the earliest historians of these isles 
agree in affirming that they differed very greatly, not only in their 

Historia General de las Indias, &c. Anversa, 1554, fol. 299. Gomara ie erro- 
neously called Gomora by Don Nicoyb Antonio, Biblioth. Nova Hispana, vol. i. p. 437. 

t Ibid. p. 173. 1 Ibid. pp. 21, 22. Q Ibid. pp. 20, 21. (1 Ibid. p. 17. 
T Abreu Galindo, quoted by Olaa, p. 40. 
** Nufiez de la P e h ,  pp. 69, 71. Clavi'o, vol. i. p. 452. 
+t Were not these interpreters ~ a n s r i a n s b D .  
1: N~tfiez de la Pefia, p. 110. 89 Id. p. 116-119. 
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customs, manners, and religion, but even in  their physical con- 
formation, which proves that they sprung from different stocks. 
B u t  what were the languages spoken in the  Canary Isles? T h i s  
is a problem, for the solution of which we have only very insuf- 
ficient data in the wrecks of those languages which have come 
down to our times. 

Dr .  Pritchard (vol. ii. p. 36) has given the following vocabulary 
of the Canarian languages, in order to prove their resemblance 
to the Berber or Shuldh, upon which 1 hope I may be allowed to 
make some remarks :- 

English. Berber or ShulGh. Gnanche.* 
1. Water. . . . Anam, Amen . . Aenum, Aliemon. 
2. Heaven . . . Tigot, plur. Tigotan Tigot, plur. Titogan. 
3 .God  . . . . M'Kurn . . . Acoran. 
4. Priest. . . . Saquair . . . Faycayg. 
5. Temple . . . Talmogaren . . Almogaren. 
6. Houses , . . Tigamin . . . Tamogit' '9. 7. Placeof punishment Tagarer . . . Tagarer. 
8. Captain . . . Kabira . . . , Kabeheira. 

9. Mountain . . . Aya, Dyrma, Athraar )enarm Dyrmay 
10. Deep valley . . Douwaman . . Adeyhaman. 
11. Barley . . . Tezezreat, Tomzeen Tezzezee, Ternasen. 

Trissa in Lanzarote. 
la' Wheat ' Trichen in Tenedfe. 
13. Palm-tree. . . Taginast . . . Taginaste. 
14. A rush-basket . Carian . . . . Carianas. 
15. Green figs. . . Akermuse . . . Archormase. 
16. Powdered barlev . Ahoren . . . Ahoren. 

of Azamittan . . . Azomotan. oil . . . . 
18. Goat . . . . Ara. . . . . Ara. 
19. Sheep . . . . Thikhsi, Aria . . Tihaxan, Ana.' 
20. Pig . . . . Tamouren . . . .Tamacen. 

21. Milk . . . . Acho . . . Ano, Acliemen in { Gomera. 

1. Ahemon, according to Glas ;t Aemon, according to 
Clavijo,f.signified (' water" in the language of the isle of Ferro. 
Aenum is taken from Adelung,§ who sets down this word as 
belonging to Lnnzarote; but I do not find i t  in any of the vocabu- 
laries given by the writers who have spoken of the languages used 
in the Canary Islands. Perhaps Adelung copied Aenum from 
Bory de  St. Vincent, whom he quotes (p. 59), instead of Aemon. 

2. Tigo or Tigot, plural Tigotan (not Titogan), is a word of 
the Palma language. 

* It must be borne in mind, that, by Guanches, Dr. Pritchard means the inhabitant# 
of all the Canary Isles. 

f 4. 174-180. 
4 Mihidatex, III., i. p. 60. 

: Ibid., p. 131-133. 
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3. Alcmac, in Clavijo, a Canarian word. 
4. Faycag, in Glas; Faycan, in Clavijo, a Canarian word, 

which signifies cc  e high priest." * 
5. Almogaron, in Clavijo, a Canarihn word. 
6. Tamoganteen, in Glaa, a Canarian word. 
7. Tagaror (Glas), Tag6ror (Clavijo), a Tenmife word, sig- 

nified properly the " supreme council of state," where important 
affairs were determined upon, and criminals were tried and 
punished. f 

8. Quebehiera (Glas), Quevehi (Clavijo), a Tenerife word, 
which was the title given to kings, equivalent to "your hiihness," 

your majesty." The word for captain" was. Sigonye. Ka- 
beheira is probably taken from Vater's Supplement to A elung, 
where Glas's spelling has been altered.$ 

i 
9. Thener, according to Glas, signified ee mountain" in the lan- 

guage of Palma ; but the Spanish writers, Vianna, Abreu Galin- 
do,ll and EJuiiez de 12 Pefia,T say that Tener signified snow," 
or er white ;" and that Ife whs the word signifying 'r mountain." 
I do not know that the words < ' a ~ a "  and <'dyrrna" signify 
" mountain" in any of the Canarian languages. Umiaya ** is 
the name of the district of Telde in the Isle of Canaria ; and Tir- 
ma i t  is the name of another mountain in the district of Galdur 
in the same island. Doramas is s mountain 4 lea es distant 
from the city de las Palmas; also in Great Canary. Tp" hey are the 
names of particular mountains, not words signifying " mountain." 

10. Adeyhamen (Glas), Adexamen o r  Adeyahamen $5 (Cla- 
vijo), is a word of the language of Palmas. T h e  interpretation, 

a deep valley," seems to be taken from the Hohles Thal ' of 
Vater,ll[l who has this word in his short vocabulary of the lan- 
guage of Lanearote and Fuerte Ventura. Clavijo 77 gives to 
Adexamen the sense of submerged ;" and in his description of 
the Isle of Palma says there is a district named Adeyahamen, Ce., 
ec under water," because the springs which run to the mills of the 
willows (rnolinos de 10s s ~ u c e s )  burst fortli there.' Glas*** also 
says, cc Adeyhamen, under the water :' so they termed a district 
overlooked by eminences, in which were the water-springs." 

11. Terezes (Clavijo). This word, belonging to Lanzarote 
and Fuerta Ventura, does not signify cr barley," but according to 
Clavijo, "staves of (azebuche) wlld olive." Glas,fff without de- 
termining the kind of wood, says, ersticks used by the natives as 

* Clavijo, vol. i. pp. 154, 170. 
t Nufiez de la  Peda, pp. 40, 41, 17.0; Clavijo, vo1.i. pp. 184,187, 218, 219,452; 

vol. ii. pp. 202, 205, &c. : Clavijo, vol. i. p. 132. 
Mithridatea, vol. iv. p. 428. (1 Clavijo, vol. I .  p. 68. Ibid. p. 18. j* navijo, vd. i. p. 170. ++ ibid. v01.i. pp. 170,204. (1: Ibid. p. 207. 

Q# Ibid. p. 198. 1111 Mithridates, vol. iv, pp. 429. ((IT Vol. i. p. 198. *** P. 177. t H  P. 174. 
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weapons." Tamosen (Clavijo) is the word for barley" in the 
language of Lanzarote and Fuerte Ventura. 

12. I know of neither Trissa nor Trichen in any of the Canary 
languages. Perhaps M. Ritter took this word from Adelung,* 
and wmte Trissa for Triffa; Adelung gives Triffa with the sense 
of '''wheat" in his list of the words peculiar to Lanzarote, which 
he took from M. Bory de St. Vincent; t but, notwithstanding the 
authority of that writer, I greatly doubt the existence of the 
word Triffa : first, because of all the Spanish authors who have 
written on the Canary Isles, there is scarcely one who speaks of 
the cultivation of wheat in those isles, and that only in Tenerife, 
where the cultivation of wheat is moreover contested ; $ and, 
secondly, because most assuredly there was no wheat in Lanzarote 
when Jean de Bethencourt arrived there in 1402, for he found 
nothing but barley. 5 

Triguen (Glas), Yrichen (Clavijo). According to Abreu 
Galindo 11  the word for wheat was Yrichen. Glas, who writes 
Triguen, had probably an incorrect MSS. of Galindo's work. 

13. Taginarte, a Gomera word, does not signify a palm-tree, 
accoding to Glas, but another kind of tree. 

14. Carianas (Glas and Clavijo), a Canary word. 
15. Arahormaze (Clavijo), a Canary word. 
16. Ahorer (Glas), Ahoren (Clavijo), a Tenerife word. 
17. Asamotan (Glas), Aramotanoque (Clavijo), a Canary 

word, signifying r r  barley," according to Clavijo. Tamaeanona is 
the Canarian term for meat fried in oil," according to Glas,fi 
who says that Abreu Qalindo has inadvertently put the one for 
the other, cr asamotan," a meat fried in butter," for 8r tamaza~lona," 
"barley,'* as in the languages of Lanzarote and Fuerte Ventura ; . but Clavijo gives to tamaranona (which is the same word as 
Glaa's tamazanona) the senre of <'fried meat." 

18. Hara, '<a sheep," according to Clavijo, who says that 
" goat" was axti. Glas has " ana " for sheep, perhap from an 
error in his MS. 

19. Taxacan (Clavijo), a Canary word. 
20. Taguacen (Glas), taquazen (Clavijo), a Canary word. 
21. Aho (Glas), a word of Lanzarote, Fuerte Ventura, and 

Canaria; of the two first (Clavijo) ; Achemen (Glas and Clavijo), 
a Ferro word. - 

These observations, I think, will show what reliance can be 
placed on the relationship between the Canarian and Berber, or 
Shullih, languages; the more so, as the words given in M. Ritter's 

: Clavijo, vol. i. p. 131. 

Glas, p. 176. 
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Canaria. Berber. Shibah. 
5. Simusetti . . Summus (summus) . Summost (summust). 
6. Sesetti . . Sedie . . . . . Suth-east (sadhdst). 
7. Satti . . . Set . . . . . Sad. 
8. Tamatti . . Tem . . . . . Tempt (temt). 
9. Aldamorane . Dza (tis'ah) . . . Tzau (tis'ah). 

10. Marava . . Meraoua (meriwa) . Marrow (marib). 

Among these numerals of the Canarian language, there are 
some that resemble the Berber and the ShulGh ; but there are 
others, also, which are entirely different, and that is sufficient to 
show the disagreement of those languages. If the identity of two 
Ianguages could be proved by a resemblance between some of 
their numerals, the Portuguese and the German might be shown - - 
to b e  the same. 

All that can be inferred from what is said on the subject of 
the Canariaa languages by the Sicilian, Lucio Marineo,* who 
arrived in Spain in 1486, and was consequently a contemporary 
of the aborigines, is, that their languages bore no resemblance to 
any other then known. 

The proper names of men used in Tenerife, Benecharo or 
Beneharo, Bencomo or Benicod, also called Icod, Src., seem to 
prove that the language of Tenerife was not the ancient Berber, 
because in that tongue the word used to denote r r  tribe" or " fili- 
ation," was anciently mas, i.e. " son," used as the word benG (sons 
bf) by Arabs to signify a tribe." f 

But this phrase, <' Berber language," appears not to be very 
clear. Berber, by which the primitive inhabitants of a great 
part of Africa have been designated, is too vague a term. I t  
embraces a vast extent of countrv. which extends from the ocean .'- 

and the Mediterranean far into the interior of Africa, even as far 
as Ten-boktti.2 This country is occupied by nations differing 
greatly in their habits, customs, colour, physical conformation 
and moral qualities. It  appears to me impossible that all these 
nations can speak the same language. Dr. Pritchardg considers 
the Berber and Shilhah as identical; but he gives us a list of 
words from the Berber, Shilhah (Shulhh), Showiah, Tawtirik 
and S h a h ,  which he calls Berber dialects, in which one sees 
by the side of words which have a resemblance others entirely 
dissimilar, to express the same objects. 11 I think that some con- 

* Tiraboschi, Storia dells Letteratura Italians. vol. vii. p. 1008. Lingua utebantur 
hbara sibique solis intelligibili. Lucii Marinei Siculi Opus de rebus Hispania, 
memorabilibus. Compluti, 1533, p. 106. , + Observations sur les Numides, par M. Etienne Quatremsre ; Bulletin de la SocihtE 
de GBographie, vol. x., N.S., p. 239. : Hodgson, in ' Transactions of the Philadelphia Philosophical Society,' vol. iv. p. 26; 
Griiberg de Hemsi5, Specchio di Marocco, pp. 69, 295 ; Ritchard, vol. ii. p. 15. 

Q Pritchard, vol. ii. pp. 19, 36,365. 11 Ibid., vol. ii. p. 41. 
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fusion prevails respecting this subject, and that, for want of accurate 
notions, the vague term Berber has been applied by the writers on 
it, to the languages which they had occasion to notice, instead of 
the particular name by which those languages are properly called. 

The different Berber nations have, in fact, particular names to 
designate their languages. Thus those who inhabit the Regency 
of Algiers, Constantina, hc. (who are the ancient Numidians), 
call themselves ShBwis, and their idiom Shriwiyah.* The inha- 
bitants of the southern part of Morocco speak the Tamsirgt, 
Amazich, or Ama2igh.f The  Tawdrik call their language Ter- 
giah, Tergeah, or Ertana. The language of the inhabitants of 
Wadreagis, the Eregaiahi That of the inhabitants of the Oasie 
(the Ammonians), Siwah, &c. I( So that it seems there is no 
one language which can properly be called Berber, to which all 
the other languages spoken by tbe nations named Berbera can be 
referred as a type, in the same manner aa the Portuguese, 

- Spanish, Catalan, French, and Italian, though having Inany p i n t s  
of mutual resemblance, cannot be referred to any one language 
actually spoken, which is, so to speak, their common source. 

So that when Dr. Pritchard and M. Griberg de Hemsii my, 
the former that the Berber and Shuldh are identical, and the 
latterq that Berbers and ShulGlp cannot converse without an 
interpreter, they may both perhaps be right; but, as they do not 
explain what people they call Berbers, or to the idiom of what 
African tribes they apply that term, we are not in a condition to 
judge of the accuracy of their comparison. The latter writer** 
appears to compare the inhabitants of Er-rif with the ShulJh ; 
and acoording to the testimony of our Arabic professors, Messrs. 
Moura, Hebello and Castro, who passed some yeara at Tangiers, 
in order to learn that language, the mountaineers of Er-rif speak 
a language totally different from that of the Xolohh (ShulGh). 
But this question must be decided by men of learning, who have 
idonnation on these points which I do not possess. 

As many proper names of men common in Tenerife began by 
Ben, one might be tempted to suppose that the natives of that 
isle spoke Arabic; but the Spanish writers expressly say that the 
language of Tenerife was very difficult, different from all the 
other Canarian languages and strongly aspirated. Now the 
Spaniards of those days were perfectly well acquainted with 
Arabic, from their continual intercourse with the Moors who 
then lived among them; and, consequently, if the hnguage of 

* Bulletin de la Soc. de Gkographie, vol. x., N. S., pp. 20, 236; Pritchard, vol. ii. 
p. 20; Grflberg, y. 73. 
t GrSberg, p. 73; Pritchard, vol. ii. p. 10. 

i Hodgson, p. 29; Pritchwd, vol, ii 
Hodgaon, p. 23. H$gt; pp 32,36; Rifchard, volii.  p 14. 

q P. 77. *I) P. 69. 
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the Guancbes had been Arabic, the Spaniards would not have 
failed to notice it. 

The Semitic languages were very widely extended, as M. 
d'Abbadie* affirms that the Amharnya, Ilmorma, Somiliad, Sha- 
hei, TBltal, and the languages of some other provinces in Abys- 
sinia, all belong to the Semitic family ; so that it is possible that 
the Isle of Tenerife was peopled by a race which spoke one of 
the Semitic tongues. 

[Had the learned and candid writer of tlie above remarks read 
with attention the nccount of the Berbers and their language 
given by Adelung, in his Mithridates,' he would have found 
most of his doubts removed, and his questions answered. H e  
would have learnt that all the various tribes named by him are 
called Berbers by the Arabs, and spoken of as the same race ; that 
they inhabit the mountains and deserts of northern Africa from 

t h e  Atlantic to the Egyptian Oases, and from the Mediterranean 
to the banks of the Senegal and JAIibB (Niger) ; and had he seen 
M. St. Martin's learned papers on the Numidians, in the (Me- 
moirs of the French Academy of Inscriptions,' he would have 
been aware that Amazigh, or Mazigh-the only common name 
by which these Berbers call themselves-is identical with the 
Mazices of the Greeks and Romans : he ,would have also per- 
ceived that, by confounding identity with afinity, he has been 
drawn into a train of inconclueive arguments. The  different 
names which he gives are, 1. Shiiwiyah, the language of the Shiiwi 
tribe ; 2. Tamzirgt,t is properly Tamazight, the Amau'gh (lan- 
guage), t-amazigh-t being the feminine of amazfgh; 3. Tergea, 

Terkiyah, the tongue of the Tawfirik, or Terki tribe, 
called prop"1& etinahl-i. e. jargon, by the Arabs, as we learn from 
Ibn Khald6n; 4. Eregaiah, properly Er-rei'kiyah, is the lan- 
guage of the tribe inhabiting WBd-er-reik ; § 5. Siwi, the tongue 
used in Siwah, the Oasis of Ammon ; 6. ShulGh, is the plural of 
Shilhah, a Maroquine tribe of Berbers. A comparison of the 
vocabularies of these different tribes shows, beyond a possibility 
of doubt, that their dialects are fundamentally the same, and 
approach at least as nearly as Spanish and Portuguese. The  
ancient and modern names of places also, as well as the Canarian 
vocabularies, point to one peculiarity by which the Berber lan- 
guage is distinguished from all others-the formation of the femi- 
nine gender.-ED.] 

* Journal Aaiitique, 111-. Sbrie, vii. pp. 364-367. 
# rg ia used by some writers for the Arab gh. 

6 Vulgarly, by tranaposition, Ertinah. 
Shaw'a W d e a g  should probably be thus spelt: if so, it signifies "the Vale of 

the Mirage." 
- - . - 
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XIV.-On Benin nlzd the U p e r  Course of the River Quo~ra ,  
or N@m. By Captain BECROFT. Communicated by ROBERT 
JAMIEBON, Esq., of Liverpool. 

EXPERIENCE appears now to have set the stamp of her authority 
on the position, that if an intercourse with the interior of Central 
Africa of any extent or practical utility is ever to b6 established 
by the navigation of the Quorr,* or Niger, by Europeans, some 
new channel of approach to the main body of that river must be 
found by which the pestiferous swamp of its Delta will be 
avoided. This. for a considerable time. has been the imnression 
on many who have turned their attention to African geoiraphy; 
and the Benin, or Fermoso river, from its magnitude, its relative 
position, and proximity to the Niger, had been supposed likely 
to furnish such an approach. 

Participating in this impression, Mr. Jamieson, in 1839 (not 
being aware that a Government-expedition was in contemplation), 
built and dispatched a steamer, of suitable dimensions and power, 
to ascertain -this important point, and at the same time t o  en- 
deavour to establish a commercial intercourse with the interior. 

I n  April, 1840, Mr. Becroft in command of this steamer, the 
c r  Ethiope," ascended the Fermoso, his ship's company consisting 
of fifteen Europeans, including officers, medical men, an engineer, 
and seamen, with a full complement of blacks, or Kroo-men, 
besides interpreters-one of whom was Mina, who had accom- 
panied Captain Clapperton and Lander. 

For about 40 miles from the sea, including windings, he found 
the Fermoso a fine bold river, with from 6 to 3 fathoms water. 
At  this point, a bifurcation took place-both branches proving to 
be highly tortuous, and much narrower than the main trunk of the 
river, but having a depth of not less than 3 fathoms, so far as the 
steamer was able to ascend them. This Mr. Becroft computed 
to be from 40 to 50 miles on the one, and from 60 to 70 miles 
on the other, including windings. His further progress was ob- 
structed at these respective points, not from want of water-for 
that continued as deep as before-but from the impenetrable 
forests of large aquatic plants, which choked up the streams in 
both branches, so as to render a further passage impracticable 
except by cutting a way through them, which could only have 
been accomplished by considerable labour and with great loss of 
time. This he did not feel justified in risking, more especially 
as the extreme limpidness of the water of both streams, when 
compared with that of the Niger, which Mr. Becroft had navi- 

* KwBrL of the negroes, probably the Jiilibti or GyMibL of Mungo Park; the o~lly 
arm of which yet found navigable to the sea was called NGn by the Portuguese navi- 
gatom : it i g  a little to the E, of Ca,p NGn-ED. 
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BECROFT on the Delta of the Riger. 

gated some years before, gave a sufficient proof that the Fermoso 
is an entirely separate river-taking its rise probably in the high- 
lands N.W. of the Niger. H e  therefore returned with the 
steamer to the anchorage at the mouth of the river, which he 
had left eleven days before. 

H i s  sketch of this river, as reduced by Mr. Arrowsmith, is here 
given. Both of its branches are described as being beautifully 
wooded; and at the highest point attained in the southernmost 
arm, extensive plains open to the view, upon which, however, 
neither inhabitants nor symptoms of p~pulation of any sort could 
then be discerned. The Sooba Country is the name given to this 
district by the natives lower down the river, who represent it as 
forming part of the kingdom of Benin. 

Foiled in the accomplishment of this their main object, Mr. 
Becroft and his party resolved to try whether a good entrance to 
the Niger might be found by what is called the Warree* branch 
of that river. This branch they entered by passing through a 
creek of some magnitude (called rrYoung Town Creek "), which 
flows out of the Fermoso to the southward at some distance from - - 

its mouth ; and they succeeded in reaching the Niger at the point 
of bifurcation with its Nbn branch a short way below the town of 
l3boe.t In their progress thither they passed three openings or 
p s a g e s  to the sea, which they presumed to be the rivers Escravos, 
Forqados, and Ramos,S as laid down in the charts of the coast. 
The  difficulty of navigating their way through this new and intri- 
cate passage (which is laid down in their map) made it the work 
of a fortnight, during which time sickness unhappily appeared 
among the European portion of the steamer's crew, and mn- 
tinued more or less among them during the whole of the time 
she remained in the Niger, eventually terminating fatally in the 
cases of the first officer, Mr. Harrowar, two seamen and two boys. 

Proceeding up the Niger, they arrived off the town of Eboe on 
the 20th of May. From thence they proceeded upwards on the 
26th of that month ; but, in consequence of having entered the 
river, as they found, before its periodical rise had fully com- 
menced, the rains of that season also proving unusually light, they 
were unable, from want of water, to reach the town of Rabbah 
till the 2 5th of August. Notwithstanding every precaution in 
sounding, &c., as they ascended, the steamer, though not drawing 
more than from 5& to 6 feet, was constantly taking thq ground, 
and frequently could not be got off again without much labour 
and loss of time, more particularly as the European part of the 
crew continued incapable of any duty or exertion. As the river 

* Wiri, Owhi,  or Awerri, near the point where the Rio dos Escravos (Slave River) 
and Rio dos Forqados (Galley-Slave H~ver), or Awerri River, separate.-ED. 

t Ilbo or 1'bu.-ED, Rio do8 Rsmm (Bough River).-ED. 
VOL. XI. 0 
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from Eboe to Rabbah had been previously explored, i t  is n d -  
less here to name the various towns and villages they called at in 
that portion of it. 

September 7th.-They sailed from Rabbah,* in the hope of 
penetrating as high m B m s a t  while yet the river was rising. 
At first they found the river divided into two channels by a long 
low island, and then running along the base of a range of monn- 
tains called Kissey.1 Its width i s  about 3 a mile ; the current 
from 23 to 3 knots; depth from 8 feet to 8 fathoms. They 
anchored for the night in 3 fathoms. 

8th.-They passed through a narrow channel, rocky on each 
bank, and at noon came to anchor abreast of a high and ex- 
traordinary-looking rock in the bed of the river (called Kissey $ 
Rock), with other smaller detached rocks a-head resembling the 
piers of a bridge, separating the river into several channels with a 
strong downward current; the scenery all around being very 
beautiful. After taking soundings, they ascended through the 
channel formed by the two smallest of these rocks, near the 
eastern bank-its width being not more than 15  yards, with 
soundings of 11 feet-and soon afterwards, having passed the 
town and island of Midjee,$ anchored for the night. 

9th.-About 8 A.M. they passed the town of Kalimah, and, 
further on, the village of Agoghie (abreast of which is a ledge of 
rocks)-the old village of that name being on the opposite or 
western bank. with a ~lantation of bananas. nlatltains. and vams. 
The  soundings here iave  2 fathoms; the;e are a k a n y  
sunken rocks (as shown by the eddies), and otbers show them- 
selves just above water. Towards evening, having passed the 
village of Buckoe and a small rocky island in the centre of the 
river, they cast anchor for the night in 2 fathoms, off an island at 
a short distance from Lechee. 

- 

10th.-Thev a-aain cast anchor for the dav off Lechee. in 2 
J 0 , 

fathoms. The river is here certainly not more than 3 a mile 
wide. This town looks poor and miserable, being apparently 
much oppressed by the Fel6fahs: its whole population cannot 
exceed 300. The chief, who was very eager for rum, brought 
out a decanter (such as are called on the coast trade-decanters) 
containing some ardent spirits, likewise a wine-glass-all of which 
he said he had purchased at the town of Raka, in the YBrriba 
country-from which it would appear that there is a communica- 
tion between Raka and the coast, probably withwhydah 11 or Lagos. 

11 th.-They weighed anchor and proceeded, passing the village 

* In this abridped narrative the necessarilv monotonous details of rnnninn into heal 
water, coming to anchor, going out to nound, returningJ weighing and proc&ding, &c. 
have been omitted. 

t BusL.-ED. f Kiesi.-ED. # Mi$.-ED. ) (  Widl, or Fid5.-E~. 
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of Buzzanghie, then the island and vilIage of Tykboo. At this 
part of the river its banks are very rocky, and its bed is contracted 
to about 300 yards, with soundings from 5 to 6 fathoms. Having 
afterwards passed New Bajibo, and the old town of that name on 
the opposite bank, they came to a part of the river where, from 
the position of the rocks, the channel is not more than 50 yards 
wide. The current was here found to be so strong that the 
steamer could only just go a-head, and was very ticklish to steer. 
There was no safe anchorage, the bottom being foul and rocky; 
and two leads. with a nart of the lines. were lost in sound in^. - 
By perseverance, however, they succeeded in getting through this 
passage ; but shortly afterwards came to another somewhat similar, 
where the channel is not more than 30 yardr wide, with an in- 
creased velocity of current. The full power of the engine was now 
only able to keep the steamer in a secure position ; and had the 
current caught her on either how, she must inevitably have gone 
upon the rocks, as there was not room for her to recover herself. 

I t  being now obvious that further progress upwards by a vessel 
of the Ethiope's power (thirty horses) was impracticable ; and see- 
ing that to have attempted to come to an anchor in such foul and 
rocky ground, with such a current, would in all probability have 
caused the loss of the anchor, there was no alternative but to yield 
to circumstances, and give up all attempt at proceeding farther. 
This was accordingly, though reluctantly, done ; and they dropped 
the steamer down to Bajibo, where she was anchored in four 
fathoms. The neonle from this town came alonaside in canoes, 

1 1  0 

and were allowed to indulge their curiosity to see the "white 
man" and his 6 r  fire-ship," by coming on board in small parties at 
a time. They also brought yams and firewood for sale ; but, with 
the exception of a little ivory, had no produce to barter for mer- 
chandise. The old town, on the western bank of the river, from 
the appearance of its ruins, must have been a place of some im- 
portance. I t  had been destroyed by the people of YBrriba ; for 
what reason could not be ascertained, but it was intimated that 
it was to avoid their future attacks that the new town had been 
placed on the opposite or eastern bank. 

' Mr. Becroft is of opinion that from the point above mentioned, 
at which his progress up the river was stopped, he could have 
reached Lever in two hours, but that the ascent thence to Boossa 
and Yaooree* could not have been accomplished under a month, 
and in that time only by taking advantage of the eddies, such was 
the increasing force of the current, from the daily rising of the river. 

Returning to Rabbah, they remained at that town till the 20th 
of Septembcr. On the mo.rning of that day, having fired a salute 
in honour of the king and his people who had come to the beach 

* Y&ud or YBwdri.-ED. 
0 2 
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in great numbers to witness their departure: " At 9 A.M.," says 
Mr. Becroft, the king made his appearance on the bank of the 
river. I went on shore to wait on him. On my landing he dis- 
mounted. Mats having been spread, he seated himself, and 
desired me to sit down by him. He wished Rami-u&in, the Arab, 
to sit down also; but he modestly declined. After the usual 
compliments and salutations were over, I thanked him for the os- 
trich he had sent to me the day before, and explained the accident 
by which it had been injured (it had got one of its legs broken 
while sent on board); he said that when I returned he would 
give me another. H e  then presented me with deer-skins and a 
tanned hide, blackened on one side, and neatly bound with co- 
loured leather; likewise a metal jug full of Gooroo nuts. I 
asked if he would accept of my sword if I sent it on shore to 
him. H e  said he would, and would be proud to wear it. I told 
him that I would send it with the flag which I had promised to 
him, as soon as T went on board. H e  thanked me-desired me 
to remember him to the Queen of England, and hoped she would 
think him worthy of her notice. Here the ceremony ended. I 
wished him and his people health and happiness, and thanking 
him for his kindness and attention, stepped into the boat, the 
trumpets sounding. Sullikan Yiki, King of War, was present 
with a numerous mounted retinue." 

r r  I accordingly sent, by the.return of the boat, my sword and 
belt, with an union-jack ; weighed anchor at 10 A.M., and steamed 
about a mile uw the river. I then turned the steamer's head 

1 

down the river, and fired a salute of five guns in passing, which 
was responded to by loud shouts and the sounding of trumpets, 
and we were soon out of sight of Rabbah." 

They proceeded towards the coast, which they reached by the 
Warree and the Fermoso rivers on the 30th of October, having 
called at all the principal places on the river for trade, as they 
had done in ascending. 

Throughout this six months' sojourn on the Niger, Mr.. 
Becroft and his pnrty experienced nothing but friendship from 
kings, chiefs and people. At  Rabbah, which is the largest 
town on the river, they were particularly well received and enter- 

. tained, having had frequent interviews with the king. This per- 
sonage, on Mr. Becroft's taking his final leave, presented him, as 
mentioned above, with a metal jug, apparently of European 
manufacture, filled with Gooroo nuts,* in token of friendship ; and 
signified his wish, that, besides a number of brass cannon to pro- 
tect his town, Mr. Becroft would bring for him on his next visit 
to Rabbah fwo sofa-beds and a large trunk ! 

* Guru, gulu, gura, gora, or kola, is the Negro name of the bean of the Sterculia 
acuminata well figured and described by W. Palissot de Beauvoia, in hie Flore d'Oware 

I 
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Mr. Becroft and his party describe the country in the interior 
beyond the swamps of the Delta-that is, above the town of 
Jddah, some 200 miles from the coast, as being beautiful, the soil 
fertile, the climate agreeable,* and the natives peaceable and 
desirous of commerce, though as yet possessing few articles of 
produce to give in exchange for European commodities. Cotton 
and indigo, however, are indigenous productions-the former 
is spun and manufactured at various towns in the interior, and 
the latter, well prepared and of good quality,t was found for 
sale in the market-place of Rabbah, though only in a very small 
quantity. There can be no doubt, however, that these and other 
tropical productions would be cultivated extensively by the natives, 
were there a steadv demand for the ~roduce when raised and are- 

1 

pared. This demand commercial intercourse with Europe aione 
can supply, and yet the pestilential swamps of the river's delta 
unhappily deny to Europeans the prosecution of such intercourse. 
It  remains then that commerce on the Niger can only be followed 
by means of steam-vessels manned entirely by native Africans, 
under the direction of European officers and engineers well 
inured to the climate. But even in this mode of ~rosecutinz the 

0 

desired intercourse, there appears too formidable an array of 
difficulties to render it likely to become of any considerable 
nractical benefit to Africa or Eurone-first. in the ' dan~e r  of 
1 0 

navigating to and from Africa, vessels constructed so as to be of 
sufficiently light draught of water for the ascent of the rivers, 
and consequently badly adapted to the open sea-nest, in the 
great expense attendant on the employment of steam-vessels in so 
distant a quarter and in such a climate-then in the impossibility 
of having them repaired in case of accident to the engineers, or of 
any serious injury to the machinery ; and finally, in the fact, now 
well ascertained, that the river itself is not navigable except during 
the few months of the year when it is flooded. 

Mr. Becroft was instructed to remain in Africa with his steamer 
after the end of 1841, with a view to ascending and trading on 
the Old Calabar and Cross rivers at the time of their periodical 
rise. H e  did so, but unforeseen and untoward circumstances, 
occurring on the coast, delayed his prosecution of this purpose 
till late in the season, and just when he was on the point of com- 
mencing it, his aid was required by H.M. steamer 6 c  Albert," in dis- 
tress up the Niger. H e  however succeeded, after bringing that ves- 
sel to Fernando Po, in ascending the Old Calabar river above Duke's 
Town and the villages called Guinea Company, but found that it 
is a river quite unimportant, beyond the influence of the tide. As  

et de Bkuin p. 41, Tab. xuiv. It is as much valued in Negroland as betel-nut in Hin- 
d6stAn.-ED. 

* The usual range of the thermometer in the cabin of the steamer while in the river 
w-t 6 A.M., 72O to  76O-at noon, 82O t o  86"-at 6 P.M., 60°to 82'. 

f Specimens of thii indigo were sent with the Paper. 
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-the water of Cross river was now falling, and as it would have 
been imprudent to have attempted to ascend it in the steamer, 
Mr. Becroft engaged from one of the kings at Duke's Town # < a  
pretty comfortable travelling canoe," with fifty pull-away-boys or 
paddlers. In  this vessel, accompanied by his surgeon and two 
leadsmen from the steamer, he ascended that river to a town of 
considerable population called Ommann, passing on his way the 
village of Acrock, and another farther up called Etone. His 
sketch and soundings so far have not yet come to hand. " The 
course made," he states, "was about N.W. by N., the distance 
being about 70 miles," having refine long reaches all the way to 
Ommann, with several beautiful islands. The river is shallow a 
little above the entrance, but this is within the influence of the 
tide; it is shallow at some other places, but," he ad&, " we might 
not have been in the channel " - a the water had sunk several 
feet." From what information Mr. Becroft could obtain, he 
thinks this river must be of consequence higher up. 

The town of Ommann is situate on an island, and supplies the 
people of Old CalaEar largely with palm-oil and live stock. Mr. 
Becroft and his sureeon were received at this town with ereat 
friendship as the fir; white men who had visited them for Gade, 
and on taking leave they were requested to come back soon. The 
people of the village of Etone objected to their landing, from a 
belief (as was represented) that the surgeon carried with him the 
small-pox ! 

Account of  a Visit to the Capital of Benin, in the Delta of the 
Kwcird or Niger, in the Year  1838. 

In May, 1838, Mr. Moffat and the late Mr. Smith, surgeons of 
Mr. Jamieson's schooner the " Warree," then lying in the Benin* 
or Fermoso river, paid a visit to the city of Benin, chiefly with a 
view of opening a trade with the village of Gatto or Agatto,t un- 
der the sovereignty of the King of Benin. They were paddled by 
Kroo-men in the schooner's galley from 15 to 20 miles up the 
Fermoso to Gatto creek, on the north side of the river; and, 
entering this creek, they proceeded upon it about the same dis- 
tance, when they arrived at the village. I t  was necessary to re- 
main here for the night, and they availed themselves of this 
opportunity of visiting the grave of the traveller Belzoni, which 
they found marked by a wooden tablet fast going to decay. 
The next day they were carried in their cots to the city of Benin, 
distant from Gatto about 20 miles. in a north-easterlv direction. 

J 

the country on their route being finely wooded, and in some places 
very beautiful. 

They were not long in the city before they had painful proofs 

* Benin, Beni, or Bi11i.-b. t Gat4 Agat6, or Agat61~-ED. 
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of the barbarous state of its inhabitants. At an open spaco near 
the market-place, they were shocked by the sight of what may be 
termed a <' Golgotha," a place where human skulls mere heaped 
up and bleaching in the sun. Still more were they disgusted by 
seeing in the outskirts of the town, not far from the king's place 
of residence, the bodies of men who had been but recently be- 
headed, with turkey-buzzards feeding on them, and on the roof of 
a hut close by two corpses in a sitting posture. The stench from 
an open pit near this "revolting spot" was almost insufferable, 
proceeding, as they believed, from human bodies in a state of 
putrefaction. 

I t  was with considerable difficulty, and not till after the expira- 
tion of four days--during which they were often asked, What are 
you come for?" and when they answered '< For trade," What goods 
and presents then do you bring ? ' w a s  immediately added-that 
they obtained an interview with the king. Before being admitted 
to his presence, they were obliged to comply with the custom of 
washing their hands and feet, and partdung of a nut,* which 
here, as in other parts of this quarter of Africa, is always pre- 
sented to strangers. 

The king, who is a robust old man, affected much dignity, and 
would not allow them to approach near his person. His demands 
for ~ermission to onen trade at Gatto were at first extremelv 

- J 

unriasonable, but h i  at last agreed to moderate terms, and desired 
to see both of the gentlemen again before their departure from the 
city. Next in rank to the king is a person styled the t r  Captain of 
War," who resides at the entrance of the city, and by whom 
Messrs. Smith and Moffat had been kindly received on entering 
it. Next to this personage ranks a class of men caller1 rr  Grandes" 
or "Homogandes,"t and next to these, a class called Phce- 
does,":: (or traders,) and then come two other classes of inferior 
rank. It  was necessary to spend a whole day in going the round 
among the " Phcedoes;" and, this having been done, Mr. Moffat 
(Mr. Smith having been taken ill) again waited on the king, to 
take leave previous to their departure for Gatto. The  king put 
several questions to him about the slave-trade, and asked when 
the King of England was going to settle " that palaver " (i. e. to 
allow slave-trading) ; and when told that that palaver " would 
never be settled, he burst into a rage, and said the King of Eng- 
land was a bad man to steal vessels on the sea, (alluding to the 
capture of slavers,) and that he would send a letter to him on the 
subject, as one of his eople could write English. The person 
alluded to is a native o /' Benin, absent at that time, who had been 

* The Guru nut, doubtless : this was meant as a compliment.-ED. 
t From the Portuguese *' Homeme Grandee," great men. 
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educated at Liverpol. Much difficulty was experienced in 
making the king understand that England is governed by a queen, 
and he laughed heartily when he at last understood what was 
meant, as did likewise his Majesty's attendants, the interpreter 
having assured them that 66 the. King of England is a woman." 

Cotton is indigenous in Benin, and is spun there and woven 
into cloth by women. Indigo is also indigenous, and ithe sugar- 
cane, from what was observed there, appears to be so likewise. 
Around the city the land is laid out in square plots, producing 
yams, plantains, cassada,* and Indian corn, and the soil is of a 
bark rich colour. 

Mr. Smith's watch was much admired, and a ~ocket-com~ass 
which he carried was looked upon with astonishmint and feai, as 
always pointing to the white man's country ! A rocket fired at 
night in presence of the Captain of War caused surprise md 
delight, and called forth from the people loud cheers for the 
c6 Eboes," as they call Europeans. 

The melancholy fact remains to be stated, that, soon after 
returning to the schooner Warree," Mr. Smith, a very promising 
voung man, died from an attack of dysentery, caught by his 
having been drenched with rain on the road between Gatto and 
the city of Benin. 

XV.-MI.. ORR'S Report to Goternor Latrobc of an Expedition 
to Gipps's Land i n  S.  E .  Aust~alia. 

Melbourne, 27th A p ~ i l ,  1841. 
SIR,-I beg leave to furnish you with a report of the expedition 
made to Corner Inlet, and from thence overland to Melbourne, 
as correct as could bedrawn up from the hasty notes taken by 
myself and the gentleman who came hither overland. 

We sailed from this port in the barque 'rSingapre" on the 
6th of February, and on the 13th of the same month made the 
entrance of Corner Inlet, the weather being clear, with a favour- 
able breeze from the S. We were enabled minutely to observe 
the appearance, and form a true estimate of the character of the 
harbour. The vessel was kept close in-shore after passing 
Sealers' Cove, and passed between a large island (called Rabbit 
Island, as it abounded with those animals) and the main land, a 
passage of about 13 mile wide, where we carried from 24 to 
4 fathoms of water. We found the passage by sounding ahead, 
pretty close in-shore, and had not less than 2 fathoms water till 
the middle of the entrance bore about N. W. : me then came into 
the deep channel, and had from 10 to 25 fathoms, till we came 
to a safe anchorage in 7 fathoms, under the lee of the S.W. head 

Jatropha Manihot or rather Manioca or Mandiocs, ita Braziliau name.-ED. 
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of the entrance. Our efforts were first directed to iind an en- 
trance to Gipps's Land, and we surveyed the harbour all round, 
which occupied us 4 days ; but our exertions were unavailing, and 
we were compelled, after very great delay and fatigue, to direct 
our attention to another quarter. By travelling along the beach 
we arrived at the wreck of the " Clonmel," from which we descried 
what Capt. Lewis has described as an inland sea, which is, how- 
ever, only a channel communicating with Corner Inlet. 

After surveying this channel for 10  days, we discovered a fresh- 
water creek or river about 10 yards wide at its entrance, which 
we called the Terra," in compliment to our native guide, and 
afterwards a river, about 20 yards wide at its entrance, which we 
called the rc Albert," in honour of her most gracious Majesty's 
Consort: near this river we found a good landing-place, where 
we landed a l l  the stores, horses and cattle belonging to the 
party. A storehouse and other buildings were erected, and a 
sufficient number of men left to protect them. The situation of 
this river bears about N.N.E. from the high mountains of Wil- 
son's Promontory, being distant about 10 miles from the Terra 
fiver, the country to the N. being also very good. 

Should there be a township formed at the present encamp- 
ment, it is proposed to call it Albert." This is a beautiful 
spot: at low water the receding tide leaves uncovered a fine 
yellow sand, with a narrow channel meandering through it. A t  
high water the scene is more striking, and presents 3n extensive 
sheet of water with the lofty mountains near it, forming a splendid 
panoramic view. I t  is my opinion that, as soon as the channel is 
properly surveyed, vessels of considerable burthen will, at high 
water, get within a'short distance of the encampment. 

The greater number of, our party having resolved to return 
overland to Melbourne, with the intention of exploring the inter- 
mediate country, and discovering, if possible, a good road through 
it, the rcSingapore " set sail again for Melbourne, after lying in 
Corner Inlet for nearly five weeks. 

On the 25rd of March the party started from the encampment, 
with eight horses and provisioris for three weeks, and travelled 
up the right bank of the Terra for 9 miles, after crossing which, 
they proceeded about 7 miles N.E., where they discovered a 
marked tree-line running due North ; by following this line 
they conjectured that they would come upon a good place for 
crossing the River La Trobe, and they therefore followed the 
same course till they arrived at a height, where they encamped for 
the night. The  land in the neighbourhood was extremely barren. 

On the 24th the tree-line, which continued due N., was still 
followed for 1'2 miles, which brought them to the top of a high 
hill, whence they could perceive Wilson's Promontory S.E.,* about 

S.  W., as appears from what follows.-ED. 
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17 miles. They descended this hill, and continued in the same 
course till they came to a small stream surrounded by rich pas- 
turage, where they encamped for the night. On the 25th, by 
continuing along the marked line for about a mile N.W., they 
arrived at an eminence, from which they obtained a Pisgah-view 
of the vast and fertile plain forming the interior of Gipps's Land. 
After a journey from this hill of about 9 miles N.E., they arrived 
at the banks of the La Trobe, a river laid down by Count 
Streletski as running S.W., but its true course is due E. 

On the 26th, the La Trobe was followed almost due W.,* 
bordered by rich plains and reedy swamps. After travelling 
about 11 miles, they arrived at a crossing-place where the river is 
about 30 yards wide and only 3 feet deep. A N.W. direction 
was then followed till they arrived at the plains, whence they 
observed the Snowy Mountains, the sublimity of which, contrasted 
with the beauties of the surrounding scene, presented a view the 
most enchanting. The  plain is about 20 miles by 8. After 
crossing it, they came upon the River Maconochie which is much 
smaller than the La Trobe. 

On the 28th, the Maconochie was crossed, and an easterly 
course followed for 4 miles across a beautiful plain; and they 
some time afterwards arrived at Count Streletski's encampment 
near the Barney. This river is there about 20 yards wide, and 
2 feet deep; and its junction with the Maconochie is about 
3 miles farther down. After crossing the Barney, a due eastern ' 

course was still kept, and the party arrived at the Dunlop River, 
there 80 yards wide and 4 fathoms deep. 

On the 29th, they travelled five miles down the Dunlop, where 
they perceived at a distance a large inland lake 6 miles broad, 
and stretching for about 20 miles from E. to W. I t  receives the 

Perry Rivers ; this lake was called " Wellington." Wilson's Pro- 
montory was also perceived from this place ; its southern extremity 

waters of the La Trobe, Moconochie, Barney, Dunlop and 

bearing S.W. 4 S., and its northern end S.W. by W., distant 
from the western extremity of the lake about 50 miles, and from 1 

the encampment about 20 miles. 
On the 30th, the party began their journey to Melbourne, and 

re-crossed the Barney. 
On the 31st, they continued a due western course over the 

plain between the Barney and Maconochie, and proceeded along 
the banks of the latter for 12 miles. 

On the 1st of April, they travelled from the Maconochie S.W. 
about 22 miles. 

On the 2nd, after continuing their route for about 5 miles, 
they discovered a fine river, supposed to be the La Trobe, run- 

* 111 the original "gumre E." & been dded, but if they followed tho rivet towards 
its source their course in rightly given.-E~. ' I 
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ning eastwards, near which place it is joined by a small stream, 
which they called the Kinghorn. 

On the 3rd) they crossed the La Trobe, and proceeded 
N.W. by W. for about 6 miles, when they crossed another river 
called Kirsopp. 

. The remainder of the journey was pursued with much difficulty ; 
the party was obliged to cut a road for more than 30 miles 

' 
through dense brushwood, and reached Mr. Turnbull's Station 
on the 1 lth, very much fatigued, about 35 miles from Melbourne, 
near Western Port. 

The country thus explored is generally well watered. The 
, banks of its rivers are lined with every kind of the finest timber 
. usually found in this colony ; and the intervening land is either 

gently undulating or quite level, having a rich alluvial soil, sdp- 
posed to be formed by the deposits of the numerous rivers which 
descend from the Snowy Mountains. Throughout the whole of 
Gipps's Land scarcely a rock was to be seen. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, &c., 
JOHN ORR. 

XV1.-An Account of the Chatham Islands. Communicated 
by Dr. ERNEST DIEPPENBACH, M.D., Naturalist to the 
New Zealand Company, and printed with its concurrence. 

THE group, in the Southern Pacific Ocean, called the Chatham 
Islands, was discovered by Lieutenant William Robert Broughton, 
of His Majesty's brig " Chatham," who hoisted the union-flag on 
the largest of the islands, and took possession of it, in the name 
of His Britannic Majesty, on the 29th of November, 1791. H e  
anchored in Waitangi, or, as he calls it, Skirmish Bay, and had 
some intercourse with the natives; but a misunderstanding having 
arisen between the latter and the Europeans, one of the natives 
was killed, and thus terminated abruptly the discoverer's short 
visit. The natives did not appear ever to have seen a ship. Lieu- 
tenant Broughton ascertained Cape Young to be in latitude 
43O 48' S., and longitude 176O 58' W. ; two small rocky isles, 
called the Two Sisters," to the N. W., being in latitude 
4 3 O  41' S., and longitude 177' 1 11 W.* 

I visited the largest island of this group in the year 1840, in 
the barque cr Cuba." The  purchases of land in New Zealand 
by the Sew Zealand Company having suddenly terminated in 
consequence of a proclamation of His Excellency the Governor, 
the cc Cuba" was despatched to this group of islands, in order to 
purchase them, as they were not included within the limits speci- 
fied in the proclamation ; and I was attached to that expedition 
as naturalist. Twelve days after we sailed from Port Nicholson 

* Vancouver's Voyage to the North Pacific Ocean, vol. i. 
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we anchored in Waitangi Bay, in the middle of May, 1840, and 
remained constantly on the coast till the 26th of July. 

The following is an abstract of what I have been able to ascer- 
tain with respect to the islands, partly from our own obsen~ations, 
partly from the reports of whalers and sealers, who had frequented 
and become well acquainted with all the islands and reefs which 

' comnose this small archi~elazo. 
1 -  

In my chart I have retained the native names, and I do so in 
my narrative likewise: were that method universally followed, 
much confusion would be prevented. 

The whole group consists of three islands: a large one called 
Ware-kauri by the natives, and Chatham Island by its first dis- 
coverer ; a smaller one, named Rangi-haute, or Pitt's Island ; and 
a third, called Rangatira, or South-east Island. In some charts or 
rather sketches, an island is laid down, called Cornwallis's Island,* 
but J have been repeatedly assured that no such island exists; 
and that a rock, called, from its shape, "The Pyramid," must 
have been mistaken for it. There are also, to the N.W., Rangi- 
tutahi, or the Two Sisters; to the E., the Forty-fourth Degree 
Islcs ; and some reefs, which will be described hereafter. 

Ware-kauri has nearlv the form of a horse-shoe. or rather that 
of an indented square, t i e  four sides of which are directed towards 
the four points of the compass. On its west side, where ships 
coming from New Zealand will generally first make the land, it 
stretches in a semicircle from S.W. to N.W., so as to form a deep 
bight. The land has there an undulating surface of small eleva- 
tion, and is overreached to the N. and N.W. by higher insulated 
hills, which have either regular pyramidical forms or are irregular 
and massive in shape. With the exception of two hillocks at the 
S.W. point of the island, which the natives name Wakaiwa, 
no hills are visible in that direction; but the land rises p- 
dually f r ~ m  the shore, which is rocky, and clothed with verdure 
to the water's edge, and at the top of the slope spreads out 
into a level or undulating surface. On advancing towards the 
inner part of the bight, a red cliff, or rather bluff, becomes visible, 
which forms the southern headland of a smaller inlet into the 
larger bight, the northern head of which is a bluff of the same 
description. The distance between these two hluffs is by mea- 
surement 3 miles; the beach between them is sandy, and bor- 
dered by low hills. This inlet has a very regular, semicircular 
form; and under the southern bluff is the principal harbour, 
called Waitangi. From the northern bluff the beach becomes 
again sandy for some miles, and afterwards rocky, which it con- 
tinues to be to the N.W. point of the island ; being indented by 

* Cornwallis's Ielands are maked as three rocks or islets in Mr. J. Arrowsmith's 
chart of the Pacific Ocean (1832), and appear to correspond nearly with the Starkey 
Reef in the author's chart.-ED. 
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four small bays, three of which are close together, the fourth be- 
ing near to the N.W. point. These bays open to the S.E. by E., 
and two of them, though small, are g o d  harbours. 

The direct distance, in a straight line, from the S.W. to the 
N.W. point of the island is 25 miles ; measured along the beach 
the distance is about 40 miles; whence it appears that the bight 
forms a deep curve. 

The  northern side of the island runs nearly from W. to E., and 
forms several wide, open bays: to the westward the shore is flat, 
and the headlands of the bays run out in long, wooded tongues 
of land. About 10 miles from the N.W. point there is a group 
of irregular hills, which terminates in a rocky precipice towards 
the sea, from the foot of which runs out a spit with a level beach. 
These hills are called Maunga-nu'i (the high mountain), although 
thev are of verv inconsiderable elevation. This snit forms one 

. d  

terrknation of an open bay, stretching about 10 kiles along the 
roast. Its eastern boundary is a headland terminating in a hilly 
promontory, the sides of which are steep or perpendicular. The  
shore between them consists generally of sand-hills, which are 
wooded to a short distance inland, and are either shelving or cut 
down into cliffs by the action of the waves, so as so show their 
geological structure. In the middle of this bight, four needle- 
shaped rocks lie off the shore, from which they are distant about 
a cable's length. The beach itself consists of a fine sand. On the 
other side of the headland, the shore retreats again, and runs for 
about 15 miles to the eastward with a broad beach and low 
wooded hills. Although the beach is sandy, rocks spread along 
the shore are left uncovered by the sea at low water : this beach 
is terminated by a long point, behina which, very near to the 
N.E. end of the island, there is a small bay, Kiinga roa, with an 
entrance partly obstructed by rocks. Its N.E. end is extremely 
rocky ; and its outermost point is formed by an island, or rather 
a peninsula, called Wakuru, as the channel which separates it 
from the main island is dry at low water. 

The length of this northern shore is about 48 miles; but of 
course more when reckoned along the beach, on account of its 
many curves and indentations. 

The coast continues to be rocky on the E. side of the island, 
when it again forms a bay nearly 2 miles long, enclosed by a broad 
sandy beach and low wooded hills. , Rocks, most of them only 
visible at low water, are everywhere scattered along the shore; 
and, with easterly winds, a heavy surf a d  high breakers roll over 
them for several miles from the land. The southern head of this 
beach is perfectly rocky, and from thence a long, deep bay extends 
to the S.E. point of the island. Sand-hills are thrown up along the 
coast, and stunted shrubs cover them on the weather-side. The 
S.E. point is formed by a hilly promontory covered with wood. 
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The  dirtnnce from the N.E. to the S.E. point of the island b 25 
miles in a straight line, and 35 miles alotlg the shore. 

The southern shore is abrupt and precipitour ; the land on the 
summit of the cliffs is level, and covered with treer. Small 
streamlets tricklo down the cliffs, and clothe their face with 
herbwe. -- - 

- 0 - -  

In this general description of the coasts, I have mentioned 
several larger or smaller bays; and, as they form the harbonrs of 
the island, I shall now attempt to give a more detailed description 
of them. 

The first is Waitangi Bay : it is situate in 4 8  58' S., nnd 
1 7 6 O  38' W. Though exposed to the N.W. windr, the force of the 
swell is broken by the N.W. end of the island, and alm by a short 
reef, which runs off from the southern bluff, and may be doubled 
by ships of any size to half a cable's length. From $he south- 
westerly winds which prevail during a great part of the year, this 
harbour is completely sheltered. Its general depth of water 
is from 7 to 12 fathoms, and the best anchorage is in 5 fathoms, 
off the southern bluff, where the bottom is a firm sand. If a ship 
anchors farther to the northward, she is more exposed to the 
swell occasioned by long north-westerly gales; and the danger 
increases if she anchors too near the shore. 

The tide in this place comes from the southward, but is very 
irregular, generally recurring only once in twenty-four hours ; and 
at changes, it rises to about 6 feet. If easterly and southerly 
winds have long prevailed, the tide cannot be perceived at all, and 
its force is hardly ever perceptible at any time. 

The land in the neighbourhood of this harbour is the richest 
in the island, being a black'loam. For some years past this har- 
bour has been much visited by ships for laying in fuel, provi- 
sions, and water, which can easily be procured there. During 
my stay, there were never less than five vessels lying in this har- 
bour; and, in the whole whaling-season of 1840, thirty vessels - 
came hither for refreshments. 

For ship-timber, the wood of the island is not fit : it can only 
be used for inconsiderable repairs. 

A cargo can be landed at all times at a place where there is no 
surf at all, and the water is constantly smooth. 

The next harbour which the Cuba " entered is Wanga roa, 
to the northward of Waitangi. This bay is an oval, nearly a 
mile deep, its extreme p in t s  being half a mile distant from each 
other. The best anchorage is about two-thirds up the bay, some- 
what nearer to the western than to the eastern shore, in 6 fathoms 
water, with a soft sandy bottom. The anchorage is protected 
from N.W. winds by the land, and from S.W. winds by the 
lee of the western side of the harbour. The tides are here also 
irregular. The  harbour of Waitangi is, however, preferable, 



as the country is here bare of wood, and uninviting, being merely 
an undulating boggy moor. Provisions also must be brought by 
the natives-from a distance, for there are few cultivated spots near 
the bay : but, as two Europeans have already settled here, this 
harbour will doubtless be hereafter of some importance, as tho 
best of the four in this neighbourhood. 

T h e  two others to the eastward of Wanga roa, called Wanga moe 
and Wangatehe, are nearly similar to Wanga roa, and perhaps 
offer the same advantages ; but they have not yet been. tried, and 
there is nothing particular to recommend them. 

T h e  bay to the westward of Wanga roe, Pohaute, has nearly 
the same shane. but is more sheltered. The  land around it 

A - 
is also richer and more cultivated. I t  was formerly the principal 
resort of vessels in quest of seals ; and, as a large French whaler was 
captured there by the natives, it evidently has a good anchorage. 

T h e  northern shore of the island is much exposed, and could 
only serve as a roadstead. I t  has, however, one eheltered bay, 6 
miles from the north-eastern extremity, which, when surveyed, may 
prove a secure harbour; and if such, will be valuable, from its 
proximity to fine and fertile districts : its name is Ka'l'nga roa. I 
have been told that it has an anchorage from 10 to 12 fathoms. - 
T h e  eastern and western extremity of this bay are rocky promon- 
tories, each terminated by a spit of reefs, over which breakers are 
continually seen. The  outermost rock of the eastern point is 
below the surface, but is occasionally covered with breakers. The  
rycks above water, off the western point, extend to the middle of 
the entrance of the bay, and are also terminated by a sunken 
rock 500 yards distant. A ship can enter with a northerly wind 
between the two sunken rocks, and would be sheltered from all 
winds by the western point, where there seems to be the best an- 
chorage. On approaching KaYnga roa from the land, an oval, 
smooth basin of water, bordered by gently sloping and wooded 
hills, opens to the view. This water has, however, no connexion 
with the sea, as I first supposed, but is merely a lagoon of brack- 
ish water. A low sandy beach, about 48 yards broad, intervenes 
between it and the sea, while the latter is hidden from sight by 
the hills surrounding the lagoon. This lagoon is of little depth, 
and its reeds and rushes are tenanted by vast flocks of ducks. 

The  channel by which this port is entered has not yet been 
surveyed, nor is there any native settlement in its immediate 
neighbourhood, but there are two on the eastern coast, only 3 
miles distant. 

The eastern shore has been frequented by whalers and trading 
vessels. The best anchorages are about 6 miles from the north- 
east extremity, where a boat can land at all times, and at Oinga, 
where the hilly foreland offers some protection. But easterly 
winds often set in suddenly, which happened while the Cuba " 
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was lying there, in consequence of which she was driven out, and 
left an anchor and her long-boat behind. 

The irregularity of the coast-line makes it difficult to form a 
correct estimate of the whole number of square miles contained 
in the island. A t  its north-western extremity its breadth does 
not exceed 4 or 5 miles ; from Waitangi harbour to the beach on 
the eastern side, its breadth is 12 miles; the south-east and 
southern part of it is the broadest, being about 15  miles. A 
rough computation gives for the whole surface 477 square nautical 
miles, or 305,280 acres. Of this, however, 57,600 acres, at least, 
are water, being lakes, lagoons, &c. : the land therefore cannot 
amount to more than 247,680 acres. Of these, 100,000 acres 
may be considered as productive: the rest, for the most part, 
affording good pasturage. 

I shall now speak of the geology of the island, that being the 
best foundation for an account of its soil, as far as agriculture is 
concerned. I have already observed that, at its north-western 
extremity, a chain of hills succeeds to the low undulating surface 
near the coast. Their form alone is sufficient to point out 
their structure. Some of them are regular pyramids; with 
their 1one:est base runnine: from W. to E. : and above. it forms 
a kind ouf oblate cone, com which the Gramid rises.' Others 
have a more irregular shape, and consist of rounded stony 
masses piled on the top of a mound of earth. All these hills 
have had a volcanic origin, and are formed of either dense and 
firm, or cellular and amygdaloidal b a s a l t t h e  cells of which are 
either empty or filled with white, decomposed carbonate of lime. 
This rock will furnish an excellent material for roads and buildings. 

None of these hills are more than 800 feet in height. The 
westernmost of them is called Mata Ketaki, or Mount Paterson. 
Two or three miles distant from it there is a small group of hills, 
separated from each other by ravines, called Maunga-nui. The 
extremity of this group, nearest the shore, forms a perpendicular 
cliff 100 feet high ; but it is separated from the sea by a flat 
beach. a mile and a A or 2 miles in bredth. 

~ h k e e  miles distalt from Maunga-nui, near the head of Wanga 
roa bay, there is another hill of small elevation, called Emo kawa. 
Three miles from which, near the head of Wanga tehe bay, is 
Maunga wakai pai, the most regular pyramid, and apparently the 
highest of all. Only a few miles from it, is Wai papa, likewise 
pyramidical. The last in the series, and that from which the original 
name of the island is derived. is Ware Kauri. I t  is situate about 
2 miles-from the northern shore, and 15  miles from the north- 
west end of the island. I t  consists of several steen declivities. 
and is wooded. I had no opportunity of ascending i t ;  but it is 
not higher than the others, and is apparently of the same 
structure. These are the only hills on the island, excepting two 
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hillocks at its S.W. end, called Wake. kaiwa, which are an excel- 
lent sea-mark. 

On the northern coast, the receding tide shows the same vol- 
mnic rock, and it is found in large fragmente from the southern 
red Bluff to the S. W. end of the island ; dykes of it traverse the 
clayey conglomerate of that Bluff, withan E. or E.N.E. direction, 
and a depth of a foot or a foot and a 4 broad. In  the interior of 
the island, this rock is also found in large boulders, covering 
basin-shaped depressions of the surface, and here by its decompo- 
sition small masses of milk-white chalcedony are often laid bare. 

Notwithstandinr these manifest traces of volcanic action. this 
D 

island does not appear to be subject to earthquakes, and none are 
remembered by its present inhabitants. 

Another series of rocks, which is the most common, and by its 
occurrence in a stratified state, showsethat it had an aqueous 
origin, is a green slate of a very firm texture, containing much 
quartz. Its layers have generally a direction from W. by S. to 
E. by N., and a dip of about 45" southwards. This formation 
appears principally at the N. W. end of the island, in Wanga tehe, 
Wanga moe, and Wanga roa bays. In Kainga roa Bay, on the 
northern coast, and on the adjoining part of the eastern, the di- 
rection of the strata, which are almost perpendicular, is W. by S. 
This rock contains frequent laminae and veins of white quartz, 
which often swell into compact grey masses, the largest of which 
I observed near Wa'i keri, on the eastern coast: it was about 300 
cubic feet in thickness. the surrounding softer slate havim 

0 

fallen away by decompition. When thisilate has been decom- 
posed by the action of the water and of the atmosphere, its lighter 
and softer ingredients are washed away, but the quartz remains, 
and forms the white sand found on some parts of the beach. 
This slate breaks into slabs, and can be used in laying the founda- . - 
tions of houses and walls. 

This rock, apparently the undermost and oldest in the island, 
has been traversed by volcanic cones, the rocks of which often 
contain fragments of the slate altered by the action of volcanic 
fire. 

The next rock in succession is that of which the southern and 
northern red Bluffs are composed. This is a soft conglomerate 
of sharp-edged, solid, sharply-angular particles of a brick-coloured 
clay, cemented together by white carbonate of lime. Sometimes 
the argillaceous, and at others the calcareous constituents prevail ; 
and if the component parts are coarse, the rock assumes the ap- 
pearance of a pudding-stone. This rock may be easily examined 
at the Bluff which forms the southern headland of Waitangi 
harbour. Tliere it forms either unstratified masses, or a stratifi- 
cation which can be distinguished striking from N.E. to S.E., 
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add dippihp to the N,W. with an angle of 45". The  rdnesb of 
this rock is produced by its containing much iron, which ofken 
appears ih thin slices or in dark shining nodule, m bmwn iron 
ore, imbedded in the conglomerate, 

I: haw d i - e d y  observed thnt dykes of basaltic lava t r a e r l  the 
latter: the conglomerate itself containa fragmmw of mlcanic 
rbck, around which it appeal* to have undergone mom br l e u  
alteratioh by fire ; and the whole shows manifestly thnt i b  present 
form has been in a great mewtire occasioned by the agency of 
heat. In Waitangi a creek empties itself into the sea, the left 
bank of which is formed by a range of low hills, which are of the 
same construction as the Bluff, and lrom the decomposition of this 
stone mixed with the vegetable mould derived from trees which 
cover it, a rich, reddish, and very fertile loam has been formed. 

On the northern coast,. I found a fourth series of rocks, leid 
bare to the view by tho mntinual fall of the clifi. Near the 
beach, the lowermost of the horizontal strata is, fot about a mile, 
a dark green friable aand. Over this, about 3 feet above the 
level of the sea, there is a hori~lontal bed, fi-om 3 a foot to a foot 
thick, of broken decomposed shells of the nautilus and oyster 
tribe. They are cemented together by a very roft, pepper- 
coloured sandstone. A ealcareoue breccia. 1 or 54 feet thick, 
follo~vs next in order, and mnsists of comiinuted fragments of 
shells : then comes the pepper-colourttd stone above mentioned, 
alternating with lajere of shells J and upon it, to the aummit of 
the cliff, which is about 40 feet high, is a blaclc, loamy, some- 
times boggy earth, which, in the latter cane, contains the remains 
of trees or plants. Both the calcareous beds of this formation, 
and the shelly sand on the beach of this part of the coat, ~ b d d  
ftlrniah lime in abundance. In some parts of the island, the roaks 
conaiet almost entirely of trunks of trees in the state of lignite, 
which I observed particularly near Kainga roa Bay, but in other 
places it assumed rather the character of peat, I t  is difficult to 
sey to what kind of tree this lignite belongs ; but imprersions of 
monocotyledonous plants can be easily distinguished. 

Geologically speaking, the island of Ware kauri belongs to New 
Zeeland j and this is still further confirmed by its plants and 
animals. The whalers say that soundings can be obtain4 be- 
tween New Zealand and Chatham Island-a remarkable pheno- 
menon, upon which, however, I shall not enlarge here. 

Having thus described the structure of the rocks, which may 
be considerecl as the skeleton of the island, I shall describe its 
uppermost coat, which by many will be deemed far more inte- 
restina. 

9 
Thls, in the northern half of the island, is generally undulating, 

deep and boggy. In the hollows, it is often marshy; but, from 
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its h ~ i g h t  above the sea, it can everywhere be easily drained. 
This promises to be highly productive, and equally fit for grain 
oi- pasturage. Wherever the superfluou~ water has been car- 
ried off by a natural outlet, a rich vegetstion of fern and flrct* 
(phhrmium tenas) has sprung up, giving additional fitmness ta 
the $oil by decayed leaves, and yielding n rich harvest to the 
native planter. This is particularly the case on the low hills 
a b o ~ e  the sea-&hore, which are well wooded, and encircle the 
island with a verdant zone. Where theme hills are sandy, the 
decayed leaves cast by the tf'ees huve formed a light, black soil, 
which the ndtives prefer for agriculture. Tlie conical hills, 
which rest on a volcanic rock, have a very rich boil in their rlaigh- ' 
bourhood, which is generally covered with a vegetation of fern 
and trees, agreeably inixed together, and these fertile spots are 
like so many oases rising from the surrounding bog. On the west 
bide of Wanga roa Bay, and at other places between Maunga nui 
and Emo kawa, the soil has been set on Are by some causo or 
other, and is burning dowly beneath the surface : the temperature, 
also, although neither fldmes nor Are are visible, is .much taised. 
" T e  ahi kai kkdi te one one" (the fire consumes the earth), say the 
natives ; and in consequence of this slow combustion, which hud 
begun befot-e the New Zealand colonists settled here, six years 
ago, and may, indeed, be traced to a much earlier period, the 
soil in the neighbourhood, is gradually sinking. The  vegetation st 
these places is extremely vigorous, though the soil is perfectly dry. 
A phenotnenon like this, of a burning soil, is not unparalleled, as 
in several places beds of coal, accidentally ignited, have continued 
to burn slowly for a long series of years: this is therefore expli- 
cable, without any refet-ence to volcanic agency. What hns been 
already said applies almost exclusively to the northern part of the 
island, which presents another remat-kable feature; viz., several 
lakes, usually surrounded by gently sloping hills. These lakes 
are, for the mast part, at the back of the low hills which run 
parallel with the coast, for there is generally an outlet for the 
water into the sea. They are most frequent near the northern 
coast, and are usually one or two miles in circumference. There 
are some also not far from the beach near the western coast ; the 
largest of which is at the head of Waitangi Bay, andabout 6 miles 
in ~ir~umference. A river, named Te  Manga pe, from 6 to 
8 pards broad, drains this lalce, and is tributary to another river, 
which enters Waitangi harbour. The  hills surrounding these 
lakes are slightly wooded, and form a beautiful feature in the 
ware  kauri landscape. The  shores of the Manga pe river are 
low, and, at some places, its water is stagnant. 

* A Iage, rueliy plat, very m r e n t  from common flar.--$~. 
P 2 
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. This lake is separated by a range of low fertile hills from T e  
Wanga, the largest lake in the island, which is, however, brack- 
ish. I t  is about 25 miles long, and 6 or 7 broad, and there- 
fore occupies a very large portion of the whole island. I t  is sur- 
rounded by hills either wooded or boggy. On its eastern side, it is 
se~arated from the sea bv low sandhills about 100 vards broad. 
A; one place, the intervet& hills disappear, and bet;een the lake 
and the sea there is only a low sandy beach : the level of the lake 
is about 2 feet above high-water mark. According to the natives, 
the sea never encroaches upon it. Its water is only slightly brack- 
ish, probably from infiltration, as it is supplied by two large streams 
which would otherwise make its water fresh. They descend in 
a serpentine course from a range of low hills which run from N. to 
S. to the southern extremity of the island. Although only a few 
yards broad, these streams are deep and rapid, discharging their 
waters into a long branch of the lake. Both these rivers would be 
very useful for turning mills. The Wanga lake occasionally 
empties its waters into the sea, by breaking over its low barriers. 
This may happen periodically, when it has been sufficiently re- 
plenished by its tributaries, or perhaps after particularly wet 
seasons. In  such cases a vast quantity of its waters is discharged. 
The land at its southern extremity is then left dry to the extent of 
several miles, and the way from Wai keri, a native settlement 
on the eastern shore, to Waitangi harbour on the western, is 
much shortened. The last time that this discharge of the water 
took place was in 1837. This fact shows that a large part of 
the lake could easily be drained. 

The  lar er and better part of the island is that to the south- 
ward of $aitangi harbour. I t  has an undulating surface, is not 
so boggy as the rest, and is either covered with an open forest 
of moderate sized trees, or with high fern, in which case 
the land can he brought into cultivation with very little labour. 
In  general the soil is extremely fertile and preferred by the 
natives, to that of New Zealand, where the soil is often covered 
with almost impenetrable forests. The  winds which sweep over 
these islands are not sufficiently violent to injure vegetation, and 
it is only in a few peculiarly exposed places on the coast that the 
shrubs amear stunted. 

1 1  

I t  is worthy of remark that some of the streams and rivulets 
are black, and of a light brown tint even in transmitted light ;'but 
this may be easily explained, as they ooze from boggy land. Not- 
withstanding this, however, the water is excellent, and fit for all 
purposes. The Mangatu, the principal stream which flows 
into Waitangi Bay, has a bar at its mouth, which is passable 
by a boat only at high water; but beyond the bar, the river is 
navigable for about 3 miles, even at low water, as its depth is 
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often 12 feet, though its channel is narrow. I t  then becomes 
n mere rivulet, which winds its way through a deep valley from 
E. to W. I t  rises from a range of hills in the southern part of 
the island, near the two rivers which discharge themselves into 
the lake Wanga. The  length of the Mangatu is about 12 miles; 
at its mouth, the left shore is higher than the right, which forms a 
low land: both are wooded or covered with fern. That strange 
plant, the karaka tree,* with its glossy leaves, and fruit of agolden 
yellow, a very handsome dracophyllum, and many other trees and 
shrubs enlivened by singing birds and the splendid parroquet, 
together with the unshorn honours of the native forest, form a beau- 
tiful and impressive scene. The clear, tranquil and transparent 
though black, water of these streams reflects ev.ery object with 
a very distinct outline, like a darkened landscape-glass. 

On a careful examination of the structure of this island, it is 
manifest that the sea has left many places bare which were once 
covered by its waters. 

During my stay there, in the months of May,- June and 
July, I. always found the climate extremely mild and agreeable. 
After 8 o'clock in the morning, the thermometer was never 
below 45O, or above 60' of Fahrenheit's scale, though it was 
then the winter season. I was often obliged to sleep in the open 
air, covered only by a light cloak ; and though it was sometimes 
wet with dew in the morning,' I never experienced any inconve- 
nience. Being surrounded by the sea, the air is always moist and 
cool, but never misty, the vapour being carried off by the constant 
breezes. Even during the winter, the sky is generally cloudless 
and of the deepest blue. The  changes of temperature are neither 
so sudden nor so frequent as in New Zealand, where they are 
occasioned by the neighbourhood of high mountains, capped with 
snow. Chatham Island being far in the ocean, at a distance from 

. any neighLouring land, its heat and wld are botb. moderated by 
the sea breeze: hut there is no want of rain; and we had 
showers for a few hours, every week. The prevailing winds are 
N. E. and S. W. The  climate appears very favourable to European 

. . 
.constitutions. 

This character of the climate is es~eciallv evidenced bv the 
J - 

state of vegetation, which, though not remarkable either for 
diversity of species, the beauty of its flowers, or the magnificence 
of its trees, possesses that freshness which is so peculiar to moist, 
insular climates, especially to New Zealand, and, in the northern 
bemisphere, to England. The  whole flora is similar to that of 
New Zealand, though in point of variety it is far inferior. Thus 
the beautiful pine tribe, of which about a dozen different species 
are found in New Zealand, has only one representative in Chatham 
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Isla'nd, a low yew (taxuij, with purple benier, growing like our 
juniper. There are  bout twelve sorts of fern, all of them found 
also in New Zealand. Among these a tree-fern ir remarlsble. 
I have been assured by the natives that the korau (Cyathea me- 
dullaris) also grows here, but I never found it myself. 

Rushes, bulrushes, several kinds of grasses and the New 
Zealand flex (phormium tenax), mixed with a plant of the 
compositae (or syngenesious) family, and the eatable fern (pteris 
esculenta), cover large districts. 

Among th? trees, the karaka tree (Corynacarpur laevigatus) 
forms the largest part of the forest. I t  grows to a greater size here 
than I have ever seen it in New Zealand, rising to 60 feet in height, 
with a diameter of from 1 to 3 feet. Its woodis light and spongy, 
but it furnishes planks, and may be used for several purposes. On 
the eastern and northern sides of the island, this tree attains its 
greatest thickness: it is the only tree which tho natives canuse for 
makinrr canoes. some of which I have seen nearlv 3 feet broad. a 

Another tree, ~vhich, however, is rather scarce, and is of an 
irregular growth, has a yellow, fragrant wood, like sadel-wood, 
to which family it probably belongs. I t  is called Iralamu, or 
liaramu. I 

The tupa kihi (Coriaria sarmentosa) is found among the shrubs : 
it gives a very beautiful and durable black, and is used by the 
natives for dyeing the strings of their maw. I n  New Zealand the 
natives use, for that purpose, the bark of the h h u  tree (Elaeocar- 
pus hinau) ; but, as they did not find that tree on their arrival in 
Ware kauri, they soon dxed upon another to rupply its place. 

The esculents planted by the natives are poptoes, different 
kiads of turnips, cabbages, taro (esqulent Arum), and amme 
tobacco, which thrives well, even in winter; and on Pitt's Island, 
wheat, formerly sown there by sealers, now grows wild. The 
natives have no make. A small parroq.uet, very oommon in the . ~ 
island, is said ts  devour the seeds. They have in abundance dif- 
ferent sorts of pum kins, which form a great part of their food. 

With regard to t 73 e capabilities of the island, it may be affirmed 
that whatever thrives in England would thrive there alao ; planta- 
tions of forest-trees would improve both the soil and climate, as 
nffording more shelter; and furnishing timber for building. Of 
fuel there is no want, as lignite and turf are found in sufficient 
quantity. For the vine, the fruit of which will not ripen without 1 
lona and considerable aummer-heat. this climate is not well suited. ~- - . ~ ~  

T h e  animal, like the vegetable world is here-poor in spec&, 
and all the animals, with the exception, perhaps, of one or two 
birds, are common both to it and New Zealand. Except the Nor- 
way rat, there are no quadrupeds ; birds and fishes con&ituting all 
the remaining portion of the animal tribes, particularly the latter, 
which are numerous and impofiant. Both the spermaceti and 
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black whales are seen in abundance off the shore, and visit the 
east aoast, especially in Jupe and the following months. The first 
whaling station on this coast was established qt 0'inga in 1840, by a 
Captain Richard; another was afterwards formed farther aorth- 
wards. The mutbern sealers uaed formerly to visit Ware kauri 
and the neighbouring islets and reefs, in considerable numbers. 
Captain Broughton says that mast of the natives whom he saw 
had seal-skin olosks. At present that ia no lopger the case, as 
the seal has nearly Jisappsared. About twelve years ago, seal- 
hunting was very profitahle, and yielded many thousand skins : the 
last sealer whom I saw at Ware kauri had got only fifty in two 
years, and did r\ot espect to get any more. 

T h e  birds are mare numerous. Vast flocks of the common dark 
p e y  duck, snipes, plovers, curlews and redbills inhabit the lakes 
and  sea-shores, and a sand-lark which builds its nest on the 
ground, abounds in the buahes of phormium and fern. In summer 
t h e  ducks' eggs furnish the natives with a favourite article uf food. 
T h e  fomst ia enlivened by numerous tuis or mocking-bircls; a 
little green parroquet flocks in hundreds to the potato-fields, and 
proves a great nuisance to the farmer by picking up the seed as 
soon as it is sown. This bird is generally a little larger than the 
New Zealand parrquet, and i4 perhaps a different species. The 
mako-mako, the finest aongster in New Zealand, is also found here, 
and is larger than it is there, which raises a suspicion of its being 
another species af the honey-eater. The large New Zealand 
pigeon, called '' kbkpprr," finds plentiful foad here in the fruit of 
the krraka-tree and the berries of a smilw. There are also three 
o r  four small, inseotivoroua birds. A new kivd a f  rail was for- 
merly very aommon ; but, since cats and d ~ g ~  have been introducsd, 
it hm bcome very rcarce. The natives call this bird meriki, and 
catch it with nooses. I often heard its S ~ Q F ~ ,  shrill voice in the 
bush, and, after much trouble, obtained e living specimen. 

Crawfish, lobsters, cockles and other fish abound on the 
shores, and the fresh-watar eel grows to a large size. 

The natives of these islands, with an account of wham I can: 
clude my remarks, were found by Captain B~oughton to be a 
cheerful raoe, full of mirth and laughter, dreseed in se4-skins or 
mats, and courageom enough ta resist his landisg. The sealerr 
who first visited the island,-and I met with same who had been 
there ten years ago,-found the natives nuperow and healthy, in . 
number at least 1900, wd they were received by them with a hearty 
welcome. What a wretched change has taken place in the short 
interval which has aince elapsed !-a change occasioned by the 
importation of a large number sf New Zealapders brought thither 
by an European ship. Not ninelty of the original natives now 
survive in the whole grwp ; a few years of slavery and degradatian 
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have 'reduced their numbers, and in- a short time every tr& of 
them will be lost, as even the New Zealanders have disdained to 
intermarry with them ! 

These original inhabitants call themselves Tu'iti ; but this name is 
now scarcely ever heard, as they themselves have adopted the name 
of Blafello (black fellow), which was kindly bestowed upon them 
by Europeans, and readily adopted by the New Zealanders. In 
comparison with the latter, they have indeed a dmker shade of the 
skin, which is, however, by no means universal, as individuals may 
be found who are of as light a complexion as the former; a d  
the deeper hue of the Chatham Islanders may be in great mea- 
sure attributed to their greater exposure and still greater unclean- 
liness. They are neither so tall, muscular nor well proportioned 
as their western neighbours, especially the women and the younger 
men. They have often short necks, thick heads, and, when 
young, prominent paunches ; the forehead is often low and doping, 
the cheekbones prominent, the eyes narrower, the nose flat and 
clumsy. Whether straight or curled, all have black, g l w y  hair; 
their eyes are of the same colour, and their teeth white and regular, 
but thev have ~enerallv a downcast look. Some of the men have 

J 0 , 
well-proportioned forms, and are handsome. They are Poly- 
nesians, and not Papuas, and their present state of degradation may 
be-ascribed to the miseries which they suffer from the oppressive 
sway of the New Zealanders, and from want of sufficient nourish- 
ment. These unhannv islanders were in a far different state some 

1 1  J 

years ago ; but now they are reduced to the greatest misery : they 
are the labourers and porters of their masters, who have no notion 
of anything like moderation in the l a b u r  they exact; so that 
ulcerated backs bent almost double, and emaciated, paralytic limbs 
with diseased lungs, are the ordinary lot of these ill-fated wretches, 
to whom death must be a blessing. This is no exaggeration. 
Almost all whom I saw were living in miserable huts in the open 
fields; their disposition is morose and taciturn, and it was with 
difficulty that I could gain their confidence ; but, after I had suc- 
ceeded in doing so, I found them not at all deficient in intellect, 
and naturally cheerful. T o  an European, by birth a Dane, who 
was living with the last surviving daughter of their former chief, 
and treated them with kindness, having restored some of them to 
a happier condition, they were much attached, and for him they 
worked cheerfully. PJot only have their numbers been thinned by 
slavery, but the skulls which are seen lying on the beach, pierced 
by musket-balls or battered by clubs, show that many of the 
natives, who were perfectly inoffensive, have been murdered by the 
New Zealanders; and, when questioned about it, the latter 
acknowledge the fact; but one tribe always lays it at the door of 
another. An  excess of toes, so as to ha& six or more on each 
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foot, is not very uncommon, as is the case also among other savage 
nations. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish their sex ; and a 
sealer who had formerly lived among them, told me that they 
often emasculate their male children by compressing their tes- 
ticles between stones. This is highly probable, as the island is 
too deficient in natural resources to provide food for a large popu- 
lation, and no method of preventing an over-population can be 
more obvious or effectual. On the first arrival of the European 
sealers, the condition of this people, miserable as it might be, was 
far superior to what it is now. The  fruit of the karaka-tree sup- 
plied them with food, which, though acrid and poisonous when 
fresh, i s  rendered nutritious by boiling and soaking in running 
water ; fern-roots, sea-eggs (echini) found in the hollows of the 
rocks, orange-wloured aecidise (sea-pears) thrown up by the sea, 
various kinds of shell-fish, especially haliotis, patella, periwinkles 
and mussels. eaten either raw or roasted: crabs. lobsters and 
freshwater fish, especially eels; birds, snared or speared, were 
all formerly the principal articles of their diet; but they have all 
now given way to potatoes and pumpkins, and the above-named 
delicacies are now procured only for the sick. Formerly they were 
either naked. or wore a thin covering of the fresh leaves of the 
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Phormium tenax, sometimes also a seal-skin. They had no orna- 
ments or decorations, and were not tatooed. Dispersed over the 
island in small families, they lived without any shelter, or in mere 
huts near the lakes, and in the thickets. Their government 
seems to have been patriarchal ; their only instruments were knives 
made of sharp pieces of quartz for cutting; their canoes, called 
korari, and described by Broughton, are still seen in the island, 
and were very remarkable ; they are like a large sledge made of 
a wickerwork formed from tough weepers, principally a smilax ; 
their double bottom of wickerwork is bound together by split strips 
of that creeper, or by pieces of New Zealand flax (phormium) ; 
the space between these bottoms is filled up with the buoyant kelp, 
and these canoes, which are propelled by coarse paddles, go well 
over the surf. The  natives ventured in them even as far as Rangi 
haute or Rangi tutahi, a distance of nearly 20 miles. Their 
only articles of furniture were a vessel in the form of a sugar- 
loaf, for holding water, made of the leaves of the New Zealand 
flax, and their only weapons, rarely used by them, were clubs. 

When the New Zealanders first visited this people, they did 
not understand their language; but, as it is merely a dialect of 
that of New Zealand, the natives soon learnt the language of 
their oppressors, or rather formed an intermediate dialect, differing 
less in words and construction than in pronunciation. They now 
seldom use their own dialect, not even among themselves. As 
far as I could judge, it does not bear so close a relation to that of 
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New Zealand as to that of Tabiti. . The game w~rCLi are diffeyeutly 
pccented; the last oyliablas of a ward are oftea drswled out; 
o is used for a, e for ai, &a., for instance :- 

The New Zealand word Wai', water, is We. 
3 9 A'rero, tongue, is O'rero. 

Moe, sleep, ia Ma. I I 

t 3 Motu, island, ie Wytu. 
Their son@ also differ from those of New Zealand. I never 
heard one of them sing, but a New Zoalander once imitated them, 
and I was struck with the soft and plaintive charaoter of the tune. 
They therefore do not belong to the same branch of the Poly- 
nesian race as the New Zealanders. 

No tradition seems to exiat among them respeoting their origin : 
they only say that the two from whom they all are descended lived 
at first in Pitt's Island. - 

Their ignoranoe of the use of the phormium, and their inability 
to work it un as the New Zealanders do, is a remarkable trait of 
the differenge between them ; and the mats seen among them by 
Broughton were no longer found when the sealers first arrived 
there. I t  seems to be a sure proof that the natives of Ware kauri 
are not descended from the New Zealanders, that they possess 
none of those arts in which the latter are skilled. 

The peculiar form of their canoes, noticed above, and their 
funeral rites, are other indications of a different origin from that 
of the New Zealandera the latter deposit their dead in a sitting 
posture in wooden boxes ; the former burnt them. The ccTapu," 
or Prohibitive Law with respect to sacred or dreaded objects, 
was common to them with the rest of the great Polynesian race. 

But the event which has had so fatal an influence on the aondi- 
tion of the natives of these idando was the importation of various 
tribes of New Zealanders about 10 years ago (in 1890 or 1831). 
Mate oro, a chief of the Nga te A d  branch of the Nga te Mo- 
tunga tribe, and T e  Puahi, a chief of the Nga te Toma tribe then 
living in Fort Nicholson, whither they had been chivep by the 
Wai kato tribe from the Mokau, One'iro, and Komimi rivers, on 
the western coast of the northern island of New Zealand, were 
brought to Ware kauri, by two sealers, the latter soon after the 
former. A pot belonging to the first of these sealers having 
been placed on sacred ground, was broken by the natives;.in 
consequence of which the crew of the sealer assisted Mate oro, 
and a pack of bull-dogs was nent in pursuit of the offenders. When 
found in the interior of the island, Mate oro shot their leader. The 
Europeans caught twelve of them and hanged them from the 
trees with their heads downwards, leaving them in that state till 
they were nearly dead. This refined piece of cruelty, which ex- 
ceeds the ingenuity of the New Zealanders, is not unhappily 
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without its parallel in the biatory of the interwurrle of Euro- 
peens with the Polynesians. The New Zealand chiefs, how~var, 
saw immediately how easy aconquest such a defenceless race wauld 
prove to their couatrymtm whs possessed fire-arms. They both 
returned to Port Nicholson, proposed to tbeir tribes an emigration 
to the Chatham Islands, end their scheme was willingly adopted, 
as i t  put them at once beyond the reach of the Nga te Icaho- 
hunu, the p~oprietom of Port Nicholson, and made them masters 
of a fine and fertile island, with plenty of slaves to cultivate it. 
A brig, named the Lord Rodney," which soon afterwards 
arrived at Port Nicholson, was hired by them for pigs, flax, 
mats and potatoes, amounting in value to a caneiderable sum. 
T h e  mate remained at Port Niahobon ta salt the pork; and in 
two trips, the whole of the tribes of the Nga te Matunga, and Nga 
te Toma, with a few of the KQkeri w3 andTarwaki tribea, reached 
Chatham Island. The aborigines ware reduced to slavery with- 
out oppsition, and divided among the different tribes, as was 
also the land. The tribes of the Nga te Motunga, whose chiefs 
were E. Mare, Ko teriko a d  Mate om, received, as their shares 
the N. W. end of the island and the greater part of the western 
aoast ; Waitangi Bay, the aarthern and Bastern coast and the 
S.W. part of the island fell to the share of the chiefs af the Nga 
te  Toma, Ahi Totara and his brother E tuna, and t. the chiefs of 
the KIjkeri wai, Rau naoa, and Grau. The number of the New 
Zealanders war about 800 ; and by means of the labour of thoir 
slaves the land was scmn brought into cultivation, so that they 
oauld fyrnieh supplier for the thirty or more vessels which an- 
nually resort to the island. The abarigines porsessed noitker 
dogs nor pigs : the New Zealanders brought the latter, together 
with potatoes and different k i d  of seeds. 

T h e  feuds and jealousies which aonstantly prevail among such 
rival and independent chieftains as the heads of the New Zea- 
l a d  tribes could not fail to interru t the harmony of the 
mvaders as soon as they had firmly esta E lished themselves in the 
island : and onlv four months before aur arrival, E Mare with his 
tribe, envying the position of the Nga te Toma, and invited, as 
was said, by the captain of a vessel from Sydney, who had pro- 
mised to buy the land from him as soon as it was conquered, 
came to Wsitangi, and laid siege to the strongholds of the Nga 
te  Toma for the purpose of starving them out, and then exter- 
minating them, and making himself sole possessor of .the island. 
The Nga te Tdma were not, however, unprepared, for, having 
long forereen what was about to take place, they had 'laid in pro- 
visions, on which they had already subsisted for four manths. 

On our arrival in Waitangi, the captain of an American whaler 
, infqrmed ug of the existing hostilities ; and we soon witnessed the 

firing of musketa from the rtocQndes of the opporite pprties. 
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E Mare, whose party was established in newly-constructed houses 
on the left bank of the river, received us with a hearty welcome, 
and ferried us across to see his fortifications. An armed party of 
the Nga te Motunga, his followers, was stationed there in trenches 
thrown up behind high pallisadoes, in which they had construcied 
temporary houses: they ocdasionally fired into the Pa  of the Nga 
te Toma, which was onlv about 60 vards distant. The firing.. 
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however, ceased on our arrival, and,wd passed, without any flag of 
truce, into the P a  of the Nga te Toma. This Pa occupied a large 
extent of ground : in front was the sea and a broad sandy beach ; 
at the back a low ,swamp; the besieged had done everythmg with 
great skill tu secure their position : deep trenches were hollowed 
out, under the shelter of which they followed their daily occupn- 
tions : double and triple pallisadoes, often 30 feet high, made of 
the stems of trees, enclosed the Pa, and were pierced by loopholes, 
while trenches well covered for the outposts stretched down the 
sandhills towards the seashore. T e  Ahi Totara (burning grass), 
the principal chief and his people, received us cheerfully, and 
did not appear to have suffered much from the siege they had 
sustained. They even offered to furnish us with a stock of pota- 
toes. This, however, as I afterwards learned, was a mere rodo- 
montade. for thev had been. for same time. wt unon an allowance. 
T o  the northwak there w& a high towe; kuilt Lf logs, in which 
watch was constantly kept. They were plentifully provided with 
muskets and ammunition. Some people in thin Pa had been 
dangerously wounded ; among them were a young woman and a 
bov who had been sent to fetch water from the swamD behind 
thim, which was the only place whence they could obbin that 
indispensable article. 

I passed without hindrance into the stoccade of the Nga te 
Motunga, the opposite party, where I saw a six-pounder and a 
swivel mounted, but they were not used. 

The number of people in the Pa  of the Nga te Toma 
was about 180; in the stoccade of the Nga te Motunga the 
numbers were more considerable ; and there were more able-bodied 
men. The war had nobbeen taken up by all the families of these 
tribes: two large parties of the Nga ie Toma, living on the 
eastern coast, had only fortified their villages and laid up a store 
of provisions, as E Mare had threatened them with extermination 
after his conquest of the Pa  at Waitangi. Many individuals 
were neutral, and allowed to carry news from one party to the 
other. 

The aborigines were serving their respective masters on each 
side ; but, as slaves, took no part in the contest. 

We communicated to both parties the cause of our coming to 
their island: they were eager to embrace the opportunity of 
selling their land and of having white colonists estabbhed among 
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them. The existing warfare, however, made our negotiation 
difficult : the agent of the Company considered it as his duty not 
only to satisfy the claims of both parties, but to save, if possible, 
the weaker from destruction. 

E Mare, who himself did not engage in the war, but was 
merelv an adviser. and Mate oro. his Commander-in-Chief. were 
from that time our daily guests. Mate oro was the brother of 
Tipahi, a chief in Queen Charlotte's Sound, who had written 
introductory letters for us. All the people in the island were at 
that time suffering from a malignant influenza ; and I had a great 
deal to do in ~rovid im them with medicine. Both the New 
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Zealanders and the aborigines universally believed that an Euro- 
pean woman, who came to the island a short time before, brought 
the disease with her, but they made no attempt to stone her on 
that account, as was done by the populace in a more civilized part 
of the ~ l o b e  in the time of the cholera, with regard to some 
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physicians whom they supposed to have poisoned the wells. 
E Mare proved, on every occasion, a very intelligent and 

reasonable man. H e  had been for some time at Sydney, and had 
visited nearly the whole coast of New Zedand. H e  drew 
for me a chart of the Chatham Island. which exceeds in accuracv 
all the previous sketches made by Europeans. H e  was remark- 
ably polished in his behaviour, and took the greatest interest in . 
all my inquiries. Our European notions of this people, whom 
we call the moat ferocious savages, are strangely incorrect. 
There is not, even in their exterior appearance, the slightest 
ground for this prejudice; and, when provoked, they are not more 
ferocious than Europeans similarly circumstanced. 

All our efforts to bring about peace between E Mare and the 
Nga te Toma, however, failed. At the beginning of the siege, a 
boy, son of the former, was killed, and two more persons after- 
wards : this unhappily made reconciliation impossible. The 
agent of the company, therefore, concluded an agreement with 
E Mare for the purchase of all the land claimed by the Nga te 
Motunga ; but that chief would not hear of a tenth part of the 
land reserved for himself, choosing in preference to regerve a fer- 
tile district for himself and his tribe. It  was, however, finally settled 
that, should he afterwards alter his opinion, and prefer mixing with 
Europeans, he might have leave to do so, and obtain the land re- 
served for him. 

We took E Mare and some of the principal men of his tribe on 
board, and sailed for Wanga roa, which district he claimed with 
more reason as his property ; the purchase of it also was, there- 

. fore, concluded to his satisfaction. The ship then took him back to 
Waitangi; but I set off with Mr. Hanson, the agent, for the eastern 
coast, for the purpose of exploring it, and consulting with the natives 
of the .Nga te Toma tribe, who lived there in several small villages, 
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how they muld best a l e  their telatibrlslit Waitangi ftom destmc- 
tion. I t  was at last determined that the latter should W rematted 
from Wa'itangi to WAX keri, on the E. coast. Accordingly on out 
return to Waitangi we informed our besieged ftiends that we had 
made an arrangement for their libetatioh, and it was determined 
thnt thch removal should take place m the 17th sf Jane. 

E Mare was soon aware of our intention, and btelrted to be rathtr i 
inclined to think it right that the Nga tt! Toma should be re- I 
moved. On the morning of the day appointed, an Amefican 
whaler voluntarily gave up the loan of twd whale-boat&, which, 
with the Cuba's boats, were willingly manned by her crew. The 
old men, women, and children, were removgd first, and last came 
the Aghting men, in their \kar dress, dllly armed and accoutei-ed. 
with feathers stuck in their hair, and thtir naked bodies ktained 
with ochre. The Nga te lklotunga *eprded all these proceed- 

I 
i q s  with the &retest displcasdre, and fired towards the boats, 
without, however, doing any damage, till our intktprkter, who had 
married into the besieged tribe, and had formerly lived many 
years among them, encouragetl the men in hi& boert to cheer and 
discharge their muskets. At  this moment their exasperated 
adversaries fired into the boats. One ball stmck the steta, and 
nnothet. an oar, but did no farther daknage, and the bdats were 

. soon out of their reach. 
E Matt!, durihg the whole sf thebe transactidns cbndneted him- 

self in tl manner worthy of a ci~ilised man. He kt first rerhon- 
strated with Mr. Hansoh, who w with him, about his right to 
remove his enemies, and iritetfere at sill, threatening that he 
would follow the Nga te Toma wherever they went; but he 
afterwards ordered his men to desist from firing. Belf-command 
is a virtue which the kavage possesses in b by far higher degde 
than the European : it is too often ascribed to fear of bur arms, 
but that is seldom its real cause, as the silvnge is rexnarkable for 
his contempt of death, and in this case fkar c b ~ l d  not bk the 
passion by which E Mare was moved, as our force was too weak, 
and as he well knew that any aggression on our part, eveh in self- 
defence, wohltl not be coutltenanced by the gbvernment at Sydney. . 

It was only when the European boats' crew set his peuple at 
defiance, and their cheering roused the passion$ of E Mare's men 
to the highest degree, that they flred into oat boats. The  ldst 
men quitting the besieged Pa  had set fire to all their houses, and 
the flames spread rapidly among these combustible hilts. On 
seeing this. the Nga te Motunga rushed into the Prl, ahd theh to 
the beach, whence they flred off their muskets fbwards the ship, 
danced their war-dance, uttering the usual yells, and making I 

I 
the customary contortions of the face, which, together with the 
smoke and flames of the burning village behind them, formed a I 
moat striking and fearful picture. I 
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Having now 180 netitres aboard, we weighed ttnchor withotit 
delay, and made add for Wai keri, bn the 16. coast, not more than 
80 miles distanti which, however, oh bccount of aaaterly winds, 
tn conltl tidt relloh before the '26th of Jbne. Daring thesd nine 
daj-s, though it may be imegined that we were not very coma 
fortably eircttm$tknded, the hbtioa behaved in a most exemplary 
inannet, and Were contented With the very small allowance of pro- 
visions which we could afford to give them. The chiefs and aged 
priests, who were generally on deck duting the night, with theit arms 
uplifted to heaven, prnyed for better weather. We landed eighty of 
the party on the 89d in Kiingo ma, and the rest at Wai keri in the 
mowing of the 26th. At this place, the agent purchased from the 
w h l e  tribes of the Nga tb Toms and the KCkeri wai their right 
to the possession of the islahds, ant1 thus coficluded the businese 
fot which he was seht. 

The  other islands which complete the gmup may be described 
ih a very few words. Rahgi hatiw i~ about 12 miles long and 
8 broad. I t  consists rincipally of a tnountain of moderate P height with a flat summ t, atid four sides which extend nearly to 
the coast. I t  has no harbodr. There is a safe passage between it 
and Ware kauri ; and the same, I understand, is the eltse between 
Rflngi haute and Ranga tira, which latter is a here rock. O n  Hangi 
haute there are twelve of the aboriginal natives. The  Westerti 
Reef" is a range of rocks lying off the north-west end of the island, 
once a favourite tesort of seals. The O u W  passed between this 
reef and the main, and found a cleat chaflnel. 

Rangi tutahi, or tlie Sisters,': ate two pyramidical rocks about 
100 fket high, covered with scanty bushes, and frequented by 
Countless numbers of sea-birds. There is a long line of breakers 
running westwards from these islets, which forms theccNorth- 
West Reef." 

The rocks which form the Forty-fourth Degree Islands" 
Were also seen by us; and the " Star Keys," marked by high 
breakers, were visible from the mabt-head. All these rocks were 
formerly much visited by sealers. 

XVI1.-~bsmations on the Indigenous Tribes o .  the N.M7. 4 Coast of America. By JOEIN SCOULER, M.D., .L.S., &c. 

SINCE the period of the important voyage of Vancouver, the ad- 
mirable surveys of that navigator have rendered the numerous 
islands and complicated inlets of the N.W. coast of America farni- 
liar to the geographers of Europe. The expeditions by land of 
Sir A. McKenzie, Lewis and Clarke, and the subsequent enter- 
prises of the fur-traders, have explored the countries which extend 
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from the shores of the Pacific to the western side of the Rocky 
Mountains, and have discovered the course and origin of the different 
rivers which flow through that extensive region; but, notwith- 
standing our pretty correct knowledge of the geography of that 
remote part of the American continent, we are still, to a great 
extent, ignorant of the languages and h i i r y  of the numerous 
tribes which inhabit its islands and deeply-indented coasts, or 
have settled along the course of its rivers. 

The history of the indqenous tribes of the N.W. coast is the 
more interesting, since, from the very diiferent physical conditions 
under which they are placed, they exhibit characters and manners 
that distinguish them in many respects from the race of hunters 
who wander over the plains of the Missouri. Westerly winds 
prevail on the shores of the North Pacific throughout the greater 
part of the year, and render the climate extremely moist and mild : 
hence the winters are far more moderate along the W. coast of 
North America than in corresponding latitudes on the eastern 
side of the same continent. At  the mouth of the Columbia River, 
situated in nearly the same parallel of latitude as Quebec, snow 
seldom remains on the ground more than a few hours; and the 
natives go about, even during winter, with very slight clothing. 

The configuration of the coast is another circumstance which 
has great influence on the habits of the Indians. Abounding in 
islands. manv of them of considerable size. while the shores of the 

.I 

mainland are broken up by numerous inlets resembling the lochs 
of the western shores of Scotland, the natives obtain their chief 
supplies of food by fishing, and are thus rendered more sedentary 
than the tribes which follow the buffalo on the E. side of the 
Rockv Mountains. Even the inland-tribes of N.W. America 
b e  ~ duch less exclusively hunters than those which live towards 
the sources of the Missouri. 
a Several causes contribute to produce this remarkable difference 
between the tribes on the east& and western sides of the moun- 
tains. The most abundant supply of game in N. America is 
that afforded by the buffalo, and this animal has never penetrated 
to the N.  W. coast ; at the same time, the Columbia River, Fraser's 
River, and the other streams on the W. side of the mountains, 
abound in salmon almost to their source. The inland tribes of 
the N.W. region reside chiefly on the margins of rivers, wbere 
they live on salmon during the summer, and prepare great quan- 
tities of the same fish for their winter supply. The produce of 
the chase is, therefore, with them a secondary consideration. On 
the E. side of the mountains no supplies of salmon can be ob- 
tained ; the rivers either flow into fresh-water lakes, or, as is the 
case with the tributaries of the Mississippi, their sources are too 
remote from the sea to permit of the immigrations of salmon from 
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salt to fresh water. The habits of the eastern natives are almost 
as unsettled as those of the buffalo, whose migrations bring along 
with them alternations of abundance and starvation. 

I t  is, at least in part, owing to these peculiarities of their phy- 
sical condition that the habits and social arrangements of the Indians 
on the opposite sides of the mountains present such a remarkable 
contrast. The  N.W. Indians, especially the coast-tribes, have 
made considerable progress in the rude arts of savage life. Their 
canoes are constructed with much skill; their houses, being for 
permanent residence, have been erected with some forethought 
and attention to comfort ; and their fishing apparatus and articles 
of domestic economy are far more numerous and elaborate than 
can be found in the temporary lodge of hunting-tribes. From 
this settled mode of life, they are more accustomed to continuous 
labour, and even show considerable aptitude for passing into an 
*cultural state. 

In the following communication, I shall confine my remarks 
chiefly to the codt-tribes which spread from the Columbia River 
northwards to Queen Charlotte's Island, as it is with them alone 
that I am acquainted from personal observation. The information 
which I have collected would be very meagre, if I had not enjoyed 
the advantage of obtaining a great amount of valuable material 
from my friend, Mr. Tolmie, Surgeon to the Hudson's Bay Com- 
pany, who has resided for eight years on the N.W. coast, and has 
paid much attention to the languages and manners of the Indians. 
To this gentleman I am indebted for the extensive vocabularies 
appended to this paper, as likewise for numerous and interesting 
remarks on the manners and physical character of the Indians, 
and for a w)llection of crania of the different Northern Tribes. 
The  vocabularies collected by Mr. Tolmie will, I trust, be of 
value to those who take an interest in the historv of the aborieinal 
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tribes of North America; especially as they exhibit more copious 
information respecting tke north-western dialects than is to be found 
in any publication with which I am acquainted. These Tables con- 
tain vey  extensive vocabularies of no fewer than seventeen dif- 
ferent dialects, and I have reason to know that the utmost pains 
have been bestowed on rendering them as accurate as possible. 

In  attempting a description of the numerous tribes of the N.W. 
coast, I shall be guided chiefly by considerations founded on their 
physical character, manners and customs, and on the affinities of 
their languages. The  Indian tribes of the N.W. may be divided 
into two groups, the Insular and the Inland, or those who in- 
habit the islands and adjacent shores of the mainland, and subsist 
almost entirely by fishing; and those who live in the interior, 
and are partly hunters. This division is perhaps arbitrary, ortat 
least, imperfect, as there are several tribes whose affinities with 
either group is obscure; but as these difficulties will be fully 
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stated, it is hoped this arrangement will give rise to no misappre- 
hension. 

The  Insular Group comprehends a great number of Tribes 
extending along the shores of the Pacific, from the Columbia 
River to Sitga,* and up to the Polar Rqpons, where the northern 
members of this group are conterminous with the Esquimaux. 
The  Insular and Coast Tribes of Indians may be divided into two 
Families, the Northern and Southern. The Northern Family con- 
sists of numerous little tribes or communities, which have spread 
from the Arctic Circle to the northern extremity of Quadra and 
Vancouver's Island. All the Indian tribes in the Russian terri- 
tory belong to this Family, and their language appears, from the 
scanty vocabulary published by Wrangel, to be very nearly iden- 
tical with that spoken in Queen Charlotte's Island. 

This northern familv. if we select the Queen Charlotte's 
Islanders as specimens,' are by far the best looking, most intel- 
ligent and energetic people on the N.W. coast, and in every 
respect contrast favourably with the Southern Tribes of Nmtka 
Sound and the Columbia. They are taller and stronger than the 
Nootkans. their limbs are better formed. and their c a r r i m  is much 

.2 

bolder. They permit the hair of the upper lip to grow, and their 
mustachios are often as strong as those of Europeans. Their 
complexion, when they are washed and free from paint, is as 
white as that of the people of the S. of Europe. Their women 
practise a kind of deformity which is unknown among the Southern 
Tribes. An incision is made in the lower lip in a direction 
parallel to its length, and an oval piece of wood introduced into 
the wound, is worn by them on all occasions. The custom of 
flattening the head, so common among the Southern Tribes, appears 
to be unknown in any of the districts to the N. of Quadra and 
Vancouver's Island. The  Indians of the Northern Family are re- 
markable for their inizenuitv and mechanical dexteritv in the - 
construction of their canoes, houses and different warlike or 
fishing implements. They construct drinking-vessels, tobacco- 
pipes, &c. from a soft argillaceous stone, and these articles are 
remarkable for the symmetry of their form, and the exceedingly 
elaborate and intricate figures which are carved upon them. 
With respect to carving and a faculty for imitation, the Queen 
Charlotte's Islanders are equal to the most ingenious of the Poly- 
nesian Tribes. 

The more Northern Tribes of this family inhabit the Russian 
territory, and are enumerated by Wrangelt under the names of 
Koloshes, Ugalentzes, Atnas, Kolchans, and Kensies. The  
Tun Ghaase are the most northern Indians of this family which 
have any intercourse with English fur-traders: they are a small 
tribe, inhabiting the S.E:corner of Prince of Wales's Archipelago. 
Their language, as Mr. Tolmie conjectured, is nearly the same 

* Also Sitkha, or Sitka-ED. -f Or rather Baer in W~angel, p 226.-ED. 
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as that spoken at Sitga. Mr. Tolmie states that they are the 
bravest people, as well as the best hunters, on the coast, and have, 
from the earliest period, possessed and deserved the confidence of 
the Whites. 

The  Haidah tribes of the Northern Family inhabit Queen 
Charlotte's Island, but a colony of this people, called the Kyga- 
nies, have settled at the southern extremity of Prince of Wales's 

1 Archipelago, and in the Northern Island. These Kygdnies have 
had more intercourse with the Whites, and consider themselves 
more civilised than the other tribes, whom they regard with feelings 
of contempt. They are very cleanly, fierce and daring; and 
when unapprehensive of hostilities from abroad, keep up their 
warlike habits by having an occasional broil among themselves. 
In former times, when the sea-tter abounded, the Massettes,* 
Skitteg&s,t Cumshawb, and other (Haidah) tribes inhabiting the 
eastern shores of Queen Charlotte's Island, were among the most 
wealthy on the coast: since the sea-otter has been destroved. the 

.I 

~ a i d & s  have become poor, and have been reduced to other plans 
in order.to procure blankets. They fabricate most of the curi- 
osities found on the coast, but their staple article is the potato, 
which they sell in great quantities to the mainland tribes. In 
the autumn, there is quite a competition among the Haidahs 
who shall carry early potatoes to the mainland. Fleets of from 
forty to fifty canoes arrive early in September, and proceed to the 
different villages of the ChimrnesyanS nation, and the potato-fair 
seldom ends without more or less fighting. They also manu- 
facture and export canoes, and are themselves very venturous on 
the deep. When they visit the mainland, they are bold and 
treacherous, and always ready for mischief. 

This account of the Haidah tribes has been furnished by Mr. 
Tolmie, and is the more interesting, as it affords very satisfactory 
evidence of the aptitude of the Queen Charlotte's Islanders to 
adopt the customs and improvements of civilised life. When 
Europeans began to frequent the N.W. coast for the purpose of 
collecting furs, especially those of the sea-otter, the shores of 
Queen Charlotte's Island afforded an abundant supply of this 
valuable article. and the Haidah tribes carried on an extensive 

~ - 

commerce with'the English and Americans. During the period 
when this trade was flourishing, a taste for European commodities 
was created, which still continues, although the sea-otter, the 
sole article in return for which those foreign luxuries could be 
obtained, has been almost extirpated. In the meanwhile, the 
Haidahs had learned to cultivate the potato, and to supply the 
continental tribes with provisions. They now obtain their blankets 
from the latter, who in their turn procure them from the fur- 
traders in exchange for their beaver-skins. The taking of this 
first step in improvement distinguishes the Queen Charlotte's 

* Or Mameeta.--ED. t Or Skiddegeet.-ED. 1 Cbernmesyar~?-ED. 
Q 2 
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Islanders from the Southern Tribes of the Columbia River, who 
have enjoyed much greater advantages. Although Europeans have 
been settled among the Cheenooks of the Columbia for twenty- 
five years, they cannot be induced to adopt the cultivation of 
the potato, or to breed pigs and poultry, notwithstanding the 
example has been set them for so long a period. This inferiority 
of the tribes on the Colunibia may be accounted for by the vast 
abundance of salmon and sturgeon which that river supplies, as 
well as by the natural indolence of the people. 

The  numerous tribes which inhabit the islands and coasts from 
Queen Charlotte's Island to 60" N. lat., unquestionably belong 
to one Northern Family. The  points of similarity between them 
are numerous and unequivocal. ' They resemble each other in 
physical features and intellectual character : they are bold, indus- 
trious and ingenious, when compared with the Southern Family. 
They differ also from the southern tribes in arbitrary customs: 
thus the practice of flattening the head is unknown among them, 
while the lip-ornament worn by the women of the Northern Family 
is not used by any tribe to the south of Quadra and Vahcouver's 
Island. The most decisive circumstance is. however. the near 
affinity of all the northern dialects. In as far as I have been 
able to obtain vocabularies, it appears that the numbers and names 
of simple and familiar objects are often the same among all these 
tribes. I t  is true the language of the Southern Branch appears to 
be radically the same as that of the Northern Family ; but, at the 
same time, it appears that the dialects of the Northern Section 
differ less from each other than anv one of them does from the lan- 

d 

p a g e  spoken at .Nootka Sound, or on the banks of the Columbia. 
The  Chimmesyans appear to belong to the Northern Family, 

although they have some affinity with the Southern Division. 
This extensive tribe of Indians inhabits the coast of the mainland 
from 5 5 O  30' N., down to 53' 30' N. These Indians resemble 
the Haidahs in the energy of their character, and, according to 
Mr. Tolmie, are much more active and cleanly than the tribes to 
the south. Although the language of the Chimmesyans appears 
to have more affinity with that of the Southern than of the Northern 
tribes, I have ventured to refer them to the latter Family. In  
their physical features, they agree with the northern tribes. On 
comparing a series of crania of the Chimmesyans with a similar 
series obtained from the burying places of the Cheenooks on the 
Columbia River, it is found that a very considerable difference 
exists between them; both the Cheenook and Chimmesyan skulls 
are characterised by very broad and high cheek-bones, with a 
receding forehead, but in their secondary features they differ re- 
markably. The Cheenook cranium, even when not flattened, is 
long and narrow, compressed laterally, and keel-shaped, like the 
skull of the Esquimaux, while the Chimmesyan's head is much 
broader between th& parietal and temporal bones, and its vertex is 
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remarkably flat. These characters are so apparent, that there 
is no difficulty in distinguishing the crania of the two tribes. 

Mr. Tolmie suspects that the language of the Chimmesyan 
has a considerable affinity with that of the Carriens* of New Cale- 
donia; and if this conjecture be correct, it would prove that the 
Northern Insular Race has penetrated far into the interior of the 
continent. 

The second or Southern Family of the insular tribes may be 
also denominated Nootka-Columbiaa, fmm the two places i n .  
which they have had most intercourse with Europeans, and where 
their manners and language are best known. This division com- 
prehends the tribes inhabiting Quadra and Vancouver's Island, 
and the adjacent inlets of the mainland, down to the Columbia 
River, and perhaps as far S. as Umpquat river and the northern 
part of New California. The numerous tribes of this Family, 
though intimately related to the Northern Division, by affinity of 
language and many words common to the dialects of both, differ 
from the latter in physical character, and also in arbitrary customs. 
The  Nootka-Columbians are of smaller stature than the Nhthern 
Tribes; they are usually fatter and more muscular ; their cheek- 
bones are prominent, and their complexion, though light, has 
more of a copper hue. They are far more indolent, filthy and 
inactive than the Haidah tribes. The  l e g  of the women, espe- 
cially those of the slaves, are often swollen as if cedematous, so 
that the leg appears of an uniform thickness from the ankle to the 
calf. This appears to depend, not on any original physical pecu- 
liarity, but on the circumstance of their wearing a garter or liga- 
ture, which obstructs the passage of the blood through the subcu- 
taneous veins. The  limbs of both sexes are ill-formed, and the 
toes turned inwards, as if they had been accustomed to be con- 
stantly on horseback. This peculiarity, which I had observed 
among the natives of the Columbia, had been noticed by Moziiio 
long before among the inhabitants of Nootka. The  ankle and 
extremities of the toes,' he remarks,: 'are usually turned inwards, 
which is probably occasioned by the manner in which they are 
swathed up in infancy, and afterwards from the manner in which 
they sit in their canoes.' We may also attribute to this cause 
their ungraceful mode of walking, and a kind of swelling which is 
observed especially among the women. 

The most remarkable physical peculiarity observed in this 
Familv is one nroduced bv artificial means. The nractice of 

1 
- - 

.I 

flattening the head, unknown among the Haidah tribes, is uni- 
versal among the Nootka-Columbians, and prevails along the 
north-west coast, from Salmon River in lat. 53' 30' N., to 
Umpqua River, in lat. 46' N. 

- 
Carriers?-ED. t Or Urnqua.-ED. 
$ Moziiio, Viage de la Sutil y IkIeximla, 1). 121. 
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The process by which the head is compressed is very simple. 
Immediately after birth, the child is placed in a sort of box or 
cradle, in which there is a small cushion to support the nape of 
the neck. The occiput rests on the flat board which forms the 
back of this cradle; a piece of board is attached by means of 
thongs forming a hinge, to the upper part of the board, and is 
brought in contact with the forehead, and made fast by means of 
other thongs. This cradle and compressing-machine the mother 
carries on her back wherever she goes; and the- pressure is 
steadily applied to its head till the child be able to walk. 

This absurd custom is not strictly universal ; for the chiefs and 
freemen are alone permitted to disfigure the h d s  of theii chil- 
dren : the mischimis, or slaves, are not permitted to confer this 
badge of freedom on their children.* 

This strange custom, although far from being unfrequent 
throughout the whole extent of the American continent, is on the 
north-west coast confined to the Nootka-Colnmbians. As we may 
consider the Tribe of Flat Heads which live towards the sources 
of the' Columbia as a scion of this family, I may be allowed to 
mention that this custom was well known to several of the tribes 
that inhabited Peru long before the conquest by Pizarro. 
This observation is of some importance, especially as Mr. Pent- 
land, and also Professor Tudemann, have thrown out the opinion 
that the compressed crania found in the ancient tombs of Titi- 
caca owe their singular configuration not to art, but to some ori- 
ginal and congenital peculiarity. This, however, does not appear 
to be a very probable supposition; for the ancient skulls of 
Titicaca do not exhibit a greater amount of'deformity than the 
artificially-flattened heads of the Nootkans and Cheeno0ks.t 
That the skulls of Titicaca have been distorted by artificial pres- 
sure is almost certain, since Garcilaso de la Vega assures us that 
the process of flattening was actually practised by the inhabitants 
of the province of Canari at the period of its conquest by the Inca 
Tupac Yupanqui. The mode of flattening is described with 
much detail by Garcilaso: the very terms of his narrative might 
be applied with as much propriety to the present Cheenooks of 
tbe Columbia as to the Canaris of Peru, a century before the 
Spaniards arrived among them.1 

* For a more particular account of thin process, a paper by the author, in the Zw- 
logical Journal, vol. iv. p 304, may be consullted. 

f Compare the figure of a skull from Titicaca (Pritchard, Physical History of 
Mankmd, vol. i. pl. 1,2nd ed.) with the skulls of Cheenooksfigured in the Zool. Journd, 
voi. iv. plates 9,-10. : "Rsta nacion trahia por divisa la cabeza tableada, que en nsciendo la criatura, le 
ponian una tablilla en la frente g otra en el coladrillo, y lss ataban ambae, y cads dia 16s 
iban apretando y 'untando man y man. Siempre tenian la criatura hechada de eapaldaq 
y no le quitaban !an tablillan basta loa tree silos. Sacahn las cabezaa feismru (7) y asi 
por opprobrio C qualquiera lndio que tiene la frente man ancho que lo ordinario, 6 el 
cogote llano, qne tlician Palta-uma que (es) cabeza de Pdta." Garcilaeo de la Vega, 
Historia de Perti, Pal te i. libr. cap. 41. - 
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We find many other customs among the Nootka-Columbians 
which do not exist among the more northern Haidah Tribes. 
Mr .  Tolmie gives the following interesting account of the Haeel- 
tzuk, the most northern of the Nootka-Columbian Family :-They 
are  extremely dirty in their habits, and comparatively effeminate 
in their appearance. They live at peace among themselves, and 
are the  most northern tribe that flatten the cranium. Their 
chiefs have but little influence except as conjurers. When the 
salmon season is past, and provisions for the winter have been laid 
in, the  feasting and conjuring begin. The  conjurer is called 
Tzeet-tzaiak. The chief retires to the forest, where he secludes 
himself, pretending to fast, but is secretly supplied with food by 
a confidant. While there he is called Taamish, and is supposed 
to hold communication with the Nawlok. Unexpectedly he 
makes his annearance in the village. dressed in a robe of black 
bear-skin, ii; head bound with a>daplet and a collar of wrought 
alder-bark, which is of a bright red colour. The women, chil- 
dren and many of the men, fly at his approach ; but some one, 
desirous of distinction, boldly awaits and presents his bared arm, 
and from its outward surface the Taemish bites and swallows one 
or  more large mouthfuls, and whoever meets him is obliged to 
submit to this ordeal. The  biter acquires renown by being able 
to seize a large morsel between his incisors, and to remove it 
with dexterity without the aid of a knife, and the person bitten 
by enduring with fortitude. The  Indians are as proud of these 
scars as a soldier can be of wounds acquired in the defence of his 
country. I have often inquired the reason of this practice, but 
could only learn that it is cc weinah," or valuable. With respect 
to the Nawlok, Wacash, the chief Taalnish and most succasfui 
biter among the Haeeltzuk, informed me, rather reluctantly, that 
he  did not see them, but only heard their cries, and that they 
lived in the mountains, and were not human beings. During the 
Tzeet-tzaiak,* it is improper to hunt or travel for any purpose. 
T h e  Haeeltzak are commonly reputed to practise cannibalism; 
but it is onlv the Taamish who tastes human flesh, and that in 
the manner I have mentioned. 

The  Nawlok of the Haeeltzuk appeam to resemble not merely 
in name but in attributes the Matlose of the Nootkans. Mat- 
lose, according to Moziilo, is believed by the Nootkans to inhabit 
the mountains, and is held in the utmost t e r m  by the natives. 
He is represented as having a monstrous body, covered with 
black bristles, a b a d  resembling a man's, with the front teeth 
much stronger and sharper, like those of a bear ; he has strong 
limbs, with fingers and toes armed with great cuwed claws. 
His  cries make those who hear them fall down prostrate on the 
ground ; and the unhappy individual he strikes is at once torn 

+ ' Dming the excursions of the Tzeet-tzaiak ' 9  -ED. 
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to pieces. I t  is not improbable that the suspicion that the 
Nootkans 'are cannibals may be traced to the practice of some 
custom analogous to the Taeet-tzaiak of the Haeeltzuk. 

The Southern, Insular or Nootka-Columbian Group includes 
a greater number of tribes and a much more numerous popu- 
lation than the Northern or Haidah Family. The most northcm 
tribes belonging to the former. are the Haeeltruk and Billechoola. 
The  BillechooEa dwell on the main land : their chief settlement is 
on Salmon River, in lat. 53" N. ; but they are spread along the 
margins of the numerous canals or inlets with which this part of 
the coast abounds. I t  was on this part of the coast, inhabited by 
the Billechoola, that Sir A. MrKenzie first reached the Pacific; 
and some of the old men of the tribe still remember his visit 
The Haeeltzuk, already mentioned, dwell to the south of the 
Billechoola, and inhabit both the mainland and the northern 
entrance of Vanwuver's Island, from lat. 53O 30' to lat. 50' 30' N. 
These two tribes speak dialects of the same language, and resem- 
ble each other in appearance and disposition 

The great Island of Quadra and Vancouver is inhabited by 
tribes which speak dialects of the same language. The inha- 
bitants of Nootka Sound and the Tlaoquatch, who occupy the 
south-western points of the island, speak the s a m e  language; and 
whoever will compare the list of Nootkan words given by Mo- 
zi60, with the Tlaoquatch vocabulary appended to thia paper, 
will find that there is very little difference between them. This 
language is nearly related to that of the Haeeltzuk on the north, 
and also to that of the numerous coast-tribes who inhabit the 
mainland, and have ascended the rivers into the interior. An- 
other and numerous branch of the Nootka-Columbian Family 
comprehends the various tribes who inhabit the shores of the 
Gulf of Georgia and to the south of the Columbia River. The  
more important tribes of this division are the Kawitchen, who 
dwell at the north of Fraser's River and on the opposite shores 
of Vancouver's Island: the Noosdalurn, of Hood's Canal; the 
Squallyamish, inhabiting Paget's Sound; and the Cheenooks, 
around the mouth of the Columbia River, are related to the 
various families of the Cathlascons,* which have spread to the 
country of the Cheenooh from the lower falls of the Cdumbia. 
All these tribes speak dialects which have much affinity with each 
other, and with the language spoken at Nootka, and among the 
Haeeltzuk; but, at the same time, we find many words which 
have been derived, not from the coast-tribes, but from those who 
inhabit the interior, and this is peculiarly the case with regard to 
the Cathlascons. 

In the interior of the country we find several tribes whose 
language and manners differ considerably from those of the inha- 

-- 
* (k Cath1atscos.-ED. 
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bitants of the ccast. Living, in fact, on the produce of the chase, 
each tribe occupies a much more extansive district than is rqnired 
by the ichthyophagous communities situated on the margins of the 
rivers and inlets. 

These Continental Indians consist of two Families, or Groups, 
whose languages differ oonsiderabiy, although probably they hare 
been derived from a cooomon mum. The first and more 
northern Indians of the interior may be denominated the Shahap- 
d n  Family, ancl comprehends three tribes-the Shahaptan, or 
Nez f ere& of the Cenadiana ; the Kliluetat, a scion from the 
Shahaptam, who now dwell near Mount Rainier, and have ad- 
vanced towards the falls of the Columbia; d the Okanagan, 
who inhabit the upper part of Fraser's River and its tributaries : 
d l  these tribes speak dialeets of the same language, and am 
understand each other. The KawiOchen tribe, dready meu- 
tioned, appecrrs, from an examination of their langnage,-to be a 
mixed race, compounded of Shshaptans and .Nootkans, as might 
be inferred from their position, inter~ldiate between the territo- 
ries of the Okanagans and Nootkans. 

The second Group of Indians inhabiting the interior use a 
language which is still more remote from that of the insular 
tribes than that spoken by the Shahaptane : this family includes 
two tribes, speaking a similar language, which is disseminated 
over 8 very extensive district to the south of the Columbia. The 
Kalapooiah tribe inhabits the fertile Willa mat plains; and the 
second tribe called the Yamkallie, lives mime in the interior, 
towards the sources of the Willa mat* River. The Umwna. or 
tribes residing on the Umpqua River tow& New dl:~ar&ia, 
appear to belong to this Family, although oheir Iauguage is rather 
more remote from the Kalapooiah than the Yamkallie is. The 
Cathlascon tribes, which iuhabit the Columbia River, are, I am 
convinced, intimately related to the Kala@ah Family : this 
affinity has never, as far as I am aware, been suspected by the 
Europeans residing on the N.W. coast; but a careful compari- 
son of the vocabularies of the diaerent dialects will leave no 
doubt of this fact. If we exambe the nmnerolls names of simple 
objects in the C a t h l w n  language, we shall find that they are 
partly Kalapooiah and partly Nootkan; and that here, as at the 
mouth of Fraoer's River, a blending of the languages af the coast 
and the interior has taken place. 

It is a very di6cult tsdr to trace affinities of the very nume- 
rous tribes of Indiana scattered over so extensive a region as the 
north-western portion of the American continent. None of the 
dialects spoken in thie region have been preserved in books or 
vocabularies, except those of California, into which the Spanish 
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mirrionaries have translated a few of their devotional works.* It 
is therefore scarcely necessary to remark that the grammatical 
structure of the north-western dialects has not yet been investi- 
gated. We can, for that reason, trace the affinities of those lan- 
guages only by a comparison of words similar in sound and signi- 
fication. After a careful investigation of the languages of the 
N. W. of America (of which sixteen vocabularies are subjoined), 
it appears that the differences which exist among them are far 
less manifest and decided than a superficial investigation of them 
would l e d  us to suppose. Even in the languages of the most re- 
mote tribes, as the Haidah of Queen Charlotte's Island, and the 
Kalapoiah of the Willa mat plains, we discover words which are 
nearly identical in form and meaning, and the number of words 
common to any two tribes is, as might be expected, much the 
greatest in the Gulf of Georgia, or on the Columbia River, 
where a very extensive intercourse is kept up between the tribes 
of the coast and those of the interior. 

As an examination of numerous vocabularies indicates that all 
these dialects have more or less intimate relations with each other, 
instead of a numerous group of simple and primary languages, 
we have at the very utmost only two simple tongues, the combina- 
tions of which in various ~ ro~or t i ons  have Biven rise to all the 

I 1  - 
subordinate idioms before mentioned. These circumstances ad- 
mit of being explained upon a very simple hypothesis : the 
inhabitants of the islands appear to have established thernsehres 
on the mainland along the inlets and the course of the principal 
streams, and to have been thus mingled with the inhabitants of 
the interior, speaking a different tongue ; and from these migra- 
tions the various comwund dialects have resulted. That such 
mixtures and blendings of tribes speaking different languages 
have taken place admits of no doubt. The Cathlascons of the 
lower part of the Columbia are unquestionably a mixture of 
Cheenooks and Kalapooiahs, as the Kawitchens are of the 
Okanagans and Nootkans. 

I t  has been already stated that many of the differences between 
the dialects are mow apparent than real, and that a careful exa- 
mination will discover many unexpected analogies between them : 
thus, if we find on comparing the numerals and names of the 
more common objects.in the dialects of two conterminous tribes, 
that they are very different in both, it by no means follows that 
these should be considered as two primary languages; on the 
contrary, such discrepancies often admit of a very satisfactory ex- 
planation. In  the languages of the North-West Coast the names 
even of simple and familiar objects, such as the sun, moon, day, 
night, &c., are not always nouns, but are not unfrequently com- - 

* A small Primer in the Shahaptan lai~guage haa been published by the American 
missionaries settled with that tribe. 
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pound words and epithets. In this case, unless we possessed an inti- 
mate  knowledge of the influence of the verbs, and the nature of the 
indeclinable particles, we might mistake two nearly allied tongues 
for primary languages. That such a principle of variation exists 
i n  t h e  dialects of the North-West, admits, I think, of but little 
doubt, more e s e i a l l y  as we know that the names bestowed on 
European articles are not borrowed from the English names, and 
tha t  they are different in almost every dialect. Among the 
Chirnmesyans the name for a gimlet is a compound word, con- 
structed from the verb " to make" and the noun signifying 
<' a hole " or <' aperture ;" hence they designate that implement 
by s w o r d  equivalent to borer " or hole-maker." 

Assuming the hypothesis that all dialects of the North-West are 
derived from the intermixture of two primary languages, we have 
another source of variation. inasmuch as a word com~ounded of 
two radicals may have borrowed one of them from iach of the 
primary tongues. Not to wander into so wide a field, we will 
restrict our investigations to the numerals, which' will afford 
evidence of this fact. To  take a very simple illustration,-in the 
Kawitchen, the term for <'one " is nutso, borrowed from the Sha- 
haptan,:while the term for '' two," saalia, is obviously derived from 
the Nootkan term att la.  There are other examples which, if 
less obvious, are perhaps for that reason more important. The  
word moh or moas is the appellation for '< four" in most of the 
languages of the North-West. It  occurs in the Billechoola of the 
North as well as in the Cheenook of the South, although these 
tribes are 1200 miles apart. But-which is far more remarkable- 
although this term noh  is not the term for cr four " in several of these 
dialects, yet in nearly all the sixteen vocabularies it occurs in 
compounr\ words expressing multiples of four, as eight, twelve, 
twenty. The Cheenook rnoaj is <' four," and in the same dialect 
tza-moas, or " twice four," is "eight." In  the Kalapooiah the term 
for four" is fuppeh, but kai-moah is the term for "twice four." In  
the Chimmesyan tuch-aal-puch is the term for four, but we find 
moax where we should least expect it, in the compound phrase 
signifying " nine," which is kusta-moas, a compound of kusdhou-is, 
or 6 c  five," and rnoas. In  the same way, although not to the same 
extent, words for five and its multiples may be traced through the 
different vocabularies. In the remote tribe of the Haeeltzuk the 
term for one hundred is opun-neigh-stei~hs, and we find opun as 
the expression for 66 ten " among the Noosdalum of Hood's Canal. 

Before concluding these observations on the numerals, 1 cannot 
but notice a very remarkable peculiarity in the Indian mode of 
numeration, which, as far as I am aware, has not been previously 
noticed by any writers on the American languages. In the 
Inore plished tongues of America, as the Quichua, Araucan and 

.Aztec, the first ten numerals are expressed by simple terms : in 
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the more barbarous dialects, as the Omagua, Guarani and 
Cochimi, the Abbate Henas  has shown that their moreimperfect 
system of numeration is founded upon reckoning by means of the 
fingers, and hence among these tribes the same word expresses 
five and the hand. Among the Indian tribes from Queen 
Charlotte's Island to California, a very diBedht system is fol- 
lowed, which is neither quinary nor denary, but quaternary, of 
which four and its multiples form the basis. 

It has already been established that the simple term " four " is 
moh or moas in seven out of sixteen of the Indian dialects, and in 
most of these, where four is expressed by a different term, we find 
the word for fonr in the compound term for eight or twelve. 
Even in other instances, where the primary term mom does not 
occur, we find the same quaternary method to prevail, as in the 
following example :- 

Kliketat . . 2 Neepit, 4 Pee-neepit, 8 Tzan-leepit-seemku. 
Shahapttp . . 2 Leepit, 4 Pee-neepit. 

The  numerals on the northern parts of the coast have a very 
irregular appearance from the intermixture of the various tribes, 
but in California they become much more regular, and the qua- 
ternary system comes out more distinctly. I n  the following table 
of numerals, that which has hitherto been resting on indirect 
evidence becomes apparent :- 

Pima . . . 4 Kiik, 8 Kikiki, that is twice four. 
San Diego . . 4 Tehapap, 8 Tehapap-Tehapap, Eight. 
San Gabriel . . 2 Huehe, 4 Huatsa, 8 Huehesh-Huatsha. 
Santa Barbara . 3 Massex, 4 Skumu, 12 Massex-eskumu. 

I n  these Californian languages the term for sixteen is usually 
a simple word; and I am informed by Dr. Coulter that the 
Indians usually reckon by sixteens instead of by scores. 

An examination of the words expressing simple ideas affords 
similar evidence of the intimate affinities which subsist among 
the dialects of the Indians of the N.W. Coast. Many terms are 
thesame in languages spoken many hundred miles apart, and 
by tribes who are not aware of each other's existence. 

The  following very brief selection of names expressing simple 
terms and used by remote tribes, will exhibit such an affinity; 
and many others may be observed by comparing the vocabularies 
together :- 

Plenty . Kai-unum, Haeeltzak; Kaach, Kawitchin; Aya, Tlao- 
quatch ; Shooee-heildh, Chimmesyan ; Shooie, Kalapooiah. 

Moon . Kium-agum-at-uk, Chimmesyan; Kium, Cathlascon. , 

Snow . Moak~, Chimmesyan ; Meaka, Shahaytan ; Maaka, 
Squallynmish. 

Sea . . Tloagh, Haeelkuk; Tow-oo, Chimmesyan; Toagh, 
Kliketat; Tais, Shahaptan; Steagh, Noosdalum; Kaagh, 
Squallgarnish. 
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Lake . Tzalh, Billechoola ; Tzalil, Cheenook. 
Woman . Kootlina, Haidah ; Tlootzimen, Tlaoquatch. 
Child . Munna, Billechoola; Mumunna, K~witchin ; Tilcoole, 

Chimmesyan ; Toole, Cheenook. 
Other  and eauallv decisive affinities mav be traced bv a more 

I d 

indirect process. In many instances, when the same object is 
distinguished by a different word in two languages, these two 
words may still be common to both, and we may detect their 
presence among the appellations nf nearly related objects. The 
word indicating water in one language, may be found as the name 
for rain or a lake in another; thus, toto-ah signifies a star in 
Hneeltzuk ; and Totah is the term for thunder in Nootkan ; Tzalh, 
a lake in Billechoola ; Tzailh, a river in Cheenook. When we exa- 
mine the compound terms in the manner which has been here pur- 
sued with respect to the numerals, we find a guide by which we 
may trace analogies which would otherwise remain undetected; 
but  to bring forward satisfactom instances would reauire a more w 

critical knowledge of these languages than 1 at present possess. 
It appears, however, from these investigations, that the languages 
spoken on the N.W. Coast from the Arctic Circle to the Umpqua 
River, in lat. 46' N., are all intimately related to each other; 
and  if not modifications of a single primary tongue, w e  cannot 
find any evidence of more than two distinct languages which have 
been mixed together in every imaginable proportion. If any con- 

, 

fidence is to be placed in conjectures on a subject where we have 
nothing but philological indications to guide us, it appears pro- 
bable that the migrations of the Indians of the North-Western 
Coast have been from N.W. to S.E., and that they have gradually 
made their way into the interior by following the course of rivers 
in their canoes, and mingling with other tribes whose language 
differed from theirs. It appears more likely that the maritime 
tribes who can travel so easily by means of their canoes should 
penetrate into the interior, than that the hunting tribes should 
invade the northern islands. The superior energy and civilisation 
of the northern tribes affords another presumption in favour of 
this opinion. The  great extension of the words of the Haidah 
and Nootkan dialects also agrees with this supposition; for as 

. we proceed east and southrvards, these words become fewer, . 
until in California we lose all traces of them among the natives 
of the southern part of that country. 

The  vocabularies appended to this paper .were all drawn up by 
Mr. Tolmie. on whose accuracv I can dace full reliance. The 
lists of words from the 1ndia;s of ~ d i f o r n i a  were furnished to 
me by my friend Dr. Coulter, who resided for several years in 
that part of America. 
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Voesbularies. - 
1. 

English. 

One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 
Eleven 
Twelve 
Twenty 
Thirty 
Fifty 
One hundred 
One thousand 
How many ? 
Half 
Plenty 
Scarcity 
sky 
Clouds 
Sun 
Moon 
Stare 

Eclipse of sun 

Eclipse of moon 
Thunder 
Lightning 
Rain 
Snow 
Hail 
Ice 
Water 
Lake 
Sea 
Mountain 
Meadow 
Sea-beach 
Inland 
Harbour 

Haeeltzuk. 

Spoken by Coast Tribes, 
from Lat. 50" 90' to 
63' 30' N. 

Mumaok 
Malook 
Yoo-took 
Mo-ak 
Ske-owk 
Kat-lowk 
Mal-thlowsk 
Yoo-took-owsh 
Ma-ma-neiah 
Aikas or Hailthloecun 
Munoozeo 
Matageo 
Mashim guisteoh 
Tootochahook 
Skeas-shook 
Opun-neigh-staighe . . 
Kinshook 
Kow-ee-oh 
Kay unum 
Uchunna 
ha-wah 
Unnowie 
Tlish ee oo alla 
Noshee 
Toto ah { Koochquelle ooalla Tlide-) 

Koochquelle Noahea 
Shoowah , 

Quch tah 
Youkqua 
Naie, or Neih 
Tzil ach peesh 
Tlaagh 
Ooamp 
Kanwish 
Tim eichs 
KO quish 
Keetum ish 
Weel eagh 
At leach 
Thlimall~ 

Billechoola 

Spoken by a Tribe inha- 
biting Salmon River, 
Lat. 63O 30' IJ. 

Smoah 
Dhilnoash 
Ushmoash 
Moash 
Tzei uch 
Tuch aalh 
Kul noash a num 
Uehmoash a num 
Keesh moa num 
Tshee-kil aa kit 
Tippe aal . . 
Mauw li git 
Ush moash li git 
Tzei uch li git 
Tshee-kil a kit li git 
Tzeechoo li git 
Mas ki liks 
Un-no ki li koal 
Shil-luch 
Tza-tzee 
Shoo-nooch 
Skee noo ash 
Skin nuch ' 

Tlooki 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c h  

. . 
Ushaioolh . . 
Abhoo la1 
Kai 
Dlich o ash urn 
Ski1 
Kull ah 
Tzalh 
Shish 
Shinedh 
Slaaeh 
Ka ook 
At lesteaeh 
E mae stak 

I 
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I 

Tun Ghaare. 

'POken from 30' 
to 60' N. 

Chiimaryan. 

Spoken by Coast TriRiber, 
from Lat. 53' 301 to 
55' 30' N. 

Kaak 
Tupchaat 
Qundh 
Tuch-aai-puch 
Kus dhoou is 
Coaldh 
Tupch-oeldh 
Kundh 
Kusta moas 
Kippio 
T i  kaak 
T i  lupchaat 
Coopte Kippio 
Quil-le-it 
Kush dhoonis kippio 
Tup-cha-dooli git-ik 
Cupvnldh 
Tim maigh 
Kuk eheu lik 
Sho wee heildh 
Sha boolh 
Such ah 
Hook uts un 
Kium uk 
Kium ugum aat uk 
Pialust 

Tzeen de kiumuk 

Tzeen de kiumugumaat 
Killa pilleip 
Tzum leich 
Waash 
Moaks 
Tza tza 
Tow 00 

Use 
Tsumdhah 
Moan luchmoan 
Skunneesd h 
Luch kioaght 
Kee ugh 
Nat kil how lie 
Unde-he-pa-lek 

Haidah. 

Spoken by all the T r i b  
of Queen Charlottda 
Iales. 

Squansung 
Stung 
Kiugh unnil 
Stunsang 
Koheil 
Kloon il 
Tsunqua 
Stansunghe 
Klaso kensinoh 
Klauhl ' 
Sukwa so nug 

Lukwaatung 
Lukwastung Khlane 
Lukwa thleilh 
Luckwa-eo-ang 

Kieslow 
E no why 
Quan ewan 
Simmoan 
Shing 
Yen 
Shandlain 
Khoough 
Kaaldha 

Kaietloa shax~diain 

Kaietioa khong 
Ee ee lungh 
Sheta ha1 ta 
Tull 
Dhanw 
Katulung 
Kull iik 
Huntle 
Shoo 
Tungha 
Khildhu~ 
Kluggitah 
Uchan 
I)e dah 
Howah 
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# 

1 .  
Englirb. 

Village 
House 
Door 
Canoe 
Paddle 
Mat 
Kettle 
Gun 
Guipowder 
Shot 
Flint 
Bow 
Arrows 
Dagger 
Knife 
Hat 
Coat or capot 
Vest 
Trowsers 
Handkerchief 
Shirt 
Cedar-bark blanket 
Tobacco 
Red-deer 
Roe-buck 
Beaver 
Land-otter 
Sea-otter 
Marten 
Black bear 
Grizzly bear 
Dog 
Whale 
Salmon 
Halibut 
Herring 
Birds 
Fat 
Lean 
Rich 
Poor 
Heavy 
Light 
Strong 
Weak 
High 

HPedbruk. 

Gook-quilla 
Gook-qua 
Klipum 
Kilwa ShawPtah 
Cowmn 
Thlee wrh 
Nuccum 
Keen ta ga . 
Ta eegh 
Tza tzai ayo 
Kee peelh pah 
Ti1 queesh 
Hunthlum 
Hooch taio 
Uchainum 
Kay eete 
Taa taa soh 
Ky kagh sheepah 
Wun kyp da 
La lach nio 
Coo a boo 
KO tigh 
Tlanka 
Alla gim 
Ka meilah 
Couloun 
Quellah 
Ca shaa 
Mishtli Kun 
Tlah 
Nun 
Watz 
Qapum 
Soumah meah 
Poe 
Wan aie 
Tzeco, Tzutzequirrch 
Tlaash 
Caaghwa 
Keadh 
Kee adh 
Queeook 
QUE h 
Ghlowk 
W tle mush 
~ i r  tucht 

Billcchoola 

Shoolh 
Shmool 
Mum ood ota 
Chla lust 
Atetah 
Stuchoom 

+.  
Tee kad da 
Sehoom elah 
Hool pe ke tah . 
A1 ke meem 
Poots tun 
Tit nin dah 
Alko nagh aim 
Teech tah 
Kay eete 
No ap 
Pepile qualist 
Sha ka cummaohail 
Quagh qua nil 
Coo a boo 
Tzummi 
Tlnnk 
Skee mah 
Shoopanie 
Couloun 
Neekach 
Qunnee 
Uchy chy 
Tlah 
Nun 
Watz 
Kiush 
Shimilk 
Poe 
Ti1 kil 
T sec tze pei 
Huelusk 
Uchyth 
Goosh Klulk 
Shiniwod 
Tshko 
Wha whee 
Ti1 
Timsk 
Tshilko 
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Tun Ghaaee. 

Wul dzooh um 
Awaalip 
Kum ghum 
Paa1,Uchusho Nohwio 
Waigh 
Shchun 
Comilh, hiluawish 
Kopilloh 
Ommalek 
h a p  
Kumd t 
Hacootuk 
Hawaulh 
Toatsk 
11th-a-peesh 
Kai durn tzalip 
KO datzo 
Wugh ka no andh 
Ka puchs 
Con cum tum loanie 
Cush leushk 
Na wushk 
Wir doam gum she wa 
Sthlioane 
Wun 
Sktzoalh 
Watza 
Istiploane 
Yeunni 
Olh 
Mudeak 
Haas 
Ti1 poane ' 

Hone kustamoane 
Tuch an 
Tska 
Tzots 
Wei tok 
Kawhle 
Haughk 
Wa la  waal 
I ts  teen 
Eligh pun 
Kat kid 
Yui git 
Wee y nug 

Kodatz 
Wil tzin eh 
Qun 
Shee da da 
Kad ani Kodatz 
Tloo it 
Kuntah 
Tchisko 
Kogan 
Segede 
Coostah 
Youchtz 
Coogh 
Tseck 
Hootch 
Ucha 
Yio agh 
Ka at 
Chaatil 
Noagh 
Koch . 

Lanashoola 
Natee 
Skus Keedoh 
Kloo 
U1 
Legoose 
Hunnah 
To ut 
0 s  il tah 
Chiket lo he 
KO ke gong 
Klahilt 
Tzin ti1 lin 
Yeidz 
Y eidz 
Tadgung 
Kodatz 
Skoostao 
Qun 
Cun te ga 
Kodatz khadli 
Ligh augle 
Quil 
Tchisk 
Kawt 
Tzing 
Stlug 
Nuck 
Coo 
Tan 
Hootch 
Ha 
&un 
Swaggan 
Chuk 
Clang 
Huteet 

VOL. 11. R 
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I 

A 

I. 
Englih. 

Low 
Lo% 
Short 
Round 
Man 
Male 
Woman 
Child 
Children 
Old man 
Old woman 
Chief 

Slave 
Tree 
Cedar 
Grass 
Sand 
Stone 
0 wl 
Surf-duck 
Day 
Now 
Yesterday 
To-morrow 
llong ago 
Winter 
Spring 
Autumn 
Summer 
'I. Thou 
'Mine, m i n e  

'We, 

He1, Theye 

Good 
Bad 
Valuable 

Valueless 

Large 
Small 
Upwards 
Downwards 
Sleepy 
Hungry 

Haseltnrlr. . 

Tzuk wught 
Wahtzo 
Tzeea 
Wah keet 
Poo uanum 
~ e i k u m  
Kunnum 
Shashum 
Shushumach 
Nomash 
Ti1 qua nit 
Eemash 

Kaghkoh 
Tlaosh 
Quaghtlan 
Kiet tum 
Skeeish 
Teissum 
Teich teich einnie 
Cooteenah 
Quakilla 
Athlum 
Klan cheh 
Klan slatch 
La Kaiala 
Tso unnock 
Quagh unnock 
Mea gila qualish 
Haiy nuck 
'Nookwa, *Cusbo 
'Nesho, ~Cusho 

BiuedwolIL. 

Ky koo teh 
Pee ky kut 
Ky koo teh 
Kmm 
Tlimsdah . . 
Chinosh 
Munna 
Munnamuns 
Tshil quillee 
Chitil quile tzaich 
Td to mich 

Shnaanch 
Ushtin 
Teechtuk 
Shaosh 
Skats 
Quils tolomick 
Teich leich einie 
Ah quah 
Skoonook 
Waighewa 
Kainooch 
Ee kaimooch ' 
Aeek 
Shooteek 
Popo shimmi 
Noo shimmilk 
Awmilk 
'Untah, %En0 

Nookwintok, ~Kycu- 
{ I  Sk0 

qua 
'Caigh qua, ~Elee caigh 

Ske 
Yuck 
Thla weinie 

Pitzeeneh 

Keykaeh 
Howlal 
Skeagh (Xkeagh ?) 
Wunkaiagh 
Peek Kotzeh 
Poo eesh 

'Teechtil taigh, Teech 
ti1 tin no mo high 1 

Teeah 
Ushee 
Nooskaam dats 
Achko nool qui ki 

{ meeds 
Hailko 

1 
Ky koo tie 
Tloaki 
Kumm 
Yul a Ritz 
Huch tlalts 
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Chimmesyan. 

Dil puch 
Wee tuchoa 
Ti1 ti1 coat weh 
Ti1 ke kawsh 
Tzib 
Youcht 
Unaach 
Tilcoole 
Tilcoolteet 
Hoolakielim youcht 
Hootakielim unnaach 
Smo ik it 

o c h i c k  
Kunaghun 
Kullan 
Ki  o acht 
Owsh 
Loap . 
Qut qun eeoks 
Umgaiac 
Tseichoosah 
Keaun (Klaun 3) 
Kit cheep 
Chik a cheep 
Kee koaikh 
Koam shum 

Lugha lughumth(susha?) 
Lugh hone (Sugh 3) 
Shoondhee 
'New o, $Noone 

BW awae IN z 
'Neubami, ¶Neurni 

'Qw 'Queet 
Aam 
Atuchk 
Toachilh 

Ka de toachilh 

Wee leise (leix?) 
Tzoushk 
Wut lugh aga 
Tluchum 
Klugh shuki durn 
Cooteeg-hot 

Haidah. 

Klcil hats ta 

Tsa ta 
Kiddilung 

Ti1 ky ah 
Kootlena 
Eet la kit 

Haldung 
Kyet 
Kydlah 
Kyia 
I1 kaik 
Tlaha 
Kost qun eeooks 
Sking 
Kooudlain 
Hyeet 
A tulh taish 
A tulh 
Awntilk 
Shungh~ 

Kiineet 
'Teea, Tungha 

'Watsqua ; 
Saggan 
Cum laangan 
&uy agun 

Cum Quyegun 
You wan 
Skimmon 
Klit au 
H y eet 
Ti1 ka koouzah 
Qutt 

Tun Ghaw. 

Kall 

Shew at 
Toosee 

Shoan 
Stooehit 
Uacan 

Kooch 
Oush 
Tzuk 
Tau 
Hatza 
Ta  
Qut qun eeoke 
Kadlahi 
Tsoolatik 
Eedit 

Tsawk 
Koolaan tawk 

Kootaan 
'Ushut, YAith 

'Yout 

Ahkeh 
Tzilthlis-keh 
Kleik 

Klaik ilkatzen 

Ahklein 
Kleik ahklein 
Sha kleie 
Tuehei 
Talhit such 
Chun in (ui?)  o ha 
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One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 

Eight 

Nine 
Ten 

Eleven 

Twelve 
Twenty 
Fifty 
Hundred 
How many 
Half 
Plenty 
Scarcity 
Sky 
Clouds 
Sun 
Moon 
Stars 
Thunder 
Lightning 
Rain 
Snow 

Hail 

Ice 
Water 
River 
Lake 
Mountain 
Plain 
Island 
Village 
House 
Door 

Naks 
Lepeit 
Inetaat 
Pee tlipit 
Paachat 
Weilakits 
Wee napit 

Wee snittaat 

- 

. ?  

, 

Queetz 
Poatumit 

Kliketat. 

Spoken in the Tmt 
between Ft. Nt. 
P d s ,  Mount 
Raiier, and the 
Columbia Palls. 

Nuchs 
Neepit 
Inetaat 
Pee neepit 
Puchaat 
Tuchneens . 
Tom caase 
Tzanleepit { seemka 
Tzauluchs 
Poatummit 
Poa:ummit { koolucha 

Neipteet 
Poatummit leepit 

Pucha spteet 
Pola apteet 
Milh 
Walluk 
Uchillak 
Miltah 
Tochwun 
Showntash 
Aun 
Uchych 
Chasloh 
Sa weenalthla 
Eh tee 
Toch tocha 
Pooie 

Tam que quee 

To a gh . 
Tchowush 
Wannah 
Wattam 
Pannateet 
Taak 
Ems wee 
Uchillak needh 
Needh 
Wispaa 

.. . . . . . . . 
Pota apteet 
Mitz 
Kee urn 
Eluchunie 
Meelutz 
A ee cut 
Epe leckut 
Ek sim tooks 
Chikaopa tooks 
Tchet tzpo 
Henemelsah 
Hete kusyochos 
Wea kyt 
Meaka 

Taimolh 

Taiss 
Koose 
Peicoon 
Eweit um . . 
Taakin 
Ah mah 
Elch weetza 
Eneedh 
Piskis 

Spoken on 
Rarer'r River. 

Nuke 
Uskul 
Kaal thleis 
Moas 
Tcheilixt 
A kumet 
Sheespil 

Tzimil 

I Tchuchun noot 
Opuniet 

. . . . . . 
Schuch tzivet 
Loat 
%Oat 
Whepteit 
Ta  kaka thleiss 
Sko eos sin 
Spotlint 
Chai a1 thlinoh . . 
Hoho 00s 

Stzuketz kaap 
So-oh-ek keia 
Te pais 
Sma koot 
Tzi tzi shil-loo- { hint 
Schoanuk 
Sauwulh 
Utz la hap 
Ecoot 
Atz im mok 
Hoochsooluch 
Atz te kum aka 
Whe eit-breet 
Nukko 
Sen atsia kat in 
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Kalapooiah. 

Spoken on 
the Wallamat Plaina. 

Yamkallie. 

Spoken near 
the Sources of 

River Wallamat. 

iJmpqu& 

Spoken on 
River Umpqua. 

Aylh thla 
Nak kyk 
Taak 
Snn chee 
Ish wheilap 
Whastaanie 
Whey tye 

Naka tie 

Eil thlnntie 
W hunneya 

Aytthla yatta 

Tai yatta 
Tinche 
Ishwhai 
Whulthanie 
Taagh attie (atlie?) 
Owungh 
Whnlh an 
Yo at leitha 
Ya amee 
Eeeh teugh uk 
Hoa tle 
Ee walh tchee 
Hnlk at chee 
Eet in eh 
Nin g eil kush 
Nalh eik 
Unloshie (Untoshie ?) 

Untoshie men chowa 

Tahoh untley whe 
Tuhoh 
Uchun nitcha 
Shachaltoh 
Nuntza . . 
Shnchaltom 
Ma maa sanie 
Mih  
Tunweh 

Wa 
Ka im 
Oapsha 
Taapheh 
Oa wan 
Taaf 
Sheeni-moah 

Kai moah 

Ohshien teinifeh 
Teinifeh 

Waam teinefa 

. . 
Kaim te teinifeh 
Cowante teinifeh 
Teinifeh teinifeh 
Aho alhoh 
Kho peefah 
Shooie 
Wa ha 
A meeak 
Onoopuk 
Umpean 
Ah thoap 
Ah to eenunk 
Ah ump equeh 
Tcheil toa ai 
Koon queet 
Anoopeik 

A tai oh 

An deiss 
Mampukka 
Am hooie oh 
Mampuchailheh 
Amel foh 
A p ~ p a l h  
Kampoch poa 
Shooie hummie 
Hummie 
Akow atchum 

Wan 
Kee n ma 
Hophie 
Taappa 
Oawanna 
Utafo 
Ohopshie 

Wach keeamoh 

Wacho ainoh 
A teishwa 

Atashwa wana 

. . 
Keamie tum weiska 
Waunwho 
Teishuffoh 
Pow lano eioli 
010 a ha1 
M u f' h eewie 
Poshnag 
Wee opuk anie 
Khunk ta 
Khumpeuua 
Khuma tohpie 
Quatso wunk 
Kam equa 
Ma & poh ait 
Mulla aala 
Kano paik 

Khan tah 

Khan teiceh 
Khamp kea 
Qualass kumkey 
Kaloh loa 
Kum uf foh 
Qualhoyo 
Mampailh 
Mooleewee kungha 
Kulhla 
Kunka waspa 
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11. 
English. 

- 

Canoe 
Paddle 
Mat 
Bow 
Arrows 
Dagger 
Spear 
Iron 
Axe 

House 

Red deer 
Roebuck 

Beaver 

Black bear 
Wolf 
Dog 
Salmon 
Birds 
Fat 
Lean 
Rich 
Poor 
Heavy 
Light 
Strong 
Weak 
High 
Low 
Long 
Short 
Round 
Man 

Woman 

Child 
BOY 
Girl 
Son 
Daughter 
Brother 
Sister 
Father 
Mother 
Old man 

Kliketat. 

Wllssas 
Uchywas 
Eel qua teet 
Ta wee to wanie 
Kay assoh 
Uch a pi1 thlinnie 
Tanno techye ' 
Tooks 
Kystin 

Coossie 

Ameenadh 
Tchato eellee 

{Eechah poos orwees-1 

Anahni 
Uchalleis 
Coossi coossi 
Mitolla nosagh 
K~keeah 
Tuschan 
Kyeoo . . . . . . 
Po-ach 
Huch-tuto 
Kilkapule . . . . . . 

• . 
Tipeit 
Weens 

Ayut 

Mee unnalh 
Aswan 
Pitec neex 
Eesht 
Pap 
Sehop 
Atz 
Pitsha 
Pishit 
Hooeksad 

Shahaptan. 

J&h is 
Wee sal poas 
Tookko 
Timoon 
Tsaise 
Tek ek ykas 
Tekek y kas 
Kisweh 
Wow weans 

Sheekam 

Wow wow keap 
Tata palh 

Tuchs polh 
Yaakah 
Heimeh 
Skaamkulh 
Notsoagh 

. . 
Tuscll 

Weesh-eh (wuah?) 
Kaivee-is 
Hell-wit 
Tzou-enis 
Heitzawitz 
Kups kups 
Elaat 
Koohet 
Kahattoh 
Koohett 
Kahattoh 
Teepit teepit . . 

. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . 

Oka~regru~. 

Slalthleim 
Oat sil tin 
Swyaks 
Tsuk que nuk 
Tsuk keilun 
Huch tuch teh 
Tloomeen 
010 leeim 
Ka wie ka 
Se ne kil tza 
skucha 

Papalatz 
1 

Klatz eenim 

Stoonieh 

Skumma chist 
Nu tze tzim 
Ka wappa 
Unte te~gh 

3::; 5kh 
Atzi thle eip 
Wha lis-tzoat 
Y a-yaat 
Noit 
Epe-oo 
Kotsh qualtz 
Schoop 
No weisr 
E h-hoot-ta 
Weis chun 
Tak ok 
Meilok via 
Skullum eechw 
Tukul thlimei- 

{ looch . . 1' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'. I 
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ILalapiali. 

Ahm pow 
Shuk kowt 
Haish ai 
Aposkeh 
Anoak 
Akinustah 
Ak-kallah 
Asqua fout 
As kys taan 

Akeeowtam 

. . . . 
A keipeh 

W a  moi eim 
Nonit leint 
Mattaal . . . . 
Sooi tompeah 
Waa tompeah 
Sooi-to-uka 
Wan-to-ukn 
Koomkit 
Shimadillo 
Ta-luch-tokko 
Waa-luch-takko 
T ~ m - ~ a s s  
Tootzkeigh 
Komposs 
I~eeuktchis (Seenk? 
Wn po kotch 
Halum han 

Apoommeik 

Tooapeh 
Alchakoaleik 
Whuleok 
Wa yu hay 
Opomeik (Apo?) 
Shoat 
Sleitch 
E ffam 
Ennim 
W a  yuhay 

Yamkallie. 

Kampow 
Mentza toom 
Feh weyook aurai 
Ksmpooshka 
Kanooqua 
Koomai oo qua 
Kamfeasulh (feusulh ?) 
Kantaala 
Kausa salh 

Keowtan 

d b  . . 
Kuma keipeh 

Kaneh wita 
Kamalein 
Kantaala 
Kampeich 

~ u m k e a h '  
Moochai 
Mu1 ewa akuk 
Weh akuk 
Mukkye 
Mookalap 
Mita kootcheh 
Mohlok 
Moppohtch 
Ulskoolsko 
Tmaalugh . . 
Unta millaweh 
Posh kahoo 

Ah-weh-quattie 

Ketawai 
Kaynee wastcha 
Kampuna (pee?) 
Kithowac (wai?) 
Ta penea 
Yet apai 
Ta-yit-a-polh 
Tahlma 
Kit qneit 
Knnchaha 

Umpqua. 

Tchee 
Meitoh 
Mutseh 
Ulh neh 
Ta neo wit lin 
Wa stlea mane . . 
Natlimie 
Skeinil 

Thlin-til-kaitch 

En aa kalh 
En tcheh 

Ushah 

Steilsha 
Eih ta tame 
Thlth . . 

. . 
QUR whalh-ah . 
Ta-qua-whimtil 
Uchus cheh 
To-ta whuntil (whim?) 
Meintaya 
Tatuk 
Tla neish 
Toi ilheish 
Neis 
Schp e halka (lbeil ?) 
Meen eineh 
Shto atleitleh 
Tchow-ulh 
Tee tza 

Eichee 

Teets ech eftte 
Un ai alluk 
Eit % 
Shaskehaia 
Eit atla (atta?) 
Heit leitla (leitta ?) 
Steitcha 
Stangteh 
Ungteh 
Ulchaioh 



( 
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I 

Ohugrn. 

Le qrllok 
Skullum ecchio 
Uncus eeilis 
Thlothlo molh 
Naqua molh 
Sheah 
Ulz-sky-eilth 

11. 
English. 

Tall man 
Hunter 
Wamor 
Fisherman 
Thief 
Berries 
Sick 

Chaaat I 

Chaaat I 

Kaast 
Chaast spoosb 
Klaaks-klili- 

( meechnlcb ] . . . . . . . . 
'. . . I . . I . . I . . 
. .. . 1 . . 
.. 1 
'. . . 1 
. a .  . 1 

Sleem kol i n ~ h  

Slaam qula quid 

Amoat tuch 

Hooch atsint 

Well 
Good 
Bad 
Happy 

s O ~  

1 
You 
He 
We 
Ye 
They 
Come 
Go 
To speak 
Run 
Bring 
Talie away 
Now 
Long ago 
By-and-bye 
Here 
There 
What are 

you doing] 
What are ] 
you saying 

Where i a  it 

Let mc see it 

Kliketat. 

Tuck shan weens 
Tochnathla 
Pntee-weelthlam 
Wycanunh nam 
Pach weelham 
Wem,unno atteet 
PYO 

Shahsptan. 

Hooket teellokun 
Happatus 
Hawahuah 
Lanhap tush 
Pachowia 
Tee maanit 
Ecoomy e 

Sheeuch 
Sheuch 
Chylooeet 
Sheuch tinna 

Sheh wet 

Enuk 
Emuk 
Yuke or peimik 
Na mak 
Eee maak 
Pammak 
Weenum 
Weenuk 
Sininee sa 
Wa yach te 
Nuaweemurn 
Ween puttah 
Ekoak 
Meewee 
Ech wee 
Eetchee 
Equa or eteoaaie 

keogh] 
{ ana 

Toon sin wee u 

lUchu- 1 
Sho wa ky no ah 

Tautz 
Tautz 
Kapseia 
Eitz 

Teemina heurtza 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Eh toh ha neiaa 

Meis heitra 

Meioa hey 

Ke why a kakeh 
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Umpqua. 

Teitza neunk 
Eetla gheh 
Thlighanti teilthla 
Thlughi an tata 
Uchailea 
Tchetcheh 
Teenchak 
Wascheh 
Whalcheh 
Munch whuneh 
Tche wusclieh 

Tehe unchwha 

Shee iya 
Noo igeh 
Hah tadzi 
Nee yoh 
Nohnee 
Ach eeya 
Y uk qua 
Nah tailh 
Whaatie 
Heen goak 
Yaqua eenhah 
Nah alh 
Hoh 
Tee ah 
All-toh . . . . 
Tai te lalh thle 

Ta chinteh 

T a  hautasta (han ?) 

Neghuehoh 

Kalapooiah. 

Whapoos 
Wai yookne 
W a  tzie eyuk . . 
Walatzoh 
Akyeah 
Waeil fatteh 
Pe tanneh 
W a  tennah 
Uchaskeh 
Walena timopeh 

Uchaskeh 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
w . . . . . . . . . . . 
Akumanseh me winah 

Akumanseh ~n i sh i  

Halla tip eint 

Enatzitzipotot 

Yamkallie. 

Apostch 
Kanyoh wallaak 
Witzyawie 
Oopasilocca 
Kaya latchko 
Kanta kolo 
Oashwai 
Koshoh 
Moshoh 
U kalchka . . 
Mossho 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Akansopoet 

Akanee gewa 

Aman peyoh 

Kah holitoh 
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"I' 

E''glLh' 

One . 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
Ten 
Eleven 
Twelve 
Twenty 
Fifty 
Hundred 
How many? 
Half 
Plenty 
Scarcity 
Sky 
Clouds 
Sun 
Moon 
Stars 
Thunder 
Lightning 
Rain 
Snow 
Hail 
Ice 
Water 
River 
Lake 
Mountain 
Plain 
Coastwise 
Island 
Village 
House 
1)oor 
Canoe 
Puddle 
Mat 
Mueket 

Dr. SCOVLER on 

Kawitekn. 

7e: 2 &s 
River, -iteVan- 
courer'r Island. 

Nitsa 
Eee saalie 
Thlench 
Uchsasin 
Tilkatchia 
Tucham 
Tzauks 
Tukatchn 
Toach 
A P P ~ ~  
A p p n  ie ta nitza . . 
Isqueelh 
Utch lukitz ti1 cha 
Nutzo witch 
Quien 
Iltoko 
Kaach 
Umei mun 
Tchowh as tun 
Sko teech un 
Shee a com 
Tilkantzn 
Quassin 
Itzh who whaas 
Sukin chinnum . . 
Maaka 
Squilmaloh 
Speioh 
Kah 
S taaloh 
Seich 
Uche chilh 
Ey timmoch 
Ucheitzo 
Tilchas 
Kuch tala lims 
Tzo togh 
Stchalh (~tchalh?) 
Snughwilh 
Skummilh 
Slawun 
Shiquillah 

N. W, American 

Thoquatch. 

--rest extremity 
of 

\hnc,,,ver.8 wad. 

Tzank 
Attla 
Kutz tza 
Moh 
Soocha 
N h p h  
Atlepoh 
Attlukwilh 
Tzawsk quilh 
Haioha 
Tzawi mil apo 
Attli 
Attleik 
Yoolcheik 
Haioyak 
Oonkh 
Katowat 
Ayiih 
Wik Ayiih 
Naase 
Kotlo puck 
Tlopil 
Hopulh 
Tastass 
Totah 
Tle an eish 
Meetlah 
Katzomin 
Queiss 
Koagh 
Tchtlak 
Aook 
Owees 
Notcheh 
Kleeemaak 
Eetzato 
We ta quis . 
Ma a us 
Maas 
Moosh um urn 
Tchappits 
Oowhapie 
Thle hulh 
Poyuk 

Tribes. 

Noordalum. 

Hood's Canal. 

Nitsa 
Tchissa 
Thleuch 
Moass 
Tilkatchis 
Tuchiin 
Tzoaks 

I Tukatcha 1 
Toach 
Opun 
Opuu ta  nitza 

I 
. . I 
-. I 

Quien 
Tilkun 

Tloatla 

:: I 
unghungh ' I . . 
~ o k w e i -  (( 
Tilkaitza , 
Quasrin 
Atz a quilh i 
T c h ~ t o  chaquilh ' 1 
Slimmooch ; 
Maeka 
Tzei teimisha I 
Steiogh 
Kah 
Stowie I 

I Motoehoss , . . I 
Spilchun 
Aatso quilh 1 
Ske kootsas ! 
Nungh tai lins I 

Otogh 
Solh I 

Otuchs 1 
Houghit 
Tzinagh 1 
Y tsh 
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Squallyamish, h 

Puget's Sound. 

Nutso 
Saalie 
Thleuch 
Moass 
TzTlatch 
TzilIlchie 
Whull 
Whullie 
Whul a wo nutzo 
Paa natch 
Paa natch ta nitso . . 
Saalie atchie . . 
Panat& 
Q u i d  
Ehckioo 
Kah 
Mse m a h  
Skolh qudoch 
Skeech tchrmko 
Thlok wahl 
Slokwalum 
Tchoossah 
Whe quaddie 
Sposaadie 
Skullum 
Maeko 
Tlim wheila 
Skaghwo 
Koh 
Stolak 
Shich thlip or tzalal 
Squatache 
Maquam 
Tchaek 
Slit cheh 
Kata aalal 
Aalal 
Kust 
Tiilai 
Hoopit 
Kooquats a1 
Whullamalis 

Cl~eenook. 

Entrance of 
Columbia River. 

Slukweek (meek?) 
Snalie 
Tchalh 
Moan 
Tzeilutche 
Sey tutch 
Tzoaps 
Tza moas 
Towk woh 
Paa mitch 
Tn1 pow 
Tal sal 
Tzim to mieh (lo 3) 
Tzeil itch 
Paa a natch . 
Ato eisha 
Loathlh . . 
Was ho a atz 
Skaatle 
Kla qush 
Squillis 
Tunneim 
Shwaok 
Chan hansowun 
Shtche tchis tuk 
Stohlis 
Slaako 
Tleigh ulluks 
Stchow 
N~wilh  
Tzailh 
Tza lil 
Manteh 
Maa coom 
Mowtch 
Spoa teitch 
Kuggil tachas 
Keas 
Tukeinpist 
Weilh 
Quaapie 
Swussak 
Powhelha 

, Catt~lascon. 
(Catlascou ?) 

0 1 1  the banka of Colum- 
bia River, from the lower 
fdh to Cheenook. 

& 

Eecht 
Molt 
Thlune 
Sakit 
Quinum 
Tuchurn 
Sunnamoxt 
Kzoughti kui 
Queeoom 
Stathleilum 
Stathleilum qun eecht 
Stathleilum moxt 
Moxt stathleilun~ 
Quennum te kal 
Taka moonak 
Kuncheich 
Sheiti coom 
Ti1 kaopilia 
Ti1 ka wata ki teeks 
Ekosl~ach 
Tikka 
Kulthlach 
Kni urn 
Tukycha napucha 

Ste ti keilteh - 
Stzikkat 
Atzo kitso 

Stchuqua 
Emalh 
Ethlala 
Ka kam 
Turn kaima 
Ma1 lhemi (chemi ?) 
Ragh eituk 

Toquil thleinach ~ a n ~ h  ?) 
Taima 
Kuppotat 
Cunaim 
Eeskie 
Thlilq~atie 
Shukquallalla 
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111. 
Englieh. 
--- 

Bow 
Arrow 
Dagger 
Horse 
Iron 
Red deer 
Roebuck 
Beaver 
Wolf 
Dog 
Fat 
Lean 
Rich 
Poor 
Heavy 
Light 
Strong 
Weak 
High 
Low 
Lo% 
Short 
Tall man 

Hunter 

Warrior 
Fisherman 
Thief 
Bemes 
Sick 

.Well 
Good 
Bad 

Happy 
Sorry 
Man 
Woman 
Child 

B?Y 
Girl 

Son 

Daughter 
Brother 
Sister 
Father 

Kawitchen. 

Toch atz 
Smuk unrh 
Thl& tin 
Stike m 
Halai tin 
Ky eitz 
Tla ket inna 
Skullauw . . 
Sco mai 
Neil 
Ixh tzitikash 
Kuch 
Unliitish 

. . 
Wha wha 
E ~ u m  
Wummaan 
Kluk tamiz 
Tzei tlam 
Klaa kit 
Tki thlip 
Neilh 

Nmz sho wawa 

Schai lil eit 
Noockachachiltin 
Kun kun 
Leila 
Ka kye 
Ewit sy na mit 
Ey a amich 
Kull 

why wilh 

Nooch kull 
Shweika , 
Islanie 
Numunna . . 
Thlinalh 

Niswa numurran 

Islanie finimil 
Kwk 
Kaak stanai 
Onman 

Noosdalum. 

Scho mo tun 
Tzimaan, Y tsh 

. . 
Mautlin 
Halaitan 
Qua wa itz 
Hoapit 
Skyauw 
Stee kaio 
Skacha 
Mitz 
Ush cumocks 

Tlaoquatch. 

Moas tali1 
Tze hattie 
Tzok quaeek . . - 
Eees ntchit 
Tloo nimma 
Mow itch 
Atoh 
Quay lltz eek 
Yneistle 
Klaatz eh 
Kle hakshitle 
Ay jaish 
Weekeit 
Qua tee eek 
Katee eikishis 
Yche ha 
Weh ak 
Yaak 
Aan a is 
Yaak . . 
Ehii es kowus 

{W:i!a tih 
Tche aka 
Aiyunnik 
KO wilh 
Koweh 
Ta ilh 
Te chi chit1 
'Tlooleish 
Peishakeis 

{Tlooleish thlei-} 
makste 

Peeshnts . 
Chukoop 
Tlootri min 
Tani~ais 
Maetle-kutz 
Ha gua ti1 

Maetle Kutz 

Haguatle ~ooks 
Yooqua 
Yooquekso 
Nowwuh 

, 

Uchum -. I 
I 

Wha wha 
Komokoln I 

' *  I 
Ti1 cheiks I 
Klukitaalh 
Tzatza tilh 

. . 
Untzut laih 
Tchuck 

Nuos chikuyu 

Sin angis 
Noochs chaalooh 
Noos c a d n  
Tzil tin ung  
Cliaalh 
Ey. 
Aiye 
Usch as 

Nowhye eq,,n 

Nooschus 
Sohwie ken 
Shee akatso 

Tle tla, Lli  kelh 
Islonie 

{Nisqua nungung 
unungha 1 

Stimsh na chichi1 
Nisaitzh 
Aitch 
Outzit (Intzit ?) 

' 
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I 

cathiancon. 
(Catblascou?) 

Thla ghein 
Tukaamatch 
Ky wekkee 
Keoutan 
Kystin 
Molak 
Eh laalak 
Kanook 
Leh cumoh 
Koot koot 
I1 katza 
I1 yeutluch tau 

Tanee la ki ti 

Sy quan quan 

Teal ae kauw 
Yaa ti1 kit 
Yaa cheh kukit 
Ya kil kit 
Sowilow 
Ya toomit 

Ya ke ma quan 

Yuch ma kau 
Yach e te kalla 
Ya eoo 1ee.m 
Tukeemach 
Yateo mum 
Kat ty ya 
Tooktee 
Ya ka mil 

Toohlee yamux 

Ya kamil . 
Eel kalla 
Ka kei lak 
Ti1 kas kas 
Ekas 
A kas kas 

Chichan 

Ah kan 
Tzoch eech 
Kootich eich 

I 

Squallyamish. 

Huchs tza tzots 
Tessun 
Snoak 
Slekke oo (Stek?) 
Kum nut tin 
Mey itz 
Skeig watz 
Stuk ouch 
Ste kaio 
Sko mai 
U whus 
Is tloh 
Katie etamis . . 
Whee wha'kha 

. . 
Ka kal 
Haatz 
Ka kuch oh 

. . 
Ka ko 
Hequo atseettam 

Noos stot saddie 

Noos seeaam eko 
St olaquamish 
Noos caada 
Squnalthla 
Uchulh 
Haalh 
Kloom 
Kullum 

Haalh ke hutch 

Kullum 
Stobsh 
Islanie 
h b u d  dubudda 
Slo slobsh chachis 
Ielanie chatchus 

Tibuda squa 

Tibuda izlanai 
Tzoquats 
Tzoquats islanai 
Tadu band 

- Cheenook. 

Stek quethin 
Quittaiks 
Wheil ha 
Stik keoo 
Tla ai chepita 
Keil it 
Pakoose 
Stummah . . 
Tleitz amilh 
Keuch 
Yeutlil 
Kuch alh 
Shakitlin 
To1 koiok 
Wheat 
Nepy tamis 
Aio whak 
-Toashi1 
Was to milh 
Toashil 
Jlowilow 
Toashil 

Te  whuna 

Uchushaash 
Tla aapish 
Ekoo l a k a  
Ucheilum 
Yeitz uch 
Keis tun yetzuk 
Tlaqu 
Uchushaws 

Tlooa squillum 

Hushaas . . 
Ky kit thlin 
Haak 
Tool 
Thlan 

Kut toon 

Que milh 
Tinniets 
Tip sheinvis 
Kucht 
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- .  

NoudaLun. I I 
Intan 
Kichayeik 
Utz 
Tinnuk 
Squas ! 
Ti1 uinghilh 

Saalin queya 

. . 
.. 

Unna 
Heeaatzin 
Qua q w  

I 

Kou ang u t  (aug?) . . . * 
Hyaatche 
Quilh eitz 
Qua qua tach 
Tilh a a 
T i  whin a01 

I 
A&mgh it it&h 

Ah-eint ib 

Toch-low Laurndin hi lrtr 

{Hoeesta quintat- 
1 

zin 

Tzatchiosnah ]I 
Sat1 Juan Clpirtrulo. 1 

S u p h  
Hush I 

Pahai 
Huasah 
Maharr 
Piimk~lilliih 1 
Ehueohui I 
HuiiPaGbiI I 

r 
111. 

%I= 

Mother 
Old Man 
I 
You 
He 
We 

Ye 

They 

Come 
Go 
To speak 
Run 
Bring 
Take away 
Now 
Long ago 
By and bye 
Here 
There 
What are 

you do- } 
ing ? 

Whet 
0 } 
ing ? 

Where is it? 

Let me 8e.e it 

.What 
your nam:;] 

IV. 
English. 

One 
Two 
Three . 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 

Kawitchen. 

In tann 
S h a  loocha 
Nishwa 
nnnawo 
Kwm 
Ti1 neimit 

Ti1 willup 

Tisiraalye 
Mail thla 
Namd thla 
Qua quill 
Whimheinurn 

, . . . 
Hy sil 
Weilh ess 
Hoo rlh thla 
Sa ha loo1 
Sin-a-a-ool 

St::rn kOOa Ya 

Staam kis is qua 

I 
qualh ) 

("~OO,".h&",~~-} 

{ H f w r c ~  chin) 
to kOOds-) 

queek 

Pima. 

Herniiko 
KbLk 
Beik 
Kiik 
XZxtaspe 
Tchotep 
B a i U  
&kkG 

Tlaoquntch. 

%ma a 
Eihim 
Seea . 
Sowa 
Atchuk 

Newah 

Sewah 

Tchoo ua 
~ c h u  r! chc 
A-a koak 
Kumit kok . . . . 
Tla bowieh 
Oakowie 

~ d h  e ill& 
Eil tblei olthlei 

~b h xnmpook 

A-w-wa 

Wau e he 

Nananitcb 

Achnekit luk 

&m Dicgo. 

Siha 
Xahuac 
Xamoc 
Tchapap 
Xetlaml 
Xmtcbapai . . 
Tchapap-tchapap 
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Sqllallyamish. 

Skoie 
Solotle 
Utzn 
Dugwee 
Ta tocli neil (toeli ?) 
Neimalh 

Qualaap~k 

Ee malh 

Attlah 
Agh 
Chotochot 
Tillamneel (laameel?) . . . * . . . . . . . . . 
Staam k w  whech to] 

chagh 

Staem Loo cbotochot 

. . 

. . 

. . 

Cheenook. 

Ku 
Hoh 
Untzh . . 
Now 
Yuchke 

Eneem 

. . 
Essah 
Wankehat 
Tukkolthla 
Shuchwam . . . . . . 
Engtzie 
Howshanum 
Sheilteh 
Shaanilt I 

Taam to koilh 

Tcbronil 

Tla kin che 

Too we sheax 

Cathiascon, 
or Cathlascou. 

- -.--- 

KO 
Keokit 
Nika 

Mika 
Yuchka 
Nutika (dual), nuseka 

(p lu~ao  
Mutika (duuZ),miaikn 

{ @ h ~ a l )  
Mitteh 
Kulch owda 
Mukeim 
Melch ewitz 

Aka 
Ankatie 

Taan mee o holla 

Kun ke mo holla 

Kachpa keetan 

Xee ook eta 

I 

San Gabriel. 

Puku 
Huehe 
Pai 
Huatsa 
Maharr 
Patahi 
Huatsakaben 
Huehesh-huatza 

Paka Tshxumu Kit01 
Shkoho Eshiu Kakishe 
Masex Misha Klap'hai 
Skumu Paksi Kieha 
Yiti-paka Tiyehui Ultraoh 
Yiti-shkome Ksuhuasya Paianel 
Yiti-masex 
Malahua Sh'komo Shaanel 



- 

Tribes. I 
1 

San Juan CapiaW. 
1.I 

Huasa-yvicohiall, : { -maham 

Y l G x n - m a -  . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . j 

TGmet ! 
Mioil 
Shul - 
Exel 
Pal . . 
Moom t 

Hi~ani 

Pal-mokat 

Engtil 
Kiit 
NianGk 
Tueneiigta 

Shababiit 

Xalek 
T&t 
Ka-hui 
Huaiyaxnut 
Yiibatexanut 

Kecha 
Piiplik 

Kotiipsh 

a 1  

PZtiixo 
N61 

Yei 

Amaigomal 

Shiingkl 

248 Dr. 

IV. 
English. 

Nine 

Ten 

Eleven 
Twelve 

Thirteen 

Fourteen 
Fifteen 
Sixteen 
Twenty 

4 Sun 
%foon 
Star 

Earth 
'Water 

Sky 
-.Sea 

River 

House 
Door 

Bow 

-Arrow 

&Woman 
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Pima 

Humukt 

Huiatemam 

MGtii 
Kobhk 

. . 

. . . . . . . . 
Tash 
Maekat . . 

. . 
Shoiitik . . 
Kakatchck 

AkZmiili 

San Diego. 

Sihntchahoi 

Ramat 

Sihn-noxnp . . 
. . 
. . a . . . . 

Ra 
I iitua 
Xllepxuatui 

Mat 
Xa 

xhilk" 

Vd I t q u a t a i  

6~ 
Tai 
Tashim6t 
StuGkum 

Seapit 

S t b  
Jak 
Toak 
Stoxa . . 
Nihki 
Paali t 

~ i k a t  

Napot 

, Nionh 
Capit 

Tiuot 

Kndi 

Obii 

. . 
Na 
Gjoii 

Xetchur 

. . 
Ehuei 
Mai 
Umahop 
Nillh 

i h u a  
H u a  

Atimm 

&Pel 
Bmal 
Cuaipai 

~ ~ a t c h  

Jacuel 

Seen 
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'aher-kabea 

xai t 

itxoarr 

iiarr 

batso 

kor 
DL. XI. 

Keshko , K k - e s k u m u  
/ Kel-paka 

Kel-ishko 
Kel-masex 
Peta . . 
Alishaxua 
Aguai 
dkehuu 

Iti-kiala-kaipi 
Oh 
Alapai 
S'xamihui 

Shtejeje 

Eukeke 

Ti pi 
Neuk 

1 Husiec-esini 
Sulcuhu 

Sox ton I bientseuk 
Xeiip 
0 s hlolomohl 
Ohuox 

1 Bxemai 

Ahqa 
Ekelpe 

A xa 

Yah 

Hekiampuin 
Huot 

Eheye 

Tupneesh 

Ehnek 

San Luis Obispo. San Antonio. C 
Shumotchi-maxe Tetatsoi I 
Tuyimili 

Tihuapa 
Takotia 

Huakshumu 

Huaklesiu 
Huaklmishe 
Peusi . . 
S'maps 
Tabua 
K'shishimu 

. . 
To 
Tixis 
T'shnesan 

Tslimi 

. . 
Tepu 
Tina 
T'chashin 
Tch'xime 

. . I . . 
Txeup 
Tspu . . . . 

. . . . 
Tax a 

Tslehui 

. . . . 
H'lmono 

Tschuilmono 

Tasiyuhl 

Tsoeh 

Tsosoktolh 
Lapaiksha 
L a c k s h a  trex- 

Huoshosho 
Ilapai-ultrafi 
K'pesh 
Kakisho-tsoeh 
Nnah 
Tatsoopai 
Tatch-huanillh' 

Lac 
Tcha 
Napalemak 
Sh-kern 

Shooka 
" 
Ilpoi 

Trnkai 
Traan 
Trokana 
Smekkai 

Tsatleia 

Trauyeiya 
Tashxa 
Kitspoi 
K'matsol 
K'hanhuat 

Traamah 
Tahxam 

Xakeia 

Tatoiyen 

Natrikan 
Quatai 

Liiih 

Sketana 

Letse 
s 
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[No attempt has been made to reduce theee vocabularies to the system 
of orthography usually followed in this work, as it could not have 
been done correctly without oral communication. Ilr. S c d e r  writes 
rapidly, and many of hia letters are very doubtful; but Dr. Coulter's, 
though clearly written, is more embarrassing, aa he evidently follow8 an 
unexplained system of his own : had he adhered to the Spanish ortho- 
graphy, his words might have been easily expressed according to that 
here adopted. His x is our Ah.-ED.] 

XVII1.-Notes on the Geography.of the Columbia Rher. By 
the late Dr. G AIRDNER, M.D. Co~mnunicated by his Mother, 
Mrs. GAIRDNER, of Edinburgh. 

1 

, 

[The author, whose scientific zeal and ability are so honourably evi- 
denced by these notes made under the pressure of yrofeesional 
erlgagements and declining health, was stationed for eleven months 
at Fort Vancouver on the Columbia River, and subsequently p a d  
eight months in the Sandwich Isles.-ED.] 

5.nJuan(3+tnm 

Neneh 
Neyoh 

Shehuhhuit . . . . . . 
Ahfi~iloot . 
Elihmal . . . . 
Tchum yuh 

Noshun 

Poma 
Paniikwn 
Ni3-hueh-lo 
Niitiqurini 

Vancouver, January, 1835.-We have been lately informed that 
a large river, called by the natives Skeena, discharges itself into 
the sea at Port Essington (in 540 25' N.), on the N.W. coast. 
Now, from a letter just received from Mr. S. MrGillivray (chief 
trader), this is probably the outlet of Simpson's River, in N. Cale 

Ben D i  

Manallii 
Patalle 

Kunemei . . 
XanS 
Xan 
Quatai 
Illm6m . . 
xellta ' 

Y atchick 

&hall 
Xiamall 
Kunehuaia 
Axua 

IV. 
Engluh. 

kather 
mother 

Brave 
Strong 
Bad 
Good 
Gnat 
Small 
Much 
Little 

J ~ e r d  

J ~ e a r t  

AHand 
J ~ a r  

Friend 
Enemy - 

Piop.. 

Niook 
In td  

Tiuot . . 
Momk6 
Skukit 
Viihiivakuitch . . . . . . 
Nemiih 

G t i i k  

Noh 
N a n k  . . . . 
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donia ; for he mentions that a feast, lately held by the carriers on 
the latter river, was attended by an Indian chief from the neigh- 
bourhood of Fort Simpnon, who said that he came from a place 
on the coast called Skeena. If such be the case, Simpson's River 
must tend to the southward for the space of 78 miles of latitude, 
with about 10 of longitude of westing. 

We have been also informed by one of the clerks of a Rivihre 
de Sel, about 60 miles above Henry's Forks, to the S., where are 
little fumeroles* in the ground, with deposits of sulphur, and in- 
crustations of common salt in the prairie. 

Walla-wda (in 4 6 O  N.), June. -We here got some details of 
the geography of $nake River. I t  is distant 4 stages for loaded 
horses (about 15 miles each) ; 64 miles from Henry's Forks to 
the American Falls. About 20 miles below which commence the 
great falls of Snake Hiver, which continue for about 80 miles: 
about 15 miles below the end of them are the Salmon Falls and 
the mouth of Sickly River, on right bank. From Sickly River 
there are 13 stages, or 195 miles, following the course of the 
p a t  river to Powder River; 64 miles from P o A e r  River to 
Great Nizpere's Plains ; 45 miles to Clear Water Forks. Salmon 
is found above Salmon Falls, which are low, like the Columbia 

Crevices whence amoke hea.-ED. 
s 2 

Sea Gabriel. 

Amak 
Aiikii 

ftako 
Huuka 
Chaid .. 
Yo-oite 
Tsinuch 
Aye-oin 
V . . 
Apuan 

Ashiin 

Aman 
An anax 
Niy e-hiya 

Santa Barbara. 

Kokonosh 
Xoninash 

Axauishash . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 
. . 
. . 
. . . . 

8pn Luis Obiapo. 

Sapi 
Tuyu 

. . . . 
Tsohuis 
Ts'yunon . . . . 
Tsexu 
Tsihuisnin 
P'sho 

Noxop 

Nupu 
P'ta 
Tsaxsi 
Tsinayihlmu 

I Nikait I . . 

Ban Antonio. 

Tele 
E P ~  0 

Xaialhua 
Kmopax 
Xomo 
Kitsep 
Katcha 
Skitano 
Xaiya 
Shomo 
Traako 

Aahuu 

Menan 
Tishukolo 
Tienxa 

I I 
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Chutea, but art! not found above the Dalles (Slabs) ; so that it is 
sup* that the progress of the shoals is interrupted by some 
falls, for during the whole 80 miles of these Dalles the river is 
inaccessible from the precipices which form its channel. 

The  main breadth of Snake River, between Henry's Forks 
and American Falls, is about half the breadtl~ of the Columbia 
at Walla-walla ; that is, about 250 yards. Above Henry's Forks, 
the main or S. branch proceeds to the S. end of the Three 
Thtons (Paps), from which it turns off W. and S.W., and is still 
of a great size. There is a large boiling-s ring near the Arrom- 
stone River, at the N. fork of Flat-head f;iver ; another in Big 
Hole, on the Missouri, about a-day's march from the heads of 
Bitter-Root River; and a third, hotter than either of the other 
two, on Ben or White River. 

We rode to the Snake River Forks, about 10 miles from the 
fort. Snake River, at its junction with the Columbia, is not 
half the breadth of the latter, being about '200 yards. There are 
villages of Pelouches* at the mouth of Snake River. The country, 
for the whole way to the forks, is the same sandy plain as round 
Fort Walla-walla. In  descending Snake River, from Clear- 
Water Forks to Salmon River Forks, the distance is from 75 to 
80 miles ; from the latter to Powder River 30 ; from thence to 
Burnt River 30. 

June 30th.-We started from the fort, at 11 A.M.,  for the Grande 
Ronde. We reached the banks of the Walla-walla River, just 
at foot of Blue Mountains, at 6 P.M., and encamped at the clump 
of poplars (Taille des Liards). Our general course was E.S.E. 
magnetic, or S.E. by E. true meridian, and our distance about 21 

' miles. The  first half of the way consisted of undulating hills of 
sand, marl and gravel, after which an extensive plain of strong 
soil extends to the foot of the Blue Mountains. Eyakema Moun- 
tain bore from our camp N. 80' W. (magnetic). 

July 1st.-We started at 8 A.M., and immediately commenced 
the ascent of the Blue Mountains, which was very gradual. At 
2 P.M. reached the summit, which is a table-land covered with 
snow or consisting of swamps, from which the rivers rise. The 
profile of these mountains is tabular, as seen from a distance. 

. Pine-woorls cover only the very summit of the mountains, there 
being none on the side, except a few scattered trees in the tops of 
the ravines. The  sides of these hills are covered with a short 
carpet of grhs  and a beautiful variety of flowers, the most con- 
spicuous of which were sun-flowers and yellow lupins; near 
the summit, and lower down, a large pink liliaceous flower. Snow 

d still remained in large patches in the woo&. We encamped on 

* Polonches? (see p. 25G).-ED. 
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the edge of a swamp on the E. side-of the summit, with patches 
of snow all round. 

2nd.-We started at 7 A.M., and made a course about S.E. by E. 
(magnetic) till 2 P.M., when we encamped on a little stream in 
hills at the N.E. end of Grande Ronde.* I should estimate, by 
guess, the descent on this side of the Blue Mountains to be about 
half the ascent on the opposite side. We met with more snow 
lower down on this side than on the other. This end of Grandc 
Ronde consists of undulating prairie, covered with fine green 
herbagc and clumps of pines. On the descent we had a fine view 
of mountains bounding Grande Ronde on the S.E. side and S.W. 
end : the former are higher than the Blue Mountains, their ridge 
being quite covered with snow; but those at the S.W. end are 
the highest of all, rising into peaks, at the heads of Day's River 
and Powder River, covered with what I should think perpetual 
snow. The Indians here eat the inner bark of two species of 
pine, Nos. 1 and 2 ;  the women peeling it off very cfexterously 
by thrusting a long stick between the bark and the wood. 

Grande Ronde has a general direction of N.N.E. and S.S.W. 
(magnetic), or N.E. by E. and S.W. by W. (true). The  snowy 
mountains at the head of Day's River, and S. W. end of Grande 
Ronde, bore from the road across the mountains S. by E.  (mag- 
netic). The strata seen had a direction N. 50' W., and dip 
N.E. 25O on top of the Blue Mountains, in the midst of the 
snow. 

3d -We started at 8 A.M., and at 9 reached N.E. end of the 
Grande Ronde, which is an extensive plain, surrounded by hills 
and covered with green herbage ; through the middle of which 
runs, towards N.E., the Muddy River, which is joined by several 
feeders from bounding hills. At  noon we reached the camp of 
the Rayouse and Walla-walla Indians, who had come hither to 
trade in horses with the Snake Indians. It  consisted of twelve 
large mat-lodges, covered with boughs, each about 50 feet long. 
We pitched our camp alongside of the Indians. The plain had 
a very lovely appearance ; more than a thousand horses were 
running about, and the Indians galloping to and fro. 

We rorle to see Indian women digging kamoss, about 5 miles 
S.W. of the camp, in a swamp at the foot of the hills. I t  is very 
laborious work ; each woman, before midday, having dug up two 
large bags, of more than a bushel each (901bs.). 

4th.-We remarked that the patches of snow on the hills on 
the N.W. side of the Grande Ronde were not more than 300 or 
400 feet above the level of the plain. We rode nearly across the 
Grande Ronde, and found that it is by no means level, but in- 

* Gd. Road (J. Arrowsmith'! map, 1834'.-E~. 
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clines to the S.E. On this account, the central river, which d n k  
it, runs almost close to the foot of the S.E. bounding mountnk, 
and receives almost all its feeders on the left bank. I was 
much pleased with this trip to the Grande Ronde, and only regret 
that want of health and instruments prevented its being made 
available for scientific purposes. 

I noted down the essential characters and sex of the species of 
pines observed in the course of thia journey :- 

1. Pinus conis obovatis, squamis apice truncatis, spina brevi 
armatis, ad basin coni directis, lineanbus, sessisilibu~ 
Fol. binis ternatisve, glaucis, triquetris, 4 p l l i c  long. 

2. P. wnis brevi-cylindricis, squamis linearibus apice trun- 
catis, spina debili long&, ad basin coni diiectis, sessilibus. 
Fol. binis triquetris virid. 2 pollic long. Arbor lichene 
n i p  eduli capilloso vestitus. 

3. P. conis ovatis, squamis owlibus, bractea linguata sub qua-  
mis ; breviter pedunculatis. Fasciculo foliorum multi- 
folioso ; foliolis + unc. long. virid. sulcatis. Arbor magn. 

4. Abies.-A. foliii tetragonis, apice spinm-secundis. Conis ? 
5. A.-Canadensis balsamea ? Cortice brevitsr-vesiculato. 

Fol. a ~ i c e  rotundatis non secundii. danis. Conis? - 1 
6. A. Foliis secundis, latis, apice rotundatis, subtus glaucis. 

Conis? 
7. A. Douglassii. A. conis bracteat. bract. 3 lingua. 
After my departure from the Grande Ronde I learned that 

there is a thermal spring there: it forms a large basin, in the 
middle of which the gas bubbles up. I t  is so hot that the men who 
filled the bottle could not wade in to any clistance from the edge. 

Vancouver, August 3rd.- I had some conversation with 
N. Wyatts (fur-trader), who is at the fort, about some hot-springs 
which he had visited on a fork of the Falls River : they are about 
30 miles from the Columbia. They are hot enough to cook 
meat-their temperature 191° Fahrenheit ! They taste of sul- 
phur and iron, and deposit a white incrustation on the rocks 
(calcareous?). Opposite to these springs, 24 miles down the 
stream, he discovered two fossil thigh-bones, resembling those of 
an elk, embedded in sandstone lying under basalt. There are 
large beds of pumice on the Falls River. The largest masses of 
obsidian he has yet seen in his travels are in the vicinity of Port- 
neuf * River : some would weigh a ton, and are loose. H e  has 
seen none in sdtu. There are beds of bituminous coal, in consi- 
derable quantity, on the E. declivity of the Rocky Mountains, on 
Stinking River, a tributary of Wind River, which falls into Big- 
house River, a tributary of Yellowstone River. 

* h i t  Neuf (J. &rorslhith, 1834),, 
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m " 
4 .  8 :  { 14. Chachelis. 
v l  15. Qyan. 
L4 

Notes on the Indian Tribes on the U~pper a d  lo we^ Cobmbia. 
List of the nations on the lower part  of the Columbia, and along 

the s e a - a t  southwards, from Michel l a  Framboise :- 

Fi 
.4 

21. llac66n. 
22. Al y a .  

~11.1 23. 24. .%yonstla. K i l W s a l .  

ps' 
a 
d 
0 z 
3 
M 
8 
4 ( 
o 
n 
4 
rn 
C.l 

On Gray's Bay ; at the entrance of the river. 
On the North Point of Gray's Bay. 

f 1. Katlagakya. From the Cascades to Vancouver, dong the 
river. 

2. Mamnit. I n  Multnomah Island, now extinct, on the 
side next the Columbia. 

3. Katlaminimim. I n  Multnon~ah, all on the side next Walla- 
mat, the lower branch being extinct. 

4. Wakarnars. From Deer's Isle to the lower branch of the 
Wallamat, at its mouth ; Kesho their chief. 

5 .  Katlaportl. Along a river of the same name, to the mouth - 

and right bank of the Columbia, for five 
miles above its mouth. 

6. Klakalana. On the banks of a little river on the right 
bank of Columbia, between No. 5 and the 
Towalitch River. 

7 .  Seamysty. At the mouth of the Towalitch River. 
8. Ketlahaniahs. At Oak Point, on the left bank of the Co- 

lumbia. Formerly Nos. 7 and 8 formed 
o m  nation, under the name of Kolnit ; but 
7 separated from 8 for want of room at 
Oak Point. 

9. Wakaikum. On the right bank of the Columbia; on a 
small stream, called Cadet River, a good 
way below Oak Point, between it and 
Katlamak. 

10. KatlamaA. On the left bank of the Columbia ; on a river 
of same name, running from the interior. 

\ 11 .  Awakat. At Fort George. This is the name of a 

On a river of same name. 
On a river on the sea-coast, 30 miles S. of 

Clatsop Point. 
On the sea-coast, 30 miles S. of No. 17. 
On the sea-coast, S. of No. 18. 
On the sea-coast, S. of No. 19. 
On the tm-mast, S. of No. SO. 
On the sea-coast, S. of No. 21. 
On the ca&, S. of No. 22. 
On the m a t ,  S. of No. 23. 

place, not of a nation ; many nations come 
together there for berries, &c. 

12. Klahhelnk. 011 Clataop Point; commonly called Clat- 
sops. 

-4 
A nation on Baker's Bay. 

0-3 
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25. Kaons. On the anst, S. of No. ZQ. 
~""(26.  Godamyon. On the coast, S. of No. 25. (Siquitehib.) 

IX. 27. Sbtonia. On the coast, S. of No. 26, at the mouth of 
the River des Coquins. 

d 

{ 28. Kathaewalla. At the Falls of Wallamat. 
29. Klakimabs. On river of that name. 

m 

X. 30. Clatnet. On the upper part of the river, and 60 miles 
below the lake so named. 

XI. 31. Satfy. On a river of same name to W. of No. 30. 
The River Stotonia is 60 miles N. of Clamet River, at its 

entrance into the sea Its source is on the N. side of 
the Clamet Mountain, and that of the Clamet River on 
the S. side of the mountain. Sasty is between the Clamet 
and Buenaventura River. There are two snowy peaks be- 
tween the mountains Vancouver and Clamet. 

32. Igalleet. On the Umqua River, between No. 24, which 
is at its mouth, and the first rapids. 

33. Umqua. On a river of that name, above No. 32, to- 
wards the interior. 

Detached Notes on the tribes about Fort Walla-walla, in the 
interior, situated at the confluence of the River Walla-r~alla 
with the Columbia, a little above the point where the Columbia 
chanpes its course from W. to S.* :- 
6c The Indians here are a quiet, sedate race compared with the 

Chewoks and Sehalataks, and have a more noble and manly 
aspect. They are generally powerful men, at least 6 feet high. 
None of the women come about thefort." 

cc I endeavoured to obtain from the interpreter some explana- 
tion of the appellations given to the different nations on the 
Columbia, such as Nez-perc6s, Flat-heads, Black-feet, &c. ; but no 
one knows the origin of these terms, as their own names, Silish, 
Shahaptenish, have no signification of the kind. The Nez-percis 
are divided into two classes, the Nez-perds proper, who inhabit 
the mountains, and the Polonches, who inhabit the plain country 
about the mouth of Snake River. The nations of the plain on 
the other side of the Rocky Mountains are celebrated for their 
warlike incursions on the Black-feet; Big-bellies, Cirib, and 
Piegans or Blood Indians on this side. Of these Indians, the 
last are the most numerous. The Rayouse Indians, of whom I 
have now seen several, are quite a different race of men from the 
Walla-wallas ; they are stouter, and more athletic, being generally 
6 feet high. They have a dignity in their gait, and a gravity in 
their demeanour, not possessed by the latter. They also consider 
it as a degradation to marry the Walla-walls women, although 

Dr. M. Gairdner had gone up from Vancouver to the Fort for his health. 
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the Walla-walla men make frequent marriages with the Rayouse 
women. The Rayause do not muster more than 78 men; the 
Walla-wallas, including women and children, about 200." 

I r  May, 1835.-Two Snake Indians arrived at the Fort. They 
have not the tall stature and noble air of the Rayouse. The Snake 
tribe, who come to the Grande Ronde for trade, muster 1000 to 
1200 strong, and are not now as formerly, merely armed with 
bows, but have obtained, by theft and trade with the Americans, 
an abundant supply of arms and ammunition. Though there are 
about 50 Indians round the Fort, with everything open to them, 
and nobodv in it but Pambroon, H. B. C.'s clerk. the intermeter. 

1 

one or two boys and myself, all is quiet. In the evening the 
Indians say their prayers under one of the bastions, and have the 
same religious ceremonies as the Walla-wallas." 

I attended the religious services of the Walla-walla Indians. 
The  whole tribe, who are here at present, men,- women and 
children, to the number of about 200, were assembled in their 
craal, squatted on their hams; the chief and chief men at the 
head arranged in a circle: these last officiated : towards this 
circle the rest of the assembly were turned, arranged in regular 
ranks, very similar to a European congregation. The service 
began by the chief's making a short address, in a low tone, which 
was repeated by a man on his left hand, in short sentences, as 
they were uttered by the chief. This was followed by a prayer 
pronounced by the chief standing, the rest kneeling. At certain 
intervals there was a pause, when all present gave a simultaneous 
groan. After the prayer there were fifteen hymns, in which the 
whole congregation joined : these hymns were begun by five or 
six of the men in the circle, who acted as leaders of the choir : 
during this hymn, all were kneeling, and kept moving their arms 
up and down, as if to aid in keeping time. The airs were simple, 
resembling the monotonous Indian song which I have heard them 

- sing while paddling their canoes. Each was somewhat different 
from the other. All kept good time, and there were no discord- 
ant voices. The hymns were succeeded by a prayer, as at first, 
and then the service ended. My ignorance of the language pre- 
vented me from observing much of this service ; but I was struck 
with the earnestness and reverence of the whole assembly. All 
eyes were cast down ta the ground ; and I did not see one turned 
towards us, who must have been objects of curiosity, as white 
chiefs and strangers. I t  is about five years since these things 
found their way among the Indians of the Upper Columbia. All 
were dressed in their best clothes, and they had hoisted a union- 
jack outside the lodge. The whole lasted about three-quarters of 
iin hour," 
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E.O.E.' 

N.E.8 
N.E.' 7 

B.S.B. 

E.N.E. 

CIW light blue pnd cloud. 
laa aky. ] E.5 

Sun roae from a misty bori-) 
zon; a few scattered heaped 
c l o d  ;*inaft%rnoondtom 4 
in the N.. suu aet in a pale 
grey heaped cloud.. 

SIIU rose and met with miuy 
elouda; morning, stormy, 

1 
clouds in E. ; rast of day I blue sky with few heaped 
clouds.* 

E.5 L' 

E.5) Eli 

E.' E! 

9 Y 

E.S.E. E 

I1.S E.9 ESE: 

EP ESl 

Y L'i 
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1 1 1 Direction of tho Wind. 

Place of 
0bsrrv;~tion. 

Bright dnv wit11 fcw henped 
clullds;. ih. A.M. spurts d 
wind fmm N..wi111 stormy 
clorlds and n little rnin; 911. 
P.M. slight raio from N. 

Sunrise. Aery, with rain 
c b ~ ~ d s ;  line of clouds1 
from N.E. to S.W.. with 
Ileavy showers; 5h. P.M. 
storm in N. and S., with 
n ~ i n ;  aun set in stormy 
clonds. 

Bright dav with a few heap 
ed CIOII~;;. in momlog a , slight shower. 

16 17 61 39 At night alternate ahowera. 
the same tllmllgl~ont th; 
day from the E. ai th gusts 
of wind; at 4 i  h. and 8 t  11. 
P.M. heav rain. 

16 17 At night aitpmate showers; 
A.M. stormy clouds in E. 
aud N. ; P.M. heavy rain 
and a ale of wind from 
the E.. korimn overcast all 
round. I 

in llre Harbour 
of St. Thomas 

Showers. with gusta of wind 

aith ligltt grey stormy 
clouds; 7h. evening. show- 
ers in N.E. and S.W. 

1839. 
1 I. 16 42 71 40 Bright htnnny day. with 

feathery clouds. 
2 15 55 73 7 At noon, partial shower8 

from thin misty clouds; a 
snnset fiery. 

3 15 41 51 16 Morning, stormy clouds in 

showers ; eveplp& storm in 

i 
N.E. ; noon spa 311. P.M. 

N. 
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bright, with cumulus 

9. Juan de Nicaragua-Mean ~emd 
1839. 

9. Jlun do Niarpka. 14-40 Jan. Moan bight by 11 burmetrialo- 45 m m  (8.8 feet) a b r  
Acoynp, Chief Fort d the 1 April. 

~mvince of Chontaler. ) a a . . . .,, 

Day, l i n a  of*& ; noon .nd 3 P.Y.,* 

[hi. Friede.rich*l uaa Celdol's Cen Tlwrmnneter. d which 5- - 9- P.h~~).heif commonly umd 6s 
contqondir~g altihda of Fahrenheit's 4% will?%%t.ined-thum. 26.4 C X I+ I4 -..&-I F.-EL] 



:he8 ; in interior of the earth. 46.4. 

of t h e  Atlantic in r favourable hte  ofatmasphere. 8nm dthe !d d c u 7 6 3 ' 6  Mean Buom. Obr, T. W.7, t. 28.4. 

,, Pacific, l l a  48' N. M. Boo. del Rlo Q i i d a ,  765-4 M b n  Barom. Obo., T. $6'5, t. 1'7. 
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Earl, G. W., Kisser and Serawatti Isles, 
I., 108. 

Eboe. See Ibo. 
Echmann, GI., lxvii. 
Ehkili language, 164. 
D'Eichthal, M. Gustave, 1;;. 
Eiwani Keif, 150. 
England, New, 167. 
Engraving of map,  lxxvi. 
Ertanah. See Retanah. 
Earobar, Fray Alomo de, Vera Paz Iu- 

dim, 69. 
Escuinapa, 106. 
Eslaya, 49. 
Esyed-abad, 142. 
Europe, Works on, xliii. ; maps of, lxv. 
Everest, Col., lxix. 
Expeditions aided by the Royal Geogra- 

phical Soc., v. 
Eyre, M., lxii. 

Falla river, hot springs near, 254. 
Farmkh-abad, 152. 
Featherstonhaugh, Mr., Ix. 
Fedomv, M., 1. 

Fellows, M., xlvi. 
Fermoso, Rio, 185, 188.- 
Ferro, 176. 
Fiedler, M. xliii. 
Finances of Royal Geogr. Society, iii. 
Florida, Gulf of, 87 ; region, 168. 
Forpcloe, Rio dos, 185. 
Forchammer, Dr., xliv. 
Forsell, Col., xliii. 
Franz, M., xlviii. 
Friedrichathal, Chevalier, Chontales, 99. 
Fuerte-venturg isle, 175. 

Gaimard, M., xli. 
Gairdner, Dr., Columbia river, 250. 
Galitha, 45. 
Gallatin, lx. 
Gatto, 190. 
Gawalan, 60. 
Geli (or Keli) Mazukah, 33. 
Gerrard, Capt. Alex., 33. 
Gesenius, Prof., Himyari iuscriptions, 118. 
Ghadherifah, 131. 
Gharsnis, 55. 
Gharah, Jebel or Jura, 27. 
Gibbons, Sejt. R., routes in Persia, 136. 
Gipp's Land, 192. 
Girault, M., xl. 
Girdab-kilid, 147. 
Gird-balg 154. 
Glazunov, M., xl. 
Gomera, 175. 
Grande Ronde, 253 ; plantn, 254. 
Greenhow, Mr., lix. 
Guadalaxara, or Guadalajara, 105. 
Guanaxuato, or Guanajuato, 101, 102. 
Guanches, 171, 177. 
Gunduk, 39. 
Gwzout. See Karzawet. 

Hadhr, Al, 10 ; ruim at, 11 ; sculptures, 
13 ; inscriptions, 13; history, 17. 

Haeeltzuk Indians, 223 ; vocabulary, 230. 
Haidah Indians, 217 ; vocabulary, 231. 
Hakkari, 21, 33, 36. 
Hamrnam 'Ali, 3. 
Hamrin mountains, 4, 8, 132. 
Haaik, 164. 
Hasiki, 156, 160. 
Hawi, what it is, 122, 123. 
Hellaniyah isle, 156, 160. 
Helmersen, M., xliii. 
Herati Karrah, 146. 
Himyari alphabet, 118 ; worda, 119. 
Holland, New, North coast of, 109. 
Hondo, Rio, 80. 
Honduras, 88. 
Von Hugel, Baron, xlix. 
Hulton, Dr., Curia Murk  isles, 156. 
Hushan, 143. 
Huwe'ish, 121. 
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Iho, or Ibu, 185. 
!liyat tribes, 156. 
Irak, 150. 

Irwin, Lieut., 1. 
lzedi, 23. 

Jackson, Col., xliii. 
Jackson, Sir Keith, I. 
Jawasimi pirates, 158. 
Jebeliyah, 156, 159. 
Je jera, 123. 
Jezirah ibn Omar, 21. 
Jibliyah. See Jebeliyah. 
Jomard, M., lii., l u v .  
Journal of Royal Geogr. Soc., v. 
Juan del Rio, S., 101. 
Jubailah, 2. 
Jukes, Mr., lriii. 
Julamerik (Julamerk), 50, 51. 
Juniata mountaim, 171. 

Ka'b. See Cha'h. 
Kadisiyyab, 127. 
Kalapooiah Iudians, 225 ; vocabulary, 
217. 

K-&, 253. 
Kanda Kiliaa, 59. 
Karzawet, or Kanaut, 156, 158. 
Kassb, Wadi-], 3, 20. 
Kashan, 137, 149. 
Kawitchen Indians, 224 ; vocabulary, 24%. 
De Kazawinski, M., lx. 
Keli Shin, 63-67. 
~ermanj,-21. 
Khabur, 27. 
Khali. See Sedd Nimrud. 
Khalis, 122. 
Khartan Martan, 156. 
Khazir river, 23, 26, 73. 
Khidhr Ilyas, 19. 
Khorasan, 150, 153,155. 
Khwiyan Muriyan, 156. 
Kinnan, 141, 145. 
Kiskanom mountains, 170. 
Kisser Isle, 109-114; vocabulary, 116. 
Kissey mountaim, 186. 
Kiyau, 47. 
Kliketat Indians, 225; vocabulary, 236. 
Koch Hannes, 54. 
Kolf, Lieut., 1. 
Komiehab. 148. 
Konewango mountains, 171. 
Koran. 146. .-- - > - -  

Koschevaroo, M., xl. 
Kowita mountaim, 171. 
Kiirdistan mountains. 74-76. - --- ---- 

Kut el umai&, 0r -d  ham- 123. 
Kwara. See Quorra. 

Labrador, mountains, 169. 
h d o n  Indians, 93. 
Lafond de Lurcy, Capt., xli., lxiv. 

Lama, or New Segovia River, 99. 
Lanzarote, isle, 176. 
Lasgird, 150. 
La Trobe river, 193, 195. 
Lawrance, Mr., lxi. 
Lechee, 186. 
Lefebvre, M., lv. 
Leihun. 48. 
Leon, 103. 
Letellier, M., xlviii. 
Library, Royal Geogr. Soc., vi. 
Limn (Izan), 39-41. 
Longitude, first meridian, l u i v .  
Lowenstern, Chev. J., Mexiw. 
Lund, Dr., lxi. 
Lynch, Capt., xlix. 

Mseassar fleet, 115. 
De Macedo, Don J. J., Canary Idea, 171. 
Maconochie river, 194. 
M'Queen, Mr., liii. 
Madranah, el, 130. 
Maelen, M.,Van der, lxviii. 
Mahanak, 142. 
Mahri, 163. 
Maklub, Jebel, 23, 26, 73. 
Malotah, 45. 
Manatango mountains, 171. 
Manchi Indians, 95. 
Map, ordnance, lxxii. 
Mapping improved, lxxiii. 
M a p ,  embossed, Ixxi. 
Marmora, Col., De la, xlii., lxvii. 
Martin, Montgomery, Mr., 1. 
Mashii, 141, 145. 
Matineh, 33, 34. 
Mattawan mountains, 170. 
Mauaa, Capt., lxviii. 
Mazatlan, Pu& de, 107. 
Mazinan, 153. 
Meany, Don C d o s .  See Encobar. 
Mei-omid, 152. 
Melbourne, 193, 195. 
Mesh-hed, 155. 
Mexico, or Mejico, ruins, 107. 
Michaelis, Capt, Von, lxvii. 
Midjee isle, 186. 
Mishkan, 154. 
Missionaries, 87. 
Misaissippi, 167. 
Mohan, 145. 
Moravier, M., xliii. 
Morbal, 163. 
Mosquitia, 88. 
Mosul, 19, 73. 
Mountains, Blue, 252. 
Muctesuma, Cerro de, 107. 
Muhabil, Tappah, 124. 
Murray, Mr., xliii. 
Mwchakhor, 148. 

Nahrawan, 122,123, 128. 
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Navarrete, M., xl. 
Nav-kur, 73. 
Nayan, 138. 
Nessedyev, M., xliii. 
Nez Percbs Indians. See S L n h a ~ h ~ ~ s .  
Niearagiia, Lake of, 98. 
Niwles, Mr., 1x1. 
Niger, river, 184 ; Wanee branch, 185 ; 

delta, 189, 190 ; expedition, liv. 
Nile, sources of Abyssinian, 1v. 
Nishpur, 154.' 
Nomenclature, geographical, Ixxvi. 
NoosLlum Inham, 2!M ; vocabulary, 

242. 
Nootka Indianq 225. 
Norov, M., xlvi. 
Nun, branch of Niger, 185. 

Oberreit, Col., Ixri. 
(Elsfeld, M., D', Ixvi. 
Okanagan Indiana, 225 ; vocabulary, 286. 
Okuago (not Ohago)  mountains, 170. 
Ometepe island, 99. 
Ommann, 190. 
Opiq Ruins of, 125. 
Ordnance map, lxxii. 
Oregon region, 168, 170. 
Orr, Mr. J., Gi pa's land, 192. 
Osterwald, M., fxvi., Ixvii. 
Owari, or Wari, 185. 
Ozark region, 168 ; mountains, 169. 

Palma, 176. 
Papin, Capt., lxvi. 
Pareiz, 145. 
P m k ,  table-land, 170. 
Parliameutary papers,-Afghanidan, 1. ; 

Australia, lxii. 
Parrot. Professor F., xliii. 
~ e d r o ;  lnovince of &, 94. 
Pekan, 148. 
Pemberton, Capt., Ixx. 
Photography, lxxvii. 
Pima Indians, vocabulary, 448. 
Pitt's island. See Rangi haute. 
Polochie river, 96; aettlementa on, 97. 
Popov, M., xliii. 
Port Easington, 115. 
Port Neuf river, obsidian on, 234. 
Pou'oulat, M. Baptistin, xliii. 
~ovkovski, M., xl. 
Prat, M., xliv. 
President of the Royal Geogr. Soc.'s Ad- 

dress, xxxix; Raper, ix. ; Wood, X. 
Prichad (not Priteha 171. 
Pyramid of ~ e p a t i ~ m T b 4 .  

Quadm See Vancouver. 
Qneretaro, 101. 
Qnorra. See Niger. 

Rabbah, 185, 187. 

Rafincaquc, M. C. S., North American 
gepgrapb, 165. 

Rah~yah canal, 121. 
Raka, 186. 
Rang? tirg 196. 
Rang1 haute, 196. 
Ras el Khdmah, 161. 
Redondo isle. See Karawet. 
Remedios, los, ruins near, 107. 
Retanah, 183. 
Rensse, M., xvi. 
Richardson, Dr., lxv. 
Rio de la  AgUa Caliente, 90. -- Paaion, 93. 

Grande, 39. 
Rachet d'Hbricourt, M., lv. 
Rogin, 114. 
Rosa Momla, 106. 
Roaa, Dr. J., ruins of Opiq 121. 
Rowandiz, 2 5  28, 69-71. 
Rlippell, Dr., lvi. 

Sa'ad-abad, 142. 
Sabzawar, 153. 
Safergan, 137. 
Salam-abad, 149. 
Salamaet, 59. 
Samarrah, ruins of, 128, 128, 135. 
Santarem, Viscomte, XI. 
Sarauak mountains, 169, 170. 
Sardoh, 144. 
Sari Burd mountain, 68. 
Sayyad-abad, 137, 142. 
Scale, centigrade, preferable, lxxv. - of barometer improvable, lxxv. 
Schomburgk, Mr., Ixi. 
Schubert, Gen., lxviii. 
Schweinite, Count, lxv. 
Schytte, M. xli. 
Scouter, Dr. J., North-West Americans, 

215. 
Secretary's repignation, iv. 
Sedd Nimrud, 130. 
Segovia, New, river. See Lama 
Sel, rivisre de, 2.5 1. 
Semitic tongues, 183. 
Serawatti isles, 109-1 15. 
Serehkhan, 143. 
Shahaptan Indians, 225 ; vocabulyy, 236, 

W6. 
Shah-RGd, 151. 
Shnms. 140. 
~bawa;lrmnte mountains. 170. 

l%bek, 146. ' 
ad, 140,155. 

Shahah; 173, 181. 
Shuluh, 173, 177, 181. 
Shutur deh, 146. 
Sidek, valley, 67. 
Siffin, 'Ain, 23. 
Simnan, 150. 
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Simpson, Sir George, xli. 
Sioto hills, 170. 
Skeena river, 250. 
Snake river, 251. 

Indians, 257. 
Soda, 156, 158. 
Sooba country, 1 85. 
South-Ennt Isle, 196. 
Squallyamish Indians, 224 ; vocabulary, 

ad.? ---. 
Stinking river, coal near, 251. 
Struve, M., lxviii. 
Suadi?. See Soda. 
Subov, M xliii. 
su l tan-~z idan ,  154. 
Sur Khan, 142, 145, 153. 
Sutzberger, Capt., lxvii. 
Suwarri, Zoma, 43. 
Swenstrap, M., xli. 

Takonik mountains, 169, 1713. 
Taos mountains, 169, 170. 
Tappah, or tepeh, i.e. hill, 12 i. 
Temperature, records of, lxx. 
Tenerife, 172, 175. 
Teoatislan. 101. 
~ e b i c ,  105: 
Temaux Compans, M., lii., Ix., lxii. 
Tha'leb. 'Ain-el. 8. 
~harths;, 9. ' 

St. Thomas's Bight, 89. 
Ticozzi, M., xl. 
Till Auja, 134. - Band, 132. 
- Khirr el hintab, 131. 
- Nisr, 135. 
Tillu-s-Sabik, 2. 
Tloquatch Indians, 224 ; vocab~~lary, 242. 
Tolmie, Mr., 217, 221, 229. 
Tolototlan river, 106. 
Toltecs, 107. 
Travels, books of, publiahed in 1840, xli. 
Tula, 101. 
Tun Ghaase Indians, 21 8 ; vocabulary, 

233. 
Tura, i. e. jebel, 27. 
Tuskorora mountains, 170. 
Tuz khurma l i  au, river, 133. 

Umpqua Indians, 225 ; vocal,ulary, 237, 
256. 

Umrah, 42. 
Unaka mountai~ra, 170. 

END O F  

Urumiyah (Unniyah), 59, 61. 
UsLle'i, plain, 61, 63. 

Vaillant, M., xli. 
Vancouver's isle, 224. 
Varamin, 149. 
Vera Paz province, 69 ; Indians, 9 1 ; 

mountnins, 91-93. 
Vigne, Mr., xlix. 
Vivienne, M., xliv. 
Vlastov, M., xl. 
Voyages published in 1840, xli. 

Wadreag, 183. 
Wagner, Dr. M., lii. 
Wahhabis, 161. 
WaEtangi Bay, 199. 
Walla-walla river, 252. -- Indians, 253, 256; religion, 

257. 
Warandun, Zoma, 46. 
Warekauri isle, 196 ; beat soil, 204 ; geo- 

logy, 200; climate, 205 ; plants, 205 ; 
animals, 206; natives, 207 ; language, 
209 ; history, lxiii., 210. 

Warree. See Owari. 
Wasioto hills, 170. 
Von Weiss, Lieut., lxix. 
Wellington lake, 194. 
Willshire (not mltshirc), Dr., lii. 
Wise, Mr., 1. 

Xucamel mountains, 96. 

Yamkallic Indians, 225 ;vocabulary, 237. 
Yangijeh, 122. 
Yaooree, 187. 
Yarriba, 166. 
Yeona hills, 170. 
Yezd, 139. 
Yezdikhwast, lh7. 
Yezidi, 23, 25. 
Yucatan, 80, 89. 

Zab, 27,28, 36, 47,51,58, 70-73. 
Zakho, 21,27. 
Zawitbah, 41. 
Ze'im, 145. 
Zendanht mountains, 60. 
Zeni ten, 139. 
Zeuobims, isles of. 163. 
Zettmtedt, P~ofessur, xl. 
Zozan nav dashti, 33. 
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